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CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT—1973
MONDAY, SEPTEMBEE 10, 1973
HOUSE OF EEPRESENTATTVES,
STTBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT,
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,

Washington, B.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in loom 2123,
Kaybum House Office Building, Hon. Paul G. Eogeis, chairman,
pi-esiding.
Mr. EoGERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please. Today is
the first day of oversiglit hearings on implementation of the Clean Air
Act.
Three years ago, this subcommittee developed amendments to the
Clean Air Act which have had vast implications. On the one hand, we
are advised by the Council on Ejivironmental Quality that the air, in
fact, has gotten cleaner—reversing a.">('-year trend.
On the other hand, the Clean Air Act has been indicted by some as
responsible for this country's enei'gj- sliortage. 'Die jjurpose of these
hearings will be to explore the effects of the act^—both desirable and undesirable—with a view toward determining whetlier amendments to
the act are in the best interests of the American public.
The recent 2-week episode of air pollution alerts here in Washington,
in the Nation's Capital-—and its attendant increases in hosjjital admissions—brings home all too clearly the fact that the quality of air
in our country represents a danger to our health—a danger which can
and must be overcome.
On the other hand, some of the methods presently proposed as means
of combating air pollution may be unattainable. If so, new methods
should be found.
During these hearings, the subcommittee will be concerned with
health effects of pollutants, the effect of the act on energy shortages,
means of achieving automobile emissions standards, proposals for
transportation controls, and implementation plans.
In addition the committee will find of great interest the President's
recent proposals with respect to lifting restrictions on the burning of
high-sulfur coal and oil. I think we will l>e most interested in having
facts presented which would back up the President's comments which
categorically state a sliortage is imminent and a lessening of clean air
standards necessary.
If this Nation is, indeed, as the President sayS, on the verge of an
immediate fuel crisis, then I think the Congress and the American
public will make every effort to do what is necessary to conserve what
fuel supplies we have available.
(1)

But I tliink this committee, as well as the Congress and the Americuii public, will, in all fairness, ask for a great deal of more specific
information before we abandon those portions of tlie Clean Air Act
Avhich were designed to protect the health and safety of the American
l^ublic.
Our witnesses this morning are representatives of the Environmental Protection Agency—present and future. The Honorable
Ivussell Train, presently Chairman of the Council on Enviroimiental
Quality and EPA's Administrator-designate, is our first witness.
lie will be followed by the Acting A(Lninistrator of the EPA, John
Quarles. May I say tliat I am particularly pleased by the nomination
•of Mr. Train to be EPA Administrator. His devotion to a clean environment had Ijeen known for years and his service as the first Chainnan
of tlie CEQ has been most distinguislied.
Mr. Quarles performed capably as EPA's General Counsel and I
am likewise pleased by this elevation to the position of Deputy
-Administrator.
Since Mv. Train has not been confiinied, he will testify as Chairman
of the CEQ, and, of course, will not he in a position to reflect on EPA
policy. Mr. Quarles will i-epresent the EPA. After Mr. Train's confirmation, he will return,' and has so stated, to give testimony to the
committee at a later date when it is projected we will wind up tlie
hearings which will be in about 2 weeks.
So, welcome to the committee, Mr. Train. We will be pleased to
receive your statement.
STATEMENT OF HON. RUSSELL TRAIN, CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EXECUTIVE OFITCE OF THE
PRESIDENT
Mr. TRAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity
to appear briefly before you this morning. As you noted, I had hoped
to be the lead witness for the Environmental Protection Agency on
this very vital subject of the Clean Air Act which is so important to
the health and well-being of the American people. Also, as you know,
the Senate has not had an opportunity as yet to act on my confirmation.
Hopefully, this will be done early this afternoon. But, in the meantime, it seems tlie better part of wisdom that I do not seek to testify
for the Environmental Protection Agency.
I do appreciate the opportunity to make a few opening remarks, as
you, yourselves, have indicated, I am very ready, willing and anxious
to return to testify before this committee at your convenience as soon
as T am confirmed, either during these hearings or at the close as j'oii
wish.
Fii"st. T am particularly glad to have the opportimity to introduce,
although I know you know him well, John Quarles, whom the President has designated as Acting Administrator during this period, and
also wliom the President has indicated his intention to nominate as
Deputy Administrator.
' Mr. Triiln wns confirmed by the Senate on Sept. 10, 1978, and he retoraed to testify
before the committee on Sept. 21, 19T3 [see p. 900].

I know you know }iim well. I also laiow him well, and I am personally thoroughly delighted with the President's choi(!e. I have
worked with Mr. Quarles over the past 4 j-ears. When he first came to
Washuigton to join the administration, it was with my office when I
•was Undersecretar}^ at the Department of the Interior.
So, we have had a long association, a long working association, as
•well as one of personal friendship. This is a very welcome development, and I can assure you that we will constitute a team that will
work very closely togetlier and of course, with you.
Second, Mr. Chairman, I am glad to have the chance to introduce
another new member of the top team at EPA, Mr. Alvin Arm. Al is
the new Assistant Administrator for Planning and Management. He
has been confirmed, but I l)elieve this is liis first opportunity to meet
with you. He has recently been Statf Director of the Council on Environmental Quality, so I can speak very personally and directly to his
outstanding competence. He has contributed enormously to the success
of the Council ever since its inception early in 1970, and I know that
he will bring impoitant new strength in the plamiing and management
field to EPA.
Turning briefly, ^Ir. Chairman, to the Clean Air Act for which you
and this subcommittee have played such an important pait in developing, and I think you can really feel proud of that fact, we welcome
this review, this series of ovei"sight hearings which you are about to
undertake.
The law has been on the books now for about 21/2 years which,
wliile not sufficiently long enough to permit a detailed definitive
appraisal of its effectiveness and its workings, certainly does provide
the experience with which to take a preliminary look.
As you will hear, we do feel that there are some problem areas
in the act and Mr. Quarles will develop these details with you, areas
where we believe that some legislative attention may be needed and
as other such areas develop, we certainly will bring these to your
attention.
I think it is important to stress that the effectively working parts
of the act far outweigli the problem areas. So, as we necessarily give
our attention to problems, we do not let their existence cover over the
ver>' real strengths that are inherent in this legislation.
I think the Clean Air Act is basically sound legislation, and we are
making significant progress in improving air quality under the act.
I think that clearly was not the case imder previous legislation. So,
again, I think this committee in particular can take very real pride
in this fact.
We must sustain that progress. As we do look at the problem areas,
as I have mentioned, let us keep the problems in perspective. I think
the fact is that with legislation as complex, compi-ehensive, and strong
as this law is, cutting across matters of not only great environmental
importance, but economic and social importance as well, it is surprising
to me that there have been indeed so few problems.
So, I think these are important points to keep in mind. Also, I think
that this committee in particular will take a great deal of interest
in the health impact aspects of this legislation. I think again this
is an important perspe<,'tive to have in mind at all times. We are not

simply dealing with inatters of amenity or esthetics. We are dealin^r
with tlie basic health and well being of the American people. That is
what is at stake in the Clean Air Act. I know your interest, Mr.
Chairman, in this matter and the other members of this committee,
so I think this is an impoi'tant perspective, I repeat, to keep in mind
at all times as we review the workings of the act.
Mr. Chairman, I think that probably will conclude any opening
remarks. I said I wanted to make them brief. I do not want to turn brief
remarks into a speech.
Mr. ROGERS. "VVe appreciate your presence here today. I might ask
one question that I think it might be w^ell for you to address the
committee on, since you are chairman of the Council on Environmental
Quality, and that is if you could give us a comment, maybe a little
broadening of the perspective which was the foundation of the President's statement over the weekend on the environmental standards
and the possible shortage of heating fuels in the whiter niontlis.
Could you give us some statement on that ?
Mr. TR^MX. Mr. Chairman, I participated in the meeting at the
White House on Saturday morning, quite an extensive meeting with
the President, his energy advisers, and other members of the administration.
Following that meeting, tlie President and Governor Love addressed
the press and pointed to the very likely possibility of a heating oil
shortage in certain areas of the coimtry this M-inter. I think that our
own analysis at the covmcil, and also as I underetand EPA's would
confimi that there are real jiroblems from a supj^ly standpoint.
As I think you know, last winter the Environmental Protection
Agency granted variances on applications from several States to
their State implementation plans iinder the Clean Air Act in order to
permit the States in certain emergency situations to utilize dirtier
fuel oil than would otlierwise be required in order to meet their local
standards.
Some of the.se applications were turned down. I think there were
some 13 req\iests made of EPA late last winter and 8 were granted,
but I am not too sure of the.'^e details. So, this is what is involved here.
The President has asked that the Governors be contacted, be met
with, and urged to develop contingency planning to permit the expeditio\is handling of such variance applications, should the need
arise, to meet emergency conditions this coming winter.
In a sense, what I am saying is essentially what was the program
that we conducted last winter, but that was, franldy, a sort of
hashed up program broiight together on quite short notice, and we are
anxious to see that to the extent humanly possible, more regularized
procedure under the Clean Air Act be followed in dealing w-ith
variances this winter.
So, this is the reason for getting advanced planning underway now.
That was the thrust of the President's message.
Mr. ROGERS. In other words, no specific relaxation of standards at
this time ?
Mr. TRAIN. Absolutely, because standards, as I understand it, are
not what are involved. It is variances to State implementation plans of
a temporary, very temporary nature. I do not think I have emphasized

that enough. We are talking here about temporary actions which
probably would not extend more than a month or 2 months at the
most should we get a cold winter and should the supply situation
turn difficult.
So we are dealing with temporai-y variances in State implementation plans, not any change in its standards.
Mr. ROGERS. And that would particularly be true, I guess, as to primary standards ?
Mr. TRAIN. That is correct. I think in all fairness what we probably
will be dealing with would be variaTices in primary standards.
Mr. RoGER-s. I think it is helpful to the committee to have this
clarification because I am not sure that came across in some of the
i-eports.
Mr. TRAIN. It is a highly technical matter, as you know better than
I do. It is susceptible to misunderstanding.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes. I might say too, for tlie committee's benefit, I am
sure the members know, that Governor Love will be here to testify,
and perhaps we can go into some detail with this. But, you are telling
\is that the President is not saying he wants priinary standards changed
but simply some variance for a short period of tijne if this condition
arises i
Mr. TRIWN. The President wants the Nation to be put into the
posture that it can be able to meet its fuel needs this winter imder
emergency situation conditions. In this effort. I certainly fully concur.
I am sure the Environmental Protection Agency does likewise.
We went through this process, as I indicated, last winter. Tlie
variance system worked quite well. I am sure it will work better
given the additional experience we have had and the additional
advance planning that the President is trying to get underway.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.
Mr.Satterfield?
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Tliank you, ]Mr. Chairman. I wish to welcome you
here today and certainly look forward to yovu' return.
I have just one question in line with Mr. Rogers' questions. T
realize that perhaps we have not looked too far ahead, but it is my
understanding and my feeling that we might anticipate even more
serious energy shortages by way of heating and other fuel in the years
immediately ahead.
Has any thought been given to provisions wliich we might add to
this Act which would give some latitude of action if and when emergencies might occur in future years rather than just this coming
year? •
Mr. TRAIN. First, let me say I think it is quite plain that the supply
problem that we are talking about is going to extend beyond this
winter. I do not want any misapprehension about that.
Let me make a point on that. I think again it is important to keep
in mind the supply problem is not the existence of environmental
standards obviously. It is due to a lot of things. In its relation to the
environment, the supply problem is due to the lack of desulfurizing
Ciipacity and new refinery capacity.
This technology is fully available, as we know. So, it is important
that we keep moving ahead in that area because as we provide the
25-451—74—pt. 1
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desulfurization capacity we will essentially solve the sulfur problem
insofar as it relates to oil.
It is my undei-standinfT that Japan is moving very rapidly in this
direction. You might wish to inquire about this, Mr. Chairman. I am
not sure of my facts, but I understand that Japan may have gotten
itself in a situation where it will have no sulfur problem after 1975
with respect to its oil.
As you know, 90 percent of its energy is coming from imported
oil. So, Japan is moving very rapidly, I believe, using American technology to a great extent. Now, the question you asked about shouldn't
we be taking actions now with respect to these later years? Of course,
you will want to consider tliis in the course of your hearings. I do
not believe that I feel jirepared to comment in detail on this.
We do feel that the variance procedure is appropriate under the
Clean Air Act as it now exists. So that we can address the.se problems
as they arise, and now whether there should be changes in this is
«ometliing else again. Frankly, I am not sure that there is any need
for any change in that respect.
Mr. SATTERFiEi-n. Thank you very much. As I said, we look forward
to seeing you again in these hearings.
Mr. RoGKRs. Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, IMr. Chairman. Certainly I feel it is the
opinion of tliis side of the aisle and I believe both sides that you will
be confirmed within the immediate future, and we are happy that that
will be the case.
We do not think that there is any question about that. We are most
happy that this will come to pass. I have been disturl)ed for some
time about the enei-gy shortage in our country. I do not think that
there is any question but what such an energy shortage does exist
at the present time.
Of course, I noticed in your remarks and in some things that T have
read that our high sulfur content coal is quite a problem. There are
areas of our country though in which we have low sulfur content coal
and in huge amounts. Paiticularlj' in the West, as I understand it, less
than 1 percent sulfur.
In that area, there are veins as much as 100 feet thick,
which is almost unheard of in other parts of the world. As it happens,
I have coal producing counties in my area which too have a low
sulfur content, less than 1 percent, Hardin County, Leslie County,
Bell Comity particularly.
It seems to be then if such emphasis is to be placed upon obtaining
coal of low sulfur content that we should make some effort to obtain
more coal from the West. Am I correct in tliis or not ?
Mr. TRAIN. Dr. Carter, I did not wish to give the impression that
only the winter heating oil aspects of the problem were receiving
attention. I think that tlie administration has consistently emphasizexl the need to continue to develop and use coal as a major energy
resource of this country. It is probably our most available and largest
reserve.
So, this is essential. Now, EPA last year in November announced
what it calls a clean fuel policy, one aspect of which was to urge the
States to delay implementation of sex*ondary standards if this would
permit the use of coal to meet primary standards.

Wc have continued to push in this direction as we think it is a
very important way to maintain the use of coal. Likewise, the administration IS pushino; doan coal rcsenc, jjasification, liquefaction, stack
«^as cleaning technology, which as it comes on line will make it possible
to use the dirtier coals which we have.
The Western coals insofar a.s the P^astorn nuirket is concerned are
really quite a ways off. and I think transportation costs do put these
at a considerable disadvantage. Now, the Department of the Interior
does have a number of studies underway with respect to these Western
cf)al deposits in part to see where the water supplies can come from
for the utilization and development of those reserves and also to see
how these areas can be properly reclaimed so that they are not left
as devastated areas.
Mr. C.\RTKR. Of course that is quite important. You say that there
are studies and pilot i)rojects going on toward liquefaction of coal,
fgasification of coal and so on. I am familiar witii a few of them.
V\vAt is the project which shows most promise at the present time?
Mr. TRAIN. I cannot answer your question, Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. DO you know the maximiun production of gas or
gasoline from coal at any one of these plants ?
Mr. TRXMN. No sir, I do not.
Mr. CARTER. I know that our Navy has such a project at the pi-esent
time. Do you know what the rate of production of fuel from that plant
isi
yir. TRAIN. NO. sir. I do not.
Mr. CARTER. Five barrels a day. So, we have a great deal to do in
this area. Is that not correct ?
Mr. TR-«N. I think this is correct. I think the President, in his last
energj- message, emphasize/l the need to step up our research and development with i-espect to this new coal technology.
Mr. CARTER. I should tliink it would take a maximum effort, a great
effort, on our ])art.
Mr. TR.\IN. I agree with you.
Mr. CARTER. What arc our known supplies of natural gas in the
United States ? How long would they last *
Mr. TRAIN. HOW long will our natural gas supplies last ?
Mr. CARTER. That is right.
Mr. TRAIN. I do not have any information at my fingertips.
Mr. CARTER. I believe just a few yeai-s ago it was testified before this
committee that our natural gas reserve would last only 6 yeai-s, something like that. How long will our supplies of petroleum last in this
country ? Do you know tiiat, sir ?
Mr. TRAIN. I do not l)elieve anybody knows that.
Mr. CARTER. 1 believe it has been testified before this committee, even
2 years ago, that our known supplies would last approximately 12
years—2 or 3 years ago. So, we .see the urgency of this program.
We cannot l)e dependent on other countries for our energ\- supplies. I think it will take a crash program involving the greatest sc-ientific minds in our country to the use of the coal in the West in particular, since it is estimated that these sujiplies should last this country
approximately how long, do you know that i
Mr. TR^MN. I did not near your quCvStion.
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Mr. CARTER. The supplies of coal in the West should last this country
how long?
Jlr. TRAIN. Oh, the theory is, several hundred j-ears.
Mr. CARTER. Four to six hundred years. "We should take advantage
of that and try with all of our ener''gy and mental acuity to develop
adequate supplies of gas and gasoline or fuel oil from this source in the
West. Do you not agree ?
Mr. TRAIN. I think that is generally true; yes, sir.
Mr. CARI-ER. Tluxnk you, sir.
Mr. TRAIN. If it can be done under the law, with the protection of
the environment. That has been our effort to insure that these resources
be utilized and developed in a balanced fashion so that we do protect
the environment at the same time.
Mr. CARTER. I would agree with that, too. I am an environmentalist
myself, and have been for many, many years. At the same time, sometimes compromises must be made rather than have our youngstei-s
get cold in tlie winter.
Thank you, ISIr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Preyer?
Mr. pRETER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I join my colleagues in applauding your nomination, Mr. Train,
as the new EPA Administrator. I am delighted because I do not think
-WG could find a better man in the country for the job. I have one general question I would like to ask.
You have been asked about the supply side so far as the fuel crisis
goes, and what can we do to increase the supply. I wonder how feasible
you think it is to take action on the demand side, to reduce the demand.
•\Ve have an extraordinary per capita consumption of energj' in this
coimtry compared to tlie rest of the world.
Can we do something about easing the crisis by attacking it from
the demand side; specifically, by limiting the miles of automobile
travel. How far can we go to limit tliat without disrupting the economy? Or is it realistic to make design changes in our buildings that
Avould save energ}- ? Would these types of approaches be wise ?
Mr. TRAIN. Mr. Preyer, there is a great deal that can be done by way
of energy conservation. I would not go so far as to say we can'solve
our encrgj- problems in the years ahead solely by energy conservation,
but surely every bit helps.
Every bit of energy that we can conserve and avoid its wasteful
use will protect our balance-of-payments situation, will protect the
environment, and will protect our own resources. So all of these add
up to the importance of energy' consei-vation. The President's message last April on energy called for a new national energy- conservation effort.
Obviously, this is not going to solve the winter heating problems of
this winter. Again h can help ameliorate, but the chances are we will
not be able to move aggressively enough on the demand side to solve
those problems.
Certain areas will definitely reduce energy demand. The apparent
movement of the American public toward smaller automobiles. I think
something like 40 percent of the sales over the last 3 months have been
small cars, has very important implications for this Nation's use of
energy.
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Smaller cars definitely use less energy. So tliat wc are moving in this
direction, and tlie administration has established an Office of Energy,
Conservation in the Department of the Interior; our own Agency, or
what will be my Agency, the Environmental Protection Agency,
considers this a nuittcr of very high priority in its affairs.
I think tliere are a gi-eat many ways in which we can conserve
energy. You mentioned Duilding design. The administration has consistently over the past 3 years. I believe, moved to improve tlie insulation stanilards, the specifics for Government-financed housing, both
single-family and multiple-family housing.
This can have very substantial affects on the saving of energy.
In the fully jsrivate construction area, w-liich is more difficult for the
Government to inlluonce, but here some very substantial savings can
be made.
I am happy to say that the engineering and architectural communities have been showing increasing interest—as the price of energy
goes up, I suspect it creates a real incentive for that movement to develop more energy-efficient buildings.
Mr. PHKTER. Specifically on the automobile side, is there any goal
that you have in mind with regard to miles traveled per automobile?
Is it unrealistic to hope that we can reduce the total mileage traveled
by cars in this country ?
5Ir. TKAIX. ^ly offhand reaction, Mr. Proyer, is that that would be
a fairly arbitrary kind of rule to impose and would probably produce
inequities among tlie users.
I know I live here in the middle of Wasliington and have a short
distance to drive. Other people live out of town and have a further
distance to drive. T don't know that you can very fairly arrive at a
rigid rule applicable to everyone.
I think that we should retain freedom of choice in as many respects
as wo can, including trans|)ortation. At the same time, we should
endeavor to [)rovide alternative options that people will have available
to them, such as mass transit. That, I think, is the best way to reduce
vehicle mileage.
Mr. PrtF,TER. That is what T had in mind. I certainly don't suggest
that we should propose a rigid rule that everybody drive 10 percent
fewer miles this year, but through mass transit, through use of smaller
cars. I would hope that we could save both mileage and fuel in that
respect.
Thank you vei-y much, Jfr. Train.
Mr. TRAIN. Tliank you. Mr. Preyer.
Mr. IkOOF.KS. Mr. Hastings ?
Mr. HASTIXGS. Thank you. ^fr. Chairman.
I welcome you here, ^Ir. Train, as Chairman of the CEQ. I think
your nomination is a very wise choice. I look forward to 3'our appearance back here again as .Vdministrator of the EPA.
Mr. RooEns. Mr. Svmington.
Mr. .'^•v'>rixoTox. Thank you, Mr. Cliairman.
Mr. RooKHS. I might say for members who may not have heard that
Mr. Train has not yet been confirmed, so he has simply made a statement as Chaiiman of the President's Council on Environmental
Quality. He will return after his confirmation, which we anticipate
this afternoon, to answer specific questions.
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You may ask whatever questions jou liave. I did not mean to restrict
your questions.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Probably a great deal of enlightenment will not
come to you between now and this afternoon. I certainly want to
congratulate you in this regard because I think you are an ideal choice.
I have one question on the automobile emissions. There was some
ominous footnote in tlie paper recently to the effect that the catalyjtic
converters were creating more problems than tliey solved, emitting
platinum and some other noxious substance into the air. Is this something we should be concerned about ?
Mr. TRAIN. It is a matter which the Environmental Protection
Agency lias under careful study and review. I believe that the witnesses who will follow me will be in a much better position to address
that highly technical question than I am at this time.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I uudei-stand that there has been an international
air agreement between tlie city of Leningrad and St. Louis, Mo. Are
you familiar with that ?
Mr. TR.\IN. I am generally familiar, yes. It comes under the Environmental Protection Agreement which was signed by the Piesident
at the Summit. I am the Chairman for the IT.S. implementation of
this program. Particularly, the l^ningrad-St. I^uis project is a joint
air quality modeling project to hopefully assist in the development of
more effective strategies for achieving air quality in metropolitan
areas.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Plas there been any implementation of note today ?
Mr. TuAiN. Theie has been an exchange of working groups to examine tlie capabilities on both sides. These have now returned to their
own countries and are developing the project further. That is the
nature of the implementation so far.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you verj' much,
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Heinz.
Mr. HEINZ. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Train, welcome to the committee. I suppose this will be the first
of many opportunities we will have to get to know each othei- better.
I would join my colleagues in their most complimentary wishes for
you which are based botli on]>ast and expected ])erformance.
I have one que.stion I w'ould like to pose to you which I suppose
yon can take in the nature of a wai-mup for this afternoon, or for your
reappearance here, which T hope will be possible toward the end of
next week. It is the issue of nondegradation of the environment which
was recently clarified in the Supreme Court's decision where they
upheld the lower court ruling that the Clean Air Act prohibits significant deterioration of air quality. Certainly when you come back
before us at the end of next week I am sure you will {ret some questioning on tjiis and I for one believe this decision brings to a head probably
the most important environmental issue and tliat is the issue, the
growth vei-sus no growth. Of coui-se. a specific ease of that is really
how the electrical utility industry, often a coal fired industry, can
hope to provide the electri.'al energA- that we as a Xation are going to
need without the developm.?nt of facilities and coal gassification plants
in the relatively nondeffraded areas of the Midwest plains and the
Kocky Mountain area. I hope that we will be able to discuss that with
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you, specifically what the administration is in fact doing to resolve
what IS an extremely difficult j)roblem, and Avhat would happen to it
if the Supreme Court decision were to be applied quite literally.
Finally, of course, it gets down to what actions we as a Congi'ess
ought to be required to take. I do not exi)ect you to answer these before
the t^ommittee at this time. I tliink it is a very difficult question. Perhaps j'ou will have a opportiuiity this afternoon on the other side of
the Hill to get into it. We will save our breath and your breath until
you come back before us later.
Mr. TiLviN. TJiank you, Mr. Heinz. You certainly have opened up a
very important issue. I am glad vou said the Sui^reme Court clarified
the problem. We are still looknig for the clarification, frankly. I
agree with you it is terribly important. I don't tliink there is any more
difficult or significant decision that I will imve to make after 1 become
Administrator.
Mr. HEIXZ. I thank you for appearing before the committee.
Mr. ROGERS. Dr. Roy ?
Mr. ROT. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I am extremely pleased to have you here and T was extremely
pleased, as a junior member of tlie conmiittee, to liear tlie compliments
of my colleagues, because they all liold you in very high regard. I think
tliat is very important because I believe that EPA has had the confidence of the public, and of the Congress duiing these past yeare, and.
I am sure will continue to have tluxt confidence in the future.
I am going to get back to what is a primary standard, I guess this is
as good a time as any, as far as the granting of the variances, and soforth. With the passage of tiiis act certain primaiy and secondary
standards were set with regard to health. As I understand it, eacli
State was to establish programs to meet these standards; is that
correct ?
Mr. TRAIN. Implementation plans, yes.
Mr. ROY. And that implementation date is about January 1, 1975,.
as far as finally meeting the standards?
Mr. TRAIN. AS to meeting the ambient air quality standards, yes,
they must have implementation plans now but they do not have to
actual) V get down to it until mid-1075.
Mr. ROY. I presume many States have plans implemented whereby
they can only burn fuel oil with a given sulfur content, is that correct f
Mr. TRAIN. That is correct.
Mr. Rf)Y. These are the result of State law and the efforts to meet the
standards in 1975 and the process of meeting the standards at the
present time ?
Mr. TRAIN. That is correct: it is interesting to note that some of these
do go back prior to tlie Clean Air Act. This was a movement that
started in the cities and States before the Clean Air Act.
Mr. ROY. NOW this is the normal moving forward to meet the primary standards by that given date. The States that have implemented
programs are given permission by tlie EPA to put those programs into
al)evance for a given period of time, is that what you are speaking of
by granting variances ?
Mr. TRAIN. Yes; what happened last year, and T think that is thebest way to approach it, is that a particular importer, I imagine, or a
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shipper of oil, would ask the State for a variance in order to bring
certain oil into the State and market it in a certain way. Usually the
particular variance was tied to a specific user, a utility company or
something of that sort, or it could have been of a geographic nature.
The State tlien requested approval by EPA for those variances.
Xow, the variance is a change in the implementation plan. That is
all it is. Under the law the Clean Air Act, implementation plans mixst
be amended by the States with a process of notice, 30-day notice, I
believe, and public hearing. It is our belief that this is the appropriate
way to make changes in tliose implementation plans. Last year in
dealing with these variances the prolilem came on us without the
necessaiy prejilanning so tliat the cold weather was really right on
top of us in January before we got into the variance effort. So that the
States did not have a chance to go tlirough those procedures which I
have described. So what we are trj'ing to do now is to insure to the
extent we can—maybe it won't be possible in all cases—to insure that
in our procedures the public notice and hearing be followed.
Mr. ROT. A higher sulfur fuel oil may then be shipped in an area
or to an industry or lx)tli. is that correct ?
Mr. TRAIN-. That is correct.
Sir. EoY. Sometimes it would be an area and sometimes it would be
a given industry tliat liad a great demand for fuel oil.
Mr. TRAIX. Yes; I think typically these would be utility power
companies. I believe some of tlie variances sought last year were for
entire States. They wei-e turned down. 1 believe they were turned down
by tlie States. We had in EPA about 13 requests for variance wliich I
presume had been approved by the States. AVe finally approved in
EPA about eiglit, as T recall. The case sometimes is that even though
a variance is denied to a given supplier it may be possible to get the
cleaner fuel from anotlier supplier. This in fact did happen. So that a
variance is not always necessary and tliere are alternatives.
Mr. ROT. I presume that some of the variances which where granted
were using tlie low sulfur fuel oil, in areas that had met the primary
standard, is that correct ? And in other areas, the request was made to
use a higher sulfur oil where they were already using a lower sulfur
oil. even though using the lower sulfur oil did not permit the meeting
of the primary standards witliin that geographic area ?
Mr. TRAIX. If I understand your question, I believe that is right.
The variances generally speaking did go to permitting the use of a
fuel whicli would result in a violation of primary standards for a short
period of time. That was generally the problem.
Mr. ROY. T think that final statement is what I was seeking.
Mr. TRAIN-. Yes.
iSf r. ROT. I thank you very much.
Mr. ROGERS. Tliank you very much, Mr. Train. The committee will
look forward to your return after your confirmation.
>f r. TRAIN-. Thank vou. Mr. Chairman.
^fr. ROGERS. Mr. Quarles, if you and your associates will take Tour
seats at the table, we will proceed with your statement on behalf of
EPA. You may have anyone sit with you you would like. We welcome
you and your associates, and we will be pleased to receive your statement on behalf of the Environmental Protection Agency.
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STATEMENT OP HON. JOHN A. QTJARLES, JH., ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY; ACCOMPANIED
BY DR. STANLEY M. GREENFIELD, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT; DR. BERNARD J. STEIGERWALD, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR TOR AIR QUALITY
PLANNING AND STANDARDS; AND DR. JOHN F. FINKLEA, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH CENTER, RESEARCH TRLOGLE PARK, NORTH CAROLINA
Mr. QuARLES. Thank you, Mr, Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here
this morning.
Air. Train promised at the outset that liis testimonj^ would be brief.
I am not able to make that i>romise. My testimony is quit« extensive
but I believe
Mr. K0GER.S. I might say on behalf of the committee that we can't
promise you our questions will be too brief, either. I think we probably
will have a rather extended session and we probablj' will have to go
into the afternoon.
Mr. QuARLEs. That is my expectation and we are prepared to accommodate you on that.
I am accompanied this morning by Dr. Stanley Greenfield, on my
right, who since the inception of the Environmental Protection
Agency has served as the Assistant Administi-ator for Kesearch and
Developnient. I am also accompanied by Dr. Bernard Steigerwald, on
mj^ left, who is Deputy Assistant Administrator for Air Quality Planning and Standards, and by Dr. John Finklea. on my far right, who is
Director of the National Enviroiunental Research Center, Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina,
Mr. ROGERS. We welcome you, gentlemen.
Mr. QUARLES. Mr. Chairman, the Clean Air Act was enacted in late
1970, just about the time tlie Environmental Protection Agency came
into being. Thus, this milestone legislation has been on the books less
than 3 years. Indeed, many of its major provisions are still to beccmie
fully effective. However, sufficient time has now passed to permit a
preliminary assessment of the act and the extent to which it is meeting
the intent of the Congress. Mr. Chairman, I welcome this hearing and
the opportunity you and your committee are affording the P^nvironmental Protection Agency and otlier interested groups—in both the
public and private sectors—to express their views on this important
subject.
Let me set out at the beginning some basic considerations. Environmental protection is es.sential to the health of tlie American people.
Continued progress in this regard is essential to the future growth of
our Nation, since environmental quality is a vital ingredient to our
standard of living. The continued healtliy functioning of the natural
systems of which man and his institutions are a part is the fundamental basis upon which all human activity, including economic
activity, depends.
The Clean Air Act provides strong comprehensive tools for bringing about a major improvement in air quality in this country.
Most importantlv, the Clean Air Act provisions have already resulted in measurable progress in the improvement of our air environ-
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ment. Ix)ng-term air quality measurements of particulate matter slxow
a significant decrease of pollutant levels in (>6 of 116 urban sites between 1960 and 1972. A similar improvement has occurred in the case
•of sulfur dioxide. Between 1968 and 1972 significant decreases have
been observed in 42 of 95 measuring sites—that is about half—in each
case the air quality has been getting better. Increases in ix)lhitanr
levels have been obscrxed at only a few places, 8 of 116 for particulate
matter and 3 of 92 for sulfur dioxide.
We do not have the historical data to make similar comparisons for
pollutant levels of carbon monoxide and oxidants. However, in the
case of these pollutants, largely associated with emissions fiom tin
automobile, the Clean Air Act has forced technological change in the
level of control. The mandated reduction of 90 percent in the emissionof hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide can be met.
Before I review in detail the provisions of the act and the action wi
have taken in carrying them out. I think it important as an overview to
provide some perspective to the discussion that follows:
First, the act prescrilx>s the establishment of a set of environmentally important goals to be achieved within certain time frames.
These goals are set forth as ambient air quality standards.
Second, the act mandates the adoption of regulations setting fortli
legally enforceable emission reduction plans for the achievement of
the environmental goals.
Third, the act provided for the ado]5tion of certain technologies in
the private sectoi-, for example, "best adequately demonstrated te^-linology" in the case of new stationary air pollution sources and a
mandated 90 percent emission reduction from new light duty motor
A'eliicles.
Fourth, the act requires the institution of other emission reduction
techniques such as land use and trajisportation controls when control
technology seems ina(le(]uate to meet tlie enviroiunental goals within
the time schedule set forth in the act.
Thus, any debate about the Clean Air Act, regardless of how it is
presented, essentially reflects differing views about four fundamental
issues:
1. Are the goals of the act as translated into standards by EPA reasonable and realistic i
2. Are the deadlines estalilished for meeting the requirements of
the act reasonable and realistic?
3. Is the required control technolog\' available, within the time
frame of the act, or available at a cost commensurate with the environmental protection afforded by the Air Quality Standards?
4. Is the imposition of land use and transportation controls within
the time frame of the act a reasonal)le extension of the effort required
to attain and maintain ambient air quality standards or does it constitute an unwise disrujition of the existing institutional patterns of
societal growth and development?
In presenting these questions for discussion let me he as explicit as
I can as to how EPA has viewed these issues.
First, environmental goals.
The act requires the Administrator to set forth as ambient air
quality standards levels of pollution, for widely prevalent pollutants.
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that with an adequate margin of safety to protect the public health—
the primary standard and which protects against all otlier adverse
otfects—the secondary standard. In tlie spring of 1971, EPA promulgated standards covering six pollutants—sulfur oxides, particulate
matter, carbon monoxide photochemical oxidants, hydrocarbons and
nitrogen dioxide. Dr John Finklea will review for you in detail the
basis for these standards, but I want to make some general observations about the philosoplij' of environmental standards which underlies the specific standards which have been set.
The intent of the law as I read it is that an air quality standard is
intended to offer protection to all segments of society. What this means
in practice is that the specific standards are set at levels which are
intended to be protective of tlie most susceptible groups in the population, the asthmatic, the persons with bronchitis or emphysema, persons
•with coronary artery disease, in sliort, persons whose ability to function productively in societv is already impaired with some form of
respiratory disease or cardiovascular involvement. Numerically these
individuals may only represent 3 to 5 percent of our population.
I want to emphasize that our knowledge of these pollutant effects
are based upon sym[)toms exhibited by pci'sons Avitli diagnoses! disease
problems. We really know very little about how air pollution over
time contributes to the development of respiratory impairments nor
•do we know what percent of a presently well population will in the
course of their lifetime become victims of these diseases. We can only
be sure that whatever degree of protection we afford to those most
susceiitible to air pollution is Hkewi.se |)rotection for the rest.
As I mentioned previously, in addition to the primary ambient air
quality standard, the Act also required the Administrator to prescribe
secondary standards, wliich are protective of public welfare broadly
defined. In the case of only two pollutants, sulfur dioxide and particulate matter, were we able to determine that adverse pollutants effect
on other receptors occurred below the levels set in the primary
standard.
Mr. Chairman. I would like to let that sink in. In other words, we do
•not have secondary standards on these other pollutants different from
the primary standards. What this means is that as we go on to talk
about the achievement of these other standards for pollutants primarily associated with the automobile we are in every case talking
about standards required for the protection of public health.
In the case of sulfur dioxide, vegetation damage and in the case of
particulate matter, reduced visiiiility was evident at ])ollutant levels
lower than those covered by the primary standards. Our original
secondary standards for sulfur dioxide included an annual average not
to be exceeded of fiO /ig/m'. Reevaluation of the scientific studies on
wliich this standard was ba.sed have convinced us that the observed
crop damage was more properly associated with short term |)eaks than
with the annual overage and we are consequently withdrawing the
60 ng/m'-^ annual secondary standard. The prestmt short term standard
remains in effect. Changes in previously submitted St.ate implementation plans will not be required.
Let me addrcvss the problem of achicvability of the ambient air
<]ualit3' standards and the more general question of the technology
requirements of the Clean Air Act.
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The achievement of the sulfur dioxide standards has impacted most
severeh- on the consumers of fossil fuel—coal and oil—whose sulfur
content exceeds tliat allowable by the State-adopted regulations. In
some quarters the shift from high to low sulfur content fuel is coivsidered to be a major factor in the energy crisis that we face today and over
the next decade. Last fall EPA made an intensive analysis of the implications of the regulations that States had adopted in response to
implementation plan requirements. EPA concluded tliat there was a
short fall of almost 100 million tons of low sulfur coal or its equivalent
to meet tlie ambient air quality standards in 1975. Others believe the
deficit may be considerably greater. At the same time the Agency identified that requirements were being imposed on coal users where the
achievment of primaiy standards was not at is.«ue whicli, if relaxed
either in degree of stringency or compliance time, may largely eliminate tlie projected deficit.
Therefore, the Agency adopted a clean fuels policy which was calculated to encourage the States to relax their sulfur requirements for
coal in areas where regulations were not necessary to achieve the
primary, health-related standard. The purpose of this policy is to
concentrate the use of clean fuels in the area where they are needed
most.
This policy is currently being implemented through a program of
positive assistance to the States in modifying their regulations.
Clianges in regulations are currently imder consideration in Ohio,
Tennessee. Alabama, Michigan, Illinois, and a few other States.
I would like to note here that the "clean fuels policy" with respect to
generally relaxing fuel regulations extends only to coal and not to
oil.
Its extension is under consideration. In our view the technology for
desulfurizing heavy fuel oil is clearly available and should be promoted. "\^Tien I talk about desulfurization I do not include the blending of distillate oil with heavy fuel oil. Distillate oil is in short supply
and analysis suggests that the near term pressure on distillate supplies results from natural gas curtailments and environmental
considerations.
We are basically optimistic that the present "Clean fuels policy"
will have the effect of assuring low sulfur coal availability where
needed to meet the primary health-related standards. However, to
meet standards over the long run the coal burning utilities must make
a major commitment to the installation of stack gas clemming tccluiology if they are to continue to bum readily available high sulfur fuel
supplies. A Federal interagency group, the sulfur oxide control technolog\- assessment plane (SOCTAP) in its repoit this spring confirmed the technical feasibility of retrofitting a larjre fraction of the
Nation's coal-fired steam plants with commercially available stack
gas cleaning systems.
You may be interested to know on that SOCTAP committee, comprised in addition to EPA and CEQ also representatives of the Federal Power Commission, the Office of Science and Technology and the
Commerce Department.
A full scale system, using American technology, is operating in
Japan and several U.S. utilities liavo installations in the design or
construction stage in addition to the ongoing demonstration projects.
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Mr. ROGERS. May I interrupt?
How long has that been operating in Japan ? Is it for a short period
of time or a considerable period of time ?
Mr. QrARLES. There are several plants in Japan that have been installing or have installed stack gas sulfur oxide removal technology.
The most significant of these has been operating I believe in the range
of 12 to 18 months.
Mr. ROGERS. Twelve to 18 months, and the results are favorable?
^Ir. QuARLKs. Yes. I understand that the results have been favorable. As yo\i know, a number of the efforts to install stack gas cleaninjr technology in this comitry have encountered a great many bugs
and have resulted in many reports of frequent down time for repairs.
In the Japanese case, however, they have been operating substantially
without interruption for a period exceeding 12 months.
Mr. ROGERS. Can you get some details on that and submit it to the
committee ?
Mr. QuAKLES. Yes, we will be glad to furnish a more detailed report.
[Testimony resumes on p. 26.]
[The following information was I'eceived for the record:]
JAPANESE SCEUBBEE EFFORTS

The report, "Sulfur Oxide Control Technology—Vlsiti? In Japan. August 1972"
is a thorough evaluation of the status of sulfur removal technology in Japan
at that time. Attached pages 1-10 of the report offer a brief summary of the
evaluation. A later report prepared by Dr. Jumpei Ando ("Recent Developments
in Desulfurization of Fuel Oil and Waste Gas in Japan—1073" Jumpei Ando,
Processes Research Inc. Cincinnati, Ohio, Contract No. 68-02-0242. May 1072)
under contract with EPA describes more recent developments in .Tapan. A summary of the portion of that report pertaining to flue gas sulfur removal is
attached:
[Pages 1-10 of report "Sulfur Oxide Control Technology—Visits In Japan, August 1972"]
SULFUR OXIDE CONTBOL TECHNOLOOT

Visrrs IN JAPAN—AUGUST 1972

SUMMARY

During the period August 2 to August 16, 1972, a U.S. Government interagoncy
team visited organizations in .Japan to evaluate technology for control of .sulfur
dioxide emission. The team consisted of:
Dr. S. J. Gage. Executive OflSce of the President, Office of Science and Technology. Washington. Tt.C.
F. T. Princiotta, Control Systems Division, Environmental Protection Agency,
Research Triangle Park, Xorth Carolina.
Dr. G. A. HolUnden, Division of Power Resource Planning, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
H. W. Elder, Division of Chemical Development, Tenneessee Valley Authority, Muscle Shoals. .Vlabama.
Dr. Jumpei Ando, a professor at Chuo University in Tokyo, served as consultant, interjireter, and guide during the visits. His knowledge of the subject
and facility with both languages were extremely helpful in promoting effective
dialogue.
The primary purpose of the trip was to observe a full-scale lime scrubbing
system in operation on a coal-fired power plant at Mitsui Aluminum Company;
the visit was arranged by the Chemical Construction Corporation (Chemico), the
company that designed the system. Several other important large-scale and pilotscale pro.iects were visited and discussions were held with the Japanese regulatory agencies. The list of organizations is showTi below in chronological order.
Mitsui Aluminum Company, Ltd. (Chemico)
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. (magnesium oxide)
Nippon Kokan KK (ammonia)
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Cliiyoda Chemical Engineering and Construction Company. Ltd.
Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Company, Ltd. (Grillo)
Japan Synthetic RubberOoiupany (Wellman-Lord—Mlt.subishi)
Kureha Chemical Indastry Company, Ltd. (double alkali)
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (Tokyo)
Kansai Electric Power Company (lime-gypsum and Sumitomo carbon)
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd- (Osaka)
Japan Environmental Agency
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI)
Tokyo Electric Company (Hitachi carbon)
Kashlma Oil Company (hydrodesulfurizatlon) .
i
Showa Denko KK (double alkali)
Detailed accounts of the discussions are presented In this report A summary
of each visit follows:
JAPAN GOVEBNMEirr AGENCIES

Japan Environmental Agency
Tlie Japan Environmental Agency i.s responsible for coordinating all of"
Japan's research and development program. The agency also plays a major role
in developing air quality and emission standards and regulations. Ambient air
quality standards have been set in Japan for SO2, CO. and suspended particulate
matter in order to protect the public health. The national government sets emission standards for SOj according to an equation which relates the allowable
emission rate to the product of the Sfpiare of the effective stack height and a
constant is sijecifie<l based on the severity of pollution in a given region.
Japan has instituted a comprehensive air monitoring program on both a
national and a local basis. National stations obtain basic data for establishment
of environmental standards, formulation of control programs, and understanding
of photochemical smog. Local monitoring is jjerformed to assess air quality ou a
continuous basis.
Minixtry of IntrmaUonnl Trade and Industry (Energy Policy D-iviMon and
Puhlic Utilitien Bureau)
In order to meet environmental ambient air quality standards for SOa, MITI
has formulated a "sulfur diminishing ix>licy." Pre.sently the ambient standards
are to be met by 1978; however, due to public pressure, it apjjears likely that more
stringent standards, to be met by lOTS, may be announced In the near future.
Since coml)Ustion of oil is the primary cause of SO2 pollution, a comprehensive
strategy Involving oil utilization is lieing formulated. In order of their importance
in meeting the present 1978 retjuirenients, the strategies are: desulfurization of
heavy oil, lowering the average content of imported crude oil, installation of flue
gas desulfurization systems, and importation of liquefied natural ga.s.
MITI has .sixmsored development of two flue gas desulfurization systems:
carbon adsoriJtion (Hitachi) and the manganese o.xide process (Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries). These systems do not seem to be playing an important role;
wet scrubber facilities appeared to be favored liy users.
It was stated that most flue gas desulfurization systems in Japan have been
installed on industrial-size boilers rather than the large utility boilers since large
fuel oil users have been able to get low-sulfur oil due to their economic leverage.
LIME SCBTTBBINO

Chemico Seruhher at the Miihe Poirer Station of Mitsui Aluminum Company,
Ltd.—lAme Scrubbing with Throwaway Product
Chemico has designed a two-stage carbide sludge (calcium hydroxide) scrubbing system for the Miike Power Station near Omuta. The system consists of
two parallel two-stage venturi systems, each capable of handling 75% of the
flue gas from the boiler. The Ivoiler burns a high-ash, low heating value subblturainous coal, and the flue gasei* are desulfurized downstream of a 98% efBcient
electrostatic preciiritator. After a 10-uionth construction period, the unit wn.s
started up on March 29, 1972, and has been operating with close to 100% availability since then. A bleed stream is pumped from the scrubber ciroiit to a
disposal pond for throwaway product storage. SOs removal efliclencies have
been reported at from 80-00%; the system passed guarantee tests by removing-
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m% of the Inlet SO. at 120 stolcbiometrlc ratio during April 1972. The MlnUtrr
sf International Trade and Industry witnessed these tests.
The SO, control system has exhibited reliable, es-sentially trouble-free operation since startup. After its performance passed the gitarantee tests in late April,.
tlie control system has been operated under less stringent conditions just adeluate to meet the current Japanese SO. standards. No serious cliemical or mechanical i>roblenis have l)een detectetl in the two-stage venturl s<'rul>bing system.
The sludge in the disposal pond apjiears to be settling quite well, in fact, muchi
better than experienced at U.S. facilities. Ultimate disposal of the throwaway
product, a major problem in the United Stiites, remains an open qnestion.
It should be noted that the reliable i)erformance of this system to date Is of
real significance to the U.S. air pollution control program, since the design groimd
rules for the Japanese unit are quite similar to of many of our power utilitiesrequiring desulfurization systems. The following are among the areas of commonality : use of existing coal-fired boiler, moderately efficient electrostatic precipitators, installation on moderately large size boiler (158 mw), production of a
throwaway product, and availability of ciilcium-l)ased absorbents. The unit takes
on additional significance .since the system was designed based on U.S. technology
(Chemlco) and a similar unit, using calcium hydroxide on a coal boiler, is beingconstructed in the United States for Duquesue Light Company's Phillips Station,
with startup scheduled during spring 1973.
It should be noted that long-term reliability of the Mitsui unit has not yet
lieen demonstrated. Also, there is some question regarding the validity of extraj)olnting Mitsui iierformam-e to tho.se U.S. ai)plications with substantially different design ground rules, such as: much higher SO» inlet concentrations, units
with widely varying boiler load.s, and much higher inlet ash concentrations.
3Iitsuhiiihi Heavy Industries-Japanese Engineering Consulting Company
(.lECCO)—Lime Scrubbing with Oypsum Production
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries has licensed JECCO's lime-gypsum process and
installed a 35-mw system to treat about 25% of the flue gas generated from one
of the two 156-mw oil-fired boilers at Kansai Electrle's Amagasaki plant. Tlie
boiler burns 1.5% sulfur residual oil leading to a 600-750 ppm inlet SOj concentration to the absorbers. The process involves contacting flue gas with a calcium
hydroxide slurry In two absorbers in series packed with plastic grids. A bleed
stream containing the predominantly calcium sulflte-calcium sulfate reactloa
product is oxidized in a specially designed rotary atomizer develoiied by JECCO
to form high-purity salable gypsum.
The system was started up during April 1972 and operated In a totally closedliquor-loop mode. Except for a 1-month period when the boiler was down, the
system has operated continuously and has reliably removed from 86-90% of the
inlet SOj.

The SO, control system exhibited reliable, trouble-free operation for approximately a 3-month i)erlod since startup. This process with its demonstrated oxidation technology allows production of high-purity gypsum (CaSOi-2niO) instead
of a sludge rich in CaS0a-l/2H!0. Tlie oxidation technology has been in use over
the last 8 years In the lime-gypsum system treating sulfuric acid tail gases In the
Koyasu Mill of Nippon Kokan KK. G.vpsum has advantages over calcium sulflte
for throwaway systems, since It is much more easily dewatered, either by settling
centrifuging. or filtering operations. This can lead to lower volume requirements
for sludge disposal ponds and allow more economical reclaiming of such ponds.
For throwaway systems where the sludge is transported for landfill, disposal
costs can be reduced since a drier (lower weight) material would be handled'
and transi)orted to the disposal site.
It should be noted that there are certain factors relative to this unit which
make extrapolations to the U.S. situation difficult. The S,5-mw Imiler burns lowsnlfur residual oil giving an inlet SO, concentration to the scrubber of only
700 ppm. Most U.S. utilities require control on boilers burning high-sulfur coal
or oil with inlet concentrations to a desulfurization system generally greater than
2000 ppm. Experience has Indicated lime scrubbing systems are more prone toscaling, plugging, and other reliability problems at higher Inlet SO. concentrations. AI.<o, utilization of the Mitsubishi technology in the United States would !)«•
more difficult compared with use of Chemlco and Wellman-Lord technology, for
example, since they are U.S.-bn.sed companies.
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MAGNESIUM OXIDE SCEITBBINa PROCESSES

Katcasaki Heavy Industries Magnesium Process
The Kawasaki process uses magnesium hydroxide slurry as the absorbent,
which is obtained by processing seawater with lime. The magnesium sulfite produced from the reaction of magnesium hydroxide and SOa is either regenerated
by thermal decomposition in a manner similar to the Chemico MgO process or
oxidized to sulfate and discharged to the sea. At present, the latter procedure is
recommended for Japanese installations due to an increasing overabundant supply
of sulfuric acid and the rather limited water quality codes in Japan.
The magnesium oxide process closely resembles the Chemico process beini;
demonstrated in the United States at Boston Edison's Mytic Station. Since thisunit has recently started up, important information on a full-scale system sbouM
be available soon. One of the Kawasaki variations of this process, involving production of magnesium sulfate for discharge to a body of water, is not considered
acceptable in the United States due to water quality considerations.
Mitsui-Qrillo Desulfurization Process
This process was developed by Grillo-Werke Company in West Germany with
whom Mitsui has entered into a license agreement since December 1970.
The Grlllo process is a wet-type stack gas desulfurizatlon process. SOj is
absorbed in a magnesium-manganese oxide slurry mixture. The absorbent is regenerated in a fluidlzed roaster where the released SOa is processed to concentrated HaSOi. Testing to date has been performed on a pilot-scale basis. Design
plans for testing this process on a 120,000-scfm (40-mw) oil-fired system are being
completed.
The process is quite similar to the magnesium process being developed in the
United States and presently being demonstrated at Boston Edison's Mystic Station, except that some MnO- is carried along with the MgO in the circuit. If
.successfully demonstrated, it represents an important SOj removal iirocess with
potential for reasonable capital and operating costs and high SOa removal efficiencies. Since commercial sulfuric acid is a byproduct, the necessary markets
must be established.
80DIUM 8CBUBBINQ WITH THEKMAL EEQENERATION

Japan Synthetic Rubber Company—WeUman-Lord Process
Wellman-Lord has designed a flue gas desulfurizatlon system for a 75-mw
oil-fired power plant at the Chiba Plant of Japan Synthetic Rubber. Mitsubishi
Chemical Machinery (MKK) was the con.structor. The system involves absorbing
SOa with a soluble liquor containing sodium sulfite as the active alkaline agent, A
sieve tray absorption tower is used to ab.sorb SOa forming sodium bisulfite. The
sodium bisulfite is regenerated back to sodium sulfite and concentrated stream of
SO., in II stejini-ovaporntor-cr.vstanizer. The SO. evolved is sent to an acid plant
for production of a high-quality, concentrated sulfuric acid. The system stjirted
up during .Tune 1971 after only a 10-month con-s-truction period and has reliably
removed on the order of 90% of the inlet SOa for over 1 year. However, due to the
diiliculty in regenerating sodium sulfate, which forms by oxidation in the absorber, approximately 10% of the absorbed SOa is purged from the system as
NaaSOi; this corresponds to about a 4% oxidation rate.
Succe-ssful reliable operation of the Wellman-Lord process at Chiba for greater
than cSOOO hours i.s considered quite significsint from the U.S. SO..t control .situation.
It appears the process should be applicable to coal-fired boilers if flyash removal
equipment is installed upstream of the Wellman-Lord absorber. The NTPSCO
unit, partially funded by EPA. will treat coal boiler fine gas. Cost studies indicate
that capital and operating costs for a Wellman-Lord system in the United States
on a coal-fired boiler are not a great deal higher than those for wet limestone .systems, which are generally considered the least expensive of the flue
gas desulfurlzation sytems.
The major problem with the process is the requirement for a bleed to remove
contaminants, primarily X.TJSO,. Present dnta indicate about 10% of the total
incoming sulfur is lost as soluble Na»SOi. This is undesirable from an environmental viewpoint since future Federal regulations for waste streams will probably prohibit such discharge : also, sodium makeup costs are significant. However,
based on an oxidation retardant tested by Sumitomo, such losses might be reduced
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>5%. Also, additional techniques are available to further reduce this effluent;
f.ii., orystallizing out the NajSO.. Although such techniques would add to the cost,
:hey will probably be necessary for general U.S. application.
Another potential problem with this and all the other concentrated SOs-prolucliig processes is the requirement to sell large quantities of low-value sulfur
l>r<nliict. Although there is little doubt that HjSOi can be marketed in the United
Srates in certain localities (near H^SO, u.sers), it does not appear that such proluctlon can be absorbed by users if a large percentage of U.S. electrical utilities
vvovild produce acid. However, elemental sulfur, which will l)e produced in the
\IPSC<) unit, is another potential product which is both storable and potentially
•ialalile: this could ultimately be the most desirable end product of all, including
the throwaway sludges associated with lime-limestone processes.
SOUBLE-ALKAI,! PROCESSES

Shoica Dcnl-o KK Dotiblc-AlkaU (Sodium-Calcium) Process
A major pilot plant program is under way to study a double-allcali process
l)iis«Ml on sodium and calcium iiroducing gypsum as a salable product. An 8,500aofin system, complete with all the required process equipment, has been in operation about 8 months at the Kawasaki plant. Tests with both calcium hydroxide
and calcium carbonate have been made with acceptable results. Sulfuric acid
is u.sed to regenerate any sodium siUfate produced. Based on information obtained
from operation of the pilot plant, a fuU-.scale 2(K)-mw (500,0(X)-acfm) plant is
being designed and built for operation on an oil-flred boiler beginning in June
The comprehensive pilot test program on a double-alkali system to produce
Erypsum could represent an important alternative throwaway process to wet
limestone systems in the United States. Double-alkali sjsfems offer imtential
reliability and performance advantages over wet lime-limestone systems with
comparable capital and operating costs. The full-scale unit presently being con.st ructed is considered quite significant and the operational experience should be
carefully monitored.
Kiinha Chemical Industry Company, Ltd., Douile-Alkali (Sodium^CaXcium)
Process
Kureha is developing a double-alkali proce.s.s to precipitate calcium sulfite
from the sodium scnibbing liquor by addition of calcium carbonate followed by
oxidation to produce gypsum. This process Is quite similar to the Showa Denko
procwss. Tests in a small pilot plant (220-acfm) over a period of IVj years led
to construction of a 4i;00-acfm pilot plant which has been in operation for abont
4 months. The larger pilot plant program is a joint effort with Kawa.siiki Heavy
Industries. At the present state of development, disadvantages are lung retention
time in the decomposition and oxidation steps and requirement of sulfuric acid
addition for regeneration of sodium sulfate.
Jinkoshi-Jiippon Kokan KK—Double Alkali (Ammonia-Calcium) Process and
Amtiirmiiim Sulfate Process
Ammonia and sodium scrulibing processes are being developed by NipponKokan using a new type of screen absorber developed by Jinkoshi. The reactive
iihsorlient flows down on the surface of stainless steel screens (about 10 mesh)
placed vertically or with inclination to form stable thin liquid films which are
reported highly effective for removal of SO2 and dust.
The ammonia work has been primarily conducted on iron-ore sintering plants
where ammonia from coke-oven gas is used as the absorbent. Pilot studies for
regenerating the bisulfite liquor with lime (double-alkali mode) have also been
conqileted.
The sodium scrubbing work has been carried out on an oil-fired boiler where
the sodium sulfite solution is used primarily for paper production.
The most significant asiiect of Jinkoshi-Nippon Kokan's development activities is their pilot-.scale testing of an ammonia-lime double-alkali process with
gypsum formation. This process could represent an attractive alternative to wet
linie-Iimestone throwaway processes being utilized In the United States. Ammonium sulfite was selected as the scnibbing medium as opposed to sodium sulfite. due to the ease in regenerating the sulfate. However, fume problems have
plagued similar ammonia scrubbing systems in the past; such problems would
i»e avoided In a sodium double-alkali process.
25-4,')l—74—pt. 1
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Cklj/oda "Thoroiwhired 101" (Snlfvric Acid-Calcium) Process
The Chiyoda Thoroughbred 101 flue gas desulfurlzation process features absorption of SC)j by use of very dilute sulfuric acid (about 2-5% by weight). Byproduct gypsum is produced without discharging any undesirable waste steam
which may cause secondary pollution.
Based on laboratory work and bench-scale test results, a pilot plant (maxlmmn
650 scfm) was constructed to collect the data needed for commercial applications of the process. The pilot plant started operation in early July 1971 and operated over 1 year in Kawasaki. Efficient SO2 removal required extremely high
liquor recirculation rates and low gas velocities. Four commercial plants are
now under construction in Japan and two of them are scheduled to be placed
on steam toward the end of 1072.
The large liquid :gas ratios and large absorbers requlr(Hl for high eflSclency
removal 090%) from units burning high-sulfur coal could lead to unacceptably
high capital and operating cost requirements for many U.S. applications. The
process may be more aijplicable to flue gas control of both low and medium content sulfur fuels where SOs removal efliclencies below 90% may be acceptable.
For those U.S. applications where this prcx-ess cnn be made competitive to a
wet lime-limestone system In terms of costs, it represents a potentially attractive
alternate throwaway approach.
CARBON ADSORPnOI^ PROCESSES

Kan^ai Electric Company—Sumitomo Carhon Process
A process based on adsorption of SO» on activated carbon was developed by
Sumitomo Shipbuilding and Machinery Company, Ltd. Operations of a 10,000 Xin'
/hr pilot plant led to construction of a 175,000 Nm'/hr (62-mw) prototype plant
on an oil-fired boiler at the Sakai plant of Kausai Electric. The investment of ip3
million was split between Sumitomo and Kansai. Cost of ofMiration is being shared
by a grouj) of electric comiwuies.
Operation of the plant was begun in February 1972 and. except for a 2-month
boiler outage, has operated nejir'y continuously. A moving bed .system is used
and the desorbed SO: is converted to sulfuric acid. Removal efficiency has been
80-95%. Carbon loss through attrition has been excessive. Investment requirement is relatively high.
The major advantage of this process is the production of concentrated sulfuric
acid in a system that may be applied to existing power plants without appreciable
reduction in gas temperature. Disadvantages include high investment costs because of the need for large ga.s-contactlng equipment In addition to a sulfuric
acid plant, potentially high operating cost because of attrition of carbon in the
moving-bed system, and the need for precise atmospheric control in the desorber.
Cost of reheat of the gas in an alkaline wet-scrubbing system pins the energy
required for drying the -sulflte may be small economic penalties compared witli
the Investment required to avoid reheat by utilizing a dry process; it appears
that wet-scrubbing regenerative systems have more potential.
Tol.'jin Electric Company at Kashimn—Ilitaclii Carbon Process
The Japan Ministry for International Trade and Industry provided part of
the funds for construction of a large-scale (450,000 NmVhr). activated carbon
process to treat one-fourth of the gas from one fiOO-mw. oil-flred boiler. The
process was developed with government funds by Hitachi, Ltd.. and Tokyo
Electric operated a prototype-scale plant (150,000 Nm'/hr) at their Goi Station
prior to installation of the Ka.shima .system.
Gas containing about 800 ppm SO2 is passed at low velocity (0.5 m/sec)
through three towers in series packed with activated carbon. The SO2 is adsorbed
on the carbon, oxidized in place, and absorbed in wash water while the gas flow
Is diverted to another section. About 80% of the inlet SOj is removed in the form
of dilute (20%) IIsSO.. Pulverized limestone is u.sed to convert the acid to salable
gypsum.
Investment is relatively high and operating costs are strongly dependent on
life of the carbon which has not lieen established.
Without a concentration step, the add strength produced Is only 20% which is
too dilute for commercial use. Concentration of dilute sulfuric acid is difficult
and expensive. Use of limestone to produff !?>'l"^"• •*'J' ''^ practical in Japan
where there currently is a market for gyxJ^fB', ^'"t i" t'>e United States, it would
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probably be a prohibitively expensive throwaway system. The fact that the
Japanese have not planned further Installations after demonstration ou a large
scale would indicate that the alternatives, such as wet-scrubbing sjsteius. are
more practical.
SUMMABT OF "RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN DESUI.FTRBIZATION OF FUEL OIL ANB
WASTE GAS IN JAPAN—1973."
4 OUTLINE OP WASTE-OA8 DESULFUEIZATION

•Major commercial and prototype plants In operation and under construction for
SO2 removal and recovery are listed in Tables 4.1 to 4.4. Tlie tables show about
40 plants (70 units) in operation with a total capacity of about 5,000,000 scfra and
several plants under construction. Nearly a half of the plants treat flue gas from
oil-fired boilers and the rest waste gases from pulp plants, sulfuric acid plants,
smelteries, iron ore sintering jjlants, Claus furnaces, etc. The unit capacity of most
of the desulfurization plants ranges from 20,000 to 250,000 scfm. There are many
other smaller commercial plants treating waste gas from various .sources which
are not listed in the tables. The capacities of the desulfurization plants In operation total (),000,000 scfm.
Major electric power companies were Interested in dry processes but have
recently decided to build many large plants using wet processes as shown in
Table 4.5. The capacities of tlie desulfurization plants of the major iwwer companies will total 2,700MW in 1974, 3,700.MW in 1975, and 4,800SIW in 1976
(Table 1.6).
A salient feature of the desulfurization efforts in Japan is that they are oriented
toward proce.s.ses tliat yield salable by-proflucts. Of the plants in operation about
60%, In terms of capacity, use sodium scrubbing to produce sodium sulflte and
sulfnte for paper mills (Table 4.1), 27% other recoi ery processes to produce concentrated SO2, sulfuric acid and gypsum (Tables 4.2 and 4.3), and only 13%
removal processes to produce waste by-products siich as solid calcium sulflte and
BOlutions of ammonium sulfate and sodium sulfite or sulfate (Table 4.4).
This is becau.se .Japan is subject to limitations in domestic supply of .sulfur and
it compounds as well as in land space available for disixisal of u.seless by-products. The by-produced sodium sulflte, however, has already filled the demnnd
Most of the plants now planned (Table 4.5) as well as the pilot plants in operation
(Table 4.6) aim at the production of salable gypsum or sulfuric acid. As desulfurizrttion is making rapid progress, It will not be long before the supply of
by-products runs ahead of demand.
TABLE 4.1.-MAJ0R SOj RECOVERY PLANTS BY SODIUM SCRUBBING (CHARGE: NaOH)

Ptocess developer
Oji Paper
Do
Do.Oji-linkosW
Kureha Chemical
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Bahco-Tsukishima
Do
Cadelius
Do
Hitachi Ltd
Ishikawajima-TCA
Do..
Mitsubishi (MKK)
Do
Oil-burning boiler.
> Kraft recovery boiler.
I HiSO, plant.
< Smelting furnace.
• Glass luruce.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Product

User

Plant site

Unit capacily
(1,000 scfm)

NajSOj
NajSOi
NaiSO,
NajSO,
NajSO)
NaiSO,
NajSOa
NaiSO,
NaiSO)
NaiSOi
NajSOi
NaiSO,
NaiSO.
NajSOi
NajSO,
NaiSOi
NaiSO,
NajSO,
NaiSO,
NajSO,
Na,SO,

Oji Paper
..
Tokai Pulp...
..
Daio Paper
..
Oji Paper
..
Kureha Chemical
.
Mitsui Toalsu
..
Konan Utility
..
Showa Oenko
..
Ajinomoto
Nippon Phosphoric
.
Asia Oil...
..
Sumitomo Mining
.
Oaishowa Paper
.
Daio Paper..
..
Hokuetsu Paper
Sanyo Kokusaku Pulp.. ..
Jujo Paper
..
Tsurumi Soda
..
Mitsuisenpoku Oil
..
Asahi Glass
..
....do
..

Kasugai
..
Shimada
..
Mishima
..
Tomakomai... ..
Nishiki
..
Nagoya
..
Konan
..
..
Kawasaki
do
Sodegaura
..
Yokohama
..
Toyo, Besshi.. ..
Yoshinaja
..
lyomishima... ..
Niigala
..
Asahikawa.... ..
Miyakcjima... ..
Yokohama
..
Sakai
..
Amapsaki... ..
Tsurumi
..

805 (in 12 units)' 1
467 (in 5 units) i..
470 (in 6 units)'..
400(in 4 units)!..
176 M7S'
112'
123'
88 I
159'
47»
142'
82>. 8S»
129',65>,2B»....
88',70'
100", lOOJ
77"
57'_
35'
_
88',8«'.88'
41>
130»

Otie ot
completion
1966-72
1970-72
1972
1971-72
19 8
1971
19-2
19" 0

19 I

1971
1972
197iJ
1971
1972
1971
1972
1972
1971
1973
1972
1973
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TABLE 4.2.—SOj RECOVERY PLANTS BY WET PROCESS TO PRODUCE GYPSUM

Trocess developer Absorbent
Mitsubistii-JECCO
Ca{OH)!
Do
Ca(0H)3
Do
Ca(OH)i
Do
C3(0H),
Do
Ca(OH),
eahco-Tsukishiraa
Ca(OH)i
lstiil<awaiima-TCA
Ca(OH)!
Do..
Ca(OH)j
Do
Ca<OH),
Kaw3sal(i H. I
Ca(OH),
Chiyoda
H:SO,. CaCOj
Do
H:SO,, CaCO)
Do
HiSO,, CaCOj
Do
H:SO,, CaCOi
Do..
H:SO,, CaCO;
tlippon Kolian
NH-. Ca<aH)!
Nippon Steel Chemical... NaOl^, Ca(OH)i
Showa Denko
NaOH, CaCOi

User

Plant site

Unit
capacity
(1,000 scfm)

Nippon Kokan
Koyasu
Kansai Electric
Amagasaki..
Onahama S. & R
Onaiiama....
Tomakomai Chemical
Tomakomai..
Kawasaki Steel
Chiba
Yahagi Iron.
Nagoya
Mitsubishi Metal
Onahama
Chichibu Cement
Kumagaya...
do
do
jujo Paper.Akita
Nippon Mining
Mizushima...
Fuji Kosan
Hainan
Mitsubishi Rayon
Otake
Tohoku Oil
Sendai
Daicel Ltd
Aboshi
Nippon Kokan
Keihin
Nippon Steel Chemical... Sakai
Showa Denko
Chiba

Oatee!
completin

137

196t
1972
1972
1972
1973
1971
1972
197;
197;
1973
1972
1973
1973
1973
1973
1972
1972
1973

2 59

>54
'35
•71
M7
•70
•61
•61
•53
'20
'93
"53
'8
«59
<88
>12
>340

> Sulluric acid plant.
! Oil-burning boiler.
'Smelling furnace.
< Sintering plant.
• Diesel generator.
• Kraft recovery boiler.
• Claus furnace.
TABLE 4.3.—OTHER MAJOR PLANTS FOR SOi RECOVERY

Process developer

Absorbent

Wet process:
Wellman-Lord (MKK).. NaOH
Do
NaOH
Do
NaOH
Wellman-Lord (SCEC). NaOH
Do
NaOH
Mitsui Min. &Sm
MgO
Onahama-Tsukishima. MgO
Milsubishi-IFP
NH.OH
Oiy process;
Sumitomo S.M
Carbon
Mitsubishi H.I
MnOx, NHj
Hitachi Ltd
Carbon
CaCO]
Shell
CuO
1 Oil-burning boiler.
I Claus furnace.
•Sulfuric acid plant.
' Smelting furnace.

Plant site

Unit
capacity
(1.000
scfm)

Dateol
contpletioe

Product

User

SO., HjSO,
SOi, HiSO,
SO,, HjSO,
SO,, S
SO,, H,SOi
SO,, H,SO,
SO,, H,SO,
SOI, S

Japan Synth. Rubber... Chiba
Chubu Electric
Nishinagoya.
Nihoo Synth. Rubber... Yokkaicni...
Toa Nenryo
Kawasaki
Sumitomo Ctiiba Chem. Chiba
Mitsui Min. &Sm
Hibi
Onahama SmeltOnahama
Maruzen Oil
Wakayama...

•118
1365
1237
2 35
1212
»47
•53
•24

1971
1973
1973
1971
1973
1971
1972
1974

SO,, H,SO,
(NHiWO)
E,SO,
Hypsum
SO!,S

Kansai Electric
Chubu Electric
Tokyo Electric

Sakai
Yokkaichi.
Kashima..

• 100
1193
1250

19n
1971
1972

Yokkaichi.

171

1973

Showa Y.S
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TABLE 4.4.-MAJOR PLANTS FOR SOi REMOVAL (WASTE PRODUCT)

Process developer

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Mitsubishi H.I

Absorbent
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Do
Kawasaki H.I
.
Bahco-Tsukishima
.
ishikawajima-TCA... .
Do
.
Do...
.
Chemico Mitsui
.

Product

Waste NaOH.. .. NajSO,
NH,
(NH,),SO,.. ..
NH,
NHO,S0,.. ...
NaOH
.. Na,SO,
NaOH
Na,SO,
NaOH
NaiSO.
NaOH
NajSOi
Waste NaOH
NaiSO,
.. Na,SO,
NaOH
Na,SO,
NaOH
Na,SO,
NaOH
NajSOi
NaOH
Na:SO,
NaOH
Na:SO,
..
Ca(OH),
CaSO,

User

Plant>ite

Kurabo Ind
— ..
Milsubishi Elec. Co.. ..
Ishigasome Sarashi.. ..
Bridgestono Tire
..
RengO..
Kanzaki Paper
..
Morinaga Milk
..

Hirakata
Amagasaki...
Tokyo
Tokyo. Nasu...
Ibaraki
Amagasaki...
Tama

do
Sumitomo Rubber
Cily of Tokoy
Hokushin Goban
Eidai Sangyo
Nissan Motor
Mitsui Aluminum

Unit Year ot
capacity comple(1.000 scfm)
tion

..
..
..
..
,

Shogawa
Kobe
Odai
Osaka
do
Oppama.
.. Omuta

132
•24
U4
• 71, • 28
'30
'24, 124
'31
'26
"24
'17
MIO
'26
'24
'67
>226

1970'
1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1972
1970
1971
1972
1972
1971
1972
1972
1972

' Oil-fired boiler.
> Burning of sludge from sewage treatment plants.
3 Coal-fired boliet.

TABLE 4.5.—FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION PLANTS OF MAJOR POWER COMPANIES TO BE COMPLETED IN 197J
AND 1974 (OIL-FIRED BOILER)

Power company
Tokyo Electric
Tohoku Electric
Do
Chubu Electric..

Plant site
Yokosuka
Hachinoe
-. Shinsendai...
Nishinagoya...

Do
Shikoku Electric
Hokuriku Electric

Shintokushima
Shinminato...

Capicity
(megavvaiis) Process developer
..
130 Mitsubish i-JECCO
..
125
do...
awasaki
.
150 Kureha-Ki
220 Wellman-I.ord(MKK)... .
..
125 Mitsubish i-JECCO
..
150
do. .
100 Babcock-IHitachi'.'.".".".'.'.'..
,..
150 Kureha-Kawasaki
..
250 Chiyoda..

Absorbent

Product

CaCO,
Ca(OH),
NaOH,CaCOj
NaOH
Ca(OH)!
Ca(OH),
CaCO,
NaOH, CaCO,
H,SO,,CaCO,

Gypsum.
Do.
Do.
SDi. HiSO..
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

TABLE 4-«.-•MAJOR PILOT PLANTS FOR SOi RECOVERY

Process developer
Wet process:
Grillo-MitsuiS.8....
Kawasaki H.I
Mitsui M.B.-Chemico
Hitachi SB
Kureha-Kawasaki...
Showa Denko
Babcok-Hitachi
Kurashiki Boseki
Fufukawa Mining...
Hitachi, Ltd
Nippon Kokan
Dry process:
National R.I.P.R
Sumi.'omo S.M

Plant site

Unit capacity
(sctm)

.... MgO, MnO
.... Ca(OH),
.... CaCO,
NaCIO CaCO,
.... NaOH, CaCO,
.... NaOH, CaCO,
.... CaCO,
.... NH,,Ca(OH),
.... NHi. Ca(OH),
.... NaOH,Ca(OH),
.... Ca(OH),

SO,, H,SO,.. .... Chiba
Kakogawa
. Gypsum
Omuta
do
do
Maizuru
.... Nishiki
do.
Kawasaki
do
do
.... Kure
.... Hirakata
do
do
.... Osaka
do
do
.... Koyasu

710
2,900
1,200
290
2.990
5,900
1,800
5,900
350
880
1.200

.... NaCO,
Carbon

. SO'.S
H,SO.

Absorbent

Product

Kawaguchi....

120
5.900
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Mr. ROGERS. DO you know the reason why theirs seem to be successful
and ours is not successful ?
Mr. QTTARLES. That system was designed by an American firm and
was utilizing technology which is certainly available for us in.this
country.
Mr. ROGERS. I think it would be well to set that forth in a rather
deta,iled fashion so that industry can benefit from the information.
Also, could you let us know where the ongoing demonstration projects
are being conducted ?
Mr. QuARLES. In this country ?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
[The following information was received for the record:]
U.S. EFTOBT
The attached portions of the report entitled. "Present Status of Coal Fired
Steam Electric Power Plant Sulfur Dioxide Control" (Appendix C') describes
the essential features of various sulfur dioxide control systems operating or under
construction in the U.S. In addition two tables are included which summarize
pre.sent and planned facilities using alkali scrubbing techniques for sulfur dioxide
removal.
Mr. QtTARLES. Yes, sir, I will. There are I believe in addition to the
demonstration projects, a number of others. There are roughly 33 stack
gas removal systems which either have been con.structed in this country
or are currently in constiiiction. So there certainly is at this point in
time a major beginning in this country of the application of this technology. But the extensive application of this technology remains one
of the most serious concerns that we have in the entire area.
Mr. ROGERS. When you use this technology does this permit the
burning of high sulfur coal ?
Mr. QuARLKS. Yes. That is exactly the purpose. Obviously the concern that we have in the relationship between the Clean Air Act problems of environmental protection and the energy supply problems iS
the fact that so much of our energy supply come with sulfur included
in either the coal or oil. If it is possible to remove the sulfur then there
is no longer any problem in achieving a Clean Air Act requirement.
There is technologj' available to do this.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.
Mr. QUARI.ES. A second major tochnolojry consideration under the
Clean Air Act relates to the control of automobile-related pollutants.
Three of the six ambient air quality standards, carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen dioxide, cover pollutants directly emitted
by the Nation's cars and a foiirtli. i^hotorhemical oxidants, results from
the interaction of two of the emitted pollutants in the atmosphere. In
fact, the importance of hydrocarbons as pollutants relates solely to
their role in oxidant formation. Tlie achievement of ambient air quality
standards for the automotive-related pollutants is largely dependent
upon our ability to control or otherwise restrict their emissions from
mobile pollution sources. This involves a two-pronged effort (1) control of emissions from the vehicles themselves, and (2) reductions in
the total emissions throucrh concern with the number of vehicle miles
traveled in severely polluted metropolitan areas. Tx-t me first address
myself to the automobile emissions standards themselves.
STATUS OF

' Appendix C may be found In the cominlttf'p fllw.

The Clean Air Act mandated a reduction of 90 percent in liydrocarbons and carbon monoxide from those in effect in 1970. Of coui-se at
that time about half of the pollutants were being controlled. So in a
total sense this would represent about 95 to 96 percent reduction requirement. Also the Clean Air Act required a 90-percent reduction in
nitrogen oxides emissions as measured from 1971 model year light-duty
motor vehicles. The hydrocarbon monoxide reductions were to be
achieved by 1975 model year cars and the nitrogen oxides by 1976.
The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency was
authorized to grant a 1-year suspension of the appropriate standards
in each case. Former Administrator Ruckelsiiaus did act to grant the
1-year suspension of the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide standards
in the sprmg of this year setting interim standards more stringent
than those now in effect, and last month Acting Administrator Fri
similarlj' granted a 1-year suspension for nitrogen oxides.
The reductions of 90 percent in hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide
emissions are clearly teclinologically feasible. However, their achievement will require, in most cases, the use of an oxidation catalyst. In
the opinion of the Agency, and one in which I couc\ir, it was unwise
to mandate this technology nationwide in the course of 1 year's
model change. Consequently, interim standards were projiosed which
will require catalysts for new cars sold in the State of California and
to a limited extent on some models in national distribution. Under the
law the more stringent original requirements will become effective in
1976 and I do not think they should be further extended at this time.
There are two reasons why I think this is the case that these standards should not be extended. First, the present analysis shows that we
will fail to meet the ambient air quality standards for carbon monoxide
or oxidant in 197.5, as the statute require in 29 air quality control
regions. Some 43 percent of the Nation's population reside in these
areas. Additional control beyond the Federal new car standards are
required in these areas, but a relaxation of new car emissions requirements beyond 1976 will create the need for further transportation
svstom changes in urban areas. It would have the practical effect of
shiftine the nature of the problem of automotive pollutant control
from Detroit, where there are both the resources and the technical
expertise, to the consumer. To the extent that these other requirements
))rove infeasible. a hisrhor de.Tree of risk must be lx>rne by those most'
susceptible to air pollution effects if standards other than those presontlv required by the act come into effect. We would oppose such
changes.
Second, the imposition of air jwllution restrictions on new cars
since 1968 has been associated with an average fuel penalty estimated
to be in tlie neigliborhood of 10 percent. It is worthy of note here that
there has been an actual improvement in the fuel economy of small
cars over this time period, whereas fuel pena]tie<; ns hi.Hi as -^0 percent
bavol)een observed in large, over .S.500-po\uid automobiles. The use of
catalyst technology although involving a somewhat hisfher original
<*ostcan be expected to redress favorably some of the fuel penalty associatpfl with current engine modifications.
Although I believe that the legislatively mandated motor vehicle
standards for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide should remain as
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promulgated, I cannot make the same case with respect to nitrog^ei;
oxides. Wlien Congress acted to pass the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments, and when EPA promulgated its ambient air quality standards
for nitrogen dioxide, we were of the opinon that the air in a sizable
number of cities throughout the coimtry exceeded levels which constituted a threat to public health. Since that time, we discovered a
major error in the measurement methodology' used to determine nitrogen dioxide levels in the ambient air.
In other words, the air is not as dirty as we had thought it was.
\^'he^eas we originally tliought that some 47 areas were in violation
of tlie standards, we now believe that there ai'e only two, Los Angeles
and Chicago; and of these, Ave expect that Chicago will meet the air
quality requirements thi'ough controls other than the 90-percent reduction in nitrogen oxides emissions from light duty motor vehicles,
which leaves only Los Angeles as a problem area.
Mr. EoGKRS. This is as far as nitrogen oxides only ?
Mr. QuARLEs. Yes, sir. In formulating our position on the motor
vehicle standards, we have, projected the growtli in nitrogen oxides
emissions imder a variety of automotive control assiunptions and have
concluded that given a continiuition of the interim standards set byMr. Fri of 2 grams per mile, that no region in the country, except Los
Angeles, will fail to maintain an air quality level better than the
standard through the year 1990. T^s Angeles, however, will not meet
the standard in any year even if the 90-i)erccnt reduction standard of
0.41 grams/mile were attained. In short, as EPA has stated publicly
on a number of previous occasions, from an air quality jioint of view,
the degree of stringency associated with the 90-percent reduction is just
not required.
Second, in terms of technolog;\', we do not believe that a standard
much below the 2 grams per mile interim standard is feasible at the
present time. The achievement of a reduction to 1..5 grams/mile may
requii'e excessive exhaust gas recirculation which Avould unduly increase fuel penalties. The achievement of levels of 1 gram/mue and
below would require the installation of a reducing catalyst which has
not yet been demonstrated as horns teclmically feasible.
The last major issue involved in the Clean Air Act that I want to
mention today involves transportation controls and land use. The
Clean Air Act clearly contemplated that teclmologA* might not be adequate to provide for the achievement of ambient air quality standards
and mandated tliat the States and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency apply such other emissions reduction devices, including transportation controls and land use, as may be
necessary.
The act is quite explicit in this regard. In section llOfa) (2) (B).
the ^^ dministrator is authorized to approve a State implementation
plan to achieve air quality standards onlv if it provides for ".such
measures as may be necessarv to assure attainment and maintenance of
such primary or secondary standard including, but not limited to. land
use and transportation controls." If the plans do not contain suHi provisions, the Administrator must promulsrato apjiropriate resrulations.
As I previously mentioned, there are some 29 areas of the countrv in
which some degree of control more stringent than that provided by
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tlie Federal new-car automotive standards is required to meet ambient
air quality standards in the 1975-77 time phase. These additional reauirements include inspection and maintenance for new cars, varying
egi-ees of retrofit on older cars, major transit system improvements,
and a variety of other measures calculated to reduce the number of
vehicle miles traveled within a mecropolitan area.
Those of us who were exposed to the continued high pollution levels
in. Washington, D.C., during the pre-Labor Day period—and I think
there have been six or seven pollution alerts in this city involving 22
days when the levels of pollution exceeded the warning level—can only
acknowledge the reality of automotive-related air pollution and be increasingly cxjnvinced of the necessity of doing something about it as
i^pidly as possible. Here, I think, we have not only the specific protection we need to proxide to the persons most susceptible to the harmful eti'ects of air pollution, but a larger quality of life consideration
"W'hich is importajit to all who reside in the major metropolitan areas
of this country. Must our cities become increasingly uninhabitable, or
can w'e take meaningful and productive steps to restore to our urban
enviromnent some of the quality that made them a vibrant and driving
force in the life of America? In feudal society, the city was looked
upon as a place of liberation—city air meant fi-ee air. In modern
America, city air has come to mean polluted air and the city entrapment not liberation. I think we must redress this situation; tlie time is
now. The health and well-being of a large segment of the American
population are at stake.
However, when we proposed the transportation control requirements needed to meet ambient air quality standards in the 1975-77
time frame set forth in the act, we were forced to proi)ose some requirements that were clearly unreasonable. For example, gas rationing
calculated to reduce automobile travel by more than 50 percent would
be clearly disruptive of a city's economic and social life. In 14 of tlie
29 areas, the amount of reduction estimated in 1977 in vehicle miles
traveled was in excess of 20 percent. Such reductions appeal- to me unreasonable and even in the six other areas where a reasonable VMT
reduction is contemplated, such change cannot occur in the absence of
significant improvements in mass transit systems. Some transportation
plans submitted by the States are truly exemplary. For example, in
New York City where there has been a clear realization of the nuignitiide of their air quality problems, constructive and workable proposals
have been developed. New York City's solutions, however, are not
necessarily applicable to all of the Nation's problem areas. Each has
unique problems and each has reasonable options. We should settle on
no less than the adoption of the most reasonable approach in such
area where some transportation svstem change is recniired. Tlie opening up of the highway trust fund provides greater flexibility to local
officials to make some improvements, but, of course, we know that is
only a start.
I think we have here a situation in which the direction that we are
forced under the act is the right direction, but the time required is just
greater than the act in its present form allow us. WHiat we needed is
some degree of flexibility in the attainment dates of the aiitomobile
pollutant-related ambient air quality standard but the retention of a
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system whicli maintains pi-essure on government at all levels to improve our urban situation and reduce the level of risk of health impairment which now characterizes our urban environment.
Before concluding, let me mention one other far-reaching aspect of
the Clean Air Act with respect to land use controls. As you know, the
courts have ruled that State implementation plans must provide for
the prevention of significant deterioration where the air is now already
cleaner than required by our Clean Air Act standards. Since tlie
legislative history of the Clean Air Act is silent as to a definition of
"significant deterioration" and the court's decision did not provide
further guidance EPA lias proposed four alternative approaches to
the issue. Included in all of tliem is the requirement that any newsource locating in a clean area adopt best technology. This is related to
the basic provision in the statute for new source requirement.
However, tliere are problems involved in defining other constraints
eitlier in relationship to inci-ease in total allocable emissions or the air
quality increments which may be permitted.
There is clearly a need iji some areas of the country for resource
development and growth just as tliere is a need for areas to retain their
Sn-istine air environment in as pure a state as is practicably possible,
it is the balancing of these needs which must be accommodated.
We ai-e strongly of the opinion that the Clean Air Act was not intended to foreclose orderly growth and development. Tlie proposals
we liave made encompass a range of possibilities from faii'ly arbitrary
limits api^licalile nationwide to State options as to the degree of deterioration to l)e permitted. Since we are still in the public comment,,
public hearing phase of these proposals, T will withhold any recommendations for legislative change in this regard at this time.
In summary, let me restate that T think the Clean Air Act is both
important and generally workable. Its provisions afforded major protection to our environment. At the same time, in general, it provides
the requi-site degree of flexibility to accommodate other major social
concerns. As we have stated on prior occasions, some amendments in
the act are indicated with respect to time schedules and the nitrogen
oxide automobile standard, and I have presented my thoughts on
these in the course of my remarks this morning. Further. EPA has
continued and will continue to brief this committee and the Senate
committee on any problem areas we are encountering in administeringthe provisions of the act and we will inform you if, in our judgment,
they reouire legislative resolution.
Mr. Chairman, that is a lon.<r statement. I wonder if I might add just
a brief personal comment which perhaps could add a little further
perspective on this issue.
I have dealt directly and delilierately with the problem areas as they
have liecome known and have been debated in the country in the course
of onr implementation of the Clean Air Act. The act is bold, it is
strong, it is far-reaching, it is comprehensive, it has many different
tyT>es of reouirements in it. But T think that there are several themes
which run throughout which are important to bear in mind. One is the
theme that action is required to clean UP air pollution. It is obvious
that throucliout everv provision of the Clean Air Act there is reflected
a determination bv Congress that a massive sustained national effort
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is required to bring relief from conditions of air pollution which
bliprht the American landscape and threaten the health of citizens
throughout the country.
The second theme which I find continuously is that in the implementation of this massive national eifort decisions would be required to be
made on the basis of the best information available. To state this in
another way, the entire approach in many instanc&s bus been that
pollution control perhajis should not be undeitaken until the damage
could be clearly demonstrated, the degree of control documented, the
ability of achieving the obvious, and only then could something be
done.
I think this is in the Clean Air Act, a general philosophy, if you will,
that faced with the uncertainty of overcontrol and excessive expense,
on the one hand, or undercontrol and damage to health on the other,
the decision should not automatically be made against the health consideration and in favor of saving the money because all of tlie facts
are not known. Theieforc, strict time schedules have been set in the
act that do require decisions to be made within the very near future.
We have gone ahead I think in all of our implementing action with
reference to both of these philosophical principles.
I think wholly consistent with that is a recognition that we must not
try to resolve specific problems purely on the basis of this type of
philosophy or doctrine, that we have to look at the realities of imjilementing actual requirements in specific cases. We have to ask what is
the benefit to air quality and the protection of health from a given
requiren^ent, what is the cost, what is the feasibility, what are the
otlier implications?
Then after getting all of this information from our stalT of scientists, economists and others we may ask the basic question in the light
of the circumstances and in reference to the underlying principles,
does the particular requirement make sense.
I think we have been under an obligation to inject commonsense
in all decisions and to let you know if in our judgment some of the
requirements in the end don't make commonsense. In this testimony
I have focused on a couple of the areas where we have real difficulty.
But I would like to emphasize a point made by Mr. Train that it is
important to keep the perspective on the full breadth and complexity
of this statute. We have been required under the statute to issue regulations setting forth ambient air quality standai-ds. implementation
plans, hazardous emission standards, new source performance standards, aircraft emission standards, automotive emission standards, fuel
and fuel additive limitations, and a host of other related miscellaneous
standards, and requirements to cari-y out this act.
We are dealing with 50,000 to 60,000 individual point sources each
emitting more than 100 tons of pollutants a year. For tlie wide
range of cases, what has happened under this CTean Air Act is that
standards have been set and abatement programs have been established
which are working. Hence, the Clean Air Act has achieved the results of getting this coimtry moving in a very urgent way toward
clearing up the air pollution problem.
We feel, I do as a citizen, and as a father, and I think, the public
does, that we should commend you, Mr. Chairman, this committee,
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and the Senate committee, for having the foresight and the courage
to propose that the Congress enact legislation as bold and as strong
and as innovative and as comprehensive as the Clean Air Act.
As we talk about some of these problem areas we must make sure
to propose any resolution of them in a manner that does not break
the momentum that has been established under this act. This is the
perspective that we have, I am sure it is the perspective tliat you
have, and I hope it will be a perspective reserved by all who are
discussing these problems.
I tliank the chairman. I will be delighted to try to answer any
questions you and tlie other membei-s of the committee may have.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Quarles, for giving us a
summary of the problems, the conditions, what has happened to the
Clean Air Act. I think it is encouraging that you believe that we liave
made significant progress in cleaning up the air already in the short
period of a year.
I see we lia\'e a call to the House. I think we will try to come back
at 2. Let me just ask a couple of questions right now, and then we will
all have further questions this afternoon.
Are you aware of the action taken by the American Medical Association House of Delegates in June 1973, this year, their resolution 61,
where they resolved as follows:
Resolved, That the American Medical As.soclation endorse present levels
and time schedules as promulgated by the Clean Air Act of 1970; And be it
further
Jimolrcd, That the American Medical Association encourages Congress to
preserve levels and time schedules as necessary public health measures.

Are you aware of that, and is the agency aware of that ?
Mr. QTJARLES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Has any discussion been conducted with the American
Medical Association as to its feelings on any proposed changes or
modifications that miglit be contemplated, which you anticipate doing ?
Mr. QuARLE.s. I have not certainly been involved in such discussions.
I think we look to the American Medical Association as one of tlie
foremost sources of authority in this country on the medical need
for the levels of control required by the ambient air quality standards.
I believe that that position coincides generally with the positions of
•other experts as to the health needs of the standards that we have
promulgated.
Mr. ROGERS. I would hope that you would have some liaison and
let this committee be aware of any.
Mr. QUARLES. I am sure we will have that liaison and we will make
plans to make you aware of it.
Mr. ROGERS. I understand, too—and this will be my only other
question at this time—that a Dr. Carl M. Shy, who is an acting director
of the Human Studies Laboratory Division at the Research Triangle
in North Carolina, did a study and came to the conclusion that definite increases in death occurred fi"om exposures to pollutants below the
levels specified for sulfur oxides and particulate matter. He said the
data on which this statement is based were recently obtained from
5 years of observation on daily mortality in the New York metropolitan area and were carefully adjusted for other major influences
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on. daily mortality, including season, temperature extremes, and influenza epidemics. The results are striking and raise some crucial policy
as well as scientific issues.
Fii-st, he says we observed increascxi deaths at levels even below
existing national primary- short-term 24:-hour standards.
ITien he goes into a discussion that he has evidence that suspended
sufates rather than SO2 of total particulate matter is the most reactiveor toxic component of the atmosplieric exposure to sulfur oxides.
He states that they have found it not only in certain areas but
it is becoming quite widespread. Ho suggests that we inust have inunediate scientific knowledge for making judgments on this.
I wonder if you would comment on those statements.
Mr. QuARi.ES. Yes, sir, I will be glad to. 1 am not a scientist. As yoir
know, 1 am a lawyer and I don't have the scientific understanding of
the biological pi-ocesses through which these mechanisms work. But
from tlie viewpoint of administering the i)rograms 1 can say that as
-sve have continued to make scientific analyses of the effects on human,
health from exposure to various levels of sulfur oxides, the variouS'
bits of evidence that we receive, do support the standards that have'
been established and suggest tliat if there is an area of doubt as tc
where tlie standarxls should be set, that one would tend to look toward
a more stringent standard ratlier tlian a less stringent standard.
We have not yet reached a point where we believe tliat analysis of
all of the information tliat we have suggest the desirability of revising our existing standards but we do luvve—I guess I could say—renewed confidence in the need for achieving t!ie degree of control which
is called for by those standards.
We have also made arrangements with the Department of HEW
and othei-s, lx>th in and out of the Government, to be reviewing the
evidence which we have reviewed and we are constantly evaluating
and reevaluating our standards, but we have tlie position on them that
I just indicated.
Now. with legard to sulfates, this is an area in which I have been
briefed, it is increasingly being recognized as a significant area requiring intensive study and evaluation. There does appear to be perhaps gi'eater indication that we had a couple of years ago as to tlie
severity of liealtli effects associated with sidfates in the air, and we
are continuing to make greater studies of these facts.
Mr. RoGKits. WIio is doing tiie study on those points ?
Mr. QrARr.KS. I might turn to Dr. Greenfield or Dr. Finklea. firet
to Dr. Greenfield and ask if he would like to go further into this.
Dr. GiiKENFiELD. First, Mr. Chairman, let me start by going back
to the riuestion you raised with Mr. Quarles earlier on the contact
with AMA. Our people together with at least one member of CEQ
has met with the AMA Environinejital CouTicil on a regular basis over
the past 2 years. There is constantly contact going on with the environmental people in the AMA which exposes them to the result of our
studies and requests their comments.
Second, on the question of
Mr. ROGERS. YOU might put some of those in the record.
Dr. GREENFIELD. We will, indeed,Mr. Cliairman.
[Tlie following information was received for the record :]i
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EPA/AMA REXATIONSHIP
Since its establislinient, tlie Environmental Protection Agency has maintained
a close professional liaison with the American Medical Association. Our scientists liave made hrieflnKS and presentations to regional and national meetings
of the American Me<iical Asscx^intion's Council on Environmental, Occupational
and Public Health. Our Agency has also provided financial support and scientific
Inputs (or the biennial Air Pollution Medical Research Council sponsored by the
American Medical Association. We believe that EI^A should continue its liaison
and further strengthen its tie with interested professional societies like the
American Medical Association and the American Public Health As.sociation. Our
Agency will also assure that these health professionals have an adequate opportunity to apply their considerable expertise to the environmental liealth prol>lems which face our medium. Our Administrator will look to the health professions for counsel as he moves to establish his Health Advisory Panel. Our
Agency is most grateful for the support already given by the American Medical
Association.

Dr. GREENFIELD. Second, on the question of tlie liealth standards,
we are continuously attempting to uptlate our standards. There is a
program that the ciiairman may be aware of, called the community
health environmental surveillance system, under Dr. Finklea conducted out of the Research Triangle Environmental Health Research
Center, Mhose purpose is in 33 communities around the country with
over a quarter of a million people to constantly look at and examine
the impact of pollutants on health.
The information that you quoted from Dr. Shy is part of this study.
As a result of this study and others, we have a schedule laid out in
front of us as to a continuous looking at and evaluation and possibly
updating of our standards so that on a rather rigorous schedule we
are examining the impact and improving our health data with the full
realization that if the need ever appears to arise where standards
should be changed, we will take action immediately.
I should ask Dr. Finklea j^ossibly to expand on this, if he cares to.
Dr. FINKLEA. Mr. Chainnan, with your permission I would cover
that general topic along with other topics relating to the short-term
eirects of ambient air pollutants in the briefing on tlie primary* ambient
air quality standards. We do have a summary of the sulfates, the research work on acid aerosols and sulfates that the agency has imderway, which we will l)e.glad to submit for the committee's consideration.
Mr. ROGERS. "Wlien will the briefing on ambient air quality standards
be (lone ?
Dr. FtNKT.E.\. It is my understanding that the Agency will provide
a briefing on the primary air ambient quality standards either in your
session this mornmg or your session this afternoon, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Let me ask you this: I know you have competent scientists, but do you have the National Academy of Sciences looking at
this Rulfate problem ?
Dr. FINKLEA. Yes. sir. the National Academy of Sciences as a group
examines the toxological effects of air pollution. One of the panels in
this group is looking at the adveree health effects that are caused by
fine particulate pollutants including the sulfate portion of the fine
particulate pollutant. Their report will be finished in about another
6 or 9 months.
The Agency has an accomplishment plan for the control of fine particulate pollutants including the sulfates that Dr. Steigerwald and his
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group are responsible for. We are moving as fast as one prudently can
toward acquiring the information necessary for the control of this
group of pollutants, sir.
Mr. EoGEKS. I think we would be interested to get a discussion in the
record or a memo on just what tlie National Academy of Science is
doing for you. For example, the time frame when this is due and who
ill the scientific group is actually doing the study.
[Testimony resumes on p. 43.]
[The following information was received for the record:]
NAS STUUT
The Agency has previously provided the siil>commlttee a draft copy of its
position paper dealing with suspended partieulate sulfates and sulfuric acid
aerosols. The summary and conclu.sions sections from this report are attached.
Our scientists have also responded to written queries from the .Subcommittee on
this matter. Briefly stated, our Agency l)elieves that acid aerosols and fine particuliites, including fine partieulate sulfates, are causally associated with adverse
effects on human health. Our scientists have testified that it is their best judgment that the tlireshold for adverse health effects following short-term exposures
(24 Iiours) is quite low, 8 to 10 ng/m'. It is also likely that long-term exposures
to elevated levels of acid aerosols and fine particulates including suspended
partieulate sulfates will be associated with an increase frequency of adverse
health effects. Since acid aerosols and an important i)roportion of fine particulates (including suspended partieulate sulfates and nitrates) are generated from
gaseous pollutants in ambient air, there are formldalile only partially solved
technical problems associated with measurements, monitoring, atmospheric
chemistry, effects studies, exposure mo<lelUng and control technology. EPA is
moving as rapidly as possible to acquire the technical information needed to
understand these problems. Armed with this information our Agency will choose
the most effective control options to protect the health of the American jteople.
The control of fine particulates will require several years of intense effort. EPA
has also furnished the Sulx'ommittee an up-to-date appraisal of acid aerosols and
suspended sulfates emitted from mobile sources.
EPA has asked the National .\cademy of Sciences through its Committee on
the Biologic Effects of Atmosplieric Pollutants to prepare background documents
on a series of pollutants including fine particnilates. Members of the panel which
is reviewing fine particulates (including suspended sulfates) are as follows:
Ian T. T. Higgins, M.D. Chairman, School of Public Health, University of
Michigan.
Roy E. Albert, M.D., New York University Medical Center.
Robert J. Cbarlson, Ph. D., Department of Civil Engineering, University of
Washington.
Benjamin G. Ferris, M.D., School of Public Health, Harvard University.
Robert Frank, M.D., School of Public Health, University of •Washington.
Paul E. Morrow, M.D., School of Medicine and Dentistry, University of
Rochester.
Kenneth T. Whitley. Ph. D., Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Minnesota.
This panel is scheduled to furnish EPA a draft report In the Spring of 1974
and a final report in the Summer of 1974. Tlie scope of work for the applicable
KPA-NAS contract and a status report on the pollutants being considered is also
attached. EPA has also summarized its current research related to sulfates and
this is also attached for the Committee's consideration.
POSITION PAPER ON SUSPENDED SCXFATES AND SULFCIUC ACID AQIOSOLS
SUMMARY

Progress is being made in our efforts to control SO3 emissions into the atmosphere. However, there is now evidence suggesting that sulfuric acid aerosols
and some sulfates may be more potent irritants than SO3. Should this prove
to be true, our control strategy should be examined with a view toward the
need for sulfate criteria. However, It should be emphasized that sulfates found
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In the ambient atmosphere have not been well characterized. A working definition, for the purpose of this document is—material collected on a glass fiber
filter over a 24-hour period, and analyzed as water soluble sulfate. Siieoiflc
sulfates are not identified.
Based upon theoretical considerations, the primary urban sources of sulfate
is the atmospheric oxidation of SO2 to HiSO. with subsequent neutralization
or exchange reactions giving a variety of sulfates. Few data are availalile 011
the sulfate content emitted directly from stationary sources. Sulfate from
mobile sources has not been considered signllieant due to the low sulfur content of refined fuels. Approximately 95 to 98% of these emissions are in the
form of SOj. The remaining few percent is primarily SOs which is rapidly
converted to sulfur acid.
The chemical mechanisms for converting SOa to HiSOi in the atmosphere are
not well known. T^vo current hypotheses are: 1) catalytic oxidation, and 2)
chemical oxidation by photochemically generated reactants.
The principal mechanisms for removal of sulfur from tlie atmosphere areprecipitation, and deposition on soil and vegetation. Essentially all of tlie SOa
in the atmosphere is converted to XSOi prior to or during the removal processes.
Estimates of residence times range from approximately one day to one week.
Therefore, tlie effects of sulfur loading in the atmosphere by man's activities
may be significant several hundred miles from the source regions.
There is a substantial volume of aerometric data on water soluble sulfates,
but little on sulfur acid or individual sulfate compounds. In 1970 the national
average sufate concentration at url)an locutions was 10.1 Mg/m". The 24-liour
maximum observed was 197 /xg/m'. The non-urban average was 6.3 iug/ni°. A.
slight seasonal variation was obsei'ved at non-urban .sites. No marked long-term
trend has been observed in the T'nitod States, dcsjiite the decrease in SOj.
Available data indicate that essentially all of the sulfate i>articles in the free
atmosphere are in the respirable size range.
Most available data have been collected using either impaction or filtration
techniques. Measured values of size and number deii.sity are not obtained. Total
sulfate concentrations have been determined largely by colorimetry, and the
acidity by colorimetry of pH technique.';. Tliere is a question concerning the
sanjple integrity using these sampling techni(iues. A suitable method for measuring sulfuric acid in the atmosphere is not available.
Experimental biological studies have indicated that certain of the particulate
sulfates have a greater biological effect than Sll=. It has been demonstrated that
sodium chloride in an atmosphere of SO-, and high relative humidity, enhances
the biological response. Large differences have been found in the degree of
biological activity among the various .sulfate compounds, and as a function
of particle size. However, there are serious gaps in the toxicological information;
concerning sulfates. Most of the experiments, jjerformed by one laboratory
using the guinea pig. have been concerned with the effect of acute exposure on
jmlmonary function. There is a paucity of information concerning the role of
sulfates (or even SO2) in the production of chronic pnUnonary disease. The
relevance of the toxicological studies conducted to date to ambient pollutant
atmospheres is questionable.
Recent CHESS program studies indicate that adverse health effects may
be more closely associated with susi)ended sulfate than with SO2 or total
susi)ended particulates. The CHESS investigators felt there was substantial
evidence that the levels of sulfate necessary to cause adverse health effects
were one to two orders of magnitude lower than with SO2 or total suspended
particulate. Laboratory studies have shown that sulfuric acid and some metallic
sulfates are more jxitent irritants than SO2. More information is needed on the
irritating effects relative to specific sulfates and various mixtures found in
polluted air, and the relationship with temperature, particle .size and relative
humidity.
Acid rain may adversely effect the pll of soil and fresh water lakes, and hence
the ecology at great distances from emis.sion sources. However, under certain
conditions, the acid rain may be beneficial. Acid rain al.so results in the leaching
of mineral nutrients from plant surfaces. Tlie sulfate ion is considered to be theform which is toxic to plants. SO- entering through the stomata is converted
to SOs and SO,. SOj absorbed by the leaves nniy be converted to HsSO. with
consequent damage.
Sulfates accelerate the degradation of certain materials. Katesol deterioration
have not been determined.
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The Impact of sulfates on weather, visibility and climate evolves from their
chemical and physical projpei'ties. Atmospheric sulfate (and other) particles
influence the heat budget, visibility, and cloud and precipitation processes.
They play a role in the development and intensity of the so-called heat Island.
Particle size and number density are the important parameters. Sigiiiflcant
effects are known but quantitative data are not available to characterize the
problem.
Although there are many uncertainties concerning the total sulfur cycle In
general and sulfates In the atmosphere in particular, some conclusions can be
drawn: (1) Sulfuric acids and sulfates are known to exist in the atmosphere
in suflicient concentrations can have a deleterious effect uix)n human health and
welfare. Certain of these compounds appear to be more potent iiritant.s than
SOs. The irritants response of certain mixtures is probably greater than the
sum of the responses of the individual compounds, and is related to tlie size
and number density of the sulfates: (2) Sulfates present in the atmosphere
may liave an adver.se effect upon the weather, climate, and visibility; (3)
Removal by atmospheric processes may result in adverse ecological effects
at large distances from sources; (4) Sulfates exi.st in the atmosphere as a result
of natural processes; however, the concentration is significantly influenced by
anthropogenic activities; (5) Current knowledge and available data are inadequate at this time to establish criteria which migtit be used as a basis for
standards for control.
It is recommended that particular attention be devoted to the problem of sulfuric acid and sulfates in the atmosphere in order that the question of pollutant
potential from anthropogenic sources might be resolved. Study areas should include : (1) the relationship between adverse health and welfare effects and
sulfates in the atmosphere as a function of particle size, number density, temI)erature, hvunidity, pressure, and chemical composition ; (2) the biological effects
of sulfates using a variety of si)ecimens in realistic dynamic atmospheres
as related to the variables listed in (1) ; (3) principal mechanisms, or reactions,
and rates for conversion of SOs and HiS to sulfuric acid and sulfates in the
atmosphere; (4) suitable techniques for routine sampling and measurement
of sulfuric acid, HjS, and siieciflc sulfates in the atmosphere, including size distribution and number density, and implementation of. an adequate monitoring
program; and (.5) iiotential technology to achieve an adequate reduction in
siilfiir emissions from point sources. A balanced research and dcveloiiment program well coordinated in time and sul)Stauce will be required. A simimary of the
recommended research and development programs follows. Detailed task are included in Section VII. No attempt has been made to structure the research program in terms of priority of tasks. It is not envisioned that it would be nece.ssnry
to implement such a broad program at a given starting date. The estimated time
for completion applies to each given task. Sequential scheduling would l>e desirable for at least a portion of the program. For example, the .'scoiie of the
health effects program clearly would be dependent upon measurement capability
and the characterization of sulfates in the atmosphere.
Research program

Time period
for completion
(l/eors)

1. Modification and expansion of health effects research to include specifically sulfuric acid and suspended sulfates in the ambient atmo.sphere as related to acute and chronic diseases, and mortality
5-10
2. Conduct biological experiments to determine tlie ecological effects of atmospheric sulfates
5
3. Conduct studies to determine the rate and mechanisms for sulfuric acid
and sulfate formaticm in urban atmospheres, and expansion of monitoring program to include sulfuric acid, ammonium sulfate, and other
sulfates as feasible
3
4. Develop reliable field and laboratory methods for measuring acids and
sulfates in the ambient atmosphere
3
5. Develop methods for measuring sulfate emissions from stationary
sources and determine the characteristics of the sulfur emitted
2
6. Conduct a technologj' development program to achieve the required
abatement of total SOt
2
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\Tr. C0SOLU8I0X8 AXD BECOMMEXDATIOICS

A. ConcluKions
There are still many uncertainties concerning the total sulfur cycles, and the
•effects of atmospheric sulfur species on human hetilth and welfare. Particularly
the role of suspended sulfates and sulfuric acid aerosols is not well known. There
are reasons to suspect that control of SOa may not result in a proportionate control of SOj. However, a number of couclusious can be drawn from current
•knowledge and available data :
(1) Anthropogenic sources contribute approximately one half as much as
nature to the total sulfur content in the atmosphere. The anthropogenic contribution from urban area sources is much greater than the natural sources. This
ratio is increasing.
(2) Approximately 95% of the sulfur emitted to the atmo.sphere from urban
•sources is in the form of SOi. The primary urban source of sulfate is the atmospheric oxidation of SOs to H»SO» with subsequent neutralization of exchange
reactions giving a variety of sulfiites. Essentially all of the SOj in the atmosphere is converted to XSOi prior to or during the removal processes.
(3) The major portion of the sulfate particles in the atmosphere are In the
respirable range.
(4) Sulfates can have a deleterious effect on human health and welfare,
including the eco-system; (reliable thre.shold levels have not been established.)
Sulfuric acids and certain sulfates are more potent irritants than SO..
(5) Current knowledge and available data are inadequate at this time to
establish criteria which might be used as a basis for standards.
B. Recommendations
There are critical gaps in onr knowledge concerning the total sulfur cycle in
general and of the acUls and sulfates in particular. Little is known regarding the
rates of conversion of SOj and HsS to sulfate particles in urban and non-urban
atmospheres. Suitable means of distinguishing contributions by anthropogenic
and biogenic sources to sulfates in the atmosphere are not available, and the
nature and efficiency of removal proces.se8 are not well known. There is sul)Ktantial evidence that sulfuric acid and sulfates may have moi"e detrimental
•effects of Luman health and welfare than SOs, however, there are serious gai^s
in our knowledge concerning the biological and ecological effects of these potential pollutants. There is a paucity of information concerning the role of sulfates
in the production of chronic pulmonary diseases. I'article size and number density appear to be important parameters, and the effect of certain sulfates in
combinations likely to be fouiul in the ambient atmosphere may be greater than
the sum of the individual effects—these aspects have not IKMMI studied extensively. Su.spended sulfate may have a siCTiflcant affect upon weather, visibility
and climate but .^iufficient quantitative data are not availal)le to characterize the
problem. Suitable methods for measiu-ing sulfuric acid and sulfates in the
atmosphere are not available, and the integrity of much of the data collected to
date is in question.
Solutions to these problems must be achieved before meaningful and rational
•decisions can be made concerning the need for control, the optimum control
strategy to be employed should be need for control exist, and the nature of the
program necessary for monitoring and enforcement.
To achieve the necessary level of knowledge and understanding will require a
research and development effort well coordinated in time and substance. The
problems are indeed multidisciplinary and milestone decisions may depend heavily
upon the results obtained from the various approved tasks. Parallel efforts will
he required and a certain element of risk must be accepted in initiating the longterm projects which may require controlling input from other program elements.
For example, the success of the CHESS studies will dei>end heavily upon sampling and mea.stirement caiMbility and the collection of proper and reliable
atmospheric data. The research task below constitutes the substance of the
xecommended research program.

Task
1. Conduct Community health and surveillance system (CHESS)
study designed specincally to investigate the effects of sulfuric acid and suspended sulfates in the atmosphere on
human health using 3 separate communities. (Cost $200,000
?er community per year.) The current CHESS studies in New
ork and Salt Lake Basin will be modified to include necessary new parameters.
2. (a) Conduct biological experiments using dynamic atmosphere
with gases and particulates similar to urban atmospheres for
1or exposure of various species of animals, and other biological models to determine both direct effects and effects
through interaction with other pollutants and infectious
agents. Use acute, subacute, and chronic exposures to determine such factors as influence of particle size, specific
sulfate, and various combinations on particle deposition,
retention, translocation, pulmonary clearance rates, acceleration of infectious stales, and various paramslers related
to pulmonary defense (coordinate with CHESS studies).
<b) Generation of sulfuric acid aerosols and sullate aerosols
tor biological and health effects studies: Aerosols will be
firoduced by chemical techniques which simulate their
ormation in the atmosphere. Particle size distribution and
chemical composition will be monitored and adjusted to
to give the desired pulmonary dose.
3. Rate and mechanism of sulfuric acid and sulfate formation:
Additional studies of the conversion of SO; to sulfuric acid in
urban atmospheres are needed. Emphasis should be placed
on the reactions of oxygenated radicals with SO: and catalytic
reactions in or on aerosols. This information is required to
to determine if control of urban sulfate levels can be obtained by lowering SOj levels or if better control can be obtained by lowering oxidanis or catalytic particulate matter.
(a) Gas-phase reactions
(b) Gas-surface reactions
4. Formation of sulfate compounds: New studies are needed to
determine the extent to which sulfuric acid may react with
other particulate matter in the atmosphere to form sulfate
compounds.
5. Research measurements of specific compounds and particle
size distribution: At a number of research sites, including
CHESS sites, measurements ol total-water-soluble sulfate
should be expanded to include sulfuric acid, ammonium
sulfate, and metallic sulfates. Measuremants should include
SOi for SOi to sullale ratio data, particle size distribution
(total particulates, total sulfate, and individual sulfates to
tha extent possible).
6. Effects ol relative humidity on particle size: Studies to determini the rate of growth and particle size of sulfuric acid or
sulfate particles exposed to high relative humidity should
be expanded with emphasis on relative humidity conditions
in the pulmonary tract.
7. Investigative sulfate emissions from stationary sources: The
ist major consideration which needs to be addressed is the
question whether the sulfate is emitted from stationary
sources in the gas phase as HsSOj vapor or in the particulate
phase as sulfate. The measurement of the actual amount
of H.SO) vapor present in source emissions will determine
the ultimate control strategy required. The following R. &
D. tasks are recommended.
(a) Develop an in situ HiSOi measurement method
(b) Verify existing manual compliance test methods lor
SO and HiSOi.
(c) Develop Raman scattering and/or fluorescence lechnique for analysis of particulate sulfate In situ.
(d) Conduct a study ol particulale/rilter/HtSOi/sullate
interactions, temperature dependence of sulfate,
conversion on probes and filters, verilications of
true particulate sulfate (as distinct from condensible HiSOi).
8. Evaluate current laboratory analytical methods for H]SO< and
sulfates.
9. Develop a reliable method for total sulfate, and evaluate
collection techniques lor atmospheric sulfates in the
presence of SOz and other critical pollutants.
10. Develop a reliable ion-selective electrode lor sullate
.11. Develop a reliable collection method for HiSOt

In-house
man-years
60.0

6.0

Time period
for completion (years)

Labordivlsioncontact

5.0

DHER; J. 6. French.

4.0

DHER; D. L CoRin.

3.0

4.0

DCP; W. E. Wilson.

9.0
U.0

40
4.0
4.0

Do
Do
Do

12.0

5.0

Do.

4.0

Do.

DCP; J.Wagman.

.25
.25

.7 J.Wagman.
1. D
Do.

. 25

1.0

Do.

.25

1.0

Do.

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

E. Sawickiand
E. Wittgenstein.
Do.
Do.
Do.

40
In-house
man-years

Task
12. Determine the vsrious type of sulfates and their relative
proportions in the atmosphere.
13. (a) Characterize the various types of sulfur compounds in
particulates in the atmosphere in urban and nonurban
atmospheres.
(b) Determine to what eitent manmade sulfates contribute to
theacidily of precipitation.
14. Determine the sulfate and sulfuric acid composition relative
to size and mass distribution.
15. Collect additional urban and nonurban sulfate data including
particle size and number density.
16. Conduct biological experiments to characterize the physiological and morphological responses of plants to sulfates and to
relate these responses to growth and yield of plants. (To be
conducted at the Corvallis NERC.)
17. Conduct biological experiments to determine the effects of
acid rainfall of plants, the soil and on microorganisms in the
soil. To determine the changes which occui in the ecosystem
due to acid rainfall and how these affect mineral cycling.
(This project has already been submitted and has received
funding for fiscal year 1973. There is need for further
funding for fiscal year 1974.)
18. Develop prototypes for field methods for determining HiSOi:
(a) Filter tape collection followed by heating and FPD or Xrf
detection.
(b) NHj-cheniluminescene
(c) C" detection from carbonate-H.SOi reaction
19. Develop method for analysis of sulfur groups:
(a) Total sulfur by X-ray fluorescence
(b) S-, SO-j, SO-., by ESCA
20. Initiate technology development program to achieve up to
99 percent removal of SOi emissions;
(a) Evaluate and select options: Evaluate technology for
highetticiency gas cleaning (90 to 99 percent).
(b) Clean fuels: Increase the impact of the existing clean
fuels program.
(c) Source control—utilities:
(1) Modify current gas cleaning demonstration
to gel 90 to 99 percent (these pccjects are
50-50cost shared withjpiivale industry).
(2) Demonstrate new high-efficiency gas cleaning
(currently under development) to increase
the probability of success for achieving
99 percent removal and cut costs (cost
shared 50-50 with private industry).
(d) Source control—industrial combustion: Develop and
demonstrate flue gas cleaning tor industrial combustion SO- sources, providing from 70 to 99 percent efficiency.
(e) Source control-industrial processes:
(1) Identify and develop technology for control
of industrial processes (up to 99 percent
removal).
(2) Demonstrate industrial process technology
(cost shared 50-50 with private industry).
(f) Source control—area sources: Develop and demonstrate package sorplion techniques for SO: from
area sources providing from 70 to 99 percent
efficiency.
'
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1.0
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L. Niemeyer.
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4.0
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H. A. Bond.
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3.0 T. G. Dzubay and

1.0
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R. K. Stevens.
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2.0
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Do.
G. Foley.

5.0

•1.0

3.0

>5.0
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2.0
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3.0
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Do.

2.0

»2.0

Do.

2.0
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Do.

2.0

•2.0

Do.

2.0

».2.0
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1975-76.
1975-78.
1976-78.
1976 79.
1975-77.
1977-79.

NERC/RTP
SnMMAiiT OF Fy-74 RESEARCH REI.ATED TO StiLFATES

The following briefly outlines the FY-74 sulfate research at RTP. In major
areas, like CHESS and atmospheric chemistry, it is not ixissible to separate
sulfate work from other clo.sely related work. In these cases, the resources given
include .substantially more than sulfate related work.
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The FY-75, FT-76 program does not differ siguificautly from the rY-74 program as concerns sulfate researctu
HEALTH EFFECTS KESEABCH

Within the CHESS program, sulfate ion is analyzed for in all hi-vol samples
collected, ^uch data are correlated against health indicators in the usual
manner. These data are of particular interest in the CHESS areas of New Yorlt
City, St, Louis, Utah, and possibly California. The combined SO. and TSP-HSP
projects amount to about $700K.
We also have an ?80K contract with Battelle-Columbus to develop a respirable
suspended particulate sampler (0.3 to 8 micron sized particles) that can collect
a large enough sample to allow for the analysis of sulfate and other sulfur
compounds.
.^. contract to determine the relative toxicity of various chemical fractions of
TSP (including sulfates) on human subjects (21ABY-11) is not scheduled until
January 1975.
A preliminary report on suspended sulfates is not expected until .Tune 1979.
Mary Amdur's work at Harvard University terminates August 1974.
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

One major effort is devoted to biological effects of sulfates. This will determine
the relative biological effects of specific sulfates, and sulfates created tlirough
complex gas-particle interaction with SOs-oxidant-hydrocarbon mixtures. The
study will be directed to respiratory physiologic alterations and tlieir iuterrelationship to host's resistance and the development of acute and chronic
respiratory infection. This task is tentatively funded for FY-74 at $1G0K and
5 man-years. It is an ongoing project from FY-74 to FY-79. The Chemistry and
Physics Laboratory will contribute $5K and 0.1 man-years in support of this
task in FY-74.
UETHODS DEVELOPMENT

Little work is planned in FY-74. One task, laboratory and field evaluation of
sulfuric acid and sulfate instruments, is funded in FY-74, at $11K and 0.4 manj-ears. Another task is scheduled for funding in FY-76. Two other tasks have
been cancelled for technical reasons.
ATMOSPHERIC OHEMISTBT

Three tasks are to be funded in FY-74 which Include some sulfate work. The
major one is an interagency grant concerned with SOx-XOx transformers in
plumes, as part of the RAPS project. This is planned at !5120K.
A task on aerosol modeling includes sulfate formation. The FY-74 funding is
414K and 0.5 man-years.
A task concerned with the effect of relative humidity on aerosol growth includes sulfate work. The FY-74 funding is $8K and 0.3 man-years.
MONITOEINO

Three tasks are concerned with sulfate. One, funded in FY-73, will look at acid
mist from power plants. Another, also funded in FY-73, will look at acid mist
from smelters. A task, funded at approximately $15K with NBS, will provide
standard reference material for sulfate.
Another task provides for collecting samples at selected sites (up to 400
samples) to analyze for 6 non-metals including sulfate. FY-74 funding is $10K
and 0.5 man-years.
A study to characterize TSP indoors and outdoors may include sulfate. This
has FY-74 funding of ^lOK and 2 man-years.
CONTROL SYSTEMS

There is no direct work on sulfate emissions as such. Since atmospheric sulfate originates largely from atniospheric transform of SO, (approximately 95%
of sulfate appears to result from SO« emissions), sulfate control will require an
adequate reduction in SO2 emissions. While we have n substantial program in
•SOi control, our SOs program has been substantially reduced from FY-73 and
placed in lower priority. FY-74 funding for the entire S0« control program is
$9430K.
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METEOROLOGY

There Is no work associnted with sulfates.
In summary, XERC/RTPs sulfate program for Fy-74 amounts to $1190K
approximately distributed as:
TKou*and»
CHESS'
$ 780
Biomedical Research
160
Methods Development
lO
Atmospheric Chemistry '
150
Monitoring'
90
Total
1190
» Tnclndps SOx an<l TSP-RSP.
' Inclndes SOi and N0« transforms.
* Includes other pollutants alHO.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIEXCES CONTRACT WITH NERC/RTP-PREPARATIONOF BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS ON ENVTBONMENTAL POLLUTANTS
EXHIBIT A—SCOPE OF WORK

Preparation of Backoround Documents on Environmental Pollutants
The Contractor shall prepare an open-ended series of comprehensive state-ofthe-art reports which will reflect the latest scientific knowletlge useful in indicating the kind and extent of all identifiable effects on health and welfare whiol*
may be expected from the presence of a variety of jwllutants in the enrironment.
In developing these reports, consideration shall be given to the sources, chemical and physical characteristics of the pollutants, the techniques available for
their measurement, their prevalence, and possible modifying conditions, such as:
reaction time, effects of other jwllutants simultaneously present and meteorological conditions. Docmnentation of the effects of the!--e pollutants on human health
and well being, on animals, on agriculture, on materials and on man's environment in genei-al is deemed to lie of primary importance. These rejHirts shall
contain detailed comment on dose/restKinse relationships and margins of safety
•which may be u.sed in establishing environmental quality standards. They .shall
indicate groups in the general population known to be or likely to be particularly
sensitive to exposure, documented with literature citations.
The Contractor's Division of Medical Sciences, through its Committee oit
Biologic Effects of Atmospheric Pollutants and in collaboration with other
Interested groups within the NAS-NAE-NRC. shall make comprehensive surveys
of available scientLQc knowledge of the effects of environmental pollutants
especially in connection with but not restricted to their occurrence in ambient
air. The.se surveys will form the basis for consensus reports that describe the
sources, physical and chemical nature, effects on human health and well-being,
effects on animals and vegetation, and any other appropriate effects. Each
report shall also consider research needs in connection with the characteristics
of the pollutant, its measurement, its relation with other pollutants, ways of
modifying its effects, margins of safety, possible dose-response relations in
causing adverse health effect.s, and any other information that tlie study group
thinks win be important to the sponsor.
The Environmental Protection Agency, through its Office of Research and
Monitoring, will indicate to the contractor the specific pollutants to be studied
and the order of priority, if any. in which they are to be cousideretl during the
contract period. Scheduling and priorities thus established may be changed,
by mutual agreement, without change in the cost structure of the contract.
In addition to the reports indicated in Article III—(Reports of Work), the
Contractor shall furnish three hundred (300) copies of any oflicial publicatiou
wliich relates to any study performed under the contract. A copy of the transmittal letter shall be forwarded to the Contracting Officer.
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NORTH CAROLINA
BBS STAFF LIAISON ASSIGNMENTS FOB NA8 PANELS, JUT.Y 26, 1973

The following table represents the agreed upon assignments relative to the
above referenced subject:
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SSS staff (panel liaison and document review \
JfAS panels
(Ongoing) :
VPOM
Dr. Garner
Nickel
Dr. Horton
Chromium
Dr. Hortan
Vanadium
Dr. HortMn
Cblorlne-HCl
Dr. Garner
Selenium
Mr. Boksleitner
Copper
Dr. Horton
Zinc
Dr. Horton
Fine Particulate
Mr. Smith
(New) :
Carbon Monoxide
Mr. Boksleitner
H.vdrocarlxms
Dr. Garner
Photix;hemlcaI Oxldants
Dr. Horton
Nitrogen Oxides
Dr. Horton
Arsenic
Dr. Horton
Platinum Group Heavy Metals
Dr. Horton
Dr. Horton will serve as the SSS primary interface for the XAS-BBAP Committee and, for purposes of continuity, will attend all NAS Panel meetings whenever possible. Subsequent to attendance at all Panel meetings, the assigned
SSS liaison representative will submit a brief written synopsis of the meeting
to my office, with a copy to Dr. Horton. The N'AS has been informed as to
your assignments in order that their respective staff can notify you.
STATUS OF POLLUTANT REVIEWS BT THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Completed:
Asbestos.
Fluorides.
Lead,
Particulatepolycycllcorganics.
Manganese.

191!,:
Selenium.
Chlorine & A'apor Phase.
Hydrochloric Acid
Copper.
Zinc,
Particulates.
1913:
1915:
Vanadium.
Platinum group.
Chromium.
Arsenic.
Nickel.
Carbon monoxide.
Vapor phase polycyclic organics.
Oxidants.
Nitrogen oxides.
Hydrocarbons.
Note: Sulfur Oxides are also being reviewed (1974-75) for Senator Muskie's
Senate Subcommittee.
Possihle Recommendations for 1916 Completion
Aeroallergens
Iron
Infections Aerosols
Barium
Boron
Ammonia

Mr. CAHTER. Mr. Cliairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes, Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Along that very line, you were speaking of snlfate
emissions and so on, I recently read and I puess many of you did, that
a catalytic converter doesn't always convert to harmless substances. Is
that correct or not ?
Mr. QTARLES. Yes. sir. that is correct we believe. T think perhaps I
would like to ask Dr. Greenfield or Dr. Finklea to comment in general.
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I know there was a newsstory in the Washington Post, I believe
Saturday morning, on this subject. It is a subject of some importance
which 1 feel would benefit from an airing during this hearing. This
might be an appropriate time to go into it if you wish.
l3r, GREENFIELD. The evidence we now have would be, with the
realization that it is just preliminary evidence, that indeed in the
catalytic converter the sulfur in the gasoline is converted to sulfur
dioxides and eventually to sulfur, and comes out of the exhaust pipe
as an acid mist; also that possibly trace metals such as platinum may
be coming out of the exhaust pipe that this is something we have under
intensive study right now, examining exactly what is coming out and
what the potential health effects are.
Mr. CARTER. In other words, your catalytic converter also converts
toxic substances into substances as toxic, or even more so; is that
correct ?
Dr. GREEXFIELD. NO, I wouldn't say that. ^Y\mt we have is evidence
that things like acid mist are coming out of the catalyst. Tlie question
of how bad this is relative to the other pollutants that are taken out by
the catalyst, this is what we have under study at the present tiiue.
Mr. CARTER. DO you think sulfur dioxide then is less toxic than
sulfuric acid ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. NO, sir, I am not saying that. I am saying that the
set of pollutants associated with sulfur dioxide, SO2 itself, in association with tlie particulates and sulfates tliat are formed M-e know have
an effect on liuman health.
Mr. CARTER. We also know that sulfuric acid has a disastrous effect
on human health or anything else with which it comes in contact. Is
that not correct ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. That is right. Of course, the effect of weak sulfuric
acid as opposed to the sulfate particles that are formed and are taken
into the lungs
Mr. CARIT.R. Is it not also true that platinum has almost as deleterious effect as lead ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. We know very little about platinum and its effect
on human liealth. We know that the occupational health people have
set as a matter of course, standards for platinum ingestion by workers
in platinum industries; but the actual impact of platinum in various
concentrations on human health, very little is known about it.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. QuARLES. May I comment further before we leave this subject.
I think there are risks of misunderstanding that may arise in this
area. We know from very extensive evidence that we have extremely
severe pollution problems from the auto exhaust that are causing adverse health effects. We also know that catalysts can be extremely
effective in removing those pollutants.
We recognized, quite enrlv in the game when catalysts began to be
proposed as a method of dealing with the auto exhaust problem, that a
study should he undertaken on the effect of using such hardware. We
have undertaken a research program to bring in information as to
what effects there might be. Two areas of uncei+aintv require further
examination. Fii-st is the qualitative effect of some of these pollutants
upon liealtli. Second is the quantitative evaluation of how much of
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such pollutants might result from the widespread use of catalj'Sts. We
are proceeding on an accelerated basis to analyze both facets of the
problem, and we are confident that we will have information available
to the Agency as we go along in this process.
Mr. ROY. Slay I inject this at this time, because I made reference to
the fact that Dr. Shy has come up with some indications that these line
particulate matter. The sulfate particulate matter and sulfuric acid
do not necessarily correlate with the sulfur dioxide measurements
which you are using as standards.
"What about this memorandum from Dr. Shy to Dr. Finklea charging tliat the EPA health program and air pollution research monitoring is being reduced substantially in terms of money and manpower?
Is this memoi'andum of July 27 correct? If it is correct, isn't this an
inappropriate time to be reducing this i-esearch when we are staring
right now at tlie fact that some of our measurements may not be
adequate ?
Mr. QuARLES. I am verj' glad to get this question surfaced. Dr.
Greenfield will comment.
Dr. (jnF,f:xFiT:i.D. The question of whether or not tliis Agency consider health effects research important is an undisputed one. Yes, we
tliink it is extremely important, and in fact we are increasing our
health effects researcii program, not decreasing it. Tlie memorandum
you refer to that Dr. Sliy wrote is in reference to tlie fact that for
historical reasons, a good portion of the pei-sonnel that were on the
roles of the healtli effects program down in Xorth Carolina were
temporary, not }jermanent, personnel, and tliat when the consolidation of tlie temporaries occurred in the Agency, a certain portion of
these people were dropj^ed from the program because of the fact the}'
were temporary, we simply didn't have positions to put them into.
The otiier point that Dr. Shy made in his memo was the fact that
if you add in such things as the cost-of-living increases that have occurred over the years and had held the progi-am at constant level or
increased it just slightly, then in effect the whole program went down.
This unfortunately we run into continuously in our entire research
program, the research program goes down if you hold the program
at a constant level. This is not somethinjr to the health program. In
fact, the health program has suffered much less because we deliberately
increased the health program, and we intend to go on with that.
Mr. ROY. Ills statement, then, that you have not been able to maintain the 1072 level of effort, is indeed correct ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. It is correct as miich as any research progi"am. I
still have to make sure that what is on the record is the fact that the
health program, has increased l>ecause we are so concerned about it.
In real dollars terms it has suffered less than the otlier research
programs.
IMr. ROY. Relative to other programs, the health program is doing
well. Relative to 1072. it is indeed not doins so well. In fact, you did
not get the $.T million Presidential initiative fund for each of the 2
years; vou got considerably less than that.
Dr. GREENFTEi-n. No. we jrot the $5 million. The question is how you
do vour bookkeepinir on it, Mr. Roy.
Mr. ROY. Thank you very much, Mr. Cliairman.
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Mr. ROGERS. I think it might be well for you to put in tlie record the
amounts of money that are actually designated and the number of
people working on the health-related research programs.
Dr. GREKXFIELD. We will do that, Mr. Cliairman.
^j £The following information was received for the record:]
EPA HEALTH RESEARCH BUDGET FOB AIB POLLUTION
EPA and Its predecessor, the National Air Pollution Control Administration
«f the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, have supported a vigorous
liealth effects research program for many years so that the Fetleml Government might later understand the exposure response relationships linking amWent air pollutants to adverse effects on human health. This program envisioned
41 three-pronged mutually supportive research effort involving commuuity
Studies, cliniail studies and animal toxicology. Our Agency strives for a
proper balance between the extramural and intramural research components.
During the flve years preceding the formation of EPA approximately
four million dollars and 120 to 140 man years were annually allocated to air
pollution health effects research. EPA has increased its commitment to this program Increasing the annual level of expenditures to over eleven million dollars.
President Nixon recognized the importance of this program by providing a substantial increment through a Presidential Initiative in PY 197.3. Our Agenc.v
recognizes that much remains to be done In this area and we plan an appropriate
expansion of this effort. During the current fiscal year the health effects research
effort has been Impacted by additional information requirements arising from
our need to asstire that public health will not l)e adversely affected by nonregulated mobile source emissions. This has required some internal readjustments with the health effects program. These internal stresses were largely of a
temporary nature and are being reduced by reprogramming actions within the
Agency. Our scientists have testified before the Committee on the current status
of our health effects knowledge and on the clear need to fill the identified
Information gaps in this information base. Onr Agency intends to do this as
expeditlously as possible. We have provided the Subcommittee the requested
resource summary for air pollution health effects research in the attached table.
RESOURCES FOR AIR-HEALTH RESEARCH 1969-74
Fiscal fears

Amount (thousands)
Man-years 2

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

$4,040
134

»3,835
120

W.030
118

»6,350
179

'$10,700
150

•$11,100

156

• Includes 5,000.000,000 Presidential add-on.
> Permanent positions only.

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Satterfield.
Mr. SATTERFiEiyD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a number of things that I wanted to discuss with you, but I
am goins: to go first to the matter wliich Dr. Carter touched upon
because I have some qtiestions which relate to his.
I remember -S years ago when we were holding hearings there was
much talk about catalytic devices, and that one of the problems was
that tliev had not developed a catalytic device that would last for at
least 50,000 miles.
Is that still the situation or do we have catalytic devices today which
domeet that test?
Mr. Qr.ARLES. Sir, tremendous progress has been made and anj-thing
said ^ venrs ngo on catnlvsts is wav out of date by now.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Understand, lam trjing to get up to date.
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Mr. QuARLES. Our regulations do permit one change of catalysts
during the 50,000 mile period. Consequently, that is something that the
Auto companies can do if they need to. There have been a great many
catalysts wliich have been run for 50,000 miles or for very substantial
mileages, in the range of 30,000 to 40,000 mile, and have continued to
function well throughout the entire distance. I know that many experts in the field now lielieve that catalysts can be manufactured which
normally will run for the full 50,000-mile duration.
^Ir. SAiTtaiFiELD. That would require, if I remember correctly, that
one operate it on uonleaded gas.
jNIr. QuABLES. Yes; the catalysts do require unleaded gas.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. What consideration are j'ou giving to the fact
that with an eneigy shortage whicli is confronting us and the experience that we liave had this svimmer that the 1975 cars, equip^jed
with cataljtic devices, may not be able to operate on nonleaded gasoline all the time i
Mr. QxTARLES. There are two questions presented by that I believe.
One is the overall national capabilitj' to provide sufficient quantities
of unleaded gas and the other is the actions we have taken to establish
regulatory requirements that that be done.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. You are right about the two points.
The question I am asking is this: If you put a catalytic device in an
automobile in 1975 and you can't guarantee that the o^^erator can get
nonleaded gasoline you are not going to do very much good because
you are going to destroy those devices in less time than their life
expectancy is now and that obviously is not 50,000 miles.
Mr. QUARI.ES. That is the question that came up veiy much in our
auto hearings. We did need to satisfy ourselves that there would be an
adequate supply of nonleaded gasoline available for use and we are
satisfied that there will be. We have established regulatory controls under which all large gasoline stations, all stations in chains,
must have one piunp of unleaded ga.soline. That means from a regulatory point the machinery has been laid in place to assure that the
driver will be able to pull up to his neighborhood gas station and purchase unleaded gasoline.
From an overall viewpoint we also needed to assure ourselves that
once wo set tliose requirements, the oil companies and others could
meet tliem. We believe on that score also that the job can be done. A
great deal of unleaded gasoline of course is sold now.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Are you aware of what happened this past summer at those pumps which sold unleaded gasoline ?
Mr. Qu;VRT-ES. I am not sure what specific you have in mind.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I have a 1973 automobile that requires nonleaded
gasoline. I run on nonleaded gas and the stations T go to happen to
have one, sometimes two pumps for nonleaded gas. During the summer
months approximately, 40. maybe 50 percent of the time I could not
get nonleaded gasoline. T had to buy leaded gasoline. If I had had a
catal}"tic device on my automobile it probably wouldn't fimction at all
now. My question is this, is EPA experimenting or researching with
any other device or alternative which will not be damaged should this
situation continue to develop ?
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Mr. QuARLEs. No; we are not trying to develop technology ourselves.
The way the statute applies, the burden for the development of technology is almost wholly placed on the automobile companies.
Mr. SAiTEitFiELD. You are bestowing your blessings on the catalj'tic
device ?
Mr. QvAKLES. That is the device that has been developed and we
believe it will work. I would like to make a few further points on this.
One important question is, what liappens if there is lead in the gasoline ? Wliat liappens to the catalyst ?
Initially tlie testimony we received at'the hearing a year and a half
ago, indicated that this could produce a severe effect, that is permanent damage to the catalyst. If you did damage the catalyst yon
might be in for a far worse situation than if you liad put no catalyst
at all on the automobile.
The testinioiiy that we received this year was much more encouraging on a couple of important points. One was that the testimony suggested rather strongly that the effects of leaded gasoline in poisoning
tlie catalyst miglit well be reversible. That is to say, when one goes
back to using unleaded gas the poisoning disappeai-s and the activity
chemicalh- of the catalyst is restored, at least in large part.
Tlic second important point is that if a catalyst is on a car and
ceases to function, the exhausts are what you would have in the absence
of a catalyst. So you are not worse off.
Mr. SATTEKFII-XD. Except the man who owns the automobile, he is
about a himdred and some dollars out of pocket for it.
ilr. QrARLEs. That is correct.
Now, if we felt that there would be a very widespread failure on
the part of tlie oil industry to be able to furnish the unleaded gasoline.
this would be. of coui'se. a tremendous concern. But we anticipate a
phasing-in situation in which over a period of years increasing numoei-s of automobiles will be equipped with catalysts and their demand
for nonleaded gas will rise.
Simultaneously, the ability of the oil industry^ to supply unleaded
gas will also rise if they arc assured that there will be a market for it.
We certainly anticipate that some situations may occur where unleaded gas is in short supply but this will be a phasing-in difficulty
and hence will not be of any duration.
Mr. SATTERFTELD. On tlie question of supply and demand, I wish T
were as optimistic. I tliink you are correct, if we had a situation of
fuel excess, but at a time when we have a shortage I am not sure j-ou
will get that kind of split.
Mr. QUARLES. We have a great many difficulties here with the oil
jjidustry. They are lieing required to develop unleaded gasoline, being
required to install desulfurization plants and for a variety of reasons
having nothinsr to do with the environment, in a condition of short
snnjily. It is not goin.o; to be easy, but the need is to move ahead
aggressively to get the ioh done as soon as it can be done.
Mr. SATTERFTELD. I don't nvcfiip that. I agree that vou are behind the
"8-hair' in one respect and that you have to deal with the automobile
at the production level and vou don't have the. capability for inspection
and approval in the hands of the onerator.
The noint T am makinsr is that if you have a reasonable probability
that this expensive device in the hands of the manufacturer is not
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really going to work, I think this is something that ought to be considered.
Tliis brings me to another point.
We were talliing about the suggestion that there may be platinum
and sulfuric acid in the emissions from tliese catalysts and that a very
intensive study about this is going on.
May 1 inquire when the result of tliat study is anticipated ?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes. We anticipate that we will begin to get results
during 1!>74 on the quantitative analysis of the emissions from the
tailpipe through the catalyst.
Mr. SAiTEiiFiELD. That will be too late to be effective for the 1975
cars which will have tlie catalytic devices, will it not?
Mr. QUAIU.ES. Yes; very likely, it will be too late.
Furtlier. I slioukl also ex|)hiin, and you should clearly recognize,
that good information on tlie health effects that may result from these
«lements in the atmosphere probably will not be available imtil tie
first of 1975. Consequently, wc do anticipate tliat a signilicant i)art of
the automotive population, particularl}' in California where catalysts
will be required universally in 1975, those cars will be produced with
catalysts before we liave completed all of the information tliat is
ideally desired to deal with these issues.
So, what we have to do is to analyze the relative risks. In our judgment the relative risks that may arise from the sulphate and very
minute quantities of platinum and other trace elements of heavy
metals, relative to tlie known pollution on the other side. We feel no
-doubt that we should move ahead with the national effort to install
catalysts.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Well, I would feel a whole lot better if you had
some results fiist. We get back to the problem that really concerned me
3 years ago. I thought it became very obvious then that notwithstanding the fact nobody knew what a catalyst would do and notwithstanding tlie fact that their longevity was greatly in doubt, the decision was
being made then which I think became solidified when we passed the
act that this was the way we would so.
The result is that no one is looking for alternative methods and we
may be faced with a very serious problem if we have to go pursue a
route other than catalytic device.
I would hope your agency would make this information available
to other jieople and perhaps use the pressures that you can to see if we
cannot look at some alternative methods as backstop.
I do have other questions but I have used up mv time.
1 do want to compliment you on one resiiect. O'le of the things which
concerned me 3 years ago when we were discussing this matter was
that we in Congress were trying to do a iob which had to be done and
I think we did in terms of an tict. T think we realized at the time that
there is a lot of information, medical, scientific, and otherwise, which
we didn't have. T think you are finding that j-ou don't have it yet because we are goinir into a whole new area.
T want to compliment you on your attitude of considering all of the
pcssibilities and all of the information and acting on the basis of the
l>est reasonable information that you can obtain. T think this is the
only way that this can succeed.
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Mr. QuARLES. Thank you.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Nelsen.
Mr. NELSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I mainly have some comments on your testimony.
I noticed that on page 4 you stated:
Are the deadlines established for meeting the requirements of the act reasonableand realistic?
It has been one of my observations that a situation may develop and
suddenly we try to reach it legislatively and demands are made to
correct the problem that may have been building up for many j-eai-s.
So, we suddenly pass an act and we demand, maybe unrealistically^
of an agency that they do certain things.
I was glad to see the comment about the i-ealistic requirements and
deadlines, and I think that we in the Congress should give all agencies
time to reach tlie goal that you are attemijting to reacli.
Now we liave had a good deal of discussion about tlie catalysts. I
remember the conference committee—I was on it—and at that time a
suggestion was made that our export automobiles would have the
same catalyst on it as our domestically used automobiles. I remember
at that time that it was the feeling of the conference committee that
unless the United States of America was in a position to dictate the
quality of fuel in a foreign country it would be useless to put a catalytic converter on an automobile for export trade. So, wo just required
them to meet the standards of other countries in which they were sold.
I am a little bit of a blacksmith, myself, and have oveiliauled automobiles. It would seem to me that we are converting to nonleaded
gasoline to accommodate a catalytic converter. So, if tlie converter
does clog up, it seems to me the effectiveness of it would be destroyed.
I hope that w-e will find an engine design that will have better combustion because putting on devices obviously is not going to totally
solve the problem.
Now you mentioned that if we reduce the size of tlie automobile we
will get better fuel. I recall hearings where Mr. Nader was against,
small automobiles because more lives were lost. So, we are in the
middle here between Mr. Nader and your suggestion.
As to the fuel for the powerplants, we are having some difficulties
in our own State. We started out with the fond hope tliat nuclear
fission and heat would supply the power generation. Tlie first loan
that was made for a small capacity nuclear plant I made when I was
with REA. It was at Elk River and we have since abandoned that. We
are going to larger facilities but again we rim into an environmental
problem in the use of coal.
I am wondering if a powerplant is built in an area where your air
quality is extremely good, does your agency have the authority to
relax on some of tlie demands so that we can accommodate a building
of plants in areas where the problem of polluted air doesn't exist ?
Mv. QuARLES. Sir, the way the act operates it iirovides more flexibility in the areas wliere there is not a serious pollution problem. Our
air quality standards establish a quality of air that must be met at all
times and in an area where tliore already is a lot of jiollution it liecomes a great deal more important that stringent control be established.
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Mr. NELSEN. I am thinking of some of the deposits of coal that contain sulfur which in one area might be dangerous and in another might
not be.
I think, without question, there will be a power shortage in many
iparts of the coimtry and, to some degree, our demands in tlie environmental field have almost stopped powerplant construction, so I am just
wondering if there is anything we need to do in the way of an examination of where could a plant be placed, where the deposits are, if
the fuel could be carried to other areas where there is more concentration ?
Now, the reference to the desulfurization, it seems to me that if we
think tiiat we can attach a gadget on an-automobile to lessen pollutants
resulting from exhaust, emissions, certainly on a {wwerplant something can be designed that would make it possible for us to use highsulfur coal because of desulfurization or lessening of stack cflluents.
Has there been research on that ?
Mr. QuARLEs. Yes, sir; there has been. I want to make something
clear.
One of the reasons there has been so much progress in developing
a mechanism that can clean up the exhaust from an automobile is a
very strong statutoi-y mandate for the development along that line.
There has not been that pusli in the past from Congi-ess and in the
statute for the development of scrublxjr technologj\ ^Ve now are getting to a point where the implementation plans are beginning to put
some pressure on but we are lagging behind.
I think if there had been as intensive an effort to solve the problems
in the stack gas removal technology, those problems very likely would
be much farther down the road toward solution.
Mr. NELSEX. We will take all the credit we can get out of the deal
due us because of the act.
Xow, I was interested in our chairman's question on the research in
Japan. That has already been covered. It seems to me if research has
been done in Japan we should have been doing it in our own countrr
and T agree with our chairman that this is certainly something we
ought to be doing.
Well, I am pleased with your report. T think it is verv good. T think
if there are areas where Me need to make accommodations in the law
we should be ad^Hsed of it because certainly the goal that we seek is
one we are all after.
Tliank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.
It is now 12:1.5. I think, if it is agreeable to the members, and if
you and your associates can come back at 2 o'clock, the committee will
stand adjourned until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2 p.m. of the same day.]
ATTER RECESS

[The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Hon. Paul G. Rogers,
chairman, presiding.]
Mr. R()OER.S. The subcommittee will come to order, please.
We will continue our oversight hearings on the Clean Air Act.
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We interrupted the testimony of Mr. Quarks and, as I understand
it, we thought we might start with a briefing on the health effects
of the Clean Air Act and ramifications of it.
Mr. QuARLES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We are prepared to give j^ou at this time and set forth on tlie public
record on this matter a briefing by Dr. Finklea. I tliink this would
be v(!ry helpful.
Mr. RcKiERs. This will be excellent. It will be fine to proceed in
that manner.
Dr. FINKLEA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With your pcnnission, I will go to the comer of the room where -we
have visual aids.
We are going to talk about the primary ambient air quality standards. That is those standards that are related to health.
I think Mr. Miller had some material which covers this briefing.
Mr. K00EK.S. Has the material been given out ?
Oh, ye^; we have it.
Dr. FiNKi.EA. The briefing charts here will contain most of the
charts you have in your handout material. In addition, in the material
you have some finely detailed charts wliich Mil I contain additional
information. I will refer to that as we go along but I will not present
it Iwcause of time consti-aints.
Mr. ROCTERS. Very well.
Dr. FiXKEEA. First of all, the scientific defensibility of our primary
ambient air quality standards must be supported by a broad interlocking technical information base, not just by health information alone.
Now, this information base contains a number of components. Firet
of all, we lia^e to have adequate measuremont methods. I think that the
sulx-ommittee is aware of some of the problems we have had with
the primary air ambient quality standards for nitrogen oxides because
the measurement methods were not adequate.
Wo have to have good information on emissions sources. We have
good emissions profiles for aimual averages but in terms of the shortterm emissions profiles we are trying to improve the information we
have.
We have to understand how pollutants arc changed through the
environment, the so-called transport and transformations of pollutants.
I think the committee is quite concerned with the oxides of sulfur
which are changed in the environment from a gaseous material, sulfiir
dioxide, to a fine particulate, the so-called suspended sulphates which
include also sulfuric acid mists. These materials seem to be more
detrimental to health.
The committee was concerned about the oxides of nitrogen. As
oxides of nitrogen are changed in their environment, they become
fine particulate nitric acid. This is an area where we need much better
understanding of the transformations.
Another area is the air monitoring data base. Our agency and State
governments and regional offices of EPA are moving to strengthen
the air monitoring data ba.se that we have.
We need to know the health effects of pollutants. We will spend
a good deal of time detailing what that knowledge should be. We need
to know the welfare effects, the effect on materials, the effect on
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vegetation, especially the quantitative damages which occur with
various levels of pollution.
We need to have predictive models by which we can relate emissions
to the effects and to the processes that go on in the environment. These
predictive models will help in the control and management of air
quality and also will help us in understanding human exposure to
pollutants and therefore the adverse health effects.
We have to have an adequate control technology for those pollutants
for which we have concern.
You have been discussing some of the problems in sulfur dioxide
control technology this morning. We must know the impact of the
controls, both on the environment and on health.
I think Mr. Satt^rfield expressed concern about the oxidation catalysts and their impact on environmental health. It is fair to say and we
will quantitate some of our problems on health but it is fair to say that
we lack incontrovertible evidence in one or more of these areas for
every one of the primary ambient air quality pollutants.
We need to move forward at the same time that we acquire this in
formation and that is what our agency is trying to do.
Let us remember how the Clean Air Act looks at public health.
Remember, the Clean Air Act requires that primary ambient air
quality standards be set to protect the public health with an adequate
margin of safety, thus, basically asiuning a no-effects threshold.
Mr. Roy pointed out this morning how we are still going on this
assumption even though our new information does show that even low
levels of pollutant can adversely affect health.
The law also specifies who must be protected. Congress has said that
)oth specifically susceptible subgroups, which are the very yoimg and
he very old and the sick as well as healthy members of the population,
ust be fully protected.
Excluded are persons who require an artificial environment, that is,
hose who are not free living. I think that will bear a little bit on
lur discussion of tlie mortality effect in just a moment.
We also have some controversy in the scientific community and in
he regulatory hearing as to what constitutes an adverse liealth effect.
In our agency and in the Advisory Committee to our agency our
cientists feel tliat adverse effects include botli an aggravation of prexisting disease and an increased fiequency of new disease. In other
Fords, air pollution can aggravate a disease that one has for other reaons or can induce a new disease order.
Evidence for an increased risk of future disease is, in our profesional opinion, an advei-se health effect. We know there are certain
neasurements that one can make o he way the human body functions
md predict people who have increased risk to later disease.
We believe that if these measurements are most frequent in a population, then it is a point of sonie concern that ii. reascd disease may
Dccur at some time in the future.
One can think about it in terms of this pyramid. The pyramid was
originally thought up bv Dr. Shy who was mentioned this morning
by your committee, I believe. One tliinks of this horizontal axis as a
proportion of the population affected and thinks about an effect going
from a simple pollutant burden all the way up to death; one can see
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almost all members of our urban society bear some evidence of pollutant burden.
Then there are changes in the way the body works. Some of these
changes are of uncertain significance. Some of these changes are
definite precui^or? of disease. There is a great deal of scientific dispute a;bout wi;v«ili,'.' a particular change is one of these or the other.
Therefore, it would be appreciated that scientists may disagree as to
whether an effect is really adverse or not.
Then I think all of us can agree that illness that is, morbidity, or
death, mortality, are adverse effects. Of course, all of us turn to life
from birth to mortality and Mr. Quarles pointed out this morning
that only about 1 percent of our population will die each year, but
we will all eventually make it.
There are a variety of diseases that we can attribute to pollution or
variety of health disorders. First, we must worry about common
respiratory disease. We think that common respiratory diseases occur
with increased frequency in our urban populations that are exposed
to increased pollution levels.
Second, we must worry about aggravation of preexisting disease.
We are particularly worried about asthma, heart disease and
chronic lung disease such as bronchitis and emphysema.
All of our populations are exposed to huge levels which can cause
some irritation to the eyes, nose, throat, and chest.
One hundred percent of the American public has experience with
common respiratory diseases each year. Although this seems to be
minor, an increase of lo percent or so in these illnesses is a very major
health problem because about 2 to 5 percent of our public at any
one point in time will have asthma; about 2 percent will have active
asthma.
Around some areas of the country there are fewer asthmatics. They
have sought to avoid specific areas.
Around 5 percent of our public will have some evidence of heart
disease at any one point in time. Around 3 to 5 percent will have
trouble with chronic lung disease. Sometimes these two diseases occur
together.
When we want to think about some of the chronic diseases that
occur, we feel now that chronic bronchitis and emphysema are partially causexi bv urban air polhition in this country.
I don't think there is any doubt that the increase in these chronic
respiratory diseases in England was caused by air pollution in that
countrv. We would think that air pollution has roughly one-fifth to
one-third of the effect of cigarette smoking in causing disorders of the
ponnlation exposed.
We are concerned that common air pollution may contribute to the
burden of lunsr cancer with which our oonulation is faced. We cannot
quantitate this concern very well at this time. The National Academv
of Sciences has made some initial efforts in this area but it is difficult
to quantitate this relationship.
We are concerned that certain hazard pollutants mav themselves
contribute to the freauencv of coronarv heart disease in this country.
Probablv this effect is much smaller than the effect of the ooor diet and
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inade(|uate exercise and cigarette smoking that some of us pursue but
we think it is a real concern.
We are also concerned as to what effect pollutants may have on congenital abnormalities of the lung and on impairment of the defense
mechanisms of the body resulting in higher risk of multiple diseases.
Once again, these are areas in which we have very little information
at this time.
In a general sense, then, what would a minimally adequate health
intelligence base for primary air quality pollutants consist of.
First of all, we would think we would need to know the effects of
chronic, continuous exposure and the effects of a single or repeated
short-term exposure. In a large urban area such as Washington and
New York, we have a chronic exposure extending over time. Around
industrial sources, we may have fumigation resulting from an accidental release or some changes in the weather which makes a plume
sweep down on a certain community.
We would need to know all three of these things. We don't know all
three of these things in all cases.
We would need to have some information about all expected adverse
health effects.
I will show you what information we have and what information
we don't have for each of the primary pollutants.
We will need a blend of research approaches and research information, a blend of epidemiology; those are community studies involving
people as they actually live, clinical studies involving human volunteers and occupationally exposed groups, and toxicology studies involving animals and experimental groups.
Each one of these study approaches is different and we need all three
to get an incontrovertible picture of evidence.
We also will require that the adverse effects be biologically plausible.
From all we know about biology, it would be a reasonable thing to
worry about. We would ask that they be coherent; in other words, as
a result of all three of these approaches support each other. We would
ask that they be consistent, that is, that we would be able to repeat
these studies at different times in different places and show the same
effect.
Finally, we would really like to have a very good exposure-response
relationship showing when pollution increases the increased risk for
the adverse effect also occurs.
Now, in fact, we do not have good disease-response relationship for
each adverse effect so that we can predict what a small increment in
pollution would cause in terms of increased risk in disease. We must
therefore often settle for a least case, worst case and best judgment
estimate of a threshold. We think this is a realistic minimum.
I will show you how we try to do this for each adverse effect.
In this case, a "least" case, worst case estimate would give us a
boundary. We would hope this boundary would be one where men of
scientific good will not disagree. "Best" judgment is simply what it
says our best judgment within the boundary and which Mr. Ruckelshaus and now Mr. Quarles and Mr. Train would have to apply a
margin of safety.
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If I might then move into the pollutants for which we have established standards.
I would like to first point to the fact that we are going to consider
the sulfur oxides, the suspended particulates and the suspended sulfate
portions of the suspended particulates together.
Although standards were originally established for these two solutions, suspended particulates and sulfur dioxides, separately, they are
in fact very difficult to consider separately because the evidence on
which the standards are based is very closely intertwined.
You will see that we will be concerned about increased susceptibility
of respiratory disease, aggravation of asthma, aggravation of heart
and lung disease, irritation of the eye, respiratory altered lung function and increased risk of chronic lung disease as well as three effects
for which we have little information: cancer, congenital defects, and
impaired defense mechanisms.
The important thing to note in dealing with sulfur oxides and
particulates is that we have many community studies but we have
very few studies in the clinical and toxicologic area.
This means that we will find that the^e particular standards will be
under attack for the immediate future because of certain shortcomings
in the way we can approach community studies. In community studies,
we can't look at single pollutants alone and you will find it very difficult to disentangle the effects of separate pollution.
With that in mind, I would like for you to consider just a minute
the best judgment exposure thresholds that we have for these three
pollutants.
First of all, we will look at the 24-hour threshold and we will compare those against the present standards for those pollutants. We will
look first at sulfur dioxide.
Once again, remember we cannot really separate these three components.
I ask you to note, too, that we do not have any standard at this time
for particulate sulfate or for other finely divided particulates.
As we have stated this morning, our agency will require some 4 to
5 years to develop an effex^tive standard in this area.
I think, though, the chairman expressed an interest in the morta-lity
harvest here or the increase in daily mortality. We use the word "harvest" advisedly because this is an increased number of deaths among
people who would, by and large, expire in the succeeding few we«ks
in any case. So, it is a harvesting of those people who are most susceptible to death, those people who are ill with heart and lung disease-,
those people who are hospitalized.
Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, I am having a little difficulty hearing.
Mr. SATTERFIELD [presiding]. Dr. Finklea, could you speak a little
louder? We would appreciate it.
Dr. FINKLEA. First of all, we experience a mortality of harvest, an
increase in daily mortality rates or increased number of deaths each
day in an urban area. We would say this effect occurs among that
portion of the population that is already quite ill, that portion that
already is suffering from heart and lung disease, frequently that portion that is already hospitalized.
We see this effect occurring in our best judgment somewhere between 300 and 400 micrograms per cubic meter of sulfur dioxide when
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accompanied by elevated levels of suspended particulates of roughly
250 to 300 and we would think elevated levels of particulate sulfates.
We do not have the information here.
We pointed out today that Dr. Shy's paper talked about some evidence for an increase in this effect below the primary ambient air quality standard of 365. The range of uncertainty for this effect would
extend from 30 micrograms per cubic meter for lowest possible effects
to 500 micrograms per cubic meter for the upper boundary of this
effect in which this effect might occur.
So, we would think on the basis of the information we have now
that the present primary ambient air quality standard for a 24-hour
period leaves veir little range for error, but we cannot be assured
that excess mortality is actually occurring within that range.
When we get down to aggravation of symptoms in the elderly, we
see that it appears to be aggravated at particulate levels which are
quite a bit lower than the present primary ambient air quality standards for a 24-hour period. We feel this is in large part due, if not
completely due, to the suspended sulfate components.
We are also concerned about aggravation of asthma following
short-term air pollution exposure and we see, too, this aggravation
occurs at levels which are somewhat lower than the present ambient
air quality standards. Again, our research leads us to believe that this
increase is most probably due to the suspended particulate sulf ate in
common.
We are working with acute irritation symptoms. We see effects occurring almost at the sulfur dioxide level and perhaps at the suspended
particulate levels that are somewhat lower than the present allowable
24-hour standards. These irritating effects of particulates are particularly noticeable during the summer time, that is during pollution
episodes such as we have just experienced.
I might go into the long-term effects of sulfur dioxide suspended
particulates and particulate sulfate exposures.
We shall decrease lung function in children beginning at exposures
which are roughly 2i^ times the present SOj standard and which is
only one-third greater than the present standard for particulates on
an annual average basis and at a level which could be allowed under
the present standards when we are concerned about particulate
sulfates.
Again, our evidence supports that any effect due to air pollution
exposures lower than the present standards would be due to the sulfate
component.
When worrying about acute or respiratory diseases in families,
that is, bronchitis or pneumonia or croup, we see that effects are occurring at levels which are again 25 to 33 percent above the present
primary standards.
We also seem to be seeing effects at low levels of particulate sulfates.
We were worried about chronic lung disease, the occurrence of
cough or sputum 3 or 4 or more months a year in our patients. We see
these effects are occurring at levels which are not much greater than
our present ambient air quality standards.
I must have one word of caution here, though. The increased prevalence we see with the levels of sulfur dioxide at only 95 occur near

point sources. So, there are short-term repeat exposures that are much
higher than annual average.
In summary, we do not think that the primary ambient air quality
standards for suspended particulate for sulfur dioxide are in anr
way too stringent. They are stringent to me but they are not too stringent as far as protecting health. We think the margin of safety for
the annual average standard is very modest. We think that effects are
occurring within the limits set by the short-term 24-hour standard
and we think these effects are most probably due to fine particulates,
and our agency is moving toward controlling fine particulates.
If we might move on to a favorite of this committee and of the
Senate, nitrogen dioxide, you will see that we are concerned generally
about the same range of effects. I think we are little more concerned
about the problem of cancer arising after exposure to nitrogen dioxide
degradation.
We are more concerned about possible mutations with nitrogen dioxide than with, say, a pollutant such as photochemical oxidants.
I think the point we would like to make here is that we have made
our decision to control nitrosren dioxide on the best evidence available.
We have evidence here which is limited to a small number of community studies and with supporting and consistent studies in toxicology. This is an information base which we in no way consider
adequate and our agency is moving to supplement this base as rapidly
as possible.
You will recall that we do not now have a short-term standard for
nitrogen dioxide. The State of California has one which has been
promulgated. Our annual average standard is equivalent to 1.400
micrograms per cubic meter for 1 hour on the basis of an air quality
model. If we look at that based on our limited information we apparently have an adequate margin of safety when dealing with acute
exposure short-term effects for nitrogen dioxide. It is not a very large
one but it is a factor of 2 to 5.
As far as the long-term effects, you will recall our original standard
for nitrogen dioxide was based on increased susceptibility to acute
respiratory infection and also on the basis of our concern for increased
severity of acute respiratory disease and decreased lung function.
Our studies there after intensive reevaluation lead us to believe this
standard is not excessively stringent. We still have some concern about
the breadth of the information base but the standard does seem necessary to protect human health.
You will notice some of the studies here, particularly those that
indicate an increased risk of chronic respiratory disease are based
solely on animal studies and thev are very limited animal studies.
We move on to canbon monoxide, another of the pollutants which is
primarily emitted from mobile sources. We are quite concerned about
diminished exercise tolerance in healthy adults and in people who have
heart disease. We are concerned about decreased mental activity,
especially the ability to maintain vigilance in certain conditions like
driving. We are concerned about an aggravation of existing heart
disease, particularly coronary heart disease and that portion of our
ponulation that has angina.
We are concerned about increased risk of heart disease primarily
on the basis of some very limited information of risk factors.
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We are concerned about the impaired fetal development. ITiis probably relates back to the studies of smoking that have been done.
As you will see, we have once again a limited number of studies and
on this occasion most of our studies are based on voluntary human
exposures and we have limited studies in toxology and limited community studies.
We have two standards for carbon monoxide. Both of them are for
short-term exposure. One of them is a 1-hour standard; the other is
an 8-hour standard.
I am showing you the material from the 1-hour standard. It is a
standard with a large safety factor.
I have the material for the 8-hour standard should you want to see it.
I think you can see here that your safety factor you have in the
carbon monoxide standard depends on the level of activity which you
are engaging in. If one was engaging in moderate exercise, one would
have a safety factor of less than twofold. If you were concerned about
the diminished exercise tolerance in people who already had existing
heart disease, you would have a little bit larger safety factor. This is
at sea level.
If one goes up to some of the higher altitudes in our country like
Denver, this safety factor diminishes markedly and becomes vanishingly small.
Another way that this has been approached is to look at the percent
of carboxy hemoglobin that has been associated with the problem
which we are discussing here. You can see if we do this we have a
somewhat larger safety factor.
I presented both of these approaches in your material so that you
would have them handy for public discussion with other witnesses
who will be approaching your committee.
Now we come to photochemical oxidants which, of course, are a
matter of great concern on the west coast of our country and increasing
concern in other metropolitan aretis.
We have a somewhat longer list of effects that we are concerned
about. I will just point out the new ones for you.
Photochemical oxidants can cause an aggravation of hematopoietic
disorders, particularly anemias. The photochemical oxidants can increase the wilderness of your red blood cells and therefore decrease
their life. So, people who already have an impairment of red blood
cell life, this would tend to make their condition worse.
We have predicted it might cause, accelerated aging. We have no
studies on this at present.
We are much more concerned here, I think, about the risk of mutations. Oxidants are emitting radition and they have been shown to
cause some chromosome damage in animals at levels which are only
21^ times our primary ambient air quality standards.
One other thing I shoul d have shown you.
When we deal with the oxidants, most of our information comes
from very early community studies or from later animal studies. We
have a situation here in which we usually have a single or one study
for each approach whidh makes us think we are quite sure about effect
but does not give us enough information to be quite confident about a
full dose response.
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Given those limitations, here are the best judgment threshold estimates that we can furnish to the committee at this time; for the
aggravation of asthma, we think the exposures which are roughly
three times the present ambient air quality standard will cause aggravation in asthma.
We think that the exposure necessary to cause aggravation of
chronic limg disease based on fragmentary studies is less than this
amount.
We think that aggravation of certain anemias we have predicted to
occur, based on animal studies, at levels which are roughly two and
a half to three times the present ambient air quality standard.
We think irritation of the eyes will occur at levels which are only
about 25 percent above the present primary ambient air quality
standards.
Irritation of respiratory tract is in the same range as asthma. This is
again roughly three times the present ambient air quality standard.
There is a decrease in the heart and lung reserve of the healthy adult
that occurs at roughly one and a half times the present ambient air
quality standards.
We would predict that an increased susceptibility to acute respiratory disease would occur at the present standard based on the animal
information.
We have done one or two studies in children that have not been able
to demonstrate this defect in the general population at this level.
Increased risk of mutations we would predict would again occur at
levels three or four times the present standard on the basis of animal
studies.
We will be concerned about impaired fetal survival at levels not
much over twice the present standard.
We will be concerned about reduced visual acuity at night in healthy
adults at levels which are about three times the present standards.
I have given you some safety margins. In the material that we furnished for your consideration, there were safety margins attached
to each one of the estimates, whether it were a lower boimdary of effect,
upper boundary, or best judgment estimate.
I would like to caution you about these percentages that look so
precise.
First, these safety margins are not at all as precise as their calculation might seem to indicate because, as we have pointed out, there are
underlying uncertainties in the measurement methods used and in the
best judgment estimate of the effects threshold.
First we as an agencv are challenged by law to make our best judgment estimate of the effects threshold. Second, the consistency in safety
margins was not a major consideration in setting the primary ambient
air quality standards.
The third factor is that in general the apparent safetv mararins in
the primary standards have decreased as more complete health information becomes available.
When the standards were set, I think almost everyone in the health
field would have felt that we had a much larger safety margin than we
are telling you that we have today. As we have gotten more information, the trend has been to find adverse effex^s at lower levels of
exposure.
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Fourth. The safety margins contained in the primary ambient air
quality standards are much smaller than those maintained when dealing with pesticides and radiation, two other environmental hazards
which our agency deals with. This has to do with the enabling legislation and how these facts approach the problem.
Finally, I would like to sum up, where we are now in our scientific
information base for the primary ambient air quality standards.
We should emphasize again that we have movexi to begin the control
of these pollutants but that we do not have an adequate information
base to assure scientifically incontrovertible primary ambient air quality standards. These are best judgment standards based on what we
know. They are not incontrovertible.
With a strengthened overall air pollution research program, we will
require several more years to obtain this information.
A cost-benefit approach to air quality control would require more
data than the present threshold approach.
If we are going to have to make tradeoffs for adverse health effects
that might follow small changes in the standards, we would have to
have much more precise information than we have now.
The fourth factor is that we do have a problem with fine particulates,
fine particulate sulfates. Our agency is moving prudently to meet the
obvious need to control these.
The last statement is that the present primary ambient air quality
standards are stringent but their safety factors are very modest.
Thank you.
[The tables and charts referred to follow:]
PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
Scientifically defensible primary ambient air quality standards must be supported
by a broad interlocking technical information base
WHAT KINDS OP

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

iNroBMAnoN ABE NEEDED To CONTROL AN AIB POLLUTANT

Measurement methods.
Emission sources.
Transport and transformations.
Air monitoring data base.
Health effects.
Welfare effects.
Predictive models.
Control technology.
Impact of controls.
How DOES THE LAW LOOK AT PUBLIC HEALTH?

The Clean Air Act requires that primary ambient air quality standards be set
to protect fully the public health with an adequate margin of safety.
Thus, a no-effects threshold for any adverse health effect Is assumed.
WHO MUST BE PBOTBCTED?

Both specifically susceptible subgroups and healthy members of the population must be fully protected.
Excluded are persons who require an artificial environment. That is those who
are not free living.
WHAT IS AN ADVERSE HEALTH BFTETT?

Adverse effects include both aggravation of preexisting diseases and increased
frequency of disorders.
Evidence for an increased risk of future disease is an adverse health effect.
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SPECTRUM OF BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
TO POLLUTANT EXPOSURE

•Proportion of Population AffectedVABIETT OF DISEASES ATTBIBDTABLE TO POLLUTION

I. Acute diseases:
Common respiratory illnesses
Aggravation of preexisting diseases
Asthma
Heart disease
Lung disease
Irritation symptoms: Eye, nose, throat, chest
VABurrY OF DISEASES ATTBIBCTABLE TO POIX,UTIOH

II. Chronic diseases:
Chronic bronchitis and emphysema
Respiratory (and other) cancer
Coronary heart disease
Congenital abnormalities
Impairment of defense mechanisms, resulting in higher risk of multiple
^seases
WHAT SHOCLD MINIMALLY ADEQUATE HEALTH INTEXI.IOENCE ASSESS?

1. The effects of chronic exix>sure and the effects of single or repeated shortterm exposures.
2. All expected adverse effects.
3. A blend of epidemiology, clinical and toxicology studies.
4. The biologic plau.sibility, coherence, consistency and exposure-response relationship for each adverse effect.
5. Dose-response relationships for each adverse effect: "least case," "virorst
case" and "best judgment" threshold estimates for each effect are a realistic
minimum.
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ADVERSE' HEALTH- EFFECTS WHICH MIGHT BE AHRIBUTED
TO EXPOSURES INVOLVING SULFUR OXIDES
AND SUSPENDED PARTICULATES
RESEARCH APPROACH
Expected
Effect
Epidemiology

Clinical
Studies

Toxicoloqy

Increased susceptibility
to acute respiratory
disease

Multiple
studies

No data

Isolated
studies

Aggravation of asthma

Few
replicated
studies

No data

No data

Aggravation of heart or
lung disease

Multiple
studies

No data

No data

Irritation symptoms

Multiple
studies

Few
replicated
studies

No data

Altered lung function

Multiple '.
studies.

Fe\y
replicated
studies

Multiple
studies

Increased risk of
chronic lung disease

Multiple
studies

No data

No data

Cancer

No data

No data

No data

Congenital defects

No data

No data

No data

Impaired defense
mechanisms

No data

No data

No data

•EXPOSURE

1 ^

BEST JUDGMENT
THRESHOLDS FOR ADVERSE EFFECTS
.(SHORT TERM)
24-HOUR THRESHOLD (ug/m^)

EFFECTS
Mortality Harvest
Aggravation of
symptoms in elderly
Aggravation of
asthma

Sulfur
Dioxide
300 to 400
365
180 to 250

Total Suspended
Partlculates
250 to 300
80 to 100

100

Acute irritation
symptoms

340

170

Present Standard

365

260

Particulate
Sulfate
No Data
8 to 10
8 to 10

No Data

No
Standard
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BEST JUDGMENT
EXPOSURE THRESHOLDS FOR ADVERSE EFFECTS
(LONG TERM)
EFFECT
Decreased lung
function of children

Annual THRESHOLD {ug/m3)
Sulfur
Total Suspended Particulate
Dioxide
Particulate
Sulfate
200

100

n

90 to 100

80 to 100

9

Increased prevalence
of chronic bronchitis

95

100

14

Present Standard

80

Increased acute
lower respiratory
disease In families

75
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(Geometric) Standard
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48-64
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None
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unknown
unknown

CM

None
None
None
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75-141
200
100

•—«n n

Best Judgment

rOCMUY

100
No
Effect
100

00

!:'.ie to 33
140
33
ctom

118-131
Worst Case
Least Case
400-500
200
Best Judgment

1-

Subtle decrease
in ventllatory
function

a.

Worst Case
Least Case

u

Increased lower
respiratory tract
infections in
asthmatics

o

<->
OJ

Worst Case
Least Case
Best Judgment

tz^
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Increase in
family illness
during influenza
epidemics
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Worst Case
Least Case
Best Judgment
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3 3 Z
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Increased frequency or severity of acute
respiratory illness In otherwise
healthy families

Q: (/I
^ LLt

«*- to
« 4J
CO c

None to 12
405
19

^
in M

60-100
180
100

o

t- ^

50-90
404
95

£|

^1

Worst Case
Least Case
Best Judgment

to
4->

Increase in
Prevalence of
Chronic Bronchitis

•o

None
None
None

£•?
OJ ••c c c
o o o
3iz: X

50 to 148
212
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OJ ti to

unknown
unknown
unknown

t-

No Data
No Data
No Data
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Worst Case
120-198
Least C<se
250
Best Judgment
250
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Duration
in
Years
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. ADVERSE EFFECTS WHICH MIGHT BE
ATTRIBUTED TO
NITROGEN DIOXIDE EXPOSURES

EXPECTED EFFECT

RESEARCH APPROACH
TOXICOLOGY
EPIDEMIOLOGY

CLINICAL

AT LOM EXPOSURE LEVELS
(<9000 ug/m^)

IMCREASED SUSCEPTIBILITY
TO ACUTE RESPIRATORY
DISEASE

THREE REPLICATED STUDIES

NO DATA

REPLICATED RODENT
STUDIES

INCREASED SEVERIH
OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY
DISEASE

TKO REPLICATED STUDIES

NO DATA

TWO STUDIES WITH
RODENTS

INCREASED RISK OF
CHRONIC RESPIRATORY
DISEASE

TWO STUDIES
ANECDOTAL
SHOWED A WORRI- CASE RESOME FINDING OF PORTS
REDUCED VENTILATORY FUNCTION IN
CHILDREN

FOUR STUDIES IN
RODENTS

AGGRAVATION OF
ASTHMA

ONE STUDY SUGGEST NO DATA
PARTICULATE
NITRATES AGGRA
VATE ASTHMA

NO DATA

AGGRAVATION OF
HEART AND LUNG
DISORDERS

NO DATA

NO DATA

NO DATA

CARCINOGENESIS*

NO DATA

NO DATA

NO DATA

FETOTOXICITY OR
MUTAGENESIS

NO DATA N

NO DATA

NO DATA

•THROUGH NITRATES or NITRITES

BEST JUDGMENT
EXPOSURE THRESHOLDS FOR ADVERSE EFFECTS
DUE TO NITROGEN DIOXIDE
(SHORT TERM)

EFFEa

THRESHOLD •C£ig/m3)

Dialnlshed exercise tolerance

9400 for IS minutes

Susceptibility to acute
respiratory Infection

2800 for 2 hours *

Dialnlshed lung function

3800 for one hour

Present Standard
•Bated on aninal studies only

Equivalent to 1400 ug/m^ for one hour
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114
571**
171
11.685
67.043
13,329
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165.000
940.000
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000
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Best Judgment
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000
000
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BEST JUDGMENT
EXPOSURE THRESHOLDS FOR ADVERSE EFFECTS
DUE TO NITROGEN DIOXIDE
(LONG TERM)

EFFECT

THRESHOLD Gjg/m^)*

Increased susceptibility to acute
respiratory Infection

188

Increased severity of acute
respiratory disease

141

Increased risk of chronic respiratory
disease

470**

Decreased lung function

188

Present Standard

100 ug/m^ annual average

'Annual average equivalent
••Based solely on animal studies

TMIISHX.0 ESTIMATES FW AOVEISE HE/U.TH EFFECTS ATTIIIBUTAaLt TO MTDOCn DimiDC
(lon9-Te•)

,—

Mvertt Effect

IncTMsed susceptibility to acute
resplritory
Infection

Increased severity
of acute respir*.
tory disease

Increased frequency
of chronic resptratory disease
syiVUm

Decreased Lung
Function

• Research
_ Approach

Type of
EstlMtc

Safety Fa ctor (»)•
Contained In
Annual
Average
(IX .5/B3)
Equivalent

EnpOSure

t^:5

[Kjratloo

Morst Case
Leest Case
Best Judgnent

188
S64
376

For ten
percent**
of hrs. or
4«ys for 3
yrs. or less

Toxicology

Worst Case
least Case
Best Judgment

940
9400
940

EpIdCBlology

Worst Case
Least Case '
Best Judgnient

470
282

For ten
percent-* of
hrs. for at
least 1 yttr

TMlcology

Worst Case
Least Case
8«st Judgsent

940
3760
940

For 6 or aore
hrs. each day
for 3 or aore
•onths

(W

Epidmlology

Point
Ei^lMU

Ho Increase after 3-years
*«X5ure,to levels het>[e«n
188 ug/cP and 564 u9/«^ on
ten percent of hours or day]

Hot «(ip1lcab1t

Toxicology

Worst Case
Least Case
Best Judffnent

940
3800
940

for 6 hrs. or
aore each day
for 3 months
or Bore

Epidcalelogy

Worst Case
Least Case
Best Judgnent

188
S64
376

For ten
perccntrtff
hrs. for 3
years or lest

CpIdeal 0logy

tea

AgfravBtlofl**
«f Chronic heart
wid Tung diseases

m MTB

Cerctnogenesls**

NO DATA

Fetotoilclly and *•
Miugentsis

M DATA

3 aonths
3 months
3 Months

*S«fet/ Factor > Effects threshold nlnus standard divided by standard x 100.
**T1irough either nlgrogen dioxide or nitrous acid - nitric add - nitrate route.

25-«i (Pi. D O - 74 - 8

(198)

Hone
102
S8

20 to 400
9300
SO

.

(94)

iSfi

(470)
(1900)
(470)

Si)
378)

Done
IIS
41

370
1800
170
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BEST JUDGKEflT EXPOSURE THRESHOLDS FOR ADVERSE EFFECTS
DUE TO CARBON CONOXIDE
'
fShort Term, 8 Hours)
•

Effect

Diminished Exercise Tolerance
In Heart Disease Patients

29

Decreased Physical Performance
In Normal Adults

71

Interference with Mental
Activity

Present Standard

Threshold mg/it|3

Rest

(8 hour)

Light Activity

Exercise

23 .

59

55

41

50

39

ft

lOrngV

71
BEST JUDGMENT EXPOSURE THRESHOLDS FOR ADVERSE EFFECTS
DUE TO CARBON MONOXIDE
(Short Term, One Hour)
Threshold rog/m^
EFFECT

Rest

Light Activity

Moderate Exercise

Diminished Exercise
Tolerance In Heart
Disease Patients

143

^0

73

Decreased Physical
Performance In
Normal Adults

355

223

179

Interference with
Mental Activity

249

156

125

40 mg/ro3

Present Standard (One Hour)

BEST JUDGMENT EXPOSURE THRESHOLDS FOR ADVERSE EFFECTS
DUE TO CARBON MONOXIDE
(Short Jem, 8 hours)

Effect

Rest

Threshold* Carboxyhemoglobin
Light Activity
Exercise

Dinlnlshed Exercise Tolerance
in Heart Disease Patients

3

3

3

Decreased Physical Performance
In Normal Adults

7

7

7

Interference with Mental
Activity

5

5

S

1.4

1.4

1.5

Present Standard

(^°'^tl/'"/^
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ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS VOUCH MIGHT BE ATTRIBUTED TO PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANT EXPOSURES
Research Approach

Expected Effect

I

cnmcai ,
Epidemiology

studies

Toxicology

Aggravation of asthma

Single Study

No Data

No Data

Aggravation of chronic
obstructive lung disease

Three early
studies

Two early
studies

No Dau

Aggravation of heart
disease

Three early
studies

No Data

No Data

Aggravation of hematopoletic
disorders

No Data

Single
study

No DaU

Accelerated aging

No Data

No Data

No Data

Irritation of eyes
and respiratory tract in
healthy subjects

Multiple
studies

Multiple
studies

Multiple
studies

Decreased cardlopulnonary
reserve In healthy subjects

Two studies

Two studies

No Data

Increased susceptibility
acute respiratory disease

Single
study

No Data

Multiple
studies

Increased risk of chronic
lung disease

Single
study

Single
study

Two
studies

Respiratory mallgancles

Single study

No Data

Single study

Hutagenesis, eiid)ryotox1c1ty
and tertogenesis

No OaU

No Data

Two Studies
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BEST JUOaiEHT
EXPOSURE THRESHOLDS FOR ADVERSE EFFECTS
DUE TO PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANTS
(SHORT TERM)
THRESHOLD

EFFECT
>ig/in^

AGGRAVATION OF ASTHMA
AGGRAVATION OF CRRONTC LONG DTSEASE

—

PPM

500

.25

<500

i.ZS

AGGRAVATION OF CERTAIN ANEMIAS

400 to 500

.20 to .25

IRRITATION OF EYES

200 to 300

.10 to .15

IRRITATION OF RESPIRATORY TRACT IN
OTHERWISE HEALTHY ADULTS

500 to 600

325 to .30

DECREASED CARDIOPULMONARY RESERVE
IN HEALTHY ADULTS

240 to 740

.12 to .51

INCREASED SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ACUTE
RESPIRATORY DISEASE

160 *

RISK OF MUTATIONS

400 to 600 *

.20 to .30*

IMPAIRED, FETAL SURVIVAL

200 to 400 *

.10 to .-3*

DECREASED VISUAL ACUITY

400 to 1000 *

.20 to .50*

PRESENT STANDARD

160 vjg/m^

(one hour)

.08*

• INVOLVE EXPOSURES OF THREE TO SEVEN HOURS OAfLY FOR UP TO THREE WEEKS

.08
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nKim.ll tSTIKMES F0« AOVERSC HtAlTH EFFECTS ATHIBUtABLE 10 rmtfKHUflCK OXIUNTS

Research
Approach

Type of
EstlHU

A99r«v«tlDn of
UtMl

EpIdcHlolosy

Point Esc.

SCO

PeaL Hourly Exposure

212

A99r«««tfon of
chronic ]ung
tfllMse

Cllnlul

Uortt Case
Least Case
Best Jiidgi«n

100
SCO
500

Peak Hourly Exposures

Bone
212
<212

A«9riv«tton of
ctrUIn tnCMliS

Toilcolow
and
Cllf>(c«l

Worst Case
Least Case
B«t Judgment

«00

One Half to One Hour

40O to 500

i 150
< 212
ISO to 212

Epfdenlolo^

Worst Case
Least Case
Bost Judgment

100 to 200
300
?00 to 300

Peak Hourly Exposure

Clinical

Bone to 25
BB
BS to ISO

IrrlUtlon of
rvsplritory trict
In otherviSf
kulUv Multl

Epidcalolosy
and
Citolcal

Worst Case
Least Case
Best Judgwnt

500
600
500 to 600

Peak Hourly Exposure

<'212

OBcrc«s«l cinJIopMlaonary restrve
la hMlthy
subjects

Epidaslology
and
OInlcal

worst CAse
Least Case
Best Judg»ent

200 to 2<0
>7«0
240 to 7<0

Peak Hourly Exposure

29 to 50
363
SO to 363

Increased suscwtlblllty for
•cwtc rtsplritory
tflsCAse

Toxicology

Worst Case
Least Case
Bost Jod^aen

160
>1340
160

Three Hour Exposures

Bone"
>73B"
«o«e"

Hist of
HiUirasIs

Toxicology

Worst Case
Least Case
B«t Judgwn

For five boors or •ore

600
«00 to 600

<1S0~
275"
ISO to 275"

Toxicology

Worst Case
Least Case
Best Judgment

< 200
>«00
400 to 600

For seven hours dally
for three weeks

< 25>I50~
ISO to 27S~

Clinical

<400
Worst Case
1
>1000
Least Case
Best JudTient 400 to 1000

For three hours

ilSO"
> S2S"
150 to 525"

«*nnc tffKt

IrrlUtfoti of

fetsi develop•CAt or survWsl
Oicrused VIsiMl
Jtoilty

E> posure
Level
ug/»^

soo

<aoo

Anrivstlon of
•glng

Ho EstlMtes Possible

Kcsplratory
NllljiMnclcs

Bo Estlnates Possible

AMr«»>t<oii of
Hcu-t Disease

Ho Cstlsates Possible

Duration

Safety Factor*
IConulned In Priaary Sundard
(160 U9/.')

III to 275

'Safety Factor " SUndard utnus effects threshold divided by standard x 100.
"Undcrestlrr.dtes the true safety factor because exposures of inore than one hour have been compared uith a one
hour standard.

WHAT FACTOBS SHOUU) BK KEPT IN MIND "WHEN CONSIDERINQ THE SAFETT MAMIN
CONTAINED IN THE PEIMABY AMBIENT AIB QUALITY STANDARDS?

1. Safety margins are not as precise as their calculation might seem to Indicate
because of underlying uncertainties—
In measurement methods; and
In best Judgment estimates of effects threshold.
2. Consistency In safety margins was not a major consideration In setting
primary ambient air quality standards.
3. In general, the apparent safety margins in the primary standards have decreased as more complete health information becomes available.
4. The safety margins contained In primary ambient air quality standards are
much smaller than those maintained when dealing with pesticides and radiation.

F'"*

01

33 tc 133

15
0
None

01

None

None

14 t; 212

0 37
None

For , 1 Best
Juds nt
Esti tes
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WHE!BEARK WE NOW?

1. We lack an adequate information base to assare scientifically incontroTertible
primary ambient air quality standards.
2. With a strengthened overall air pollution research program we will require
several years to obtain this information.
3. CJost-benefit approaches to air quality control require more data than the
current threshold approach.
4. EPA is moving prudently to meet the obvious need to control fine particnlates
in ambient air.
5. The present primary ambient air quality standards are stringent but their
safety factors seem modest
Mr. SATTERTIELD [presiding]. Thank you very much.
Are we ready to proceed with questions?
Mr. QtTARLES. Yes; you may proceed however you wish.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Mr. Preyer?
Mr. PREYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to first thank Dr.
Finklea for his testimony and say we in North Carolina are very
proud of the work that the National Environmental Research Center
is doing at the Research Triangle.
I have issued an invitation to our subcommittee to visit there and
see the work firsthand. I hope we will be able to visit there during
these hearings, which would be a very appropriate time.
Your testimony was pretty hard going for a wayfaring man like me,
but I gather the general summation of it would oe that our standards
are not too stringent in any area, and that you would be against relaxing them in any way.
Dr. FINKLEA. That is correct, sir.
Mr. PREYER. DO you suggest strengthening any particular standards?
Dr. FINKLEA. I think our Agency is auite straightforward in saying
that we do need a strengthened research program to get the information needed in all of the nine areas that I referred to in my testimony,
for each of the primary ambient air quality pollutants.
We also have to make a much better effort to get the information
needed for the control of fine particulates.
Mr. PREYER. How do our ambient air quality standards compare
with those set by other coimtries ? Do you have a general estimate ?
Dr. FINKLEA. Yes, sir. The primary ambient air quality standards set
in the United States when compared to those advocated by the World
Health Organization or estalished in most other countries, are not at
all unreasonable.
We find that the standards in the United States on a numerical
basis are usually a little less stringent than those established in many
other coimtries.
However, there is one other point. That is that our law says that
we must attain these standards in a very short period of time. In most
other countries there is a much longer period of time required for the
attainment of the standards.
Also, the countries are allowed to have variances in many case for
certain areas that are moat heaviljr impacted by the pollutant problem. I should qualify this by saying that a number of other countries in Eastern Europe have not established air quality standards
for the automotive pollutants because they don't have the automotive
transportation we do in this country.
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The World Health Organization has advised that the nitrogen oxides problem be carefully studied but like a number of other nations
have not set ambient air quality standards for this pollutant.
Mr. PRETER. The World Health Organization has not yet set ambient air quality standards ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. For nitrogen oxides. They have for the others.
Mr. PREYER. The other standards they have set, I gather, are a little stricter than ours but allow for a longer implementation period.
Dr. FiNKLEA. Yes, sir. That is true in most countries.
Mr. PREYER. How do the standards recommended by the National
Academy of Sciences compare with the standards that we have now ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. The National Academy of Sciences has studied the
jiroblem of emergency short-term exposures for the Environmental
Protection Agency.
In general, the standards set by EPA are consistent with their recommendations with the exception of the standards for carbon monoxide. The standard recommended by the National Academy of
Sciences was roughly 10 parts per million on a 1-hour basis lower than
the standard recommended by EPA. That is because the National
Academy was considering the necessity to protect against adverse
eflFects on human mental activity which would occur at a level roughly one-half of the level at which we in EPA believe that an adverse
effect now occurs.
Mr. PREYER. How about the standard recommended by the AMA ?
There has been some discussion of that here today.
Dr. FiNKLEA. It is my recollection that the American Medical Association endorsed the primary ambient air quality standard position of
the Environmental Air Protection Agency.
I think constituent groups in the AMA had been through other
activity in their environmental group concerned with photochemical
oxidents and recommended that that level for occupational exposure
be set as low as practicable.
Mr. PREYER. Apparently there is much more to be learned in this
area. Your charts show many areas in which there is no data. Is our
research on this subject adequate at this time? Dr. Eoy went into that
somewhat this morning. How much of EPA's research budget, for
example, is devoted to the health effects of air pollution ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. I think it is about between 6 and 7 percent, although
Dr. Greenfield might want to clarify that.
Dr. GREENFIELD. When you add in all the health effects EPA is
doing it is roughly one-sixth of the research budget going to health
effects, about $20 million a year.
Mr. PREYER. DO you think that is adequate ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. That is a question you should never ask a research
person or research director. Obviously, I never have sufficient money to
do the work that I have to do. Within the Agency's budget limitations,
however, I think we are getting a very fair proportion of the moneys
required to operate.
Mr. PREYER. One of the questions that occurs to us is whether more
money and more manpower might not prevent the kind of problem
that occurred with the nitrogen oxide standard where apparently we
had not had the right kind of monitoring or measuring tools and therefore promulgated too stringent a standard.
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Mr. QuARiJis. Sir, could I make a small point here.
I think not that we had promulgated too stringent a standard, but
that the number of areas where that standard was violated are much
fewer than we believed.
Mr. PREYER. Yes. The measuring is what went wrong. I have a recollection from 3 years ago that on the question of monitoring air standards that we were told, one, there were not anywhere near enough
qualified people in the country to monitor standards; and two, there
was not anywhere near the technical equipment you needed to monitor
air standards.
Is that still the case, or have we licked those problems ?
Dr. GREENFEEU). A large part of the air standards network or air
monitoring network is run not by the Federal Grovemment but by
local and State governments.
In the last 3 years, people have been trained at the State and local
level. EPA has helped train some of them. I can't answer whether or
not there is an adequate number out there now, but these monitoring
networks are in operation certainly. As far as the instrumentation
goes, we are constantly working to try to improve this instrumentation.
In the nitrogen dioxide case, we have at least three methods under
study right new to provide an improved method of measuring the
presence of NOx in the atmosphere. I think it is the nature of the work
itself that you are trying to constantly improve what you have in order
to get a more effective way to do the job.
Mr. QuARLES. Let me add an additional note to that.
The implementation plans layout plans for a monitoring network
considered necessary and satisfactory for monitoring the air in each
of the regions.
We have now reached the point where in about half of the air
quality control regions the entire network is in place. We expect that
at the end of another year the networks will be established in virtually
all of the regions, so, we are at a point of completing the installation
of a national system that is considered necessary for what we should
have to monitor air quality.
Mr. PREYER. It is in place in about half of the regions and it will be
totally in place in another year ?
Mr. QuARLES. It is completely in place in half, partially in place in
many others. We are told it will be completed in another year.
Mr. PREYER. From my recollex-tion that is considerable progress.
Mr. QUARLES. Yes, sir, there has been great progress in this area.
Mr. PREYER. I recall that we were supposed to be short something
like 2,000 technicians to operate this network. But you are saying that
we are not short those technicians now ?
Mr. QUARLES. The shortages are being reduced. Part of it is technicians, part of it is equipment. Undoubtedly we will have the experience we have had in other areas in which improvements are made on
an ongoing basis. So the first results may not be as thoroughly reliable
as we would expect to achieve a short while thereafter.
Mr. PREYER. Thank you very much.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Dr. Carter ?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Certainly we have heard a very good presentation today, some very
technical facts and figures. It was quite interesting. It was a little difficult for us to hear all of this good information.
What is the lethal concentration, the smallest lethal concentration
of carbon monoxide please, sir ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. You do not get symptoms of headache and that sort
of thing until you get up to 20-percent carboxyhemoglobin.
Mr. CARTER. Carboxyhemoglobin refers to the union of carbon
monoxide with hemoglobin. I am talking about concentration in the
air at which the patient when exposed, the small amount of it that will
cause death. Could you give me that answer ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. It IS many, many times the present ambient air quality
standards, sir.
Mr. CARTER. And what is that ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. I am sorry, sir, I don't recall right now.
Mr. CARTER. I think 1 percent is generally regarded as the lethal
level of carbon monoxide. I could be wrong. It is interesting that you
did not respond or that your response was a little bit negative about
the effect of these different things on health. Of course, we have had
many, many cases of air pollution and as a result of such concentrations
of pollution, increases in sickness, bronchitis, asthma, pneumonia, and
so on. Is that not correct ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. That is correct, sir.
Mr. CARTER. I understand there has been a study conducted at Chattanooga, Tenn., concerning the health of young children there.
Could you tell me about that study ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. Yes, sir, I believe you are referring to the Chattanooga
Schoolchildren Study which is a study conducted in the neighborhoods around the Volunteer Army Arsenal. These were studies of
families that were exposed to increased levels of nitrogen dioxide as
well as some nitric acid mist and sulfuric acid mist in the ambient
air.
The schoolchildren in that area had decreased lung function and
increased susceptibility to acute respiratory disease at ambient air
quality standards of nitrogen dioxides that varied between 141 and 188
micrograms per cubic meter during the year.
Mr. CARTER. DO you think it was the nitrous oxide that caused this
difficulty?
Dr. FiNKLEA. No, sir, this exposure was a mixture of nitrogen dioxide
and acid mist.
Mr. CARTER. Which was the causative factor then ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. From community studies it is very difficult to completely disentangle.
Mr. CARTER. Actually it may well be the sulfuric acid or the nitric
acid, is that correct ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. Yes, sir, they may cause an adverse effect. We do have
other studies that showed that an increased susceptibility to respiratory disease occvirring in the presence of nitrogen dioxide alone. These
studies were at levels about three times as high as the level in Chattanooga, though.
Mr. CARTER. I notice you spoke of the mortality harvest. I have
heard of wheat harvest and corn harvest. Today at lunch I talked with
another Member of the House of Representatives who spoke about
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harvesting doves. You know, this harvest at humans is just hard for me
to take. I am not in sympathy with it. I think all of us want to live as
long as we can. I would like to have a better term than mortality
harvest.
My goodness gracious, let us get away from that, not harvest our
people.
Dr. FiNKLEA. This is an increase in daily mortality. The term harvest
was used because the increased numbers of deaths seemed to occur
among those members of the population who were quite ill and in large
part probably institutionalized and thus with tne Clean Air Act
specitying that we sliould protect all free living individuals I just
wanted to call the committee's attention that this effect was occurring
in people who were already very very sick.
Mr. QuARLES. I think the terminology comes from the Grim Reaper.
Mr. CARTER. From What ?
Mr. QTJARLES. Comes from use of the term "The Grim Reaper."
Mr. CARTER. Oh, yes; my goodness.
How is the Wankel engine performing ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. In what sense do you mean performing?
Mr. CARTER. In all senses.
Dr. GREENFIELD. As you know, it is the same engine that is used in
the Japanese rotary engine car, the Mazda. It seems to be performing
quite well. Our concerns with that engine lie in the fact that it uses a
great deal of oil in its operation. Hence our concern would be what
additives are in that oil and hence what additional pollutants would
be coming out of the tail pipe.
Mr. CARTER. We understand it has already passed your standards.
Is that correct ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. No; we are not talking about the carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbon standards. We are talking about additional additives
in the oil.
Mr. CARTER. Has it reached your standards, the standards that you
have projected previous to this time ?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, sir, I believe it has satisfied the standards for
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons.
Mr. CARTER. There are other things about this car causing difficulty,
I understand. Is that correct ? What about the oil, the excessive use of
oil by this machine? What happens to that oil? What becomes of it?
What does it form ? Is it toxic ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. Sir, you are referring to the research being done on
nonregulated emissions from mobile sources such as automobiles, the
particulate emissions from cars including the two problems that you
gentlemen asked us about this morning plus this particular problem
are three that are being considered.
I think we are concerned that as oil consumption increases in autos
of whatever engine type that we will have increased emissions of polynuclear aromatic particles.
Mr. CARTER. Are these carcinogenic ?
Dr. FINKLEA. A number of compounds which are potentially carcinogenic have been identified in auto exhaust.
Mr. CARTER. A number ? Just about all of it is carcinogenic, is it not ?
Dr. FINKLEA. These were a number of specific different carcinogens.

Mr. CARTER. YOU have eliminated perhaps some. You have eliminated
six or got them down to an acceptable level. But at the same time this
particular automobile which you have recommended as having i>assed
safety standards is now found to be emitting very carcinogenic material, is it not?
Dr. FiNKLEA. I don't think we have the quantitative information
on this, sir. We know this particular automobile uses more oil.
Mr. CARTER. The only reason why you haven't got that information
though is really because you have not tested it, is that correct ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. This has not been evaluated, that is right.
Mr. CARTER. In other words, you have concentrated on just part of
the picture. You have not gotten the whole picture; is that correct ? You
may be overlooking, you may be swapping a devil for a witch in other
words, is that correct ?
Mr. QuARLES. We have compensated
Mr. CARTER. Would you answer my question ?
Mr. QtjARLES. May I provide some comment in response to your
question ?
Mr. CARTER. All right, sir.
Mr. QuARi^ES. We have been in our research work and in our regulatory work focusing on many of the most known and obvious problems
and other pollution problems which are suspected to be serious.
One of the principal thrusts of the presentation which Dr. Finklea
just provided was to indicate what we know and what we don't know.
I hope it was obvious, it was intended to be obvious, from that presentation that there is a great deal that we regulate on the basis of what we
do know.
We have not recommended the Mazda engine as passing standards.
We test cars to determine whether or not they do pass the standards.
We either pass them or we don't pass them. This was passed because
it passed the tests that we have for the pollutants which we now
regulate.
At the same time we are conducting research on other problems
which we suspect may be associated with the automobile.
As we learn more in this field, as in other fields, we are undoubtedly going to find that some additional regulation should be established
and in many instances we have the authority to establish additional
regulatory standards once we have the knowledge to warrant them.
Mr. CARTER. In fact, when you check the aromatic substances emitted
by the Wankel engine you may find them more productive of cancer
than the six pollutants which you have conti-olled; is that correct?
Mr. QrARLES. The key word in that sentence is "may." In reference
to that I obviously can't answer no.
Mr. CARTER. You can't what ?
Mr. QUARLES. The answer to that question has to be correct.
Mr. CARTER. You mean yes; is that right ?
Mr. QUARLES. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. NOW, we have done the same thing I think with other
engines, have we not? For six pollutants we have established standards. Some cars have met those standards. But at the same time these
same cars emit other toxic substances which we were not aware of
until recently. Is that true ?
Dr. FINKLEA. I think the answer is that we have a great dedl to learn
about the currently nonregulated emissions from our present genera-
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tion of internal combustion engines and from alternative powerplants
that have been proposed. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. YOU know exactly what I am driving at. I believe you
are jumping around a little bit. Actually you control the six pollutants
which you have listed but these same cars emit sulfuric acid and also
platinum. Is that not correct ?
Mr. GREENFIELD. Mr. Carter, I think, if I may answer, the six pollutants that we control right now are the six pollutants that were mandated in the Clean Air Act by Congress. These are the ones that are
probably the most obvious large polluters in our society today. They are
the ones for which previous work had indicated possible deleterious
effects and for which we could with a certain amount of commonsense
set thresholds and standards on.
This does not mean that these are the only pollutants that this
Agency is concerned with. Rather, in the research program we are concerned with a great number of pollutants.
As Mr. Quarles said, as evidence accumulates which indicates that
they indeed are producing deleterious effects in quantities that are
present in the environment and which we can control, we will set regulations for them. We have a whole set of fuel and fuel additives regulations, for example, and a program which tests these fuels and fuel
additives to determine what they are putting out in the atmosphere as
a result of combustion to determine what should or should not be
controlled.
Anyone of us will admit anyone of these pollutants is a potential
candidate for control but we must await adequate information so that
we can act in a justifiable and defensible manner.
Mr. CARTER. YOU are getting rid of some pollutants but at the same
time I believe that at least some scientists say that you are creating
other pollutants which may be as damaging as the ones which we are
controlling.
Dr. GREENFIELD. Mr. Carter, we are as concerned if not more than
concerned than any other group that we do not do this very thing.
Mr. CARTER. Really you have not started checking those?
Dr. GREENFIELD. I beg your pardon.
Mr. CARTER. Have you started checking those?
Dr. GREENFIELD. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. "When did you start ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. We started the fuel and fuel additives program
several years ago. The health aspects of it were designed about a year
ago. The program itself is underway now in terms of the fuel and fuel
additives portion.
Mr. QUARLES. Dr. Steigerwald would like to comment on this. Dr.
Carter. We do not believe that we are moving in the direction of forcing the auto industry toward changes that are producing pollution
problems worse than the ones we have.
Dr. STEIGERWALD. If I may talk specifically about the polynuclear
organic materials which I think are the cancer causing organic compounds you were talking about.
We have been testing major stationary sources and the automobile
since about 1965 in an attempt to understand where these things come
from that we have found in the atmospheres.
We have a specific group set up attempting to put them into balance.
We know, that nationwide much more of this material comes from coal
• 451 (Pt. n O - 7« - '
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combustion and from coal byproducts than comes from automobiles or
from trucks.
We have about 25 sources of this material identified. We think we
understand how much does go into the atmosphere and how much is in
the atmosphere. We feel that it is generally being taken care of pretty
well by controls on the particulate matter from powerplants and from
other coal combustion sources. We are following closely the automobile and the impact of the automotive control on the polynuclear organic materials that comes from the automobile.
Mr. CARTER. When was it you passed the Mazda and said that it
complied ?
Dr. STEIOERWALD. I don't know this.
Mr. CARTER. It has been a year ago, has it not?
Mr. QUARLES. The certification of the 1973 models which are now
being sold was generally completed last summer. The auto industry
is now in advanced stages of presenting information for certification
of the 1974 vehicles. So the Mazda was found about a year ago to meet
the standards for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide and NOx.
Mr. CARTER. About a year ago you certified that Mazda reached these
standards. At that time you had made no statement about the aromatic compounds which result from the oil which is used by that
engine, is that correct?
Mr. QUARLES. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. YOU find out now
Mr. QUARLES. We did not attempt to apply regulatory standards to
those types of emission problems because the evidence that was available to us at that time, like the same situation that we have now, does
not warrant in our judgment the adoption of standards dealing with
these problems at the present time.
Mr. CARTER. What are the components of these aromatic compounds ?
Aren't they hydrocarbons also ?
Mr. QUARLES. I am not in a position, sir, to discuss the chemistry.
Mr. CARTER. You have some scientists with you. Perhaps they can
answer.
Dr. STEIOERWALD. The hydrocarbon standard or the term hydrocarbon only has meaning in terms of how it is measured. The automotive standard is an emission standard and it is determined by measuring only gaseous hydrocarbons. All of the polynuclear organics you
are talking about are particulate matter and would not be seen by the
hydrocarbon measurement techniques nor would they be handled by
the hydrocarbon stationary source standard.
Mr. CARTER. However, that is a source of worry at the present time
and some scientists think that this consists of quite a problem for the
people. The three things, the particulate you mentioned, the sulfiiric
acid, and the platinum which may well be controlled.
Dr. STEIOERWALD. I think what is key however is to put both the
sulfuric acid and the polynuclear organic into perspective with all
the other sources. I think we do find that the automobile is a fairly
small contributor to the total problem of these two air pollutants.
Mr. QUARLES. I think what we are trying to say is that at this point
we believe we have not overlooked the problem and that the regulation
reflects the scientific information available.
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I would want to express our agreement with what I believe is a
fimdamental point you are trying to make, sir, that this is an area of
concern
Mr. CARTER. I hope you are not overlooking the problem. I am afraid
you may have forgotten about the end products, what you are turning
these various pollutants into.
By the way, what is a microgram please, sir ? How much is a microg^ram?
Dr. GREENFIELD. One millionth of a gram.
Mr. CARTER. I believe that during the French Revolution we first
learned of a gram, didn't we, and the basis of it was a CC of water
at four degrees centigrade, is that correct?
Dr. GREENFIELD. The density of water is one gram per cubic centimeter.
Mr. CARTER. That is one gram. All right. We get down to that one
microgram would be one millionth. One millionth of a gram, one millionth of a cubic centimeter
Dr. GREENFIELD. Only for material that has the same density as
water.
Mr. CARTER. A meter is how long ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. A himdred centimeters.
Mr. CARTER. It is 39.36 inches, isn't it. You have a chart over there
that I have been very interested in. Would you mind drawing on
that chart a cubic meter and then a cubic milimeter and show the
relative proportions? Could you do that, sir?
Dr. FINKLEA. It is about one thousandth.
Mr. CARTER. A meter would be 39.36 inches, isn't it, 3 inches over
3 feet.
Now put a centimeter on that. That is a hundredth of a meter, a
fifth of an inch. And a millimeter would be a thousandth of an inch.
A microgram would represent about what part ? Could you even draw
it on there? Would it show up on that? It wouldn't show up on that.
One microgram would not show up on that.
Thank you, sir.
Mr. SATTERFTEU). Mr. Kyros?
Mr. KrRoe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Quarles, I have a couple of questions.
What about the relationship of your Agency to the Department of
Transportation, particularly in regard to what has been done in the
field of mass transit? After all, you speak in your testimony on page
15 about transportation control requirements and your concern.
What I want you to tell us first is what do you do with the Department of Transportation?
Mr. QUARLES. The relationship has been close and cordial and productive. We have had a very good relationship with the Department
of Transportation. At the higher levels we have worked directly with
Mr. Hernnger on a great many occasions.
On the staff level we have had a very satisfying exchange of help
in receiving from them technical guidance with regard to development of transportation modles that have related particularly to the
evaluation of what changes could be made in traffic patterns as well
as the more obvious question of a mutual effort to develop support for
more work on mass transit.
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Mr. KYROS. DO you tell them perhaps about a certain city and say
this city will never meet the 1975 goals or whatever the goals are, whatever the plan is for that city, unless you do something about masB
transit in this city?
Mr. QtrARiiES. We work with them particularly in that regard on
the problems affecting Los Angeles. We, I believe, have not worked
with them in quite that manner yet in regard to large numbers of
other cities.
I think we have worked more from the viewpoint of an obvious
recognition on our part that cities generally cannot do the job without better mates transit systems and that will require support from
the Department of Transportation,
Maybe there is more exchange than I am familiar with but I think
I have characterized it.
Mr. KYHOS. There has been discussion already about various kinds
of engines. Are you prepared now in your Agency to compare advantages and disadvantages of various candidate systems to meet the
1975 hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide standards; for example, diesel,
Wankel, stratified charge—that is Honda—and catalytic converter?
Can you begin to compare those systems now?
Mr. QuAHLES. Yes, to some degree we certainly can. It is important
to bear in mind that while we have a very broad concern with all
aspects of the automobile which may be produced and sold, our specific statutory concern is whether or not they meet the standards
on emissions.
Any engine which is submitted to us is entitled under the law to
be tested, and if it is found to meet the standards, it is entitled to be
certified and produced and sold.
Mr. KYROS. Do you consider things like the original purchase price ?
Suppose thev came up with an engine but the purchase price was so
exorbitant that the American public could not sustain such a price.
Isn't that a factor?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, it is. In our national situation of whether the
technology had been developed that would be capable of meeting the
1975 standards, we took that further factor into account. It was
one of the factors which led to the determination that the technology
had no been developed for 1975 in time to meet the standard aS originally set by the statute.
Mr. KrRos. Of course, you say 1975 standards. You have now suspended them until 1976.
Mr. OTTARLES. They have become the 1976 standards.
Mr. KYROS. You sav. in retrard to that on page 10. "In the opinion
of the Agency, and one in which I concur, it was imwise to mandate
this technoloflry nationwide in the course of 1 vear's model change."
You said that in vour testimony. In other words, the Congress, you
thought, made a mistake in trvinsr to set a fixed standard in this bill
rather than permitting the discretion to reside in the Agency that was
in charflre?
Mr. QuARLEs. I would like to modifv that slightly, sir. I would like
to make a slight change in what you said.
Mr. KYROS. I iust read what you said. You said it was unwise to
mandate this technology nationwide. That is on page 10 of your
testimony.

Mr. QTJAKLES. I did not mean to say, or even to imply, that Congress
had made a mistake in its mandate on this subject. We were directed
under the statute to evaluate whether the technology had been developed that would enable the auto industry to sell cars meeting the
1975 standards in 1975. "We were given discretion to evaluate technology. In the exercise of that discretion, we made the determination
that the technology is here, and one could very reasonably and presumably successfully manufacture and sell a significant number of cars
for the 1975 model year that would meet the standard, but the mass
production problem was so substantial that we felt that if the industry
•was required to attempt to do that on all cars for the 1975 year, thai
•would be asking too much and we would be running the risk of very
severe problems.
Mr. KYROS. SO it was not unwise for Congress to mandate, but you
have to check up on it and correct the error.
Mr. QuARLES. The Congress gave us discretion to exercise. I dont
think there was an error along the line.
Mr. KYHOS. One thing for sure, we could not meet the standard for
1975 in mass producing cars.
Mr. QtTARLES. That is right. I am trying to be very precise in my
answer. There has been a very widespread public belief that the auto
industry didn't get the job done which the statute had required it
to do, and that we.had given them an extra year beyond what the
statute had called for.
In some respects, it is all in how you look at the issue, because it
was certainly understood by Congress at the time the law was passed
that the technology was not available at that time; and further, it
was unclear when the technologv could be developed.
I believe the fact that the technology has been developed and can be
used in 1976 cars represents a success story under this statute, and that
the mandate of the statute to get this job done by either the 1975
year or the 1976 year has been accomplished.
Mr. KYROS. Let me ask you this: By going ahead in the way you
have gone ahead, suspending the effect of the statute for a year, what
levels will the auto companies achieve? They were supposed to achieve
90-percent reduction in carbon monoxide by 1975. What levels of reduction will they achieve ? Do you know ?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, sir. I can state to you what the standards will be,
and we have confidence that these standards will be met.
Let me express it in terms of a relationship to an uncontrolled car.
The cars which were being sold in 1970,1971,1972, basically achieved
about 50 to 60 percent degree of control over an uncontrolled car. The
standards which are now in effect for 1973 and will be for 1974, require
that the emissions be brought down to 28 grams per mile of carbon
monoxide and 3.1 grams per mile of hydrocarbons, which represent
just about exactly a 66-percent degree of control over an uncontrolled
car.
So that today's cars are two-thirds pollution free, if you will. The
standards which we e-stablished nationwide for the 1975 cars will
require a reduction of about half in the emissions levels, bringing them
down to 15 grams per mile for carbon monoxide and 1.5 grams per mile
in hydrocarbons. That is about an 83-percent total reduction over an
uncontrolled car.
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The statutory standard is substantially below that, of course, do-wn
to 3.4 for carbon monoxide and 0.41 for hydrocarbons, represent about
a 95-percent and 96-percent reduction over an uncontrolled car.
So there has been a tremendous improvement. This again is something that I think is not widely understood by the general public.
Mr. KYROS. By 1975, you will be at the 83 level ?
Mr. QuARUES. Yes, sir.
Mr. KTHOS. And 83 from 90 or 95, is that an awfully significant
figure?
Mr. QTJARLES. Excuse me.
Mr. KYROS. From 83 percent reduction down to 95 percent, that
12-percent increment, is that 12-percent increment an awfully sigrnificant increment, or is it an increment that will better the air but at the
same time the 83 percent, itself, has bettered it so much that already
people will be getting relief from pollution ?
Mr. QuARLES. That degree of reduction to 83 percent is a tremendous
step forward. The further step to 95 or 96 percent has tremendous importance. When you look at it from the viewpoint of achieving compliance with the air quality standard for the protection of health in the
urban communities that now are badly affected by automotive pollution, we have some analyses on this, and I think it might be best for me
to submit a more precise statement for the record so that we get this on
the record accurately.
If the standards, for example, should be fixed at the present level,
at the 83-pprcent level, then in a very large number of cities we never
would achieve compliance with the air quality standards for photochemical oxidants and carbon monoxide. We will, I expect, probably
get into questions of transportation control strategies and the difficulties of those but I might point out that roughly 29 cities representing
43 percent of the Nation's population will require by 1975 to 1977 some
degree of control in addition to what the new cars are providing. Even
with the degree of control required by the full standards, the 90 percent standards for carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons, in 1985 there
would be about 11 or 12 cities representing about 11 or 12 percent of
our population which will require transportation control strategies.
So that as dramatic as the improvement is in the Federal motor vehicle
emissions control program it is not sufficient by itself.
When you realize that the jump from the 83 level to the 95 or 96 level
is cutting out about three-quarters of the residual pollution, then you
can appreciate that to leave the 1974 standard in effect for later model
years would seriously aggravate our problems.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Mr. Quarles, if you wish to present a more specific statement such as the one you referred to we will be glad to accept
it and make it part of this record.
Mr. QUAKLES. Thank you, sir. I will be glad to do that.
[The following information was received for the record:]
AIR QUALITY BENEFITS OF

1976 EMISSION STANDARDS

The 1975 Interim standards for HC and CO are 1.5 grams per mile and 15
grams per mile, respectively. EPA's public statement on clean air and the automobile contains a detailed analysis of tlie air quality impact of such standards
relative to that of the statutory standards (see tables I, II. and III). As indicated therein, moving from the 1975 interim standards for HC and CO to the
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statutory standards has a significant effect on the numbers of air quality control
regions expected to meet the national ambient air standards without implementation of transportation control measures. (Clean Air and the Automobile was
sent to the committee staff iu a letter of September 18,1973.)

Mr. KYROS. Are you aware of a bill, H.E. 10118, introduced by the
chairman of our subcommittee, Mr. Rogers, which is a bill to amend
the Clean Air Act to require the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency to prescribe regulations to promote greater fuel
economy in vehicles subject to Federal emission standards? As it is
now, we bum more gas in the cars we are driving now, is that right ?
Mr. QuARLEs. Yes.
Mr. KTHOS. The chairman wants you to present a significant decrease in fuel economy of motor vehicle engines which comply with
regulations prescribed in section 202 of the act and promotes fuel economy of such vehicles as engines. He said you may do such things as
establish fuel economy, performance standards, limitations, or prohibitions of use of equipment or elements of design which increase
fuel consumption, limitations in motor vehicle weight. Are you getting
ready to design some ideal car by taking bumpers off, perhaps, or airconditioning, radio, heaters, seats, except for bucket seats? Are you
going to do all these things ?
Mr. QuARLEs. We have not by any means gone that far even in our
imagination. We are very keenly aware of the problem. The thing
I think makes us maddest is when we hear commentaries that we cannot afford to clean up the car because of the fuel penalty and, yet,
we look at other things that create so much greater fuel penalties
which are not being attacked at all.
Mr. KYROS. Would you want this kind of power, the ability to practically redesign the car ?
Mr. QuARLES. I am familiar with the bill. I was informed, I think,
Friday, that such a bill had been introduced. I have not read the bill.
I cannot comment on it.
Mr. KYROS. I am going to ask you one more time. You said you
read the bill slightly and I will read the bill to you in detail here. It
says you will have tne power to practically redesign the car to achieve
one, the air pollution standards that you desire and, second, to maintain fuel economy, which gives you incredible leeway, it seems to me.
My question to you is, are you prepared to undertake this responsibility and obligation ?
Mr. QTJARLES. I appreciate your rereading the bill to me, but I think
I am still going to follow my inclination of not making any serious
comment on a bill I have not had a chance to read or study. I think
at this point all I can say is that we very strongly feel that measures
should De undertaken to move toward automobiles that consume less
gasoline.
Our statutory and programed interest in this area relates to the
air pollution problem. The big cars that burn more fuel do not necessarily produce more emissions. That tends to relate more to the weightpower ratio and other factors.
Mr. KYROS. But you can't really be precisely sure in your mind that
what you just repeated on the record is what you meant. Let us think
about it for a moment. You already are considering competing engine design systems and all kinds of parameters, cost, noise, load, fuel.
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et cetera. You are doing that. So you are far beyond just saying what
goes in as fuel and what comes out of the tailpipe.
I ask you again, has no one yet in your Agency begun to consider
what the kind of ideal car there should be in America so far as you
know, and you are the Deputy Administrator?
Mr. QuARLES. I feel quite sure that although many people in our
Agency have their personal ideas
Mr. KYROS. I don't want a Rube Goldberg contraption.
Mr. QuARLEs. I am sure the people who work in our program regulating the auto industry, who are dealing with these problems on a
daily basis, have opinions of their own as to what the best car would
be. There has to my knowledge been no directed effort, to develop any
sort of Agency position on what the ideal car would be. It is not relevant to the regulatory responsibilities we now have.
Mr. KYROS. YOU construe section 211, regulation of fuels, in the act
as one that does not give you the power to begin to look at what the
mechanism is that eats up the fuel ?
Mr. QuARLES. If I understand your question correctly, I believe
I agree with your statement, the answer is "yes." We understand that
section as directing us to analyze the various components of fuel and
the fuel additives and to establish regulations where we find that those
fuel and fuel additives are causing pollution problems. But it does not
direct us to get into the area of fuel consumption as such.
Mr. KYROS. The last question is. Wouldn't it be sound and neat and
fair and reasonable and a good thing if all of you in the Agency did
have the power to dictate design limitations, weight, and the other
items in an automobile that affect its fuel consumption and the emissions from the fuel ?
Mr. QuARLES. I am not sure. You know, this raises some fundamental
philosophical questions of what regulatory authority should be established and in what agency. We have not had prime responsibility in
the energy area. Wliat you are really asking is an energy problem.
Mr. KYROS. Mr. Quarles, thank you very much. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
The Agency is not prepared to accept your bill, too.
Mr. QUARLES. You particularly scared us off with that word
"dictator."
Mr. ROGERS. We put that in the bill, as I am sure you know, in order
to have this a proper subject of this committee. Of course, there is a
relationship, I presume, between what we do in the environmental
field and the fuel field as well. So, we want to have some EPA involvement in the decisionmaking.
Mr. Heinz?
Mr. HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Quarles, in the case of the health effects of the pollutants controlled under the Clean Air Act, have they generally been, upon being
researched, found to be more severe in their health effects than originally believed ?
Mr. QUARLES. Yes; in general our research conducted after the establishment of the standards has tended to confirm that the standards
should be as stringent as they are and that if any change should be
made, possibly it should be made in the direction of making them more
stringent.
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Mr. HEINZ. In your statement this afternoon you suggested that it
would take several more years of research by EPA and others to make
more definitive judgments about what levels can be tolerated while
still avoiding a health hazard or risk of a health hazard. Do you have
sufficient funding or do other agencies that you rely upon have sufficient funding to do this research ?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes; we have sufficient funding to carry out a very
extensive research program in this area. One of the mam points we
meant to convey in the presentation earlier is to make it clear that there
is a wide range of questions on which information should be available
before one reaches the ideal state of knowledge about a problem. So
often people feel that if you just gear it up a little harder, you can
get all the answers next year rather than 3 years from now.
It is important. I think, for this committee to realize the complexity
of the problems and the fact that one cannot just push a button and 2
years later have all the answers. At the same time, I don't think that
we should le^ve the impression that we will not have any additional
standard-setting foundation until the research is completed several
years from now.
We have an ongoing program of research and we may from time to
time reach a point where we can see a basis for another standard or a
modification of an existing standard.
Mr. HEINZ. So it is possible 2 or 3 years from now you might
request tighter standards on one or all of the controlled pollutants?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. HEINZ. At the same time we are discovering pollutants that are
dangerous that we did not anticipate at the time of the 1970 amendments. Is that not the case ?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes; that is the case. I think I would like to ask Dr.
Greenfield to amplify on my answer.
Dr. GREENFIEIJ). We have rather deliberately set up a schedule for
redoing each of the criteria documents that underlie our standards.
We have actually published the schedule in the Federal Register
saying that at the very least on a 3-year cycle we will redo these
criteria documents. However, the research program is not tied to that
cycle. It goes on looking deeper and deeper at the problem of pollutants and their effects on people, the idea being that if new data
surface that indicate that standards must be made more stringent or
relaxed, at that point we will do somethmg about the standard, not
wait for the 3 years to elapse.
Mr. HEINZ. Let me ask you this. If you determine that within the
class of particulate matter which is controlled there is a much more
dangerous subclass; namely, fine particulates which in this hypothetical case you do not now have the authority to control, what would
the agency do if it discovered that fine particulates are an extreme
health hazard?
Dr. GREENFIELD. I^et me correct one thing. We do have the authority
to control fine particulates. As a matter of fact, we have a program
underway right now to both examine the health effects of fine particulates, those particulates below 2 microns in size which seem to be inordinately important from a health standpoint. So we are looking
at ways of controlling these fine particulates.
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Our schedule calls for promulgation of regulations controlling fine
particulates in the next year or so.
Mr. HEINZ. SO you do have authority to control fine particulates?
Dr. GREENFIELD. Yes, sir.
Mr. HEINZ. Would that also be true with respect to polynuclear
organic compounds ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. If we found that any material was a health hazard
that was being put out by either a stationary or mobile source into
the atmosphere and could make the case that these materials were in
concentrations important to impair people's health and were controllable, then indeed we do have the authority to make these regulations.
Mr. HEINZ. In the Pittsburgh geographic area, a portion of which
I am very fortunate to represent, the information available to me
suggests that my area will not be able by 1975 or even 1976 to meet the
ambient air quality standards with respect to particulates and sulphur
oxides, the effluents normally associated with stationary sources of
pollution.
At the same time EPA has promulgated procedures for curtailing
vehicle-miles in Pittsburgh and other areas such as Philadelphia in
my State in an effort to control the emissions of those pollutants;
namely, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and resulting photochemical smog. Do you anticipate that EPA will promulgate similar kinds of constraints or restrictions on stationary point
sources if an area such as Pittsburgh appears not to be able to meet
the 1975 or 1976 ambient air quality standards?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, sir, we are charged under the law to review the
implementation plans submitted by every State and to make a determination whether or not the abatement programs specified are sufficient to achieve the target for the ambient air quality standard within
the law. If they are not sufficient, then we have the job of promulgating the implementation plan provisions that will meet the standards.
Mr. HEINZ. Back in June you did promulgate such standards with
respect to motor vehicle transportation ?
Mr. QuARLES. We proposed them, I believe.
Mr. HEINZ. Proposed them, excuse me. Wliat is your timing anticipated with respect to stationary source pollution ?
Mr. QuARLES. May I finish up on the transportation control plan?
Mr. HEINZ. Certainly.
Mr. QtJARLEs. We proposed those in June. A hearing, I believe,
was held in Pittsburgh within the last, week or two. We are working
on a time schedule of promulgating or having the State promulgate,
if possible, the plans by mid-October. In the case of the Pittsburgh
area, as has been true in a great many other cases, there has been a
great amount of work done in recent weeks and months, particularly
since we proposed the original plan back in June. Quite a number of
modifications to the Pittsburgh plan have been developed by the local
officials there.
We feel that we have a much greater likelihood of reaching agreement with the State and local officials on a plan that Avill be acceptable
to them and to us to handle the Pittsburgh transportation problem.
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Mr. HEINZ. May I continue on that? Is this also true with respect
to the other areas subject to such regulations in my State; namely,
Philadelphia?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, I believe it is.
Mr. HEINZ. YOU are optimistic that you will be able to work out
something that is satisfactory to the mayor and the Governor and
EPA?
Mr. QuARLES. I think that I should not go too far out on a limb
because I have not been briefed right up to the minute on Philadelphia.
Mr. HEINZ. If you can get the mayor of Philadelphia and the Governor to agree on anything, you are quite a man.
Mr. QuARLES. We have had extremely good results in the public
debates that have been held around the country in many of these
cities that have these difficult problems. Two things have happened.
One is that we have seen what can be done, and we have instances
where it can't be done. The proposals that we have made tend to thrash
out these issues and cause others to thrash them out. In that process
we have often reached a meeting of minds with State and local officials on what can be done.
We are finding in some instances to achieve a statutory deadline
would require adoption of the types of measures that we and they alike
agree are just too much within that time frame to realistically expect
can be accomplished without severely disrupting the city. For that
reason in my prepared statement I indicated we felt that some possibility should be provided in the statute to allow additional time where
the problems are most serious.
Mr. HEINZ. When you say "additional time" are you thinking of 1
year or 2 years or are you thinking of a longer time frame ?
Mr. QuARLES. It would vary with each city. Because of the very
great improvement in the control over the automotive emissions themselves each additional year makes a great deal of difference. In most
instances it probably would not take more than an additional year or
two to make it possible to achieve compliance with the standards.
In the case of Los Angeles, possibly in one or two other cases, perhaps more time would be required.
Mr. HEINZ. YOU know, one of the differences between the approach
to automobile combustion and the approach to products of stationary
source combustion is that the 1970 act said that there would not hie
any more than x emitted per mile by an automobile. On the other
hand, the act uses only ambient air quality standards with respect to
stationary sources.
While there have been some problems associated with the manufacture of automobiles meeting the standards, the fact is that they have
made remarkable progress and are within sight of meeting the stringent standard imposed upon them by the 1970 law. The same cannot
be said in many cases for the stationary source of pollution. What
is the agency's position on the possibility of adopting emissions standards for certain kinds of point sources of pollution similar to what
we now have on automobiles which is, let us say, no more than x
micrograms of sulfur dioxide for every ton of steel produced? Has
consideration been given to this? Do you think in the future it will
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be necessary to have this kind of standard to reach our ambient air
quality ^oals?
Mr. QuARLES. The basic question raised by what you are saying is
how do you force the development of technology ?
Mr. HEINZ. That is exactly what I am saying.
Mr. QTTARLES. At this time we have no thought of proposing such
statutory amendments to do more in the way of forcing development
of technology. It has certainly been our experience with regard to
water pollution and it is being our experience with regard to air pollution that the establishment of abatement requirements related to
the receiving environment will of itself tend to force the development
of technology because the implementation plans set targets and in
many cases those are very tough to meet.
As individual companies grapple with the problems of compliance
at individual plants, they will be looking at all of the possibilities of
technological innovation to try to find a better way of meeting that
standard. So that will tend to exert a strong pressure for technological
advance.
Mr. HEINZ. May I interrupt you at this point? I believe you are
saying, if I hear you correctly, is that under the new water pollution
law, all point sources essentially are controlled. As I recall, there is a
rather stringent objective of zero discharge by a certain date as it was
characterized in the preamble to the water pollution bill ?
Mr. QuARLES. In the preamble, it is there as a policy or goal, I have
forgotten which, but the standards that are set forth in the Water Act
are analogous to the new soiirce performance standards in the Clean
Air Act on the basic principle that they mandate the utilization of the
best technology which has been developed to date. In regard to further
advance in technology, that is something that evolves as industries
strive to meet a specified emissions limitation or effluent limitation.
The way these standards are being applied, and we think it is a very
good way, is that the numerical standard is set. It is up to the industry
to figure out how to meet that standard. It leaves them maximum
flexibility. In the course of that, they will do some research and development on their own.
Mr. HEINZ. Where do the most difficult technological problems seem
to be encountered most frequently by industry? Is it with respect to
particulates, or is it with respect to SO2, or both ?
Mr. QuARLES. Certainly there are difficulties with respect to both.
I think at this point we arc more concerned with the need to develop
technology to control sulfur oxide because of the tie-in to the energy
problem. Dr. Greenfield reminds me that we also, of course, have a
control technology development program of our own at EPA, and
that is worth noting for the record, although it is our philosophy and
it is reflected in our program that the basic development of control
technology should be done by industry. Would you want to comment
further on these questions ?
Mr. HEINZ. Maybe we could hold that for a second. I would like to
pursue something yoii suggested earlier. You are suggesting that on
SO2 you are looking for R. & D. solutions. Have you considered any
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more broad-scale approach to develop, within a more or less freemarket approach, better technology to control SO2? If so, are you
going to make those proposals to the Congress ?
Mr. QuARLES. The administration proposed a year ago a sulfur tax.
Mr. HEINZ. An effluent charge ?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes.
Mr. HEINZ. What is your position with respect to effluent charges
generally and specifically effluent charges on SO2?
Mr. QuARLES. I discussed this with Eussell Train the other day. I
am not sure he and I agree. Probably I should not go too far in trying
to generalize on it because there is a wide range of difficult problems
one encounters in trying to generalize on emissions taxes. I personally
believe that establishment and implementation of emissions taxes
would be very difficult to carry out. Many feel that they would work
very well. I know Mr. Train very strongly believes in the sulfur tax.
I think with his background as a tax lawyer, a tax court judge, he has
has seen a number of possibilities along that line which I personally,
I ffuess, have not yet come to understand.
Mr. HEINZ. Did the previous Administrator of EPA, Mr. Ruckelshaus, take any public position with regard of effluent charges?
Mr. QuARLEs. Mr. Ruckelshaus endorsed the concept of the sulfur
tax, but I do not believe that Mr. Ruckelshaus had strong opinions in
this area.
Mr. HEINZ. Although he may not have made any legislative proposals other than the endorsement of the S0« tax, did he not feel that
effluent charges, in fact, did represent a useful way to control pollution
and reduce the amount of effort and resources that had to go into
enforcement. Did he not, in fact, feel that effluent charges were selfenforcing?
Mr. QuARiais. I think I can't comment on that.
Dr. Greenfield, do you wish to comment on that ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. There are lots of arguments pro and con in the
effluent tax area. If you are charging an effluent tax, you have to make
sure what each point source is putting out. Therefore, you have to
increase the effort you put into the enforcement area.
On the other hand, the effluent tax is to my own personal way of
thinking a rather good way of getting equality into the regulatory
process Because it does not allow anybcSy to really get a free ride just
by sitting; back and not putting on the control technology and, therefore, getting a market advantage over the man who is trying to obey
the law and putting in technology. It is a way of achieving that. It is
a way of internalizing the external cost. That is a very useful way of
doing things.
If you would wish, I would go a little more into the control technology as well.
Mr. HEINZ. I suppose what I am most interested in is whether you
feel, given the critical period ahead of us with respect to the stationary sources of pollution, there are additional steps that should be
taken to encourage the development of better technology to deal with
particulates, with fine particulates, and with sulfur oxides?
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Dr. GKEENTIEU). There are two ways of doing this. I think they
both come together. One is the way that says if you have a strong
regulatory program that requires abatement of a certain type and a
schedule to reach it and with sufficient teeth in it so that the company
who is not obeying the standards actually realizes that it has to obey
them or action will be taken against it, then it is a strong incentive
for it to go out and find control technology or possibly develop it.
In addition to that, it behooves an agency of this sort to have a
capability to demonstrate that it knows what it is talking about as to
what the fair technical capabilities are in this country to meet thrae
standards. In other words, in most of the stationary source work it is
not just a question of what the standards should be, but also whether
they can be met. There is an economic overlay that goes in there as well,
and being able to defend the technical position of the agency becomes
a very important matter.
You should be able to demonstrate to the industries that you are
regtilating that you know what you are talking about. Along with this
goes the question of having some ability to encourage and implement
and develop the technology that is needed as well. A typical example
of that is the SO2 stack-cleaning technology which the industry has
been instrumental in developing in this country. A particular case
comes to mind.
We promoted some five different approaches to stack gas cleaninir.
at least four of which are moving along to the point where we think
we are going to be in relatively good shape as far as having that technology available for the country. One of them is of particular interest.
Tliat is the limestone scrubbing process where we are providing in essence a pilot plant and encouraging industries that have particular
problems that are peculiar to their geographic location or their particular technical problem to use that pilot plant to help design the
specific unique type of equipment that thev will need.
It is true that very often you can't design a genuine piece of equipment that will work in all cases. It has to be tailored with individual
plants.
Mr. HEINZ. That would be helpful with respect to cement plants ?
Mr. GREENFIELD. It will be helpful with respect to certain types of
utilities as well.
Mr. HEINZ. High-sulfur, coal-burning electric utilities?
Mr. GREENFIELD. Conditions imder which they exist. So that you
have to take all these steps to move the country along toward the
proper technology.
Mr. HEINZ. Thank you. That is very helpful.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions at this time.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Svmington.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Quarles, in St. Louis I understand we should be having a regional air pollution study going on, RAPS so called. President Allen
Nixon of the American Chemical Society had asked President Nixon
how that was going back in effect because he understood there would be
a reduction in investment in it and was assured by Richard Fairbanks,
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associate director of the Domestic Council, in March that the $5 million a year funding would go forward on schedule. Is that happening?
Dr. GREENFIELD. Yes, Mr. Symington, it is happening. We are committed. I personally and the agency specifically are committed to
pushing that program through because of the importance that is attached to it. The commitment is a multiple-year commitment. We
visualize spending $25 million on that program.
Mr. STMINGTON. It is the first comprehensive study, is it not, of the
complete pollution envelop of a city of that kind ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. Exactly.
Mr. SYMINGTON. It might go to Mr. Heinz's question, too, about
point source pollution as distinct from automotive. I am sure we have
a great deal of both out there. Maybe you will be able to carve it up
and tell us who is doing what.
Dr. GREENFIELD. St. Louis was chosen, as you know, because it is a
rather unique region. It is not bothered up-wind by other sources. It
has a good inventory of various types of pollutants. It has a good data
base that we can lean on. As a result we can go in and look to see what
pollutants are in that city, what is being emitted, and try to trace them
through the city so that we begin to get a good imderstanding of the
dynamics of pollutants in that city.
Mr. SYMINGTON. We will be grateful to learn that we have a good inventory of pollutants there.
Dr. GREENFIELD. You are not alone, Mr. Symington.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Undoubtedly you are achieving a good "harvest"
as you go along.
A press release, dated May 7, 1973, announced that air pollution
levels have decreased significantly. Your statement said that, too, on
the basis of measurements taken in 32 cities for sulfur dioxide, 116
cities for particulate matter. The release indicated there was one monitoring station in the downtown or center-city area.
I understand from your annual report that you have about 2,700 particulate stations, 500 suspended particulate instruments. So my question is, Arc these 116 monitoring stations sufficiently representative of
the totality of your monitoring to enable you to say where you are in
controlling pollution ?
Dr. STEIGERWALD. The long-term trend data—10 years back there
was not much air sampling done in the country. EPA or the group
that was EPA did set up a national air-sampling network which did
consist of one sampling site in each of the major cities in which we
operated. That is the information that we have to use if we are going
to look at a 10-year trend. Since then the cities and States have set up
many more sampling networks. Generally we picked our sites rather
carefully.
It is in the downtown center. Aside from significant point sources it
probably is representative of what is happening to the particulate^ and
the sulfur oxides. It is probably not representative as to what is happening in the oxidant area or the carbon monoxide. We do feel fairly
safe for total particulates and sulfur oxides that our single site is
representative.
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Mr. SYMINGTON. Some time back you indicated that the efficiency
loss for your 1973 vehicles with the latest device was less than 7 percent. Your testimony today is 10 or thereabouts. What caused you to
upgrade the estimate ?
Mr. QtJARiiES. We made tests on the EPA test cycle which is, of
course, the test designed to measure emissions, which indicated the 7percent figure. That series of tests, we believe was a good series of tests
that gave us good information. Most other persons and groups who
have taken positions on this issue have indicated a somewhat higher
degree of fuel penalty. We used a figure here that I think is more
reflective of the general consensus on this subject.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I think in your statement you made the point that
smaller vehicles have enjoyed greater efficiency and the larger, 3,500
pounds or more, less efficiency. Why the difference ?
Mr. QtJARLES. Well, it is important to point out simply at the beginning that there are wide ranges of different vehicles, all of which
present different problems. When I try to come up with any single
percentage like 7 or 10 percent, whatever it might be, there can be a
wide range reflected by a single statistic. I believe that the emissions
control problems have been resolved somewhat more easily by the
smaller cars and they have, therefore, have been able by improving
their power to weight ratio to establish better fuel economy.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I thought you said that in the case of the small cars
there has been an actual improvement in the fuel economy ?
Mr. QtTARLES. Yes.

Mr. SYMINGTON. Whereas the fuel penalties are as high as 30 percent. So when we look at this 10-percent figure should we extrapolate
from that that you are going from, say, —5 to 10 plus in the sense of
efficiency loss because, in fact, you have an efficiency gain in the smaller
car.
Mr. QtTARLES. The point is that the fuel power ranges all over the
lot for different types of cars. The 7- or 10-percent figure is a very
rough average.
Mr. SYMINGTON. It might be useful if you would submit for the
record the records of these tests indicating which you dfeem to be
definitive that would justify the flat-out statement, for example, that
there has been an acual improvement in the fuel economy of small cars
as well as the observable loss in the larger, and which cars, emerging
models and so forth, and the data from which you make these determinations.
Mr. QtTARLES. We will be pleased to submit a statement for the
record.
[The following information was received for the record:]
FUEL ECONOMY DATA

The enclosed paper, "Passenger car fuel economy trends and Influencing
factors," by Messrs. Austin and Hellman, EPA; SAE No. 730790, contains the
requested data.
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Passenger Car Fuel EconomyTrends and Influencing Factors
Thomas C.Austin and Karl H. Hellman
Environmental ftvleclkxt Agency

The subject of passenger car fuel
economy Is important to maay segroenca
of American society. The ootocing public realises that fuel costfl are a significant percentage of the operating
costa of an autofsobile. The oil industry nust be able to predict trends in
fuel economy so that futurt^ uemand can
be forecasted and production planned.
The automobile industry is concerned
because passenger cars with good fuel

economy are demanded by some customers.
Various local, state and federal governmental agencies are Interested in automobile fuel economy for a variety of reasons » including the need to determine such
factors as fleet operating costs, revenues
from road taxes and national energy usage.
This paper presents information about
passenger car fuel economy in a form Intended to be of use to all of these
segments.
ABSTRACT

This paper discusses some trends and
influencing factors in passenger car fuel
econonqr. Fuel econocny and fuel consumption were calculated by a carbon balance
method from HC, CO and CO2 emissions measured by the 1972 Federal Test Procedure.
The Information presented was derived
froa nearly 4,000 tests of passenger cars
ranging from 1937 production models to
1975 prototypes. Data arc presented for
various model year and vehicle weight
categories.
Trends in fuel economy are discussed on
an overall sales-weighted basis ane! for
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each individual weight class. Some of the
factors that influence fuel economy are
quantified through the use of a regression
analysis. Particular en^hasis is placed
on the differences in fuel economy between
those vehicles that were subject to federal emission regulations arid those vehicles
that were not.
Three ways to characterize vehicle specific fuel consumption are presented and discussed. Possible ways to Improve fuel
economy and vehicle specific fuel consunpclon are also discussed.
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DATA SOURCES
Most of Che data used In this study
came from work done for or by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency
(U.S.EPA). There were three major
sources of data: in-house testing,
certification testing and surveillance
programs.
A portion of the EPA in-house data
used was generated during the testing
of prototype vehicles employing advanced emission control syste;is. These
data were from both the continuing correlation study that goes on between EPA
and the automobile manufacturers and the
evaluations of systems developed by organizations that are not automobile
manufacturers.
Data generated during
the development of current and future
testing procedures were also used.
The applicable EPA certification data
consisted of tests run for model years
1972, 1973 and 1974.
The surveillance data were collected
for EPA by contractors during programs
to detenalnc emissions from In-use vehicles. A further description of this
type of data may be found in reference
(D*.
Surveillance data from Denver were
not used because of the differences in
fuel economy that might result from the
significant difference In altitude between Denver and all other test sites.
All of the certification data were
generated using the 1972 Federal Test
Procedure (FTP) as described In the
Federal Register, Vol. 35, No. 219, Nov.
10, 1970, and Vol. 36, No. 55, March 20,
1971.
In-house and surveillance data
were generated using both the 1972 and
1975 FTP. A description of the 1975 FTP
can be found In the Federal Register,
Vol. 36, No. 128, July 2, 1971.
Fuel
economy calculated from data taken using
the 1975 FTP was converted to the equivalent 1972 FTP value using the method
described in Appendix A.
DRIVING CYCLES AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
At the time of the writing of this paper, no universally accepted, standardized

*Niniibers in parentheses designate references at the end of the paper.

measurement and reporting procedure for
passenger car fuel econoo^ exists in this
country. The lack of a standardized cesc
procedure makes comparisons of published
data difficult, especially on an absolute
miles per gallon (mpg) or liters per 100
kilometer (L/lOO km) basis. This paper
presents fuel economy data calculated on
the basis of the 1972 Federal Test Procedure. The 1972 FTP has been \ssed because there exists a large body of fuel
economy data developed from that procedure.
Some of the advantages and disadvantages
of using Che 1972 FTP for a fuel econony
test procedure are as follows;
Advantages
1. The teat is run under closely controlled and^ient conditions on a chassis
dynamometer. This means that wide variations In ambient temperature, humidity»
barometer and road surface properties
are not encountered. Wind and rain are
not a problem.
2. Exactly^the sttne driving cycle
(speed versus time trace) is used for
every test and is followed within specified, close tolerances. The effect of
the human element (driver habits) is
minimized. A detailed and specific set
of instructions for running the emission
test assures that the test Is performed
the same way each time.
3. Many organizations are equipped
with emission measurement equipment and
can perform such tests.
4. The driving cycle used is typical
of operation in urban-suburban areas,
where most of the gasoline for passenger car operation is consumed.
Disadvantages
1. The test does not Include modes
of vehicle operation which are typical
of driving on uncongested freeways and
rural roads.
2. Total road load simulated on the
chassis dynamometer may not accurately
duplicate the rolling resistance and
aerodynamic drag experienced on the
road.
3. The cooling fan airflow characteristics do not exactly reproduce the airflow characteristics of a moving vehicle.
The effect on vehicle warmup may therefore
be slightly different.
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4. Hot start operation la not included.
5. The method of accounting for the
existence of air conditioning, a lOZ increase in the road load horsepower at 50
cph, may not exactly duplicate the overall effects of air conditioning on fuel
econony.
The disadvantages of the 1972 FTP
could be lessened somewhat by a procedure that included both cold and hot
starts.
CALCULATION PROCEDURES
CARBON BALANCE HKTllOD - The fuel economy
and consumption information presented in
this report was calculated from the results of exhaust emission tests run in
accordance with the Federal Test Procedures. Use of the HC, CO and CO2 results
from the ealsslon tests enables fuel econosty to be computed using a carbon balsnce technique. The major assumptloos
in using this technique are:
1. The carbon contained in the HC, CO
and (X>2 In the e^diaust is the only carbon
in the exhaust. This means that other
carbon-contalnlng compounds, such sa
oxygenated hydrocarbons that are not detected by a Flame lonizatlon Detector
(FID) and carbonaceous particulatest are
ignored.
2. All of the carbon that Is measured
In the exhaust in the form of HC, 00 and
CO,
from the fuel; there are no
other sources of carbon.
3. All of the fuel consumed during
the test can be accounted for by the carbon in the exhaust. This means that all
of the fuel that leaves the tank ia
£S8uned to pass through the engine and
that no carbon leaks out of the exhauat
system before being analyzed or evaporates from the vehicle.
Appendix A gives a derivation of the
equation used to calculate fuel economy
on the 1972 FTP.
CORRELATION WITH WEIGH METHODS - A
direct measurement of the might or
volume of fuel used during the test ia
not required to determine fuel econony
by the carbon balance technique.
To examine the correlation between the
carbon balance calcjinted fuel econony

and the fuel weigh techniques, two sets of
comparative teats were examined. The
first consisted of eight tests conducted
at the EPA Motor Vehicle Emission Laboratory In Ann Arbor, Michigan on three different vehicles. The average difference
in fuel economy (calculated fuel econooQr
minus weighed fuel economy, divided by
weighed fuel economy) was found to bs
A.5Z with the calcxilated fuel econoaqr
being higher than the weighed fuel economy. The individual differences ranged
from 2.62 to 8.1Z. The second investigation waa performed using data from th«
work reported in reference <2). The
same calculation was performed on 245
sets of data for which there were both
a fuel weight and HC, CO and CO2 data.
The same type of calculation yielded a
3.3Z difference with the standard deviation of the difference being 8.1Z.
DISCUSSION OF CORRELATION - An exact,
quantitative explanation of these differences is not available at this time.
However, a qualitative, explanation may
be found by examining assumption 3 above.
If all of the fuel that leaves the fuel
tank is not consumed by the engine, the
carbon balance calculation would yield a
lower fuel consumption (better fuel economy) than the weigh loethod.
Limited, preliminary testa done at EPA
to quantify the magnitude of evaporativ*
emissions using the Sealed Housing for
Evaporative Determinations (SHED) technique indicate that at least some, and
possibly all, of the difference between
the weigh and carbon balance methods of
determining fuel economy may be attributable to evaporative losses. EPA's preliminary data indicate that the total evaporative loss from a vehicle, even a vehicle with an evaporative control ayaten,
cculd be in the neighborhood of SO grams
during the 1972 test and subsequent onehour hot soak. Losses which occur vhen
the engine is not operating are significant because fuel from the weigh can muat
replace any fuel which evaporated from
the fuel pump, carburetor bowl, intake
manifold and fuel line plumbing between
the fuel pump and carburetor aince the
previous engine shut-down.
Other investigators (3) have also reported high evaporative emission loaaes
from vehlclea when tlie SHED technique ±m
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used Co measure hot soak losses. More
procedure development Is needed, however,
before total fuel evaporative losses are
accurately detemlned. SHED techniques
for neasurlng running losses need the
oost refinenent; preliminary in-house
attempts have required the use of as yet
imprecisely defined correction factors
to account for engine air consumption
and imperfect sealing of the dynamometer
area.
Appendix A includes a EacdlfIcatlon
i^lch can be made to the basic fuel econony equation if total fuel evaporative
eoisslons are known.
CALCULATION OF "AVERAGE HPG" - Each
"average miles per gallon" value in this
paper refers to the harmonic mean, rather
than the arithmetic mean> of all the mpg
data.
The appropriateness of the harmonic mean fuel economy can be Illustrated
by the following example:
A vehicle makes a 200-mile trip in two
lOO-mlle segments. Ten gallons are consumed on the first segment, five gallons
are consumed on the second segment. The
fuel economy for the first segment is ten
mpg. The fuel economy for the second segment Is 20 mpg. What is the average fuel
economy for the entire 200 mile trip?
Taking the arithmetic mean of the individual fuel economy values [(10 + 20)/2
* 15] yields 15 mpg, trtiich is not the
true fuel economy for the trip.
The trip
was 200 miles long. The total number of
gallons used was 15. The average miles
per gallon, therefore. Is (200/15 « 13
1/3) 13 1/3 mpg.
Average fuel economy should be reported
as total miles traveled divided by total
gallons used. When all individual mpg
values considered in determining an overall average mpg are baaed on trips of
equal length then the harmonic mean of
the individual fuel economy values will
equal the total miles divided by the
total gallons used. This relationship
Is derived in Appendix B.
FUEL ECONOMY TRENDS
The average fuel economy for the model
year and inertia weight (IW) classes considered In this study Is presented in
Table 1. This table includes data for
ax>del ytw.r 1974 and prototype 1975 vehicles also. Tlie nodel year 1974 data

were data from the 1974 certification program that were available when this paper
was written. The model year 1975 data
were from the EPA in-hous« testing discussed earlier.
Also presented is an uncontrolled w—
hide average fuel econoi^ obtained by
considering the class of vehicles 1957
through 1967 as one class in each inertia
weight category. The '57-*67 average a^
be considered "uncontrolled" or "basellae**
fuel economy since no nationwide exhaust
emission controls were required for these
model years, and an investigation of
Table 1 shows nc apparent trend in fuel
economy over this eleven-year period.
Fuel consumption in liters per 100 kilometers (L/lOO km) for the same model year
and inertia weight categories as appear
in Table 1 is tabulated as Appendix C.
Tables D-1 through I>-3 of Appendix D contain the number of data points in each
model year/inertia weight category and
the standard deviations for each category.
The percent changes In fuel economy for
each model year and inertia weight class
coopered to the uncontrolled average in
the same inertia weight class is tabulated
as Appendix E.
Figure 1 shows the percent change in
fuel economy of model year 1973 vehicles
from the *57-*67 average. This figure
shows that 1973 vehicles In all inertia
weight classes up to 3500 lbs. have Improved fuel economy, coaqiared to uncontrolled vehicles. Vehicles in the Inertia
weight classes 4000 lbs. and above have
worse fuel economy, compared to uncontrolled
vehicles,
The use o.' control devices and techniques to meet the federal emission standards, while not the only difference
between uncontrolled and 1973 vehlcleSt
may be accounting for some or all of
the changes in fuel economy. If^ one attributes the losses in fuel econooqr shown to
emission controls, then, logically, one
must also attribute the gains in fuel economy shown to emission controls.
Why should this difference In fuel economy change exist? The authors offer the
following hypothesis. More emission control is required for heavier vehicles, OQ
the basis of grams of pollutant allowable
per gram of fuel burned. In general, uncontrolled NOx emissions arc proportional
to vehicle weight, lighter vehicles re-
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Table 1
Fuel Economy in Miles per Gallon for Various
Model Years and Inertia Weight Categoric*
(— indicates no data)
Inertia Weight
Hodel
Year

1750

2000

2250

57

—

26.4

58

—

25.3

59

—

28.6

_

60

—

20.4

—

61

—

29.4

—

62

~

25.8

2500

2750

3000

_____
18.2

—

3500

4000

*500

5000

5500

14.7

13.0

_

_

12.5

15.2

12.5

8.6

—

13.2

—

13.6

_

_

15.2

15.0

13.2

12.7

13.8

—

22.3

24.5

—

15.7

12.4

10.8

10.9

—

20.9

16.3

17.2

11.4

14.0

10.5

10.6

—

—

—

18.0

16.3

13.0

13.8

12.6

10.8

-r

63

—

23.2

19.5

—

16.1

14.7

12.6

12.0

11.1

10.6

—

64

—

22.8

—

~

17.3

16.2

13.7

12.9

U.4

11.0

—

65

—

23.8

—

~

18.3

15.2

13.7

12.3

11.7

10.3

—

66

—

20.9

—

12.7

14.9

14.6

13,9

12.3

12.1

11.3

9.3

67

—

22.6

25.7

—

18.7

15.9

13.1

12.1

11.6

11.2

10.3

68

—

19.3

20.5

18.5

19.7

15.6

13.3

12.0

11.3

9.3

—

69

—

22.2

20.3

18.8

—

15.4

13.3

11.9

11.3

9.1

10.8
9.9

70

—

23.4

19.3

17.5

18.5

15.9

13.3

12.0

10.9

10.1

71

27.2

22.6

21.4

19.3

18.3

14.8

12.2

U.7

10.7

9.6

10.9

•n

—

23.0

21.9

19.6

20.0

14.4

13.3

11.1

10.7

9.6

9.3

73

24.8

23.8

21.9

19.7

17.5

15.6

13.9

10.8

10.1

9.3

8.6

74

_

_

19.2

19.3

19.7

16.9

15.2

11.1

10.3

9.4

8.3

75

—

—

20.1

17.4

16.6

—

14.3

—

10.1

9.6

8.4

57-67
Aver.

—

23.2

21.7

19.1

17.1

15.4

13.5

12.6

11.7

10.9

10.5
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FIGURE 1
PER CENT CHANGE IN FUEL ECONOMY
BETWEEN ^57-^67 AVE. AND 73 VERSUS INERTIA WEIGhfT
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quiring less NO^ control than heavier
vehicles. The uncontrolled MOx levels
of many lighter vehicles arc close to,
or below, the level required by the 197375 Federal Standards. To achieve the
level of control required by the standards, heavier vehicles have required
more NOx control than lighter vehicles.
The current techniques for NOx control
chosen by the manufacturers of heavier
vehicles are those which cause fuel economy penalties.
Examples of such techniques are spark retard and exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR) systems that recirculate a higher percentage of e?diau8t gas
during light loads than during heavy
loads.
^tanufacturerB of lighter vehicles,
being less concerned with NOx emissions,
may have been able to achieve sufficient
emission control by working primarily on
improved fuel control. Lean air/fuel
ratios tend to reduce HC and CO. Vfhile
improving fuel control on heavier vehir-.les may havy tended to inprove fuel
econooqr, any jains may have been over-

.

1

.

1

.

INERTIA WEIGHT

shadowed by the techniques used to
achieve the required reductions in NOx
levels.
Weight is seen to have a secondary
effect on fuel economy when emission
standards are in the picture. The fuel
economy loss realized by heavier vehicles can be thought of as being attributable to this secondary effect of
weight.
Another reason for part of the difference in the fuel economy change between
lighter and heavier vehicles may be the
use of fuel injection systems by some
manufacturers of the lighter weight vehicles. The weight classes in which
fuel econoD^ gains have been registered
since the advent of federal emission
standards are primarily those in which
some vehicles are currently offered for
sale with fuel injection.
SALES-WEIGHTED FUEL ECONOMY - Because
the changes in fuel economy are not the
same for all inertia weight classes, car
must be exercised in determining the ove
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aXl change In fuel economy for a given
rrodel year. In order to obtain an esCi:3ace of overall average fuel economy, a
definition of the term "overall average
fuel economy" for any given model year or
gT-oup of model years is needed. "Overall
average fuel economy" has been defined
here as the sales-weighted miles per
gallon (swEpg) derived from the sales
volune in each inertia weight class and
the fuel consumption in that class for
a given model year. That is:

shown in Figure 3. The maximum difference between the DOT fuel economy and the
EPA fuel economy at any given point in
time is 6.8 percent, with the average
being 5.9 percent. The 1972 test procedure correlates very well with the national average fuel economy reported by DOT.
If the nampg had been based on the 1975
Federal Test Procedure instead of the 1972
Federal Test Procedure, the results would
have matched almost exactly, since the
1975 FTP yields fuel economy about 5 percent better than the 1972 FTP, on the
swmpg ~ 235.2/Ef£Ci
(1)
average, based on our analysis of 1972
vhere:
FTP and 1975 FTP fuel economy from 68
swmpg is sales-weighted fuel economy
in-house tests on 1975 prototype vehlclaa.
for a given model year,
The calculation methods and the necesfi is the fraction of total sales for
sary data for the calculation of swmpg
a given model year which occurred in
and nampg are given in Appendix P.
Inertia weight class i,
Figure 2 does not show model years
ci Is the fuel consumption in liter/100
beyond 1973 because sales fraction
lua in inertia weight class 1 for a given
extrapolations cannot be accurately made
iDodel year, and
beyond one year, especially in ligjht of
235.2 is the conversion constant used
the sales fraction shifts which appear
to convert metric to English units.
to be occurring. In addition, the fuel
For both uncontrolled and controlled
economy for 1975-model'year vehicles may
nodel years the f^^ values are obtained
be significantly different than Is indifrom reference (4).
cated by the limited prototype testing
Figure 2 is a plot of sales-weighted
conducted by EPA. The EPA data Indicate
fuel econoDT^ for the model years 1957
slight losses for light weight vehicles
through 1973. Since reference (4) uses
and essentially no change for heavy cars
registration data which are not yet avail- compared to 1973. General Motors has
able for 1973 models, the sales fraction
recently indicated, however, that they
in each inertia weigiht class for the 1973
anticipate significant Improvements over
models is assumed to be the same as for
1973 fuel economy levels at either the
the 1972 models. Should the 1973 regisoriginal statutory 1975 emission levels
tration data show that the lighter cars
or the 1975 interim standard levels
have achieved greater market penetration
(nationwide and California).
than they did in 1972_, then the true
The GH data indicate 11.52 fuel economy
1973 sales-weighted fuel economy may be
In^rovement ove- 1973 levels at the orihigher than shown in Figure 2.
ginal statutory 1975 standards or the 1975
Figure 2 also shows sales-weighted fuel
California interim standards. The nationeconony for U. S. production from referwide interim standards, wliich must be met
ence (5). These data show a different
by most of the 1975 production, will repeak controlled year and also are signifi- sult in a 22Z improvement according to
cantly higher in fuel economy than the
CM (7). The data cited in reference (7)
results of this paper for swmpg. Both
were for a vehicle in the 5500 lb. Inertia
1973 data points on Figure 2 are estiweight class.
mates.
The reason for the difference in 1975
In order to conqiare the correlation beprototype fuel economy seen in the EPA
tween the fuel economy calculated using
and CM data is that the CM data resulted
from the testing of more sophisticated
the data in this paper and the existing
fuel economy data from the Department of
systems than have been available to EPA.
Transportation (6), national average fuel
THE EFFECT OF EMISSION CONTROLS - The
economy (nampg) has been calculated for
trend in sales-weighted fuel econonqr
the years in which data were available.
shown in Figure 2 is the result of many
Tlie resultr. of these computations are
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FIGURE 2
SALES-WEIGHTED FUEL ECONOMY
VERSUS MODEL YEAR .
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Influencing factors. In order to Isolate the effect of emission controls, it
is necessary to eliminate as many other
factors as possible. The Influence of
weight trends can be eliminated by using
a fixed set of f^ (market fraction in IW
class "1") values in combination with
two sets of ct (fuel consuitptlon ia IW
class "i") values when calculating swmpg.
If svmpg is calculated once with ci
values for the '57-'67 uncontrolled
vehicles and once using 1973 ci values,
then comparison of 1973 vehicle fuel
economy to "baseline" fuel economy can
be made without the confounding influence of a changing market.
The swmpg using the 1972 f^ values and
the '57-'57 Ci values is 12.98. Using
the 1973 Ci values with the 1972 fi
values yields a sales-weighted miles per
gallon of 11.67. Tlierefore, the loss In
sales-weighted fuel economy due to the
emission controls applied to the 1973
models is 10.IZ.

VEHICLE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
In the preceding discussion concerning
vehicle fuel economy, all vehicles were
treated equally, and light vehicles were
shown to have better fuel economy than
heavy vehicles. However, merely considering miles per gallon (or liters per
100 kilometers) may be unfair to the
heavier vehicle since the heavier vehicle may be able to do more useful work,
that is, carry more passengers and luggage, than a lighter vehicle. A way to
compare vehicles on a possibly more
equitable basis has been suggested (8)
and is used here. Vehicle specific fuel
consumption (VSFC) is defined by the relationship:
VSFC

HPC (W)

(2)

where K is a constant and U is a weight
term. Appendix C shows that this Is
dlmenslonally equivalent to the better
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known term "specific fuel consumption"
used when discussing the fuel consumption
of engines.
Three different kinds of vehicle specific fuel consumptions, depending on the interpretation of the weight
term in the denominator of the equation
defining VSFC, are:
1.
Indicated Vehicle Specific Fuel
Consunption (IVS).
2.
Potential Vehicle Specific Fuel
Consunption (PVS).
3.
Nominal Vehicle Specific Fuel
Consumption (NVS).
IVS Is obtained by using the inertia
weight in the weight term of the VSFC
equation.
It Is called "indicated" vehicle specific fuel consumption because
it is the VSFC Indicated by the test,
and also because it includes the entire
weight of the vehicle and therefore can
be considered analogous to Indicated
specific fuel consumption (ISFC) for
engines «4ilch includes friction and
other parasitic (power absorbing) leases.

PVS is obtained by using the maximum
vehicle capacity for the weight term in
the VSFC equation. This is analogous to
a weighted Brake Specific Fuel Consxaiqptlon (BSFC) determined over a duty cycle
for an engine.
Inherent in this definition is the assumption that the useful
work done by a passenger vehicle is that
work done by carrying passengers and
their luggage.
In determining PVS, the
numerator of the basic VSFC equatioa is
multiplied by a factor to account for
the increased fuel consumption of the
vehicle when the load is greater than
the 300 pounds used for the eoiission test
and in the IVS and NVS terms. Appendix G
discusses this factor in detail.
NVS is obtained by using a nominal vehicle load of 300 lbs. for the weight tern
of the VSFC equation. Three hundred pounds
is a close approximation to the average
load carried by passenger vehicles (9).
Inspection will show that NVS is directly
proportional to the fuel consumption in

FIGURE 3
NATIONAL AVERAGE FUEL ECONOMY
VERSUS CALENDAR YEAR
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lltcrs/lOO km discussed earlier.
IVS, PVS and NVS were calculated for
Chose vehicles for which 1973 certification data were available. Data from
1306 tests were included. One difficulty in calculating PVS was the identification of a capacity for each vehicle.
Investigation of owner's manuals for
several different manufacturers revealed
that the capacities were not always reported the same way and that the maxinum vehicle capacity could vary within
the saae model. Becaubz of these inconsistent data, the designated capacities
given in Table 2 were used. These are
the authors' estimates of reasonable
values for maximum capacities of the
types of vehicles considered. These
capacities were matched to the various
vehicle types In the sample.
Table 3 shows that the TVS is not
strongly dependent on vehicle type or
inertia weight. There is not much to
differentiate vehicles if IVS is the
parameter of interest.
Table 4 and Figure 3 both display PVS
for different vehicle types and inertia
traights. Figure 3 shows that a wide
range of different vehicles can obtain
essentially equivalent PVS. For example,
all passenger car types can achieve a PVS
of .A to .45. Figure 3 also shows for a

given vehicle wel^t class, the vehicle
with the best (lowest) PVS is the one
with the greatest capacity. For example,
at 3500 lb. or at 4000 lb., the PVS decreases as the number of passengers (and
hence the capacity) increases. Therefore,
based on PVS, the vehicles in a given
weight class that are potentially the
most efficient are those which have the
largest fraction of their gross wei^c
assignable to passengers and luggage.
Table 5 shows that, considering NVS«
the potential benefit of a large vehicle
(with a large potential for carrying
passengers and luggage) Is lose If thec
capacity is not utilized.
In summary, on a vehicle specific fuel
consumption basis,, heavy vehicles arc not
necessarily less efficient than li^c vehides, if they are loaded to capacity.
Heavy vehicles will have poorer vehicle
specific fuel consumption, however, IC
their potential capacity is under-utilized. Most vehicles on the road today are
under-utilized, based on the average auaber of passengers carried (9), and therefore NVS Is the most appropriate concept
of the three types of VSFC considered.
Light vehicles not only get better fuel
economy than heavy vehicles, they are
also more efficient since NVS Is proportional to fuel consumption.

Table 2
Designated Vehicle Capacities
K\nber of Passengers
Including Driver

Capacity
Kaximm, lbs.

2

300

"noebrcjrcle"

2

400

"snail sports"

450

"large sporta"

725

"subconpact"

750

"pony"

925
1050

Nominal Vebld.
Type

"5 passenger sedan
"coapact"

1075

"Internediate"

UOO

"full else"

1250

"van"

Ill
Table 3
Indicated Vehicle Specific Fuel Consunptlon (IVS)
for Various Capacities and Inertia Weights

(.numtler or [>as3enge!rs in parentn<isesj

1

Capac itles
Inertia
WelRht

,

515*
1750
2000
2250
2500
2750
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500

300
(2)
.187

-

400
(2)

_
-

.084
.088
.078
.092
.138

-

450
(2) .

.
.083
.082
.078
.121
.126

-

725

750

(*? .

<M .

925
(5>

1050
<6)

.087
.074
.077
.077
.076
.083
.076
.084
.088

-

_
-

.077
.098
.098

.085
.076
.100
.085

-

-

-

-

.080
.077
.083
.084

-

Table 4

1075
(6)

1100
(6)

1250
(7)

.077
.084
.085
.080

.078
.084
.083
.079

.069
.085
.076
.085
.088

1100

1250

W .
_
-

(')
-

',•-,.

Potential Vehicle Specific Fuel Consusjptlon (PVS)
for Various Capacities and Inertia Weights
(number of passengers in parentheses)
Capac itles

Inertia

300

Weight

ilL.

515*
1750
2003
2250
2500
2750
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500

.324

-

400
(2) .

-

.443
.516
.508
.654
1.067

-

450
<2)

.489
.529
.548
.982
1.164

-

725
(4> .

-

.266
.246
.285
.310
.333
.394
.413
.511
.598

-

750

<*)
.486
.578
.649

-

925
<5)

.333
.341
.502
.473

-

1050

W .
.286
.313
.377
.419
-•

-

1075
(.6)

•

-

\' —
.307
.372
.416
.431

-

.338
.407
.437
.454

.245
.337
.333
.402
.455

*Hotorc]rcle data uere calculated fron data in reference (10), with capacity 300 lbs., and nominal load - 150 lbs., and inertia weight - curb weight + 150
lbs.
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Table S
Nominal Vehicle Specific Fuel Consumption (HVS)
for Various Capacities and Inertia Weights
(number of passengers In parentheses)
Capacities
Inertia
WciRht

300

400
(2)

515*
1750
2000
2250
2500
2750
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500

.648

W

-

-

450

725

750

925

_ii)_

<*)
_

<«)
-

<5?

_
-

.562
.659
.651
.841
1.377

.691
.753
.782
1.413
1.683

-

-

.517
.490
.579
.641
.697
.834
.890
1.117
1.320

.892
1.300
1.475

-

-

1050
(6)

-

-

.848
.892
1.339
1.281

.801
.901
1.110
1.257

-

uoo

1075
(6)

-

-

.902
1.116
1.271
1.338

-

1250
(7)

(.(•)

-

1.034
1.266
1.382
1.453

-

.802
1.136
1.145
1.409
1.610

^Motorcycle data calculated from data In reference (10), with capacity - 300
lbs., nominal load •• 150 lbs. and Inertia weight > cfirb vei^t + 150 lbs.

FIGURE 4
PVS VERSUS INERTIA WEIGHT
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plotted against calculated fuel economy
for each lU class and for all weight
REGRESSION ANALYSIS - References (H),
classes collectively. These plots were
(12). (13) and (14) all discuss factors
constructed to allow the type of rela*
that influence fuel economy.
In order
tionshlp between each variable and fuel
to see how the data from the carbon baleconomy to be determined. The plots
ance method compare to the existing litgenerated for each inertia weight
erature in estimating the effects of dif- class eliminated the confounding of the
relationships between individual variferent parameters on fuel economy, an
ables and fuel economy which can be
analysis using the 1973 certification
caused by relationships between some of
data from vehicles with conventional enthe variables and inertia weight. For
gines was made. The resulting data set
example, CID values tend to increase as
represented more than 1400 tests.
Inertia weight Increases.
Available specifications for each of
Analysis of these plots indicated
Che vehicles tested included:
1. horsepower (HP)
that only two of the variables, inertia
weight and compression ratio, were non2. displacement (CID)
llnearly related to fuel economy. For
3. compression ratio (CR)
4.
axle ratio (AR)
some of the other variables, in some Inertia weight classes, a nonlinear fit
5. revolutions per minute per mile
might have been more appropriate. Beper hour in top gear (N/V)
cause the nonlinear trends were lacoa6. inertia weight class (IW)
slstent, however, linear relationships
7.
transmission type
were
assumed.
8. NOx level in grams per mile.
A multiple regression analysis was
Eadi of these parameters were Judged to
have potential for affecting fuel economy. performed on th^ following equation:
Other available specifications (bore,
MFC - A + B(1/IW) + C(HP/IW) + D(HP/CID)
stroke, tire size, bore spacing, etc.)
+ E(AR) + F(HP) + G(CID)
were not used because they either were
+ H[(CR*M)/CR'^] + I (N/V)
partially accounted for by the speci+ J (CID) (N/V) + K(NOx)
(3)
fications that were used (bore and
Table 6 shows the results of the first
stroke are related to CID, tire size
regression and nine subsequent regresIs related to N/V, etc.)» were Judged
sions in which the least significant
to have an insignificant effect on
terms (determined from the computed "T"
fuel economy (color of car, bore
values) were dropped one at a time until
spacing, etc.), or were difficult to
only the terms A+B(1/IW) were left. Rsquantify because of their transient
ducing the number of terms in the equanature (spark timing and air/fuel
tion from eleven to two changed the M>Cratio, etc.).
relation coeff'.dent from .9475 to .9277.
After considering the different
The standard error of estimate was diaogcoaobinations of the vehicle paraoteters
ed from 1.4S to 1.66.
that could affect fuel economy, a multiNeither the correlation coefficient nor
ple regression analysis was performed
the standard error of estimate were changon an equation including the following
ed
when the NO^ term was eliminated. The
variables:
resultant ten-tern equation appears to be
1. HP
a good predictor of fuel economy for ve2. HP/CID
hicles designed to meet the 1973-74
3. HP/IW (power to weight ratio)
Federal motor vehicle emissions standards.
4.
CID
However, since vehicle weight has such an
5.
(CID) (N/V) (cubic Inches per
overwhelming Influence on foel economy
mile)
(as indicated by the high degree of cor6.
IV
relation which still exists when only
7. N/V
the terms A+B(1/IW) remain), it is con8.
CR
ceivable that the coefficients assigned
9. AR
to some of the last eight terms of the
10. NOx
equation could be in error, even dlrecA total of 90 plots was generated in
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE FUEL ECONOMY

^Ich eacU of the above variables was

tionally in error, without having a slg-
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nlfleant InpacC on the correlation coefficient of the total equation. It was,
therefore, of Interest to test how well
the ten-term equation predicts the effects
of saall changes in vehicle parameters
made one at a time.
Reference (12) reported the changes In
measured urban fuel economy as a number
of alterations were made to a vehicle, one
at a time.
Reference (12) did not specify the vehicle used in sufficient detail.
Only the weight (3600 lbs.), compression
ratio (8.6:1) and axle .ratio C2.':l) were
given.
If the displacement of the vehicle
in reference (12) was 318 CID (as one of
the co-authors of reference (12) has indicated to the authors of this paper) and
the vehicle was the same as the vehicles
of that type certified by EPA, then
values for the other parameter were 150
horsepower and 35.4 N/V. The test
weight assumed as a baseline Is 3900
lbs., allowing 300 lbs. for test equipment and the driver. Table 7 shows the
percent change in fuel economy measured
by reference (12) and predicted by the
ten-term equation for changes in compression ratio, axle ratio, weight and
displacement.

The changes predicted by the equation
are in each Instance directlonally correct and, generally, in close agreement
with the measured values. ITie only significant difference appears in the
effect of a change in CID. Reference
(12) did not report how this change was
made and whether HP/CID remained constant.
Our calculation is based on the assumption
that HP/CID remained constant as displacement was changed by exactly lOX. This
assumption may be in error. If the
engine In the vehicle was changed, then
engines of 273 CID, 340 CID or 360 CID
could have been used. The differences In
displacement would then be -14Z, 7Z and
13Z, respectively, not lOZ. Some method
must have been used to estimate the
effect on fuel economy of a lOX change
in displacement.
The effect of the changes in axle
ratio, compression ratio and weight on
the other variables were, of course, considered. For example, a change in vehicle weight affected the value of both
the (1/IW)..term and the (HP/IW) tem.
The effect of the compression ratio
change on engine horsepower was assuaed
to be that predicted by theory, i.e.

Table 6
Values of the Coefficients and the Correlation Coefficient (K)
from the Regression Analysis for Different Numbers of Terms
Number of Terms

11

R

8

10

-9.9549
47,196
-192.20
1.6827
-.76562
.03155
-.00678
27.059
.04186
-.00011
.01816

-9.8618
. 47,161
-192.42
1.6774
-.76544
.03158
-.00682
27.022
.04176
-.00011

-7.6642
43,874
-211.86
2.6850
-.81220
.03271
-.00984
23.850
.01532

.9475

.9475

.9473

-8.1303 5.6678 2.7167 4.4727 2.8861 1.7592
49,607 48,702 50,627 44,270 44,930 50,773
-214.40 -204.32 -196.48 -132.64 -117.48 -72.503
2.7147 3.2784 5.4540 5.1444 3.7790
-.64380 -.66387 -.52651 -.49216
.03310 .03012 .01574
-.00988 -.00909
24.566

.9473

.9468

.9457

.9447

.9436

.9397

-1.2808
52,430

.9277
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Table 7
Comparison of Measured* and Predicted
Changes In Fuel Economy
Percent Change
In Fuel EconoD^

Parameter

OrlKlnally

Axl* BaClo

ChauKed to

Measured

Predicted

2.71

2.98

-1.74

-1.55

2.71

2.45

+1.74

+1.55

Compression
Ratio

8.6

9.5

-(•2.61

+3.29

8.6

7.7

-2.61

-3.81

Halght

3900

A260

-4.35

-3.46

3900

3540

•14.35

+3.97

318

350

-1.74

-5.11

318

286

+1.74

+5.U

DtsplaceaenC

«l>y referenca

0.2).

HP2 - HPi [C(CR-'i-l)/CR-*)2/CCCa-*-l)
/CR'*)l3. The conparlson of the valuea
predicted by the fuel economy equation
and values measured by reference (12)
Indicates that the equation may provide
a good estimation of the effect of the
changes in various parameters on urbansuburban fuel economy. The accuracy of
the absolute fuel economy values predicted by the equation could be further
increased if the variables of carburetor calibration, spark timing and valve
timing vere included.
To determine the effect of an automatic
transmission on fuel economy, tventy-four
regressions were run. One equation was
developed using only the data from manual
transmission equipped cars and another
equation was developed using only the
data from automatic transmission equipped
cars. Additionally, equations were developed for autoaatics and taanuals in
each inertia weight class.
The effect of automatic transmissions
on fuel economy was determined by using
a given set of variables (e.g. HP, CID,
N/V, etc.) in the equation developed for
manual transmissions and also In the equation developed for automatic transmissions.
The fuel ecunomy calculated using the auto-

'
matic transmission equation was subtracted
from the fuel economy calculated using the
manual transmission equation. The resultant difference in fuel econonqr was divided
by the fuel economy value calculated using
the manual transmission equation to detet^
mine the percent difference. Automatics
are calculated to result in only a 1.8X
loss in fuel economy.
Similar calculations made for the individual inertia weight classes show that
the loss associated with automatics Is
not Che same for all weight classes.
Heavier vehicles (above 3000 lbs. lU) show
no penalty associated with the use of automatic transmissions while lighter vehicles
show about a 6X penalty, perhaps due to
the use of less sophisticated transmissloos
or low power tr weight ratios which require
more use of the torque converter.
The penalties calculated by the equation developed with the regression analysis are much lower than others have reported in the past. Including reference (12).
A possible reason for the difference in
the levels reported here is that emission
levels have been held to the same limits
(i.e. 1973 standards). Manual transmission equipped vehicles may require more
severe calibrations to achieve eaissloa
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lave Is achieved by automaclc transmission equipped vehicles. THe use of
greater amounts of spark retard, for
e;-;:!=iple, can lead to reduced efficiency
which tends to neaatn any efficiency
advantages of the t&jnu-il tcansoxisslon
over the aucopiatiIhe lack of any slgniilc^nt difference
between vehicles with automatic and manual transmissions supports the use of the
equation developed through the regression
analysis of all the data for either autociatic or manual equipped cars.

The effect of vehicle "state of tune"
is difficult to quantify. Testing programs conducted by EPA have data from
which the effect of a tuneup on ftiel economy can be calculated. The results of a
program in which randomly selected, privately owned vehicles were tested in the
"as received" and "tuned" conditions
Indicated that, on the average, fuel economy was improved by 6Z because of the
tuneup. However, reference (15) concluded that the effect of a tuneup on fuel
economy, baaed on tests of 75 vehicles,
was
insignificant. The fact that the
OTHER FACTORS - Factors not predicted
data in reference (15) were taken from
by the regression analysis discussed avehicles operating at high altitude may
bove also affect fuel economy. The manhave affected the reault. From the forener in which the v^ide is driven, the
going, the effect of a tuneup on vehicle
use of convenience devices, ambient confuel economy can be said to range frost
ditions, the "state of tune" of the ve0% (no effect) to a 6X gain.
hicle, rolling resistance and aerodynamic
The most readily available data on Che
drag are all inportast.
effects of changing rolling resistance
The effect of hov hard the vehicle is
come from reference (12) which shows
driven has been quantified in reference
approximately a 2.6Z gain for radial tires,
(11). The effect on urban fuel economy
compared to conventional tires, in urban
due to a change In driver habits (approxoperation. Others (16) have quoted higher
imated by changing the acceleration rates
gains, lOZ not being unusual, but the veused for the cycle driven) resulted in
hicle types and driving cycles were not
the follovlng: doubling the nominal acspecified exactly. The above data show
celeration of 6 tt/»*c3. to 12 ft/aec2 rethat using radial tires instead of convensulted in approxlaat«ljr a 6J. fuel economy
tional tires, can Improve fuel economy.
penalty, vhile halving the acceleration
The effect of nominal changes in
to 3 ft/Bec2 resulted in approximately an
aerodynasiic drag in tirban operation are
8X gain In fuel econony. It con be seen
negllslble (12). However, for highway
that a norc sedate approach to acceleraoperation aerodynamic drag can become
tion by the driver vlll Inprove his fuel
important, if not dominant. Aerodynamic
economy.
effects on fuel economy can be separated
The use of coovcnlaaea oecasaorlos has
into two parameters, drag coefficient and
been discussed In referencM (11), (12),
frontal area. Drag coefficients for pasand (14). Table 8 give* tha affect on
senger vehicles tend to be between .4 and
fuel econony of the operation of engine
.6 (17) (18). Frontal areas for most comaccessories and eoovanlanc* devle**.
Reference (11) did not break out tb* (paci- mon passenger cars range from about 17 to
2S square feet. Therefore, the product of
fic effect of ead> occaisa y and davlea.
dreg coefficient times frontal area can
Ambient temperatura can affect fuel
range
from 6.8 to IS and the fuel consumed
econoaiy in two way*, first, lAan Cha
in overcoming aerodynamic resistance could
ambient temperatura la low, vablelas
vary over more than a two to one range at
tend to warn up slowar, vltb a consaquant
fuel econony penalty. This warm up penal- a given vehicle speed. Light-weight vehicles, because of their generally smaller
ty can be as much as 2H to 30X depending
size, have lower frontal areas than heavier
on trip length, based on data from refervehicles. Therefore, the fuel consumed to
ence (11), for an ambient temperature
overcome air resistance for a lighter vechange from 70*P to 10*P. Secondly,
hicle 1* less, if the drag coefficients of
fully warmed up fuel economy also la
the two vehicles arc equal. However, a
affected by ambient temperature. A
large vehicle with an extremely good (low)
penalty of about 6Z is attributed to an
drag coefficient could match the fuel conambient temperature of lO'F compared to
suspclon performance of a small vehicle
a 70*F ambient in reference (11).
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Table 8
Effect of Engine Accessories and Convenience Devices
Fuel Economy Penalty
(urban operation)^

Type of Accessory

Reference

Power steering, air conditioning, generator

7.7X

(12)

Air conditioning

in (SS'F andilent)

(12)

Alr.ernator

7.8Z

(12)

Fan

about IZ

(12)

Power steering

about IZ

(12)

Automatic transmlssloa

UZ to 15.5Z

(U)

Air conditioning

9Z (70'F ambient)

(lA)

Automatic transtoisslon

5Z to 6Z

This paper

Automatic transmission

OZ to 6Z

(11)

with a poor (high) drag coefficient,
considering aerodynamic resistance only.
Reference (12) Indicates the importance
of aerodynamic effects, showing that a
10% decrease in drag coefficient results in a it.2% improvement in fuel
economy at 70 miles per hour.
POSSIBLE FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
SHORT-TERM POSSIBILITIES - The results of the regression analysis indicate v;hich of the parameters considered
have the most significant effects on
fuel economy. Vehicle weight, the parameter with the greatest effect on fuel
economy, could be reduced significantly
in new passenger cars. Previous studies
(19) indicate that the replacement of
some body components currently made of
steel (hood, trunk lid, doors, front
fenders, bumpers, misc.) with aluminuis
components could reduce the weight of a
3600 pound vehicle to 3150 pounds, a
reduction of 12.5Z. The effect on fuel
economy of such a weight reduction can
be estimated using the fuel economy
equation by calculating the effect of
the sarac percentage weight reduction on
an "average vehicle." An "average vehicle" has been defined as a vehicle
with specifications equal to the mean
specifications from the over 1400 tests

25-451 (Pt. 1) O - 74 •

used for the regression analysis. This
12.5% weight change In Itself would result In a fuel economy Improvement of
approximately 6%. Greater improvement
would be possible If design changes were
made to other vehicle components whose
weight is affected by total vehicle weight,
for example, such load-bearing components
as frame, suspension, brakes, etc. The
net improvement in fuel economy could then
be Increased to approximately 9%. Reference (19) also indicates that the total
material and fabricating costs for the
aluminum components could be essentially
equivalent to those of the steel components
replaced. The resultant vehicle with
aluminum cor ponents and lighter steel
components could be less expensive to
produce due to the lesser amount of steel
required.
Horsepower and displacement have a significant effect on fuel economy, the
above-mentioned weight reductions would
allow reductions In the engine size and
output without any accompanying loss In
vehicle performance. For an equivalent
power-to-weight ratio the engine size of
the vehicle could be reduced by approximately 17Z. This would further improve
fuel economy for a total savings, as predicted by the ten-term equation, of approximately 19%. The total 19% improvement is
the result of the conbined effects of
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weight reduction and engine size reduction.
Other techniques are also available
for reducing engine size without degrading vehicle performance. Turbocharging is one such technique. During
periods of low power demand, typical of
most operating modes, the turbocharged
vehicle fuel economy would be similar
to that of a vehicle powered by a naturally aspirated engine of equivalent displacement. CID reductions of 252! and
more are possible with this approach
(20) due to the higher HP/CID attainable with turbocharging.
Another technique for reducing the
engine displacement required for a given
maximum horsepower has been investigated
(21). The "RamAire" system increased
the output of a 235 CID six cylinder engine to that equivalent to a 283 CID V-8
by utilizing a volume of compressed air,
generated by an onboard compressor, to
operate an air ejector supercharging system at wide open throttle. This allowed
a 12.7Z improvement in "city" fuel economy with no performance loss. "Hlgjiway"
fuel economy was Improved 11.5Z.
The combination of the (CID), (N/V)
and (AR) terms of the fuel econoo^ equation indicate that for a given engine
size, drive trains which allow the necessary power to be generated at the lowest possible engine speed would be advantageous. Transmission concepts tirfilch
would accoiaplish this may warrant investgation. Previous studies (16) indicate
that K/V reductions could Improve fuel
economy by IIZ.
Previous studies (12) Indicate that
transition from conventional and fiberglass belted tires to radial tires
could result in a 3Z improvement in fuel
economy. This should be a feasible technique for improving the fuel economy of
both new and used passenger cars.
LaNG-TERM POSSIBILITIES - Long-tern
solutions nay include significant body
and engine design changes. Concentration on Improved aerodynamics and further weight reductions would result
in further fuel savings. The development of powerplants with greater efficiency than the conventional gasoline
engine could result in significant improver.cnts. How the use of <iltemate
powerplants might affect the calcula-

tion of "overall average fuel econoi^" Is
discussed in Appendix H.
Diesel Engine - Diesel powered passenger cars currently demonstrate
approximately 70% better fuel economy tbao
gasoline powered vehicles of equivalent
weight (14). Currently marketed Diesel
vehicles, however, have a power-to-veight
ratio of only about half that o£ siost gaao
line powered vehicles.
Using equation (3) of the text to predict the effect of halving the power-toweight ratio of a gasoline vehicle msy
make comparisons more meaningful. It was
assumed that the power-to-weighc ratio
change would be accomplished by reducing
the engine displacement by a factor of 2.
A 200 lb. weight decrease was also assinaed
to approximate the effect of a smaller engine. The equation predicts that the
average gasoline powered vehicle would
realize a 27Z improvement in fuel ecoaony
as the result of these changes. However»
the difference between Diesel and gasoline powered vehicles with equivalent
power to weight-ratios is still 331. The
good fuel economy of Diesel powered vehicles appears to be due more to engine
type than to low power-to-weight ratios.
It may be possible that Diesel powered ;
vehicles with power-to-weight ratios coaparable to gasoline powered vehicles will
be developed In the future. Diesels have
a greater tolerance for Increases In intake manifold pressure (boost) than do
conventional gasoline engines. The maximum practical boost which can be used la
spark ignition engines running on punp
•
gasoline is limited by the octane of the
fuel to n pressure ratio of less than 2:1
(20). liiis limit can be extended with th
use of water-alcohol injection, but this
approach adds complexity to the system an
requires another voltmie of fluid to be BO
Itnred and maintained. The maxlmtm pract
cal boost for a Diesel engine, however, 1
over 4:1 pressure ratio (22). A boosted
Diesel may be capable of delivering fuel
economy conqiarable to that obtained by
i
current Diesel cars even though the power
to-welghc ratio would be much higher. A "
boosted Diesel car of 120 maximum horse- '
power could achieve equal or Improved fue
economy compared to a naturally aspirated
Diesel car of 60 horsepower.
i
Techniques to obtain compact, light- 1
weight power units may not have been in-
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vestlgaCed fully in the heavy-duty
Diesel narket where the size and veight
characteriatics of the powerpIanC are
not as iaportant as they are for passenger cars. The U. S. Army, however, is
interested in engines with high specific
output for con^at vehicles. Diesel
engines developed for the military have
been run successfully at pressure ratios
exceeding 4:1 (22). Horsepower per
pound figures higher than those for conventional passenger car engines have
been achieved with engines /Resigned for
service norc stringent than experienced
by passenger cars (22). l^ile gasoline
engines can be designed for significantly higher horsepower per pound than they
develop currently, this usually results
in an accompanying loss in fuel economy
which is not experienced with the highly boosted Diesel.
Stratified ChAiye Engines - The fuel
economy aspects of the Honda CVCC engine
have been the subject of discussion in
the past. It has been theorized that
prechanber concepts will result in increased heat rejection and decreased
voltmetric efficiency with an accompanying loss in both horsepower and efficiency. The two Chevrolet engines converted to the CVCC process by Honda, however, are reported (23) to have developed
more power and returned better 1975 FTP
fuel economy than in their standard form.
Fuel economy of the CVCC Vega was 9.9Z
better than the standard Vega and power
was Increasad 1.4%. The 350 V-8-powered
Impala realized a 3.8% fuel economy benefit and the power was increased 10.3X. A
reduction in engine displacement to obtain power levels equivalent to the standard engines should improve fuel economy
further. "lite emission levels of the vehicles with the CVCC engines were much
lower than with the standard engines.
The emission and fuel economy performance,
reported to date, indicate that raore extensive Investigations of the CVCC engine
are warranted.
Open chamber stratified charge engines,
especially when unthrottled, also have
potential for reducing the fuel consumption of passenger cars. An analysis of
eighteen testa reported by Ford (24) indicates that 4500 IW class vehicles
using the Ford PROCO engine had 12.5Z
better fuel economy than the average 1973

car in the same weight class. The engines in these vehicles were throttled
and calibrated to an emission level of
less than .4 gpm NOj,-.
fi^aste Heat Recovery - Long-term improvements may result from work to recover the
energy now lost in the exhaust and cooling
systems of current engines. Previous
studies (25) have shown that for every
gallon of fuel converted to useful work*
more than two gallons are wasted in exhaust and coolant losses.
The turbocharging technique discussed
earlier recovers a small portion of the
waste heat in the exhaust and uses it to
pump air into the engine. Much more
energy is available in the exhaust than
is currently tapped by the turbocharger.
The logical extension of the turbocharging concept is a compound engine, an internal combustion engine in series with a
turbine. The turbine would not only drive
a compressor to supply high pressure air
to the internal combustion engine, it
would also be geared to the output shaft.
Such engines have been.built in the past
for aircraft application (26).
Heat loss to the coolant can be essentially eliminated if the engine can be
developed to operate at piston, cylinder
and head temperatures of 1300 - 1500'F
(27). The energy saved would increase the
output of the reciprocating engine (or loprove the fuel economy for a given output)
and make more energy available in the exhaust to drive a turbine connected in
series. In reference (27) it is estimated
that such an adiabatlc turbo-compound engine would be capable of a .29 BSFC. This
concept could improve the fuel economy o£
passenger cars by nearly lOOZ.
ENERGY USAGE CONSIDERATIONS - Efforts
to reduce passenger car fuel consumption
are only worthwhile if the goal of reducing the total energy demand is kept la
mind. Previous studies (28) indicate the
fuel directly consisted by passenger cars
amounts to only 62Z of the automobile's
total energy Impact. If future lightwel^t
automobiles are not built to last as long
as current automobiles, the beneficial
effects of reduced fuel consumption due to
weight reductions will be at least partially negated by the energy required to
replace these vehicles loore often. Concepts which have potential for reducing
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both the direct and Indirect energy consumption of passenger cars will be the
Bost beneficial.
Another technique which improves passenger car fuel economy does not involve
any nodification to the vehicle itself.
Vehicles obtain better mpg when traffic
is at a minimuni.
Traffic congestion increases the stop and go nature of urban
driving and reduces fuel economy (29).
If plans to reduce and restrict urban
travel are implemented, the vehicles
which are not removed fr.-ra the road
should obtain improved fuel economy compared to the fuel economy they were realizing during operation in heavier traffic.
If the operators of vehicles made fewer
trips per day, of their own volition,
the same result would also be obtained.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the Investigations of passenger car fuel economy reported In this
paper, the authors conclude:
1.
For current vehicles, weight has
the most influence on fuel economy.
2.
Passenger cars in the lighter Inertia weight classes (up to 2500 lbs.)
generally achieve double the miles per
gallon of passenger cars in the heavier
inertia weight classes (5000 lbs. and
above).
3. Light passenger cars (3500 lbs.
Inertia weight or less) designed to meet
1973 Federal Emission Standards have
shown gains in fuel economy compared to
pre-1968 pasoenger cars not subject to
federal emission standards. Heavier
passenger cars have shown losses.
4.
If one considers the average
sales-weighted fuel economy, current
(1973) passenger cars show a 10.IZ loss
in sales-weighted fuel economy compared
to vehicles that were not subject to
federal exliaust emission standards. An
individual nodel may show a greater penalty if its weight has increased in recent years.
5.
Urban-Suburban fuel economy can be
estlnated for current (1973) vehicles by
the ten-ttrnn equation presented In this
paper. The effect on fuel economy due
to changes in engine and vehicle parameters can also be estimated by this
equation.
6.
A nntional aver.i^e fuel economy

calculated using fuel economy values deter^
mined from the 1972 Federal Test Procedure
is always within 7)t of the national average fuel economy reported by the Departsent
of Transportation. Use of fuel econoay
values determined from the 1975 FTP will
result in even better correlation with the
DOT values.
7. Ultimately, vehicle weight reductions and the use of engines that utilize
currently wasted energy could result In
improvements in passenger car fuel econoi^
of more than lOOZ.
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Mr. SYMINGTON. I suppose it would be fairly useful for the buying
public at some point to have this kind of information made available
on a regular basis.
Mr. QTTARLES. AS you may know, we recently proposed an autolabeling program under which tests on fuel consumption or Msoline
mileage would be made for all cars and labels would be placea on all
new cars so that the customer at time of purchase could see what the
mileage would be for that group of cars, various groups that he might
be considering buying. This type of public education program, I think,
would do a tremendous amount to make people realize the variances
among cars and particularly to make them realize how much better
mileage one does get with a small car than with a heavy car.
We are expecting to move forward with that program and get some
very real benefits from it.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I hope that is done.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. QuARLES. Mr. Chairman, I have just been handed a note that
the Senate has confirmed Mr. Train as Administrator of our agency
by a unanimous 8.5 to 0 vote.
Mr. ROGERS. That is very encouraging. I am delighted and pleased
to extend to Mr. Train the congratulations of this subcommittee.
Dr. Roy.
Mr. ROY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to be brief also. I
think you gentlemen have shown great patience here with the number
of questions. I probably Avill repeat some questions. I am sure you will
extend to me the same patience.
Mr. ROGERS. Would anyone like a recess for 5 or 10 minutes just to
stretch ? You have been sitting there a long time.
Mr. QuARLES. I wonder if we could have a brief recess.
Mr. ROGERS. The committee will stand in recess for 5 minutes.
Mr. QuARLES. Thank you very much.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Dr. Roy.
Mr. ROY. Plans are being made for a coal-burning generating plant
that will produce 2.8 million kilowatts when it is entirely on line. I
don't know whether you can give me a definitive opinion, but I have
been told that any of the four proposals regarding degradation of air
will preclude the building and operation of this plant. Would you
like to comment on that?
Mr. QtJARLES. Yes, sir. I believe the third proposal would not necessarily preclude it. That proposal requires that every new plant has to
put in the best available technology, and leaves further judgment
wliether it would be perniittcd within the significant deterioration limit
to be made by the State after public comment and public hearing.
So I think that particular proposal I can say would not block it
necessarily. The other proposals are more specific. I couldn't make a
comment without having some technical analysis. The other three
proposals were designed to provide for growth and development within some restraints and in general to permit the constriiction of a large
powerplant or a large facility of some other sort.
Now a 2.8 million kilowatt powerplant is a big one. That might
stretch the limits. I am just not sure. We are, of course, anxious to
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receive information on exactly this type of question. I think it is
really timely for those who are preparing plans for that plant to make
their own analysis of whether it would be prohibited or not. This is
the very type of infonnation we want to get before we promulgate a
regulation.
Air. ROY. At the present time, other than the best available technology requirement, there is no rcquirement for this power company to
submit their plans to you, is this correct?
Mr. QuARLES. That is correct. The States do, however, have to meet
new source performance standards.
Mr. Rov. For the new source performance standards?
Mr. QuARLES. That's right. We have promulgated a new source performance standard with regard to coal-fired powerplants.
Mr. ROT. Let nie shift to another subject. The primary standards are
to protect the health of individuals. It is felt that if the primary standards are not met, there will be a "mortality harvest," I believe that is
the tenn—increased mortality and morbidity rates, especially among
that 3 to 5 percent that have some type of pulmonary disease?
Mr. QuARLES. I think Dr. Finklea's testimony was tJfiat mortality is
one of the adverse health affects, obviously the most severe health
effect.
Mr. ROY. I wanted to ask if these standards are exceeded, as they
might be with permission for variance in any given State, does it thereby follow that we are going to have increased mortality and morbidity
as a result of burning this high-surphur fuel oil in the State as requested by the President?
Mr. QuARLES. Not necessarily because the standards are established
to set the maximum conditions which can be permitted without having
adverse health effects. Once the standards are established, then the
implementation plan analysis is made on a worst-case basis so that
assurance is provided that even under the worst-weather conditions
the standards will not be violated.
Now often better weather conditions exist and more pollution could
be emitted without actually causing a violation of the standards. So,
it would depend on the duration of a variance and the extent to which
a greater amount of high-sulfur fuel was burned during that period
and what the weather would be during that period. Many factors
would go into the equation.
Of course we are functioning now with levels of pollution which
have come into existence over the past years and the whole program is
to reduce the existing levels of pollution. So, the variance would be,
if you will, a temporary delay in achievement of the improvement in
the existing air pollution conditions.
Mr. ROY. It is my understanding from Mr. Train that there were
perhaps 13 variables approved by the EPA last year. Did you monitor
the ambient air standards within the area of those variances?
Mr. QtJARLES. I believe that we did not, sir. Those were quite small
variances in terms of their duration and the size of the area that was
involved. They came up pretty much at the last moment. I don't have
personal knowledge on this, but I feel sure that we would not have
had time to set up a special monitoring arrangement. T feel sure the
answer is no, we did not.
Mr. ROY. Are there plans to monitor any variances that are permitted this coming year ?
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Dr. STEIGERWALD. I have to say that in most of these cities we have
a substantial SOj-monitoring network that is already there. It is a
sizable job to add to it. I would say right now our plans are to operate the monitoring networks. I believe last year we did operate these
systems evei-y day.
We basically made sure they were operating during the variance
period. That seems to be a good thing to do. I do not think we added
to the monitoring system for this period of time.
I would like to add that one of the reasons why we are attempting
to do it in advance or to set the groundwork in advance right now is so
that if the situation comes up, we will know and the Governors will
know who can best burn the higher sulfur fuel with the least impact
on the air quality. This again is a function of the location of the .source
and the heiglit of the stack.
I think part of the reason for attempting to get it set up in advance
if it is needed is so that it can be done in a way that will have the least
effect on the ambient air quality.
Mr. ROY. At the present time you have six area standards.
Mr. QuARLES. Six pollutants for which we have issued standards.
Mr. Ror. On the six, you are actually measuring pollutants by
classes rather than measuring specific pollutants or at least entire
spectrum of specific pollutants; is that correct ?
Mr. QuARLES. In our monitoring program one monitors for a specific
pollutant so that we would be recording levels of hydrocarbons or levels
of photochemical oxidants or levels of sulfur oxide. Is that responsive?
Mr. ROY. That answers my question. I understand there is not always
a good correlation between SO2, the .sulfate and the sulfuric acid, for
example; is that correct ?
Mr. QUARI.ES. Yes. Tliese relationships vary. We have more to learn
about them.
Mr. ROY. Are there any special plans at the present time to measure the other specific pollutants which come from the burning of sulfur, for example? In other words, sulfuric acid acid or sulfate
particulates?
Dr. FiNKLEA. The Agency has a research and development program
to develop the measurement techniques that are needed to measure acid
aerosols and to measure other types of fine particulates both as far as
their mass and as far as tlieir chemical constituency. This program will
not be complete for some time in the future, however.
In the meantime the Agency is continuing to measure the sulfate
and nitrate portions of total suspended particulates as we have done
in the past.
Ml-. ROY. Is it correct in about four of these areas you have problems,
you have problems in every area except carbon monoxide and nitrous
dioxide ?
Dr. FiNiii.EA. As far as measurement method?
Mr. ROY. As far as wliether or not the tiling you are measuring really
gives you the adequate information as to the pollution which is occurring in tliis broad area of particulates?
Dr. FixKi.EA. We ]ia\e measurement methods which are useful both
in nitrogen oxide and tlie ozone. We feel that the mcisuremcnt of total
suspended particulates is a very useful index. We would agree with you
that that needs to be refined so that we can get particle sizes and chemi-
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cal constituency also. The carbon monoxide measurement, we feel, is
very specific and vci-y accurate.
Mr. ROY. I think the question I would like to ask is, Should the law
be amended in order that you miglit be in a position to move forward
more rapidly in these areas?
Mr. QFARLES. I think for tlie most part, sir, that the problems here
are not statutory. They are problems of developing our knowledge.
It will take time under the best of conditions to carry out further research and to lay a foundation for further regulations. We think that
as we complete research studies and find a need, we have the legal authority to establish the regulations. So our problems are more scientific than legal.
Mr. ROY. The information that I am getting, and it may not be correct, is that you have moved relatively slowly in these areas and perhaps it lias been because of lack of money or lack of personnel or
lack of deadlines ?
Mr. QuARLEs. Well, we have had a tremendous volume of work to do
under this statute, dozens upon dozens of regulations to be issued.
Mr. ROY. The other thing from the act, in section 110 it is stated that
in setting air quality standards the Secretary subsequent to an act—I
have the wrong one. Anyway, it states the polhitants to be mandatorily measured and then suggests other pollutants would probably be
added. We are 3 years into the act and you have added no other pollutant. I am told at least there ai-e pollutants that are of great importance tliat have not been added at this time.
Would you agree that there are such pollutants?
Mr. QijARLES. Yes; I think there certainly are other pollutants that
do have some serious significance in the overall picture for whioh,
again in the ideal world, there should l>e some regulation. One of the
ix>ints that I think is extremely important from a practical view]>oint
of moving this counti-y forward effectively toward the conquest of air
pollution is to pay attention to some of the administrative difficulties
which occur not only with EPA, but also and perhaps much more
significantly at the State and local level.
Upon completion of our work to lay a foundation for setting standards and promulgating a standar-d, there then would need to be developed an implementation plan by the States to establish regulatory
requirements on all the point sources that might be emitting that
particular pollutant. There is already a tremendous amount of, I don't
want to say "confusion"' or "chaos," but there is about as much work
as the system can bear in setting up these requirements, getting the
implementation plans developed, getting them adopted, holding the
public hearing, and then on the part of the State agencies, going from
there to get those requirements communicated to the industries and
getting them startexi on abatement programs.
If we were to be continuously revising the requirements for the
implementation plans and by so doing require the States to be continuously revising the implementation plans and require, then that
industries be continuously re\nsing their abatement programs, we
might find we would make less progress in the long run. Now this is
not the reason why we have not yet pi-omulgated additional standards, but I think it is something you need to understand and in evaluating whether it is a good thing or bad thing that we have or have not
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additional standards out yet. It is worth pointing: out that in addition to the six pollutants covered by these standards we have also
issued hazardous emissions standards covering emissions of mercury,
asbestos, and beryllium.
Moreover in the new source standard area we address every pollntant tliat is known to be emittt'd from the industrial categorj' being
covered. In the course of issuing our various new source standards
we have dealt with chloride and with acid mist in regard to some of
the industries. So, the breadth of the attack is being continuously
expanded.
My own judgment is that it would be counterpi-oductive for it to
be expanded at a more rapid rate than wo have. However, as we
develop more infonnation that will justify additional standards, we
will proceed to issue such standards.
Mr. ROY. Do you have any adequate information now to develop
standards for lead ?
Mr. Qu.\RLE8. We are at this time on the verge of completing the
preparatory work that is required for issuing additional standards for
this pollutant. I expect that the national ambient air quality standards that have been established for six pollutants will remain in effect
for the foreseeable future. I do not anticipate action by the Agency in
expanding the number of pollutants covered by ambient air quality
standards in the near future.
Mr. ROY. DO you anticipate that there will be additional pollutants
within the broad classes that will be measured during the sulfate and
sulfuric acid measurements on a regular basis?
Dr. GREEXFIET.D. I think in the area of fine particulates, in the area
of sulfates, possibly in the area of nitrates, you can foresee standards
coming down the road in the next year or 3 years.
Mr. ROY. One other thing that troubles me. I understood you to say
this morning that compared witli 1972, you had not been able to maintain an equal level of effort so far as health research is concerned, and
that that really this is not all that bad because vou have not been able
to maintain a 1972 level of effort in the rest of EPA either?
Dr. GREENFIELD. NO. Doctor, I did not say that. What I said was
that under any sort of level budget, as you know, given the cost-of-living increases that have gone on in the last 3 years, there is no doubt
that our research program lias gone down in real terms. The health
program lias suffered in exactly the same way.
In regard to the health program, we have made a larger effort to
try to keep that one up as compared to the others, so that it has not
suffered quite as much as the otliere. I would be wrong to say that the
entire research program has not suffered under the cost-of-living increases.
Mr. ROY. There is a great similarity between what I said and what
you said again.
Dr. GREENFIELD. I just feel more comfortable with what I said.
Mr. ROY. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chainnan.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much. I liave a few questions here. Also
I tliink all membei-s may want to submit written questions which you
could answer wliich could be helpful when we meet again a week
from this Friday. Do any otlier nations liave clean air laws?
Dr. FiNKLEA. The legislation of all nations will be under review by
the World Health Organization in a meeting beginning in December.
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We do not liave an analysis of all those laws at the present time. At
the completion of the WHO meeting? we will be glad to submit a summary of this information to the subcommittee.
Mr. ROGERS. Does Japan have any ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. YOU may not know about all nations. You probably
know about Japan. Is their law similar to ours, less stringent or more
stringent ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. In general the Japanese standards are similar, but
somewhat more stringent than our own. Their achievement schedule
for meeting their air quality standard is more stretched out than our
own. They do allow specific variances for certain areas in their country.
Mr. ROGERS. I think it might be interesting for the committee and
for the public to have a comparison basically of those laws, the basic
features of the law. Do they have any penalty? Perhaps you could
supply that for the record.
[See "Foreign Air Pollution Legislation," below.]
Mr. ROGERS. You say they have a longer period of time to obtain
ambient air standards ?
Dr. FiNKi^EA. Yes. sir.
Mr. ROGERS. What about car pollutants, specific pollutants?
Dr. FiNKLEA. They had not at the, time of our last analysis legislated
emissions standards for automotive pollutants.
Mr. ROGERS. I thought they had almost the same standard as we
did?
Dr. FiNKLEA. Their ambient standards are the same.
Mr. ROGERS. Wasn't there some discussion that Japan would not
relax their standards as we have done? We have given them an additional year, as you know, which was provided by law, but it was my
understanding that the Japanese have not taken that action. Does anybody know ? Could you find out for us?
Dr. STEIOERWALD. The understanding I have is that they have similar regulations, but they have a different test procedure, a different
driving cycle and different instrumentation. Any numerical regulations only meaning something in regard to how it is going to be tested.
I think the best thing to do would be to attempt to supply the detailed
information.
[EPA says information will be supplied to the committee upon
translation of the regulations.]
Mr. ROGERS. I think it would be helpful. I understand they are rather
strict and have not granted any extensions to the extent that we have.
Also there is some fund which a pollutant pays in and anyone proving damage collects from that fund ?
Mr. QuARLES. It appears to be the case that we don't have any experts on the Japanese law here.
Mr. ROGERS. Let us know that.
[The following information was received for the record:]
FOEEION Am POLLUTION LEGISLATION

EPA Is participating In the World Health Organization's Inter-Regional symposium on air pollution in December. Our participants at this conference plan
to write a report on the status of air pollution legislation of other nations. We
believe a copy of this report would be most useful for the Committee. Hence, as
soon as it is completed a copy will be forwarded.
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Mr. ROGERS. It might be well to look at the other laws. In London,
for instance, I think they have cleaned things pretty much in their
coal situation. Is anyone familiar with that?
Mr. QTTARLES. I think they have made tremendous progress there.
Dr. Fi>rKLEA. English law is related to emissions. They don't have
ambient air quality standards per se. Their home islands are pretty
well ventilated by prevailing winds. They don't as a rule have the complex meteorological problems that we have in this country.
Mr. ROGERS. Didn't they also make a drive to change the coel burning?
Dr. FiNKLEA. Yes, sir, fuel switching especially in the domestic heating area.
Mr. ROGERS. What about in Italy? Have they done anything there!
There is a community where I think they were about ready to require
everybody to wear a face mask.
Mr. QtiARLES. I don't know about Italy in any specific detail, Mr.
Chairman. I think that most of the industrialized European countries
have developed very extensive pollution control programs. I know from
discussions with individuals in engineering firms and others who design plants to be installed in Europe that the levels of control in Germany and France and Italy and the Scandinavian countries are quite
stringent. They have taken the air pollution problem seriously. There
has been a pattern of increasing stringency in the control requirements
in Western Europe just as there has been m this country,
Mr. ROGERS. Has Germany developed any technique to control stationary sources ?
Mr. QUARLES. Germany has regulatory programs that impose emission limitation requirements on stationary sources, and of course, the
technology that is available in this country is for the most part available in Germany as well.
Mr. ROGERS. I just wondered if they had any. Could you let us know?
Mr. QUARLES. We will, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. What about in the steel mills, some of the processing
there? Is there any more advanced technology than we have here you
are aware that the Russians have?
Dr. GREENFIELD. One thing that does come to mind is the fact that
the Germans have been pushing pretty hard on what is known as the
combined power cycle, the so-called system where you use coal gasification as a mechanism to produce your power. One of the advantages of
this system is that you get more of the Btu's from a clean gas than
out of burning the coal in its natural state.
Mr. ROGERS. I think it might be well for us to take a look at that
if you could get some infonnation comparing what is being done and
what the state of technology is.
[The following information was received for the record:]
GERMAN

SOi REMOVAL STBTEM

The attached summary by Mr. Slack of the Tennessee Valley Aiithorlty proTid««
the most recent information we have on the German effort. We have also included
a listing of our files on the Lurgl system and a brief description of the process.
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Summary by Mr. Slack of TVA
COAL CLASSIFICATION (ADVANCED POWER CYCLE)
• t*-"'

—" ''

—
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"Jhe lYO-.TJ test syszen r.x Lv.r.cr. for coal spsil'iir.-'-on in nn
advanced power cycle has been 4escribei^ rerjera})'/ In the ^•r'^rious visit reports.
In the present '.rLsiw, hc-cvcr, 2ipi. i::-^. ;'.eyer-r'.ahr-eg r.a,:* a detailed discussion of both desicn factors and oriratlag troblsas.
There are five Lurgi j.-easui-tcd (£0 itr.) ^.jii-crj; four can carry
the lc:\d, however, leaving one i:s a s;are. Tr.; ;rciuct ,;;;' (-.bout 150
Pt'.:/ft^) 13 vnohed to re.-jve tir cr.l Ivc*. tnd Ivjrnrl '.- : rr::='jri"Cd ccllor;
the boiler exit gas then passes through a jtis turbine ar.-i fj-r.-illy t'nrcush a
boiler feed water heater. The boiler stean turbine prcdi-'ior. 96 nrJ and the
gas turbine T') uiu.
The gasifiers were started up in late' 197?'*vit trouble with overheatl.ng of the outlet duct systca fcrccd a sh'.:;dc-.-n for revising the design.
Startup by April is ejcpectcd. In the ir£antlce tiie rest oi the system is
being operated on oil. Hverj-thlng is runnine s.icothly, and full design
guarantees have been Bet.
The gasifier trouble vas said to be ceuseif by opcrctir.s error In
startup. In the Lurgi syoten, coal is fed fror. a feed ho-;.-'r into a locH
equipped with upper inc lo'.'er valves; vhcn the lo:/. ii i-Xl, the upper -.-alve
is closed, the lock pressurized with gasifier effluent raf, a.id the lever
valve opened. The coal Qoves downward throur^h three rcu-riy -lefir.cd r.cnes:
(l) preheating (gas cooling), (2) reduction, end (j) oxidiiticn. The rc^ultinj
ash noves downward thrG,u<;h a rotary grate and into an ash Ijck. Air and
steam blown up through the ^rate keep the grate cool, oxidise residual ccal
(to supply heat for offsetting the endotherzic stea:>coal reaction), and
finally convert the jtain portion of the coal to fi^el gas.
>.,
Proper operation requires good control of the vertical location of
these zones. Once the proper location is established, it is necessary to
vithdraw ash and feed coal at rates such as to r.-i'ntaia th-! location. It is
not so bad to withdraw ash too fast since this -oves the o/.ir'.iticn :;one dawn
to the grate and it can go no Icr.er because the air enters there. If i.:'.e ash
is withdrawn too slcr.-ly, hajever, the oxidation :one cover, u; ward, the
Incoming coal cannot cool the gas adequately, and high e:^i; fas terser-itjres
result. This is what happened durin; startup; Instead of th^ de3i,-n tc.-.perat.:rc
of 550"C, a ter.rcraturc of about 1CC0°C was reached within iC ra.rutes sfter
stazt of operation, burnir.5 out the flange on the duct le^dirg fror. the
gasifier to the gas washer. Three gasificrs were Involved.
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The design is being changed to use of welded construction rather
tlun a flange, and water cooling will be Installed.
Various data, much of it new, wore provided on the system. Air
requirement, supplied by a conpressor driven by the; .-^as turbine, is 1200
Bt/hr. About 90^ goes to burn the gas in the boilor and lO'.'j goes to the
gasifier. " The nain coapressor gives 10 atn, the de3i,',n pressure for the
boiler and gas turbine. Since the gasifiers are dejipned for 20 atm, a
booster compressor is used on the gasifier air and the product gas Is reduced to 10 ata by an expander that drives the booster.
Stean drawn off from the steajn turbine is ciixed with the air and
passed into the gasifier. Steam requirencnt is Uo mt/hr and coal 70 mt/hr.'
Gas production is }00 mt/hr and boiler steam }50 mt/hr at 150 otm and 525*0.
Ilie gas turbine exit gas preheats the boiler feed water to 500'C max. Final
stack gas temperature is 150-170'C.
The gasifier has a heavy crossam "plow" arrangement at the top to
distribute the coal; it turns at 10 rev/hr. The bottom grate also rotates,
through gearing to a motor outside.
. .
Tlie entire gasifier is water-Jacketed, producing stean at 20 atm.
For each feeding of a batch of coal, some .-as escape: i'ron the lock.
This goes to an auxiliary boiler where it is burned cz 2 sta, ar.d then vented.
The feed cycle is repeated six times per hour. Any dust froa the coal hopper
is vented to the atmosphere. The ash look is also vented when depressuringj
the gas at this point is mainly air and steam with little dust. The ash
contains practically no unburned carbon.
Gasifier exit gas composition is roughl}- Zh'j Hs, 15-20> CO, Uy CH*,
ll*; COa, and 'tO'.'i V.z, Design temperature is 550°C iron the gasifier and l6C°C
fVom the washer. There is a second'wash tcwer in scries; t^^ fresh water to
it feeds back to the first washer. Both washers are of the spray type.
About h mt/hr of washer liquor is purged as blowdown after decantatlon of tar. The tar is fed back to the coal loc:< where it helps keep fine
coal in the charge. The blowdown liquor is presently disposed of by feeding
into one of the other STZAO boilers. For a future plant baced er.tirely en
the gasifier system, this would not be feasible since the gr.s to the gas
turbine mast be kept as clean as possible. Disposal cf the liq.:or is rertried
as an important further development probloa. There is sone I'ci- that the
sodium salts will harm the boiler in which the liquor is burned In the present
operation; the concentration Is about 70 spl NaCl tnd phenolic compounds !0 gpl.
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Each gasifier has Independent controls. It Is expected that eight men
per shirt will "oe required for the entire plant. Including a lock operator
for each caslfler, an operator on coal and tar handling, and one on punps.
Perhaps seven celntenance taea vill be required.
The coal lock can be made autooatic by tying the charging to lock
temperature; the tenperature goes up when the lock is enpty.
The gasifiers can be operated at as low as 10> of capacity by
cutting back on air and steaa. The entire plant can be cut to Uy^, the
limitation being boiler feed water flow.
In startup, probably It hours will be required to get to full load.
Oil is required during startup. It is thought thot no oil will be required
at full load, although this has not been denonstrated; sone oil was used In
the 50 minute fuU-loed run described above. During the next teat run, the
boilers will be run on oil and the gas flared.
The site is being cleared for the l.T-mw pilot plant (l^j of gaslfier
exit flow) being installed to test H?S removal by the hot carbonate process.
Die main problem is eetting adequate renwval of HaS without absorbing too
much CO^. Dr. Goldschnidt said that although CO^ is the weaker acid in this
particular case, the OO2 is present In such large excess that it is difficult
to avoid significant absorption. This is undesirable both because nonessential
cost is incurred (both in absorption and regeneration) and because the
relatively heavy CO; Increases power output from the gas turbine.
It is planned to use such low gas retention time in the absorber
that HaS will be preferentially absorbed. 3y limiting HsS absorption to about
905I it is hoped that COp pickup will be restricted to ZO-JC/, or reduction
from lU,'. of the total gas down to 10-ll,i.
STEAG thinks the advanced power system has a good future unices
serious problems are encountered. Although the present system has a thermal
efficiency of only 56', by refining the heat cycle and going to larger size,
say UOO mw, ItS;.- should be obtainable (about lOV) better than in a normal system).
The investment for such a system should be 15-20;i lower than for a normal
one. One advantage is that the large amount of steam in the gas gives up to
50^ irore power from a given gas turbine than obtainable with straight combustion
gas.
An extended program is planned to test parameters such as type and
particle site of coal and degree of precleaning. In the cun-cnt tests, hard
coal (noncaking) is used, particle size is mainly }-}0 DU (a few ',i fines),
and the cool is precleaoed.
If the hot carbonate tests are successful, a unit will be built
. large enough to accomaodate the full gaslfier systea.

•
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LURCI-PRESSURE CASIFICATIOM

rjti. co;;vi;i::;:cc; - COAL C.-..;IFICATIO:.'

FOLDER CONTESTS
"F-l.01-11.1

SucjMry Sheet:

April 13, 1973, pp 1-3, with tvo flow sheets.

r-l.Ol-H.2

Telephone
Memorandum:

D. Schrocr, American Lurgl Corporation, and
B, D. Cox, Processes Research, Inc.,
August 27, 1971.

F-l.01-11.3

Business Card:

Dieter Scliroer, President, American Lurel
Corporation.

r-1.01-11.4

Paper:

**Power Plant Integrated Uith Lurgi Pressure
Gasification of Coal," American Lurgi Corporatlor
pp 1-5.

r-l.Ol-ll.S

Papers

"New Fossil-Fueled Power Plant Process Based On
Lurgi Pressure Gasification of Coal,"
Rudolph, P. F. H., American Lurgl Corporation,
Joint Conference of Chemical Institute of Canada
With A.-uerlcau Chcnical Society, May 26, 1970,
pp 1-33.

Technical

"Clean Fuel Gas From Coal," American Lurgl
Corporation, May 1971, pp 1-19.

^r-1.01-11.6

CPn^C-JP)

Bulletin:

F-l.01-11.7

Other:

Lurgi-Fressure Gasification Process,
September 30, 1971, p 1.

y-1.01-11.8

Article:

Bresler, Sydney A., Ireland, John D., "Substitute
Natural Gas: Processes, Equipment, Costs,"
Chemical Engineering, October 16, 1972, pp 94-108

F-1.01-U.9

Article:

Rudolph, P. F. H., "The Lurgi Process Route Makes
SNG From Coal," Oil and Gas Journal, Jantiary 22.
1973_j. pp 90-92.
•

F-l.01-11.10

Article:

Mehta, D. C. and Cryncs, B. L., "Itow Coal-Casific.
Coranion Base Costs Compare," Oil and Gas Journal,
February 5, 1973, pp 63-71.

F-l.01-11.11

Article:

Siegel, )l. M. and Kallns, T., "Coal Gasification
Costs May Lower," Oil and Gas Journal, February 1:
1973, pp 87-08 and 93-94.
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r-1.01-H.12

Article:

2S-451 (Pt. 1) O - 74

10

"SNC Proccns nencrlptlon, Arcrlcan I-uryl
Corporation, 1 iirRi Procnss for SI!C from
Cofll,*' Tirclinc And Gas Journal, Fffbruary,
1073, pp 40 nnd 43.
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COAL GASIFICATION
Process:
Developer:

Descrlpelon:

Lurgl - Pressure Gasification
Lurgl GesellschafC Fur Varuie-Und Chemotcchnik, HBH
Licensed la U.S.A. by: American Luigi Coiporatlon
S Ease 42nd Street
New York, New York 10017
This process gasifies coal or lignite zo fuel gas (heating value
approxiniately 180 Btu per cubic foot) In a countercurrent, fixedbed, pressurized gaslfler using a steam-air mixture as an oxldlzer*
Alternately, synthesis gas (heating value 400 to 450 Btu per cubic
foot) can be produced if oxygen is substituted for air.
Crushed fuel (lignite, bituminous coal, subbltumlnous coal, or
anthracite) enters the top of the pressurized gaslfler through a
coal lock and encounters a rising stream of hot combustion gases
generated from fuel previously added. As the fuel falls toward the
bottom, or grate, of the gaslfler, it is dried and carbonized under
conditions of rising temperature. Depending upon the fuel used,
temperatures are 300 to 800C near the top of the gaslfler and 1000
to 1200C At the bottom.
Operating pressure has normally been approximately 300 psl although
the process and equipment can be adapted to higher or lower pressures. If required.
As the fuel approaches the bottom of the gaslfler, the remaining
carbonaceous solids are combusted by a steam-air mixture entering
through the grate. The ash from the fuel deposics on the rotating ,
grate where it is continuously removed, cooled and dumped through
«a ash lock.
The gas resulting from the above process contains steam, tars, H2S,
and a small percentage of coal dust - as well as CO2* CO, H2, CH4
and N2. The tars and dust are removed by water scrubbing, while the
H2S is removed by washing with aqueous ammonia or the potassium salt
of dlmethylamine acetic acid.
Sulfur (by the Glaus process) or sulfuric acid la obtained as a by-product.
The raw gas produced when oxygen is used in the reaction can be
converted to Synthetic Natural Gas (5NG) by further processing.
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After removal of the dust and tara, the gas Is subjected to a CO shift
reaccion in which the following reaction takes pl«c«:
CO •*- HoO

O2 + H2

The ratio of Hj to CO in the gas from this reaction is controlled to
about 3/1.
The add gases (CO2 and R2S) are then r^ioved by a gas sweetening
process and the fuel gas goes Co a nethanacion step. The following
reaction occurs in the presence of a catalyst:
CO + 3H,

CH4 + HjO

The fuel gas then is dried and fed Co a pipeline.
ApplleabUlty:

State of
Developaent;

Economica:

Applicable to the production of low Bcu fuel gas from coal, with
additional processing steps the process is applicable to production
of synthetic natural gas.
This process is now in commercial operation. A total of 58 gaaifier
units in 12 plants arc installed and cipera'tlng. These include units
producing synthesis gas.
Based on coal costing 20 cant* per million Btu, the operating cose
for Lurgl product gas la 42.1 cents per million Btu.
'
Reference:

United Aircraft Corporation Final Report to NAPCA,
Contract CPA 22-69-114, December 1970, p 87.
{?6 I'i's-'3it-- He)
'ffO OUOI
Estimates have been made for producing 250 million scfd SNG (heating
value 900 to 1000 Btu per cubic foot) using the Lurgi gasifier.
Capital
$/MM

300
2M
286
240 - 260
260 - 280
References:

Fuel Cost
Cents per
MM Bta

Caa Sales
Price $/MM Btu

.H.

25
35
17.5

35

1.09
1.24
1.05
1.40

1.25
- 1.30
- 1.46
- 1.15
- 1.50

Reference

(•>
(b)
(b)

(e)
(e)

(a) Bresler, S. A. and Ireland, J. D., "Substitute
Natural Gas: Processes, Equipment, Costs," Chemical
Engineering, October 16, 1972, pp 94-108.
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(b) Mehta, D. C. and Crynea, B. L., "Hov Coal-Gaslflcad
Conmon Base Costs Compare," Oil and Gas Journal, Fcbruar
1973, pp 68-71.
(c)
Siegel, H, M, and Kallna, T., "Coal-Caslflcatlon
Coses May Lower," Oil and Gas Journal, February 12, 1973
pp 87, 88. 93 and 94.
-Advantages:

A wide variety of coal types can be used as raw material without pretreatment to avoid caking.
Provision Is made for removal of sulfur by the proven Claus process.
Product gas Is supplied at high pressure suitable for use by power'
plants. Vhen power Is generated by a combination of gas turbines and
steam turbines, the gas can be utilized at relatively low cost.
The process has a relatively short start-up time and can operate
efficiently under less than full load; thus offering advantages when
operated during periods of peak load power demand.

Disadvantages:

Production of synthesis-gas (heating value approximately 400 to 450 Bt
per cubic foot) requires the heavy use of oxygen rather than air for
mixing with steam in gasification. The synthesis gas must be further
enriched with methane in order to equal the heating value of natural
gaa (approximately 1000 Btu per cubic foot).
The process cannot use coal fines directly. Briquetlng equipment or
« similar conpacting means would be required to permit fines utilization.

CAP Interest/
Involvement:

No involvement.
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Advantages available by utilizing the Clean Fuel Gas Concept are demonstrated by comparing the results when firing the same gas turbine with
natural gas:
For example, in case b) the feed to the gas turbine cycle is 542 MM 3TU/hr.
and 48 MW are generated. If the same gas turbine would be fired by
natural gas containing the same amount of heat (542 MM BTU/hr,), only
42 MW would be generated. The difference in favour of the Clean Fuel
Gas fired gas turbine is due to the higher amount of inerts in this gas,
resp, due to the higher ratio of
mass flow through gas turbine
mass flow through air compressor '
which is in a clean fuel gas fired gas turbine
and in a natural gas fired gas turbine

Example 3:

1. 17
1. 02«

Advanced power cycle

This feature ostensibly may be used on a wider scale in advanced power
cycles for fossil fuels, A typical example is the STEAG Power Plant at
Luenen (Ruhr district), which starts with LUKGI Pressure Gasification
of subbituminous coaU

OM.
IMO • 10* eTU/tw

—0

Fig. S

Combination of Gasification with Gas Turbine Power Plant

This plant generates 165 MW'and has a thermal efficiency of 36%.
The investment cost is approx, 20% lower than that of a conventional

8 •
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power station. Another feature of this plant is the supercharged boiler.
Since then, this cycle has been further developed with the result that
at a greater capaciiy and with rehcntirig of the steam, tiu- iiicirir. 1
efficiency can be improved to 40% without an increase in the specific
investnncnt cost. Curiously, a more sophisticated design is accompanied
by lower investment cost.
Finally, a plant of this type including desulfurization, will not cost more
than a conventional type of power plant beginning with a pulverized fuel
boiler.

3-

E^9£F^^ P^i£5.lEJi.oN
The overall process scheme (see figure 2) comprises:
Gasification
Purification of gas to gas turbine purity
DesuUurizatioii
Expansion Turbine,

a)

Gasification^
The coal is gasified in the LURGI pressure gasifier. This wellknown gasification process has so far been applied on a commercial
scale for the manufacture of town gas and synthesis gas.
The commercial plants process lignite, subbituminous coal and
anthracite. Ash contents of up to 35% do not create any difficulties.
When producing town gas or synthesis gas, oxygen and steam are
used as gasification agent.
When applied to the production of fuel gas for gas turbine power
plants, air and steam can be used as gasification agent. This
simplifies the arrangement and operating conditions of the plants
considerably compared with town gas and synthesis gas plants.
The gasifier is illustrated in figure 6.
The coal is gasified in a fixed bed under a pressure of» say,
300 psi in counter-current with t^ie gasification agent and the
produced gas, which results in a high gasification efficiency*
The coal is charged to the pressure gasifier via fully automatically operated lock chambers. The gasifier top is equipped with
a rotating coal distributor. When gasifying caking coale, the

- 9 -
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Fig. 6

LURGI Pressure GasUicatioo for Fuel Gas Production

coal distributor is provided with a special device which prevent*
the coal from caking together when it has reached the plastic
state. The coal distributor also serves for the recycling of
tar to the gasifier where it is cracked.
While travelling from top to bottom in counter-current with the
gas the coal is dried, devolatilized and gasified, the rennaining
ash being removed by a rotating grate and discharged via a
semi-automatically operated ash lock chamber.
The gasification agent consists of air and steam. Part of the
steam is generated in the gasifier proper. The gasification
agent is introduced through the rotating grate into the ash bed.
The partial combustion of the coal with oxygen supplies the heat
necessary for the gasification reactions. The residual carbon
in the discharged ash is practically zero.
The crude gas leaves the gasifier at a temperature of between
600 and 1200 F depending upon the type of the coal*

10
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The composition of th« crude gat (dry basis) is about
C02
CO
HE
CH4

'^z

14 •/'. by vol.
16

25
5
40
100 '1.

"
"
"
by vol.

This gas further contains
Steam from coal moisture and undecomposed steam,
Tar, oil and naphtha in vapor

form.

Other carbonization products of the coal, such as
phenols, fatty acid, NHThe sulfur from the coal is present in the gas as
95% H^S and 5% organic sulfur. Very little coal dust
is also present.
The gasification efficiency at the gasifier outlet is about 95%,
the losses comprising 1-2% losses due to unburnt matter in the
ash and 3-4% heat losses,
- .
b)

Purification of gas to gas turbine purity
As the hot gas leaving the gasifier still contains little coal dust
(0, 01 - maxim\im 0, 5% wt, of the coal input) and traces of alkali
and sometimes also chlorine, it must be subjected to purification
treatment to make it suitable for the gas turbine process.
Pressure gasification affords complete removal of solids from
the gas by quenching and washing with hot tar-containing water
which is circulated. Cooling of the gas to saturation temperature
of, say 320 °F causes a loss in efficiency which can, however,
be tolerated because it provides on the other hand for the gas
purity which is required for undisturbed continuous operation of
the gas turbine.
As higher-boiling tar fractions are condensed during cooling,
the circulating wash water contains tar to which the traces of
coal dust are bonded. A partial stream of the circulating water
is withdrawn from the saturator and routed to a separator.
The precipitated mixture of tar and dust is returned from the
separator to the gasifier for cracking and gasification.
The scrubbing cooler/saturator system also ren-^oves other
impurities, such as alkali and chlorines which would be de-
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Mr. QuARLEs. It may be useful to do that, although I think you liave
indicated you would like us to try to answer questions by next week
so that you could review them before we come back. I would suggest
in this case that you allow us a little longer timeframe.
Mr. ROGERS. I understand you may not be able to get it immediately,
although I think you might be amazed as to what these embassies
might have right here for you. I think they would be willing.
Now, what about tins little black box I keep hearing about? Are
you aware of that ?
Mr. QuARLES. Which one ?
Mr. ROGERS. This is one, I think, from Japan, too. It cuts the engine
to save car fuel. The Toyota Motor Co. said today it soon will market
an electronic black box that turns otT the car's engine automatically
when it stops at an intersection and restarts the engine when, the driver
shifts the car into gear and steps on the accelerator. A spokesman said
the device will offer major savings in fuel consumption and contains
antipollution features for big cities where most driving is on a stopand-go basis.
Called the automatic engine stop-and-start system, the device will
sell in Japan for $75.50. A spokesman said driving tests in Tokyo
indicated fuel savings of more than 12 percent and reduction of the
vehicle's output of air-polluting gases by about 21 percent. You might
want to check into that and see.
Mr. QtJARLEs. That would certainly require a high degree of stopand-go traffic conditions.
[The following information was received for the record:]
ANALTSIS OF TOYOTA "BLACK BOX"

Toyota advises that it has developed an experimental device which automatically shuts off an automobile's enfrine when the vehicle is stopped, and
automadeally restarts the engine when the accelerator is depressed. Toyota says
that the purpose of the device is to reduce fuel oonsumption (by avoiding
extended idling periods), but that it shows no improvement in emissions as
measured by the Federal emissions test procedures. This is probably because the
idling emissions eliminated are offset by the higher emissions during restart.
An extensive analysis, considering the frequency and length of idle period."?
characterizing U.S. driving habits, and the relative rates of fuel consumption
during idling and restart, would be necessary to quantify the fuel savings snch
a device might achieve in the U.S. EPA has asked Toyota to provide more data
on the device and its effects on emissions and fuel economy.
Mr. ROGERS. I was amazed that vou would have a fuel savings with
stop and go like that, but they indicate what the testing shows, and if
you could save fuel up to 12 percent and polluting gases by 21 percent,
it might be worth looking into. Now, are you using the authority we
have given you to do this type of research, to check on this type of information, or have you had an opportunity to? I think we called for
that in the bill, as I recall.
Obviously, it has not been done, I think, quite to the extent that the
law envisioned. I would hope you would look at that and see.
Mr. QUARLES. I would not want you to draw the inference that it
has not been done from the fact that we do not have at our fingertips
the information on it.
Mr. ROGERS. I understand you do not have all the information at
your fingertips. I think certain reports were called for, and I am not
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sure that Congress has received those reports. We will take that up
with the staff people if we can.
Xow, I keep hearing that this fuel shortage is perhaps greatly
caused by tlic environmental acts taken by Congress, the States and
the local areas. For instance, how many refinery companies has EPA
prevented from being built?
Mr. QTIARLES. I don't believe EPA has prevented any major industrial facilities from being constructed. I don't believe that any
refineries or any other major industrial facilities ha\"e been prevented
from being constructed by the Clean Air Act or by the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act or by any regulations or actions taken thereunder 01- any State agencies operating programs in those fields.
Now. there have been a number of incidents, examples where a proposed facility has been opposed in a local community by persons concerned with the environmental impact of the location of a facility at
the particular site in question, because of its anticipated adverse impact
on fish and wildlife, on esthetic values, on recreation areas, or for
other land-use considerations. Those may well be valid or they may be
invalid reasons for opposing the location of a facility at a particular
point.
I believe that much of the advertising which has been done by a
number of large corporations, much of the other information that has
been disseminated, has created a very misleading picture of the extent
to which environmental reasons may have affected the growth.
Mr. ROGERS. I think it is well for us to look at this because we keep
hearing that. I think the public is being given that impression. If it
is true, I think we should know. This Congress would want to know.
Mr. CARTER. HOW many refinerie-s have been built in the past year
in the United States?
Mr. QuARLES. HOW many refineries have been constructed?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, gasoline and petroleum refineries in the past year.
MI-. QrARLEs. I do not know. I know that for a long number of
years there have been very few new refineries constructed in this country for a variety of reasons.
Mr. CARTER. Have there been any built in the United States in the
past year ?
Mr. QcARLES. I don't know.
Mr. CARTER. It seems you should know that. Do you know how many
have been built in the past 5 years?
Mr. QtARLEs. None have been constructed. There was a period
during which none were constructed. I believe many of the existing refineries now are being expanded, and construction has commenced
because it has become apparent that the supply is inadequate, and the
oil companies are expanding their facilities.
Mr. CARTER. I would like to have the answers to those two questions,
how many in the past year and in the past.') years. If there have been
expansions, how many have there been and where, if you please, sir.
[The following information was received for the record:]
REFINERY EXPANSION DATA

The attached charts show (1) that one new refinery has been built so far this
year; (2) that two new ones were built, and 1.3 other expanded in 1972: and (3)
for the five years 1968-1972 Inclusive, capacity expanded by about 15 percent.
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TABLE ll.-NEW REFINERIES OR EXPANSIONS SCHEDULED IN THE UNITED STATES BY PAD DISTRICTS
{In millions of barrels per day of crude distillation|
Company/location

I

II

III

IV

V

Total

1972:
Witco Chemcal Corp. (Bradford, Pa.)
Mobile (Paulsboro, N.J.)...
Qualier State (Hancocli County, W. Va.)
Ashland Oil Co. (St. Paul, IVIinn.)
Total Leonard (Alma, Mich.)
Alabama Ret. Co. (Mobile, Ala.)
Murphy Oil Corp. (Meraux, La.)
Southland Oil (Lumberton, Miss.)
Sage Creek Ret. (Cowley, Wyo.)
Refinery Corp. (Commerce City, Co.)
Chevron Asphalt (Portland, Oreg.)
Hawaiian Ind. Ref. (Barbers Point, Oahu)
Mobil (Ferndale, Wash.)
San Joaquin Oil Co. (Oildale, Calif.)
Douglas Oil Co. (Santa Maria, Calif.)

7.5
6.9
>10.0
10.0
5.0
4.0
31.0
1.0
1.0
4.0
6.0
'35.0
8.1
6.0
2.0

Total
1973: Mobil Ooliet, IILO

24.4

15.0
IJ64.0

1974: None
1975: Energy (^. (Nortli Pole, Alaska)

36.0

5.0

57.1

137.5
164.0

15.0

15.0

• New.
' Expected to be on stream about Jan. 1,1973.

Mr. ROGERS. I think that would be helpful. I would hope the Agency
would look at that and would let us know if there has been any delay
as a result of the environmental law. It is my understanding that the
tax benefits for building outside the country have been the incentive
for the building of refineries not in this country, but outside. I also
would like to know if this is a legitimate criticism of the environmental
laws. We should look at that, and this committee should know in making any judgment if we need any modifications.
[The following information was received for the record:]
REFINEBY LOCATION

No hard and fast answer can be given, but several points can be made In
answering this question:
1. The Department of the Interior has cited the lack of certainty In the supply
of imported crude due to the import quota program as the most important constraint on refinery capacity expansion. This has been substantiated by the spate
of announcements by the oil companies of plans to increase refining capacity that
foUovred the demise of the import quota program. The President's Energy message of June 29, 1973 stated that 8 companies have made "firm" decisions to
expand existing cai)acity by 1.5 million barrels daily—a ten percent Increase.
The importance of this increase in domestic capacity is that it seems to point to
the Imjwrt quotas as the limiting factor. While Environmental constraints have
remained constant during this period, the demise of import quotas has served
to trigger a rash of plans to increase capacity. Certainly, environmental constraints have played a lesser role than generally attributed to them.
2. The term "environmental constraints" also merits some clarification. With
regard to refineries, we are talking of two distinct phenomena. The first is
federally imposed emission and effluent requirements (in addition to NEPA).
The second is the uproar at the State and local level engendered by any attempt
to site a refinery. While the Federal requirements may raise costs, the chart
below demonstrates that the crucial factor in bloclting new refinery projects has
been opposition at the State and local level. There is no evidence that federally
mandated emission or effluent standards under the air and water laws have been
instrumental in retarding the expansion of domestic refining capacity.
In discu.s.sing this point, we may wish to stress that siting new refineries is
only part of the larger siting problem surrounding all power-producing and Indus-
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trial facilities. There Is no way aronnd the fact that all such projects will recelTe
the closest possible scrutiny by local communities, and property so. We see a
solution not in relaxing this scrutiny, but rather in the tyi)e of comprehensive
planning that will insure these projects are environmentally sound from the
outset.
3. There is a variety of complex economic and technical considerations that
have retarded the expansion of domestic refining cajjadty. In addition to the
import quota program, these include:
a. A higher rate of return on investment in Europe (10-12 percent than in
the U.S. (6-8 percent) principally due to greater demand and the absence of
competition from independents.
h. Higher capital investment per barrel due to the American practice of
refining more gasoline from crude than the Europeans. This requires additional
processing which in turn reduces the potential for higher returns on Investment
c. Higher costs due to environmental regulations; particularly the required use
of low sulfur fuels while the Europeans can often use high sulfur fuel. The
increased costs imposed by environmental regulations have been estimated at
5-8c per barrel.
REFINERIES BLOCKED OR DELAYED BY ECOLOGISTS

Company

Location

Shell Oil Co

Delaware Bay, Del

Fuels Desuifurization>

Riverhead, Long Island

Maine Clean Fuels •
Doi

South Portland, Maine
Searsport, Maine

Northeast Petroleum
Supermarino, Inc

Tiverton, R.I
Hoboken, N.J

Commerce Oil

Jamestown Island, N.J., Narragansett Bay.

Size
(barrels
per day)

Final action blocking project

150,000 State reacted by legislature passing bill
lorblddine renneries in coastal area.
City council opposed project and vrould not
cnange zoning.
200,000 City council rejected proposal.
200,000 Maine Environmental Protection Board rejected
proposal.
65,000 City council rejected proposal.
100,000 Hoboken project withdrawn under pressure
from environmentalist groups. Considering
site near Paulsboro, N.J.
50,000 Opposed by local organization and contested
in court.
200,000

• Maine Clean Fuels is a subsidiary of Fuels Desuifurization and the refiner in question is the same in each case, so
the capacity in barrels per day is not additive, but the incidents are independent and additive.

Mr. ROGERS. Also we need to know how many new additions are
being put on. I think it would be well for us to know and we will go
into this with the oil companies, what their planning showed and if
it was not possible to foresee what was coming about.
Mr. QtiARLEs. I think it would be highly beneficial if you would
go into that with the oil companies. I don't think I need anv staff work
to comment on the basic question you asked. It is my judgment, not
a criticism of the Clean Air Act, that it has retarded establishment
of oil refineries in this country. Certainly any proposed construction of
oil refineries in this country would have to take into account the fact
that we now do have a tough air pollution control law and that would
probably require some modification of the design which might increase
the cost.
That feature would not in my judgment be inappropriate. I would
consider that appropriate. Now as to the motivation of where these
refineries have been built or why they haven't been built, that involves a lot of factors. It involves the import, quota system. It involves the return on profit which I understand has been somewhat
higher in Western Europe than it has been in this country as well as
the factors you mentioned.
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Mr. ROGERS. I think we should liave definitive answers as best we
can get them. I thinly it would be helpful to have that.
Xow what about the question of catalytic converters which makes
us use up all of our gas ( Is this so ? What has been the extent of it,
what is the result and what is the future outlook^ Could you just
quickly give us that?
[Tiie following information was received for the record:]
LEAD FBKE GASOIJNE

To begin with it should he noted that the fnel penalty currently associated
with motor vehicle emission controls, i.e.. engine ui(Klification.s, is ulM)ut 10
percent, as compared to the average fuel e<'onomy of li>,")7-«7 models. This fnel
IH'ualty is entirely attributable to cars weigliing more than ;^,.")0O i>t)uud.s. Among
cars weighing li.'M) pounds or les-s. average fuel economy of 1973 models is one
to tliree i)ercent better than the l!)57-07 average. Since the use of catalyst
systems will enable auto manufacturers to get away from engine modiflcatiou
teclini(i«es, it will have a favorable impact on fuel economy.
('atalyst-equippe<l cars, however, must use lead-free gasoline. Production of
sncli fuel is exi>ected to increase crude-oil demand by approximately 0.3 to 0.4
percent in 1980. In addition, the aiito industry began using lower compression
engines in most cars in 1971. This step was taken botli to help control N'O.x emis.sioii-s and to i)ermit tlie use of 91 octane gasoline. Tlie indu.stry Ims stated that it
was done to pave the way for u.se of 91 octane lead-free fuel. The fnel penalty
a-ssoeiated with this reduction in compression ratio i.s 3.3 percent. If this penalty
is included as jiart of the impact of the shift to lead-free ga.soline. the increase in
crude oil demand is approximately 1.6 to 1.7 percent in 19K0. If is far from certain.
however, that elimination of the need for 91 octane lead-free fuel would result in
an increase in compression ratios.
The use of catalysts helped offset the fuel economy impact of more stringent
standards. For example, cars meeting the 1975 interim standards are expected to
liave almut 10 percent better fuel economy than today's cars (or in otlier words,
fuel economy equivalent to tliat of pre-controlletl cars). Cars meeting the 1976
interim standard (2.0 grams NOx per mile) should have alxmt four percent
better fuel economy than current cars. Depending on which control sy.stems are
used. It is possilile that cars meeting the statutory XOx standard (0.4 grams per
mile) could have fuel economy equal to or somewliat better than tliat of t(»day's
cars.
The use of catalysts can save fuel beoau.se it provides automobile manufacturers more flexibility to configure tlieir engines for performance and fuel econom.v. To tlie extent their catalysts permit this, their use will probably offset the
negative impact of the use of lead-free fuel. An exact estimate of tlie fuel .savings from catalysts (as opposed to other control sy.stems) is not imssible liecnuse,
with today's engines, the statutory standards appear to be attainable only witli
catalytic systems.

Mr. Qr.\KLKs. The relevance of catalytic converters lo the petroleum
supplv picture is that the catalysts do require unleaded gas and unleaded gas requires a somewhat higher volume of cnide oil to produce
the equivalent volume of gasoline. I understand it is roughly about 4
percent more crude th;»t is requiretl. However, that additional cnide
oil generates additional resid, so that the additional amount is not a
ccmiilete ener,gy loas.
"What one then has to ask is whether the additional resid is needed
and Mill be. used and for the most part it will be. So that our position
is that the catalytic converters exert a relatively minor influence on
the oieiall supply picture of petroleum.
Mr. RooERs. I think any definitive information, the particular cars
you have tested, would give us some picture of tliat. What about for
the future? Does it look as though there will be any gasoline penalty
or mileage penalty from the use of converters?
25-451—74—pt. 1
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Mr. QuARLKS. Tlie catalytic converter accordino: to our best analysis
now will not of itself create any fuel penalty, nor will it create any improved gasoline mileage of itself. HoAvever, catalytic converters will
tremendously improve the ability to conti*ol emissions and will make it
possible for the automobile manufacturers to meet the standards
through an oA'erall svstem which entails less in modification of the
engine than is presently being done to meet the less stringent standards
that are now in effect. In other words, if automakers use catalysts, they
will be able to move up to the more stringent emissions requii-ement
and simultaneously improve their engine design from the vi6wix>int of
efficiency which could result in improved gasoline mileage.
Ml'. CutTEu. Would you yield, Mr. Chairman ?
Mr. ROGERS. Certainly.
Mr. CAnTi':R. On that question I l)elieA'e you stated in vour presentation today that small cars use 10 percent more gasolme due to the
nece-ssary extra antipollution equipment, is that correct?
Mr. QuARLKS. The average figure was 10 percent. Small cars, I think,
were somewhat less.
Mr. CARTER. For large cars it was 30 percent, is that correct ?
Mr. QrARLES. Excuse me. The average was 10 jx^reent for all cars.
JSIr. CARTOR. With large cars it went up to ?»() percent?
Mr. QiARLES. That is the very maximum that we have any indication to believe. I think it would be a gross mistake from what I know
to take that 30 percent as representing the average fuel penalty for
large cats.
Air. CAKTI:R. NO one has tried to tell you that. As I read it. yon stated
10 percent, I thought, for small care as an increase in the consiunption
of gasoline and 30 percent for larger cars.
Mr. QiTARi-ES. It is 10 percent as an average for light-duty vehicles.
Mr. (X\i!TER. You aie reading your paj)er correctly, that is the way
it was, 10 pei-cent for lighter vehicles. 30 percent for heavier ones.
Mr. Qt'ARLES. Sir. I wonder if I can make a point that when we
talk about light-duty vehicles, we are distinguishing in very i-ough
terms passenger cars from tnicks. A large car like an Oldsmobile is
a light-duty vehicle.
Air. CARTER. The average increase in it is only 10 percent, is that
correct ?
Mr. QIIARI.ES. Yes. sir.
Mr. CARTI-:R. A^liat about Chevrolet ?
Mr. QUARLES. Chevrolet is included in the average.
Air. CARTER. Ten percent ?
Air. Qi^\Ri.ES. No, not 10 percent. It is included in the average. I
don't know the figure for Chevrolets. It would vary among different
models of Chevrolets.
Air. CARTT-;R. For Oldsmobile it is only a 10-percent increase. That is
what you .said. You said it was a light-duty vehicle, is that correct?
Air. QvARi.Es. We may be bogging down a little bit. What I said was
that the average figure for light-duty vehicles is 10 pereent. Lightduty vehicles are a class. The class includes Oldsmobiles. Chevrolets
and most all the other pas.senger cars that come to mind. The 10-percent figure being an average does not necessarily stand for any single
entry in the class.
Mr. CARTER. "\^liat is the weight of the average Oldsmobile?
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Mr. QuARLES. I would guess that Oldsmobiles might tend to fall in
the 3,500- to 4,000-, 4,500-, 5,000-pound class. This would depend on
Avhcthei- you are talking about a sedan or station wagon.
Mr. CARI-ER. Ijet me read you back your statement: "It is worthy of
note here that there has been au actual improvement in the fuel economy of small cars over the time period whereas fuel penalties as high
as 30 percent have been obsei-ved in large over-3,500-pound automobiles."
TJiat would seem to include the Oldsmobile in that case. I suggest
that that figure is approximat^ely right. In driving and observing
cars and the use of gasoline in those cars M'hich weigh over 3,500
pounds I would say the penalty is at least 30 percent.
Mr. QuARLES. We would differ from you, sir, because we would say
that in some instances a maximmn of 30 percent has been noted and
I couldn't go along with the statement that it is at least 30 percent.
Mr. CARTER. YOU did not state a maximum though in your paper,
my good friend.
Mr. QuARivES. What I said was up to 30 percent. That sounds like
a maximum to m:
Mr. CARTER. AS high as 30 percent have been observed in large
over-3,500-pound. I think that is "average." I don't want to belabor
the question. Will the use of catalytic converters diminish the use of
gasoline or not?
Mr. QuARLEs. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. Below this 30 percent that we mentioned ?
Mr. QrrARLES. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. And below the 10 percent?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, sir. It was particularly the testimony of Gen-^
eral Motors at our hearings, as I recall, that they expect to achieve
very significant improvements in gasoline mileage through the use
of converters. They expect that their efficiency will be dropped back
to the higher levels which they achieved before these catalysts were
developed and goin" back before the emission requirements were
established. I think General Motors will testify before you.
Mr. EoGERS. General Motoi-s will testify.
Mr. QtiARLES. You can get the particular directive from them.
Mr. CARTER. In other words, the 30-percent penalty will be negated,
is that correct ?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. I think it has been brought out that there is concern
about side effects on health from fuel additives and lubricants when
used with cataly.sts. Now. we gave authority to EPA in the law fo get
the necessary information from manufacturers of fuels that use tlier
additives. That hate been in existence since 1970?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Have you used that authority and have you issued
regulations under section 211 to require manufacturers to conduct!
those tests and give you such information?
Mr. QrARLE^s. We are currently requiring information as to the
fuels and I understand some degree of fuel additives under the autlioritv that was in existence before the 1970 act was enacted, under the
1967 net.
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Mr. RoGi-3?s. Have you issued regulations?
Mr. QuARi,ES. "We have not issued regulations yet.
Mr. ROGERS. Should that not be done?
Mr. QuARLEs. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. DO VOU plan to do that ?
Mr. QuARLEs. Vcs, we have those under development.
Mr. RtwERS. Will you let us know what time element and when that
will be done?
Mr. QuARLEs. Yes. sir.
[The following information was received for the record:]
ADDITIVE REGULATIOX

KPA is currently incoriwrating the received comments into a final regulatory
packet. Promulgation is expected within the near future.

Mr. ROGERS. What about the Agency's reasons for proposing changes
in NOx and how far it would !)e reduced? "\^'hat ai)out that Chatanooga study, the conversion to arsenite? What brought jou to tliis
change all of a sudden? What studies, what scientific basis?
Dr. FiXKLEA. We are back to an old friend of mine, nitrogen oxi<le.
Congressman Rogers. At the time tlie primary ambient air quality
stanriards W(M-O pi-oninlgated and n Fedoral reference method was established in 1972, there were two generally used methods to measure
nitrogen dioxide, one of which was the buckler metliod that then
became the Federal reference method. This was a mctliod tliat had
been used by the healtli people in the Chattanooga health study. The
other method was tlie continuous Saltzman method, a method which
had been used by the Air Pollution Division of Abatement in (Miatranooga, about the same time as the health study, actually 1-montli
overlap.
The metiiods of measurement were internally consistent, but they
did not compare well with each otlier. Subsequent to that time, we
developed a much better measuring tool to standardize these metiiods.
This was the permeation tube for nitrogen dioxide. It was then apparent that we had grave difficulties with the Federal reference method
that was establisiied and that this method was incorrect.
It was incorrect because there was a varialile in the collection efficiency. The metiiod when applied understated nitrogen dioxide concentrations at high levels and overstated them at low levels. There
also are additional variations in the Saltzman method. The Saltzman
method in relation to the old method will depend on the particidar
kind of Saltzman device being used as well as apparently on the operators tiiat have been using it.
After that, we reassessed what the exposure to nitrogen dioxide
in Ciiattanooga would have been like using the Saltzman measurement method, and we found that the average annual exposuies in the
Chattanooga situation diti'ered very little. This was due to a combination of the kind of Saltzman device used, the operators that were using
that device in Chattanooga, and to the fact in Chattanooga we did not
have some of the substances that interfered with some of the Federal
reference methods in other locales.
Subsequent to that, we did lirief members of this sulx'ommittee staff
as well as other congressional subcommittees on the measurement
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•method problem, and our agency stated its position in the Federal Register. Subsequent to that time, the National Air Quality Advisory Committee had considered this problem and has endorsed the Agency's
decision that there is no immediate change in the piimary ambient
air quality standard required, and that tliere should be a careful consideration of a number of measurement methods for nitrogen oxide
before a new- Federal reference method is chosen.
"We hope to have this method cliosen by the end of this present fiscal year. Our advisory committee and some of our colleagues in the scientific community think it may take us somewhat longer to accomplish this task.
Mr. ROGERS. What about the study of health effects of NOx? Has.
anybody done it ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. In the earlier testimony, we summarized those health
efl"ects that had been completed of oxides of nitrogen as well as the gap
areas in which we had no information at the present time. We have a
number of studies based upon tlie Chattanooga experience.
Mr. ROGERS. Who did the study ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. Tlie studies that were done in Chattanooga were don©
by tiie Division of Health P]ffccts Research of the Environmental Protection Agency.
Mr. ROGERS, \\niat aie those results?
Dr. FIXKLEA. Those results did sliow that exposures to nitrogen oxide
in combination with the acid mists that occurred around the Army
Volunteer Arsenal plant led to susceptibility to acute respiratory diseases. It caused increased severity of respiratory illnesses once people
contracted tiiem. It caused decrease in lung function of adults and children. We were not able to find any increase in chronic respiratory disease in that community. We nuist caution that the exposures to nitrogen
oxides in that community had lasted only about 3 years. Longer term
exposure to the same level may have caused chronic lung problems.
Mr. QcARLEs. Mr. Chairman, we have just entered into an agreement
with the National Academy of Sciences to do an additional $300,000
worth of analysis and study on the nitrogen oxide health effect
problem.
Mr. ROGERS. Your studies showed very severe damage then ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. Showed adveree heakh effects, sir. The matter of
severity would be subject to interpretation.
Mr. ROGERS. At tlie same time you find that you are proposing a
reduction in the standards ?
Dr. FiNKLE^v. No, sir, we have not proposed that the ambient air
quality standards be changed at all.
Mr. QFARLES. We need to make a distinction between the ambient
air quality standards and automotive emissions standards. We have
not made any proposal for statutory- cliange in the ambient air quality
standard. Of course, if we found the health effects different from what
we thought they were, even that would not require a statutory change.
That would be something that we would address administratively.
Mr. ROGERS. YOU feel tlien that your ambient air standard for NO.
is sufficient?
Dr. FIXKLE.\. Yes, we do.
,
Mr. ROGERS. Is that what you are testifying to ?
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Dr. FiNKiJOA. Based on the judgment we can make at this time with
the evidence we iiave before us we feel that they are proper.
Dr. GRKENFIELD. Tlie testimony. Mr. Chairman, is just as Mr. Quarles
said, we think with the present information the NO, standard, ambient
air qiuility standard, is basically correct. When yo\i look at the measurement problem, what did emerge was that there were far fewer cities
in the United States which had that liigh a NO, concentration as to
make them candidates for priority 1 consideration.
Ml'. ROGERS. YOU have changed your monitoring technique, but you
just really resulted in doubling the standard just about. If areenite had
been used in Chattanooga, wouldn't the adverse health effect be found
• at one-half the levels found according to the Federal meavSurement
method?
Dr. FiNKLEA. That is not our interpretation of the differences in
measuring methods.
Ml'. Jioc.ERs. AVIiat is your interpretation ?
Dr. FivKLEA. Our interpretation is that had we used the Saltzman
continuous monitor, wo would have gotten adverse effects at about
the sjime level. If we had used the ai-senite method, we would think at
most effects would have been observed at a somewhat lower level. The
figure we had used is certainly no more than 30 percent lower.
Mr. ROGERS. How do they convert ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. The relationship as we informed the subcommittee
between the arsenite method, the chemoluminescent method, and Saltzman method, all three of which are being evaluated, is less than unity.
Tlipy do not convert OTie to one.
5Ir. IvfKJERS. In other words, you went back 1 year later and measured
nearby, assumed the weather conditions were the same, and drew these
conclusions?
Dr. FiNKLEA. No, sir. TVe had measured the year before when the
weather conditions were the same with the Saltzman method and overlajiju'd the health study by a month.
In addition the U.S. Army had measured on the same days with the
Saltzman device in one of the areas of Chattanooga.
]Mr. ROGERS. I thought there was a year's difference in the time of
measurement.
Dr. FiNKLHA. In Chattanooga there were three different groups
measuring.
One group was the abatement group, another group was the health
people. They were using the Federal reference method. The third
group was the TT.S. Army. The Army and the abatement group were
both using the Saltzman method.
Mr. ROGERS. At the same time ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. Yes. The Army group was sampling for the year prior
to the health study and for 1 month during the health study.
Mr. ROGERS. How do you do the 1 year prior? How do you measure
1 year prior?
Dr. FiNKLEiV. How were they measuring?
Mr. Ro<iEKS. Yes. In other words, you wait and measure 1 year after.
Dr. GREENFIELD. They were measuring to determine the NO, concentrations around the arsenal.
Mr. ROGERS. One year prior.
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Dr. FiNKLEA. One year prior. Tlie Army was measuring during the
health study at the site nearest the plant. One is able to reconstnict
exposures by knowing what the meteorological conditions were and
what the distribution of pollutants were during the time when the
Saltzman measurements were actually being done.
Mv. KoGERS. It was not done at the exact same spot was it ?
Dr. FiNKLEA. The sulfur measurements were done at the highest
oxposure spot. Excuse me, within one-quarter of a mile of the highest
exposures. They were not done through all areas of the health study.
That is correct.
The other point is that the adverse health effects noted in the Chattanooga study were at least in part attributed to exposures lasting more
than 1 year.
So, in fact the measurement made by the U.S. Army and the abatement group Which covered a period of almost 2 years were a more
complete picture than the initial measurement made by the Environmental Protection Agency healtli group.
ilr. ROGERS. I want to get how this was done because there is great
concern about this. Let me ask about this.
In the hearings that Ruckleshaus held he said Chrysler had not done
all that they should have. Do you feel tliat they are now doing what
they should ? What is the situation ?
Mr. QTTARLES. We held hearings in March on the second round of
applications of the auto companies for suspension of the 1975 CO and
HC standards. We held hearings at the end of June and the firet of
July on the applications of the auto companies for extension of the
NOJC standards.
It was in the earlier hearings this year that the question arose as ta
the good faith efforts of Chrysler. Mr. Ruckelshaus stated, based
largely on interrogation which t conducted at the hearings, that he did
have some doubts in his own mind—I am paraphrasing what he said
but basically it was this—as to the extensiveness of the efforts of
Chrj-sler in the depth of their progi-am.
In the later hearing we did not have any of the issues arise that
would have triggered another analvsis of that cjuestion. So I can't
really comment on whether or not Chrysler is donig an adequate job
at this time.
Mr. ROGERS. You have not monitored what progress is being made?
Mr. QuARi.Es. That is correct. AVe do not monitor the progress of the
companies on an ongoing basis.
Mr. ROGERS. DO you have anyone monitor it for you ?
Mr. QUARLES. NO, sir. The responsibility we have is to make an
evaluation at the time they request that suspension.
^Ir. ROGERS. AS I recall we directed the National Academy of
Sciences to monitor what progress was being made, did we not?
Weren't you to have a contract with them? Wasn't that contract renewed with the National Academy of Sciences? Didn't the National
Arademy report to you ?
Mr. QuARLES. The National Academy of Science has been doing
work for us in evaluation of the status of technological development
in the industiy as a whole. They are giving us help in that regard.
Mr. ROGERS. They also went into the good-faith effort did they not.
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Let me know when they repoi-tod to you on this and how often they
do and what are you requiring the National Academy to do—I think
this would bo helpful—and if they are not doing what the law asks
them to do.
[The following information was i-eceived for the record:]
EPA/NAS REL-VTIOXSHIP
KPA is oonimitted to coutinnlng its support of tlie NAS technolojry assessment
efforts uiuler section 202 of the Clean Air Act. Negotiations on a new agreement
with NAS currently are in progress. It is anticipated that tiiis agreement, as a
minimum, will provide for an a.ssessment of NOx control techniques, to be completed by August 1974.

Mr. QrARLES. I think it might be helpful to put it in a more accurate perspective to say that there were some sjiecific questions that
arose in the coui-se of the Chrvslor testimony as to tlie speed with
which they had followed up on possibility of technological development.
In their description of the efforts they liad made and in the writt^'n
material that they submitted to us. as we put those together and tried
to analyze the motivation and the background for the choice that they
made on a supplier of catalysts and other details of the way they carried out their program we weiv not, clear as to whether in particular
thei-e might have been some motivation of i-ejectiiig Engelhardt as
a ix>tential supplier of catalysts for reasons i-elated to the testimony
given by Engelhardt at a pnor EPA hearing.
That specific issue has not. I am sure, i-isen in any wav nor would it
be expected to arise in any way in the analysis of the National Academy of Sciences.
Mr. RooKRS. Now I inulerstand that if a company did not want to^
it would make a decision whether to shut that plant down or not,
which is a rather drastic remedy if you ai-e not, doing a proper job.
Now should we look at different penalties? Should there be a penalty on executive officers? Should there be a fine against a company?
Should there bo a criminal sitnction for those who do not obey the
law so that you are not given an alternative of recjuiring a complete
shutdown of a plant which I think is a rather drastic remedy that one
hesitates to use?
I think it would be well to have the Agency's recommendations as
to what penalty jjrovisions for refusal to carry out the law should be
considered by the committee in its review of ovei-sight ?
Mr. QuARLES. We will be glad to consider that and perhajis comment further on it when we return.
Mr. RooKRs. Thank you. I think it would be well, too. for you to present the data on tlie coni]iarison between measureineiits by the arsenite method and the measurement by the Federal method at the same
locations in time.
Mr. QuARUis. We will be hapi>y to.
[The following infonnation was received for the record:]
COMPAMSON OF NO, MEASUREMENT METHODS

These two metliods were employed simultaneously in Thaftanooga durinir calendar year 1972 after the Volunteer Army Arsenal I'lant had greatly reduced its
emissions of nitrogen dio.vide. These reductions were the result of the installation of emLssion controls at the plant and a reduced requirement for the muni-
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tions mamifactured by the plant. Thus, direct comimrisons between the two
inetliotls could be made only when ambient levels of nitrogen dioxide were quite
lo%v. As shown in the following table tJie Feileral Reference MetJiod, which assumes a constant 35 iiepcent collection efficiency, gave readings at two Chattanooga stations which were 60 percent higher than the more reliable areenite
readings (corrw;tetl for 85 iiercent collection efficiency).
Average levels (ug'mi)

Site No.
Chattanooga 632.
Chattanooga 633.

Number of
24-hour
samples

Federal
reference
method

Afsenite

Ratio I

211
227

56
54

34
34

1.6
1.6

> Federal reference method divided by arsenite.

Since the arsenal emits very little nitric oxide the difference between the
two methods should be largely if not comiileteiy accounted for by the variable
tollection efficiency of the Federal Reference Method. This can be roughly estimated assuming constant nitrogen <lioxide levels equal to the overall level
measured by the arsenite method. When this is done the actual collection efficiency of the Federal Reference Method at 34 lig/ra^ would actually be 53 jtereeiit instead of the assumed 35 percent. I'nder these conditions it would be expected that the Federal Reference Method would be 53 (true collection efficiency)
35 (a.ssumed collection efficiency), giving a ratio 1.5 times the actual nitrogen
dioxide value. This exiiectetl ratio is very close to the observed ratio between
the Federal Reference Method and the more reliable arsenite method (1.6). Additional data comparing the Federal Reference Method and the arsenite method
have been forwarded to the Subcommittee in respon.se to a previously submitted
question. (Additional materials are available in tlie nitrogen dioxide package
tran.simitted to the Subcommittee staff.)

Mr. QuARLEs. I iiiijrlit say we publislied a verj* complete statement
of our analysis in the Federal Register requesting commentary and
criticism of it about 2 months ago.
"We have not received any substantial amount of critical comment
that would suggest any dutnges in the analysis we made.
Mr. RodERS. Do you know when definitive recommendations will
be made on the NO^ matter ?
Mr. QiARLEs. No, I think it would be a mistake for me to be terribly definite on that. AVhat is called for now is only a decision by
us in the reclassification. We presumably will l)e moving forward to
promulgate regulations, reclassifying the AQCR's in the relatively
near future, in the next month or two.
Mr. RorjERS. What about transportation controls? Describe what
they are, if you would please. How many cities are affected and of
that number, how many do you anticipate would need extensions of
time as recognized by your testimony ?
Mr. QiTAKi>Efi. This question is to some extent covered by my prepared testimony.
Mr. RoGER.s. How manv cities have this problem ?
ilr. QiJARLES. Roughly about 20 cities which would require some
foi-m of transportation controls i^lan and of those roughly 14 pre.'sent
the ty)ies of serious questions for which we think some inodification
of the deadline should be considered.
Mr. ROGERS. I think if you could exj)and on that in your te.stimony
that would be fine.
Mr. QuARLi:s. Yes, sir.
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[The following statement -was received for the record:]
TBANSPOETATION CONTROLS

Tlie most authoritative study to date is EPA's white paper on Transportation
Controls forwarded to the Subcommittee staff in a September 18 letter.

Mr. ROGERS. I think if you have any basis for the statement that we
went into just a little earlier on energy, it would be helpful if you
could furnish us witli information as to whether the act has affected
the fuel shortage or not, and what would be its projection.
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, sir. We have done some analysis on that and we
will be glad to supply it to you.
Mr. EoGERS. Then I think it would be well for you to let us know,
if you have taken a position or if you have any thinking on the engines
that are desired to meet the 1975, 1976 standards, the catalyst, the
stratified charge, tlie diesel engine, rotary engine, and so forth.
Then I would think we might get some comment particularly on the
1976 standards. What is your experience to date, what information do
you have and what are your positions ?
As I recall there is a Gould catalyst that reduces just NO, as I understand it. I think there is a three-waj- catalyst that reduces all three.
[Testimony resumes on p. 173.]
[The following information was received for the record:]
ACHIEVEMENT OK

1975,1976 AUTO STANDARDS

EPA's thinking on these issues is laid out in detail in the Administrator's
decision on applications for Susjjension of the 1970 Automobile Emission Standards (June 30, 1973) [attached] and the Technical Appendix [not printed]. Also
see EPA's white paper on Clean Air and the Automobile.
BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENTAL PBOTECTION AOENCY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
IN BK

APPLICATIONS

FOB SUSPENSION OF 1976 MOTOR VEHICLE EXHAUST
EMISSION STANDARDS

Chrysler Corporation, Ford Motor Company, and General Motors
Corporation, Applicants.
DECISION OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

I. Introduction
Section 202 of the Clean Air Act. 42 U.S.C. 1857f-l, requires that emissions of
oxides of nitrogen from automobiles sold in this country during the 1976 model
year be reduced by at least ninety percent from their 1971 levels. The only authority which I as Administrator have been given to affect the application of this
standard is set forth in Section 202(b) (5) of the Act. That section allows me to
suspend the effective date of the reduction for one year only, provided the
following conditions are met:
"The Administrator shall grant such suspension only if he determines
that (i) stich suspension is essential to the jmblic interest or the public health
and welfare of the United States; (ii) all good faith efforts have been made
to meet the standards established by this subsection: (iii) the applicant
has established that effective control technology, processes, operating
methods, or other alternatives are not available or have not been available
for a sufficient period of time to achieve compliance prior to the effective
date of siich standards, and (iv) the study and investigation of the National
Academ.v of Sciences conducted pursuant to subsection (c) and other information available to him has not indicated that technology, processes, or
Other alternatives are available to meet such standards."
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The first application for a suspension of the 1976 nitrogen oxides standard
was filed with EPA on May 29, 1973, by Chrysler Cori>oration. On June IS and 19,
respectively, applications were received from Ford and General Motors.
Public hearings on these applications were held from June 2.j to July 3. 1973.
At these hearings testimony was taken from the applicants, other domestic and
foreign automobile companies, makers of catalysts and other emissions control
components, the National Academy of Sciences, and representatives of the public.
"Written material was also pre.sented by these witnesses.
Although this is the first time EPA has considered any applications for suspension of the nitrogen oxide emissions standard, the governing statutory language quoted above also controlled previous decisions on susi)ension of the 1975
standards for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. Accordingly, rules laid down
by the Cotirt of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in International
Barvextcr Co. v. liiickeUliaus (Slip Opinion No. 72-1517, February 10. 1973) in
vacating the Administrator's initial denial of susi)ension of the 1975 emissions
standard.s are al.so applicable here.
Technical information received in previous hearings on the 1975 standards is
also relevant to this decision. Control of nitrogen oxide emissions is affec-ted
b.v techniques that are employed in controlling emissions of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide. Since vehicles produced during the 1976 model year must
comply with the Act's hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide standards?, the record
in previous hearings contains relevant information on the nature and functioning of sy.stems that will be employetl to control these pollutants in 1976 vehicles.
Our earlier proceedings have also develojied relevant information on such topics
as industry lead time, research programs, manufacture-vendor relationships and
catalyst technology in general. For these reasons, the complete record of those
proceedings has been incorporated by reference into the record before me in
this matter.
As in tlie case of our prior hearings on control of hydrocarltons and carbon
monoxide, substantial testimony was taken at the hearings on these applications concerning the extent to which nitrogen oxide emissions can be controlled
in vehicles powered by engines diflferent from the traditiftnal internal combustion
engine. lOarlier decisions on susiJcnsion of the 1975 standards concluded that
certain alternate engine systems presently in use or under development can
probably c(miply with the statutory requirements for h.vdrocarbons and carbon
monoxide. It is le.ss certain that these same alternate .systems can achieve the
reduction in nitrogen oxide emissions required by the Act. In any event, it is
clear from the record that basic new car demand, as defined by the Court in
International Harvester, cannot be met in 1976 without continued production of
large nuuil>ers of conventional internal combustion engines. The technical feasibility of controlling emissions of nitrogen oxides from conventional engines remains, therefore, the crucial Issue for resolution in this decision.
II. Summary of Decision
The evidence presented before me leaves little doubt that control of NOx
emissions to the statutory level of .4 grams per mile on any substantial fraction of
new cars sold in this country in the 1976 model year would depend on the use
of a reducing catalyst of some sort. The only apparent alternative is the Honda
CVCC engine, which has shown its ability to control NOx emissions to these
levels on light weight cars. However, its ability to do the same for heavier vehicles has not yet been demonstrated, and in any event, there is not enough time
to convert a significant fraction of the engine production lines to this engine
by 1976.
It is clear from the record that successful NOx control is a more complex
technical problem than was meeting the HC and CO standards, particularly if
catalysts are to be used. The reduction catalyst presents problems of durability,
although of a somewhat different character than the oxidation catalyst. Most,
and very likely all, reduction catalysts require more precise control of air/fuel
ratios than current automobiles can achieve or is needed to apply oxidation
catalysts. And the resultant problem of integrating the catalyst, the fuel metering
system, and the HC and CO control devices is more severe than for earlier
decisions.
Reducing catjilyst technology has advanced dramatically in the past year,
and the rate of ])rogress seems to be accelerating. Gould Inc. and Questor Corjioratlon have each begun to obtain a significant and encouraging body of test
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tesults indicating the dnrability of their i-espectivp systems, r.alioratorv w-ork
gives reason to liope that solutions to siicli jtroblems" ns getting the catalytic
material to stay on the substrate tor 25,000 miles and reducing catalyst da magIll* variations in the composition of the exhaust stream passing through the
catalyst may soon be achieved. Similarly, progre.ss is impressive In developing
sensing devices to control air/fuel ratios more precisely. However, in all cases
our knowledge is still too incomplete to support a prediction tliat all the basic
problems will be solved by 1970.
In addition, as the Technical Appendix indicates, the body of vehicle test
data is still .severely limited. In the absence of vehicle data, especially durability
data, it is Impossible to determine that the system integration proliienis can be
overcome or that a v?orking system has adequate durability.
I am also confronted by the fact that no one—manufacturer or supplier—testified that the statutory standard could he met in 197C. Indeed, only one witness
argued that It was possible to use retluction catalysts widely in lt>76 at any
level of emissions.
For these reasons, I have concluded tliat the technolog.v to meet the standards
is not yet available. This was also the conclusion of the Xationa! Academ.v of
Sciences.
The statute also requires that before a susjicnsion is granted. I must find tliat
it is essential to the public interest to grant it and tliat all good faith efforts to
achieve the standard have been made.
As was true in our decision of April 11 of this year, the finding that technology
Is not availat)le has been a main ingredient in the decision that a suspension
is in the public interest, since the auto in<lustry would be forced to elr)se down If
a suspension were not granted and the technology were not available.
Both Mr. Ruckelshaus and I have on previous occa.sions stated EPA's view that
new measurements of the amount of \0x in the air indicate that the 1!>76 emissions standard for NOx may be too strict. However. I do not believe that in administering the statutory emissions standards established by Congress in its
judgment of the puiilic interest, I should weigh the view that these standards
may not be necessary to protect the public health or welfare. That is a matter for
the Congress to weigh. Instead. I have restricted myself here to an analysis of
the increase in NOx emissions that will result from the sale of one model year
of cars that meet the interim standard established today rather than the statutory
standard. 1 conclude, as in the 1975 decision on remand, that this one year's
increment is not signifieant.
Another element of the luililic interest which almost every witness spoke to
was the j)ossibllity that a significant fuel economy penalty might be associated
with the use of a reduction catalyst. Estimates of what the effect on fuel economy
might be ranged from a 20 or 30 percent decrease in miles per gallon from the
1973 levels up to a modest improvement of a few percent. Though the data are
not suflScient and the development programs are not far enongli advanceil for
any firm .iudgment here, I incline to believe that the latter estimate is more
accurate than tlie former.
While not well documented, it appeai-s that there may be some risk of increased lie and CO emissions if reduction catalysts were used in 197*?. This risk
arises from either a potential failure of the reduction catalyst or the po.ss!l>le
problems of meeting statutory MC and CO levels simultaneously with a low XOx
level. While not of great •>\-eight in my decision. I am sensitive to these risks,
since they bear on pollutants of ncknowle<lged harm.
The good faith question is little changed from prior hearings. As in May 1972,
I am disturbed by the apparent lack of adequate coordination between automobile
companies and catalyst suppliers.
As before, however, the evidence, when weighed with an eye to the drastic
consequences of a denial of suspension on this ground, supports the conclusion
that the requirements of the statute have been met.
Having granted this one year suspension. I am required to establish an interim
standard for 1970!. T have set the interim standard at 2.0 grams per mile of NOx.
Of course, statutory HC and CO standards will be in effect in that year.
The standard is amply justified on the statutory tests of technology and cost
This statutory basis for the interim standard is discu.ssed later in this decision.
I ,feel compelled here, however, to make two observations about the interim
standard.
First, California 1975 Interim standards established last April contain a 2.0
gram/mile NOx standard, I would in any case be reluctant to establish a 1976
interim standard for NOx in excess of that level.
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Se«nn<l, Los Angeles clearlv requires NOx control on antotnobllcs, and Callforuia rt-taius the «nrtion of a.skiug for a waiver for a li)'<6 8tandard lower than
2.0 graujK/mile, To deny that reiiueBt, should it couie, would require me to show
tec-huologj- is uo< available to meet a more stringent standard.
I make these observations to dispel any feeling that may arise that technological progress on NOx emissious can or should be slowed as a result of this
decision. It should not. The need to develop technology to protect the health of
any segment of ttie public Is reason enough to pursue those developments aggre-sisively and in good faith.
///. Discussion
1. TECHNOLOGY

I

(a) Catalt/st trchnology in general
In order to understand the problems that accompany the development of durable reducing catalysts, some techuiuil background is necessary. In particular,
it Is important to understand that NOx control technology presents technical
problems of fuel metering and engine system integration more complex than
those raised by HC/CO control teclmology.
All conventional internal combuslion engines work by burning a mixture of
air and fuel in the piston chambers. If this mixture contains just enough air to
completely linrn all the fuel, on the assumption that all chemical reactions proceed as far as the materials present allow, the engine is said to be running "at
stoichiometric." Since chemical reactions in the real world are not this perfect,
there will be incomplete combustion even in an engine running at stoichiometric
If the air to fuel ratio is greater than stoichiometric, the engine is said to be
running "lean''; if it is less, tlie engine is running "rich." Tiie excess oxygen
associated with slightly lean combustion tends to minimize eniis.slons of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, which are products of incomplete coml>u8tion, but
it also tends to increase nitrous oxide emission.s. The amount of NOx formed is
dependent tin high teni|ierdtiire, length of combustion, and the amount of oxygen
Xiresent. ail of which ciiiibine to niaximi/.e XOx emissions when the air/fuel ratio
is slightly lean. Uowcver. if the conilmstion is very lean, NOx emissions will fall
oiV too, since the smaller amount of fuel makes a high-temperature burn
impossible.
Conversely, if an engine runs rich, emissions of hydrocart>ons and carbon
monoxide will tend to ri.se, and emissions of NOx will fall.
Convenrional internal combustion engines get their best fuel economy when
running- slightly lean and their best |)erformance when running slightly rich.
Tr. :ji- .n (Chry.sler) : Tr. sm) (GM) ; Tr. 044 (Matthey Bishop): '1 r. KK>»
(Vm') :'i-r. 14!KS (Ksso).'
In most cars designed to meet tlie statutory hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide
standards the exhaust stream will be passed through an oxidizing catalyst, after
l)eing diluted with air from an air pump in order to maintain the oxidizing
(oxygen-rich) atmosphere the catalyst requires to control the.se two pollutants.
The reducing catulyst to control NOx will l>e built into the exhaiLst system somewhere up>tream of both the oxidizing catalyst and the input of air from the air

pum|!.

RiHludng catalysts oi>erate to control NOx .emissions liy causing Hie NOx
to re<luce to iiitrf>gen by reacting with the reducing agents i)resent in the exhaust
ga.-'. primarily carbon monoxide and hydrogen. For this to take place, a supply
of carbim monoxide is nwessary, and in practice this has required the engine
to be calilirafed rich. V. Apj). S-TiO; G.M App. A4-1 ; C. .\pp. I\'-C- 1 ; 'Vr.'AM (O.Mt.
Most i-atalysts, however, including oxidation catalysts, will al.so reduce NOx if
the engine is nnining at stoichiometric or only marginally on the rich side. In
fact, most reducing catalysts i)erform best at only slightly rich ctinditious. Oil
Anp. -a-l). A5 1 ; V. App. 2-5; Tr. 89r> (Matthey Bishop).'
'In tills DPCISIOII. tlip following nbbrpvliiti't) rltatliinH nrv uxpif:
Tr.— Thp triinsirlpt nf thi> .rum--.I ill v li(7.'f hosi'ln ;>.
0. .\|i|..—The -Viipllcntliin fur Suaiivnsliin of 1970 Motor Vehicle Emlsstona 8tani1nrd!i
filcrt liv OhrvKlcr t'orixinitlon.
F. .\pti.—The Rfqiiexl for Siisfirnslon of 1976 Motor Vohlcle Kxbanxt RmlmlonH Standor(N flicd by VovfX Motor romimny.
GXI .\p|).—The Gi-iipriil Motiirs KiHjacyt for SiiviH-nsion of 1976 Federal Emission
Stiiiidnrf's.
NAS Kppt.—Thp Report by the Commlltoe on Motor Vehicle EmlNBionti of the National
Aeaileniy of Sclencpx dati'd Febrnar.v 12, HI7:i.
'Work Is belni; dnne on developing n NOx pnfnivst that will ope-ate even wb"n the
engine Is runnhiK aomenhat lean, but vltli lery tlmittd aacetss t» date. C. App. IV-C-2;
Tr. 221-22 (Ford) ; Tr. 8»0 (Matthey Ut«liu|^) ; Tr. 102» tW. R. Qrace).
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The task of metering fuel to keep an engine slightly rich all the time is too
sophisticated for any carburetor or fuel injection system currently in use. F. App.
2-50: C. App. IV-A-3, I-D-3; Tr. 903 (Matthey Bishop); Tr. 1028 (W. B.
Grace). Not only are the mechanical tolerances and response times of existing
equipment inadequate to maintain any given air-fuel ratio precisely under all the
differini: influences of normal driving; the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio itself
varies witli altitude and tlie comiwsltion of the fuel, which in turn can vary from
flllim; station to filling station. F. Ai)p. 4-^1-48; C. App. IV-C-1; Tr. 349-51
(GM I : Tr. 922 (Matthey Bishop).
This prolilem may well be solved in the near future. All major companies are
workinp on electronically controlled fuel metering systems that would sense the
composition of the exhaust gas and readjust the fuel flow accordingly to keep the
engine at a given combustion chemistry. F. App. 2-58-74; GM App. A9; C. App.
lII-A-3—1. Tliis more precise control, according to all witnesses who addresscni
the jKiint, would make all forms of emi.sslon control easier, and would help to
Impi-iive fuel economy and driveabillty as well. GM App. 4a-10; Tr. 122 (Chrysler) ; Tr. 159-(50,18T (Ford) ; Tr. 476 (GM) ; Tr. 1122,1125-26 (BencUx). In addition, tills more preci.se control miglit aliow the engine to oiierate cousi.stently at
an air/fuel ratio where one catalyst, by controlling HC, CO, and NOx simultaneously, could do the job now planned for two.
In tlie absence of feedliack <'ontrol, setting a fuel metering system at an only
slight rieli position can be expected to result In variations of the air/ftiel ratio
from rich to lean and back again. Not only will NOx control be lost when the
catalyst is exposed to an oxidizing (lean) atmosphere; the weiglit of tlie testimony
Indicates that exiwsure either to oxidizing conditions or swings from reducing
(ridi) atmospheres to oxidizing atmospheres and back again lias an adverse effect
on reducing catalyst durability.
Aceonlingly, it has provwi advisable in most current development tests to set
the fuel metering on 1976 test cars considerably richer than stoichiometeric, so
that random swings to the lean side will not bring the catalyst into oxidizing
conditions. Tr. 922-24, 941 (Matthey Bishop) ; Tr. 1009 (Engelhard). Such a rich
calibration decreases fuel economy, and may increase the output of TIC and CO
and thus tlie burden on the oxidizing catalyst that must deal with them, oii the
a.s.sumption that the oxidation catalyst itself must oxidize all the HC and CO
present. C. App. I-IO. T-19: GM App. 4a-6-8, A6-7: Tr. 354 (GM) ; Tr. 924-25
(Mattliey Bishop). Limited tests indicate, however, that some reduction catalysts
can effect some CO and HC oxidation with injections of small quantities of air
iipstream of the NOx catalyst. This would tend to offset the effect of the rich
calibration. Nevertheless, because of the rich calibration, a 1976 emission control
system would emit more HC and CO to the atmosphere if the oxidizing catalyst
failed than would a 1975 system in the same circumstances.
In addition, many reducing catalysts when operated In an excessively rich
atmosphere reduce some NOx not to nltorgen, but to ammonia (NHa). The
anmionia is then reoxidized to NOx in the oxidizing catalyst downstream, and
passes into the atmosphere in that form. To the extent this happens, the net
elficiency of the NOx control system is. of course, reduced, and so are the chances
of meeting the statutory NOx standards.
(6) f!prcific applications of catalyst technology
Four different applications of reducing catalysts are under active investigation
by the auto industry, and appear to have promise as a means of controlling
NOx. niey are disoissed individually below.
i. Thnr-Wny Catalyst.—As mentionetl above, if an engine can be calibrated
to burn very close to stoichiometric all the time, a single catalyst can control
all three of the statutory poUutJints. Since this cataly.st will be very similar in
coniixo-ition and constmctlon to oxidizing catalysts and since the more precise
fuel metering can be expecteil to reduce the transient hlgh-temi>erature conditions that are a major source of strain on those catalysts, no insoluble problems
with tlie catalyst nee<l be anticipated here.
To ju'liieve such precise control, however, -will require both the development of
a sensor that can measure the composition of the exhaust gas, and the use of a
fuel metering device that can respond to the sensor's signals very quickly.
The main problems to date with the sensor have been (1) developing a sensor
that will be able to last for at least 2.'>.000 miles when inserted into the exhaust
stream. (JM App. 4a-13-14: Tr. 657 (Volkswagen) ; Tr. 1113-14 (COP) : Tr. 1128
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(Beudix), and (il) developing a sensor that can control the engine to a marginally rich condition rather than stoichiometric. F. App. 2-60, 2-71; Tr.
121-22 (Chrysler) ; Tr. 165-66 (Ford). This latter ability is particularly needed
if the sensor is to be used to improve the performance of a two-catalyst system.
There seems little doubt that electronic fuel injection (EFI) can respond to
the sensor's signals quickly enough to keep the combustion process v?ithin the
desired limits, and several witnesses stated that this was the most promising
device for use as part of a three-way catalyst system. F. App. 2-43, 2-62, 2-70,
4-40: GM App. 4a-ir, A22-3; Tr. 665, 672 (Volkswagen) ; Tr. 1162 (Bendix).
A GM representative testified that advanced carburetors were as good for this
purpose as EFI; however, in the judgment of my technical staff the case for
EFI is stronger. Tr. 477-79. See also F. App. 2-38 ("It should be noted that a
satisfactory technique for controlling air-fuel ratio with feedback has not been
ol>taine<i with any carburetor.") ; 2-65-69, C. App. IV-D-^.
If EFI were to be installed on a substantial portion of 1976 ears, production
commitments would have to be given immediately. Tr. 1176 (Bendix). There is
little reason to believe such commitments could be made until an exhaust sensor
of proven durability had been developed.
ii. Xohic Metal Reducing VatalyatH.—By far the bulk of reducing catalyst test
work b.v the auto companies lias been done on catalysts which, like the threeway cataly.sts, resemble those currently planned for use as oxidizing catalysts on
most 1973 California vehicles. In these catalysts, an inert ceramic honeycomb or
pebbles of some inert material (the "substrate") supports a thin coating of the
catalytic material, which is generally a mixture of platinum, palladium, or
other noble metals.
The problem here has been that in order to hold ammonia formation down to
acceptable levels, it has been necessary to add very small amounts of ruthenium
to these catalysts.^ Catalysts with even a small amount of ruthenium tend to
form significantly less ammonia even in quite rich atmospheres than catalysts
without it. In addition, such catalysts have relatively low "light-oif" temperatures—that is, they begin to convert significant amounts of NOx to nitrogen while
they are still relatively cool. F. App. 2-4; GM App. A5-7; C. App. 1-19, II-C-2,
lV-A-2. IV-C-3 ; Tr. 435 (GM) : Tr. 97S (Engelhard).
Howevei. the vehicle tests to date have .shown that ruthenium is very easily
oxidized and removed from the catalyst when exposed to lean conditions.* GM
App. 4a-5. A5-7; F. App. 2-4. 4-27; C. App. 1-19.
Even if more accurate fuel metering could eliminate oxidizing conditions during normal vehicle operation, it would still be essential to make reducing catalysts stable in oxidizing conditions. The first part of the EPA emissions test.
called a "cold start," produces a relatively large amount of HC and CO, and
a relatively .small amount of NOx. Since it is very hard to heat up the oxidizing
catalyst, which lies furtiier from tlie source of heat in the engine than the reducing catalyst, in time to control these pollutants adequately, it will probably
be necessary in order to meet these standards to \ise the reducing catalyst to
control HC and CO emissions during cold starts. This can only l>e done by pumping air into it, thus creating an oxidizing atmosphere. See F. App. 4-10-12. 4-26,
4-36-37; GM App. A4-3. Many witnesses at the hearings claimed that the problem of ruthenium oxidation had been solved, but vehicle test results are not yet
available. F. App. 2-27, 4-8-9, 4-27-32. Tr. 197-98 (Ford). See also C. App. IVD-1; Tr. 948-49 (Matthey Bishop); Tr. 978 (Engelhard); Tr. 1108 (UOP);
Tr. 1243-14 (Gulf).
Because the problem of rutlipninm oxidation has prevented much durability
testing of these catalysts, it is impossible to say what other durability problems
they might encounter if they were run long distances on vehicles. There is some
' It mav also be possible to ollmlnate Hie low air/fuel ratios that are partieiilarly conriiii'ive to" nmmonia torinatlon with these eafalysts by Introdiiolnu a small aiiiotint of air
into the rednelnc catalvst to lean out the mixture while still keepluK It on the rich side
of xtolchionietrv. (iM App. A4-3, AH-S ; F. App. 2-2.-!; Tr. 7(5-77 (Chry><ler). Tr. 1322
(Monsanto). This Is the approach used to control ammonia formation in the Gould catalyst.
Some HO and CO control fs also afforded by this approach. Matthey Bishop and Monsanto
both claim to have developed a stable catalyst that does not contain ruthenium. Tr. B49 ;
Tr. 1210-11.
^
,
„
.
.
• Some ruthenium oxides are verv toxic. However, such extremely small amounts of
ruthenium would be used in each catalyst that it is not clear at this time that even If
a hlirh percentage of it were lost hv oxidation there would be a health hazard. Tr. fiO. 75
(Chrvslerl : Tr. 950-53 (Matthey hishop) ; Tr. 1003 lEngelhard) ; Tr. 1108-09 (UOP).;
Tr 1243 (Gulf).
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sugfTDStion in the record that they may prove vulnerable to trace elements in the
exhaust system. F. App. 2-10. 2-28-30; 4-12-13. 4-37-39; GM App. A5-7: Tr.
1222-23 (Monsanto). But see Tr. 1242-43 (Gulf).
Other durability problems of this class of reducing catalysts can be exiiected
to largely parallel tho.se encountered, and, for the most part, solved, with oxidizing catalysts.
These would include weaknesses In the substrate, mechanical failure due to
vibration of the engine, and the like. The experience gained in curing such
failures in oxidation catalysts should l)e directly applicable to preventing them
in reduction catalysts as well.
Oxidizing catalysts work by causing the carlxm monoxide and hydrocarbons
to burn up inside the catJilyst, tlius relea.sing heat. If the cataly.st receives
and overdose eitiier of these gases or of some unburned fuel, the hejit released
by the resulting combustion may lie enough to damage the catalyst. By contrast,
the reaction liy which a catalyst reduces NOx to nitrogen produces essentially
no heat. Tr. 440-41.
lii. Gould.—Gould was the only catalyst manufacturer to testify that reducinR
catalysts for the control of XOx were sufficiently far advanced to be installed
on all or almost all 1976 model vehicles.
The Gould catalyst (also called the GEM catalyst) is a stainless steel screen
on which the cnialytic material—a mixture of nickel and copper—is depi>sited.
The screen is then rolled into a cylinder measuring about four inches in each
dimension and weighing about a kilogram, and installed in the exhaust system
where the exhau.st gases can pass througli it. Gould estimates that each catalyst
would cost about ,$30 to make and install in a new vehicle. Tr. 134.';, and that
ono such catalvst would be needed for engiues of less than eight cylinders and
two for V-as. Tr. 1.343.
Tests on (JE-M catalysts have been carried ouf by Gould itself, by Es.so Research and Engineering, and by various auto companies.
Gould has run three cars over 20,0(X) miles, one on the EPA test cycle and
two on a freeway cyc'e. The lirst car came within .02 grams of meedng the NOx
standard at the last reported data point, while one of the latter two did meet
It. Tr. 1359. One GM car, ES-3341A. went 12,000 miles meeting all thre<> statutorv emi-ssions standards, and was tested at .5 grams of NOx after 25,000 miles.
GM App. A4-35.
The other major auto compitnies report somewhat dilTerent results. Ford.
though conceding that metallic catalysts are cheap and highly active and that
they avoid at least most of the fuel jienalty and ammonia formation as.sociated
with other control methods. F. App. 1-14, 2-7, 2-11.^, 4-13. Tr. 201, claims that
fifteen out of s<'venteen Gould c-atalysts tested falle<l under 3,(XX» miles. F. Aptp.
2-178. .See also F. App. 2-.S4-SG, 4-i:}-14.
Chrysler's testimony was to much the .same effect. C. .Vpp. IV-.\-.?0-31. Tr.
J)S-9!), 101, as was GM's, despite it.s encouraging durability test' and admittedly
good low-mileage te.sl result.s, GM App. 4a-.')-0. A4-10.
No witness ofEere<l a satisfactory explanation for the wide difference lietween
Gould results and auto company results. Tr. 101 (Chry.sler) ; Tr. 1393-!M
(Gould) : F. App. 2-80: Tr. 201 ( Ford).
All nianufa<-tnrers identified basically the same problems with GEM catnl.vsts.
They are said to reipiire high operating temperatures before they will reduce NOx
elTwtivel.v, which decreases the margin of safety before a transient hot condition
either in the gas coming out of the engine or created in the catalyst by a shortterm shift to oxidizins condilions will result in significant catalyst djimase. G.VI
Ai>p. 4a-,'V-«: 0. App. IV-A-3: F. App. 1-14-1.5. 2-7, 2-81-S6. Tr. 202 (Ford) :
Tr. 43(>-.37, 4.39-40 (GM). They an' also s-aid to deteriorate if exinxsod alternately
to oxidizing and reducing atmo.s]iheres, Tr. 202, 211-12 (Ford), and partly as
a consequence of this, to require very precise fuel metering and metering of
secondary air. Tr. 107-08 (Chrysler); Tr, 469-71 (GM).' They api>arently do not
•'• Tlip onl.v ntticr GEM catnlyst QM liaR iMtPd fallpii on the d.vnamomptpr iit low
mllpapp when rhp enr ran out of paK. Tr. 472.
"It sppms. howpvpr. that at loaKt thp first Chryslpr tpsts wprp run without Injpptlne
any air In front of thp NOx ciitnlvst. C. App. p. IV-.V-S2. In.ti-Ptlnjr soinp air In front
of thP catalyst lowers the llcht-ofT temperature several hnnilreil rteprreps and so nvikPR
overtemperature failure less likely. Tr. 147S. 1492. E.nso testifled overtPnipprnfurp failures
could be avoldpd. Tr. 149.'!-n4.
It aNo appears that once Chrysler did start to inieet air Inio the reduetlon catalyst.
it Injected far too much, which caused the catalyst to bum up. Tr. 1399.
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suffer from being exposed to oxidizlnB conditions at relatively low tempemtures,
iind therefore can be used as oxidizing catalysts during cold starts.
Most of tliese concerns are shared by Ktsso. Esso data, however, is not a go<xl
test of GKM catalyst emissions control durability .<in<'e lOsso made a practice of
stoi>ping tlie test when evidence of physical damage api>eared on the catalyst even
though emis.'sions control i)erformanc-e was still satisfactory and might have
remained .satisfactory for ten or tifteen thousjind miles more. Tr. 14!M-!);j, 1502,
1515-18.
It is nevertheless true that one of the most serious problems witli the Gould
catalyst is that of iwirticulnte emissions. Oxidation and reduction cycles on this
type of material can cause the surface of the catalyst Ut become changed and
active material can be lost from the catalyst in the form of imrtlculate emissions.
It is not known at present whether this loss of material could be prevented b.v use
of a more soi)bisticated fuel metering system, since no vehicles liave been run with
both Gould catalysts and fuel metering systems tliat would prevent excessive
rich-lean excursions.
Gould disputes the need for extremely precise air-fuel ratio control, and claims
tliat S'lUie of its best dunibility results have been on a car that use<l a slightly
modified lOTS production carliuretor. Tr. 1341. Gould apparently df>es not dispute
that repeiited switching between reducing and oxidizing conditions mu.st lie
avoided. Tr. 1382-Sl. 1423-24.1432-34. 14<i!>-(!7.
One company reiwrted that disintegration of a GEM catalyst resulted in poisoning of the oxidation catalyst downstream. Tr. 4!)«-07 (NKssan). See also F. App.
2-7; Tr. 210 (B^ord). However. Gould had examined the allegetUy poisoned catalyst, and had not found any of the metals from the GEM catalyst on It In
Kigniflcant quantity. Tr. 137,S-79.
Gould testified that its catalyst would enhance the life of the oxidation catal.vst. Since the OEM oitalyst has some oxidizing caiiacity, the levels of IIC and
CO to the oxidizing cataly.st downsti-eam miiy well be lower than in J5>7-"( cars,
Tr. 1375-77. Gould did admit that certain rare insti'nces of gros.s failure could
result in poisoning of the downstream catalyst. Tr. 1.380-81.
Xo witness claimed that poi.soniiig of GEM catalysts by lead or sulphur was
a iiroblem, and Gould and Esso assertwl it was not. Tr. 1341, 14()r>. 1,504.
To summarize, although the Gould catalyst has sliown b.v far the best durability results of any catalyst tested to date, more work on matching the cataly.st
to the engine and on improving fuel metering, accompanied by exten.'five d\irabilIt.v testing, will be re<iuired before it will be read.v for widesi)read vehicle use.
iv. QtiiKtfir.—'nie Questor Reverter .system differs from the .systems outline<l
above for achieving the l!17.'>-7(i emis.sions standards in not using an oxidizing
catal.vst for control of hydrooirbons and carbon monoxide. It consists instead of
a reducing catalyst bracketed by two thermal rt^actors.' each attached to an air
pump. The engine is nin very rich, and this automatically produces exhaust gases
high ill lie an<l CO and low In NOx (as well as a fuel penaltr). in the first thermal reactor, .some air is intrmluce*! to oxidize must of the HC and some of the
CO. but not enough to destroy the reducing atmosjihere. The exhaust stream,
still rich ii> CO and relatively poor in ox.ygen, but with almost all the HC fjiken
out. then jjas.'^es through the re<iucing cataly.st, made of stainless steel, where the
NOx is removed. Finally, large amounts of air are pumiied into the second thermal
reactor to oxidize the rest of the CO.
The effort the auto com)>aiiies have put into testing this system has been quite
limited, even thimgh the results have been highly promising. Chrysler tested a
Questor system in August 1!)72 that met the 197.T-76 standards, and has not
tested one since. C. App. IV-A-.5(>. V. !)!1!>a-c. Ford tested a Questor vehicle that
met the standards In March 1972 and others (which each had to be reworked
by Questor before they would pass) In Februarj- and April of this year. F. App.
2-123-28. GM's application stated tliat each of the five Que-stor vehicles tested "at
low mileage, .showed the potential of achieving or approaching the 1970 certification test levels." GM App. 4a-22. One durabilit.v car has been run and went to
lO.WK) miles before exceeding any of the statutory standards. It still met the XOx
.standard at 20,000 mile.s. GM App., Appendix S, Figures 6, 7.
'These are Klmply lieat-reslstniit cliamlierK In which earbonmrtnoxkle .mid hydroe:irl>on»
ran hum to CO: nnrt wnter In the presenee of air Kor this to happen, the reaotor.« must
be ('eslttned to provide the correct combination of combustion time, temperature, and
oxygen conoeiitratlon.
2.'i-4.-)l—74—pt. 1
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Nevertheless, the auto companies all claim that this system is not very promising because of its high fuel economy penalty. C. App. 1-22-23 ("Typical furl
penalties . . . [are] 30%'; F. App. 1-16. 2-124, 11-258, Tr. ^62 (12-14%) ; GM
App. 4a-22 (20-25%), and the high temperatures at which it mu.st operate C.
App. IV-A-oC, F. App. 2-127; GM App. 4a-24; Tr. 129-31 (Chrysler) ; Tr. 2«2
(Ford) : Tr. 451, 453 (GM).
In addition, tlie rich fuel mixture which the Questor system requiares would
result in very high emissions of HC and CO to the atmosphere if the air puiup
faiiwi. Chrysler estimates tlie emissions in this event at 290 grams per mile of CO
and (5.5 grains per mile of HC, C. App. IV-A-.56, aparently on the basis of a relatively unsophisticated system, while Questor's own estimates based on their latest
system are 200 grains per mile of CO and 20 of HC. Tr. 870. Ford testified to 360
grams of CO. Tr. 203, 265. See also F. App. 4-5. By comparison, the 1973-74 standards for emissions of these pollutants are 3.0 grams JXT mile of HC and 28 of CO.
The present method of dealing with overtemi)eratur(' in the system, which consists of dumping a flame-retarding fluid into the revertcr. is generally admitted
to be un.satisfactorj-. Tr. 838-10 (Questor) : Tr. 267-68 (Ford).
Questor claims to liave .solved the overheating prnl)U'm. Tr. 811, 817. 821>-31,
and to have reduced the fuel penalty on a 1973 baseline from 30% to 6 or 8 per<-ent in its latest systems, which tlie auto comi>anies have not yet tested. Further
inii>r<ivement is foreseen. Tr. 807, 820.
Even so. Questor testified that the first production commitments would have to
be made in a few months if the Questor system were to be usetl extensively in tlie
1976 model year, and that there was too much additional testing to be done to permit design freeze in Ume for that. Tr. 827, 831-32 (Questor) ; Tr. 269-70 (Ford> ;
F. Aiip. 1-16.
(c) Honda
There is little doubt that the Honda CVCC engine can meet the 1976 XOx
standard us well as ,the original 1975 HC and CO liniitiirioiis. Homla tostifieil
that they had met the standanis at low mileage with a 2.000 p<niiul vehicle and
no catalyst. Tr. .580. Tliough no durability testing has been rei)orte<l. durability
has never been a problem for Honda engines, and Honda testlfle<i that they did
not expect it to be a problem here. Tr. 584-85.
It is not known, however, whether the Honda approach to XOx control will
work for larger vehicles, and no test data has been intro<luced on that iioint.'
(rf) The Current State of the Art
When the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 became law, reducing catalyst technologj- was far less advanced than oxidizing c-atalyst technology. According to
an KI'A staff report:"
When the Clean Air Act was passed, automobile and catalyst manufacturers already had some background in oxidizing catalysts. The development
of HC/CO catalysts for California in the 1960'8 and Uie very extensive experience of the catalyst manufacturers in the nse of oxidizing catalysts In
other appliciitions had already establisliefl a basis from which the ttital.v-st
technology for oxidation catalysts could start and lie adapted to the legal
requirements for 1975. This was not the case with NOx catalysts. \o automobile-related development work was done on XOx catalysts in the California
I)rograin in the 1960's and the u-se of NOx reduction catalysts in other nonnutomobile applications was not as extensive as the use of oxidation catailysts. Tlierefore, the baseline for the application of NOx catalysts was much
less advanced than tlie baseline technology level for oxidation cahilysts.
The demon.strated emission control technology at this point in time reflects
this difference.
* It developed at the hcnrlni; that this flcure was somewhat misleading, since the car
with the Questor system also welphed more than the "baseline"' car It was compared with.
Tr. 12.3-2.5. Comparison of the Chrysler car with certiticatlon oars nf the same weicht
Indicates that the proper fuel penalty Is about ten percent. Automotive Emission Control—
the .State of the Art as of December 1072. 6-16-17.
" There was a marked conflict of testimony at the hearings on whether vehicles of
higher weight tend to produce more NOs per mile than lighter ones. Two .Vnierican manufacturers, who for the most part make heavy cars, testified this was not so. Tr. 40-4">
iChrvsler) : Tr. 251-25S (Ford) : hut see GM App. 4a-lS. Two manufacturers who make
lighter cars stated It was. Tr. 522-27 (Tovota) ; Tr. .'>73-74 (.American Motors). Four
witnesses from the National Academy of Sciences agrec<i with the smaller manufacturers.
Tr. 12f>4-!l.s. Sii does my technical staff.
'".Vuiomotlve Emission Control—The State of the Art as of December 1972, pp. 4-6.
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It ai^jears that much pn:>gress has been made since the beginning of W71.
This is shown most dnimatically by the development of the Honda, Uoiild, and
Questor systems, and by the very considerable stei>s tluit Irnve been taken toward
lierfecting durable exhaust ga.s sensors for use in fuel metering systems and in
luuking reducing catalysts more stable in oxidizing conditions and less likely to
ftimi anmionia. Progress in the last two and a half years has been greater tliaa
was anticipated, and the rate of progress appears to be accelerating. Tr. 1280-82;
Tr. 13.54; Tr. Ki'Xi. This accelerated progress can be expected to continue in the
future as tlie large emissions control research teams tlie industry has built up
liicrt-asingly turn their attention awa.v from systems designed to meet the 1975
standards to those designed to control nitrogen oxides. Tr. 1004. Desirite these
Ijroniisiiig results on c-omponent technology, durabilit.v testing of c-omplete 1S)76
sy.steuis appears to be lagging some eighteen months behind comiwrable testing
on 1J»7.!) systems.
A,s a result, the available data is not enough to supixirt a conclusion tliat the
development ijroblems liave now l)een overc-ome. Even the Gould catalyst, for
which development seems furtliest advanced, has demonstrated a gradual deterioration when exiiosed to alternating oxidizing and redui-ing «>nditions, and
this problem has not clearly been solved. To solve it may well require individual
adjustment of the engine-catalyst relationship for each .separate engine family.
More importantly, the body of test data is so limited that tiere can be no assurance that further, unanticiimted problems will not oc«'ur when more testing
is done, or that these problems, if they arise, will in; .solved before the 1976
luotlel year.
Tliere is even less testing experience for the Questor system. In addition, the
Qiiestor system would reqidre extensive reworking of the exhaust .system, and
all witnesses agreed that there was not enough time to freeze the design before
the lead time for production runs out.
other catalytic systems have not yet demonstrated any appreciable durability.
and there appear to be problems here with ammonia formation, deterioration
in oxidizing conditions, and need for precise fuel metering which, though they
nmy be on the way to solution, have not clearly been solved. Although the Honda
engine docs apijcar able to meet the standards, the domestic industry, for the
reasons given in KPA's April 11. 1973 decision, is probably unable to switch
over enough of its engine lines to this engine by 1976 to supply basic demand
with that engine alone.
For the.se reasons. I cannot predict that enough vehicles to meet basic demand
would be able to pass El'.\'s certification test in 1976 if the oxides of ultrogea
standard were held at the statutory level.
This should not be taken in any way as a conclusion that control of NOx to
the statutory levels is not feasible, or that reducing catalysts are not an acceptable control tecJnuque. In new technological fields, there is a pattern of development that repeats itself. Typically, once the preliminary basic research has been
done, progress becomes very rapid, and continues until the field has reached a
high degree of sophistication. This was shown dramatically in the case of
oxidizing catalysts. At the time of our first suspension hearings in the spring
of 1972, only a handful of cars had run more than 20,000 miles and stiU met the
•standards. The auto companies all claimed that there were many unresolved
problems with catalysts, including safety hazards, fuel penalties, and lack of
durability. A year later, at the time of our suspension decision in April of this
year, the data were sufficient to supiKirt a prediction based on a rigorous methodology that (Hi% of the market could meet the 197,5 .standards in 197.5. the claims
of fuel i)enalties and safety hazards had proved to be unjustiHe«i, and the manufacturers appeared to have largely solved the problem of catalyst durability.
•Since that time, all domestic manufacturers have indicate<l, by tlnfir failure to
challenge the interim standards we established, that drastic emissions reductions
based on the use of catalysts for a least ten percent of their i)roduction are within
their power. In fact. Oeneral Motors is considering plans to use catalysts even
where they are not strictly necessary to achieve the standards in order to realize
the benefits in increased fuel economy and drlveabillty that the catalyst makes
possible.
At present the development of reduction catalysts does not appear as far
advanced as the development of oxidizing catalysts was In .\pril of 1972, and
the data base is certainly snmller. In my judgment, however, the difference is
of degree and not of kind, and I fully expect that if development efforts continue as the Clean Air Act requires, the next year should show us stmiething
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like the rate of progress we have just seea where oxidizing cataljsts are concerned. My decision only means that there can be no assurance that the progress
will he sufficient to meet the standards by 15*70, rather tlian one or two years
later. A.s 1 read the NAS Report, this was also Mielr conclusion. Even though
they couctMled a signilicant probability that the standards could not be met in
ll>70, tlieir assessment of the rate of progre.ss based on their experience in similar
fields also led them to the eonclu.sion tliat the technology to meet the standards
would very likely be develoijed a least shortly after that date. See p. 'SZ. infra.
Since the finding that hot enough vehicles to meet basic demand would certify
in itself recjuires a conclusion that the technology to meet the standards is not
available, there is no necessity to consider the other two findings that would
have to be made before a conclusion that technology is available would be
justified. There are that it would be feasible to mass produce the vehicles in
question once they have been certified, and that the control system would function acceptably in the hands of customers. Xor does the record afl'ord much basis
for discu.ssion of these prol)lems—very little was introduced concerning them.
One iHjint, iiowever, may legitimately be made here. I would l>e much less
inclini>d than we were last April lo accept the argument tliat serious production
difficulties would arise if the auto industry were forced to install some new emission control component on all their vehicles in a single model year. As noted
alwve, and as one representative of a public interest group emphasized, General
Motors, the company that laid the m<ist stress on production difficulties arising
on this score, is considering plans to improve fuel economy and driveabiiity by
putting catalysts on all or almo.-.! uU of its litTo vehicles, even where the standards could be met without them. Tr. \'i'S'l-X>. .\pparently the problems iire not
as grave as we were told.
2. THE

197S REHOBT OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF 6CIENCES

Under Section 202(b) (5) of the Clean Air Act, I may only grant a suspension
if a study of auto pollution controls wliich the Clean Air Act re(iuires to lie niadeby the .National Academy of .Sciences "has not indicated that Itehnology, proees.ses. or other alternatives are available to meet such standards.'
In its most recent rejwrt, dated February 12, ISIT.'J, tlie iVAS concluded
that,
".Vt this time, no experimental engine nuidilied to include tlie dual-catal.vst
system has exhibited the durability required to achieve comiUiance wltli
the lS)7t5 standards. Xevertlieless, assuming a continuation of tlie intensity
iif the current effort, extrai>olHtion of the rate of recent progress suggests,
that catalysts with the dural)ility required by the lUTti standards will l»e
develoiK'd. But it cannot be slated witii certainty that such developments
will occur in time for 11I76 production of automobiles." X.\S Kept., i>. 115.
See also NAS Kept., pji. 4. 84. 81). 118.
At the hearings on these suspensirm retpnsts. Dr. Hutcheson. Vice Chairman oL" the NAS Coniniiltee on .Motor Vehicle Kmissions, coulirmed that themessage of the February reiiort had Ix'en that no firm prediction could be made
that enough vehicles to meet ba.sic demand could certify at the slatuloi-y X»)x
standard tor tlie li)7C mode! year. I'uder the rules laid down l>y the Court of
.\l)ix'als, if such a prediction cannot be made, tlie technology must be found
unavailable.
l>r. Wei of the Conunittei' testified that NOx catalyst technology was periiaps.
advancing more rapidly than the XAS predicted in its report, and Ur. Utitche.son agre<»d. Tr. 1281-82. Tliis is consistent with my finding tiiat technology is
rapidly advancing. Dr. Wei concluded, however, that the progress did not stibstantlaily mitigate the Academy's inability to make a firm prediction. Tr. 1288.
3. THE PUBLIC INTEBEST

The compelling reason that causes me to find that the public interest requires,
a susi'eiisimi of the 1076 standard is that there is no assurance lliat enough vehicles to meet basic demand could certify at this level. Otlier fa<ti)rs bearing
on the public interest are discus.sed below.
(o) Air Quality
Several manufacturers have urged that tlie statutory 1076 emissions standard is fur more strict tlian necessary to protect public health, and that this
judgment is a necessary comjxjnent of the "public interest" determination. For •
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tlif reasons given on page 4 above, however, I have rejected this argument and
coiichuled that luy eonsidfration of air tiuality effects is limited to a review of
tlie elTeet of one year's emissions increase resulting from granting a siisjiension.
The information available to lue shows that, even viewed in this light, the
effect of the suspension on air fjuality will be modest. The difference in control
levels will result in about a 1% increase in the amount of XOx in the air of
the ten cities with the worst NOx problem. This increase will not change the
nnnihcr of cities (4) that may exceed the NOx air quality standard in 1976.
It can he coml^en.sate<l by better controls on stationary sources, and so will not
re<iiiire new trans]iortation controls anywhere.
(b) Flip} Ecrmomu
The major reason other than the alleged overstringency of the standard that
was offi'i-ed to support a finding that the public interest re(iuired a susinnisiun
was tliat a very great decrease in fuel economy \vo\i!d be necessary to meet
them. Chrysler stated that achieving the lf>76 standards would entail a •'[KJSSIble 'lO'^c-20% [fuel economy] i)enalty over l!t72 production vehicles." C. App.
lV-C-11, and re|ieated this in their testimony. Tr. 1.3." Ford's estimate was
l."9f over l'.)7;{ levels if a noble metal monolith were used, ¥. App. 1-21. About
i>% is estimated to re.sult from achieving th.e 1!)75 .standards, and the remaining
HV'c from adding tin- 107G system onto that. Tr. 16'>. O.M's eslimnte is a])parently about a nine iK'rcent loss from 1973 levels on the El'A cycle. Tr. 329, ;^2.
lOP's was of (he same magnitude. Tr. 1002-93. Botii GM and UOl* apparently
also a.s-:im;ed use of a noble metal monolith.
Gould testitied, in .sharp contrast to these predictions, that use of their
catalyst would result in a fuel economy gain over 107.'! cars. Tr. 1343-44. Esso
and Ford corroborate<l this. Tr. 184.1S6 (Ford) : Tr. 1401 (Esso).
On a ri-cord of this nature, no firm as.se.ssment of the state of the art is possible. Indeed, the .state of the art is clumging so fast that no assessment of it.s
IMisition at a given moment in time may be feasible.
It is clear, however, that even if systems now under lest do exact a fuel penalty over 1973 levels there is no physical reason why that should be true with
fully developed systems and that some improvements might well be po.ssible. It
is equally clear that in the process of developing NOx control technology, the
manufacturers have learned how to improve fuel economy at virtually any
level of emi.ssions control.
The fuel penalty foreseen for 1976 cars is not Inherent in the control of nitrogen oxides by a catalyst. Instead, it is cau.sed by the rich iiir/fuel ratios that
are necessary to minimize the exposure of the catalyst to oxidizin.g conditions,
Tr. 188-89 (Ford) ; Tr. 34.-.-47 (UM) : Tr. 673-7.'5 (Volk.swagen), and the other
engine modifications that are necessary to reduce NOx erais.sions into the reducing catalyst to a level low enough to ensure that euiissions out of it are no
more than .4grams yx'T mile. Tr. 167-71 (Ford).
However, as discus.<ed on i)p. 6-9 above NOx catalysts work best at stoichlometric or slightly richer. Ac-cordingly, most of the excess fuel in current mixtures is not needed for the operation of the catal.vst It.self, but to protect the
catalyst against being exposed to oxidizing (lean) conditions when the air/fuel
ratio fluctuates randomly around the point it is .set at. To the extent fuel metering systems could be devised to re<luce the swings fr(mi rich to lean, this margin
for error could be reduced, and fuel economy would improve. Tr. 1.H7 (Ford) ;
Tr. ;i4S (G.M) Tr. 943-46 (Matthey BLshop). In addition, a highly effective NOx
antalyst .should make it pos.sible to eliminate some of the other engine moflificMtions used to control NOx. which do have a fuel jM-nalty," Tr. 1010-12. 1016
(Englehard). It apiiears that this is already possible with the Gould cataly.st.
See F. App. 1-14. +-13: Tr. 20.'5 (Ford). More precise fuel metering wcmid increase the Gould catalysts fuel economy advantages, while use of a three-way
catalyst would increase gas mileage further still.
" Chr.vslpr niBo atltnlttod, however, that the field of NOx eontrol was ver.v low nnd
that "there is n wide ranffp of proposed solnttons, some of tliem Involving miieh more
fuel pronom.v penalties than others." Tr. R2.
"The Honda CVCC enslne. whieh does not rely on eatalysts, apparently taljes an IS
percent fnel i)enalty to meet .2Ti jrranis per mile of NOx when Installed on a 2.000 pound
Tehlple. 9 percent to meet .fi grnms. Mnd none at all to meet ,0. Tr. .'iS.'?. 002-OS. A .^.000
poimd vehicle modified to use the Honda system emitted about l..*! crams per mile of
NOx and met the statutory IIC and CO levels, while showing a slight Improvement In
fuel ocouomy. Tr. 600.
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(c) Cost and Drivcabilify
Very little data is available on such other "public Interest"' factors as the cost
of the Imniware to control emissions to 1976 levels, or the effect of such levels of
control on perfonuance or driveability.
Cost estimates were Riven by Kord, Chrysler, the National Academy of Sciences and two catalyst makers. Chrysler estimated the additional cost of the
1976 emissions control comiwnents over those required to meet the 1975 statutory
standards at ?100, C. App. IV-H-22: wiiile the XAS ptit it at S133, and Kord at
$275, F. App. 4-62. Qnestor estiniatetl the cost of their system, which is desisiied
to meet Iwtb the 1975 and the 1976 standards, at $224 for a standard-sized car,
Tr. H2(i, wliile Gould, as noted on page 13 aliove, pnt,s the cost of installlug their
reducing catalyst on a V-S engine at .fCO.
The record contains very little discussion of the effect of achieving the 1976
standards on driveability. It appears to be generally agreed, however, that the
richer air/fuel mixtnres to lie used with the XOx catalyst will tend to imprrive
driveal)ility. If use of exhaust-gas recirculation can be reduced, this will also
tend to improve driveability ; that EUR systems are not Improved. It is ahur»st
certain, however, that I'XJK systems will be improved. See '•interim Standards,"
infra.
4. GOOD FAITH

The Act re<iuires that. l>efore I grant an extension of time to any auto manufacturer, I must tliid that "all good faitli efforts liave been made to meet the
[1976] standards." Tlie good failh is.sue. as it lias develoi)ed in these proceedings,
lias reminded me both of our original suspension hearings in the spring of 1972
and of the proceedings on remand lield last March.
As was true in tlie remand proceedings, large amounts of money are being spent
l)y each of the manufacturers to meet Ihe 1970 standards. Ford testiftetl tliat it
had sjient .$.3..S million to this end in 1972 and would spend .S9.1 million in 197.S
not including very large expenditures on systems useful to meet both the 1975
and 1976 .standards. According to Chrysler, the corresponding figures for that
company are .$4.6 million and S7.S million. OM did not break out its 1976 emissions exiienditures from its total emissions control exiK'iiditures, which have in
general been about 40'~c more than Ford's.
It is clear once again, as it was last April, tliat Chrysler's total emissions control exjienditures. even when adjusted for Cbrysler's smaller size, lag far behind
those of Kord or OM. Expenditures on emission control in 1972 averaged about
.$44 per car for Ford and GM and about $1:1 for Chrysler. Though Chrysler has
substantially incri:is(>d its emissions control budget in recent months, it has not
increased it enough to signiticautly affect this ratio. Two catalyst manufacturers
testified that their contracts with Chrysler were not as satisfactojT- as those with
Ford or General Motors. Tr. 1035 (W. R. Graced : Tr. 1420 (Gould 1.
ITie aspect of these proceedings that is disturbingly reminiscent of the spring
of 1972 is the apparent faulty coordination between catalyst makers and the
auto companies. Given the .siKK'ial need to matcli fuel metering and other system
characteristics with reducliou catalyst, this fault is of particular concern. See
NAS Rejit. p. 43 ("coordination of research by the automobile manufacturers
and catal.vst suppliers is far from ideal"). In addition, it api)ears that tn-r> of
the most promising sy.stpms have receivinl the least attention.
This is particularly clear in the case of Questor. Itespite the encouraging emissions results reportefl on page above. Chrysler testifie(] that only about four percent of its 1976 development effort was going to Questor. Tr. 126. while Ford
state<l it only had one professional working on the system. Tr. 26(M51, and onl.v
one vehicle under test. Tr. 2."^. (Jeneral Motors, thougli it has done more work
here than the other two applictints. has only run one Questor car on durability
out of a total of about 20 durability vehicles. Tr. 4.">0-51: GM .Vjip.. .\i)i)en<lix 8.
Chrysler argues that its limited effort was caused by Questor's insistence on
building up the test vehicle itself, which led to long delays due to limited capacity. lY. 127-28, 133-35. Ford claimefl that since Questor seemed to be doing
such a pood job, they had motlerated Ibeir own efforts in that field. Tr. 268-69.
Though these explanations have some validity. Tr. 836-37, 852, they are far
from being complete. Questor testified that lack of funds had been a limitation on
their own program, and that the auto companies liad refused to make additional
funds available. Tr. 850. 860-<52. Questor also testified—and it .««'ems plain from
the data—that the extent of vehicle testing now being carried out by the major
auto companies was not enough to permit them to make an informed choice to
Install Questor on their cars in vlie 1911 model year. Tr. 855-858.
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similarly, tlie amount of effort put into Gould catalysts by each of tlie applicants seems less than the promise of the system would warrant. Here, however,
Gould only starte<l its own test program, from which the most promising results
come, in the fall of 1972, and the results did not begin to become available until
early this year. There may simply not have been enough time since then for the
manufacturers to imdertake testing programs that would have yielded results
in time for this hearing.
As was true last April, it appears with hindsight that the manufacturers might
profitably have devoted more of their efforts to alternate engine systems. The one
system that could clearly meet the standards, at least on small vehicles, is tiie
Honda CV'CC, an alternate engine.
As before, however, I also find that the extensive sums spent by all manufacturers, combined with the fact that progress towards achieving the 1970 statutory
standards is moving at nearly the .same rate as progress towards the 1975 standards, indicates that the "gowl faith" requirements of the statute have been met.
IV. Interim Standards
The Act requires that if I grant a suspension of the 1976 emissions standards
for oxides of nitrogen, 1 must "simultaneously with such determination prescribe
by regulation interim emissions standards which shall apply (in lieu of [the
statutory standards]) to emissions of oxides of nitrogen from [light duty]
vehicles and engines manufactured during model year 1976." These standards
must "reflect the greatest degree of emission control which is achievable by application of technology which the Administrator determines is available, giving
ai>propriate consideration to the cost of applying such technology within the
period of time available to manufacturers."
In accordance with these statutory requirements, I am today imposing an interim standard of 2.0 grams per mile of oxides of nitrogen for nil 1976 mcxiel
year light duty vehicles which are subject to emissions standards under the
Clean Air Act."
This two-gram standard has alread,v been achieved on 1974 model cars etrtifled for sale in California, and will also be achieved by 1975 model cars subject to
the California interim standards of .9 grams jjer mile of HC, 9.0 grams per mile of
CO, and 2.0 grams per mile of NOx.
The basis for giving this standard nation-wide application in 1976 Is set forth
at length in Appendix A, the Technical Appendix. According to this analysis, at
least 91% of the auto market can be predicted with a high degree of confidence to
certify in 1976 at the levels of .41 grams per mile of HC, 3.4 grams per mile of
CO, and 2.0 grams per mile of NOx. Tlie methodology and data used are almost
identical to those employed in Appendix B to the Administrator's decision of
April 11 of this year to predict whether or not tlie manufacturers could achieve
the statutory HC and CO standards in 1975. In my judgment, the interim standards established today are supported by a methodology which complies with the
requirements laid down by the Court of Appeals in International Harvester for
predicting certification."
1' However. If California were to request waiver of Federal preemption under section
200 of the Clean Air Act In order to enforce a more strincent NOx standard, F,r'.\ mi^ht
well be able to prant that waiver. For one thing, more data mieht be available at the
time the request was made. More Important, the burden of proof would be reversed In
those proceodlncs. since under the statute the .Xdmlnlstrator must Erant California's
request unless be finds technology i« not available, while to set an Interim standard the
Administrator must affirmatively find that technology is available.
"In usincr this mcthodoloey, I believe I have been more conservative than the law
requires. The Court of Appeals In Internntionnl Harventer spoke to the question of an
appropriate methodology for evaluating the manufacturers efforts to achieve the statutory HC and CO levels In 197.'). It certainly could he anticipated that less data would
be available for use In a methodology to predict compliance with an interim standard, since
none of the test programs would have been aimed at achieving this standard. Indeed.
GM asserted that the one series of tests which it had run aimed at achieving the statutory
HC and CO levels together with a 2 gram N0.\ level had been "run opposite to the wav
you [EPA] would like us to run them." Tr. 410.
If there were such a lack of data. It might be Impossible to set any Interim standard
that could be justified by the same rigorous analysis a denial of suspension would require.
Yet to fail to set an interim standard stricter than e^tlstlng standards simply because of
the absence of data would be both false to the Congressional purpose to use the Interim
standard as a stepping-stone toward ultimate achievement of the statutory standard, and
unjustified by the risk-balancing considerations on which the Court of Appeals laid such
weight. The task of achieving an Interim standard Is, almost bv definition, significantly
easier than the ta.sk of achieving the statutorv standard.
For these reasons, the ini.'S interim standards for HC and CO set on April 11 of this
year were based on a qualitative judgment of the technology available, rather than the
more conservative car-by-car analysis of the data used In pre<llctlng certification.
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Most features of tliis methodology were discussed exhaustively during the 1975
reuiand proceediugs. The only new features which have been adopted siuce
then are:
1. The use of somewhat less conservative assumptions about the degree of
technology transfer between engine families that will be possil)le before the
start of certification testing. This was done because in April of 1973 only about
six mouths remained liefore the start of 1975 certification testing, while about
fourteen months now remain before the start of 1076 certification testing.
2. The adoption of a new correction factor to account for the fact that very
few of the cars for which data are available employed an advanced exhaiist-gas
recirculation (B'GU) system.
To understand this second factor, some explanation of exhaust-gas recirculation is necessary.
Nitrogen oxides tend to vary diret;tly with the power output of the engine,
and therefore to be a function of speed and far more strongly of a<-celcratiun.
This is true because total NOx prmluetion is a function of both high temperature and tlie total How of gas through the engine, both of wliicli increase at
high engine loadings. To control XOx emissions, most current engines recirculate some exhaust gjis back to the engine air Intake, where it is put into the
air-fuel mixture and passed through the combustion process once again. Since
most of the oxygen in the exhaust gas lias of course been burned, the use in the
combu.stlon mixture of this inert substance rather tlian air tends to lower the
oxygen concentration and the combustion teniiJerature. Although the use of
more than n relatively small amount of EGU tends to decrease engine efficiency
and may atfei't performance somewhat, these effects decrease at high engine
loadings. At high engine loadings, the throttle is oj)ened further, and a greater
ipmntity of air-fuel mixture enters the cylinder. In cons<>fjuence, at the end of
the compre.ssion stroke, the air-fuel mixture will be denser at I'igh loadings, a
condition that promotes combustion and therefore engine performance.
("fSI App. pp. A12-2r» and A12-2(i shows that a car which at 55 mph could
tolerate 10% KGR without loss of fuel economy and 15% without any increase
in HC and CO emissions could at 25 mph only tolerate 5% without loss of fuel
economy and 10% without an HC or CO increase.
However, even though the engine can tolerate more EGR at higher loadings,
and even though more EGR is needed at higher loadings because NOx emissions
are higher there, current EGR systems ("port t.vi>e EGR") tend to give more
EGR at lower engine loadings, where it is not needed and the engine cannot
tolerate it well. This happens because the opening of the valve that lets the
exhau.st gas recirculate into the engine (the "'EGR \'alve") is keyed directly to
manifold vacuum, which tends to decrease as engine loading increases.
The EGR system that GM has developed, and which is used in the methodology,
works by sensing a parameter—backpressure in the exhaust system—that varies
directly, not inver.sely, with engine loading. It is called "proportional EGR."
Other proportional s.vstems for which te.st data is not .vet available would use
different means to accomplish the same result. Ford is working on a system
that would sense Venturi vacuum. F. App. 4-18, which also varies directly with
engine loading. Since engine loading also varies with the position of the
accelerator, .still other prototype .systems would simply increase the EGR rate
when the accelerator (ledal is depressed.
Any of these proportional EGR systems could be expected to provide significantly better NOx control. In addition, they could be expected to do this without
any corresponding increase In HC^ and CO emis.slons. since, as noted above, the
ability of the engine to tolerate EGR without such an increase is greater at higher
engine loads.
Given the several different ways of developing proportional EGR. and the
fact that GM already claims to have developed such a system and claims certain
results for it. I find it reasonable to predict that proportional EGR will !«
available for industry-wide application fourteen months from now. and that It
will achieve at least the results that GM already claims for it. Indeed, both
OJI and Chrysler plan to use some variety of proportional EGR in 1975, and so,
apparently, does Ford. Tr. 34 (Chrysler) : Tr. 154-55 (Ford) ; Statement of
General Motors on Remand A12-5.
Under the statute, interim .standards must reflect the maximum emission control that available technology can achieve, giving appropriate consideration to
the cost of applying it. Cost considerations are thus of only secondary impo^
tance.
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Nevertheless, It Is my opinion tliat today's interim standard can be acliieved at
costs which are reasonable by any definition. The increase in sticker price resulting from the use of proportional EGR instead of current systems is estimated by
my staff to be ten to twenty dollars per ear at most.
The use of proportional EGR should result in a significant fuel economy saving
over current EGR systems at any given level of NOx control. For lighter cars,
the use of this new EGR system siiould be enough to prevent the more stringent
standard from causing a fuel economy penalty. For heavier cars, which must use
more EGR, the new system should allow some improvement in fuel economy even
after accounting for the adverse effect of the more stringent NOx standard.
V. Administrative Finality
The decision issued today is final for purposes of judicial review, and no
formal agency procee»iings for its reconsideration are presently contemplated.
The Court of Appeals has emphasized, liowever, that even such a ''final" decision
remains open to a petition for reconsideration or modification, and that such
]>etitions, if found meritorious, should be acted on.
ROBERT W. FBI.

Acting Admittistratnr.

Mr. QuAULKS. There is a point I would like to make in regard to this.
Ill addition we will supply you with the information we have.
At the hearings we conducted a month or two ago there was a very
striking impression so far as I was concerned and otlier?, toj) officers
of the Agency, tliat the industry has made a good deal of progress and
that tliere are prospects for major teciinologic^l advances which
could make feasible a high degree of NO, control without necessarily
involving substantial fuel penalties.
It is purely speculation at this point whether those chickens can be
brought into the coop or not, whether those prospects can l)e realized.
The problem which I think vou are going to face and one which we
have given a good deal of thought to without coming up with any
clear answer on is how does one continue to keep the pressure on for
the research and development work required to maximize the chance
of developing that technology.
Right now we are very nuicli impressed by the fact that as we look
around the countiy and relate our exi.sting NO, ambient standards
to the existing air quality we don't see that strong a need for gigantic
efi'orts to conti'ol NO,.
We also are struck by the cost of NOx control devices both in original installation cost and in the fuel penalties. However, if there is a
prospect of achieving very real control at relatively modest cost and
without significant fuel penalty, then that is sometlnng which we very
likely should develop to have as an option.
The question is. How does one properly reflect what we presently
know alx)nt this in statutory modification and yet at the .same time
maintain the momentum in the research and development program ? I
don't have any answer to that problem, but I think it needs to be very
squarely l>efore you as you consider this problem, and talk to the auto
industry, and talk to the others as they testify before 3'ou.
Mr. RoGEHs. The committee will be aware of that. Do you think we
would have made the progress in cleaning up the air had not the Clean
Air Act been passed ?
Mr. QrARLES. Absolutely not.
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Mr. RoGEits. Also, I have before me the replv from you to a letter I
sent to you on August 9. The answer is rather (detailed. Without objection tliis will be made a pait of this report at this point.
[Letter referred to follows:]
U.S. ENVLBONMENTAI PROTECTION AOENCT,
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTBATOB,

Washington, D.C., September 7,1973.
Hon. PAUL G. ROGERS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Puhlic Health and Environment, Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Souse of Representatives, Washington,
D.C.
DEAR MB. CHAIRMAN : Enclosed are the responses of the Environmental Protection Agency to the (iiiestions contained in your Aug;ust i> letter. I trust yon will
find our answers fully responsive. If we can be of further assistance, please do
not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN R. QUARI^S, Jr., Acting Administrator.
Enclosure.
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY CHAIRMAN ROGERS AND EPA'S ANSWERS

Question 1. An analysis of the data and conclusions pertinent to the sclentiflc
basis of the national primary ambient air quality standards contained in Charles
H. Connolly's, "Air Pollution and Public Health," New Yorl< Dryden Press, Inc.,
1972 (Chrysler Corporation supported study).
Response. Mr. Connolly's report states the position that the automobile-related
health standards, particularly those for carbon monoxide are too stringent. This
contention is not based on any hard data, but rather reflects a l>elief that where
there is incomplete scientific data, no standard at all should be set.
Tlie position of the Environmental Protection Agency, in response to Mr.
Connolly's report, can be summarized as follows. Although the health intelligence ba.se for exi.stlng primary air quality standards is tentative and incomplete, our re-evaluation of the scientific literature to date strongly reinforces the
health basis for the existing standards. Secondly, rather than suggesting a relaxation of efforts to limit automotive emissions, new knowledge reveals that highly
susceptible groups of diseased individuals are extremely sensitive to low levels
of carbon monoxide at ambient levels, and that even the stringent carbon monoxide emission standards required by 1976 may not be sufficient to achieve fully
protective air quality in all of our country's major air quality control regions.
With regard to the other auto-related pollutants, an analysis of well controlled
animal experiments on the health consequences of photochemical oxidants imply
that any exposures above background levels of these pollutants can be a threat
to health in terms of normal body defenses against resjtlratory infections and
the normal proces,s of cell division. While the consequences of these findings
have not as yet been investigated in humnns, the evidence in no way should
suggest a relaxation of existing air pollution control strategies. With new scientific investigrations employing more sensitive biological indicators iHid identifying more vulneralile groups in the population, we may well (luestion wliether
our present modest margins of safety are truly "adequate" to protect the public
health, as required by the Clean Air Act of 1970. While current knowledge does
not suggest the need to revise existing standards, the direction of new health
intelligence is clearly towards confirming tlie need for the existing standards
and controls.
-A. review of the scientific evidence at hand prior to and since the promulgation
of national air quality standards supports the above contentions. Dr. John Knelson and fellow investigntors of the Environmental Protection Agency* have
demonstrated, under laboratory-controlled exposures of human subjects with
coronary artery disease, that low levels of carbon monoxide, sufficient to result
in carboxyhenioglobin saturations of only .S percent, result in significant shortening of the exercise time required to Induce chest pain, and changes In the
1 Anderson, E. W.. Andlemnn, R. J., Strnuch. .T. M., Fortnln. N. J. nnd Knelson. .T, H.
Effect of Low Level Carbon Monoxide Exposure on Onset and Duration of Anelna Pectorls.
Ann. Intern. Med., 70 :46-30. 1973.
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electrocardiogram associated with definite oxygen deprivation of the heart
muscle. These findings were recently substantiated by Dr. Wilbert Aronow' who
repeated Dr. Knelson's laboratory experiments and obtained identical results at
carboxyhemoglobin saturations of only 2.7 i>ercent.
The existing primary air quality standard for carbon monoxide will allow
CO exposures resulting in carboxyhemoglobin saturations, under conditions of
moderate exercise, of 1.6 percent (10 ppm for 8 hours) and 1.7 percent (35 ppm
for 1 hour)—less a modest margin of safety. Further, conflicting results from
psychomotor function tests as carried out by Beard and Wertheim ° and by
Stewart' (these were extensively discussed in Mr. Connolly's report) have been
reasonably clarified by Dr. G. G. Fodor" wlio observed a CO-indueed drop in the
general level of psychophysiologlcal reactivity to environmental signals, as measured by the vigilance test, at curboxylienioglobiu saturations as low as 2.5 i)ercent. Direct tests of psychomotor function, under other than vigilance conditions,
were not sensitive to low levels of CO exposure. Similarly, Dr. Klizabeth GroUKimpp' found that subjects who were submitted to acoustic vigilance testa
manifested reduced capacity to react to monotonous external stimuli at carboxyhemoglobin contents of only 3 percent. This effect was clearly detectable by
measuring the specific electrical activity of the brain (anticipation waves on
the electroencephalogram) as well as by scoring each person's performance in
the acoustic vigilance test. The investigators noted that direct tests of reaction
times and motor coordination, as carried out by Stewart' and Mikulka,' were
remarkably insensitive to low CO concentrations. The vigilance test results are
significant, however, in that they more closely model a driver's general level of
atitentiveness and ability to respond to unpredictable occurrences when he is
distracted by a multiple of stimuli or is otherwise not performing at tlie peak
of his psychomotor system's ability.
Considering these recent research results, exposures to CO resulting In carboxyhemoglobin saturations of 2.."> to 3.0 percent are demonstrably undesirable
both for the relatively large adult population with clinical coronary artery
disease (approximately 5 percent of adults) and most likely for the general population of automobile drivers. Present CO air quality standards afford a minimal
margin of safety. More sensitive measures of cardiovascular function in diseased
groups may reveal the need to reduce environmental exposures below those now
promulgated.
Another national primary standard of concern to this Agency is the standard
for photochouucal oxidants. The inniu constituent of photochemical oxidant ixillutlon is ozone, a substance which has clear demonstrable biologic reactivity under
controlled laboratory conditions. At ozone concentrations as low as the existing
primary standard (1(50 ug/m'), animals exposed for 3 hours exhibited increased
susceptibility to experimentally induced bacterial infections; a firm linear do.seresponse relationship was established for this effect.' At ozone concentrations of
196 ug/m' for 2% hours, the stability of the pulmonary cells which protect the
deep lung against infection was reduced in experimental animals.' Long-term
low level ozone exposures of 1960 ug/m' (1 ppm) for 6 hours per day. repeated
2C>R times (conditions mimicking the I.(Os Angeles environment) producwl Imig
= Arannw, W. ICtToct of Freeway Travel on .\ncina Pectorls. Presented nt the .\ir Pollution Health Effects InvestlKntors Meeting, California Air Rcsourees Board. Sacramento,
California. Mnv 9. 1973.
" Beard. R. R. end Wertheim, G. A. Behavioral Impairment Associated with Small Dosea
of Cnrhon Monoxide. .\n'er. .T. Pnhllc Health 57 :2ni2-2022, 19(17.
•Stewart, R. D.. Peterson, .T. R. Baretta, K. D.. Bachand, R. T.. Hosko. M. .T. and
Hermann. A. A. Experimental Human Exposure to Carbon Monoxide. Arch. Environ.
Health 21 :154-1«4. 1970
= Fodor, G. G. and Wlnneke, G. Effect of I-ow CO Concentrations on Resistance to
Monotony and on Psychomotor Capacity, Staub-Rclnhnlt. Liift .'(2 :4f>-.'i4, 1972.
" Groll-Knapp. E., Wnpner. H.. Haiick. H.. and Harder, M. Effects of T.ow Carbon
Monoxide Concentrations on Vlsllance and ComputerAnalvzed Brain Potentials. StaubKelnhalt. Lnft. 32:fl4-0R. 1972.
'JHknlka. P.. O'Donnell. R., Helnlnir. P. and Theodore. .T. The Effect of Carbon Monoxide
on Hnman Performance. Published In Rinlnqirnl Effrctg of Carbon Mnnoxide, Annals of the
New York Academv of Sciences 174 :4n9-420. 1970.
» Coffin, D. !>., Blommer. E. J.. Gardner. I>. E. and Holimnn. R. R. Effect of Air Pollution
on Alteration of Susceptibility to Pulmonary Infections. Published In Proceedings of the .Ird
Annual Conference on Atmospheric Contaminants In Confined Spaces. Dayton, Ohio;
Wrlcht-Patterson Air Force Base. Aerospace Medical Research Ijaboratorles, 1967.
'Gardner, D. E. Environmental Influences on Uvlnjr Alveolar Macrophagcs. Doctoral Dissertation available from nniverslty Microfilms. Ann Arbor. MIchlKan, 1971.
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tissue changes In experimental animals very similar to human chronic bronchitis
and emphysenua."' Of even greater iKitential c()nfie«iiiences in terms of human
health, a significant increase in chromosomal abberrations was induced in the
circulating white blood cells of hamsters who were exposed, while living, to only
392 ug/m* (0.20 ppni) of ozone for 5 hours.
The investigators who reported thi.s study calculated that the ozone-induced
lymphocyte chromosome break frequency expected from one week of ozone exposure allowed by the present air quality standard is more than 7,000 times the
break frequency resulting from one week exposure to radiation as permitted by
occupational standards." This mutagenic capacity of ozone was not taken into
account when the air quality standard was established, since the evidence then,
as now, cannot be simply extrapolated to humans. Neither radiation standards
nor ozone standards use chromosomal break frequencies as a basis for .setting
human exposure limits. However, the American Industrial Hygiene Association's
Community Air Quality Guide" recognized the radiation-like potential of ozone
when it was stated that "theoretically, the recommended air limit for ozone . . .
should be zero, or as clo.se to zero as possible, i.e. less than 0.01 ppm (20 ug/m')."
The sum of these scientific investigations again fail to provide evidence to justify
any relaxation of the air quality standard for photochemical oxidants. The
ozone health effects experimentally produced in animals are, by nature, of farreaching consequences. Lacking solid evidence concerning the full implications
for human health, the air quality standard represents the best judgment for the
minimum difference between allowable expcsures for humans (160 ug/m') and
demonstrable adverse biological effects in intact animals (196-392 ug/m").
This discassion concerning the nature of the health hazards attributable to
carbon monoxide and ozone has identified some of the uncertainties in our
health intelligence base. However, unlike the interpretation given by Mr. Connolly in the Chrysler report, the conclasion of the Environmental Protection
Agency is that these uncertainties make us unea.sy about the adequacy of tlie
margin of safety provided by the current air quality standards. The sum of
scientific evidence strongly argues again.st any changes in the direction of more
relaxed standards (i.e. allowing human exposures above current standards).
The best judgment decisions should by necessity allow adequate protection of
the public. To relax the standards without any a.ssurance of a definite margin
of safety is not in the best interest of the public.
Qur.Htion 2. An analysis of the data and conclusions pertinent to the scientific
basis of the national primary ambient air quality standards contained in General Motors' "The Ba.sis for the National Air Quality Standards for Automotive
Pollutants", A Current Sftidp of Automotive Air Pollution: April-Octohcr i.972.
published by GM Inter-staff Committee on the Environment, October 1972.
Response. The General Motors (GM) Paper "The Basis for Air Quality Standards for Automotive Pollutants", dated October 1972, reviews the scientific
evidence underlying the Federal Primary Air Quality Standards for carbon
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, photochemical oxidant. and hydrocarbons. Our response to the General Motors review is presented in the following sections.
CARBON

MONOXIDE

The GM recommendation is that the CO standard be set to limit the blood
COHb level to 2>/^ to 3 percent. The assertion Is made that such a level "will
protect the general population with an adequate safety margin for Its older and
weaker members." No data In support of this statement is presented.
Recently published studies suggest that limiting COHb levels to 2% to 3
percent will not protect the general population nor provide any safety margin
for the susceptible groujis, hence, the recommended GM position would result
in a less protective standard. Two studies under laboratory controlled exposure
conditions of subjects with coronary artery disease demonstrated that COHb
'" Stoklncer. H. E., W. D. Wapier. anri O. .T. DnhroBorskl. Ozono ToxlHty Studies. III.
Chronic Injury to Lnn(?s of .Animals l-"oilowlng Exposure at a Low Level. An-h. Ind.
Health. 16 (6) : .'>14-,'J22. December 19.".7.
"7.1lae. R. E.. Cromroy, TT. L., Boleh, W. E.. Jr.. Dun.nvant, B. G. nnd Itevls. H. A.
Inhnle<1 0-/,one ns n Mntasen. 1. rhromosome Aberrations Induced In Chinese Ham.ster
Lymphocytes. Environ. Res. 4 :262-2.'<2. 1971.
" American Industrial Hyglone Association. CommuDlty Air Quality Guides. Ozone.
Anier. Ind. Hyg. Ass. J. 29 :299-;i03. 19G8.
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levels of 3 and 2.7 percent resulted in signiflcant shorlening of the exercise
time required to induce cliest pain and changes in the electrocardio«nini asso<iartHl with definite oxygen deprivation of tlic heart mus<-le.'-" Studies of the
ability of two different groups of normal subjects to react to stimuli under
vigilance conditions demonstrated impairment at 2.5 iiercent COHb in one case
aiul 3 percent in the other.''' These latter findings are of spwial significance in
considering drivers' abilities to react to unpredictable occurrences.
NITBOQEN DlOXIUE

As stated in the General Motors Rejiort, the primary epldemiologie evidence
for tlie X0.1 standard is the studies conducted in t'hattiuiooga liy Shy et al.' " and
Pearlman' et al. from November lt»(>S llirough Ai)ril litttO. TIie.se studies are
criticized first on the ground that the Jacobs-Hoclihei.ser NO: measurements were
unreliable. It is quite true that the .Iacol»s-Hochlieiser niethrKl is not generally
reliable bt^cause of is variable collection efficiency. However, during the Chattanooga study, data from the .Tacobs-Hochhei.ser method agreed rather well with
the more reliable Saltzman measurement. The National Air Pollution Control
Administration collected Saltzman N(>» measurements from December liMil
through November ISKW. The T'.S. Army also conducted Saltzman N()= measurements throughout the period covered by the health study. These studies were
within 15 i)ercent of the .lacobs-Ilochheiser at the station close.st to the point
sources of NO^.'^ There is no reason to believe that average exposure levels
would have differed between 1967 and 1969. for the major point source, a munitions plant, was operating at maximal capacity all three years.
llie Chattanooga study was further criticized liecause school 3 in the high
exposure neighborhood had levels of NO2 comparable to the school in the intermediate exposure neighljorhood. However, the concentration of suspended nitrates was higher at .'school 3 than at the intermediate neighborhood school.
Also, school 3 drew its enrollment from essentially the same high-exposure
neighborhood as did .school 1 and 2. Thus, the children attending school 3 were
very likely exposed to higher levels of nitrogen dioxide during non-school hours
than were children in the intermediate exposure neighborhood. There is little
doubt that children in all three .schools in the high exposure neighborhood had
higher long-term doses of nitrogen oxides than children in the other nelghlMirhoods.
Further epldemiologie studies' were conducted in Chattanooga in the last
quarter of 1070, and their results were not available for u.se in setling the NOj
standard. By the end of 1970, the munitions plant had curtailed production, and
the average daily ambient concentration of NO: had fallen to 0.04 pi)m in the high
exposure neighborhood. Adults in that neighborhood were shonn to have no increase in chronic respiratory symptom.'-: over other Cliattanooga adults. However,
a decrease in one-secoi!d forced expiratory volume of aliout 75 cc, on the average,
was shown in adults in the high exposure ncigliborhood. Whether this decrement was an irreversible effect, attributable to higher exposures of earlier years,
or a potentially reversible effect, due to current exposures, could not be determim d. In either case, it is prudent to a.ssume tliat the present Nfia st;i!idard
of 0.05 ppm (annual average) contains less than a two-fold margin of safety
' .Vnderson. E. W.. et al. EITi-ot of Low Level Ciirbon Monojtido Exposiirp on Onsot and
I)nr ifinn nf AnjrlTin r«Ttnrls. .\nn. Inlirn. Mcil., 70 :4«-50. 1073
'.Aronow. W. KfTpct iif Freeway Triivel on Annina Pettorls, Presented nt the Air Pollution !le:iUh KITP IS Investipno-s M"i>tln?. California Air Hesources Board, .'^niranienlo.
California. May !). 107-V
•" Fodor. (i, G. an'l Wlnneke. G. TCffent of T,ow C* roneentr'itlons on Resl'^tnnre to Monotony and on Ps.\ eliomotor Aetlvlf . Stant Itelnhalt Lnft o2 r^R-.'il. I!t72.
''Jrol! Knapp. F, et al. EfTeits of Low Carbon Monoxl'e ronoenfrnflonii on VlKlInnre
and f'o'iipnte-Anal.v/ed Brnin Potenli:i!.~-. Sfant-Reinhnlt. Lnft :<2 iR-t-fiS. jn72
'Shy. C. M. et al. The Cliatt.iniioca Sehool Children Study; Effects of Conininnlt.v
Espoviure to Nltrocen Dl.iNlde. L Metliols. l)es<Tl]itlon pi PoUutant Exposure, and Re.viiltn
of VenlilatorT Fnn< tloii Te>t!ne. APr.\ Joiifna! 20 : <5 Ti.'iO. Xi'^'n^t in7n.
"Shy. C. >t. et al. The Chnttanooga Sehool Chil''rcn Study: ICffeets of Coniiiiunlty Ex
posn'e »o Nltro'ien Diotlde. II. Ln |ien(e of .Veiite Kesplrntorv Illness. APC.\ .lonrnnl 20:
S :r,,S2 Septeniher 1070.
• T'ejirl'iian. >L E. et ol. Xltrosen D'.oxlde and Lower Resplrator.v Illness. Pediatrics 47;
2 :301. T>hn:nrv 107'.
"• Federal Ueclster. Vol. '^s. No 110, .Inne S, IP-n.
'• C.'iriienfer. "... f'oo'e. W. K. an<l .Inkson, D. W. Prevnlenee of Chronic Resplrntory
Di-iea-e 'n Chn»'annni/n : E'^'ee* o' C"
nn'l-- Exposure to Nitrogen OxI'V'. Contract Report. Re i-areh Triangle Instltiit". .Line 2."), 1071.
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from impairments in vcntilntory function, if NOz alone, and not nitrates, acid
mist, NOs or comijinations thereof, was primarily resiwnsible for the observed
impairments. Additional health studies will be needed to disentangle these effects. ThouRli tlie General Motors report ndvot-ates changing the NO. standard
to 0.25 ppm (hourly maximum), GM presents no concrete justification. Further,
available information indicates tliat the 0.25 ppm (hourly maximum) standard
may be more stringent than the annual average standard of 0.05 ppm.
PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANTS

General Motors correctly observed a mistalse in the Federal Register notice
announcing the standard for photochemical oxidents. They noted that a figure
in a cited study reported as .15 sliould have been in fact .25 ppm. But General
Motors misinterprets the importance of this mistake in the Schoettlin and
Landau" report in stating that "only a small percentage of the subjects experienced ".significantly more" (otlierwise unspecified) asthma attaclis when the
maximum photochemical oxidant concentration exceeded 0.25 ppm." Our own
review of Schoettlin and Landau reveals that the number of asthma attacks
was increased in the jwinel as a whole when oxidant levels exceeded 0.25 ppm, and
that a few of the panel exhibited an increase in attacks at lower levels, i.e. "on
days having plant damaye (our underlining)." These lower oxidant levels at
which plant damage occurred were not sjieoified in the reitort.
Furthermore, there are other studies showing adverse effects at less than 0.25
ppm. In Wayne's study," a consistent dcleterioiis effect on performance was found
in cross-country runners. Application of mathematical techniques to Wayne's
data indicates an effect threshold estimated at 0.12 ppm oxidant. Thus, the 0.08
ppm standard provides less than a two-fold margin of safety for one of the
healthiest, best-conditioned segments of the population.
The safety margin may be considerably smaller, or nonexistent, for potentially
more vulnerable groups like the very young, the very old, the ill, and the pregnant
Indeed, recent studies,"" in which animals have been exposed to ozone levels
of 0.08 to 0.1 ppm, have shown increased susceptibility to infection, and decreased
macrophage longevity. At higher ambient-level exposures (0.20 ppm) chromosomal abnormalities have been shown in hamsters." Results ifrom animal studies
naturally must not be directly extrajwlated to humans but they must not be disregarded, either.
Thus, there is considerable reason to believe that the oxidant standard of 0.08
ppm is not unduly restrictive. GM gives no concrete reason in relaxing the standard to 0.10 ppm.
C01IMENT8 ON THE QM KECOMMENDATION THAT THE NAQS FOB HC BE ABOLISHED AS
BEINO CNECH»8ABY

The hydrocarbon standard was obtained from the bydro<'arbon-oxidant relationship so as to provide the level of hydrocarbon control needed to protect the
public health in terms of the oxidant standard. Tlirough studies of aerometric
data available from a number of U.S. cities, a numerical standard of 0.24 ppm
hydrocarbon (minu.s metliane) was sliown to be consistent with the oxiduut
standard.
The need for a NAQS-HC Is fully justified because of the following well
established requirements: (a) emission standards for autos must be national
rather than regional; (b) the NAQ.S-HC must be the point of departure in development of numerical emission standards for automobiles; and (c) the monitoring of ambient air liydrcK-arbons provides an independent check on the effectiveness of the hydrocarbon emission control programs.
• Schoettlin. C. E. and Lnndaii. E. Air Pollution nnd .\sthniatlc Attacks In the Los
AnEPles Area. Public Ilonlth RpportB 76 : 0 :.')43. .Tune Iflfil.
'"Wnjnp, \V. S., WVhrle, V. F. nnd Carroll. R. E. Oxidant Air Pollution and Athletic
Performance. .TAMA litil ; 12 -.ilOI. Miircli 20. intiT.
" Coffln, D. L. et al. Effect of Air Pollution Alteration of Susccptlblllt.T to Pulmonary
Infections. Published In Proceedlncs of the .Srd Annual Conference on Atmospheric Contaminants In Confined Spaces. Dayton, Ohio: Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Aerospace
Medical Research Laboratories. 10(57.
" Gardner, D. E. Environmental Influences on Living Alveolar Mncrophages. Doctoral
Dissertation available from Tlnlverslty Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 1971.
" Zilac. R. E. et al. Inhaled Ozone as a Mutngen. 1. Chromosome Aberrations Inducc<l in
Chinese Hamster Lymphocytes. Environ. Res. 4 ;2e2-282. 1971.
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It should be stressed here that other considerations also enter in the development of numerical emission standards. Such considerations may have led Congress to the definition of the emission standards for autos; however, it is believed
that the point of departure was the numerical standards derived from the hydrocarbon .standard.
In conclusion, a hydrocarbon concentration standard is needed, provided It
serves as intended, that is, not as an actual air quality goal; rather as a guide
to development and implementation of control strategies.
Question S. An analysis of the data and conclusions pertinent to the scientific
basis of national ambient air quality standards contained in the Library of
Congress, Congressional Research Service, "A Brief Iteiiort on the Status of
Research on the Health Effects of Air Pollution", published in Congressional
Record (daily edition), April 4,1973, S. 6638-^044.
Response: This is a comprehensive and accurate report which describes the
state-of-the-art of research into the effects of air pollution on health. Current
literature is reviewed against a background indicating basic difficulties in designing, interpreting, and generalizing from this tyiH? of research.
The report stated that knowledge in this field had not suli.stnntially increased
since 1970, and deficiencies in selected individual studies were pointed out.
Nevertheless, it was stated that consistent findings across studies presented a convincing i>icture of the existence of both acute and chronic health effects from
air polhitants while falling short of establishing definitive dose-response or
threshold relationships.
Specific areas In which current knowledge was found to be deficient and additional research was recommended may be summarized as follows:
1. More research is needed to determine the effects from nitrogen dioxide,
photochemical oxidants, and (low-level) carbon monoxide exposures.
2. Cost-benefit analyses of health benefits in relation to improvements in air
quality should be undertaken.
3. Long-term commitments should be made to support longitudinal and followup studies of insidious effects.
Although several subsequent studies (either recently published or In press and
not available for review at the time this report was written) tend to corroborate
previous findings, no major changes in the state of our knowledge in these specific
areas have occurred.
EPA has initiated research In several of these areas. Clinical studies of lowlevel carbon monoxide exposure are underway. Information from health studies
of nitrogen dioxide and photochemical oxidnnt exposures from CHESS will soon
be available. One of the stated objectives of CHESS is to document the health
benefits from improvements in air quality.
In the past the major thrust of the health research effort within EPA has been
to obtain sufliclent intelligence upon which to establish or evaluate air quality
standards. The time frame for this mission has necessitated conducting relatively
short-term studies. The cogent argtiments for long-term studies of chronic effects
presented in this report deserve consideration in future research programming.
In summary, the Library of Congress report concludes with support for the
standards while advocating the desirability of additional research studies.
Qucxtinn ia. An analysis of the data and conclusions pertinent to the scientific
basis of the national ambient air quality standards contained in the following
NAS reports:
(a) National Academy of Sciences—National Academy of Engineers: Effects
of low levels of carbon monoxide on human health behavior and performance,
Washington, D.C, 1969.
Response. The carbon monoxide summary included as Appendix A Is a concise
overview of the carbon monoxide problem with special emphasis on those aspects
relevant to the development of environmental criteria and standards. This analysis is intended to provide a very brief description of research results that have
become available since 1969 which may amplify conclusions or recommendations
based on data available prior to 1969. It is organized as a point-by-point discussion
of the summary of tentative conclusions, followed by a concluding {Miragrapb.
Baeic Reactions of Carbon monoxide in the Body
The basic physico-chemical rules governing Interactions of CO with respiratory pigments have been well understood for a long time and there Is no new
work to alter these concepts. Interference of CO with activity of some Important
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lih.vsiologic systems such as cytochrome oxidase and cytoclironae P-450 has been
demonstrated, but usually at high CO concentrations using in vitro systeius.
Rondia * reported altered activity of an aromatic hydrocarbon hydroxylase in
livers of rats exposed to CO concentrations as low as 60 ppm. Tills observation is
particularly interesting liecause of the possible implications for interactions
between biological effects of atmospheric CO and hydrocarbons.
Permutt and Farhi have commented on the possibility of significant tissue
Jiypoxia resulting from relatively low level CO exposure. Zorn' measured oxygen
tension in liver and brain and documented an Inverse relationship l>etween the
partial pressure of oxygen In tissue and levels of blood COHb between 3 percent
and 30 iiercent. He found that OOHb levels as low as 8 percent could result in
<'r!tical oxygen tension tlireshold valiies in the microcirculation of tissues that
have a high oxygen demand, confirming the theoretical predictions of Permutt
and Farhi.
Blood Carhoxyhemoriloiln Concentrations
Formation of COIIb is a complex function not only of CO exposure, but many
physiologic variables. Coburn et al' have done an extensive theoretical anal.v.sis
of this problem, and recent human expo.sure data couflrm the accuracy of their
predictions in normal subjects.'' The Coburn formula is very useful in predicting
the effects of physiologic changes on COHb formation, but mo.st of these predictions have not been experimentally validated. Some of these predicted effects
are discussed further in the section Hypothetical Effects of Carbon Monoxide
on Suspciitihlc Pcmonif.
The actual frequency distribution of carboxyhemoglobin levels in people living
under varying environmental conditions has not been well studied. A large
survey of blood donors from 17 urban areas and 13 small communities in Vermont and New Hampi^hire has been conducted by Stewart and his colleagues
and provides the best available data on this toi)ic." No attempt was made to
acquire a statistically valid stratified sample but there is no a priori reason to
i>e!ieve the 20.0(K) subjects of that study are not representative of the population
at large. Forty-five percent of all non-smoking donors studied had COHb ooni-entrations greater than 1.5 i)ercent. Stewart concludes that excessive expo.sqre
to CO is occurring in many metropolitan areas.
Probable Effects of Breathing Carbon Monoride on Mental Performance
The studies of Beard and Werthelm on time Interval discrimination are often
cited in connection with the carbon monoxide ambient air quality standard. Jlore
recently Board and Grandstaff reported impairment of ability to estimate time
Intei-vals as well as decrement in several parameters of visual function at COHb
levels from 3 percent to 7 percent.' Mikulka' and Stewart ° have studied similar
aspects of mental function and found decrement only at relatively high levels of
COHb. Other investigators are finding interference in human mental performance as well as psycho-physiologic alterations with low C(J) exposure conditions. Bender has found impairment of cognitive function and manual dexterity
at 7 percent COHb,'" Fodor found decreased auditory vigilance at 3 to 8 percent
' ndni'i.i. n. lOffPct of l(i»- carbon iiionoxiile concentration."! on liver enzynieg. Staiib
32(41 :.'{S .VprM 1072.
^ 7»o"n. H. Tlie iiartinl oxveen prpa^urp In th" brain and liver at subtoxlo concentrations
of cnrlion nionn\icle Stiiiib K2(4) -.24 .\prll. )972.
"rohiirn. U. F.. R. K. Kor-ster. and V. B. Kane. Cnnslclerntlon.« of the physloIO'.;.v and
vnrliil)Ie» that rieleniilne the blood carboxv-benioglobin concentrations In man. J. Clin.
Inve>:t. 41 :1899-inin. lOH.'i.
' I'eterson. .T. E. and R. D. Stewart. Absorption and ell-dnatlon of carbon monoxide by
inactive yoiins men. Arch. Knvlron. Health 21 tlOii-lTl. 1070.
•> Hanks. T. <•.. and R. !>. Forgnhor. Annl.vKl.x of huninn pprfornmnce cnpnhllltlps as a
fnnctlon of exposure to carbon monoxide, NAPCA contract I'n-22-6S-31 flnal report,
June lORit.
" Stewart, R. D., et al. "Normal" carboxvhenioglobin levels of blood donors In the t'nlted
States. Contract report CAl'M-S-BS, Mav 1973.
' Heard R. H. and N. GrandstalT. CO exposure and cerebral function. Arch Environ
Healtb 21 : 1.14-164. 1970,
* Mll;u11<a, P. et al. The effect of CO on Human Performance, nth annual conference on
atmospheric contamination In confined spaces. Air Force Aerospace Medical Research
Ijib. WrlKht-Patterson AFB. Dayton. Ohio 19B9,
" Stewart, R. D., et al. Experimental human exposure to carbon monoxide. Arch. Environ Health 21 :l.')4-in4. 1970.
'" Bender et al. Effects of low CO concentration on Psychological function. Staub 32 :ni59. April 1972,
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|OHb," nnd Horvath found decreased visual rigllance at 6.6 percent COHb."
rroU-Knapp et al also have studied auditory vigilance at these levels and
escribed a negative linear correlation between CO level and the amplitude
t aurally induced EEG potentials."
The Interpretation of all these studies is controver.><inl, but there seems to
ic enough consistency in them to suspect a real eftect of relatively low CO con•entratlons on certain aspects of vigilance (signal detection) and visual peronnance. Experimental situations where these factors are not carefully conrolled can lead to conflicting results.
"ossible Effects of Carbon Monoxide on the Normal Circulation
Increased oxygen debt and decreased maximal oxygen uptake following CO
?xposure in normal exercising subjects have been accepted as evidence of effects
>n normal cardiovascular function. These observations have been substantiated
t)y the more recent work of Vogel et al" and Anderson et al." Vogel's group
found maximal oxygen uptake reduced by 24 percent and heart rate increased
at all levels of exercise in normal men after attaining 20 percent COHb. Anderson also found increased heart rate at all levels of exercise in normal men at 5
to 7 percent COHb and in addition found significant worsening of mechanical
myocardial function as Indirectly determined by systolic time Intervals.
Hvpothctioal Effects of Carbon Monoxide on Susceptihle Persons
Some of the hypothetical effects described in the NAS monograph have been
explored. Astrup" has found a negative correlation between COHb level in
pregnant women and sub-sequent birth weight in their offspring. Other hypothetical effects not descrll>ed include tlie effect of anemia and increased endogenous
CO production from hemolysis.
1 Possible Effect of Increased Ambient Levels of Carbon Monoxide in Coronary
Vascular Disease
Interpretation of several epidemiologlc studies referred to in the NAS monograph remains controver.sial. A more recent study by Wald et al." found the
incidence of arterioselerotic heart disease to be more closely correlated with
COHb levels than with number of cigarettes smoked. Aronow et al. found significant changes in electrocardiograms of men with coronary artery disease who
were exposed to CO in freeway traflSc." Anderson et al. found very similar
changes in men with angina pectoris exiKwed to low level CO by face mask."
In addition they found a decrease in time to onset of angina during exercise at
2.9 percent COHb and 4.5 percent COHb.
Innocuous Result Anticipated Whenever Exposure to Increased Ambient Carbon
Monoxide Levels in Brief
The summary statement in the monograph, "It Is the blood level, rather than
the concentration breathed at the moment, that counts.", remains valid and
needs only be emphasized. Investigators in the field of CO toxicity are paying
increasing attention to careful COHb analysis, leading to more consistent interpretation of results.
Possible Adverse Health Effects of Carbon Monoxide Absorbed While Inhaling
Cigarette Smoke
In view of the new evidence relating CO exposure to cardiovascular effects
and the findings of Wald et al," it seems likely the CO content of cigarette smoke
i.-i an Important health factor.
" Kodor and Winneke. Effect of low CO concpntratloDs on resistance to mODotony and
psycboiuotor capability. Staub 32 :46-S3. April 1972.
" HoHi'ath et al. CO and buman vigilance. Arch. Environ. Health 23 :343-34T. November
1971.
'•' (Jroll Knapp et nl. Effects of low CO concentrations on vigilance and computer analyzed control potentials. Staub 32 :64-«7, April 1972.
" Voxel. J. A. et al. Carbon monoxide and physical work capacity. Arch. Environ.
Uealtb 24 :18.^203. .March 1972.
•' Anderson, et al. Kffeets of carbon monoxide on exercise electrocardiogram and systolic
time Intervals. Clrcnlatlon 44 :135, 1971.
'•Astrup et al. Effect of moderate CO exposure on fetal development. Lancet 2 :1220-22,
1972.
" Wald. et al. Association between atherosclerotic disease and carboxyhemoslobln levels
In tobacco smokers. Brit. Med. J. 1:761-7C5. March 1973.
'«Aronow, et al. Vjftect of freeway travel on angina pectoris. Annals of Internal Medicine. 77 :669-C76, 1972.
» Anderson, et al. Effect of low-level carbon monoxide exposure on onset and duration
of angina pectoris—s study of ten patients with Ischemlc heart disease. Annals of Internal Medicine, 79 :46-50, 1973.
29-451—74—pt. 1
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CONCLUSION

The data and conclusions presented in the NAS monograph carefully outline*
the basic pathophysiology of CO toxiclty, the areas of special concern for bunias
health and behavior, and the exposure levels that would probably he associated
with adverse effects. At the time it was prepared there were very few studii*
suggesting significant efifects below 5 percent COHb. There is still much coatroversy concerning inteiiiretation of studies sliowing deleterious effet-ts IH'IK'S
5 percent COHb. The trend of recent research results, however, is confirtulni
the previous findings at low levels rather than refuting them.
Question Jih. An analysis of the data and conclusions pertinent to the scientifif
basis of the national ambient air (luality standards contained in the fullowins
XAS reports:
(6) National Academy of Sciences. I'articulate polycyclic organic matter. Wasliington, D.C., 1072.
Re.spoiise. The NAS Particulate Polycyclic Organic Matter (PPOM) i.s the
best published current review i)ertaining to airborne I'OM. There are, however,
some areas of interpretation with which one may take exception.
(1) "Bens!(a)pyrene could l)e used as an indicator or url)aii pollution etc."
(See page 246 of NAS report) This may not be a safe a.ssumption from the standpoint of carcinogeuesis for the following rea.soiis: (a) It is not firmly estal)Iit!he(i
at this time tliat BaP or even associated carcinogens are the prime cause of tlif
urlian increment in lung cancer, (b) While Bal' u.sually associates well with
otlier polycyelics it is entirely pos.sii>le that other carcinogenic suiistances might
not l)e in proportional amounts to Bal' in a given atmosphere. There are not
sufficient data from detailed air monitoring to substantiate this claim, (c) Cofactors or promoting factors, i.e. metallic particles, irritant gases, dust may be
playing a role in carcinogenesis beyond that of BaP and associated suiistances.
(See pages 109 and 11.3 of NAS rei)ort) If sudi co-factors were supplied through
exposure to jmiluted air it is possilile that exposure to carcinogens from other
sources, i.e. tol)acco smolsing might l)e sutflcient to explain the urban IncreinenL
We do not believe there is a sufficient data base from epidemiologic studies to
sulistantiate or refute such a presumption.
(2) A worlcing hypothesis is set forth in the document "there is a casual relation.sliip between air pollution and the lung cancer rate in which there is a 5 percent increase in death rate for low increments of urban air pollution. In thi>
study an increment of air pollution corresponds to 1 jug BaP l.(X)0 m'' of air."
On the basis of this assumed relation a reduction in urban air pollution etjuivalent to 4 mg BaP might be expected to reduce the lung cancer death rate by
20 percent. (See page 240 of NAS report). While tiii's is prefaced and succeeded by
(jualifying caveats in the document it is possible that it may be misinterpreted
and stated to be an established fact. Such is far from the case since such relation.sliip between Bal' and lung cancer dnes not appear to hold for all situation.'^.
The above hypothesis is interesting and may be useful in plamiing epidemio
logical surveys. It could, however, if misinterpreted, place undue importance on
the control of BaP while ignoring other factors.
The tentative El'A position on PPOSI is covered in a draft position paper
on PPOM (Appendix B). A summary of the conclusions is as follows:
(1) There is a significant difference in the occurrence of human lung oanoeij
between residents of urban and non-urban areas—some components of PPOM
miglit contribute to the difference;
i
(2) Several of the polycyclic hydrocarbons known to exist in the urban air
are animal carcinogens, although they have not been proven to be human carcinogens at obsen-ed ambient atmospheric concentrations ;
(3) Prolonged occupational exposures to environmental mixtures containing
high concentrations of PPOM have caused human cancer;
(4) PPO.M found in urban atmospheres is primarily of anthropogenic origin
and is produced by incomplete combustion of materials containing hydrogen and
carbon ;
(5) Particulate control technology currently available will be at least partially
effective in the control of PPOM from point sources; however, siiecifle control
techniques for I'POM have not been developetl:
(6) There is no conclusive evidence that control of BaP will re.sult in a reduclion in the occurrence of human lung cancer;
(7) Suitable rapid and reliable PPOM test methods for ambient air, stationary,
and mobile sources are not currently available;
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(8)CuiTent knowledge and available data are inadequate at this time to estal)Usb criteria which might be used as a basis for standards and control strategies;
and
(9) Available evidence suggests that design and performance standards, and
local ordinances, would be the logical mechanisms for control.
QucKtion ic An analysis of the data and conclusions pertinent to the seientiflc
basis of the national ambient air quality standards contained in the following
NAS reports:
(o)National Academy of Sciences—Xatioiial Research Council, Guides for
short-term exijosures of the public to air pollutants. Washington, D.C, 11/71.
Response. An anul.vsis of tbe data and conclu.-iions pertinent to the scientitic
liasis of the national ambient air quality standards contained in "Guides for
Short-term lixiwsures of the i'ublic to Air Pollutants'' and prejmred by the XKC
of NAS.
Guides prepared to date include the following :
1. Basis for Establisliing Guides for Short-term Exiwsures of the Public to
Air Pollutants.
2. Guides for Short-term Exiwsures of the Public to Air Pollutants. I. Guido
for Oxides of Nitrogen.
8. Guides for Short-term Exposures of the Public to Air Pollutants. II. Guides
for Hydrogen Chloride.
4. Guides for Short-term Exposures of the Public to Air Pollutants. III. Guide
for Hydrogen Fluoride.
5. Guides for Short-term Exposures of the Public to Air Pollutants. IV. Guide
for Ammonia.
6. Guides for Short-term Exposures of the Public to Air Pollutants. VI. Guide
for Carlion Monoxide.
7. Guides for Sliort-term Exi»osures of the Public to Air Pollutants. VIII.
Oiiide for Chlorine.
Prom this sroup of seven documents, only three relate in any way to existing
primary quality standards. These are the initial baclvgnnmd documents and llie
guides for NOj and CO. Each of the three is considered iudiviually below.
A. Ranis for EgtahlisJiinff Oiiidrg fot- Stiort-trrm Kj-pomren of thr Pnhlic to Air
PoVutants
This document discusses the differences between short-term exposure standards
for predictable and for unpredictable events. In tbe case of predictalile exposures,
the pliilosophy developed was that although some predictable releases of pollutants may reijuire that the general public be exposed briefly to relatively high
concentration.s. such exposures must not submit the pul)lic to any apprecialile
risic. In this regard the short-term exposure limits during predictable events
must I)e considered as an added restrictiim to the 24-lionr standard just as the
24-hour standard is an added restriction to the annual standard.
Guides for unpredictable short-term exposure relate to emergency or accidental
situations and therefore have no relevance to ambient air quality .standards.
B. Guidcx for Oxides of Xitrogcn
Short-term public limits recommended were as follows:
10 minutes, 1.0 ppm (1.S80 ng/iu')
30 minutes, 1.0 ppm
60 minutes, 1.0 ppm
5 hr/day, S—i days/mo.. 0.5 ppm (940 /ig/m')
1 hr/day/yr, 1.0 ppm (1880 ^g/m")
The guide emphasizes that in all instances 1.0 ppm illSO^g/ni") is a "ceiling"
value which should never be exceeded.
These guides were based largely on studies that demonstrated llpoperoxidatlon
in rats exposetl to 1 ppm (1880 /xg/ni") Noa for four hours.' and alterations in
ma.st-cell mori)hology that were oltserved in rat lung tissue after exi)osure to 1.0
ppm (1880 fig/m') NOj for one hour or to O.Tt ppm (040 MK/nr'» NOa for four
hours.^ The morphological alterrations were reversibh- within 24-27 hours.
Tlie conclusion reached after reviewing these reports was that the morphologic
study demonstrated that, at least in animals, exposure to 1.0 ppm (1S80 fiR/m')
> Thomas, H, ,T.. Mueller, P. K.. and I,.Tman. I,. L. Ix)noperoxic!ntlon of LaDB Ltplds In
Rttts Exposed to Nitroeen Dioxide. Science : 159. 5.32-,'>.S4, Fob. 2. 1808.
= Thoiniis. H. v.. Mueller. P. K. nnd Wright. R. Response of Rat Lune Mnst Cells to
NltroKon Dioxide Inhalation. Air Poll. Cont. Assoc. J. 17 : 33-.1S, January 1B«7.
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for one hour or 0.5 ppm (»40 tig/tn') for four hours produces no irreversible ndverse effects, but that such effects are produced by exposures to 1.0 ppm (18S0
l)pni (1880 lig/m') If they extend much beyond one liour in len);th.
The authors of this document acknowledge that the levels Indicated represent
only "best judgment" estimates due to the lack of critical information.
The shortcomings in the data available relative to short-term standards pertain primarily to (1) the lack of human data, (2) the difficulties in extrapolating
from animals to humans, and (3) the fact that the animal studies were conducted on healthy rather than susceptible subjects.
These short-term standards are relevant to the primary ambient air quality
standard for nitrogen oxides only in the fact that no 24-hour national standard
exists. A relatively strong case is made for the one hour maximum exposure ot
1.0 ppm (1X80 fig/m") as jin absolute c-eiliiig. Thi.x is comimtlble with the national
primary ambient air quality standard. When the annual average standard la
related by an iiir (luality uiodel to an hourly guideline not to t)e exceeded more
than once yearly, one sees that the current standard is equivalent to 1400 Mg/m'
for one hour.
C. Guide for Carbon Monoxide
Short-term public limits recommended were as follows:
10 minutes, 90 ppm (103 mg/m')
30 minutes, 35 ppm (40 mg/m')
60 minutes, 25 ppm (29 mg/m')
4-5, hr/day, 3-4 day/mo, 15 ppm (17 mg/m')
These are time weighted averages but excursions above the recommended levels
are limited to a factor of 1.5. The recommendations are designed to prevent
COHb levels from exceeding about 2% In non-smoking persons engaged in light
work and in no instance should slgnltleantly exceed 3% even in individuals engaged in heavy physical exercise.
These recommendations were based primarily on studies which reported
signincant myocardian change.s in patlent.s with elevations of COHb about 695-'
and decreased tolerance to exercise in angina patients exposed to sufficient CO
to produce COHb of 3-5%.* The study of angina patients, conducted in-house by
the Clinical Studies Branch of the Human Studies Laboratory of the National
Environmental Research Center, N.C., has now been replicated and verified by
another non-government investigator.'
There is consistency between the recommendations for short-term limits and
the national ambient air quality standards, since both are designed to prevent
COHb levels in non-smokers from significantly exceeding 2%, and both depend
on the same studies for strongest scientific support. There is a discrepancy in the
one hour maximum exposure recommendations, however. This Is
Short-term public limit, 25 ppm; 1 hour
National Air Quality Standard, 35 ppm ; 1 hour
The discrepancy derives from the fact that the short-term limit was designed
to prevent elevations of COHb much above 2% in persons engaged in light exercise ; whereas the effects assessment preceding the establishment of air quality
standard did not consider the influence of exercise. It is not consistent for the
short-term limit to be more stringent than the ambient air quality standard and
the most logical solution might be to prevent COHb from exceeding 2% in Individuals engaged intermittently in light exercise.
Question 5. An analysis of the data and conclusions pertinent to the scientific
basis of the national primary ambient air quality standards contained In "Air
Quality Criteria and Guides for Urban Air Pollutants", World Health Organization technical report series. No. 506. World Health Organization, Geneva, 1972.
Response. In general, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sup'Aypra, S. M., OlannlUl. S.. .Tr., and Mueller, H. M.vocardlal and Systemic Responses
to Carboxyhcmoglobln, New York Acad. Sciences. AnnaU 174, Article 1 :268-293, Oct. 5,
1970.
' .\ndersnn, K. W., Andelmnn. R. J.. Strauoh. J., Fortoln. N. J., and Knelaon. J. 11.
Kffpct of Lowlcvel Carlion Monoxide Exposure on Onset and Duration of Anelna Peptorls—A Study In 10 Patients with Ischemic Heart Disease. Ann. Internal. Med. 70 :
4C-.')0. 107.3.
» Aronow. W. Presented at the Air Pollution Health Effects InvestlRatorg Meetlne.
California Air Resources Board. Sacramento, Calif., May 0, 1073. Earlier Study PubllBl)e<l
In Ann. Intern. Med. 77 : 689. 1972.
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r»orts and agrees with the philosophy expressed in the afore-mentioned document.
EPA is worlcing closely with World Health Organization (WHO) in the development of air quality criteria documents, in air iK)llution monitoring and in mounting a coordinated air pollution research program. WHO recognizes that the
United States of America is a highly industrialized nation which experiences
remarliably extreme variations in the meteorological parameters. These profoundly influence the ambient concentrations of primary air pollutants and the
atmospheric formation of secondary air pollutants including ozone, nitrogen
dioxide and fine i>articulate fractions such as acid mists, sulfates and nitrates.
These variations immensely complicate the development and implementation of
air pollution control programs. EPA recognizes that different nations are bound
by different legislative mandates and different national priorities. Thus heterogeneous national approaches to achieving wholesome ambient air quality are
expected. National air quality goals, which are largely based upon admittedly
limited scientific studies, are remarkably similar. Major differences are noted
however, when one compares the time frame for achievement of these goals. The
I'nited States has established an extremely rigorous air pollution control schedule. On the other hand, though WHO air quality goals are generally as stringent
as the primary ambient air quality standards of the United States, WHO
siieclfies no achievement schedule.
WHO and EPA both recognize that ambient levels of sulfur oxides, suspended
particulates, carbon monoxide and photochemical oxidants should be controlled
to protect public hejilth. WHO, in 1970, did not feel that sufficient health related
data existed to justify establishing ambient air quality standards for nitrogen
oxides. EPA and a number of other nations felt that prudence demanded that
ambient nitrogen dioxide air quality standards be established to protect public
health. Both WHO and EPA advocate a vigorous, comprehensive research program to ascertain the dose-response relationships linking nitrogen dioxide exposures to adverse liealtli effects. More<iver. both WHO and EI'A are concemeil
about fhe possible adverse effects upon human health and welfare of aerosols
containing suspended particulate nitrates which are formed from gaseous nitrogen oxides.
EI'A agrees with WHO that the effects of ambient exposures to sulfur oxides
and susi)ended iiarticulates can be considered together. Indeed sulfur dioxide can
be transformed into toxic aerosols which are measured as part of the particulate
burden. Since the WHO report, EPA has conducted and reported to the Committee
further health studies, wbicli indicate that the present ambient air quality standards for sulfur dioxide and total suspended particulate matter should be supplemented by the control of fine particulates including suspended particulate sulfates. EPA is conducting the research necessary to support the regulation of
these pollutants. EI'A differs with WHO in its interpretation of the effects of
short-term peak exposures to .sulfur dioxide and total suspended particulates.
WHO advocates more stringent controls. EPA believes tljat the adver.se effects
occurring at low levels of these pollutants which are lower than the current
Unitetl States primary ambient air quality standards are probably best attributed
to acid aerosols and fine particulates.
In general EPA agrees with the WHO assessment of the effects of carbon
monoxide exposure. EPA has reported to the Committee ad<litional studies linking carbon monoxide exposures to the aggravation of manifestation of atherosclerotic heart disease. EPA believes the current United States primary ambient
air quality standard for carbon monoxide to be stringent and fully protective of
the public health.
EPA generally agrees with tlie WHO assessment of the adyerse effects on public healtli which follow oxldant exiwsures. In addition, KPA has developed important dose-respon.se information linking photochemical oxldant exposures to
irritation of the eye and respiratory tract. EPA, like WHO, is concerned about
the radioniimetic effects of ozone. Both organizations sujiiwrt a vigorous research
program to delineate the health benefits which will be achieved by meeting the
ambient air quality standards.
EPA and WHO recognize that the health costs of air pollution exposures cannot be accurately estimated without acceleration of national and international
research programs. Both organizations also recognize the need to quantitate
adverse health effects of short-term and long-term exposures to elevated concentrations of urban air pollutants. Subsequent to the 1970 publication, WHO deslg-
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nated the El'A federal reference methods for measurement of sulfur dioxide and
suspended i)iirticHlate matter as the interimtioiinl nieiUnds (if coniiiansoii.
In siuiiniary. the EPA and WHO positions with respect to the common arbas
air pollutants is one of general agreement. The major difference between tbe two
is the demanding time frame in which the Ignited States standards must be met.
Question (i. An analysis of the relaliiinshiii between national primary iinibieot
air quality standards and occupational safety and healtJi criteria and standard.*
for polhitant.s subjict to ambient standards under the Clean Air Act.
Response. This "prolilem lias been well reviewed in detail recently by H. E.
Stokinger of the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (Ann. Rev.
Pharmacol. 12: 407-422, 1972). The following general comment is quoted froai
this jwper:
"The worliing population is drawn, by and large, from essentially normal,
healthy, adult individuals, certainly those who are to be exposed to potentially
noxious fvanes, d\ists. mists, and vapors. This is far from true of the community
dweller in the home. The urban dweller is a composite of all ages, with all the
ranges iu su.sceiitibilities of the very young and the indispositions and deiiilities
of the very old. including in particular, as far as air pollutants are concerned.
diseases of the cardiorespiratory system, chronic obstructive pulmonary dist-asse.
chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and other related diseases associated with ailing.
Such indi\iduals are not in the \vorl< force becau.se of age of infirmity. Se<-ond.
separated out from tlie worlc force likely to be exposed to respiratory irritant.*
by virtue of job selection, are the intrinsic and extrinsic asthmatics, for whom
the .susceptibility factor is estimated to be 5- to 10-fold, depending on the pollutant. Clearly, this and similar jol>-.«:elective processes make for a worker gronii
with far greater capacity for expo.sure without response to air pollutants than
the poptilation at large. The factors expressing the differential susceptibility tietween diseased and healthy jiopulations var.v widely according to extent of the
disease and age of the diseased. The factor for age alone is widely variant."'
Certain other factors may also enter into difTerences lietween ambient and
industrial standards. Pollutants in (nitdoor air are always accompanied by other
pollutants. In some cases these may interact, producing effects not seen where
the substances are present alone. An example is the absorption of gases on
particles. Tliis leads to the practice of regarding s(mie pollutants as indices of
complex mixtiires in ambient air rather than as specific substances acting alone.
This is trne of imrticulates. sulfur oxides, and oxidants. This practice is not
usually appropriate in industrial settings.
Another important difference l)etween ambient and occupational exposures
is that (if time. KxjMisurcs in industry ai'e always iutermitt(>nt. and for the nifist
part uniform, while ambient exposures are fretjuontly continuous, and u.siially
variable in intensity.
Industrial and ambient standards share a common base in criteria from lal>oratory experiments, lloth employ epidemiologic criteria obtained from field sttulies.
Since these must differ, particularly in exposure time patterns, the study designs
are not normally identical.
Of the six existing primary air quality standards only four can be compared
with indnstrial standards. No indnslrial standards exist for particulates or hydrocarbons except as individual chemical substances. Of the 4 remaining pairs,
oxidant (ozone) standards are nearly the same. This appears to be due to tlie
fact that ozone (effects are not presently known to differ markedly between
workers and survey groups in the same general population. Jlore extensive general population studies may alter this opinion. The fivefold difference between
the ambient and occupational standards for carbon monoxide is principally related to the increased susceptibility of tho.se with cardiovascular illness rather
than to anything which reduces oxygen transport. The considerable differences
between the two standards for sulfur and nitrogen oxides are due to several of
the factors such as: sensitivity of several groups in the pojjulation to the.se substances, particularly those with cardiopulmonary illness, admixtures with other
pollutants found In the ambient air and not found in the occupational exposures,
and exposure duratitm.
Question 7. An analysis of the relationship between the national primary
ambient air quality standards for sulfur oxides and particulates and NATO's
Criteria Document, "Air Pollution: Air Quality Criteria for Sulfur Oxides,"
November 1971.

,
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Response: The NATO "Air Quality Criteria for Sulfur Oxides" was based on
he U.x. document "Air Quality Criteria for Sulfur Oxides." However, new inforaation, both U.S. and foreipn literature, not contained in the T'.S. Uocumeiit
fc'as examined. In general, the new material and reinteniretations of existing
lata add support tor what ha.s been reported in the U.S. Criteria document.
Three'" of the recent paiiers cited in the NATO document state that SOs
orrelates better than iwrtlculate concentration with an effect. Glasser and
Jreenburg' found mortality to be more closely correlated to SO3 concentration
Iian to smoke shade. W'atanabe and Kaneko' found mortality to correlate more
•losely with SO2 tlian su.spended particulate. A British report' indicates that
liMal>ility from bronchitis correlates more closely with SOs level than with .smoke.
To the contrary. Belanger' found a closer correlation between soiling index and
iosi)ital admissions for respiratory problems than for SOj or suspended particilate levels.
This serves to point out again that any one pollutant measured in ambient air
if>es not necessarily represent the total physiological burden imposed by the
?omi)lex i)olIutant matrix in urban air.
HodKson ^ and Glasser and Greenburg' have studied mortality in New York
nty. The latter estimated that the difference in mean number of daily deaths on
day.s witb '>24 ^g/m' (0.20 ppm) SO; or less compared to days with 1048 Mg/m"
(0.40 ppm) SO2 was 10 to 20 death.s, that is a one hundred percent difference.
This indicated that deaths are occurring at pollution levels not far above the level
of the primary standard—.'id.') fig/ui^ (0.14 ppm) 24-hour average.
W'atanabe and Kaneko' have also studied mortality and air pollution. They
tHinoliule. based on a 5-year st>idy in Oska. .Japan, that an SO.- cimcentration over
2«S2 fig/nv' or 0.1 jipm (3-day running average) should l)e regarded as an index of
unhealthy atmospheric pollution in a city area. Particulate levels were also quite
high CittO ug/m'anual average).
The NATO document also reports a study in London where 24-hour average
SO: or particulate mutter levels of 2r.O /ug/nv' (0,1 pjim I or 0,2 mg/ni\ respectively,
were related to increased ab.senfeeism of factory and office workers.'
The data as presented in the XATll document from the study of Watanabe and
Kaneko- and the London Study" would indicate that these criteria—2(>2 Mg/'"'
SOs. 3-clay average, as index of unhealthy air. or 2.''>0 /ig/nr' SO; 24-hour avenige
associated with absenteeism—are indications of need for reassessment of tlie
effects of repeated short-term [leak exjMistires and their implieations for standard
setting. EPA is reas.ses.sing this problem.
The particulate effect reported in the London study of absenteeism "—250
*ig/ui'—indicates additional su|)i)ort for the U.S. primary particulate standard.
Qurstimi 8. An analysis of the relationship between national i)riniary andiient
air quality standards and the ambient standards adopted by the State of
California.
Rmpnttsc. The Clean Air Act of 1970, as amended, required a national primary
ambient air quality .standard to be promulgated by the -Administrator for each
air pollutant for which air quality criteria had been issued prior to its enactment. The required national primary standards were defined as, "ambient air
quality standards the attainment and maintennce of which in the judgment of
the Administrator, based on such criteria and allowing an ade<niate margin of
safety, are requisite to protect the public health." National secondary unibient
air qualit.v standards were to be set to protect the public welfare. Under thi.s
law each state is required to adopt plans to implement nil national primar.v
ambient air quality standards (or revision.s thereof) within nine months of
their promulgation. Each state is further required to attain and maintain the
1 Olns^er, M.. and L. rirpenbiirc. Air Pollution, Mortnllty, and Weather, .\rcli. Environ.
Henlth Vo. 22 ;,1,'!4-.143. March 11171. on. :iS,>-S4'!,
» Watanalip. H.. and V. Kanrko, Encpss Death Study of Air Pollution. In : Proroedlnea
of the Sprond Intprnatlonnl P'pan Air ConerPs^. Knctune, IT. M. and W, T, Bcprv (wls.).
Now York. Acndpmle Prpsa, 1071. nn. 100-201. Wnshlncton, DO. (Dec. C.-11. 1070).
'Air PnUiition and Health. London, Pitman Medical and Sclpntlfic Publlshlne Co., 1070,
pp. .10-.S1, .3ri-.lS.
• Belanper. W. E. A Stndv of thp KfTeets of .Mr Pollution on Hosnltal AdmlRslon"!. Presented at the meetlne of the .Mr Pollution Oommlttpp of the Philadelphia County Medical
Soelpty. October 27. 10(!0. Phllndelnhln. Pn.
»Hodeson. Thomas, A.. ,Tr, Short-Term Effpcts of Air Pollution on Mortality In New
York Citv. Environ. Rcl. Teohnol. 4(7) :.'>R9-,''.07. July 1970.
' A<r Pollution and Health. London, Pitman Medical and Scleotlflc Piibllahlng Co., 1970,
T. 31.
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primary standards no later than three years after the State's Implementatiui
plan is approved by the Environmental Protection Agency. Federal standard-,
other than those based on annual averages or annual geometric means, are IMIC
to be exceeded more than once a year.
The California Health and Safety Code required that the State Department of
Public Health publish air quality standards and determine maximum allow-abir
standards of emissions of exhaust contaminants from motor vehicles befoi*
February 1, IJKK). The California air quality standards were to reflect the relt
tionship of air iKillution to damage to vegetation and interference with vi.sibiliij
as well as the public health. The law does not require that a margin of saferr
be iirovlded. Kxplicit implementation plans were not required as the standard)
were to be used as goals or guides.
Both the National Primary and the California ambient air quality standani«
are shown in Table 1 by pollutant.
Photochemical Oxidants.—The two standards are comparable hut the Federal
standard is somewhat more stringent (160 vs. 2(K) /ig/m"). The following conditions was specified in the recommended air quality standards for California:
"The standard will be said to be exceeded . . . when 0.1 ppm or more of oxidant.
including ozone, occurs seven days or more in any 90 consecutive day.s or 3 or
more consecutive days."
Carbon ilnnoxidcs.—The Federal standards are those levels which would
provide an equilibrium concentration of blood carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) near
1.7% after breathing the maximum permissible levels for one and eight honr*
res])e<'tively. The California one and twelve hour standards are both souiewhii
higher, being designed to produce COHb levels of 2 to '2.5% near equilibrium. A
twelve hour rather than an eight hour averaging time was chosen to includ*l>oth daily traffic peaks.
Nitrnr/e-n Dioj-idc.—The Federal aimual average is based upon epideiiiiologi'
and toxicologlc evidence which was not available when the California standard
was set. The California one hour average %vas initially based upon visibility and
subsequently upon toxicologlc data as well.
Sulfur Dioxide.—The federal annual average was based \ipon epidemiologif
evidence: the Federal 24 hour standard was derived by application of a tnafhrmntical model to empirical data given the annual average as a constraint, California does not have an annual average and the 24 hour average is much lower
than the comparable Federal average (10."> vs. 36."i ^g/m"). The California 2•^
hour average was .set somewhat arbitrarily. Sulfur dioxide pollution is not *
serious problem in California as measured levels are generally quite low.
Total Suxpcndcd Particulaten.—The annual standards are comparable as thf
California .standard is the same as the national secondary standard. Tlie Federal
24 hour average (260 g/m") was derived mathematically in a .similar fashion to
the 24 hour sulfur dioxide standard but is consistent with epidemiologlc data.
The 24 hour California standard is based upon visibility. Tiie following conditina
was specified in the reconiinendefl air quality standard for California : ""Thi*
st.indnrd is said to be exceednl when prevailing visibility of 7..5 miles or )es>
occurs 7 or more days in !tO consecutive days or 3 or more consecutive days."
Hydrocarhonii.—The Federal standard is based upon aerometric comparison!"
of hydrocarbons to oxidants. Tlie standard is for the control of oxidants and
not based upon health effects. California did not establish a hydrocarbon standanl
Itecause the consensus was that there was no health basis for such a standard
and it was not required to control photochemical oxidants .since they alread.v
had a photochemical oxidant standard.
In summary, national primary ambient air quality standards must l>e determined by .iudgnient, must explicitly protect pul)lic health, must be Implemented
and enforced, and miist provide for an adeqijate margin of safety. Conversely.
California air quality standards must include both health and welfare effect'',
are establislied as goals or guides, and do not explicitly require a margin of
safety.
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TABLE 1.—PRESENT U.S. NATIONAL PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS AND CALIFORNIA AMBIENT
AIR STANDARDS*
Ambient air standards
Pollutant and averaging time

National primary

Photochemical oxidants (corrected (or NOi): 1 hr"
160 .g/mit (0.08 p.p.m.)
Carbon monoxide:
12 hrs
None
8 hrs
10 mg/m» (9 p.p.m.)
1 hr
40 mfc'm>(35 p.p.m.)
Nitrogen dioxide:
Annual average
100 ,g/m>(0.05 p.p.m.)
1 hr
None.
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual average
80 ,g/m»(0.03 p.p.m.)
24 hrs
365 ,g/mi (0.14 p.p.m.)
Total suspended particulates:
Annual geometric mean.
75,g/m».
24 hrs
260,gym3
Hydrocarbons (corrected for methane): 3 hrs (6 to 9 a.m.). 160 ,iln>> (0.24 p.p.m.)

California
ZOO ,g/m> (0.10 p.p.m.).
11 mg/Ri> (10 p.p.m.).
None.
46 mg'ni»(40 p.p.m.).
None.
470 ,g/m» (0.25 p.p.m.).
None.
105 .g/im (0.C4 p.p.m.).
i0,gjnfi.
100 ,g/ni».
None.

•MndiRed from table 1, J. Env. Sci. XIV(6):11, 1971.
"Federal standards, other than those based on annual averages or annual gepmalrk means- are not to be exceed*!
more than once a year.
tCorrecied for SO] in addition to NOi.

Question 9. An analysis of the relationship between national primary ambient
air quality standards and ambient standards adopted by other countries. Including Japan.
Response. Legislative measures for the control of air pollution have recently
been established or are now being enacted in many nations. National ambient air
quality standards are established only in those nations where legislation mandates this action. Some nations choose to rely exclusively on emission standards
rather than promulgating ambient air quality standards based upon the need
to protect human health.
The World Health Organization (WHO) last published a compilation of national air quality standards in 1971 and this document is appended (EP/71.3 Air
Quality Criteria and Guides). WHO has scheduled another review of national
air quality standards In Geneva on 10-14 December 1973. The tentative agenda
for this review entitled "Inter-Regional Symposium on the Use of Air Quality
Ci-Iteria in National Air Pollution Control Programs" is also attached. In preparation for this symposium, WHO has requested member nations to furni.sh information on their enal>llng legislation, ambient air quality standards and control programs. EPA and WHO are together supixirtlng the collation of this information and pul)lication of a summary report which will be provided to the
Subcommittee as soon as it becomes available.
To assist the Subcommittee, EPA has summarized the status of existing and
pending ambient air quality standards for the United States of America, the
World Health Organization,' Israel, Canada, Mexico, Japan, United Kingdom
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Table-1). Note that most nations
which choose to promulgate amitient air quality standards foctis on the same
set of pollutants, namely carbon monoxide, sulfur oxides and particulate matter.
Ambient air quality standards for nitrogen dioxide have been promulgated by
the United States, Israel, Japan, and the USSR. Photochemical oxidant.", which
are elevated only when their precursor pollutants, reactive hydrocarbon and
oxides of nitrogen, react under proper meteorological conditions, are specifically
controlled only in the United States of America, Israel, Canada and Japan.
The Committee should note that Mexico, has not adopted any ambient air
quality standards. Mexico, lilce the United Kingdom, believes that wholesome air
quality can be achieved l)y a combination of emissions controls, meteorological
conditions conducive to good dispersion and land use planning. A number of
other industrialized countries are now following this same course. On the other
hand, many less developed countries have not promulgated any air pollution
control meastires. In these cases, economic development and environmental health
problems other than air imllution are prime considerations.
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The national primary ambient air quality standards of the United States are.
in general, no more stringent than those of the other survey nations as is shown
in Table i)-2. However, no other nation has set as restrictive a time schedule
for meeting ambient air quality standards. Hence, their sometimes more strin.eenr
standards might be considered somewhat more distant national goals. There is
little or no reu.son to lieileve that the international community has judged the
established United States standards as trM> stringent.
Tal)lps i>-:^ tlirough 9-8 were prepared from initial compilations made by a
contractor to KI'A who is compiling the world's air quality management standards. Minor variations in tlie numbers reported from those in other sources may
be due to the use of different standard conditions of temperature and pressure
when converting between parts iier million (ppm) and mlcrograms iier cubir
meter (/tg/m*).
Reviews of air quality standards in general show low values (most-stringent
standards) in Kastern Euroi)ean countries. This is attriliuted to l)asing thes*
standards on sensitive neuro|)hy.siological measurements. The changes noted ar»
con.sidered adaptation to changes in the sul)jects environment (from the pollutant
being tested) but are not necessarily thought to be detrimental to health.
Though other nations consider these neurophysiological effects as criteria ia
developing standards, considerably more weight is placed on epidemiological
studies where effects are also supported by toxicologkMl findings.
; •TABLE 9-1.-NATI0NAL PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
,<-! • t

Ambient air quality standanl
Nitrogen
oxides

Country

Yes
NO
Yesi
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

United SUtw'....'.
WHO
:....
Israel...;
_
Canada
Japan
U.S.S.R....
United Kingdom..
Mexico

Sulfur
oxides

Photochemical Carbon
monoxide
oxidants
..
.....
..
..
..

Yes...... ....
Yes
....
Yeji.... ....
Yes
...
Yes
....
No...:... ....
...
No
....
No

Yes
Yes
Yes'..Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

....
....
....
.. .
....
....
....
....

Particulate
matter

Yes
Y«
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

..
..
..
..
..
..

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yts
No
No

Other
; Yes.
.. None.
. Yes.'
. No.
.. No.
.Yes.
. No.
. No.

> Denotes rpending standard.

TABLE 9-2.-RELATI0NSHIP BETWEEN NATIONAL PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS IN UNITED
STATES AND OTHER SELECTED STANDARDS'
Primary ambient air quality standards
Country
United States.
WHO
Israel
Canada
Japan

u.sTs.R

Nitrogen oides
Baseline
No standard

(0

No standard
More stringent
do

Photochemical
oxidants
Baseline...
More stringent

(')

-

More stringent
do
No standard

Carbon monoxide
Baseline
..do

(')

More stringent
Less stringent
More stringent

Sullur dioxide
Baseline
More stringent.

do

do
do
do

Particulate
matter
Baseline.
More stringent.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

1 stringency comparison is for standards of comparable averaging times. With respect to achievement schedules, ne
nation has a more stringent program than the United States.
' Denotes a pending standard.
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TABLE 9-3.-AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR SULFUR DIOXIDE
Concentration
Country

P.p.m.

ug/m>

Averaging time

Remarks

- .. Not to be exceeded more than
1 time per year.
.. Annual mean...
Belgium
.. 24 ht
- .. Only for zones exceeding 0.15
mg/m^ yr (annual average).
Bulgaria..
. 0.2
.. 30 min . . . . Not to be exceeded.
. 500
0.02
.. 24 hr
.. 50
. Desirable.
- OtoO.17.... . 0 to 450 ... .- 1 hr
Canada (objectives)
..Do.
I
Oto0.06... .- OtolSO.... .. 24 hr
Do.
. Annual average..
OtoO.Ol... . 0to30
-. Acceptable.
0.17 to 0.34. .. 450 to 900.- .. Ihr
--Do.
0.06 to 0.1.. .. 150 to 300.. .. 24 hr
Do.
0.01 to 0.02. - 30to60.-.- -. Annual average..
Czechoslovakia
.0.2
.. 30 min
. 500..
.. Not to be exceeded.
0.06
.. 24 hr
- 150
Federal Republic of Germany
.- Not to be exceeded more than
. 0.3
- 750
.. 30 min
1 time in 2 hr.
.- Mean of set of 30 min random
0.15
- 400
do
samples.
Finland
. 0.25
. 625
.. Not to be exceeded.
do
0.10
.. 24 hr
. 250
0.05.
.. 125
.. 1 mo.
France
. 0.4..
-. 24 hr
.. Alert.
. 1,000
.. Not to be exceeded more thar>
0.3.
. 7,500
do
8 days running (97.8 percent/
I
yr.) Concurrent standard of
0.35 mg,'m' 24 hr. for particulate.
German Democratic Republic
. O.2....
. 500
. - Not to be exceeded.
.. 15 min
0.06
.. 24 hr
.. 150
. 0.3
Israel (tentative)—
. Not to be exceeded more than
. 750.- 30 min
1 percent of the time per year
0.1-. 250
-. .. 24 hr.
Italy (tentrtivft)....;
. 0.30
. 800
-. .- 30 min.. Not to be exceeded more Uian
once in 8 hr.
0.15
. 400
.. 24 hr.. .
Japan
. 0.1
- 260
.. Ihr
O.Oi
.. 24 hr.
- 100
Nettierlands (nationwide with low 0.03
.._ . 75
.. 24hr
-. . 50th percentile: of cumulative
smoke).
frequency distribution.
0.1
. 250
- 98lh percentile: of consecutive
.. 24 hr
24 hr. samples.
Transitory limit if—
Smoke <0.03i
. 0.06
. 150
- 50lh percentile: of consecutive
24 hr. samples.
. 0.13...
Smoke <0.09
. 350
- 98th percentile: of consecutive
24 hr. samples.
Smoke >0.04
. 0.05
- 125
. 50th percentile: or consecutive
24 hr. samples.
Smoke >0.12
. O.ll
. 275
- 98lh percentile: of consecutive
24 hr. samples.
Poland
. 0.34
.900
.. 20 min
. Not to be exceeded.
0.13
. 350
.. 24 hr.
0.1
. 250
.. 20 min
. Not to be exceeded in specified
zones.
0.03
. 75. 24 hr.
Romania
. 0.28
. 750
. 30 min
. Not to be exceeded.
0.1
. 250
- 24 ht
Sweden
. 0.25
. 720
. 30min
. Not to be exceeded more than
15 times per month.
0.1
.. 24 hf.
. 290
Not to be exceeded more than 1
time per month.
0.05
. 140
. 1 mo
. Not to be exceeded.
Switzerland (summer) (t^arch- 0.3. 750
- 30 min
. Not to be exceeded.
October): (winter) (November- 0.2
. 24 hr
. 500
February).
0.5
. 1.250
. 30min.-0.3
. 750
. 24 hr
Turkey
. 0,06
. 150
.. 24 hr
. Residential.
0.1
. 30.. 24 hr
. Industrial.
U.S.S.R
. 0.2
. 50
,. 30 min
. Not to be exceeded.
0.02
. 50
. 24 hr
Yugoslavia
0.2
. 500
. 30 min
0.06
. 150. 24 hr
U nited Stitts (primary)-

. 0.14

.. 365

0.03
. 0.06

.. 80..
. 150.-

.. 24 hr

'

> Smoke measured by OECD method using reflectance units.
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TABLE 9-4.-AIR (^ALITY STANDARDS FOR PARTICUUTE MATTER

Country
United Stilej

Concentration
i4/in>
260

24 hr

Objectives

0-120
60-70

Czechoslovakia
Oust
Soot
Federal Republic of Germany.
Finland

500
150
150
50
480
500

Annual mean
(geometric).
30 min
24 hr
30 min
24hr
Annual mean
(geometric).
24hr
Annual mean
(geometric).
30min
24 hr
30 rain
24 hr
30 min
2 hr

Franca

150
350

24 hr
24 hr

Primary
Bulgaria
Nontoxic dust
Soot
Canada

German Democratic Republic.
Israel
Tentative
Soot
Italy
Tentativ*
Japan
Poland

Romania
Sweden
Turkey
U.S.S.R.:
Nontoiic dust
Soot

75

Averaging tint*

SOD
150
150
50
0-60

500 15 min
150 24 hr
500 30 min
150
300
100
1,000
750
300
200
100
600
200
200
75
500
150
100

24 hr
30 min
24hr
30 min
2hr
24 hr
24 hr
Ihr
20 min
24 hr
20 min
24 hr
30 min
24hr
1 hr

Remarks
Not to be exceeded more tlian 1 tiin pm
year.
Maximum on 1 occasion.

Desirable,
Acceptable.
Do.
Maximum permissible.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Basis for calculating stack heiglit.
Nor more than hall the samples to exceed in I
mo.—Residential.
Do.
Not to be exceeded on more than 8 ca»secutive days.
Not to be exceeded.
Do.
Not to be exceeded more than 1 parcant el
the time.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Not to be exceeded more than ones in 8 hr.
Do.
Do.
Not apply to special industrial arut.
Do.
Residential.
Do.
Special zone.
Do.

300 24hr
ISO 24 hr

Not to be exceeded more than 1 time p«
month.
Industrial.
Residential.

500
150
150
50

Not to be exceeded.
Do.
Do.
Do.

30 min
24hr
30 min
24 hr
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TABLE 9-5.—AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR CARBON MONOXIDE
Concentration
p.p.m.

Country
United States ..

Mg/ltH

... 35
...

Bulgaria
es)

...

Czechoslovakia..

...

Federal Republic of Germany......

10
9
2.4
...
3
...
0.8
Dtol3..:::::: OUTIS:::: ...
...
0to5..
0to6
13 to 30
15 to 35... ...
5 to 13.
6 to 15.... ...
...
4.8
6
...
0.8
44.
...
35
40
...
9
10
...
15
17
5
6

:::::: ^'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

Israel

...

Italy..

... 50

55

20
... 20
10
.. 4.8
1.6
... 2.7
0.9
..; 2.4
0.8

23
23
12
6
2
3

Japan
RonMflia
U.S.S.R
Yugoslavia

... Ihr

40

Remarl<s

Averaging time

8hr
30 min
24 hr
Ihr
8hr
1 hr
8hr
30 min
24 hr
30 min
Ihr
12 hr
30 min
24 hr

... 30 min
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...

8hr
8hr
24 hr
30 min
24 hr
30 min
24 hr
30 min
24 hr

... Not to be exceeded more than 1
time per year.

...
... Desirable.
Do.
... Acceptable.

... Not to be exceeded.

. Not to be exceeded more than 1
percent of days in year.
... Not to be exceeded more than
once in 8 hr.
... Not apply to roadways for driving

... Maximum on 1 occasion.

TABLE 9-6.—AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR NITROGEN DIOXIDE
Concentration
Country

p.p.m.

United States
Bulgaria...

0.05
0.04
0.04
0.15

Czeclioslovakia

0.05

Federal Republic of Germany

0.5

Israel (tentative)

0.3
0.1
0.3

1.0

Italy (tentative)

0.1
Japan
Romania
U.S.S.R
Yugoslavia

...;..;

0.02
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.04
0.04

fig/m>

Remarks

Averaging time

100 Annual mean
85 Peak (30 min)... ... Maximum on I occasion.
24 hr..
300 30 min
100 24 hr
... Mean of set of 30 min sample.
1,000 30 min
2,000 30 min
... Not to exceed 1 sample(30 min)in
8hr.
600 30 min
... Not to be exceeded more than I
percent of the time.
200 24 hr
... Not to be exceeded more than
500 30 min
once in 8 hr.
200 24 hr
38 24 hr
300 30 min
100 24 hr
,
300
100 24 hr
85 30 min
85 24 hr

...

...
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TABLE 9-7.-AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR PHOTOCHEMICAL OX10ANT5 (OXIDANT
CALCUUTED AS OZONE)
Concentration
Country

P.p.m.

^m'

United States

0.08...

CiiMda
(Objectives)

Israel

OtoO.05
OtolOO...
OtoO.015
0to30
0.05 to 0.08
100 to 160
0.015 to 0.026... 30to50
(ItoO.015
0to30
0.15
300

160

(Tentative)
(Ozone)
(Ozone)
Japan
Romania (ozone)
(Ozone)

0.1
0.1
0.05
0.02
0.05
0.014

200
200
100..,.
38...
100
30

Averaging
time 000

Remarks

1 hr
Not to be exceeded more than I
time per year.
1 hr
Desirable.
24 hr
Do.
1 hr
Acceptable.
24 hr
Do.
Annual mean...
Do.
30 min
Not to be exceeded more than 1
percent of the year.
24 hr
Do.
30 min.
Do.
24 hr
Do.
24 hr
30 min
24 hr
Not to be exceeded.

TABU 9-8.-AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR HYDROCARBONS
Concentration
P.p.m.

iigjm'

United States (calculated as
methane).

0.24

160

Italy

100

350,000

30 min...

175,000

24 hr

Country

(Calculated as hexane)... 50

Averaging time
3hr(6to9
a.m.).

Remarks
Not to be exceeded more than I
time per year. Nonmethaiw
hydrocarbon
calculated
as
methane.
Not to be exceeded more than 1
time (30 min) in 8 hr.

Question 10. An explanation of the degree to which each national primary ambient air quality standard contains a margin of safety, of the reasons why this
margin may differ from one pollutant to another, and the basis for the Agency'»
judgment as to what represents a reasonable margin of safety for protection of
tlie public health.
Kespon.se. Each primary ambient air quality standard' must consider a broad
range of plausible adverse effects on human health. Our knowledge of the dose
effects relatlonshiiis linking ixillutant exiiosures to each of these effetts is admittedly Incomplete. Thus, it is not surprising that different groups of .scientists
will evaluate the scientific evidence linking pollutant exposures to adverse effect.'?
in difCerent ways. Our Agency has sought to detine an arena in which rea.soiiable
men may di.sagrce by making three threshold estimates for each effect that may
be reasonably attributed to a given iwUutant exposure :
1. A worst ca.^e threshold estimate that attributes .the.adverse effect to the
lowest likely pollutant exposure.
2. A least case threshold estimate that attributes the adverse effect to the
highest likely i)ollutant expo.sure.
3. A best judgment threshold estimate that attributes the adverse effect to the
exposure that is most reasonable in view of medical scieuti.sts within lOl'A and
EI'A's Advisory Committees.
One can examine the lowest best judgment thresholds for each of the i)ollutants
for which a primary ambient air quality standard has l)een promulgated. These
thresholds, their associated safety factors and the range of safety factr)rs associated with the whole array of best judgment thresholds for each pollutant are
summarized in an attached table.
In the case of short term exposures Involving the sulfur dioxlde-susiwnded
sulfate-total suspended parficulate complex, we probably have little or no safety
factor for the most sensitive adverse health effects. Other standards contain
' Excppt for the hydrocarbon standard.
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modest safety factors from 14 to 130 percent. The ranges of safety factors for th«
whole array of best Judgment thresholds is much larger, from zero to 589
percent.
It should be emphasized that uniformity of safety factors is not the slngl#
most important consideration in the complex standard setting process and that
the larger safety factors often reflect greater uncertainties. The Agency feels
that the present air quality standards coupled with the scheduled standard.s for
control of finely divided particulates including suspended sulfates, suspended
nitrates, metals and particulate polycyclic organic matter will fully protect public health.
Question 11. An analysis of the data and conclusions pertinent to the national
primary ambient air quality standards contained in current research reports
prepared by Enviro-Control, Rockvllle, Maryland (Siwnsored by Gould, Inc.).
Response: The report considered three aspects of the i>oilution problem caused
by photochemical oxidants:
A review of toxicologlcal and epldemlological data related to NO. and 0>
Analysis of the relationships between oxidant levels and sulfate levels in
metropolitan areas, and
Analysis of mortality data to determine associations with NOi
In general, the conclusions that have been drawn cannot be considered firm
based upon the evidence presented. The investigative approach involves nonparametric analyses of mortality data in relation to indices of pollutant exposure
that are considered inadequate to characterize true exposures of the populations
that are being studied. Several important covariates that would greatly affect
these relationships, especially in the study of chronic health effects, have not
been considered. What has been described as an in-depth review of existing
knowledge related to the health effects of NOj and Oj is, in fact, a poor and
inadequate summary of the literature without adequate appreciation of biologic
mechanisms or uncertainties in the studies themselves. The long-term mortality
studies presented do not establish firm cause-effect relationships and are of questionable value in the standard setting process. More specific comments follow.
1. TJ.se of NASN annual average NOj data based upon the Jacobs-Hochhelser
procedure does not give accurate mea.sures of exposure due to the well documented problems with variable collection elHcienoIes and NO Interferences. These
data are not valid exposure measures to relate to biologic endpoints as has been
done in this study. Placing a single, sampling stati(m at isolated locations in a
city does not sufficiently characterize total city exiwsure so that conclusionn
regarding cause-effect relationships for all people living In that city can be
drawn.
2. Considerable emphasis is placed on the fact that sulfate pollution has recently
been associated with impairments of human health and that sulfate formation
may result from photochemical processes. It is true, as emphasized in this report,
that reduction in localized urban atmospheric levels of SOj have not been associated with concomitant reductions in sulfate fraction of TSP. However, this
may well be explained by increases in regional sulfur dioxide emissions, by the
presence of certain rate limiting intermediates (including free radicals) in the
atmosphere, by the concentration of metallic pollutants that catalyze the conversion and by the facilitating influences of gases other than NOi.
3. The statistical studies presented in the report provide evidence of associations but the acknowledged deficiencies are such that firm conclusions cannot
l)e drawn, i.e. no firm a.ssociatlon-causation relationships can be drawn. Thes«'
deficiencies include primarily the use of one monitoring site per city, utilization
of the discredited Jncolis Hochheiser bubbler method for measuring NOi, and
estimation of prior exposure on the basis of current exposure without considering
secular changes in concentrations of various pollutants.
Concomitant Intervening factors might well be responsible for the observed
variation In mortality. Among these are area differences in personal characteristics such as age, ethnicity and occupation: differences in socloeconomic status;
and differences in environmental pollutants other than nitrogen dioxide.
4. Observations that short term peak exposures to Oi and sulfate may be related
to variations in total weekly mortality appear more plausible than similar conclusions drawn about chronic NOs exposure and deserve additional investigation,
but any firm conclusions at this time are unwarranted esiwcially In view of
previous failures to consistently relate mortality to photochemical oxidant levels
in California. Perhaps peak sulfate exposures are important In this regard but
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this possibility requires further investigation before any more definite conclusions
can be drawn.
In conclusion this report does highlight problems that are worthy of additional
scientific investigation. There is however, no information contained in this
reijort that can be utilized at this time to justify revision of the primary ambient
air quality standard for nitrogen dioxide. The report does little to assist the
Agency in recommending a more appropriate mobile source emission strategy for
nitrogen dioxide than presently exists.
Question 12a. An analysis of the data and conchi.sions contained in any of the
above or in any other information available to the Agency pertinent:
a. To the health effects associated with various levels of sulfates, nitrates,
polycyclic particulate organic matter, and sulfurous or sulfuric or nitrous or
nitric acid mists.
Response. With the exception of certain particulate polycyclic organic matter,
the above mentioned compounds are formed in the ambient atmosphere by
chemical or physical processes after emissions of primary ijollutant such as sulfur
dioxide or oxides of nitrogen. Our knowledge of the formation and behavior
of these secondary pollutants in the ambient atmosphere is incomplete. They
are found in the particulate phase, and are normally in the respirable size range.
There has been a limited number of health effects studies on these fine particulates. Although the biological consequences of human exposure to each of these
pollutants, alone or in combination, have not been delineated, the evidence suggests that they may be more Important than those related to the primary gaseous
pollutants.
Recent EPA CHESS studies have Identified adverse respiratory effects attributable to suspended sulfate (collected on a glass fiber filter and analyzed on
water soluble sulfate) concentrations exceeding 10 ^g/m'.
Amdur * and her associates used an increase in pulmonary air flow resistance
of guinea pigs as an assay tool in lung mechanics. Particles of sulfuric acid,
ammonium sulfate, zinc sulfate, and zinc ammonium sulfate have been shown to
produce a response in this system. An atmosphere of sodium chloride and SOi
was found to enhance the biologic response, but not sodium chloride alone.
Frank and McJilton' recently conducted studies in which guinea pigs were
exposed to combinations of atmospheres of SOi (262 ;ig/m') and sodium chloride
(900-100 Mg/tn') at "high" (80%) and "low" (40%) relative humidities. Significant changes in pulmonary flow resistance occurred only in the combined
SOa/sodium chloride aerosol atmosphere at "high" humidity.
Hazelton Laboratories' in a series of studies found histologic alterations of
the lungs in Cynomolgus monkeys exposed to 0.99 Mg/m' of HsSO. mist and
0.53 /zg/m" of fly ash. The.se effects were not observetl when the concentrations
were re<luced to 0.11 Mg/m' HjSO. and 0.53 ;»g/m* fly ash. Small hut progressive
changes in pulmonary air flow resistance were olwerved at both levels of the
pollutants.
A recently published epidemlological study of chronic respiratory disea-se
symptom prevalence in Japan contains some information on the influence of
sulfuric acid mist emls.sIons (Appendix D). This is found in urban areas situated
near large sources with high peaks of exposure. In two such areas the prevalence
of Illness symptoms is much In excess of that expected on the basis of local
sulfation rates (pg. 24, item c of the paper). It Is also Interesting to note in this
study that a threshold of sulfation rate was observed at 1 ^g/m'Vmonth (conclusion #4 & 5, p. 20). This threshold level is approximately equal to the 0.03
ppm of our present SOj standard.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and heterocyclic compounds constitute a
group" of known animal carcinogens that are present in the atmosphere.''" The
carclnogenicity of a mixture of compounds may be greater than the sum of that
of individual compounds (for example—benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) and hematite) ;
hence cofactors may be as important as the polycyclic hydrocarbons themselves.
' Amdur, M. O. Toxicology of Deca.v ProdurtB of Sulfur Dioxide In the Atmosphere. A
review prepared for the Division of Health Effects Kesearch, NAI'CA li)fi9.
2 Frank, R. and McTlUon, C. The Rule of Relative Humidity In the Synerglstlc Effect of
SOa-Aerosol Mixture on the Lung, In Press. Science.
„,,,...
• Hazelton Laboratories, Chronic Exposure of Cynomolgus Monkeys to Sulfuric Acid
Mist and Kly Ash Mixtures, Report submitted to Electric Research Council, December 1972.
' National Academy of Sciences. Particulate Polycyclic Organic Matter, 1072.
« EPA Draft Position Paper on Particulate Polycyclic Organic Matter, NERC/RTP, 1073.
25-461—74—pt. 1
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Occupational exposure to high concentrations of poiycycUc aromatic hydrocarIwns and lieterooyclic compounds has resulted in human lunj; cancer. In uiost
cases the actual concentrations to wliicli the subjwts were exp(jsed were not
loiown. BnP concentrations of 3-21(5 lig/iu' were measured in gas-works retort
houses in Kniilami. Tliis is an order of magnitude hi^iher than uoriual Bal' levels
in London. Do.se response relation.ships or threshold values for particulate polycyclic organic material (I'PI^M) iu the ambient atniospliere have not been establislieti. Available data suggest that I'l'OM may contribute to the liigher rate of
lung cancer observe<l in urban areas, as opposed to non-urban areas, however
this has not been confirmed.
There has l»een virtually no work done on the biological consequences of nitrates
and nitrous or nitric acid mist.s. In the Chattanooga school children studies,'
long-term exposure to ambient XOj concentrations between 117 and 205 /ig/ni'
accompanied by suspended nitrate concentrations between 3.8 and 7.2 ns/tn' for
6 months and longer was associated with an excess in respiratory illness and
decreased lung function. Tliese effects may have been produced by NOj, acid
mists, or combinations of pollutants.
X-nitrosamines are compounds that have received recent attention because of
their powerful biological activity. Included in the list of compounds investigated
are some of the most potent chemical carcinogens and mutagens. Several of the.se
compounds are al-so teratogenic and others can induce severe acute cellular
injury. The carcinogenic activity of these compounds spans a wide range of
animal species and timiors may result after only a single dose. The nitroso compounds behave as alkylating agents in biological systems and react with genetic
and other cell comjwnents. This action may be responsible for the biological
activity of tliese comiKiunds.
Recent evidence has demonstrated the occurrence of these comi)ounds in the
environment, either naturally or the result of unknown chemical reactions.
Experiments have shown that N-nitrosamines can be formed in man by the reaction of nitrites and secondary amines. These reactions occur most favorably
under conditions of high acidity, as those found in the stomach. One may speculate on the exposure of man to these compounds from other avenues of entrance.
Nitro.samines have been suggested as being present in cigarette smoke. The possibility exists that N-nitrosamines can be formed in other organs of the body,
hesides the stomach, with oxides of nitrogen entering through the lungs. The
optimal chemical conditions i)resent in these organs, however, do not favor these
chemical reactions.
Qucxtion l^h. An analysis of the data and conclusions contained In any of the
above or In other information available to the Agency pertinent:
b. To the relation.ship between the six pollutants subject to ambient standards
and sulfates, nitrates, ppom"s, sulfurous or sulfuric acid and nitrous or nitric
acid mlst.s.
Response. Atmospheric line particles whicli contJiin sulfates. nitrates and organic aerosols are largely derived from the controlled pollutants subject to ambient air standards. The relationships between the ]iarticles and gases are a
major stibject of the Ki'A research i)rogram on the formation and decay of atmospheric pollutants. The relationships are understood in a general way by now, but
they have not yet l)een placed on a (luantitative basis. Therefore, a nmin objective
of the current research program is to develop mechanism and rate information
which will allow particle formation, growth and disappearance to be included in
a mathematical model of the chemical proces.ses in the air.
Atmo.spheric sulfates, nitrates, and related acids are largely derived from the
sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide and organic vapors emitted by mobile and stationary
pollution sources. Generally, the mass of gaseons pollutants in the air is considerably larger than the mass of condemsed pha.se pollutants. Fine particle pollutants develop and grow from this reservoir of gastM)US pollutants. The light scattering by these line particles is resiionsibie for visibility reduction in the atmoS'
phere. Sulfuric acid and nitric acid vapors are al.so emitte<l directly into the air
fnmi some industrial stationary sources. This form of emission is particularly
important near the particular source.
Atmospheric nitrates are almost entirely derived from the atmospheric nitrogen oxide ga.ses. Tlie result is not necessarily a nitric acid "mist", because of
'Shy. 0. M., pt nl. The CbattanooEn Krhool Children Study: Effpcts of Community Expo•are to Nitrogen Dioxide. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 20(9) : 5H2-r>88, Sei)tiTuber 1970.
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likely interactions with other constituents of the i)articulate matter: Itut it is fair
to (.-all the result a iiitrate<'Outaining mist. Nitric acid vapor has been detected in
the stratosphere, but never in the lower atmosphere.
Nitric acid is formed In the atmospheric fine particles when nitrogen pentoxide,
JS'SOE, or nitrogen trioxide, NOa, react with a water-containing droplet. The NOj
is formed l)y the interaction of nitrogen dioxide and ozone. Such interaction is
especially prevalent in the afternoon stages of photochemical smog. The NO3 may
go directly to nitric acid, but it is more likely that it first reacts with NOj to yield
NiOs which then goes to nitric acid at the surface. In droplets the result is a solution of nitrate salts rather tlian a soluti(m of nitric acid.
Nitrous acid, HNO-, is assumed to be a gaseous constituent of the polluted air
even though it has not been directly detected. However, nitrites are not considered
likely to exist in the condensed i)Iiase in the air. Altliough some nitrite might
exist in the aerosol in the dark, when the air is exposed to daylight, the nitrite
•will be iihotolyzed. The nitrous acid is dissociated by sunlight and plays at least
a minor role in atmospheric photochemical processes.
Sulfur dioxide is tlie gaseous pretur.sor of sulfate in atmosijheric partlculate
matter. As in tlie case of the nitrogen compounds, the condensation .seems to
follow the oxidation of dioxide to trioxide. The oxidation procee<ls to some extent
in i>ower plant plumes. It also takes i)lace with the assistance of sunliglit hydrocarl)ous and nitrogen oxides in the photochemical smog. The mechanism of oxidation of S()2 to SO3 is not fully understood. There is no general agreement on what
the oxidizing .si)ecies miglit be under photochemical conditions. I'ossibilities inclnde excited oxygen •molecules, i>eroxide f ree i-adicaLs and nitrogen trioxide. As
the SOi is formed, it reacts with water vapor or water droplets, to produce sulfuric acid particles. Further reactions of the sulfuric acid in the droplets may
include formation ot ammonium sulfate, decomposition of carbonate ions and
displacement of hydrogen chloride. Sulfate and sulfuric acid may also occur by
catalytic reactions in droplets or on surfaces.
The formation of sulfurous acid mist would occur upon ,direct solution of SO)
in aqueous droplets. The sulfurous acid solution can theii be oxidized to sulfuric
acid by catalytic materials. This reftction is self-limiting. Its rate decreasing as
the acidity of the droplet Increases. Ammonia retluces acidity and the reactions
will continue as long as ammonia is available to dissolve in the droplets.
The need to develop i< deeper and more quantitative understanding of the relationships between sulfur oxides and sulfates is recognized in the emphasis of the
KPA research program in diemistry and physics. It is al.so recijgnized in the
recent decision to concentrate the effort of the St. Louis Regional Air I'ollution
Study on the sidfur coni|)ounds.
Carbon monoxide gas at its concentration in the polluted ambient air does not
significantly affect the interactions among the nitrogen oxide gases and the
nitrates and nitrites, nor does it alTect the interactions among the sulfur compounds. A nmrginal effect of carbon uM>noxide on tlie rate of conversion of
nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide has been observed. In considering aerosol formation, growth, and removal, carbon monoxide may be treated as an inert ga.-*.
Hydrocarbons play a role in the conversion of nitrogen oxides to the nitrogen
salts and acids through a rather complex chemical mechanism, as discus.sed in
the Air (Juality Criteria Documents. The key reaction derived from the hydrocarbons is probably the oxidation of NO by peroxide free radicals. A reduction in
hydrwarbon emission is expected to inhibit the formation of the nitrate containing aero.sols.
Hydrocarbon emissions from a imrticular source are related to tlie I'l'OM
emL-isions of tliat source. The liriniary sources of PI'OlI's in the atmosiihere are
stationary sources such as a.sphalt and tar operations. Mobile .><ources also contribute. From stationary sources tlie contribution is directly related to the composition of the material present in the source. From mobile sources this is also
true l)ut the combustion process plays an overwhelming role. Initial evidence is
that the PPOM's are reduced more rapidly by catalytic ctmtrol systems than
are the h.vdrocarbon.s. The amounts emitted are also highly dependent upon the
amount of oil that pas.se9 through the engine and the POM composition of that
oil. The high molecular %veight POM's are usually only slightly modified and are
not formed in large quantities in the combustion process.
There is no evidence that lower molecular weight hydrocarbons react to form
PPOM's in the atmosphere. Control measures for the control of hydrocarbons
from emission .sources also control the POM emissions.
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Hvdrocarbons are oxidized In sources and by photochemical reactions to form
organic aerosols. The mechanisms of formation of organic aerosols are not known
at present.
,
ij
.i
The proportions of siUfate, nitrate and organic aerosoLs vary considerably
with community and regions of the U.S. Sulfates are particularly important in
the Northeast and midwestern U.S. Organic aerosols are about equal m concentration to sulfates in the Southern and Western U.S. Nitrate concentrations are
smaller than sulfates or organic aerosols except in the I»s Angeles basin area.
In Los Angeles, nitrates can exceed sulfates or organic aerosis.
Questions IS and H. These questions request EPA's analysis of the data and
conclusions pertinent to the 1975-T6 new motor vehicle emission standards
contained in:
„,»,„, -r^ j
(a) Charles H. Connolly, Air Pollution and PuUic Health, New York Dryden
Press, 1972 (Chrysler Corporation Study) ; and
(6) "Necessary Automotive Emission Standards for the Mid Seventies,"
A Current Study o1 Automotive Air Pollution: April-October 7.972, published by
General Motors Inter-staff Committee on the Environment, October 1972.
Response. The above documents raise many questions about the mandated 90
percent reduction in automotive emissions. The following analysis deals with
the principal questions relating to the air quality, technology, and cost implications of the mandated standards.
Extent of the Air Pollution Probletn
The ambient standards for the motor vehicle related pollntanta, CO, Oi
and NOj are being exceeded in a number of our major urban areas. Out of the
247 Air Quality Control Regions in the United States, in 1970, 54 exceeded the
air quality standards for oxidant, 29 excee<led the CO standard, the 2 exceeded
the NOs standard (under the old monitoring technique it was believed that 47
AQCR's exceeded the ambient standard for NO,). A list of the air quality regions
exceeding the standards for each of these pollutants is included in Appendix A.
Reductions Needed in Automotive Emiasiotu
The Environmental Protection Agency's plan to achieve the air quality
standards on a national basis includes the implementation of controls on stationary sources (power plants, industrial facilities and general area sources),
the Federal motor vehicle emission standards, and transportation controls.
The State implementation plans previously submitted to EPA primarily relied
uiK)n the control of stationary sources and the implementation of Federal emissions control on motor vehicles to meet the ambient air quality standards for
motor vehicle related pollutants. However, State plans for 38 air quality control
regions were unable to provide adequate emissions reductions through these
control approaches to meet the carbon monoxide and/or oxidant standards by
1975. Accordingly, these States must submit transportation control plans to meet
the ambient air quality standards. These 38 regions include approximately 43
percent of the nation's population and 42 i)ercent of the motor vehic'es.
Since the presence of these pollutants in the ambient air is largely attributable
to motor vehicles, the amount of tran.sportiition control is directly reiatetl
to the severity of the emissions control placed on automobiles. For example, if
the 1975 Federal motor vehicle standards were permanently relaxed, more
extensive transportation controls would be needed, involving "more metropolitan areas for a longer period of time. The following is an analysis of the imjMict
that changes in the automotive standards would have on air quality and
transportation controls.
A. Improved Rollback Technique.—Using observed maximum pollutant levels
and the generally accepted relationship that ambient pollutant concentrations
are proportional to pollutant emission.s, one can apply a "rollback" analysis
to determine the degree of overall emission reduction required to achieve the
ambient air quality standard. In the case of carbon monoxide and nitrogen
dioxide, the rollback calculation assumes a direct relationship between carbon
monoxide and oxides of nitrogen emitted and the ambient carbon monoxide and
nitrogen dioxide levels. The oxidant carculations, however, are based on a
relationship between the hydrocarlwn emissions and resultant production of
oxidant concentrations as published by EPA and used by the States In the
development of the implementation plans.
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Prior to the writing of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, rollback
calculations were made to determine the degree of emission reduction required
to attain ambient air quality standards. These analyses used a worst case
ai)proach and dealt with the highest measured levels of CO (Chicago), Oxldant
(Los Angeles) and Nitrogen Dioxide (New York). The analysis also as.sumed
that all emitters of a given pollutant would be rolled back proportionally. On
the basis of this analysis, order of magnitude automotive emission reductions
were derived assuming 1985 as the air quality attainment date.
Several changes have been made in the rollback model to determine the
Impact of various levels of motor vehicle control in the attainment of air
quality standards.
(a) Recognizing that all emitting sources cannot be reduced proportionally,
more realistic estimates of reductions possible from various categories of sources
were made;
(6) Weighting factors were introduced to take into account the spatial
distribution of sources and the height of their emissions from the ground;
(c) Since the worst case approach using the highest measured air quality
values may reflect unusual situations, more representative second worst case
values were used in making the analyses;
(d) Rather than using a uniform growth rate for all categories, an individual
growth rate was employed for each type of source based on projections for each
region;
(e) Provision was made for the introduction of new technology, the attrition
of old sources, and degradation of control system efficiencies while in use.
B. Impact of Various Emission Standards
The alternative emissions control standards shown In Table I include the continuation of the 1973/74 Federal Emission Standards; the Implementation of
advance.engine modifications on 1975 and later model vehicles achieving emission
levels of 15 grams per mile CO and 1.5 grams per mile HC; and the Implementation of the 1975 standards mandated by the Clean Air Act.
TABLE l.-ALTERNATIVE EXHAUST EMISSION CONTROL STRATEGIES
Emission levels

Continuation of 1973-74 Foderal standards
Implementation in 1975 of standards representative of advanced
en{ine modification controls
Implementation
mplen
in 1975 of standards prescribed in the Cleen Air
AcL.

HC irams
per mile

Percent
reduction

CO grems
per mile

Percent
reduction

28.0

18

3.0

27

15.0

5S

1.5

63

3.4

90

.41

90

Note—Percent reduction over model year 1970 new car emissions.

In order to determine the impact of varying the automobile standards on
ambient CO and oxldant levels, the rollback analysis was applied to the 38 air
qtmlity control region.s (AQCR) which require tran.siwrtation controls. The 38
regions include 20 AQCR's transportation controls to meet the carbon monoxide
standard and 30 AQCR's requiring transportation controls to meet oxldant
standards.
The results of these calculations are stated in terms of the number of AQCR's
which would not meet the standards for CO and Ox in given year.s, assuming
the implementation of the given strategy and anticipated controls for heavy
and medium duty vehicles and stationary .sources. The impact of transportation
controls is not included in this analysis.
Carbon Monoxide Control.—-Table II summarizes the Impact of the various
vehicle emission control strategies on carbon monoxide ambient air concentrations. The greatest improvement In air quality is demonstrated for 1985. Because of the growth in mobile and stationary sources of emissions, some AQCR's
which meet the standards in 1085 may no lonser meet them by 1990. The final
column on the table enumerates the number of AQCR's which will never meet
the standards without supplemental control of stationary and/or mobile source.s.
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TABLE ll.-EFFECT OF VEHICLE CONTROL STRATEGIES ON THE 26 WORST AQCR'S-CARBON MONOXIDE
Number of AQCR's exceeding the standard >

Cont. of 1973-74 jiandatds (30 gpm CO).
1975 standard based on adv. eng. mod. (15 gpm CO)
1975 Clean Air Act standards (3.4 gpm CO)

1977

1985

1990

SNA '

24
24
20

21
15
3

22
18
7

21
15
3

' Assumes present stationary source technology and intermediate control of medium and heavy-duty emission. Implementation of transpoitallon controls and/or stringent stationary source controls is not assumed.
' Standard rievar achieved.

Oxidant CorUrol.—Tnhle III summarizes the impnct of the three vehicle emission control nlteriiatives on ambient oxidant concentrations. Thirteen of tiie 30
regions wnulfl achieve the rerjnired air auality in li)S5 if the 197X/TJ74 emission
limits were eontinned ; 17 wonld meet the oxidant air <inality stnmlard with the
endssions standard attainable with engine modifications and 20 of the 30 would
meet the standard with the 1975 Federal automotive emission standards prescribed in the Act.
TABLE III.—EFFECT OF VEHICLE CONTROL STRATEGIES ON THE 30 WORST REGIONS-PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIOANTS
Number of AQCR' s exceeding the standards >

Com. of 1973 74 standards (2 8 gpm HC) _
1975 Clean Air Act standards (0.41 gpm CH)....

1977

1985

1990

26
24

17
13
10

22
IS
12

22

SNA'
17
13

10

> Assumes present stationary source technology and intermediate control of medium and heavy duty emissions. Implementation of transportation controls and/or stringent stationary source controls is not assumed.
*SNA = St3nd3rd never achieved.

The data indicates that to achieve ambient air quality standards for botli CO
and oxidants even as late as 1!>85 some 12 regions' would still require additional
controls even with the most stringent auto emission standards considered.
It is important to recognize that the rollback analysis, even using the more
realistic assumptions, is at Ijest an imi)erfect tool. There is no Icnown precise
technique to estimate the specific automobile emission retiuirements related to
air quality; however, the rollback technique does permit some generally valid order of magnitude estimates of the relations of emitting sources to changes in iiir
quality.
Oxides of Xitrogcn Control.—With only two regions, Los Angeles and Cblca.go,
having a significant XOj problem, the degree of control reciulred is not as severe
as in the case of CO or HC. It is expected that the measures to be taken to deal
with the pliotocheinlcal oxidant problems in J.os Angeles will also yield reductions in emissions of oxides of nitrogens which will solve the NOa |)rol)lem. In
the Chicago region, it is expected that the current Federal motor vehicle NO.,
standards coupled with transixjrtation plans for this region will be adequate.
El.sewhere, it is clear that major cutbacks in nitrogen oxides emissions are not
necessary at this time.
In light of this, the 90 percent reduction in NO, endssions as prescribed by
the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments needs to be re-examined as being too stringent to be retitiired for implementation and maintenance of the NOi Air Quality
Standard. For the next decade, an emls.sion standard based on consideration of
available technology and its cost would be more appropriate.
The Consumer Costs of Alternative Emissions Standards
Our recent findings on the need for the NO. emission standard and the widespread concern over the stability of catalytic 8y.stems dictates that any analysis
of consumer costs must consider more than the cost implications of meeting the
> Nine regions for oxidant. 2 for CO, and 1 for both oxidant and (X>.
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1976 emissions standards. This analysis examines tlie cost Implications of three
alternative levels of emissions control.
I.—A standard which can be met by modifications to the conventional Internal
combustion enielne. Catalysts would not be re<iuired to meet this standard.
II.—The continuation of only the 11)75 standards for IIC, CO and NO.. This
would require the use of an oxidation catalyst, but would eliminate the need for
a reduction catalyst to bring NO, to the level of the 1070 NO, standard.
III.—The implementation of the existing 197(5 standards.
The cost estimates used in this analysis take 1973 control systems costs as a
base, and therefore represent the Incremental costs over what the consumer is
presently incurring with the purchase and use of a 1973 vehic-Ie. The cost analysis has been done in this manner to provide a better feel for the magnitude of
the co.st of moving to emi.'ision standards more stringent than those applicable
to vehicles being produced today.
Engine Modifications.—An engine modification control sy.stem Is essentially a
1975 catalytic system without the oxidation catalyst. The engine modifications
include a quick heat manifold, high energy ignition, electric choke, advanced
carburation, i)roportional EGR and air Injection. The estimated sticker price increase of this system is approximately ?100 over the price of a 1973 vehicle. Because this tyi)e of system can be run on leaded gasoline and is estimated to
have no additional fuel i)enalty over 1973 niodel.s there is uo iiuTemeut«l O|HTating cost. Asstuning a degree of vehicle maintenance comparable to tliat generally practiced today, maintenance costs are not projected to increase and
should actually fall by $55 over the life of tlie vehicle because of tlie red\ictiou in
ignition maintenance resulting from the use of long-life high-energy ignition
systems.
1975 Standards with Oxidation Catalysig.—It is estimated that the addition
of an oxidation catalyst (includes a long-life exhaust system) to the engine
modifications sighted above will add approximately $85 to the sticker price of
the average 1975 vehicle. This conservative estimate (the NAS estimated the
price of the catalyst to be $58) could be substantially reduced with the introduction of a new generation of catalyst technology. Based on the recent public
testimony of the large American manufacturers, there will be little or no fuel
penalty as.sociated with the use of catalyst systems being designed for 1975.
However, operating costs •will increase l)ecause catalytic systems require the use
of a lead free gasoline. The higher price of tlio lead free 91 octane gasoline (Uie
removal of lead will increase the price by nearly li per gallon) will increase
operating costs to the average consumer by $10 per year. Annual maintenance
costs, on the other hand, are estimated to remain about the same as those experienced today. Although there will be increased maintenance costs for an
a.ssumed catalyst change (only one replacement is allowed under EPA certification regiilations) and EGR maintenance, these will be off.set by tlie reduction in costs, from the use of long-life high energy ignitions, long-life exhaust
systems and the less corrosive lead free gasoline.
1975/7G Standards with Catalyst/Thermal Reactor Stistcm.—Systems designed
to meet the 1975/76 standards are still very much in the developmental stage.
However, two distinct system configurations already show a great deal of promise. These .systems are the dual catalyst system, discu.ssed in great detail in the
recent NAS report and the catalyst/thermal reactor system. Because the dual
cataly.st system was analyzed in detail by the NAS, and because of the good low
mileage emissions i)erformance of the catalyst/thermal reactor system at EPA's
automotive laboratory, this cost analysis will focus on the cost of meeting the
1075/76 standards with the latter system.
The estimated increment in sticker price is $20.5, or $20 higher than the 1975
oxidation catalyst system. Although this system can l)e run on leaded ga.soline,
and thereby save approximately $10 per year in operating costs over most catalytic .systems, it has a significant fuel penalty of 11 to 12 per cent because of
Its rich fuel mixture.
This fuel penalty increases the annual operating cost by nearly $47 per year
for the average consumer. Bi>cause this system is not likely to require a catalyst
change and does not employ EGR, the maintenance costs, assuming maintenance in the field does not change from that required today, will actually fall by
$.55 over the life of the vehicle reflecting the longer life of the high energy Ignition used in this emission control configuration.
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Cost Sumtnary
Table IV enumerates the individual consumer costs of the alternatire emissions
standards and examines the long-run cost implications to the nation of each
control strategy. We assume no technological learning curve, and therefore hold
costs constant over the eleven year period 1975-1985.
TABLE IV.-COMPARATIVE COSTS-1973 BASE

Enjini mods
1975 standard
1175 76 standard

Slicktr
price

Annual
0. iM.

1975 85 total
national cmt
(billians)

»100
185
205

-»5
10
•42

$10.8
40.9
70 8

> Gasolins prices are assumed to IM $0.36 per (alien.

T.—Impact of Interim Standard*
The cost and air quality comparisons made above were discussed in the context
of a legislative change in emission standards over the period 1975-1985. Such
legislative changes have not been made. However, an adjustment In the emission
standards time schedule has recently been made in the form of a one year extension of the statutory 107.") HC and CO standards. This extension decision will
have a marginal impact on air quality and cost.
(a) Air Quality.—It is estimated that the adoption of the interim standards
for l»7r.
Nation<U
California
HC = 1.5
HC = .»
CO = 15
CO= 9
will generally not alter the predicted air quality levels of Individual AQCR's
by more than 1 ppm. However, for 2 AQCR's this shift of 1 ppm implies that
these regions will not meet the ambient standards by 1977, whereas these standards would have been achieved by that year under the original statutory time
schedule. Table V compares the air quality implications of the original and modified emission reduction time schedules:
TABLE V.-EFFECT OF INTERIM STANDARDS ON THE 26 WORST AQCR'S
Number of AQCR'i excwding the standards

Original 1975 CO standard...
1-year inteiim CO standard..
Oriiinal 1975 HC standard...
1-year interim HC standard.

1977

1985

1990

20
21
22
23

to

3
3

7
1
U
12

10

(6) Costs.—The 1975 interim standards were set to permit a rational phase-in
of new emissions control technologies in J975 and 1976. The impact on co.sts in
1975 is a function of the technology phase-in .schedule adopted by the automotive
Industry. It is estimated that those vehicles produced with catalysts in 1975
will cost approximately $185 more than 1973 vehicles, while those without catalysts would exi)erience an initial price increase of al)otit .?100. If the automotive
industry Installs catalysts on California cars only, and if catalysts manufacturing
costs are spread to all cars produced, the incremental sticlcer price of a 1975
vehicle can be expected to be approximately $105-?110.
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Comparative Expenditure*
The magnitude of the emissions control cost is such that It Is n.ieful to put
It into perspective by comiwrinK it to the price consumers seem willing to iiay
for convenience and esthetics in their automobiles.
Table VI comiwres the sticker price, annual O&M cost and the long-run cost
to the nation of the alternative automotive emissions standards, and three new
car options found in an increasingly greater numl)er of American automobiles.
TABLE VI

197585
Stkkei price Annual 0. i IM.

tioo

Engine mods
1975 standards _
1975-76 standards
Vinyl roots(46 percent)'
Raaio(80 percent)
Air-conditioning (69 percent)

.

18S
205
92
59

350

»5
10
i«

national cost
(billions)

$10. S
40.9
70.8
16.9

•3G

7.7
65.1

> Gasoline prices are assumed to l>e 36 cent per lallon for leaded regular.
> Percentage figures indicate the percentage ol cars said witli this option.
> Calcutationrs adjusted for percent of sales figure.
< Air-condilioning is estimated to have an average tuel penally ol 9 percent in urban driving. Maintenance costs wert
t)ot included because of lack of data.

Even without including the maintenance costs, the estimated cost of only these
three non-safety related new car options is nearly twice that of the 1975 standards and falls just short of the incremental cost of the 1976 standards. For the
sake of brevity other vehicle options such as ix)wer windows (159c of cars), i>ower
seats (13%), AM-KM radio (10%), movable steering wheels (10%) and automatic transmissions (90'/l,) were not included in the table.
CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing analysis suggests the following conclusions:
The primary health standards for oxidants (HCl and carbon monoxide are
exceeded in a large number of AQCR's. Control of the automotive iwUutants to
the statutory 90% reduction will bring most of these AQCR's within the OX and
CO standards by 19(S5, although as many as 12 AQCR's may still recjuire supplemental controls in 1985, i.e., transportation and/or stationary source controls,
even with the 90% reduction in automotive emis.sions.
The evidence indicates thai the mandated 90% reduction of NO. emissions is
not requlre<l at this time. Violations of the NOj standard are limited to a small
number of cities, while the cost of applying the NO, control technology nationwide could be very high. Special abatement techniques tailored to the few
AQCR's in violation of the NO] standard should permit attainment of the health
standard without the mandated 9U% reduction in exhaust emissions of NO>.
While the catalyst appears to be the short-term technology preferred by the
automotive industry, other technologies such as the diesel or stratified charge
may i)rove to be superior. Such an outcome Is by no means certain, although the
fuel economy advantages of these approaches are attractive. Until the relative
performance of these alternative technologies and the catalyst is clarified, the
approach that gets them on the road as soon and in as great a variety as possible
should be preferred. This will jjcrmit consumer preference to dictate the superior
teclinology. If at a later date the evidence indicates that alternative technologies
ore not l)eing vigorously pursued, a more direct regulatory approach might then
be considere<l.
A lack of data prohibits a full cost-benefit analysis of the automotive pollutant
health standards. However, a comparative cost analysis shows that the total co.st
of an emissions system capable of meeting the stringent HC/CO standards and
a relaxed NO, standard Is commensurate with other automobile related costs
incurred by the consumer in the purchase and use of a relatively few automobile
convenience options.
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APPENDIX A.-REG!ONS EXCEEDING THE AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR CO, NOj AND OXIOANTS
I1S69 to 1971 monitoring data|
Pollutant

Pollutant
AQCR
Birmingham
-.. .
Mobile-Pensacoia..
North Alaska
Clark-Mohave
Phoenix-Tucson
.
IVIemphis
__ .
Los Angeles - North-central coast
Sacramento Valley
.
San Oiego
.
San Francisco
.
San Joaquin,_
.
Southeast Desert
.
Denver _.
Hartford-New Haven
.
New York-New JerseyConnecticut.
Philadelphia
.
National Capital
.
Jacksorwille-Brunswick
.
East Washington-North Idaho.
Chicago
.
St. Louis
.
Louisville
.
Cincinnati
.
Indianapolis
_
.
South Central Iowa..
.
Kansas City
.
South Central Kansas
.
South Louisiana-Southeast
Texas.

OX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CO

NO!

X
.. X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X •
X
X
X
X
X

.. X
X
X
X
X

X

AQCR
Baltimore
Boston
Toledo
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Jersey
Albuquerque-Mid-Rio Grande.
El Paso-Las Cruces
Genessee-Finger Lakes
Niagara Frontier
Charlotte..
Cleveland
Columbus
Central Oklahoma...
Northeast Oklahoma.
Portland..
Southwest Pennsylvani*
Middle Tennessee
Austin-Waco.
Corpus-Chrisli..
Dallas-Fort Worth
Houston-Galveston
San Antonio
Wasatch Front
Hampton Roads
Stale Capital
^
Pugel Sound
Southeast Wisconsin
Central New York....
Dayton
-

OX

CO

. X
- X
. X

N0»

X
X
.. X
.- X

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Qucxihm 15. This tjuestion reqnesls "An analyt^is of the data and eontliisions
pertinent to the 107." and 1076 new motor vehicle euils.sion standard.* contained
in the I'anel ]-l*nnel 7 reports to the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions,
National Aciidemy of Sciences on tlie basis of the CO, HC and NO, new motor
vehicle emission standards."
Response: It is Hl'A's iinderstandins that the above reports will be released
in the ver.v near future. KI'A has had an opportunit.v to review and comment
on an early draft of flie reports but has not seen the final draft. As soon as
these reports are issued, EPA will be pleased to prepare an assessment of tliem
and inal<e it available to the Comniittee.
Qiir>ifion 10. This question requests "An analysis of the relationship between
P'ederal new motor vehicle emission standards, California new motor vehicle
emission stand.-irds and attainment and maintenance of the national primary
ambient air qnality stantlard.s.
Response. The following table shows the relationship of the California standards to the l!)7i')-7« emission .standards mandated by the Clean Air Act:
(Grams per milel

Carbon monoxide

California

Federal
1975-76

0.89
17.4
1.55

0.41
3.4
.4

A comparison of the air quality Impact of the California and Federal standards
has been made by means of the improved rollback approach previously described.
For comparability with previous analyses, the year 1085 was chosen, since, assuming a ten-.vear turnover in light duty vehicles, any standard would have Its
maximum impact at that time. The one-year exten.sion of 1975 Federal Stand-
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ards for CO and HC is not included in the analysis; however, for comparative
purposes, this action will have only a small effect on the results presented below.
There are jiresently 2!) air (luality control region (AQCRs) above the national
ambient air quality standards (XAAQS) for CO, 26 of which will require transI>ortatlon controls to meet the NAAQS by 1975. If the present lS)73-74 Federal
CO motor vehicle standard was continued, only five of these AQCKs could meet
tlie XAAQS in 1!)85, assuming no traii.sportation control programs would have
been initiated. U-sing the California standards, eight AQCRs would achieve the
NAAQS, and with the 107."> Federal Standard, 23 AQCRs would meet it. It is also
determined that of the five AQCRs in California, only two would meet the
NAAQS using the Cjiiifornia standard, whereas all five would achieve it under
the Federal 1975 emission standard.
There are iJ4 AQCRs which are presently above the oxidant NAAQS; 30 of
these will require transiwrtation controls to meet the oxidant N.\AQS by 19".").
Assuming no transportation control plans were initiated, only 13 AQCRs could
achieve the required air quality in 19.S.") if tlie current enii.ssiou limits were continued ; 18 would attain the NAAQS using the California standard, and 20
•would meet the air quality requirements with the 1975 Federal motor vehicle
emission standard.
Two conclusion are evident from the i)receding comparison:
(1) The main difference in the impact of the California standards whan
compared to the Federal is in carbon monoxide; and,
(2) The problem of achieving tlie ambient air quality standard for oxidants is more difficult than for carbon monoxide.
A similar analysis has not been made for Nitrogen Dioxide since, as previously
noted, a major nitrogen dioxide control problem exists only in Los Angeles.
The analysis as to the achievability of standards assumes only the imposition
of emission controls and does not consider the emission reductions associated
with various transiHirtation control alternatives. The regions chosen for analysis
are those required to submit transportation control measures to achieve air
quality goals. To achieve ambient air quality .standards in 1985 some 12 regions
•would need to impose transportation controls even with the 1975 Federal auto
emission standards. To achieve these goals without transportation i>lans the degree of reduction from 1970 emissions for carbon monoxide from light duty
vehicles would have to be in the 90-98% range for the two worst case regions,
I'ortland and Phoenix. (North Alaska is a special ca.se whose,high winter time
stationary .source emissions overwhelm mobile sources and 100% elimiuiition of
light duty veliicle emissions would not provide for .standard achievement.) In the
ca.se of hydrocarbons ten regions would not meet the oxidant ambient air quality
standards without the continued imiwisition of transjiortation control regardless
of the reduction in emissions from light duty vehide.s.

Mr. QuARLES. Thank yoii.
Mr. li()(;Ki!,s. I tliink if it is affreoable with you, Mr. Qiiarles and your
assix-iates, we will aflioiiru now and we do luwe Governor Lovu tomorrow and another witness, too.
So. if you could plan to be hack this would be helpful to the
conunittcc.
Ml-. Oi .\RLE.s. Yes. we are planning to do that.
Mr. RoGER,s. Thank you.
The committee stands adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow moniinp.
[Whereupon, at .5:4() j).m. the committee adjourned, to recon"eiie at
10 a.m., Tuesday, September 11,1973.]

CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT—1973
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBEB 11, 1973
HOUSE OF EI^PUBSENTATTVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC HEALTO AND ENVIRONMENT,
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMSIERCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2123,
Kaybum House Office Building, Hon. Paul G. Rogers, chairman,
presiding.
Mr. ROGERS. The sulx-ommittee will come to order please.
We are continuing hearings on implementation of the Clean Air
Act.
Wo are very pleased to have as our first witness today Mr. Pierre M.
Sprey, Enviro-Control, Inc., Rockville, Md.
We welcome you to the committee. If you would have a seat at the
witness table that will be fine. We appreciate your being here. We will
be pleased to receive your statement.
STATEMENT OF PIERRE M. SPREY, VICE PRESIDENT, ENVIROCONTROL, INC.
Mr. SPRET. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman. I am both pleased
and grateful to have the opportunity to appear before your committee. I hope tliat my testimony may be. of some use to the committee in
its deliberations.
First of all, I would like to request permission from the chairman
to submit my prepared statement for tlie record and then to give a
short verbal discussion.
Mr. ROGERS. Without objection your statement will be made a part
of the record following your summation.
You may proceed as you desire.
Mr. SPRET. Thank vou, Mr. Chainnan. I>?t me start by explaining
the nature of the project that led to the results I am reporting.
My company, Enviro-Control, Inc., Rockville, Md., has a continuing interest in health research. We are doing work both in health effects of air pollution as well as in cancer research.
Ijast fall we formed a team to investigate some new ideas on health
effects of air pollution. In particular we were interested to sec whether
we could use available data, available published health indices, in the
fomi of mortality rates from specific diseases and link them with
measures of air pollution on a city-by-city basis.
We proposed this project to EPA. It has been funded by EPA. The
project is continuing. The methodology for the results I am going to
(209)
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lepott on today come out of that EPA supported research. The specific results tliat I will talk about today on the toxicology of nitro<ren
dioxide as well as on the analysis of disease rates i-elated to nitrogen
dioxide, that specific research was supported by Gould, Inc.
Mr. RooEKS. By whom?
Mr. SpitEY. Gould, Inc., they are a manufacturer of automotive
parts and are interested in catalysts.
Ivet me briefly describe to you the research team that worked on this
project. We had a senior biochemist from Canibridfie Univei-aity, John
Morton, who has 5 years of experience in toxicology and resi)iratorv
diseases; we had Tstvan Takacs, a graduate epidemiologist from Johns
Hopkins I'niversity; Mr. Kenneth Allison was our air pollution meteorologist. He has l.') years of exjx'rience in meteoi-ology: and myself.
I am a mathematical statistician and a systems analyst with a number of years of experience in biostatistics and liealth statistics.
Tlie full results of our work I'elating to photoclicniical pollutants
are contained in a document that I would like to request ])erniission to
submit for the record also. That document is called "A Study of
Photochemical Pollutants and their Health P^ffects," dated September 197n.
Mr. KoGERs. Without objection it will be made a part of the committee files.
Mr. Si'REY. Today I would very briefly' like to touch on the highlights of what is contained in that document that may be applicable
to this committee's deliberations.
Our fii-st set of results are derived simply from tlie review of the
available toxicological literature, that is, experiments with animals
and. much more rarely, humans relating to exposures to oxidants and
also to nitrogen dioxide.
I think the most striking i-esult of this review is one that is very
clear and simple and tliat is that the levels at which we observe various
damages in animal expei'inients due to both nitrogen dioxide and ozone
exposures are very close to the levels of the national ambient standards.
In the case of nitrogen dioxide we see damages down to perhaps
twice the national ambient standard.
In the case of ozone we see damages to animals at levels that are
almost equal to the national ambient standards. This is very much out
of line with usual practice in setting safety facto!-s for human exposure to various toxicants and is also out of line with the equivalent
safety factor for SO2.
If you look at the SO2 experiments in literature with animals you
will find that the significant efl'ects on animals there occur perhaps 10
to 100 more times higher concentrations than the ambient standard.
So, the margin of safety in the case of St)2 is quite difi'erent tlian
it is in the case of these two photochemical pollutants I am discussing.
Let me add just very briefly that the effects in both cases, lx)th of
NO, and () , appear to be cumulative and somewhat iri-eversible and
in fact hard to distinguish the effects of XOn and O3 from the animal
experimentation seemed to be fairly similar.
Let me go on to the next step of our research which was to examine
historical trends in tliese pollutants in a number of major cities using
Federal data, that is EPA data, from two monitoring networks of
theirs.
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The first and simplest result is that since 1965 on the average in the
cities we have looked at the levels of JsOz have increased hy about 30
I>ercent whereas the levels of ozone have decreased by slightly more
than that.
Mr. ROGERS. Ozone has
Air. Si'RKY. Has decreased by slightly more than 30 percent. NOj has
increased by about '60 percent since l'M}i). In other words, we have made
some progress in reducing ozone and I would attribute that to our
hydrocarbon reduction j)rograni. We have made no progress in reducing NO2 yet; in fact quite the opposite, NO2 seems to remain on the
increase.
Perhaps of more direct interest than that is the relationship between these two photociiemical pollutants and sulfates.
Now, the reason sulfates are important is that there has been a fair
amount of experimentation that sliows that sulfates are perhaps 10
to 100 times more irritating than SO2.
As yon know. SO^ can be oxidized into SOj, SO2 being a gas, SOi
being normally seen in the form of tine particles in the atmosphere.
These line particles turn out to be a much more irritating form of
sulfur according to animal technological exi>eriments. I believe there
is some agreement in the area that sulfates do seem to have strong
health ell'ects. EPA's CHESS experiments have shown that. Tlie
NATO air quality criteria document refere to effects on gastrointestinal cancers.
Our own pi-ior research for EPA also confirms there is at least a
statistical association between levels of sulfates and each of the individual gastrointestinal cancers as well as some other efl'ects.
As a result of this, sidfates are of great interest from the point of
view of protection of public, health.
Because of that we decided to investigate this question of the formation of sulfates. I think people commonly believe that if you were
to reduce tlie souice of sulfur, the major source of sulfur, in the atmospliere, that is sulfur dioxitle, then you shoidd see a conmiensurate
I'eduction in sidfates.
I'nfortunately, the data does not support that belief. In fact, it shows
quite diU'erently that e^en in cities where we have major sulfur
dioxide reductions such as in New York where we reduced sulfur
dioxide since lOfi,") by a factor of 8, even in cities like that we have seen
no change in sulfate levels.
Sidfate levels have been quite constant from year to 5ear and there
has l)een no improvement due to this very large and commendable
cleanup in sulfur dioxide.
Given that disappointing evidence, that reductions in sulfur dioxide
don't seem to have helped the sidfate situation very much, we decided
to go further and see what, in fact, sulfate levels were related to.
Looking .it the data for Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington, and St.
Louis, I tiiijdc we found significant clues and those clues are that sulfate levels do, in fact, respond to ozone and N()2 levels. That is. looking
at historical data in a purely statistical way, if you pick days that have
high ozone or high NO2, you will find that associated with that are
higlier-than-normal sulfates.
In fact, the bulk of the evidence shows that sulfates are probably
somewhat more sensitive to NO- than to ozone levels. As a result of the
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streng^th of those associations it is our opinion that the investigation
of photochemical polhitant reductions represents one of the more
pi'omising strategies for reducing sulfates; certainly at this time more
promising than the strategy that satisfies simply to rcdiice sulfur
dioxide.
I might add that all the smog chamber experiments seem to confirm our historical and statistical findings; that is, in smog chambers
when you add SOj to a good strong photochemical mixture you get
similar results to what we found, a reduction of sulfates.
Our last research was to actually l)egin analysis of the health data.
Tiie health data we were able to work witli consisted of specific disease
moitality rates for about 42 cities, categorizing somethinji in excess of
(>() diseases covering almost all the major diseases in the United States,
and about 25 different pollutant measurements for each city, pollution measurements based again on EPA monitoring networks.
Let me stait by saying that I have very serious reservations about
the data. I see all kinds of problems in tiie data that we used. We have
strong reserv^ations about the monitoiing methods. We think they are
probably inaccurate; thej' are not verj' specific. We have reservations
about the idea that one monitoring site per city can possibly quantify
human exposure. That is almost certainly not true.
We have a problem with the actual timing of the data. Unfortunately, the way the data are available, we have death rates available
for 1959 to lOfil and pollutant levels onlv available from 1962 on.
So, this is imfortunate. We would much rather have pollutant levels
l)efoi-e the deaths occurred.
Finally, as we have heard from a number of medical doctors, the evidence of a death certificate, the actual diagnosis of cause of death, is
questionable in some cases, particularly in poor areas where medical
care is not as intense.
Having stated those resen'ations let me also say that I think each
of those problems with the data would tend to obscure any possible
health relationships that you would find in the data and despite all
those obscuring tendencies, in my opinion, we found some strong statistical relationships in that data.
Let me add one more caveat before I get on to the results and that
is these are purely statistical results so far. That is, they are very analogous to the first result on smoking and lung cancer. They do not address the question of cause and effect. All they can tell you is that certain disease rates go up in those cities where certain pollutants go up.
They cannot tell you in any sense that the pollutant caused the disease.
Given those caveats, let me veiy briefly tell you the results we fomid.
The first and perhaps the strongest association that we found was
between nitrogen oxide and mortality rates due to hypertensive heart
failure, that is heart failure due to high blood pressure, and the relationship was both clear and sizeable. That is to say, going from the
cleanest to dirtiest cities we have seen in NO2 we see a doubling of
death rate due to high blood pressure.
Ijet me state the numbers while I am at it.
The cleanest cities we have in our data base of 42 cities are the level
of NO2 have about 0.03 parts per million. That relates to the national
standard of 0.05 parts per million. It is not quite half of that.
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The dirtiest cities in our sample are running about 0.08 parts per
million. So, you can see that the results we are getting for effect of NO2
from high blood pressure or death due to high blocS pi-essure extend
well below the current national standard.
A second result we found for a much smaller death category was the
same kind of relationship, roughly the same doubling from cleanest to
dirtiest cities of death due to nephritis, degeneration of the kidney.
That is a very small disease category and by itself would not be signific&nt except, as I will discuss subsequently, it led us to some important
hypothesis about causal mechanism for nitrogen dioxide versus high
blood pi-essure.
Then we found a considerable less surprising result, a fairly strong
relationship between nitrogen dioxide and lung cancer. The relationship incidentally was much stronger among women than among men.
This I think is consistent with the American Cancer Society's findings that smoking induced lung cancer is much lower among women
than men, particularly among older women and older men.
Specifically for men over 65 we found a .50-percent increase in limg
cancer, death due to lung cancer, between cleanest and dirtiest cities.
For women over 65 we found 1.30-perccnt increase in death due to
lung cancer. I might add, however, that tlie absolute levels of lung
cancer death rate among women over 65 are much lower than they
are for men. perhaps a factor of 7, again consistent with the American
Cancer Society's findings.
Smaller disease categories that seem to operate the same way were
cancer of the larynx and cancer of the esophagus, both parts of the
body that could 1K> exposed to 'S0> and where you would suspect that
whatever mechanism is working in the lung a similar mechanism
would be working in those paits.
Let me emphasize again that in the case of each of the statistical
associations I have mentioned we have seen the effect down to the
cleanest cities we have measured, that is all the way down to .03 parts
per million.
Let me now add to those briefly stated conclusions some of the verifying tests and data that we have. First of all. the conclusions that T am
stating are not based simply on the fact that in cities with high NO2
we see high deaths due to high lilood pressure. We went through considerable more extensive statistical testing. We tested independent
groups in the population; that is, we tested white males, white females,
then by age group.
In the case of the high blood pressure association we have actually
12 independent groups in the population that all show the same association between NO2 and hypertensive heart failure. That gives us
strong confidence that what we are talking about is not due to chance.
Independent of the question of cause and effect we are not talking
about something d)ie to chance.
Second, there is always the problem in this kind of statistical analysis that tne effect you see is really due to some unmeasured second
factor.
For instance, if it so happened that the true cause of hypertensive
heart failure were pickle eating and it just happened that people eat
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a lot more pickles in cities where there also happens to be higher NO;.
then we would have a completely spurious association.
Now, statistical analysis can only eliminate that type of tiling few*
factors that are measured, and in fact we went through a long list of
factors that were measured to make sure that this phenMnenon was
not happening here. The factors tliat we tested consisted of social economic variables, poverty level, education level. Percent of manufacturing employment, population density, and in addition to a list of
20 pollutants we tested, we tested specifically to make sure the NO»
effect could not really be covering for an underlying SOi effect or
sulfat« effect or metals effect.
In fact, within the range of these measured values that we wea*
able to get we can state that the effect was associated with N02 specifically and not witli the other pollutants that were available.
We cannot assure you that the effects we see are not associated with
some luimeasured variable, not measured by EPA or not measured by
the Bureau of the Census.
There is always that possibility.
On the medical side I think we have enough evidence to form scane
plausible hypotheses. I would like to briefly state what that evidence
IS.

For the cancers, cancer of the lung^ et cetera, I don't think we have
any particularly new evidence. I thmk other people long before us
have observed tliat there could be carcinogenic effects of NO2, that it
forms nitrous acid which in turn in the tissues forms nitrosaminee
which are known to be carcinogenic. I don't think a carcinogenic effect
of NO2 strikes most people in this field as being implausible.
The question of hj'pertensive heart failure effect of NO2 I think is
much more surprising and striking, and I think that needs a little more
discussing. The chain of evidence that we have constructed is the following :
It is known that breathing in of NO2 leads to measurable blood
cnanges. Those blood changes include the foiTnation of some fairly
reactive free radicals including nitroxide, or irainoxy free radicals.
These are fairly recent results.
Second, it is known that in animals exposed to NO2 over a fairly
long period of time the body organ that seems to suffer the most damage is the kidney, as opposed to the limg. I think most prior research
in this area has emphasized the lung because it is so directly exposed
to NO2. However, a very important piece of work that was done a
few years ago in guinea pigs shows that the kidney shows more metabolic damage than eitlier the lung, the liver, spleen or tlie blood serum.
That, f i-om our point of view, is a very important obscr\'ation.
Finally, it has been well known among doctors for a number of
years that the kidney is a very important factor in the control of blood
pressure in the body. Tliat is, the kidneys secrete a substance known
as renin, and renin is involved in a chain of reactions that in the end
control blood pressure, along with other factors.
Tlierefore, I think it is easy to see wliere our hypothesis is leading
us. Our hypothesis that we ovei-simplify that NO2 produces certain
toxic substances in tlie blood which attack kidney tissue and the degeneration of the kidney tissue in turn upsets the renin balance within
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le body which in turn affects blood pressure throughout the body,
"•hich in turn results in the end effects that we have seen which are
oticeably enhanced death rates due to high blood pressure.
Let me emphasize that this is a hypothesis. The data I have quoted
nly make it plausible. They do not prove it, in any sense. It remains
3 be either confirmed or denied by what I think are some fairly simple
nd so fairly straightforward animal experiments.
In summary, let me say that our results I think are important for
ointing the way for investigations to see whether the death effects
re are talking aoout are real cause and effect or not. If thev are cause
nd effect, then I think we have real reason to doubt that the national
tandards are adequately protecting human health, that is, the photohemical pollutant national standards. And I believe that that doubt
3 reinforced by all available animal toxicological experiments.
Tliank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Mr. Sprey's prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF PIEBRE M. SPRET, VICE PRESIDENT, JBNVIRO CO.NTROL, INC.,
ROCKVIIXE, MD.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased and g^rateful to have the opportunity to testify
•efore this Committee. I only hope that my testimony may prove to be of some
Be to the Committee in these important deliberations.
First, I would like to explain the nature of the project that lead to the flndngs I will present today. The company of which I am a vice president, Enviro
k>ntrol, Incorporated, has continuing Interest and on-going programs in health
«seareh both In the area of air pollution effects as well as in cancer research. As
I result of this interest, in October 1972, we formed a team to develop new
aethods for relating available health indices to measures of air pollution. We
leveloped the methods used in the current study under EPA Contract Number
;8-01-<>471; this research is continuing with EPA fimdiug. Our team's 8i)eciflc
vork on the review of photochemical pollutant toxicology and the analysis of
liseuse rates related to these pollutants was funded by Gould, Inc. The senior
-esearchers on the team included John Morton, a Cambridge biochemist with
5 years of experience in toxicology and respiratory disease; Istvan Takacs, a
:raduate epidemiologist from Johns Hopkins University: Kenneth Allison, an
lir pollution meteorologist from the Naval Post Graduate School with 15 years
if experience in meteorology, and myself, a system.s analyst and mathematical
tatisticlan with experience in health and biostatistics.
The detailed results to date of our research relating to the effects of photohemical pollutants are contained in an Enviro Control document that I am
ubmitting for the record, titled "A Study of Photochemical Pollutants and Tlielr
lealth Effects" and dated September, 1973. This document is being distributed
o Interested authorities in the field in order to obtain thorough and critical
eview of our work. I would like to briefly summarize findings for the Committee
s follows:
1. Based on toxicological studies reported in the air quality criteria documents,
s well as new research reported since then, Oa shows significant cumulative
xidative damage to animal tissue similar to the effects of radioactivity (includng genetic effects). Effects have been observed almost down to the level of the
ational primary standard and well l)elow actual peak levels observed in some
tiiiorican cities.
XOj also shows cumulative oxidatlve-typo effects in animal exi>eriments. Roth
nng and other organs are affectetl at levels down to as little as a factor of 2
ibove the national primary standard. Short term effects causing cumulative damiges are known to exist: this argues the need for a short-term stanrlard in adlition to the existing annual standard.
This is In strong contrast to the SO2 standard, which provides one to two
rders of magnitude of safety margin relative to damage-causing levels observed
n toxicological experiments.
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2. Annual means of NOa have Increased slightly less than 30% between 196!
and 1972, based on data from 0 CAMP' cities (using Saltzmann NO. values) am
12 NASN' cities (using the Jacobs-Hochhelser method). Within tills period, mosi
of the NASN cities studied Increased shan>ly in NOs from 1965 to 1968v tbei
decre;)se<l sliarply for the next two years and have Increased again for the lasl
two yoiirs. CAM!' cities have shown considerably less variation over the i^ajnc
I)eri<Ml I)ut confirm the recent rise in NO...
Over the same iieriml, O-., has decrpase<i consistently across the CAMP <-ities
by a slightly greater amount than NOj has increased—presumably due to increasing hydrocarbon emission controls. The level of additional NO etnissioc
reductions needed to reverse tlie uj>ward trend in NOj cannot be calculat-efl l)ecauso of tlie major uncertainties in quantitatively relating NO and hydnx-arbon
•emissions to NO2 and O3 end-products.
Tlie photochemical process that prmluces NO2 and On has al.<>o been implicated
in the production of sulfates (including sulfurlc acid) from SO3 ba.sed on a niimber of smog chamber exiieriments. Tlie importance of sulfates as an air poIlutJint
stems from the fact that certain sulfates are a strong lung irritant at conct-ntrations two orders of magnitude lower than Irritating levels of SO2. EPA's
<;HESS exiierimentjj in New York show cardiac and resirfrntory disease symptoms
among the ill to lie more strongly relate<l to daily sulfate levels than to S<X
levels. Previous worii by KCI shows a strong statistical as.sociation between sulfates and all forms of gastro-intestinal cancer as well as between sulfates and
nrteriosclerotic heart diseas<». These findings are In agreement with the NATO
CCMS Air Quality Criteria for Particulate Alatter which refers to similar sulfate
relati(mshii)s with observetl gastro-intestinal cancer rate.s. Although a sulfate
standard has yet to be pnminlgated. the desirability of sulfate re<luctlon« is
relatively clear. Unfortunately, the Intuitive notion that SOj reductions should
lead to sulfate reductions is contradicted by the evidence of the 12 NASN cities
studie<l, where even large rc<luctions in SO2 (e.g., a factor of 8 in New York
since lOCT) led to no change in sulfate levels. In fact, the evidence shows no
relationship between sulfates and SO:, increases or decreases for any of the
cities with the ix>ssible exi-epfioii of Charleston.
Anal.v.sis of daily CAMP-monitored pollutant levels for Chicago, Phlladelrihia.
Washington and St. Louis .showed a strong statistical association between STilfate*
and the photochemical end-products. NOj and O,. .\ll cities, except Wa.shlnsrton,
showed a stronger association of snlfates with NOj than with Oj. Tills historical
evidence, combined with the smog chamber results, indicates that (a) the photochemical process is an important part of the total sidfate prwlnction and (b)
that eniis.slon controls for reducing photochemical activity represent a jironiisIng sulfate reduction .strategy.
3. In order to search for new pollutant vs. chronic disease nssocintion.s. nonpaninietric stiitistical techniques were applied to the analysis of annual age-seirace-cause siK^cific mortality rates (lfV5J>~]9Cl) for 42 cities monitored by the
NAS.\ beginning in VMV2. Pollutant measurements available includwl NO=. SO,,
total partlculates. sulfates. nltrate.s, benzo(a)pyrene. and about 20 metals. The
deficiencies of the data were manifold :
a. One monitoring site jier city gives a very poor representation of population
exposure.
b. Monitoring methods for SO3 sulfates nitrates, partlculates, etc. are quite
Imprecise; in particular. NO3 was monitored by the Jacobs—Hochhelser method
the deficiencies of which are widely known.
<•. The air quality data used to represent individual city pollutant levels waa
taken after the deaths occurre<l; one would certainly prefer data over the
decade prior to the deflth.«, were they available. In the absence of prior monitoring, one can only hoi«» that the rclntive pollutant levels between cities did not
change greatly over the preceding .T-IO years.
d. The mortality rates are derived from death certificates which are often
based on highly uncertain diagnoses of cause-of-death.
Each of these deficiencies should contribute strongly to obscuring an.v underlying pollutant vs. chronic adverse health effect relationships. In spite of these
weaknesses, a number of clear specific associations between NOt and certain
disea.ses were detected.
iC.\MP Is EPA's Contlnaons Air Monitoring Program; NASN la EPA's National Air
Surveillance Network.
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It should he emphasized that these, or any other, statistical association cnnrwt
represent proof of caiise-and-efFect; they can only indicate suspicion of cause-andeffect to be confirmed or denied by sul)sequent laboratory and clinical invostijjations demonstrating an actual biological disease mechanism. Given this important
caveat, the results louiid were as follows :
a. A strong statistical association between annual mean NO^ levels and hypertensive heart disea.'^e annual mortjUity rates (hypertensive heart disease is the
third largest fatal disease category in the population at large)—this amounted
to a douliling of death rate between lowest and highest annual levels of NOj
observed in the sample of cities studie<l.
h. An equally strong statistical association of XOs with death due to nephritis—a considerably smaller death category.
c. A statistically strong association of NO. with respiratory and upper gas-^trointestinal cancers. .«i>ecifically, with lung cancer, cancer of the larynx, and cancer
of tlie esopliagu.s. The latter two cancers are shown to be associated with both
ambient NOa and sulfate iwllutants. Based on previous ECI studie.s, the remaining gastro-intestinal cancers are all also associated with sulfate levels: the present work demonstrated that none below the esopliagus are alTocted liy NO, l<n-els.
Iiung cancer death rates for men over 65 increased by 50% from lowest to highest
observed levels of NOu; for women over 65 the increase was 130%.
d. Each of the aljove aswociations sliowed effects down to the lowest NO2 levels ,
olkserved, that is, .03 ppm which Is not quite one-half of the current national
standard of .053 ppm.
e. A plausible, Oiough yet unverified, mechanism for the oliserved association
between NO= and hypertensive heart disease is i)roposed: inhaled NO^ forms toxic
end-products in the bloodstream (j)ossibly uitroxide or iminoxy free radicals)
which cause degeneration of kidney tissues and interfere with the kidney's
blood pressure regulating function (i.e., the secretion at renin).
All tliese associations had considerably more support than just the evidence of
good .single variable statistical curve fits. Each one was tested in two-variable
analyses for NO3 and the other major pollutants (e.g., NO3, partieulates, nitrates,
l>pnz«(a tpyrene, .sulfates, metals) in order to ensure that NO2 was not operating
as a proxy for the second pollutant. Similarly, climate and socio-economic variables for each city (e.g.. degree-days, poverty level, population density, percent
employment in manufacturing, education level) were also tested. These tests did,
in fact, reject a number of promising NOj vs. disease associations. However, none
of the associations shown in the study findings were weakened by the addition of
two-variable tests: thus, the results can be said to be specific to NOj w-ithin the
range of pnllutunt.i inca»urerl hy NASN. For the largest disease category, hypertensive heart failure, the .sample size was sufficiently large to confirm that the
association was clear for every single age group above 3,5-44 for both white
males and females. For non-whites, the data were much "noisier" and only
showed a goo<l association for the total population ratlier than the individual
age groups.
It is important to note that these st;ttisticnl associations cannot eliminate the
possibility that there is an unknown second factor which varies directly with NO:
and rejire.scnts the true underlying cause of the observed chronic health effects—
for instance, some exotic organic nitrogen end-product of the photochemical i)rocess whicli is linearly proiwrtional to NO2 levels. However, tliere are a number
of luologically plausible (though certainly unproven) h.vpothcses to explain the
results seen:
a. For the cancers, it is known that NO2 forms nitrous acid in the limgs which
in turn reacts with amines to form nitrosamines. Certain nitro-snmines are known
to lie carcinogenic. Alternatively, the oxidative effect of XO3 destroys vitamin A
which is known in rats to protect the lungs against chemical carcinogenesis. presumably via the enlianced mucus production attributed to vitamin .\. A more
remote possibility is that the oxidative damage caused by NO: is similar to
emphysema, which is often thought of as a precursor of lung cancer.
b. For the h.vi)ertensive heart failure relationship, the known blood changes
associated with NOj may cau.se damage to the kidney (one significant animal
experiment study shows that NOj exposure causes considerably more evidence
of metabolic disturl>ance of the kidney than of the lung, the liver, the spleen and
the blood serum). The kidney produces renin, which is thought to be a princii)al
regulator of overall blood pressure levels. Other forms of kidney damage, such
as infection and irradiation, have been clinically observed to be precursors of
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high blood pressure (one of the NO, toxlcological studies observed nephritis is
50 to 70% of the older rats exposed to Los Angeles air, though this experiment
was not controlled for the NOs effects on the kidney). This hypothesis could tie together the observed NOj—nephritis and NOJ—^hypertensive heart failure associations.
Siunmarizing the epldemiologlcal findings, it can be said that there are dear
and specific statistical associations between NOj and hypertensive heart failure,
nephritis, lung cancer, cancer of the larynx and cancer of the esophagus. These
findings do not prove cause-and-effect nor are they adequate as a basis for setting
standards; however, they do lead to a number of plausible hypotheses which are
amenable to direct laboratory proof and which should be tested. Furthennore.
because the statistical associations extend down to levels well below the national
standard for NOj, there are doubts as to whether the existing national ambiejjt
nitrogen dioxide air quality standard adequately protects human health—doubU
which are meaningfully reinforced by the available toxicological evidence.

^fr. ROGERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Sprey. We appreciate your
te.«timony.
Mr. Satterfield.
^-Ir. S.-vrrEKFiELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sprey, one thing that interests me in connection with th^
studies is that you give ratlier specific readings for nitrogen dioxide
ill the air. What method was used to measure this nitrogen dioxide in
the studies upon which you have relied ?
Mr. SPREY. We can only use the data that are available. This is one
of tlie re.asons that I mentioned my reservations about the data. The
method EPA used for these 42 citi^ was the Jacobs-Hochheiser method, the only Federal reference method. In fact, I think it still is. But
EPA has announced that they would like to replace it for pretty good
reasons.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Because of erroneous readings; is that right ?
Mr. SrREY. Yes, because of erroneous readings.
Now, what direction they were erroneous in and why is by no means
clear. This is one of the reasons why I hasten to say that our study doee
not form an adequate basis for setting a national standard, nor Avas it
intended to, because we are basing our study on a set of measurements
that in fact cannot be related to absolute NO2 levels.
I might add that no other measurements available today can be
related very well to absolute N02 levels either, as far as we mow.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I understand that. This places some question upon
your observations, it seems to me, that there is not a sufficient cushion.
We are relying on figures that you caimot validate.
Mr. SPREY. Tjet me say this: I think for setting standards these
numbers are certainly not adequate. On the other hand, few people
doubt that whan the .lacobs-Hochheiser measurement indicates a high
level of NO2 in a city as opposed to another, I think few people doubt
that in fact the underlying level of NO2 really is higher. Tne real problem is that we don't mow how much higher and we don't know how
to relate it to absolute levels. So I think the fact that as this JacobsHochlieiser mea.su rement increases across cities we see an increase in
hypertensive lieart failure has to have some significance. That does not
mean, again, cause and effect significance. It simply means I think
we have uncovered a real health problem.
Unfortunately, we cannot quantify it very well. It is very fnistrating for us. We 'wish wo had better measurements to rely on.
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Mr. SATTERFrELD. Certainly I don't ajrree with that observation. But
you seem to be indicating that the national standard which I think is
.05 parts per million may be too high. The point I am raising is that
we really don't know that, do we, because the readings we have gotten
from the method that EPA employed in the past apparently have not
been accurate.
Mr. SPRET. Let me say that the national standard when promulgated
"was based upon the Jacobs-Hochheiser method, for all its defects.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. But EPA tells us now they don't think there is
as much nitrogen dioxide in the air as they had earlier thought. This
would lead to the conclusion that the standard may give you a greater
cushion.
Mr. SFREY. I think it works the other way, if I am not mistaken.
EPA, as you know, has proposed a reclassification of the air quality
regions. We have used the data that they published in the Federal
Register to examine this question. The main support for their rexilassification is based on a measurement method known as arsenite. We have
actually plotted arsenite results for 40 cities versus Jacobs-Hochheiser,
or Federal reference method results. That is in figure 1 of the document I submitted for the record. Interestingly enough, in that case
we find the arsenite measurements are quite close to half the JacobsHocliheiser measurements. There seems to be a simple proportional
relationship between the two readings.
Now, what that implies from our point of view is simply that if we
had used arsenite readings, if someone had given us arsenite readings
for 40 cities wc would see the same result as we see now, but at half the
level. In other words, our cleanest cities would have now measured instead of .03 would have measured .015. Our dirtiest cities instead of
.08 would have measured .04. We would now be saying in our date we
ai"e oliserving statistical effects down to a level of .015. I think it is
kind of in the opposite direction you are indicating.
If in fact the arsenite method were good we would be seeing NO2
effects at considerably lower levels and wo would have stronger leads
about the numerical level of the national standard of .05.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Yesterday we were talking about NOx. Is that the
same thing as sulfur dioxide ?
Mr. SPREY. XO. Let me go through the pollutants we are talking
about here. NO, is simply the sum of all oxides of nitrogen, whether
it is NO2, NO3, or NOs, any form like that. NO is the single largest
constituent of the nitrogen 5Family in car exhaust. It is one of the biusic
fuels for the photochemical process. It is not particularlv toxic in its
own right. It is only after ultraviolet light works on this photochemical
group, which consists of NO plus hydrocarl)ons and other things,
that you get the toxic end product, of which the one we are addressing
is N62. The other very toxic end product is O3, ozone. These are both
end products. The national ambient standard we are talking about
relates to NO2, or nitrogen dioxide.
Mr. SATTERFTELD. We were told yesterday by EPA that they had
determined that there was not as much nitrogen pollution in the air
as they had previously thought. Just to make the record straight, you
are not saying you disagree with that conclusion ? Are you ? Or are you
saying that?
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Mr. SPREY. Let me say I dont have any faith yet in any of the
measurement methods. So I am not sure whether the statement is true
in that sense. In the sense that most of the cities might be at numerically lower levels than we thought under the Jacobs-IIodiheiser
method, that is perfectly possible. Wliether the cities are therefore
in less health trouljle, I would categorically deny. I don't tliink whether
we change our mind about what the absolute measurement is has anything to do with whether they are in health trouble. Wliether tliej- are
in health trouble has to do with what the effects of NO2 are and what
tliev liave been.
l^he steadily increasing levels I have talked about since the early
19G0"s and the actual levels experienced by our cities have veiy little
to do with what people think tlicy have measured. At least if we have
faith in eitlier the Jacobs-IIochlicisor method or the Ar-senite metliod,
either way our statistical result would show there is a real association
with NO2 as it presently exists in the cities, as it presently exists in
almost all cities.
We did not find a city that was clean enough to be below the levels
of effects we saw. That is not all cities in the United States, it is only
42 cities.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. WHiat you are really saying is tliat we need better
testing methods and we ought to be workhig on it.
Mr. SPRET. Yes. I know EPA is working hard on that.
Mr. SATTERTIELD. They are ? You say you know they are ?
Mr. SPRET. Thej' are working very hard on getting better measurement methods for NO2. Everybody is ver\- uncomrortable with the
situation.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. They are actually domg research work ?
Mr. SPREY. Yes.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROGERS. Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sprey, there is one paragraph in your dissertation that strikes
me as particulai'ly meaningful at this time, and that is on page 4, the
second paragraph. I am in thorough agreement with that:
It should be emphusized that these, or any other, statistieal associations cannot represent proof of cause-and-efCect; they can only Indicate suspicion of causeand-effect to be confirmed or denied by subsequent laboratory and clinical investigations demonstrating an actual biological disease mechanism.

AVhat you have is suggestive, mildly suggestive, perhaps, that it
could atTect some peo]3le who haven't studied this a little more deeply,
very greatly, and influence them a great deal. There certainly is an
association Lut the cause-and-effect premise is not reallv proven, it is
only suggested, as I see it.
According to your testimony, you think that NOj and SO, are the
cause of all the ills that flesh is heir to. I can't agree that that is correct.
After all, we know that there are many, many other factors which cause
arteriosclerotic lieart. disease. And pei-sonally I would like to see more
statistics, more figures, showing that lieart failure is more prevalent
in cities having a high concentration of NOzThen when we get down to kidney disease, there is a definite association between kidney disease and the presence of NO2 in the air. That
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may be so. It might make these diseases worse but we have known
most of the causes of kidney diseases over tlie years.
Tlien I believe you stated that renin is produced by the kidney. I
think you are referring to a substance not produced by the kidney, but
by the suprarenal gland, which raises the blood pressure.
All in all. I might say that what j'ou say is suggestive. There may
be cases in which there is some basis for what your statistics seem to
show. If the air is more polluted in London than it is in the United
States, perhaps it could accoimt for the higher lung cancer rate in that
area. But London has recently cleared up its air and now they bum
coke or gas, I believe, instead of coal, which they formerly burned.
I think that the lung cancer situation has gone down.
The same ratio as that in the United States existed in Holland, and
also in Australia. Even though those people do not smoke as much, it is
possible that contamination m the air is so great it has some effect.
As to the effect on the lungs, there is that possibility. We know of
course when we do have smog over areas, as we had over Donora, Pa.,
that the incidence of respiratory disease increases; we must agree with
that. But to say that these factors cause so many diseases would be
going a little too far. To say that they aggravate certain diseases I
might agree with.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.
Mr. Preyer.
Mr. PRETER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Sprey, for some very interesting and strong testimony. I agree with Dr. Carter that it would be easy to sensationalize
your testimony. I think you would be the first to complain of that because I certainly admire the scientific restraint you have shown here.
You have repeatedly cautioned that this is not proof of cause-andeffect, but that it is suspicion of it. Statistical associations are tricky
to deal with. Statistics don't always lie but they seldom voluntarily
tell the truth. This may be another sucli situation.
For instance, take the heart disease association with dirty cities.
There are probably a lot of frustrations of city life in addition to NO2
that may have some bearing on the heart disease rate.
Mr. SPRET. May I comment on that, Mr. Preyer?
That is the reason we collected social and economic variables such as
population density, absolute size of city, population level and so on.
We found that the effect we saw was independent of those factors. Even
when you had corrected for those factors you still saw this sti-ong
NO2 association. So I believe at least to the extent that you can say
that city stress is associated with size of city or population density, that
we have taken care of that factor.
Mr. PREYER. I am impressed with the caution you have shown and
the care with which you have approached this proolem. Tliis makes me
coiicoiTiod that you may have hit on something that is quite imiwrtant.
You say these are livpotheses wliich ni-e. anionable to dii-ect laboratory proof so tliat we don't have to speculate. Can wp expect that proof
to be foilhcoming? What should wo do by way of testing?
Mr. SPREY. I have no control over the Irind of testing of animals
•that is done either in tlie medical commiuiity or in tlio air pollution-
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health community. I can only make my recommendation through my
published papei-s. I believe that the answers could probably be obtained
within 6 months to a year, and at relatively low cost. In fact, they
could probably be obtained from experiments already planned for
other purposes. After all, over the next year there are going to be
plenty of rats, mice, and guinea pigs exposed to NO gas. I think all
we would need is to have qualified pathologists examine their kidneys
after long term exposures and have blood analyses done and have
measurements of blood pressure taken between NO2 exposed aninaals
and controls groups in clean air. I think that would settle the issue
of whether we are talking about direct cause-and-effect. It would not
have gotten to the bottom of the chemical mechanism but it would
certainly either confirm or deny what we have been talking about here.
Mr. PREYER. Is that being done ? Is that going to be done ?
Mr. SPREY. I have no way of really knowing whether that is planned
to be done or not. All I say is that it could he done and at very low
cost. Probably it could be done piggyback on already planned
experiments.
Mr. PRETER. It seems to me what you have brought out here is sufficiently important that we ought to make sure that it is done.
Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Symington.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sprey, were these studies you have done financed by EPA or
were they paid for ?
Mr. SPRJ:Y. The bulk of our research in this area, that is in the air
pollution health effects, and the basic methodology development, were
financed by EPA. Our work for EPA in the area of investigating air
pollutants versus the city-by-city mortality rates is continuing. The
specific part on toxicology of nitrogen dioxide and of ozone and on
analysis of these 40 cities specifically for diseases associated with
nitrogen dioxide, was funded by Gould, Inc., as I think I said in the
beginning of my testimony. That is the lesser part of our overall
project. The same people work in both areas.
Mr. SYMINGTON. But you submit the total findings to EPA ?
Mr. SPREY. Yes.
Mr. SYMINGTON. And not simply those that they finance?
Mr. SPREY. Oh, yes, absolutely, though under separate cover.
Mr. SYiONGTON. SO one assumes that they incorporate into their
final judgments what they think they have learned from your studies?
Mr. SPREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Are you familiar with their testimony before this
committee ?
Mr. SPREY. I have looked over yesterday's testimony. I can't say I
am familiar with it in great detail.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I am just wondering if you concur with the general
thru.st of their testimony.
Mr. SPREY. I don't think they testified on our work. You know,
our work is very new to them. Their review process of a piece of work
like this probably takes 2 to 6 months, and only a very small part, of
EPA has been following our work very closely.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I am referring to their judgments with respect to
reducing the standards for emission control, that sort of thing, as
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having been too stringent in the past. Are you passing, like ships in
the night, you don't know what those standards were all about, to
begrin with, so you are not going to comment on them?
Mr. SFRET. On, no.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Or do you have an opinion about that?
Mr. SFREY. Yes, I can state my opinions on that subject. Let me
state that first of all I don't thmk anybody has close to adeq^uate
quantitative knowledge of the relationship between the auto emissions,
tnat is the basic NO, and hydrocarbons that fuel the photochemical
process and the end products, the toxic end products, NO2 and Os,
to in any sense be able to predict how much reduction of automobile
emissions will be necessary to get us dovm to safe levels of N02 and O,.
I personally don't believe tliat the simple rollback calculations are
in any sense verified by anything we know about photochemical pollution. "\ATiat I would say is that if our results are verified on NO2
and if they turn out to be cause-and-effect, then we will need very
large reductions in NO2 levels in cities.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Is it your understanding that verification is proceeding apace ?
Mr. SPREY. Of our results?
Mr. SYMINGTON. Yes.
Mr. SPKEY. I have not heard anybody who is verifying them j'et.
Of course they are new.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Who would do so? Would it be EPA?
Mr. SFREY. It could be EPA, it could be NIH, it could be universities, whoever shows enough interest in our findings to show the worth
of the experiment. We have no indications that anybody has committed themselves to do these experiments. We hope somebody will.
Mr. SYMINGTON. You have a relationship with EPA already, as
jou pointed out, they fund part of our work.
Mr. SPREY. Yes, and they are aware of these recommendations.
Mr. SYJIINGTON. Have you asked them for assistance in pursuing
them to a conclusion ?
Mr. SPREY. We would not do the animal experiments. That is not
part of what our company does.
]Mr. SYMINGTON. Have you asked that they do it?
Mr. SPREY. We have recommended to them that we think it is of
high priority that such experiments get done.
Mr. SYMINGTON. When did you make that recommendation ?
Mr. SPREY. Other than as you see it in this written document, prior
versions of which they have had for, say, 3 weeks, on the order of 3|
weeks. I have also made that recommendation verbally as long ago as
perhaps 5 weeks ago. So this is all very rec«nt work that we are talking
about.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Can you provide for the record what it costs to
produce the information that you have presented to us today ? In other
words, the budget that your organization worked with ?
Mr. SPREY. Sure. I would be delighted to do that.
"Sir. SYJIINGTON. And the number of people employed and their
skills.
Mr. SPREY. Yes, sir.
[The information requested was not available to the committee at
the time of printing—March 1974.]
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Mr. SYMINGTON. For example, you cover 40 cities, is that right!
Mr. SPREY. Right.
Mr. SYMINGTON. HOW many people were involved? Did you send
teams to each city, or did you do it through correspondence, or how
did you actually glean this information?
Mr. Si'REY. As I mentioned before, the air pollution measurements
were EPA's and EPA's predecessor organization's measurements.
They are published and available. Likewise, the death rate data is
published and available data. It was really a question of gathering
that data, editing it, cleaning it up, looking for mistakes in it, checking
with cities on where the actual locations of monitoring stations were,
and then getting down to the work of analysis.
Mr. SYMINGTON. XOW, the data tliat you said that were EPA deriAed,
are that data subject to the defect in measurements that you alluded to ?
Mr. SrREY. Yes, it certainly is.
Mr. SYMINGTON. So you youi-self are dealing with data that you
can't really trust ?
Mr. SruKY. Yes. As I said before, I have very strong reservations
about both medical data and perhaps even more about tlie air pollution
measurements themselves.
Mr. SYMINGTON. And you have made at least one reconunendation
that there ought to be more monitoring stations. You huve a list of
recommendations for improving the measurement process ?
Mr. SPREY. Yes. Actually, that particular recommendation I made
long before tliis study. I think that is self-evident for other reasons,
the fact tliat air pollution varies quite widely across the city.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I think we are sort of interested in the rapport that
would exist between a private concern like yours and EPA, that it is
not a one-way street, that if you think thev are doing something wrong
you point tiiat out, and you expect a fair liearing on it. Is that the sort
of relationship you have ?
Mr. SPREY. In the first place, I don't think I am saying that they are
doing something wrong, per se. I am just saying that we need improvements in these areas. These monitoring networks we are talking about
were first set up in 1962.1 think you could hardly expect a young oi'ganization, straight from birth, to go out and set up a perfect monitoring
network. So we are recommending things that we thmk would improve
that monitoring. As far as our relationship with EPA goes. I think
it is like with any other large Government organization. As a friend
of mine in the Pentagon once said. "Those in the real Air Force please,
stand up." EPA does not have a monolithic position. Some people have
expressed interest in our Mork at EPA. Otlicrs think it is very poor.
There is a whole sjiectrum of opinion on this.
I think the real question is how well can we defend our findings and
whether in tlie end people who are decisionma'kei-s like our work or
don't like our work. There is no monolitliic relationship between us and
EPA. Some think we do good work and listen to our recommendations,
and some don't.
Mr. SYMINGTON. DO you think that we know enough, tliat the data is
sufficiently accui'ate to justify the kind of legislation that has been
passed and which is currently pending?
In other words, you don't think we should just wipe everA-thing oflF
the books until we are sure?
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Mr. SPREY. NO. I wouldn't say that at all. I think perhaps looking
back over the history of this legislation the data that existed when the
legislation was fii-st passed was certainly quite weak from a scentific
point of view. 1 think subseqvient data and subsequent events have been
surprisingly confirmatory of tlie original Clean Air Act requirements.
I am talking now about both the kind of data that we work on and
"what I know of what has been liappening in the cleanup teclinology.
I tliink on both sides data that were developed suiisequent to your
passing the act have tended to confinn in a very proximate sense the
choice of goals you picked.
^Ir. Sv:*riNOTOX. The thing that worries you most is the skill in measuring and the degree of skill. Do you think that their research in pursuing accurate measurement procedures is sufficient?
^Ir. SPRET. Arc you asking me whether I think they ai-e spending
enough money on that research now ?
]Mr. STIIINGTON. Well, we are sometimes told that money helps in
these things. Occasionally there are other avenues to progi-ess.
Mr. SPRKY. T am not privy to what has been going on in the last few
weeks in monitoring research. Looking at the long term, say over the
last 5 years, I would say tliat the progress made in monitoring research
has been disappointingly slow. I suspect not enough emphasis has been
placed on this question.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. May I just ask a question for the record to get this
down.
From your data do you see most cities in the country being relatively safe from adverse effects from NO2 concentrations ?
Mr. SPREY. It is hard to guess about the air pollution levels of
cities that haven't been measured. To the extent that our sample
I would say there are very, very few cities in this countiy that are
at safe levels. I had better qualify this once again, that are at safe
levels in the relationship we are talking about which is cause and
efTect.
Mr. ROGERS. Had the Arsenite method rather than the Federal
reference method been used on the 42 cities that have been measured?
I guess that would make a difference in your conclusion.
^Ir. SPREY. None whatsoever. As I said before, if we had used
our graph that were half the level of what we are saying. That does
not change the fact that the cleanest cities according to the Arsenite
measurements would probably still be showing these effects of NOj.
ilr. ROGERS. HOW serious are the health effects that arc seen—I
realize that you gave a quick overview—in the 42 cities from NOz
concentrations?
Mr. SPREY. Let me again qualify. If what we are seeing is causeand-effect. as Dr. Cai'ter T think pointed out. which we do not yet
know, if it is cause-and-eff'ect we are talking about a very large
number of deaths, hypertensive heart failure is the third Inrcest
killer of the population at large. We are talking about a doubling of
hypertensive heart failure.
Mr. ROGERS. Where there is a high concentration there is a doubling?
Mr. SPREY. That is right.
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Mr. ROGERS. If that is a cause-and-effect it has not been proved ?
Mr. SPREY. We would be talking about a large number of deaths.
Similarly with hmg cancer, which is not quite as large as cause of
death, it is the fifth cause of death, perhaps half as large as hypertensive heart failure.
Mr. ROGERS. Did you submit the figures in the study you have
given us?
Mr. SPREY. The doubling?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Mr. SPREY. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. Those figures are submitted?
Dr. Carter also would like to see them.
Mr. SPREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.
Now, what about the significant mortality effects from oxidants
in the air?
Mr. SPREY. I think it is important to point out that we have no conclusions from our statistics on oxidants. That is not because oxidants
do or do not have effect, it is because, unfortimately, tliis air monitoring network we worked with never measured oxidants. Tliat is one
of the real disappointments in this data. It would have been very important to have both oxidants and nitrogen dioxide measurements simultaneously. All we can say is in the animal toxicology we could exEect equal serious effects of oxidants as NO2. Oxidants are by weight a
ttle more toxic than N02.
Mr. ROGERS. Can you now measure tiie oxidants ?
Mr. SPREY. No, they do not measure the oxidants except at about
eight cities in the Federal network.
Mr. ROGERS. But it is possible to do so.
Mr. SPREY. It is very easy to do it. It is not being measured at
enough cities that we could do this kind of analysis.
Mr. ROGERS. IS it possible to have formation of photochemical oxidants i:i the atmosphere without the presence of NO^ emissions ?
Mr. SPREY. NO, tliat is not possible. NOx is one of the essential fuels
for making—I call them fuels—one of the essential inputs for making
both oxidants and NO2.
Mr. ROGERS. IS it reasonable to control the formation of photochemical oxidants solely by reduction of hydrocarbon emissions?
Mr. SPREY. That is a very important question, I think popularly
the way air pollution control is presented, \mfortunately, people are
fiven the impression that if you have an ozone problem then you rouce hydrocarbons. If you have an NO2 problem then you i-educe NOi.
If you have a sulphate problem then you reduce SO2. That is a ver}unfortunate way to go about reducing pollutants, particularly the
photochemical pollutants. We can in no sense separate what causes
NO2 from what causes O3. All we know is that the nasic inputs to that
process are hydrocarbons and NO, both fi'om cars, and to some lesser
extent from stationary sources.
We do not know that cutting hydrocarbons by itself, you know,
is the best way to reduce oxidants. In fact, it may be a very unusual
way. The State of California takes the view that to reduce the severity
of the photochemical problem you should reduce hydrocarbons and
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NOx in a balanced way. I think that is very important. I think we
have not really done enough experiments yet to determine that proper
balance.
Mr. ROGERS. Anyhow, your impression is that by just reducine the
hydrocarbon emissions one would not necessarily handle the problem ?
Mr. SFRET. That is correct. In any case, it almost undoubtedly
^vould not be the most efficient or least cx>stly way to do it.
Mr. ROGERS. What about the current data on air quality concentrations of sulphates in major urban areas ? Have you looked at that
problem ?
Mr. SPREY. Yes, I think I mentioned, although my testimony is not
directly connected with that, we have done work in this area confirming EPA's own findings and confirming the air quality criteria. From
our own analysis we see something of what we see in NO2. We see effects again down to the cleanest cities with sulfates, we are talking
about well down to imder 10 micrograms, in the area of 4 to 6 micrograms, the effects we are talking about that we have been looking at,
each of the gastrointestinal cancers taken by themselves as well as
eflfects in arteriosclerotic heart disease.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Would the chairman yield a moment ?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Is it possible to have a chart of these cities, Mr. Sprey ?
Mr. SPREY. Oh. yes, I can name the cities, certainly; I will submit
them for the record.
Mr. SYMINGTON. If you would submit them for tlie record, together
with the precise pollutant levels and then coordinate with the death
rate from the relevant diseases. I think it might be helpful for the committee to contact the health communities of those cities and see if they
could corroborate the findings. Wouldn't you think, Mr. Chairman, it
might possibly put them on notice ?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes, if you would let us have that information.
Mr. SPREY. I will also provide you with the exact reference where
we got the death rates and the pollutants measurements.
Mr. ROGERS. That will be helpful.
[The information requested was not available to the committee at
the time of printing—March 1974.]
Mr. ROGERS. Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. DO I imderstand correctly that you said the concentration of sulphates in some of the-se cities was 4 to 6 micrograms per
cubic meter ?
Mr. SPREY. What I said specifically was that we have seen effects
down to the cleanest cities, which seem to be running something like
4 to G micrograms per cubic meter.
Mr. CARTER. Those are in the cleanest cities ?
ifr. SPREY. Right; we have dirty cities all the way up to, as I remember, all the way up to maybe 30 to 50. There are one or two cities
that are probably well beyond that, but by and large the class of i-eally
dirtv cities
M.V. CARTER. Thirty to fiO micrograms, is that correct ?
Mr. SPREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. TO make this a little plainer so that the layman could
see it, 1 grain is what part of an ounce, really ?
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Mr. SPRET. I don't even remember my metric conversions. I guess
there are a couple of hundred grams to an ounce.
Mr. CARTER. AS a scientist I think you should know these things.
A gram is one-thirtieth of an ounce. C)f course, 1 microgram is 1 nii7liontli of a gram. One milliontli of one-thirtieth would be one-thirtieth
of a millionth of an ounce. You are talking about in this case 40 to 60
30-miliionths of an oimce in our dirtiest cities.
I just wanted that to show the actual figures. That means 30 or 40
over 30 million for sulfates.
Mr. SPREY. That is absolutely correct, sir.
Mr. EoGERS. How did these levels compare with the levels in which
you find serious adverse health effects from sulfates?
Mr. SPREY. I think that is exactly the same conclusion as in the case
of NO2. We see eflfects down to the cleanest cities which is down to
well under 10 miciograms.
Mr. ROGERS. HOW serious are the effects you are talking about?
Mr. SPREY. I think taken quantitatively we are talking, first of all,
about death categories that are not as large as hypertensive heart
failure or quite as large as lung cancer. The sum of all gastrointestinal
cancer death rates is starting to become comparable to lung cancer.
That would put them up around maybe the sixth or seventh largest
killer of the population at large. So you are talking about a fairly large
death category. The effects we see are clear. They do not imply a
doubling between cleanest and dirtiest cities. They are considerably
lower than that.
In that sense, I think they are not as strong.
Mr. ROGERS. In your view, can a more stringent control of SO2
reduce the sulfate levels to the point of safe breathing; and if not,
why not ?
Mr. SPREY. The only way I could see that working would be extraordinarily stringent control. That is, if you totally moved all SOz
from the atmosphere, of course you could not have sulfates form from
it. However, given that we have cities that already have an improvement by a factor of seven or eight and we have not started even to
move the sulfates downAvard, I think that would bo pretty costly procedure to get enough reduction of SO2 to get any effect on sulfates.
That is why I am suggesting we investigate another avenue of reducing
sulfates which is to reduce photochemical activity.
ISIr. ROGERS. I think I will ask you to answer for the record what
your conclusions are on these strategies which must be implemented
to make onr air safe from each of these pollutants, the NOx, the oxidants, and the sulfates. Then the last question. Do you think a modest
amount of NOx cleanup will be sufficient to get us to safe levels, or
do you think we will need several times less NOn than we presently
have in the air ?
Mr. SPREY. I think that relates to a previous question. The answer
is again if the effects we are looking at are causal, then I think we
will need very large reductions in ambient NO which in turn will mean
large, quite large reductions in NO,, larger than, say, a reduction of
from 3 grams per mile to 2 grams per mile.
Mr. ROGERS. Have you given these studies and your conclusions to
the EPA?
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Mr. SPRET. Yes. I havB submitted the studies that you are seeing
today to the EPA. I have also given several lectures down there.
Mr. RooEKS. Wlien were these stiidies submitted to EPA ?
Air. SPREY. The firet of our draft documents in this area I believe
were submitted on the order of 5 weeks ago. The final drafts, as you
see them today, were submitted last week.
Mr. RoGKRs. Thank you.
Mr. Satterfield has a question.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I have a short question to clarify in my own mind
exactly what you said.
My recollection is when you were talking about sulfates in the air,
that notwithstanding a reduction in SO2, sulfates remained level and
that the clue seemed to be that they responded to ozone and NO., levels.
Are you saying that NO2 levels and ozone levels prevent dissipation of
sulfates? Is there some kind of reaction here? You are not saying that
they are creating new sulfates, are you ?
Mr. SPREY. I thinlc I can best explain it in the following way: Let me
start, by saying that all these reactions are highly uncertain. The^e
have not been quantified. This is one of the reasons why it is so hard
to predict in this photochemical area. As best we can see, the bulk of
the sulfates in cities are formed in the air, are not released directly
out of smokestacks, they are formed fiom SO2 in the air. However,
only something on the order of 10 or 20 percent of the SO2 in the air
is involved in the reaction. So in most cities we have more than enough
sulfur to make lots of sulfates. The question of whether sulfates are
created in the air depends on the oxidizing properties of the urban
atjnosphere. There are really two routes that we know of by which
sulfates can be formed. One that has been investigated in laboratories
is commonly associated with rain or moist air, and that is the catalytic
route. We don't know much other than the fact it is possible to make
sulfates.
The second one that I am addressing here is that because of the
strong oxidizing reactions that are going on, when you have photochemical smog any SO2 that happens to be in the air will be oxidizing
at a much more rapid rate than in the absence of the photochemical
smog. So what we are really talking about is that the existence of this
photochemical pollutant seems to control the rate at which SO2 is
oxidized into SO4. That is why I say it seems like it is a promising
control strategy.
If you could greatly reduce this level of oxidizing activity through
the California method of reducing hydrocarbon and NO,, then my
belief is that we would see some reduction in SO^.
Mr. SAriERFiELD. May I ask one short question here. I don't know
whether you can answer it or not, but do aromatics that are found
in some gasolines encourage the kind of photochemical activity which
support tliis convereion, or oxidization of SO2 ?
Mr. SPREY. Yes. Hydi-ocarbons vary in their activity but aromatics
are among those that count in the category of hydrocarbons that promote the photochemical process.
Mr. SATTERFiErj). Thank you, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Sprey, we are very grateful to you for giving the
committee tlie benefit of your knowledge on the subject. If you vdll
supply the requested material we will be grateful.
25-4B1—T4—pt. 1
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Governor Love was to appear but lie had a very im^portant meeting.
We will schedule him for a later time this week or next week. The
full committee is to meet at 11:30 in the session on the blackout. So
we will let that black out our subcommittee meeting this morning.
We will adjourn imtil 2 o'clock this afternoon.
The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2 p.m. the same day.]
AFTER REX}E6S

[The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Hon. David E. Satterfield,
presiding.]
Mr. SATTERFIELD. The subcommittee will come to order.
We will continue our hearings on the Clean Air Act. We are happy
to have Mr. Quarles and members of the EPA back tliis afternoon to
continue the testimony they gave yesterday.
FTJETHER STATEMEITr OF HON. JOHN A. ftXTARLES, JR., ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY;
ACCOMPANIED BY DR. STANLEY M. GREENFIELD, ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT; ROBERT
SANSOM, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR AIR AND WATER
PROGRAMS; AND DR. CARL SHY, DIRECTOR OF THE HUMAN
STUDIES LABORATORY, DURHAM, N.C.
Mr. QuARi^ES. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might for the recoi-d
identify those who are with me. I am accompanied by slightly different persons today. In addition to Dr. Greenfield, Assistant Administrator for Research and Development, who was with me yesterday,
we also have Dr. Carl Shy, who is Director of the Human Studies
Laboratory in Durham, and Mr. Robert Sansom, Assistant Administrator for Air and Water programs.
Mr. SATI'ERFIELD. We welcome you, gentlemen. Do any of you have
a statement to make at this time ?
Mr. QUARLES. No, sir. We will continue our response to questions.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Yesterday we had a briefing presented to us rexjiting some studies, I suppose to support the standards. At least I had
the feeling tliat the studies listed were more in support of the standards than were studies conducted to ascertain what the standards
should be ?
Mr. QUARLE.S. The purpose of the briefing was to give to the committee as complete a picture as possible of our overall piogi-am in
conducting research, and to indicate the types of questions that we
attempt to look at before we set standards and to jwint out what deficiencies we sometimes confront in seeking to have complete information on which to base tl»e standards. In the course of that presentation
we also attempted to give information on the evidence tliat we possessed with regard to our existing standards.
Mr. SATTERFIEIJ). I know that you did allude to the fact in that presentation that they were very sketchy. Frankly, I was a little disturbed,
myself, to realize how incomplete they seemed to be. This committee
knows something about the smoking studies, for example, and I notice
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this was one of the statistics relied upon in connection with carbon
monoxide. I assume that the study referred to there was an epidemiological study. Am I correct in that 'i
Mr. QuARi.ES. I think so, but let me ask Dr. Greenfield.
Dr. GREENFIELD. First of all. Mr. Chairman, the studies that are referred to there are two types. They are the studies tlmt had been done
pi-ior to setting the standards on which the standards are based. Admittedly—and I think that is the thrust of what Dr. Finklea was makin«: in his presentation yesterday—indeed, there are uncertainties and,
indeed, there are lots of holes in the information we would like to have.
In addition, there are studies that we continue to make in-house
and with contractors and grantees. As we try to look at the whole question of health effects of pollutants with the understanding that if we
ai-e wrong we plan to change it, either up or down, more stringent
or less stringent. It is not an attempt to prove our standard but an attempt to try to produce additional information as to what the standard should actually be.
Mr. SATTERFIEIJ). In that connection—and you may have been asked
this question yesterday, but I would like to ask you again—do you
have a program underway to try to fill in the gaps and plug up the
holes ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. Yes, we do.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. DO you feel it sufficient ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. Once again, sir. as indicated yesterday, as a researcher or research director, I never feel I have sufficient progi-ams.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. "When we looked at the chart yesterday tliere were
many categories in which there were no data listed.
Dr. GRJ-IENFIELD. Yes.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Does your program include efforts to obtain the
data in each instance where that occurred ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. AVe are making efforts to trj' to fill in that chart,
that is right. Now you can always argue as to whether or not there is
a large enough effort to do this. But we are aware of the deficiencies
and aware of the holes in that chart and are attempting to fill them in.
Mr. QrARLES. Could I add to that ?
Russell Ti-ain has indicated that this is an area in wliich he feels we
should do everything that we can do to strengtlien ovir program. I believe it is his feeling, and it is one that I know Dr. Greenfield agrees
with, that in the course of responding to the 1970 act we set a great
many standards. Those were based on all the dimensions we liad at
that time. We now face a very important challenge to mass a great deal
more information to justify further standards.
Mr. SATTERnELD. I think it would be important to this committee
if we could hear from you with respect to what you think you might
need. I certainly think this committee will want to consider includmg
some requirement, if we can identifj' the needs, and obviously there are
needs.
In coimection with that I am also disturbed with the methodology
being used and what is being done to improve the measuring of the pollutants in ambient air. Do you feel that the methods you are employing now are completely adequate?
Dr. GREENFIELD. TO develop instrumentation ?
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Mr. SArrERFTEij). Well, the measures you are using now to measure
pollutants in the air.
Dr. GREENFIELD. AS MC also said j'esterday, Mr. Satterfield, there are
some instruments we have strong feelings arc indeed adequate, carbon
monoxide being one of them, for example. We recognize express deficiencies in the measuring of NOx and the various oxides of nitroeren.
B}' March of this coming year our program calls for the standardization, producing a new standard Federal measurement we had for NOx.
In fact, we are testing now three different instruments.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. T am going to come back to that in a minute because I think that ought to be in the record as well.
Do you feel that you are attempting to measure all the pollutants
that should be measured ?
Dr. GREENFTELD. I think the answer is, "No." Obviously man produces almost an infinite number of materials that he puts into the eii\aronment and in no way are wo attempting to measure all of those.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. If you find a pollutant other than the six which
you have established standards for, that indicates a standard should
be established, do you feel you have the authoritj' to go ahead and do
that without any additional legislation ?
Mr. QTTARLES. Yes, sir, we do have fully adequate autliority to set
standards and are focusing on developing information leading to
proper scientific judgment on whether further standards should be set.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. DO you make an effort to measure ozone in the air
in your testing?
Dr. GREENFIELD. Yes, we do.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. DO you have a program to try to develop or are
you trying to develop any methods of testing these various pollutants
which you feel may be more accurate than the ones employed today ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. Ozone is part of the oxidants and is one of the six
pollutants right now.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. You don't report its contents separately from the
oxidants?
Dr. GREEKFIEIJ). No, sir. Ozone is a measure of components in the
oxidant.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. We would like to have some indication of what
methods are employed to take readings on the six pollutants that you
have established. I wonder if you can tell me what they are?
Dr. GREENFIELD. I will be very happy to provide these for the record.
I can read off some of them now.
Mr. SATTERFn-n.D. I would appreciate if you would do so and we will
accept it for the record.
Dr. GREENFIELD. I will indeed.
[The following information was received for the record:]
MEASUREMENT METHODS

(1) Sulfur Dioxide: Pararosaniline (West-Gaeke), 24-hour integrated sample
(2) Total Suspended Particulates: High-Volume Sampler, 24-hour integrated
sample
<S) Carbon Monoxide: Non-Dispersive Infrared, continuous
(4) Photochemical Oxidants (Ozone) : Chemlluminescent, continuous
(5) Non-Methane Hydrocarbons: Flame lonization Detector, gas chromato
graphic sample workup, semicontinuous
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(6) Nitrogen Dioxide: Jacobs-Hochheiser method has been shown to be unreliable. Investigations are underway on the following possible replacements:
Chemiluminescent, Saltzman, Sodium Arsenite, TGS, and TEA. The first two are
continuous; the others use integrated samples over a period of hours.
The above named methods were published in the Federal Register, Vol. 36,
Xo. 84, Part II, Friday, April 30,1971, pp. 8187-8201.
Mr. SATTKUFIELD. NOW to get back to the NO, testing, you have already said that the methodologj' you were using pre%'iously was not
accurate. What method was that ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. The so-called Jacobs-Hochheiser method.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I think you testified or somebody did yesterday
that it is your feeling that perhaps there are not the concentrations of
nitrous oxides in the air that you had previously thought?
Dr. GREENFIELD. It just turned out that the reason that the JacobsHochheiser instrument is deficient is that its efficiency changes with
the concentration of NO, in the air. So that at the low levels you are
overestimating the amount in the air, at the higher levels you are underestimating.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. IS that the same method that was used to test automobile exhaust also, or nitrogen oxides?
Mr. SANSOM. NO, the chemiluminescent method.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. We are talking about ambient air.
Mr. SANSOM. The chemiluminiscent method is more costly than the
other methods.
Dr. GREENFIELD. The chemiluminescent method is the method we are
now testing to stabilize tlie ambient air as well.
Air. S.vrrERFiELD. I understood there were three alternative methods
that you are considering. I wonder if you could tell us something about
them.
Dr. GREENFIELD. The tliree methods we are considering are the Saltzman metliod, the arsiiuite bubbler method, and chemiluminescent
method. The Saltzman has been around for some time. It has some
tleficiency at low levels of NOx. The ai-sinatc l)ubbler has an efficiency
rating of 85 percent so that we know wliat tlie efficiency is as we go
out to different concentrations of NOx.
The cheniilmninescent method seems to be the most effective method
to measure NOx. We are testing all three metliods. We are going out
on collaborative testing at tlie present time. By March we will have
standardized on one of those, inaybc more tlian one of these, at least
one of these M-ill become the Federal standard. In all probability this
will be tlie chemiluminescent.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. You are not examining any other metliod ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. We are open to any other method that comes in. We
have opened our list and intend to test any additional method offered
for testing along with these three methwls.
Mr. SA'iTERnELD. How will you ascertain whether or not these
methods are more accurate for the purpose of establishing minimum
standards than the one which has already been discredited?
Dr. GREENFIELD. The method of collaborative testing involves having a known sample of the gas you are trying to measure and knowing
this known sample at various concentrations to examine each of the
t#st metliods.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. How will you go about promulgating the use of
this method?
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Dr. GREENFIEU). The law specifically requires us to have a Federal
reference method, published as a reference method associated with the
standard that you are setting.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. You will select one to do that work ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. We select one, of course, there is provision in the
law for equivalent methods also l^eing utilized. You could lay down
a set of specifications based on your Federal standard. If another
instrument comes along and can meet these specifications it can be
tested and certified as an equivalent reference method.
Mr. SATI-ERFIELD. Yesterday I was asking a question about what
efforts were being made by EPA either to oversee or to encourage or to
conduct research in the area of devices to remove pollutants from automobile exhaust other than a catalytic device. I understood the answer
was that you were not doing anything in this area as sucli. Is that
correct ?
Mr. SANSOM. I wasn't here yesterday but I think that we have several projects underway. I think the advanced automotive power system program, which was funded at $10 million last year and $7 million
this year, is designed to develop alternative eJigine systems, many
of which would remove pollutants as part of the combustion process
rather than using an after treatment. EPA in conjunction with the
Department of the Army, for example, funded a stratified charge
engine. We are also working on the Rankine cycle steam engine and
also the gas turbine.
Mr. QuARUES. I believe that much of the discu.ssion we had yesterday related to whether we were developing analyses of pollutants other
than CO, HC, and XO,. Is that what you arc focusing on now ?
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I am focusing on the question of the devices to be
employed to remove pollutants from the exhaust of an automobile. I
guess the next question is would it be a reactor or catalytic device a.«
part of the system ?
Mr. SANSOM. YOU mean whether the catalytic device is part of the
system ?
Mr. SATTERFIFXD. Yes.
Mr. SANSOM. It might be useful to spend a moment on the philosophy of the alternative power system program. As we see the way the
law is working we are setting a standard or the law is setting the automotive standard, establishing emissions standards. The private sector
should undertake the research and development programs to solve the
problem. There are several flaws in that reasoning. One of them is that
the private sector generally focusses on short payout items, does not do
the research necessary to develop alternative technologies to come on
line in the next decade.
So we conduct a rather vigorous research program to determine
what the private sector is doing. If we find there is a gap in their research, they are not pushing a technology that is important or has
promise, that is where our program is designed to fill in. That is why
we are in the gas turbine area and Kankin cyc'e area.
One of the controversial technologies available is the diesel engine.
We are doing some studies on the diesel engine. You don't need to
de\'elop it. You just try to figure out why it is people don't buy it
and why it has no emission problems.
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Mr. SATTERFIEU). The reason I ask the question is I was very interested a few years ago when we dealt with those provisions of section
202, wliich require the reporting to Congress on the extent of progress
and eifort being made to develop the necessary systems and cost
associated with development and application of such systems. I know
the report that was filed in consonance with this requirement came in
this past April. It actually covers what vou have done through June
1972.
I don't see any reference in that report with respect to systems other
than the fact that you are involved in the gas turbine, the Rankin system and sti-atified charge engines. Is that correct ?
Mr. SANSOM. In terms of funding hardware, that is correct. In terms
of assessing the status of technology, our people do technical studies
on the diesel engine and othei-s. I think in terms of hardware funding
that is essentially correct.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Let me get back to the questions of yesterday. I
realize you weren't there. liet me go back for a moment to some of the
facts that led to this question. I recall 3-years ago there was a lot of
talk about several devices being utilized to take iwllutants out of the
exhaust of an internal combustion engine. At that time a catalytic converter or catalytic device was one. One of the knotty problems it seoins
to me that confronted the industry at that time was that they had not,
at that moment at least, been able to develop one tliat would stand the
test of time, a standard that they set of 50,000 miles.
I understand that we are now talking about putting these de\ices
on 1975 automobiles. Tlie fii-st (juestion 1 liad j'esterday was whether
or not they have developed such a device that is good for 50,000 miles.
I understood, and I may be wrong, that they have not. Is that correct?
Mr. QuARLES. I think my testimony yesterday, sir, was that it would
be erroneous for us to testify affirmatively that the auto companies
have developed a catalyst that will last 50,000 miles in the sense of
there being no longer any doubt about having solved that problem. On
the other hand, I did indicate that a substantial number of test catalysts have now run the 50,000 mile course. It appears that the development work has proceeded to the point where a catalyst will be manufactured and will mn 50,000 miles.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I raise an additional question. With the fuel
shortage we Iiave today and the fact that the catalysts have to run
on low-lead or no-lead gasoline, based on the experience we had this
summer there is certainly no guarantee that there is going to be the
quantity of low-lead or no-lead gasoline that will permit these catalytic devices to work even as long iis the manufacturer thinks they will
work. Isn't that a correct statement ?
Mr. QuARLES. I think that we probably siiould make an effort to
explore the experience of this summer that you are referrmg to and determine whether there were significant shoitagcs of gasoline attributable to efforts to provide no-lead gasoline. I am familiar with shortages in the supplies of gasoline around the country. I would not be
familiar with people who encountered diflUculty containing unleaded
gasoline.
Of course, today there is no special need T know of to use unleaded
gasoline which I think you indicated was the need at the time, sir, is
that correct?
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Mr. SATTERFIELD. It is recommended for the automobile I drive and
I use low lead gasoline when I can buy it.
Mr. QuARi.ES. Of course when the catalysts are installed on automobiles the roconunendation will be much stronger to use xuileaded
gasoline. It will be really a requirement. At that point there will be
a tremendous need for adequate supplies of unleaded gasoline. But
I do not believe that any experience tlmt we liave so far with gasoline
shortages is relevant to the question of whether adequate supplies of
unleaded gas can be furnished. I do think that is the question.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I think it will be absolutely relevant. A^liere you
have half the automobiles nuining on leaded gas and the otlier half
on unleaded gas at a time when there are adequate supplies of both
fuels you will not haA'e a problem. However, wlien you have a shortage oi fuel you are not going to be able to distribute both fuels to every
locality in the amounts needed when it is needed.
Mr. QuARiJis. If we continue in the conditions where gasoline is in
such short sup^ily in the 1975-7(5 period tliat will be, at least to a
minor extent, a further complicating factor, '\\niether it is a complicated factor of material importance I couldn't say at this point.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I frankly am a little disturbed over what hapEened 3 years ago. I mentioned this yesterday. There seems to have
ecn a decision to go with the catal^lic device and once that decision
was made, attention was turned elsewhere. I am fearful that what we
are going to find out is that everybody feels that the problem has been
sohed with the catalytic device and then we will tind that it does not
really work and do the job.
It seems to me the requirement that we uupose on your agency to
report to us should include your agency's comment on this sort of
thnig. I certainlj' hope in the future that it will.
Before I leave this point I understand and your testimony was that
there weie three areas in which you were involved, gas turbine, Rankin cycle and stratified charge engines. Is it not a fact you have abandoned your work in connection with the stratified engine?
Mr. QtJAiu>ES. Wo have largely completed that work and abandoned
it in the sense that we feel we have finished it because the stratified
charge has now l)een demonstrated to be a viable alternative system
and is being used by a number of automotive companies. So that now
it has been brought to a stage where any further development work
realistically can be expected to lie assumed by the auto industi-}-.
Mr. SATrERFiELD. Ouce you reach this point how do you assure yourself that the auto industry' will pick up and utilize these developments. Do you have any method by which you can assure us ?
Mr. QuAiiLEs. We assure our^ehes on that point by the method of
otet'r\atioiv and we obser\od tliat the auto indur-'trj- is doing it.
Mr. SATTEUFIELD. You believe this development is on track now?
Mr. QtJAKLEs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SATrKRFiKLD. And is ahead of tlio gas tui'bine and the Rankin
cycle ?
Mr. QcAitLES. Oh, yes, it is in commercial application.
!Mr. SATTERFIELD. Those are all tlie questions I have at this time.
Dr. Carter, do you have any questions ?
Mr. CARTER. I have one or two questions.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sure j'ou must have noticed this since one of your employees or
a group of employed by EPA 1 believe has pioduced statistics to the
effect that sulfates and the <!jastrointe^tinal cancer are closely related ?
Mr. QtJARLES. I will ask the doctor to respond to that.
Dr. GREKNFIELD. I am not aware of auy specific sulfates and gastrointestinal cancer relationship by any of otn- employees.
Mr. CAKTER. You are not aware of any work done by—
Dr. GKEEXFIEUD. By any EPA employees.
Mr. CARTER. Or any group contracted by you to do research?
Dr. GREENFrELD. The gentleman who testified this morning. Mr.
Sprey, was contracted by EPA to develop a statistical methodologj- of
comparing standards and measurements but he was never contracted
by our group to look at toxicology. He was contracted to a private
company.
Mr. CARTER. I believe in his statement he has asserted that tliere is a
close correlation between the increase in .sulfates and gastrointestinal
cancer as well as arteriosclerotic heart disease. Are you familiar with
that?
Dr. GREEXFtELD. I am familiar with the study you are refen-ing to.
This was done by Mr. Sprey but not for our Agency.
Mr. CARTER. Are you convei-sant with the exact statement ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. I have looked at his statement as has Dr. Shy.
Mr. CARTER. YOU just glanced at it?
Dr. GREENFIELD. I have read tlie statement that you arc i-cferring to.
Mr. CARTER. YOU have read the statement ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. I have read tlie statement.
Mr. CARTER. Do you agree with what he has said ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. XO, sir, I have not said I agreed. I said I have read
the statement.
Mr. CARTER. You don't agre* with this statement?
Dr. GREENFIELD. I have no way of agreeing or disagreeing with
it because I liave not seen the data to which he refei-s.
Mr. CARTER. HOW long has he been under contract with your group ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. He lias been under contract not for my group but
another group in EPA for developing statistical methods, not to do
toxicological work which would lead to that kind of assumption.
Mr. CARTER. It seems to me as a very important person in EPA
and testifying here before this committee you certainly should be
conversant with his work.
Mr. QUARLES. Sir, could I emphasize tliat he did not do this work
for EPA?
Mr. SANSOM. We have sought a copy of the detailed work and we
received it last week.
Mr. CARTER. He was under contract ?
Mr. SANSOJI. Not with EPA.
Dr. GREENFIELD. Not for the toxicological work you are refeiTing to.
Mr. QUARLES. He did this work for Gould which is a developer and
manufacturer.
Mr. CARTI;R. This is what he said and he has been a employee of
yours.
Mr. QUARLES. He was a consultant.
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Mr.

CARTER.

He states:

The Importance of sulfates as the air pollutant steins from the fact that
certain sulfates are a strong lung Irritant at concentrations two orders of magnitude lower than Irritating levels of SO2. EPA'a CHESS experiments in New
York show cardiac and respiratory disease symptoms among the ill to be mar*
strongly related to daily sulfate levels than to SOs levels. Previous work bj
ECI shows a strong statistical association between the sulfates and all form*
as gastrointestinal cancer as well as between sulfates and arteriosclerotic heart
disease.

I believe in the lijcrht of recent findings that a catalytic converter
does release sulfates in rather large quantities, that tliis may in view
of his work, present quite a problem.
Would you care to elucidate ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. As I testified yesterday, Dr. Carter, and as Dr.
Finklea testified yesterday, we are very concerned about sulfates,
whether produced as a result of acid mist coming out of the catalvst
or as a result of SO2 being present in our atmosphere. We have a considerable amount of work looking at the question of sulfat«s and tlieir
impact on human health and at the point where we feel we have sufficient data to produce the criteria document which would back up
a threshold level of sulfates this agency will probably promulgate a
standard for sulfates.
Mr. CARTER. IS it wise to get rid of nitrous oxide and change it to
sulfates, which is the more toxic ?
Dr. GREENTIELD. I think there is maybe a bit of confusion. The class
we are talking about which produces the acid mists is the one that
comes from the hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, not the NOx. The
tradeoff we have to judge at this point is on the hydrocarbons which
are the precursors of the oxidants and whether the oxidants is the
more important pollutant as opposed to the sulfate. Now, we have
information on the oxidant which has led to standards.
We have suspicions on the sulfate which may ultimately lead to a
standard. At this point we are trying to balance the two. Until we
have better information we have got, because of the law and what has
already been promulgated, to attempt to get rid of the oxidants.
Mr. CARTER. Of course you realize there is a danger and it is recognized as being a danger by some scientists. Is that correct ?
Dr. GREEKFIELD. There is a suspicion of its being a danger. We are
attempting to verify that suspicion.
Mr. CARTER. I believe it has been stated in stronger terms that that.
Mr. QTJARLF^S. Sir, if I understand the scientific matter, I think it
has been stated in stronger terms than that as to sulfates representing
a potential hazard to health but the further question is whether there
is a serious hazard to the public health presented by the quantities of
sulfate which realistically can be anticipated from the catalyst. We
have to look at both of those questions in evaluating the tradeoffs.
Mr. CARTER. Actually you don't know.
How have these pollution devices affected the drivability of our
automobiles? Has it been altered ?
Mr. QUARLES. Yes, sir, there have been some effects on drivability
of motor vehicles and there has been a very significant amount of
commentary on the effects which are either real or supposed.
Mr. CARTER. DO you think it is just supposed ?
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Mr. QiTARLES. I think both are involved. I think there have been some
that have been overstated, and there have been some that are real. It
now appears, on the basis of the testimony that was presented at the
hearings which we most recently conducted, that the effects of the
need to control pollution from motor vehicles are being licked by the
further design work of the auto companies and that, therefore, the
adverse drivability features are likely to be eliminated.
Mr. CARTEK. I was unfortunate enough to get one of the 1972 cars.
A member of mj' family told me:
Daddy, that car is going to kill one of us. It stalls every time. I get this real
often. When I went up the ramp this morning to get on the super highway, it
.stalled and it kept on stalling for several thousand miles.

Finally, I traded it, but I took it to the garage many, many times.
There was no question about it that this is true, it did affect the drivability. I wonder just how many people have really been killed during
the past year due to the poor drivability brought about by the pollution devices we have. I think this is real. I think that many have.
Mr. QuARLES. I feel sure that if there were any documentation of
such
Mr. CARTER. You have some documentation right here, and I would
rather you would not try to impeach what I am saying because it is the
truth. I can give you sworn testimony to this effect that T did have
such a car.
Mr. QTTARLES. I am sorry, sir. I was trying to be responsive to your
question on whether fatalities have resulted. We have no knowledge of
any fatalities. I think that the anticipated use of catalysts is relevant
to this issue in that the catalysts will enable the auto companies to
achieve the pollutant controls with less engine modifications and a
great improvement in the features of automotive performance that
you have been describing.
Mr. CARTER. I believe you stated that the consumption of gasoline
had increased from 10 percent in light vehicles to 30 percent in those
weighing .3,500 pounds and more. Of course, we are dependent today
on obtaining a great deal of our oil from overseas, is that correct ?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. By 1980 it is estimated that we will have to obtain,
I believe from sources other than the United States, up to 24 million
barrels per day, is that correct ?
Mr. SANSOM. Some estimates are that high. We consume about 16
million barrels a day. Five million barrels a day are imported. I have
seen some projections that run that high. It depends on a lot of things,
one of which is the attitude of the public toward fuel economy, what
weight they give in purchase decisions to fuel economy.
There is some sign of a trend toward smaller cars, that the public
is inclined to give that greater weight. We have done some calculations
that show if we could get the average miles per gallon performance
to 20 miles per gallon in 1985 we would be consuming the same amount
of fuel for automobiles as we are today.
So, there are a lot of variables at play here, and the supply of
gasoline is one of them, and the attitude of the consunier is another.
Mr. CARTER. Contrary to what I was told yesterday by this group
now testifying, I found that some of the automobile companies stated
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tliat the oatalj'tic converter would not lesspii or diminish the amount
of nrasoline used.
I believe you stated that it would. I beliex'e that was stated here.
I believe our car builders state that is not coiTect, that there will still
be increased consumption, but perhaps not over the level that we have
at the present time.
Mr. QuAHLES. I believe that is correct, sir. If I said to the contrar}yesterday. I did not express it correctly. I think some of the auto
companies stated that there would be no improvement. Othere testified
that there would be si^iificant improvement.
Mr. C'AUTER. Accordiuf; t^i my figures, by 1980 we will be importiiiir
about 24 million barrels of oil from the Middle East. I believe the
entire production in that area will be about 85 milliou barrels, of
which Europe would pet 28 million, the United States 24, 14 for
Japan and 19 for the rest of the world.
Are you cooperatinfr with the Department of the Interior in the
development of oil supplies hei-e in our country ?
Mr. QuARLES. Yes, sir; we are consulting with the Interior and
other wroups iii the Government, and particularly under the leadership of Governor Love in the White House, who is working specifically
on these problems.
Mr. CARTEK. Are you able to produce much oil, petroleum, gasoline,
gas in any of these enterprises ?
Mr. QTIARLF^S. T am not sui-e I understand your (picstion. We don't
produce ga.soline.
Mr. CARTER. I know, but have any of the groups with whom yon
have been working been able to do this ?
Mr. SANSOM. I think we have worked closely with the Department
of the Interior, the Council on Environment^nl Qualitj- and the White
House Office on Energy Policy to develop initiatives, the superport
initiative, for e.xample, and initiatives to accelerate the rate of development of otl'shore oil.
We have l^een involved in these initiatives, power plant siting, for
example. lefinery siting. As Mr. Quarles said, we do not have any
statutory responsibilities to get this done.
Mr. CARTER. Would you rather have developed in this coiint.i*y the
capability of pi-oducing the oil rather than depend on superports and
Arabia for the source of our oil ?
Mr. QnARTj:s. Yes. sir.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SAITERFIELD. We have a vote on now. The committee will stand
in recess.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. Kt-Ros [presiding]. The conuuittee will come ro order.
Mr. Quarles. in his testimony yesterday. Dr. Finklea indicated that
the present X()2 standards contrTiii a iiuirgin of safety of two times, or
100 percent. I believe that Dr. Finklea also stated that this represents
a much smaller margin of safety than is set for pesticides and radiation.
Do I imderstand that the Federal water criteria in the green book
recommend a tenfold margin of safety for the protection of water, fish,
and animals? The first question, is it correct, and can we say that we
have a central policy when anunals, water, and fish are entitled to five
to ten times more protection than human beings ?
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Dr. GREENFIELD. In the case of the six poUutants, at the time the
mandate was set, the date for setting them, the Agency, as Mr. Quarles
testified yesterday, put together wliat information was available, that
had been done prior to the time the standards were to be set, using the
information available set the threshold at the levels to protect the most
susceptible portion of the population.
"VVe did not have, and still do not have, the full type of epidemlological information across the country which would allow us to set that
type of tenfold safety standard on the entire population.
The reasoning that went forward at that time is that if you protect
the most susceptible portion of the population, even with a safety factor
of two or three you are providing a much larger safety factor for the
majority of the population.
Mr. SANSOM. Also, with regard to the green Ijook, that statement,
and I am not familiar with it fii-sthand, but certainly it does not apply
to dissolved oxygen. It applies to toxic materials, but not to all
materials.
Mr. KYROS. In this morning's testimony Mr. Sprey indicated that
comparisons of mortality rnies in the cleanest and dirtiest cities in
terms of NO2 indicated a strong statistical association between high
XO2 levels and increased mortality.
He also indicated that whether there is a cause and effect relationship at work here could be demonstrated by toxicological experiments
•which could be completed within a year at very low cost. In fact, he
indicated that these studies could be piggybacked on otliei- experiments.
The fii-st question I would like to ask Dr. Shy, is: As chief of tlie
EPA health effect effort, do you agree with ^Ir. Sprey's statement
about how soon the test could be completed and about the relatively
low costs ?
Dr. SiiT. I think tliat is a very optimistic statement about how
soon he can get data from toxicological >tudies to support his findings.
I don't think 6 to 12 months is a reasonalile time.
Mr. KYROS. You don't believe it could be done in the short level
of time he indicated '.
Dr. SHY. I tliink that is being very o|)timistic.
Mr. KYROS. DO you believe the information presented by EnviroControl warrants further testing, including testing to validate or invalidate the hypotliesis test of relationships he finds ?
Dr. SHY. I think the facts are there and should be validated one
way or the otlier. AVe have some veiy serious misgivings about the
conclusions presented in that j)resentation this morning, not so much
about his facts but going from his facts to his conclusions is a subject
of a great deal of controversy.
Jlr. KiTJOS. You know your agency hired Enviro-Control because
in a letter replying to a request of the chairman of the subcommittee,
sent out by Acting Administrator Quarles, on September 7, 107.3, including in it a full response to various questions on page 11-1, it says:
"Analysis of the data conclusions pertment to the national primary
ambient air quality standard obtained in current research reports prepared by Enviro-Control, Eockville, Md."
I don't know whether you doubt how they do their studies, but you
hired them to do something.
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Dr. SHY. I think we get many reports from contractors and grantees
that we don't necessarily agree witli. Just the fact that we might have
f imded some of them doesn't mean that they are taken on as Agency
policy.
Mr. SANSOM. It is important to get the record straight. Our funding with this firm was not with regard to toxicological studies. Gould,
a manufacture of NOx catalysts, funded the specific studies that he
testified on todaj'.
Mr. KYHOS. I am glad you have made that correction in the record.
That apparently isTiow it shows in that report. So, you don't think
it is worthwhile to examine and validate their method ?
Dr. SHY. I do think it is worthwhile to perform NO2 himaan effects
research. That is underway. I tliink it might be a mistaken assumption
to say that because of the findiiigs of Mr. Sprey that a whole new NO2
program has to be lamiched. There is a NO2 program in existence
which will get at some of the effects that were postulated in Mr. Sprey's
presentation.
Mr. KYROS. EPA now has an NOx study.
Dr. SHY. We have multiple NO2 studies.
Mr. KYROS. Will you be prepared by P^riday of this week to advise
the committee whether EPA has fimaed the study that you are talking about or is going to fund it ?
[The followmg information was received for the record:]
CHTTIQUE OF SPREY PAPEB

In the draft paper entitled "A Study of Photochemical Qxldauts and Their
Health Eflfects," Mr. Sprey attempted to correlate deaths from various sptx-iflc
causes occurring in 42 metropolitan areas of the U.S. from 1959-1961 with the
annual arithmetic mean of nitrogen dioxide during 1962 measured by the JacobsHochhelser (JH) method at a single National Air Surveillance Network station
in each metropolitan area. This analysis suggested a statistical relationship
between nitrogen dioxide (as measured by JH) and hypertensive heart disease
mortality, and between nitrogen dioxide (as measured by JH) and lung cancer
mortality.
Two important limitations of the basic data should be cited when interpreting
the above findings. First, data obtained in one year from a single air monitoring
station do not reasonably integrate the air pollution exposure of decedents from
an entire metropolitan area. Variations in exposure from a core area to a suburb
are usually much larger than differences in air pollution measurements between
metropolitan areas. Since 20 percent of the population changes residence each
year, air pollution measurements obtained in one year at a downtown site can
hardly reflect the integrated exposure of the average person from any metropolitan area. Secondly, while the fact of death is well recorded by our current
vital statistics s.vstem, the cause of death is notoriously a highly subjective
judgment which frequently must be based on the barest of medical evidence.
Furthermore, deaths of individuals who die because of a basic disease process
such a hypertension or hypertensive heart disease are often precipitated by other
causes such as stroke, congestive heart failure or kidney complications. In such
situations, it is not at all uncommon to end up with a death certificate which
fails to cite hypertensive heart disease as a factor in the death. Therefore, the
specific cause of death derived from a death certificate inadequately enumerates
the number of persons afflicted with a given disease.
We call attention to these limitations to explain our serious reservations concerning the findings of Mr. Sprey. Nevertheless, if our current careful examination and appraisal of Mr. Sprey's recently completed work indicates that new
avenues of research on the health effects of nitrogen dioxide should be pursued.
EPA'B research in this area can be modified.
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£3PA'8 ongoing nitrogen dioxide health effects program is directed towards
biological responses which have been exi)erimentaUy related to nitrogen dioxides.
Tliese responses include:
Impairment of natural defenses against respiratory pathogens.
Impairment of lung structure and function.
Induction of chronic respiratory disease.
Aggravation of pre-existing cardiovascular disease.
Aggravation of asthma.
Systematic (extra-pulmonary) effects of NOa.
"We are evaluating and quantifying the effects of NOj exposure on these
responses through three lines of investigation: epidemiology, clinical research
and toxicology (animal experimentation). During fiscal year 1974, the level of
effort allocated to the various NOj health effects areas is as follows:
ALLOCATION OF FISCAL YEAR 1974 RESOURCES TO NOi HEALTH EFFECTS
|ln thousqndsof dollarsi

Impairment of natural defenses
Impairment of lung structure and function
I nduction of chronic respiratory disease
Aggravation of cardiovascular disease
Aggravation of asthma
Systemic (extrapulmonary) effects
Total

Epidemiology

Clinical
research

Toxicology

Total

138
184
230
92
276
0

0
175
123
70
0
100

240
155
70
0
0
40

378
514
423
162
276
140
1,893

The above studies were instituted or planned prior to Mr. Sprey's report and
are not intended to reflect a specific program which would evaluate the assertions
made by Mr. Sprey. Should further investigation of Mr. Sprey's findings prove
desirable we would have to undertake a series of studies with the following
sjjeciflc objectives:
1. Examine the nitrogen dioxide-mortality relationships in other metropolitan
regions in several different time periods;
2. Obtain epidemiologic and clinical evidence from living populations for a
relationship between hypertension and nitrogen dioxide exposure;
3. Obtain experimental animal evidence for a relationship between nitrogen
oxides and hyiiertension; and
4. Obtain experimental animal evidence for a relationship between XO, and
lung cancer.
The necessary studies would require the commitment of substantial resources
and could be completed over a period of 18 months. Our scientists agree with
Mr. Sprey that the Federal government should investigate the possible relationship between cancers and oxides of nitrogen, includius tlieir trniisforniaMon
Ijroducts, nitrous acid and suspended particulate nitrates. In fact, our scientists
have testified on this matter to this Subcommittee. Our Agency also agrees that
the associations between nitrogen oxides and hyiwrteiision and ultrogen dioxide
and mortality increases could be the subject of legitimate scientific investigations. We do not, however, feel that the biologic plausibility of these associations
is great enough at this time to justify substantial allocation of research resources.
On the other hand, our Agency recosnizes the need to investigate the atmospheric
reliitionsliii) linking nitroppn dioxide, nitrates, sulfur dioxide, sulfates. acid
mists and photochemical oxidants and this need is reiterated by Mr. Sprey's findings. We estimate that several years will be required to conduct these srtudies.

Dr. SHY. I am not talking about one studv. I am saying there are
many studies in existence now on the health ejects of nitrogen dioxide,
which will pertain to the findings of Mr. Sprey.
Mr. QuABLES. In other words, we have an ongoing research program
in this area, and we are funding it.
Mr. KYROS. In response to a question from Mr. Rogers, who was
here yesterday, Dr. Finklea indicated that if the arsenite measurement
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had been used in Chattanooga, adverse health effects might have been
noted at levels 30 percent lower than those measured by FRM.
Dr. SHY. Maybe there is one thing that ought to be said. There w^as
another technique used in Chattanooga, the Saltzman instrument and
the Jacobs-Hochheiser. The Saltzman measurement provides us reinforcement for our present air quality standard for nitrogen dioxide.
We could even throw out the Jacobs-Hochheiser measurements all
togetlier and still derive a standard from the Chattanooga study based
on the Saltzman instrument, which we feel is one of the candidate
methods.
Tlio possibility that the use of the ai"senite method would give lower
values is certainly there, but it is speculative compared to the hard
data about NO2 exposures in Chattajiooga as measured by the Saltzman technique.
Dr. GREENFIELD. May I add, Mr. Chairman, it follows that reason
that we have not declared the arsenitc or the Saltzman or the chemilluminescent as the pi-esent standard reference method.
We will have made this decision by March. We are conducting tests
now to determine as far as possible what the calibration of these
instruments should be.
Mr. KTKOS. Isn't that awfully vague, though; not vague in the failure of anyone to try to get a measurement method but vague in the
sense that we require the auto manufacturei-s to act on the basis of
the NOx quantities in the air ?
I don't know how you can make decisions when you haven't decided
yourself on the standard measurement.
Dr. GREENFIELD. I have to clear something up here. We are talking
right now about tlie ambient air quality standards, not emissions or
testing of automobiles. Tn the case of the ambient air quality standard,
what we have is the epidemiological information associated with the
instrument in Chattanooga.
That measurement was made primarily with the Saltzman method
and Jacobs-Hochheiser method and the arsenite method. The question
is not what tlic absolute, measurement was but whether or not you liave
a mechanism for judging what level by some measurement technique
applies as a threshold and whether you can relate that to other cities
in the country as well.
Currently, we feel that the Saltzman measurements in Cliattanooga
allow us to relate that measurement to other cities as well to determine which ones are in trouble so far as the ambient air quality
standard. This has nothing to do with the specific accurate quantitative measurement of what comes out of the tailpipe.
Mr. KYROS. Even if the agency's interpretation of the Chattanooga
study is accepted as you have said, doesn't that suggest that even less
than a twofold margin of safety may be incorporated in the present
NO2 standards ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. I don't think that is true because I think the
Chattanooga study for what it is worth was a conservative study. As
we discussed yesterday with Dr. Carter, he brought up the fact that
in the Chattanooga case weren't there other parameters which might
affect the health of the people there. There was the acid mist problem;
there was the sulfate problem.
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It was assumed that in the absence of additional information it
was all NOx- At the very least, it was a conservative measurement.
Mr. KTROS. Well, if the existing ambient air standard for NO2 of
.05 as measured by Jacobs-Hochheiser were cut in half to .025, how
many air quality regions would not meet the national ambient air
quality standards for NO2 ?
Dr. GREENFIELD. I can't answer that.
Mr. SANSOM. I can only give you a gross estimate. We could submit
for the record a more precise one. It would probably be on the oi-der
of 30 to 40. That would be my guess. You might have the answer right
there if you have the Federal Register notice, which I don't have.
[The following information was received for the record:]
REDTJCTIOS OP AMBIENT

Nd STANDARD

By Jacobs-Hochheiser measurements for 1972, approximately 95 air quality
control regions had annual averaRe nitrogen dioxide levels exceeding 50 micrograms, half the current national standard.

Mr. KYROS. In liglit of the increased number of the air quality control regions affected, and in light of the testimony this morning about
the health effeets of NOx and lack of information yesterday by EPA.
wouldn't it be better to change the year of compliance rather than
the standard to gain a year's study and yet not relax the standards?
Mr. SANSOM. \Miat concerns me about that judgment is that you
attribute to the st)idy that was discussed this morning far moi-e than
our people would dare attribute to it. I think that you have probably
been over the problem that DESA measured for 1 year the ambient
air quality in a year, 3 years previously to wlien the deaths were measured, that you have not established any cause-and-eflFect relationship.
I might say we get these sorts of studies quite frequently.
If we were to stop and revise our standards on that sort of a study,
then we would be changing the standard quite often, and I think
quite inappropriately.
Dr. GREENFIELD. One of the most difficult things our health-effects
people contend with when you go into cpidemiological studies on
death is to try to distinguish after a fact what were the causes and
what were the parameters that prevailed at the time. You have no
way of doing it.
To assume, as Mr. Sprey does in his study, that by stratifying a sample with one or two additional parameters you have eliminated all the
possible causes and hence can draw the conclusions that he draws is
what gives us trouble. Not that there may not be effects but to draw
the conclusions from the type of data he has available is not realistic
Mr. KYROS. Let me ask you this: Why don't you provide the committee within the next few days, perhaps by Friday, your position
on a 1-year relaxation ?
Is that possible ?
[Tlie following information was received for the record:]
NOK

AirroMOBrLE EMISSION STANDARDS

Tlie Committee has been furnished EPA's recommendation on altering the NOi
motor vehicle emission standard. Accordingly, EPA would be opposed to extending the statutory standard for one additional year.
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Mr. SANSOM. On a 1-year relaxation as opposed to tlie position the
Administrator has already taken before this committee and tlie Muskie
committee ?
Mr. KYROS. That is right.
Mr. SANSOM. In other words, the date of application will be in 1978
instead of 1977?
Mr. KYROS. That is right.
Mr.SANSOM.OfO.4?
Mr. KYROS. That is right.
Mr. SANSOM. I think vre would be glad to do that, but I think we
could say right now, based on our experience with the 1-year extension,
for example, that a 1-year change in the standard really does not
have any material effect on the basic issue. Either you don't believe
there are 47 regions that have this problem, you believe there are only
tAvo, we still would have that same situation with a 1-year delay.
It only makes at most alwut a 5-percent difference in terms of the
level of the emissions and most probably about 2 to 3.
We had this experience in graiiting the 1-year extension on the
1975 standards. One year does not change things.
Mr. KYROS. Would you be willing, then, to still give us a paper on
that ?
Mr. SANSOM. Yes, sir.
Mr. KYROS. Let us say a week from Friday. That will give you a
couple of weeks to work on it.
Mr. SANSOM. Sir, in running this analysis, do you want us to do it
at an interim standard of 2 gi-ams or 3 grams per mile i Do you have
any guidance on that?
Mr. KYROS. XO; but I am sure we can discuss that as you prepare
the study.
[The information requested was not available to the committee at
the time of printing—March 1974.]
Mr. KYROS. Let me ask j'ou this question: Dr. Shy, you sa.v the
environmental control study is worth validating as we talked about
earlier. I want to ask you specifically again: You said some continuing
studies are being made of NOi. Will you provide us by next Friday
the information as to whether you will si)ecifically conduct research
in order to validate what we talked about today ?
Dr. SHY. Yes; we can do that.
[See "Critique of Sprey Paper," p. 242, this hearing.]
Mr. Ki-R08. My colleague from North Carolina, Mr. Preyer.
Mr. PREITCR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have one question along the line that Mr. Kyros was asking of Mr.
Sansom.
"Wlien you changed the system of measurement and went from the
Jacobs-Hochheiser system to the Arsenite system, which reduced the
apparent amount of NO, in the air by a half, why wouldn't you then
change the standard? Instead of 0.5, shouldn't it be changed down
to 0.25 ?
Dr. GREENFIEIJ). Mr. Preyer, there may be a little bit of confusion
there. Let me see if I can clean it up.
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Recognizing that the measurement technique that was used to judge
which cities had a problem so far as tlie NOx standard was concerned
was wrong, we went back and looked at Avhat measurements we had as
to what the levels in Chattanooga were. The first judgment that was
made was whether or not the standard that had been set with instruments that were currently out in the various oities could be still
utilized.
It was decided that the standard that we had, the standard that had
been set for NOx could be still justified with the Saltzman technique.
It \vas with the Arsenite measurement technique. Hence, when you
went out to the cities and looked at what the Arsenite instnunent and
the Saltzman instrument said were actually the values in those cities,
then you found in many of those cities that were once judged to be over
the standard for NOx were now Ixilow the standard.
It was not changing the amount in the air but really when you corrected for the fact that the instrument that originally was used was
wrong we found that many of the cities were below the standard.
Mr. PREYER. I just want to ask one question in the area of coal. I am
sorry I missetl some of the earlier testimony today. If we have gone
over this, Mr. Chairman, 1 hope you will stop me.
I was interested in the clean fuels policy aspect of Mr. Quarles'
testimony. I undei-stand, and this is a simplification, it may be wrong,
in which case I hope you will correct me, that there is enough coal in
this counti-y to meet all of our eneigy needs about three times over to
the end of the century. When we think of the energy shortage, we
really aren't thinking of coal because it is not in short suppl}'. The
problem has been an environmental one witli coal. It is much easier to
meet the environmental standard by switching to oil rather than going
through the expensive process of developing the technology which
would clean up the coal.
That switch was almost made automatic by all the big utilities and
big users of fuel. Now that the oil situation is getting ciucial, perhaps
it will be economically justified to start developing a stack gas cleaning
teclinology and whatever else needs to be done to clean up coal for use.
You say here that the technology for destilfurizing heavy fuel oil is
clearly available. How about for coal ?
Mr. SANSOM. Could I respond to that ? I^et me go back to your previous premise.
The premise that the problem here of increased reliance on external
supplies of petroleum is due to the environment I think is one that
deserves a little questioning. Five years ago or 10 yeai-s ago, one of the
impetuses to switching to oil on the east coast was economics. The very
low price of imported crude oil was an incentive to get out of coal
which was costly to mine and ship that far. It was a contributing
factor to the conversions that took place duruig that period.
Now the economics are reversed. The price of crude is way up. The
price of coal is lower.
Another factor was the Coal Mine Safety Act which made deep mining much more costly, and also uncertainty over strip mining legislation which, of course, is an environmental concern.
I think there is a whole series of factors that have been in plav- here
and environment is simply one of several.
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Now the desulfurization issue with regard to oil, as Mr. Quarles
stated, we feel that desulfurization technology' is here; it is widely
used in the refinery; it is only a question of getting it applied more
broadly.
Now we have to rely on external sour- or dirty-crude versus internal sweet- or low-sulfur crude. The stack gas scrubbing issue as it relates to our ability to use the high-sulfur coal particularly in the eastern part of the United States is one around which there is a very heated
debate, primarily between ourselves and the utilities.
The administrator made a decision in late 1971 on these new source
performance standai-ds for coal-fired generating plants requiring stack
gas scrubbing for all new sources. This was contested in court. There
was a decision last Friday upholding the decision with regard to new
sources with a couple of technical points. I understand that is what
it says.
^Vlien the State implementation plans came in in early 1972 imposing sulfur content regulations on existing sources as opposed to new
sources, there was controversy again relating to stack gas scrubbing.
The Environmental Protection Agency, in conjunction with several
other Government agencies, the Office of Emergency Preparedness, the
Federal Power Commission and a couple of others, Department of
Commerce, formed a team with a charger to go out and find out whether or not scrubbing technology is here. They ended up in Japan.
You probably heard there is a coal-fired powerplant about 200 megawatts in operation in Japan burning 2 percent sulfur coal that has been
in operation since March 1972.
Mr. PREYER. Using American technology ?
Mr. SANSOM. Using American equipment.
I was just last Friday down to the Louisville Gas and Electric plants
in Louisville, Ky., where they have a similar scrubbing operation now.
We continue to believe that scrubbing tec^linology is here. It is a complicated issue. It is a question of the determination of the utilitj' to put
it on. It is also a question of their willingness to get the chemical
engineormg exi^ertise which they don't have within their firms now
to make sure it is put on correctly.
We do have questions which underlie our clean fuels policy as to the
scale on which it can be applied by 1975. We are asking the States
to roll back tlie secondary standard on about 100 million tons of coal
equivalent because we don't think that there will be more than 35
million tons coal equivalent of scrubbing capacity on line by 1977.
While we think the teclmology is here, we think it ought to be pursued vigorously. Wo recognize that it may not be available in a large
enough quantity by 1977 to meet all the demands, primary and secondary.
Mr. PREVER. What is the cost factor ?
Mr. SANSOM. The cost in terms of investment cost on a new plant
or a retrofitted plant comes to something like 10 to 30 percent of the
capital cost of the plant. The costs are quite high. Translating investment cost and operating cost into the price of electricity, it comes out
about 2 to 3 mills per kilowatt. Electricity sells at an average in the
United States of about 17 mills per kilowatts. So, it depends on the mix
of plants in a system.
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You have some oil fired, some low sulfur coal fired, some that don't
require scrubbing. The worst case is in the TVA ai"ea where they burn
a high sulfur coal that will mean 10 to 15 percent higher electricity in
that area.
Mr. PREYER. Are you saying, then, that it is technically possible and
economically feasible, althougli the cost will be high?
Mr. SANSOM. That is right.
. ,:
Mr. PREYER. I should think that is very encouraging.
Mr. SANSOM. I should emphasize there is great controversy and disagreement with my position on this. There are 32 plants either planned
or in operation in the United States with scrubbei's. So, I think there
is an encouraging trend.
Mr. I*REY>aj. So, the time limitation stems from the lack of trained
people to install the equipment ?
Air. SANSOM. Another consideration is that you want to phase it
into your system and you have so much down time on e.acli powerplant
per year. If you can't close them all down 1 year and put scrubbera
on all of them, there is a definite scale-up problem.
Mr. PREYER. One of tiie suggestions tiiat we have heard advanced
is in the national security area, wliere we are "behind the eight ball"
with Middle East oil. The suggestion is that we ought to have not only
a 60-day supply of oil on liand but also a standby coal availability for
the big central utility plants that are using oil and even allow some of
them to violate the air quality standards if necessary. Then, if the
Middle East cutoff all of our oil we would at least have power.
Has there been any consideration of standby c«al facilities for
utilities or is this such a costly operation that it is not feasible to consider?
Mr. SANSOM. I am not aware of any specific study on that but I
think on a contingency basis it is .somethmg that probably ought to
be examined.
I think there is a surprising amount of flexibility in what these utilities can do. For example, one in Norfolk, Va., last year, they were
short of distillate for one of tiie powerplants and the powerplant
could be converted to use coal and tliey did use coal.
If all the supplies of crude were cutoff from tiie Middle East, of
course, that woiild really l)e a burden on Europe and we would prol)ably have some responsibility to go to the assistance of Euro]>e.
l' think we could ration on a sliort-term basis until we had time to
get the coal production up to speed. I don't know about that but it is
something worth pursuing.
Mr. PREYER. The Middle East situation being what it is, I certainly
hope that we will be looking at coal. The farmer has come into his
own. No one expected he would. Maybe our old friend coal will come
back now.
Are the other problems you mentioned that inhibit the use of coal,
such as problems with deep mining, such that they can't be overcome
without too much difficulty ?
Mr. SANROM. I am really not expert in that area. I suspect that the
rising price of petroleum will do more than anytliing else to take
care of that problem.
Mr. PREYER. Thank you very much, Mr. Sansom.
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Mr. KYROS. Thank you, Mr. Preyer.
I don't believe there are any further questions at this time.
Mr. QiTARLES is not going to return, in any event, at this time.
The committee will now adjourn imtil 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
Thank you, gentlemen.
[Whereupon, at 4.10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned to reconvejie
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, September 12,1973.]

CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT—1973
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEUBEB 12, 1873
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PITBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT,
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2123,
Raybuni House Office Building, Hon. Paul G. Rogere, chairman,
presiding.
Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please, to continue the hearings on the oversight of the Clean Air Act.
We are very glad to have as our first witness Dr. James N. Pitts, Jr.,
director of the Statewide Air Pollution Research Center and professor of chemistry at the University of California, Riverside, Calif.
I might say Dr. Pitts has been helpful to this committee in the past.
We look forward to hearing your testimony today. Welcome to the
committee.
STATEMENT OP JAMES N. PITTS, JR., PH. D., DIRECTOR, STATEWIDE AIR POLLUTION RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE, CALIF.
Mr. PITTS. Thank you, sir.
It is a pleasure and privilege to be here at this time.
You have my full written statement which I am afraid is fairly
lengthy but some of the technical aspects are important and required
elaboration. I won't go into the details but rather m the interest of time
and getting directly to questions which you gentlemen might have, will
simply comment on the subjects that I consider to be particularly significant and for detailed analysis refer you to specific portions of my
prepared statement.
Mr. ROGERS. That will be fine.
Your full statement will be made part of the record following your
summations, without objection. [See p. 258.]
Mr. PITTS. I would like to begin by reemphasizing the point made in
part I, that is, that the 1970 Clean Air Act is landmark legislation for
which you, Mr. Chairman, INIr. Muskie, your respective conunitteos,
and Congress as a whole, deserve a great deal of credit. The legislation
was timely and is proving effective.
In preparing for the oversight hearing, I went back and reread the
1970 act very carefully. Frankly, I was deeply impressed by the fact
that the goals and overall control strategj' for achieving them are set
forth very clearly in the existing 1970 legislation.
(251)
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I then asked myself the question: What are the problems? Why
haven't certain control measures progressed in the required direction,
and to the degri'ee desired ?
My conclusion was that the problems that have beset us have been
not so much due to deficiencies in the act itself, but rather to a meager
scientific, technical, and medical data base compounded by inadequate
research and development funding to build up that base in such areas
as health effects, atmospheric chemistry, air monitoring instrumentation, and so forth.
Thus, for example, we are all aware of the confusing NO, situation,
a major problem facing the EPA today. It arose largely from the
fact that several yeare ago when key studies were carried out to measure nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels in ambient air and to determine the
levels at which health effects occurred, no reliable instrument was available that specifically and accurately measured NO2 in ambient air. This
led to substantial overestimation of ambient NO; levels.
This has had wide ramifications, some of which are discussed in my
prepared remarks. My point here, however, is not to criticize earlier
work but to point out to you that even today we still do not have a
thoroughly reliable field instrument capable of accurately, and specifically, measuring ambient nitrogen dioxide. This exemplifies the
pressing need for substantially more research and development in critical areas such as those I have outlined above.
Ivet mc make one other key point at the outset of my testimony.
"V^Tiile supporting the need for expanded research, development and
training programs for air pollution control. I want to emphasize the
continuing critical need for action now based on our present knowledjre. In some cases such actions may seem arbitrary. For example, in
1970 you wrote into the act the 90 percent reduction for hydrocarbons,
CO and NO,, in exhaust emissions; that was indeed somewhat
aibitrary. Nevertheless it was a courageous and effective step. If you
had not put that provision into the act, in such specific terms, we would
not be controlling automobile pollution to the degree we are today.
In short, the concurrent approach of ''''control now^^ while contmually cxpandinc; and upgrading our data base, is the only way to
achieve substantial progress in real time.
I don't believe in the philosophy proposed in some quarters of
deferring strict air pollution control measures until many more additional yeai-s of research have been carried out. We must control now
and at the same time conduct the needed research on a high priority
basis. Then, when and if such additional research shows the need for
revision of the control measures, to more lenient or to more strict
levels, they shotdd be revised accordingly.
One more point should be made at the outset. For emphasis, I would
like to repeat here my concluding remarks from the written statement:
I am deeply concerned that the pendulum which. In part because of real and
pressing energy needs, now seems to be swinglnK to economics at the expense
of environmental considerations, should not be allowed to swing too far. If it
does, this could lend to serious degradation in air quality with its resulting
potentially drastic imjmct on the health and welfare of the American public.
Surel.v with a reasoned, cooperative, and substantive effort from all sectors,
we can, in fact, balance ecology and economics to the benefit of all Americans.
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K"o-w I would like to comment on specific portions of my testimony
starting with section II where energy and air pollution are briefly
discussed. I simply want to say that energy and air pollution are
inextricably linked. There is no way to avoid this dilemma. That is
the thrust of this section of my prepared statement.
Now let us turn to section if I, Air Quality Control.
The concept of air quality criteria documents, set forth in the 1967
Clean Air Act, forms the basis for establishment of health-related air
quality standards. The relationship is crucial. It is here in generating
such criteria documents, that one encounters serious problems arising
from our inadequate data base. For example, we simply don't have
an. accurate quantitative evaluation of the effect of photochemical
oxidant on hiiman health for various segments of our population. It
is ironic that even today we know more about the effects of photochemical oxidant, on plants than we do on man. In this regard, Chairman Rogers visited our campus and saw the effect of a PAN attack
on our field crops. PAN (peroxyacetyl nitrate) is a phytotoxicant and
at low levels also has serious effects on man.
I might add, sir, since your visit to UCR about a year and a half
a,gx>, I have been informed by plant scientists that economic losses from
dama.<ie to crops in the San Joaquin Valley are now becoming important. This trend seems to be continuing.
My basic concern, as indicated, is tliat M'ithout a sound scientific,
technical, and medical data base for the air quality criteria documents,
the Clean Air Act becomes a battleground for conflicting opinions and
interests instead of an effective control strategy.
One important contribution of the CHESS program to public
health was presented by Dr. Herbert Wiser of the EPA at a major
air pollution research conference held in December 1972. Of great
interest was their recent discovery that particulate sulfate present in
ambient air at levels of 8 to 12 g/m' is a causative agent in respiratory
illness (2,3).
This is an area that should be examined very carefully. For example,
one should have an air quality standard, not only for gaseous SO;, but
also for particulate sulfate.
Additionally, there is the interesting point tliat sulfur dioxide gas
appears to be transformed (oxidized) into sulfate particles much more
rapidly in areas suffering from protochemical smog than in areas
where oxidant levels are low.
This is important to consider when proposals are made to go to
high sulfur fuel. Thus, in some areas where SO2 is not presently a serious problem such as the Los Angeles basin, far more sulfur dioxide
and in turn more particulate sulfate will be introduced into an already
smoggy atmosphere if even 1 percent sulfur fuel is burned for an
appreciable time.
Furthermore, the problem of particulate nitrates should be examined. While we know they are a problem in the soil, we do not know
how nitrates in ambient air affect our health.
The ultimate atmospheric fate of No,, in regions of high photochemical oxidant, is primarily to form nitrate particles. Tlius, 100
miles or so east of Los Angeles, one finds large quantities of nitrate in
the air. Unfortunately, as indicated above, we know nothing about
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effects of nitrates on human health. Furthermore, to my direct knowledge, little monitoring has been done to determine the actual ambient
levels encountered.*
Novr let us turn to section IV, "National Air Quality Standards.*"
At the outset, I want to support very strongly the concept of liealthrelated air quality standards. As you know, that is not the concept employed in Britain today, or in some other parts of the world. Their
standards are based on "technological feasibility."
In section A. I point out that in the United States our present
health-related air quality standards are under attack from three directions. First, it is claimed that they are not accurate because of the
wide gaps in our medical and scientific knowledge. In some cases, there
appeal's to be a valid reason for such an attack.
However, I believe tliat generally speaking, the air quality standards developed by the EPA are as correct as one can reasonably expect, given the available health effects data. Thus, I generally support
them at existing levels and will do so until new and more reliable information conies along that indicates the standards should be more
lenient or more strict.
Second, there is a pressure to substitute, in the place of a healthrelated standard, a "technologically achievable" standard. That
would be disaster. If we have technologically achievable standards,
tlie people of our country will never know the price in health which
they are paying because it could be said, "Well, you are in good shape;
we are doing all that technology can do for you."
The key question really is: What about our health ?
Third, of particular concern are proposals to relax certain healthrelated air quality standards because of pressing "shoit-term" National, State, and local problems; for example, the current shortage of lowsulfur fuels and the "energy crisis." Tins approach also is incompatible
with the philosophy and goals of the Clean Air Act and should be
actively discouraged. If one arbitrarily weakens an air quality standard sufficiently, the public can be led to believe such statements as "the
air is getting better because we have not exceeded the air quality standard tliis year." That is a dangerous approach.
One shouldn't modify a given health-related air quality standard on
any basis other tlian a revised, updated, critical evaluation of the
health effects of that pollutant at various ambient concentrations.
There is, however, an alternate approach. In "emergency" situations,
rather than relaxing the air quality standards, one should retain the
present standards but additionally implement a "variance" system.
Thus, the health-related air quality standards remain fixed, but for
tlie duration of the "emergency," the control agency allows a special
variance under which the jmrticular air quality standard in question
mav be exceeded for a certain number of days.
Such a plan is flexible enough to meet emergency ne«ds but still is
consistent with a clear evaluation of the effect of the emergency measure on public health and welfare. Further, it leaves, in a sense, some
options up to the public; for example, wliat price in health are we
willing to pay in order to furnish the additional energy needed?
•Subsequently. I hove learned that these hare been measured In some cities (sec my
more detailed response to question 3).
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Basically, what I am saying in section IVB on air quality standards
for atmospheric SOx, is that, as you lieard yesterday, a problem is
now appearing with particulatc sulfates, not just gaseous sulfur dioxide. We don't know if we have a particulate nitrate problem. All we
know is that nitrates are formed in polluted, oxidizing atmospheres.
The sulfate problem may be described as follows: If we go to high
sulfur fuel, more sulfur dioxide will be produced. This in turn will
he oxidized to sulfate so that one may have a health problem from both
gaseous SO2 and from sulfate particles. Such problems have to be
examined now, before the introduction of high sulfur in fuel smogpi agued areas of the United States.
Tliere is no air quality standard for sulfate. Some information is
available, however, on ambient levels at several locations in the United
States. I have reference here to a i-ecent paper on the subject by Dr.
Paul Altshuller. In my statement, there is a detailed list of references
to liis paper and to othcre on the subject.
Implicit in recommendation 4 is the need for a major expansion of
the program for monitoring particulate sulfate and perhaps nitrate
in ambient air.
Incidentally, I should note that in some areas there are significant
amoimts of ammonia in the air. It comes from a variety of sources,
some natural and some froui man's activities, for example, from cattle
feedlots.
In the interest of time. I shall not discuss secondary standards.
However, I point out in the prepared statement that I strongly feel
that secondary' air quality standards should be developed rapidly for
key phytotoxicants such as etliylene and PAX.
iS^ow we come to implementation plans whicli have caused you
gentlemen, the EPA, and the public a great deal of concern. I go into
them in detail in my prepai-ed statement and refer you to section V
for the discussion and recommendation.
In section VI on page 7, emissions from stationary sources are discussed in detail. Here I simply restress a fundamental plea—there is
a critical need for accurate emission inventories of key air ?iollutants.
We simply don't know how much is going into the air and from what
sources. AVe need to have a much more accurate assessment.
Continually updated and reliable inventories are essential for several reasons.
Fii-st, they are necessary for determining, in a given air basin, the
relative contributions of mobile versus stationary sources to the degradation of air quality. This is particularly important for NO,. Without a reliable inventory, the automobile industry can say the stationary sources are serious contributors to the atmospheric NOi burden.
On the other hand, those responsible for stationary sources can say
NO, arises mostly from automobiles. In fairness to all concerned, we
ought to get the facts.
Second, emission inventories are impoitant if one is to evaluate the
degree of success of ongoing control programs.
Third, if we avo going to develop atmospheric models essential for
the implementation of adequate health-warning systems with predictive capabilities, we have to know accurately the emission burden. This
is nexM?ssary in order to predict whether or not a given region is going
to have a severe air pollution episode.
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Finally, emission inventories are crucial if we are to have sensible,
effective programs of land use planning for future development of
major urban areas and their suburbs. Such an inventory of existing
air pollution sources would provide a finn basis for consideration of
proposed locations of new industries, public utilities, residential areas,
shopping centers, et cetera, in a given air basin.
lender the Clean Air Act, it is Jiot mandatory that NOx emis.sions
fi'om present major stationary sources including fossil fuel powerplants be monitored.
For some pollutants, such as SO2, it is possible to calculate the
emissions from the fuel consumption with a reasonable degree of accuracy since the sulfur occurs as an impurity in the fuel. However, for
pollutants, such as NOx, such calculations may be in error by as much
as 100 percent in either direction * * * that is overestimated or underestimated. This is my basis, then, for recommendation 7.
It is my understanding that legislation of this type, has, in fact,
been developed in Congress.
Now, let us turn to "Section VII: Motor Vehicle Emission and Fuel
Standards, Section A, NOi Control."
This is a tough problem that I discussed at length in my prepared
statement. I have only the following comments:
There is a report just being delivered to the National Academy of
Sciences, dealing with the need for controls of reactive hydi-ocarlxins
versus NOx in the development of an overall strategy to reduce photochemical oxidant. The authoi-s of the report are distinguished scholars
for whom I have the highest personal and professional regard, and it
is only fair to make clear that they take a somewhat different point of
view on NOx control than I have given you today. I think the basic
difference lies in the question to which their committee addressed
themselves versus the question to whicli I have addressed myself. In
the final analysis, there may not be an overall difference of oninion.
The point is covered in my written statement, and I will not further
discuss this other than to say that I strongly support strict NOx
controls.
One other point should }>e noted in passing—the fact that the Japanase Government has, as indicated in my statement, instigated strict
controls for existing as well as new stationary sources. It seems sti*ange,
indeed, that o\ir EPA under intense pressure, seems to be relaxing its
controls on NOx while ihe Japanese are strengthening theii-s.
vSection VII B discusses oxygenated hydrocarlx»ns. This is another
potential booby trap tliat we must avoid at all costs. 'Many aldehydes
are even worse than reactive hydixx*arbons in terms of their potential
for foi-ming photochemical smog. We must not allow their emissions
in significant quantities in auto exhaust, whatever control system is
employed.
One problem is the fact that present monitoring devices for hydrocarbons do not measure formaldehyde. Thus, it is possible that if—
let us say, a significant fraction of the hydrocarbons in gasoline is converted to formaldehyde, or if one has an imcontrollod motor vehicle
fueled by methyl alcohol which produces large amounts of formaldehyde—one would have a very reactive precursor to photochemical oxidant in the exhaust emissions, yet it would go undetected.
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There is an interesting story in this regard. I have heard of a car
fueled by methyl alcohol that, in fact, passed the 1975 emission standards and yet its emissions of formaldehyde were sufficiently high that
they may have been worse, in terms of potential for smog formation,
than if one had burned regular gasoline.
There is, indeed, the technical problem of developing accurate and
practical instrumentation for monitoring aldehydes in exhaust emissions and ambient air. Nevertheless, tliis problem can and will be
solved and it should not be allowed delay consideration of such oxygenated hydrocarbons.
Section VII C considers fuel additives, the specific example being
a manganese compound. I shall not comment further here, other than
to indicate tliat other additives may also constitute potential atmospheric "booby traps."
Each fuel additive and its combustion products must be carefully
studied for its potential air pollution impact including health effects.
In Section VII DI comment briefly on an importanthut enormously
large topic; that is, modifications and alternatives to tlie internal
combustion engine. My points are made m the prepared statement, and
I shall not comment further liere.
Finally, in section VIII, concluding remarks, I addressed myself
to the question of funding these urgently needed programs in research, training, and development. I comment specifically on the need
for additional support to KPxV's efforts in this area, bex'ause I Tjersonally know of some of their key programs, inti-amural as well as
extramural, that have been wiped out or drastically reduced in scope
because of fiscal limitations. Teclinical people for whom I have great
respect and in whose work I have great cxjnfidence have had their programs in part either eliminated or drastically reduced. This situation
should be rectified on a high priority basis.
Also, I point out that, we need support for new and expanded
medium- and long-range research programs. The questions of human
health effects at ambient levels of a variety of air pollutants, or the
mechanisms of complex chemical and physical atmospheric transformations, are not going to be solved in 6 months by some crasli, missionoriented program. They are research areas that require longer-term,
sustained, highly sophisticated efforts. Such medium- and longerrange research programs in key medical and scientific-technical areas
would seem logically to fall in the province of "neutral" Federal
agencies—that is, agencies which do not have a control function as a
major responsibility. I am in no way implying that EPA is not
"neutral"; however, problems of "neutrality" were discussed by Senator Muskie in the hearings before the Subcommittee on Air an<I Water
Pollution of the Committee on Public Works, U.S. Senate, April 16-18,
1973.
I do not want to comment further about this particular problem,
except to state that we do have in the Government, agencies who do not
have a control function as a prime mission yet have had a great deal
of experience in working with both ba.sic and applied research of a
short-, medium-, and long-range nature. For example, there are the
National Science Foundation's basic and RANN programs, and
HEW's National Institutes of Environmental Health Sciences. These
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niif^ht be considered as agencies in which new or expanded research
programs of the type I hfive indicated could be set up, funded, and
implemented.
It is worth noting in this regard that in my observation there has
been very good cooperation between the EPA, NSF-RANN, and
various committees in the National Academy of Sciences, in coordinating and implementing objectives and pi-ograms in air pollution. The
pivsent problem is that the sjx^cific functions of each of these groups
has not been clearly defined or adequately funded.
I will conclude my verbal remarks, gentlemen, by statinji^ again
that I am sympathetic with the strong, tough, and rational control
measures that have been instituted as a result of the 1970 Clean Air
Act. If certain of these control measures can be shown to have been
overstrict on the basis of hard scientific, technical, and medical data,
then, providing our public health and welfare is not compi-ornised, the
control measures could be relaxed to the appropriate degree. On the
other hand, imtil such a strong case can be made for relaxing our air
quality or emission standards, they should be maintained at their
present levels, while intensive research programs are conducted that
will continually update our intelligence in the battle against air
pollution.
Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 269.]
[Mr. Pitts' prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF JAMES N. PrrTs, JR.. PH. D., DIRECTOR, STATEWIDE AIR
RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OP CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE

Por-Lirrio-N

My name Is James N. Pitts, Jr. I am Director of the Statewide Air PoUntion
Researcli Center and Professor of Ciiemistry at the University of California,
Riverside. While my special competence in air iwUution is atmospheric chemistiy
(in particular, photochemical smog). During the last ten years I have also
become increasingly involved with the development of control strategies.
Today, I am sjieaklng to you in my official capacity as Director of the Center,
although my views are not necessarily those of the University of California. Jfy
recommendations in this testimony have been formulated after extensive consultation wltli a w^ide variety of experts in many aspects of air pollution; I am
greatly indebted to them.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Clean Air Act, as amended in 1970, repre-sents a monumental piece of
legislation, directed through Congress by tlie distinguished Senator Muskie and
Chairman of this Subcommittee, Congressman Rogers. Wliile there may be disagreement with certain aspects of the Act, overall the legislation wait timely
and is proving effective. My remarks, then, should be interpreted as strongly supportive of the Act and the environmental goals it seeks to achieve. My criticisms
and recommendations are in the spirit of assisting in making it even more effective.
The goals of the Clean Air Act and their means of achievement, as outlined
in Title I—Air Pollution Prevention and Control—are state<l with clarity and
force in the 1070 bill. Furthermore, considering that the legislation of 1970
represented a quantum jump over previous control strategies and in view of the
btidgetary and manpower restrictions under which the EP.\ has been operating,
it has been very effective In most respects. Indeed, many of tho.<9e problems that
have arisen to date are not due to deficiencies in the Act it.solf, but rather to
a very meager scientific, technical, and medical data ba.se initially and subsequently to inadequate funding for key elements of the program, such as studies
on health effects, atmospheric chemistry, and air monitoring instrumentation—
nil necessary for improving the reliability and extent of that data base.
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While, as a researcher In air pollution, I recognize that my comments indicating a need for funding may api)ear "self-serving," nevertheless, I have stressed
that this lack of reliable information and dearth of funding for many sound
and detailed research, training, and development programs has had the unfortunate consequence of making implementation of the Clean Air Act vulnerable
to attack from a variety of sources. I hope this situation will be rectified soon
for in the final analysis, the effectiveness of a control program, including cost
effectiveness to the public, must inevitably rest on a sound information base in
all key areas, including economics.
II. ENEBQY AND AIB POLLITTION

This oversight hearing occurs at a crucial time for the citizens of our country.
We are faced, on one hand, with what has been termed an "energy crisis," and,
on the other, with a degradation of air quality for certain key pollutants in
many major urban areas of the U.S.
Thus, today environmental considerations, particularly air pollution, have become in effect, in many cases a limiting factor on our energy supply in the U.Si
The problem of reconciling our overall energy need and our desire for independence from, for example the Middle East oil supplies, vs. pronounced environmental concern over further degradation of our air, is enormous! By their very
nature, energy and air pollution are inextricably joined; they must be viewed
as a total package if sensible, scientific decisions are to be made that are compatible with your goal . . . the health and welfare of the American people.
Appropriately, this inevitable interrelationship has l)een recognized by the
National Commission on Materials Policy in its report of June 1973,' which
Includes the following statement:
"We recommend that
1.3 . . . the Federal Government support extensive research and development on the dynamics of materials-energy-environment interplay and its effect
on human, animal, and plant life. Studies should emphasize the detection of suiistances in low levels of concentration, their life cycles and their chronic additive, or delayed effects on public health."
I strongly support this recommendation.
I would like to indicate one specific area which might directly alleviate the
energy crisis. This concerns the generation of nuclear energy. Siteciflcally, I
would like to reiterate a statement which I made before the Subcommittee on
Air and Water Pollution of the U.S. Senate on March 25. 1072. The following
recommendation was made*at that time which I would like to Include again
today:
Recommendati'On 1: I recommend o definitive study that could lead to the
drafting of legislation that would produce, in the near future, a coordinated national effort dedicated to the development of an effective, well-coordinated, highpriority program of research and development aimed at producing more quickly
safe, advanced nuclear reactor systems for generation of electrical power in critical smog ureas in the 19S0's and beyond.
This statement was true in early 1972, but in terms of subsequent events,
it is even significantly more appropriate today. Such a program is of highest
urgency.
I shall now comment on specific portions of the Clean Air Act in the sequence
in which it is written.
The concept of Air Quality Criteria documents forming the basis for establishment of health-related air quality standards is crucial to the Act. However,
while air quality criteria documents for a number of key pollutants have been
generated, unfortunately in many cases their scientific and medical foundations
are weak, primarily because of a lack of reliable data.
Clearly, it is es.sential that Section 10.3(f), which gives "special emphasis to
research on the short- and long-term effects of air pollutants on public health
and welfare," be implemented on a far more extensive and urgent basis than
presently exists. Without a sound scientific, technical, and medical data base for
the air quality criteria documents, the Clean Air Act becomes a battleground
for conflicting opinions and interests, instead of an effective control strategy.
' Th« Natlonni Commission on Materials Policy, "Material Needs and the Enrlronment
Today and Tomorrow," June (1973).
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While strong efforts are, in fact, going on to effectively update these criterii
documents, particularly through the excellent working relationships betweea
the EPA and the National Academy of Sciences and its committees, the problem that is faced is not one of desire or diligence, rather again the question of
interpreting a meager data base. A number of volumes have been produced
through their Committee on Biological Effects of Atmospheric Pollutants.
An excellent example of a thorough research effort designed to elucidate bealtli
effects of several major air pollutants is the EPA's CHESS program (Commanitj
Health and Environmental Surveillance System), recently outlined in Environmental Science and Technology'. One Important contribution to public health
has been their recent discovery that particulate sulfate present In ambient air at
the levels of 8-12 jug/m' is a causative agent of respiratory illness.''
This unexpected result has other implications. For example, one can raise the
question of the possible toxicity of particulate nitrates (NOr-). The latter epeciei
are formed in significant quantities in oxidizing atmospheres characteristic of
photochemical smog. They result from the atmospheric reactions of a key primary
IMllutant, gaseous nitric oxide. Unfortunately, virtually nothing is known al>out
the possiljle health effects of inorganic nitrate particulates, and regrettably little
about the mechanism of the chemical and physical transformations by which they
are formed in urban atmospheres.
Unfortunately, the scope and effectiveness of the CHESS and other healthrelated research programs have been seriously reduced by current budgetary
limitations.
Recommendation 2: New health-reUttcd research progratnn, as outlined in
Sec. 103U)< nhould be initiated and eaiisting programs expanded, on a highc-xl
priority 6a»j.<. Furthermore, studies on pollutants for which health-related air
quality standards already exist should include detailed investigations (of tchict
some should be at realistic ambient levels) of such recognized toxic air pollutanit
as the gaseous peroxyacyl nitrates {PAiiSs) * and carcinogenic particulate polf
cyclic organic matter, such as bemoWpyrene'. Additional studies should be performed on the toxicology and epidemiology of particulate sulfate and nitra$e ani
certain toonc trace metals.
IT. NATIONAL AIB QUALITT 8TANDAB0 (SEC. 109)

A. Concept of health-related air quality standards
The concept, development, and implementation of health-related primary air
Qnality standards as the basis for national emission control strategies are currently under attack from three directions: (i) their lack of accuracy due to wide
gaps In our medical and scieutitic knowledge, (li) pressure to substitute in their
place "technologically achievable'' air quality standards, and (iii) pressure from
some quarters to weaken certain health-related air quality standards in resixinse
to "short-term" national needs.
Technologically achievable air quality standards would be generally incompatible with the philosophy and practice of the Clean Air Act, which is founded
on the premise of protection of the "public health . . . allowing an adequate margin of safety" [Sec. 109(b) (1)], rather than technological capabilities. Pressure
to substitute such standards should be strongly resisted.
Of particular concern are proposals to modify certain health-related air quality I
standards because of pressing "short-term" national and state problems—for
example, the current shortage of low sulfur fuels. This approach is also incompatible with the Clean Air Act and should be actively discouraged.
Recommendation S: The continued use of health-related air quality standards as the basis of the Clean Air Act should Ve m<iintained regardless of /A«
technological feasibility of their attainment, and even of pressing short-term,
socioeconomio needs unrelated to health. When necessary, such needs can be
» r. M. Shy and J. F. Flnklen, "Air Pollution Alfects Commnnity Health," Environ. ScL
and Tochnol., 7, 204 (inT.S).
« A. P. AUshiiller. "Atmosphprlc Sulfur Dioxide and Sulfate. Distribution of Concentration at Urban and Nonurban Sites In United States," Environ. Sol. and Technol., 7, 709
(1973).
* E. R. Stephens, "The Formation Reactions and Properties of Peroxyacyl Nltrntei
(PANs) In Photochemical Air Pollution." Advances in Environmental Science and Terhnologv, .T. N. Pitts. Jr. and R. L. Metcalf. editors. 1, 119 (1969).
• National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, "Particulate Polycyclle
Organic Matter (POM)," (1972).
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test met through the ute of «own<I health-related air quality »tand-ard», coupled
rcith a variance sygtem. Such a variance plan tcill clearly demonstrate to the
public the price we must pay in damage to public health when air quality is compromised . . . even though in certain cases of high urgency it may be necessary
and, indeed, in the overall public interest.
B. Air quality standards for atmospheric 80z
Because of chemical transformations in the atmosphere, an air pollntant for
which a health-related air quality standard exists may be converted to other
chemical and physical forms which also may be toxic. Thus, in the atmosphere,
gaseous sulfur dioxide (SOj) is oxidized to sulfur trioxide (SOs). which in
turn reacts with water vapor to produce sulfuric acid (HjSO<). Part of this is
ultimately converted to particulate snlfate (SO.-), which, as the CHESS program has shown, is also a serious health hazard.
It would appear we may require a health-related air quality standard not
only for gaseous sulfur dioxide, as currently exists, but also for particulate
snlfate.
The chemistry of sulfur dioxide in urban air is complex indeed. It is important
to recognize that normally the rate of oxidation of gaseous sulfur dioxide to
particulate sulfate is quite slow, but in the presence of ozone and oleflns, both
components of photochemical smog and Iwth arising directly or indirectly from
atmospheric photochemical reactions of auto exhaust gases, the rate of conversion of sulfur dioxide to sulfate is greatly increased.*'
Furthermore, the details of the sulfur dioxide to particulate sulfate conversion
are not clear at the present time. Thus, their relationship to each other in the
atmosphere and their relative importance for epidemiological effects need
elucidation.
This phenomenon illustrates the continued necessity for a unified control
strategy and implementation plan, involving the control of both mobile and
stationary sources. Too often, control strategies for stationary sources have been
virtually divorced from those involving motor vehicles.
Recommendation i: Studies of the physical and chemical transformations
involved in the oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfate and nitric oxide to nitrate
should be strongly encouraged. In addition, further health-related studies are
needed to determine whether a health-related air quality standard for forms of
atmospheric sulfur other than sulfur dioxide is needed. Subtle effects of cationii}
species, such as zinc, ammonium, and sodium ions, in combination loith sulfate
should be included. Implicit in this is the need for a major expansion of the program for monitoring particulate sulfate in ambient air.
C. Secondary standard*
There is an urgent need for the promulgation of secondary air quality standards . . . those deemed "requisite" to protect the public welfare from any Icnown
or anticipated adverse effects of a given air pollutant in ambient air.
It would appear imperative to speed up development of criteria documents for
such recognized serious phytotoxicants as ethylene and PAN, both of which are
thought to cause substantial economic loss, not only to agriculture, but also to
ornamental plants and to vegetation in major recreational areas. Unfortunately,
here again, our present information is so meager that no firm e.stimates can be
placed on the true economic loss due to these ubiquitous pollutants.
Recommendation 5: Criteria documents should be developed on a high priority
basis so that secondary air quality standards can be set for such knotcn phytotoxicants as ethylene and PAN.
V. IMPUnfENTATION PLANS (BF». 110)

The current EPA implementation plans to achieve the requirements of the Clean
Air Act are ba.sed on the premi.se that the health-related air quality standards
should not be exceeded more than one day per year, regardless of the present air
quality in a given region. Such strategies appear fea.sible for certain pollutants,
particularly in areas where the current ambient levels of pollutants are relatively
•R. A. Cox and S. A. Ppnkptt. "AeroROl Formation from Sulphur Dioxide In the Presence
of Ow)nean(l Oleflnlc HvdrocnrbonB." .ICS Faraday I. ««. 173."i (1872).
' M. J. Prager, E. R. Stephens and W. E. Scott. "Aerosol Formation from OaseouB Air
Pollutants," Indust. and Ens. Cbemlstnr, 5Z, 521 (1B60).
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low. However, In major urban areas suffering from, for example, severe photochemical smog, only extreme measures which would cause gigantic socloeconomic
problems have been proposed by the EPA.
The EPA's dilemma is exemplified by California's South Coast Atr Basin.
The agency was required to develop a plan that, by a target date of 1977, would
result in the reduction of photochemical oxidant from the present levels, where
the existing air quality standard is exceeded over 200 days per year, to th«
point where the oxidant standard would not be exceeded more than one day per
year.
Since, for much of the South Coa.st Air Basin, this was virtually an impossiblr
goal to begin with, the plan they proposed had to be one of a drastic nature. As
we all know, it included such proposals as over 80% gasoline rationing during thf
smoggy summer months. The reaction of the public, their legislators, and contni
agencies was Intense.
As a result of this experience, I have come to the following conclusion: What l"
required is not Just a single "all or nothing at all" implementation plan, but
rather one which also would include a successive set of control measures designed
to effectively reduce smog levels by specific increments over some stated period
of time and in a way that would be economically and socially feasible. The public would then be presented with the implementation of a series of scientifically
sound, short-term programs which would lead to visible improvement of the air
within some reasonable time span. In addition, the cost to us of each step, in
terms of sacrifice, economics, and our present lifestyles, would be clear. Whilf
each successive control step is bound to be expensive, presentation in this form
would be far more acceptable to the public and thus operationally more viable
than the present "one giant step" plans.
Recommendation 6: In all air quality regions, for which drastic implementati'm
programs appear necessary to meet the present EPA goals, the puhlic additinnallf
should be presented tcith a sequence of control options achievable in real time
and at acceptable costs that would insure the successive achievement of specifk
"short-term" improvements in air quality while still retaining the more omMtious, overall goals of the present EPA Implementation Plan.
Vr. EMISSIONS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES (SEC. Ill)

There is a critical need for accurate emission inventories of key air pollutants^
such as SO,, NO., hydrocarbons, toxic trace metals, asbestos, and various carcinogens present in urban atmospheres. Continually updated and reliable inventories are essential (i) for determining, in a given air basin, the relative contributions of mobile vs. stationary sources to the degradation of air quality, (H)
for evaluating the degree of success of ongoing control programs, (ill) for the
development of atmospheric models essential for the implementation of adequate
health-warning systems with predictive capabilities, particularly for NO,, SO,,
and oxidant, and (iv) for predicting the probable impact of proposed new lndn»tries, public utilities, and population growth in a given air basin.
With regard to new or modified stationary sources, the 1970 Clean Air Act
already provides:
"(g) Every ovraer or operator of a new source subject to standards established
under this .section shall (1) establish and maintain such records, make such reports, install, u.se, and maintain monitoring equipment or methods, and provide
such information as the Secretary may reasonably require to enable him to determine whether such source is in compliance with this section and regulations established thereunder, and (2) upon request of an officer or employee at reasonable
times, to have access to and copy such records, and to inspect any such monitoring
equipment or method."
However, currently it Is not mandatory that emissions be actually monitored.
Oftentimes, emissions are simply calculated. While this is generally believed to be
feasible for SO., from the sulfur content of the fuel employed, for other pollutants
such as NO, these calculations can be in serious error. Furthermore, there is currently no provision in the 1970 Act that requires stack monitoring devices be installed on all existing major stationary sources. This Is a critical oversight that
should be remedied.
Recommendation 7: Legislation shouM be developed that would place on
a mandatory basis the installation of continuous monitoring equipment for oxidet
of nitrogen on all fossil fuel power plants and major industrial stationary source*,
existing and proposed.
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vn. MOTOB VEHICLE EMISSION AND FUEL 8TAN0ABDS (SEC. 202)

A. NO, control
There are at least three basic reasons for the control of NO, emissions—the
effect of nitrogen dioxide on health, the reduction of atmospheric visibility and
coloration of the atmosphere due to the reddish-brown color of nitrogen dioxide,
and the role of nitrogen dioxide as they key precursor to the formation of ozone
In photochemical smog.
In brief, the current NO. control situation appears to be this:
(i) The discovery that the analytical method for determination of nitrogen
dioxide In ambient air was substantially in error has now led the EPA to deempbasize NO, control on the basis that the health effects of NOa occur at substantially higher ambient levels than was originally believed.'"
(ii) The atmospheric photochemistry of the nitrogen dioxide-oxident relationship is extremely complex. Thus, while there seems to be general scientific agreement in the need for control of reactive hydrocarbons, at least if one Is to meet
the health-related air quality standards for photochemical oxidant, the additional need to simultaneously control NO, is currently subject to vigorous debate.
Indeed, before any significant relaxation in the control of nitrogen oxides
Is implemented, it may be prudent to examine the effects of such a revised
control strategy on pollutants other than oxidant so that the overall problem
is, in fact, alleviated rather than exacerbated. The lessons of the effect on air
quality of the 1966 control strategy in California should not go unheeded
(vide infra). As indicated below, the current EPA model examines the relationship among three components—NO,, hydrocarbons, and oxldants. However,
what will be the concurrent effect on levels of, for example, peroxyacetyl nitrate
(PAN), oxygenated hydrocarbons, and partieulate nitrates and sulfates?
The EPA plan for meeting the oxidant air quality standards in 1977 is based
on a relationship between the observed levels of reactive hydrocarbons and
oxidant in the ambient air of several major U.S. cities. The plan calls for a
"rollback" of reactive hydrocarbons, but no concurrent controls are specified
for NO,. To this extent, the EPA "model" for photochemical smog formation
differs significantly from that accepted from some years by the State of California's Air Resources Board and the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District. Their strategy of reducing ambient oxidant calls for reducing l)oth reactive
hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen to prescribed levels."
Present control strategies of the EPA are based in part on recent smog
chamber studies which suggest that reduction of reactive hydrocarbons is the
prime factor in controlling oxidant and that the stringent NO, controls are not
only unnecessary, but Indeed may not be desirable." The experiments were
carefully carried out and represent the best available information to date, so
that there api)ears to l)e a sound chemical basis for this seemingly unreasonable position. However, while this work is of high caliber, its direct application
to real world atmospheric conditions over wide areas and diverse meteorological
and topological conditions is not straightforward and may be dangerously
misleading.
One "experiment" has, in fact, been conducted in a real atmospheric system.
The State of California has required exhaust emission controls on new motor
vehicles for seven years, and yet the air quality for photochemical oxidant has
not improved In some areas of the state. This Is due to a variety of factors,
including particularly adverse meteorology for several of these years and rapid
urban growth. However, an Important rea.son for the atmospheric deterioration
Is the fact that legislation requiring emission control devices for hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide (initiated in California In 1966 and nationally In 1968)
placed no limit on the emission of oxides of nitrogen.
From a positive standpoint, the controls have led to a relatively small, but
neverthele.ss significant, reduction in the level of carbon monoxide, and at least
"T. R. Hanser and C. M. Shy, "Position Paper: NO, Measurement," Environ. Sd. and
Technol.. «, 8fi0 flOT.S).
• Burean of National AffHirB. "EPA SeekR Chance In NO, Standard for 1976 AatoR
BecaiiRe of New Findings." Environ. Reporter. J, 1.549 (T97.t).
w A. .T . Haeen-Smlt. "Abatement Strategy for Photochemical Smo(r." Photochemical Smog
and Ozone Reactiont, R. P. Gould, editor. Advances In Chemistry Series. No. 113, p. 169
(1972K
" B. Dlmltrlades, "Effects of Hydrocarbon and Nitrogen Oxides on Photochemical SmoR
Formation," Environ. Scl. and Technol., S, 253 (1972).
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no Increase in the hydrocarbon levels of the ambient air in the South Coast
Air Basin. Additionally, in doicntoton Los Angeles, the oxidant levels have
dropped.
From a negative viewpoint, however, nitrogen dioxide levels have risen in
much of the Basin, including downtown Los Angeles. Furthermore, the increased
emissions of oxides of nitrogen have apparently resulted in a deterioration in
air quality in terms of the itey health hazard—photochemical oxidant (mostly
ozone)—in much of the eastern rtortion of the South Coast Air Basis to which
a large part of the polluted air mass from Ixis Angeles and Orange County moves.
This real world "exiieriment" strongly implies that there is a continued need
for strict NO. controls, if one is to prevent photochemical oxidant from spresdIng over vrlde areas which hitherto had "acceptably clear" air.
As an example of the air pollution that has occurred, let me cite data from
Azusa. California (which is situated about 15 miles east of Pasadena). One of
the reasons for choosing this station is that it has the distinction of having available air quality data for oxidant monitored at the same site continuously since
1957. Two charts attached to this testimony clearly illustrate that photochemical
oxidant is still a major problem and, in fact, shows no significant sign of
decreasing.
The ramifications of the NO, control problem extend to both stationary and
mobile sources. Once in the atmosphere, oxides of nitrogen, irrespective of their
source, interact with hydrocarbons and oxygenated hydrocarbons to produce
photochemical oxidant. The need for a coordinated strategy control for NO, from
stationary sources, as well as from motor vehicles, is imperative.
In this regard, the recent policy shift of the EPA of permitting relaxation of
controls on oxides of nitrogen from stationary sources, is regrettable. One distinguished air pollution researcher has pointed out. in effect, "The Environmental
Protection Agency has recommended to the states that nitric oxide is not a problem." The researcher then went on to state, "This position is summarized for the
Power Industry" in an excerpt from Power Engineering, August 1973:
"On February 28, 1973, William D. Ruclcelshaus. then EPA head, told a Congressional committee that nitrogen oxides are not the problem they were thought
to be earlier. On April 17, he told a Senate committee the EPA would reclasslfy
all the air control regions, except Los Angeles and Chicago, which were originally
judged to exceed the NO, health-related standard. This, he said, would remove
the need for the adoption of NO, control strategy, and states which have adopted
such a strategy have the option of modifying it."
The excerpt concludes:
"Thus, the states have lost the technical support and guidance which was supposed to be forthcoming from the Federal Government. Now the situation exists
In which a state wanting to protect its environment from deterioration may. In
fact, be the adversary to EPA environmental witnesses."
It is interesting to note that the Japanese Government. less than two months
ago, passed a law strictly regulating NO. emissions from both existing and new
major stationary sources. In Tattle I, the Japanese regulations for NO, control
from new and existing sources are compared with those in the U.S. developed
under the original EPA plan and in Los Angeles County under its local control
program.
TABLE 1.—COMPARISON OF JAPANESE NITRIC OXIDE REGULATIONS FOR NEW AND EXISTING MAJOR STATIONARY
SOURCES VERSUS UNITED STATES AND LOS ANGELES COUNTY NITRIC OXIDE REGULATIONS
[In parts per mlllioni
Japanese

Gas-fired boiler
Oil-fired twiler
Coal-fifed boiler
Heating furnace
Petroleum cliemistry

-

United States

New

Existing

EPA new

130
180
480
200
170

170
230
600
220
210

168
237
500

Los Angeles
County
existing
125
225
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Obviously, the key role played by oxides of nitrogen In smog, which Is also a
major health hazard In Japan today, has been clearly recognized there. It seems
strange, indeed, that our EPA, under intense pressure, seems to be relaxing its
controls on NO., while the Japanese are strengthening theirs.
This Is particularly depressing because the control of oxides of nitrogen In
existing burners for major stationary sources has been developed substantially
ancl has been Implemented In a number of operating boilers throughout the U.S.
Thus, in California, a modified firing technique has been employed on all the
boilers within tlie San Diego Gas & Electric system. As a result, within the entire
San Diego utility system, the reduction in NO. was over 50%. The combustion
expert who furnished me with this Information pointed out that:
"The techniques employed in controlling the combustion involved neither significant equipment modifications nor increases in operating exi)ense. In fact, because
of better oxygen control, many of these boilers now oi)erate at lower excess air
•w^ith a significant savings in fuel usage and operating costs. The co.sts of controlling nitric oxide emissions is often more than paid for by future operating
savings."
Finally, it Is Ironic, indeed, that we taxpayers are paying substantial sums of
money for control devices to reduce emissions of oxides of nitrogen from our
motor vehicles, and yet at the same time it now appears that major industrial
sources and public utilities are not only being permitted, but almost encouraged,
to relax their NO, controls from major stationary sources. This is poor science,
poor technology, poor control strategy, and extremely poor politics!
Recommendation 8: Strict controls on NO, from Xtoth stationary and mohile
sources should continue to 6e maintained.
B. Oxygenated hydrocarbons
It has become increasingly apparent that oxygenated hydrocarbons play significant roles, both directly " " and in synergisni with hydrocarbons, in the formation of photochemical oxidant." Furthermore, in addition to their photochemical
reactivity, certain aldehydes (such as formaldehyde and acrolein) are potent eye
irritants.
Partially oxygenated hydrocarbons comprise a small but significant portion
(5 to 10%) of automobile hydrocarbon exhaust emissions, and, of these, aldehydes
are the main component."'"'"** However, to date, there are no emission Standards for aldehydes, nor is the major aldehydic component In exhaust—formaldehyde—detected by analytical techniques used to monitor the exhaust hydrocarbons.
While certain of the exhaust control systems proposed for hydrocarbons in
1975-76 (now 1976-77) will also reduce aldehyde emLs-sions," at least one
control sy.stem apparently produces significant quantities of them. In addition,
.since aldehydes are partially oxidized hydroparbon.s, their emissions may be significant during the warm-up period (i.e., cold start) of cars equipped with oxidizing catalysts. Furthermore, similar jwirtial oxidation to yield increased oxygenates might occur during catalyst aging.
The aldehyde problem is a potential control loophole that must be examined
vtry carefully to be sure exhaust control systems are going to be truly effective.
Recom,mendation 9: The formulation of emission standards, written in
terms of the sum of hydrocarbons and oxygenated hydrocarhons rather than
hydrocarbons alone, should he considered.
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C. Fuel additives
A recent area of concern is the use of manganese compounds as fuel additives
to inhibit smoke formation and improve combustion. One such additive—an
Inorganic manganese compound, methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl
[OH.C5H.Mn (CO)., or CH,0,Mn], variously referred to as MMT, CI-2 (Combustion Improver-2), or AK-33X (Anti-Knoclj-33X), and containing 24.7%
manganese by weight—does in fact produce a reduction in visible particulates,
but the total mass and number of partlculate emissions may Increase."
Such additives are currently being used, for example, to clean up oil-fired
furnaces." Unfortunately, the health effects of the resultant*"" emissions of
Mn and its compounds are not well known, although the possibility of a cumulative build-up of Mn in the human body exists. Manganese may or may not be or
become a problem, but it does serve to illustrate that the question of fuel additives
continues to require a thorough examination, both of their initial composition and
final chemical and physical forms as combustion products when they are ultimately released into the atmosphere.
Recommendation 10: Both currently used and future fuel additives should
ie closely examined for their ultimate atmospheric emissions and the subsequent
health effects.
D. Development of modifications and alternatives to the internal combustion
engine
It is essential to recognize that some of the control systems proposed and beginning to be implemented for 1975 and 1976 (1977) are really, in effect, stop-gap
measures and not satisfactory long-term solutions. Thus, those involving complex "add-on" devices probably will not be acceptable In the long run, either in
terms of performance of the vehicle or the fuel penalties Involved.** This has been
pointed out in a recent National Academy of Sciences report,* which showed that
of all the systems tested, four other approaches—including stratified charge engines—were more suitable than the catalyst system currently proposed by several
major U. S. manufacturers.
I shall not enter this debate today. My point is that we must press vigorously
forward to develop new engines for the motor vehicles of the late 1970's, and
early 1980's. Whether they should be turbine, stratified charge, diesel. steam,
Stirling, or others. I cannot say. I do, however, strongly support those In the
Congress, such as Senator Tunney, in their efforts to introduce legislation which
will provide a greatly expanded research and development program designed
to encourage the development and commercial production of such practical, lowpollution, and revolutionary propulsion systems for motor vehicles by the early
1980's.
Recommendation 11: Extensive research and development on modifications
and alternatives to the internal combustion engine should be encouraged on a
highest priority basis.
VIIX. CONCLXJDINO RE&CABKS

In conclusion, I want to reemphasize that the paucity of reliable, scientific,
technical, and medical data used in setting air quality standards has led to
complaints, in some cases justified, that certain air quality standards are considerably more restrictive than current knowledge warrants. This has Important
economic, as well as technical, implications. Thus, for example. Initial uncertainties in health effects data are compounded to produce serious socloeconomic
penalties by the time the final cost figure for an emission control system ia determined."
""D. V. Giovanni, P. J. PaenI, R. F. Sawyer and L. Hughes, "Manjranese Additive Bfferti
on Emissions from a Model Gas Turbine Combustor," Combustion Scl. and Technol. « 107
(1072).
n I. Kiikln. "Additives Can Clean Up Oll-Flred Furnaces." Environ. Scl. and Technol.,
"T). Bryce-Smlth. "Behavioural Effects of Lead and Other Heavy Metal Pollutanta"
Chemistry In Britain. 9, 240 (197.'!).
"L. HuirheB. Ph. D. Dissertation, School of Public Health, University of California.
Berkeley (1B72).
"Automotive Eni!lneerlng. "What Are the Prospects for Alternative Power Plants?".
St.nn (197.'!).
" National Academy of Sciences, "Report by the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions "
February (inT.I).
* OfBce of Science and Technology. "Cumulative Regulatory Effects on the Cost of
Automotive Transportation (RECAT)," February 28, 1972.
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"When one considers the billions of dollars being spent on development and
Installation of control systems vs. the relatively modest research expenditures
that would be Involved in substantially Improving our data base uiwn which
the control strategies ultimately depend, It seems clear that our country cannot
afford to do other than press for^vard at the highest priority with key research,
development, and training programs. Otherwise, we shall find ourselves several
years from today at still another "oversight hearing," reviewing the same old
problems, and using virtually the same inadequate data base we have today.
This would be a scientific, medical, technological, and economic tragedy for
all of us!
The question of the appropriate funding agencies for such expanded programs is delicate and complex. Certainly, the EPA research programs, both Inhouse and extramural, which by the very nature of the agency's mandate, are
short-term and mission-oriented, must be supported far more vigorously through
increased appropriations to the EPA.
On the other hand, support for new or expanded medium- and long-range research programs logically would appear to fall in the province of such highly
qualified agencies as the National Science Foundation and HBV\"s National
Institutes of Environmental Health Sciences. I hope that strong consideration
will be given to the possibility of substantially Increasing their involvement with
research programs of direct relevance to the Clean Air Act.
A. NecetHty for control now
However, while stressing the need for research to provide a much stronger
data base for air pollution control, I want to conclude by emphasizing the continuing critical need for action now, based on our present knowledge! While this
may appear arbitrary, and indeed in some cases it must be, the concurrent approach of "control now," while continually refining one's data base, is the only
way to achieve substantial progress in real time.
Finally, I should like to express my concern that the pendulum which, in part
because of real and pressing energy needs, now seems to be swinging to economics
at the expense of environmental considerations, should not be allowed to swing
too far. If It does, this could lead to serious degradation in air quality with Its
resulting potentially drastic impact on the health and welfare of the American
public. Surely, with a reasoned, cooperative, and substantive effort from all sectors, we can, in fact, balance ecology and economics to the benefit of all Americans!

Mr. PRETER [presiding]. Thank you very much, Dr. Pitts.
It is good to hear from an atmospheric chemist, a specialist in photochemical smog. That was a new discipline a few years ago but I think
we will be hearing a lot more about in the future.
Thank you very much for some very valuable information and testimony.
Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
This is a rather highly technical paper. It seems that you have done
a great deal of work on it. Let me compliment you on your clear dedication to this subject. I think we need more of this in every field.
How is the smog over Los Angeles now, by the way ?
Mr. Prrrs. How is it?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. I*rrT8. Serious.
Mr. CARTER. You have had anti-pollution devices on your automobiles in California for how long now ?
Mr. PITTS. We have exhaust control devices since 1966.
In downtown Los Angeles, photochemical oxidant has decreased. On
the other hand, nitrogen dioxide has gone up.
Mr. CARTER. Nitrogen dioxide has gone up. and what has diminished ?
Mr. PITTS. Photochemical oxidant, the chief air pollution health
hazard in southern California. Its mechanism of formation is a com-
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plex technical problem. Basically, it is the action of the ultraviolet
portion of sunlifrht on hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen that produces ozone, the major component of photochemical oxidant.
What appears to have happened in downtown T^os Angfeles is that
the increased emissions of nitric oxide, resulting from the 1966 to
1970 exhaust emission controls, reacts with and destroys the ozone in
the atmosphere. This tends to lower the reading for photochemical oxidant. However, the quenching reaction nroduces the brown, toxic gas
nitrogen dioxide, and it is nitrogen dioxide that is the precursor to the
formation of ozone. Thus, the consequence of the 1966-70 control actions were that the ozone, and thus the photochemical oxidant, has
dropped in the downtown Los Angeles area but the nitrogen dioxide
levels have gone up. As the nitrogen dioxide drifts across the entire
air basin, it reacts with sunlight and hydrocarbon to produce additional ozone over a large area.
Thus, for example. Palm Springs, which is approximately 150 miles
east of downtown Los Angeles, and Indio. San Bernardino. Riverside,
et cetera, over the last 5 years or so, have developed serious smog
problems.
Mr. CARTER. Do you think the smog problem has lessened in intensity over Los Angeles at all ?
Mr. Prrrs. To take the South Coast Basin
Mr. CARTER. During the past years.
Mr. PITTS. If you take it solely in terms of photochemical oxidant,
and average over the entire basin, recognizing it may go down at one
point and rise in another, the available information indicates that on
the average it has not improved significantly in the last 6 years.
Mr. CARTER. In spite of all the things we have done in controlling
emissions from automobiles ?
Mr. Prrrs. Yes, but the problem is several fold
First of all, we made a mistake, frankly, and I am perhaps as much
to blame as other scientists. In 1966 in California we didn't stress
control of oxides of nitrogen concurrently with the controls that we
put on hydrocarbons and CO. This has led to the increased emissions
of oxides of nitrogen which, in part, are responsible for the tremendous spread in photochemical oxidant over the eastern portion of the
South Coast Air Basin. Thus, the first point is that, we simply weren't
comprehensive enough in our original legislation in California. I
should add parenthetically, however, as indicated in my prepared
testimony, that carbon monoxide levels have dropped; that portion of
the control strategy is working.
The .second problem is societal.
Scientists and technicians are not magicians. Thus, if we reduce
emissions, not just from automobiles but also from stationary sources,
by 50 percent, but double the number of people living in the air basin,
you are even worse off than you were before.
So, you have an enormous socioeconomic problem including that
of land use. In short, the major reason smog in the South Coast Air
Basin has not decrea.sed as rapidly as we had hoped is that although
control devices are becoming more and more effective, concurrently
there has been a large population increase in certain areas. In effect,
there is a battleground beween the technological control strategy and
societal demands for more land, more energy, and more transportation.
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This is why, in the Clean Air Act, the whole question of societal
options also must be considered. In severe smog areas, one just cant
do it with technology alone.
Mr. CARTER. You have had an increase in your population, both
human and in automobiles; is that correct ?
ilr. Prrrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. YOU think your problem has been compounded by this,
increased by this; is that correct ?
Mr. Prrrs. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. You think probably that the measures you have taken
would have been successful hrfd it not been for the population increase
in both people and automobiles; is that correct?
Mr. Pitts. That depends on how you define "successful."
Mr. CARTER. Speak just a little more slowly, please.
Mr. Prrrs. It depends on how your define "successful." If our population had been more stable in key areas of the South Coast Air Basin,
then we would have had more success today with our smog control
measures. However, a different type of success can be defined in terms
of the EPA implementation plan for the South Coast Air Basin, which
specifies that by 1977 the oxidant air quality standard cannot be exceeded more than 1 day per year. However, overall, the answer is
"yes" I we would have been more successful had the population been
stabilized and had we had appropriate and timely action in such
key areas of transportation as, for example, rapid transit.
Mr. CARTER. And no increase in the population.
Mr. Prrrs. That is correct. However, there is a qualifier even here.
The energy requirements per capita have also been going up, and more
energy generally means more smog.
Mr. CARTER. Let us suppose that you have had no population increase, and we will leave out the mass transportation, but we have had
emission control systems on our cars. Would the smog problem then
have been alleviated ?
Mr. PITTS. Yes, sir. If the proper total control systems had been put
on in 1966 and if the cars had been required to be properly maintained—I very strongly believe in mandatory inspection and maintenance of used automobiles to minimize their emissions—yes, the
problem would have been alleviated.
Mr. CARTER. Even with no population increase over the last 7
years?
Mr. Prrrs. Yes, sir. To illustrate my point, let us look at the air
monitoring data from Azusa, Calif., a city located about 15 miles east
of Pasadena. We chose this air monitoring station because oxidant data
has been generated continuously since 1957.
I should point out, however, under tlie alleviated conditions, the
smog would in no way approach the levels specified for the South
Coast Air Basin under the Clean Air Act. That is, all the existing technical measures have no chance of bringing the air quality in the South
Coast Air Basin to the point where the air quality standard for oxidant is exceeded no more than 1 day per year. This has been discussed
elsewhere, but I should stress again societal control strategies must be
employed along with technical controls if we are to approach even 50
days per year in which the air quality standard for oxidant is not
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exceeded, much less 1 day per year. I should note that presently in the
basin, east of downtown Los Angeles, the air quality standard for
photochemical oxidant is exceeded over 200 days per year.
In summary, to even approach the EPA's implementation goals,
it will require massive societal sacrifices as well as technological and
economic "sacrifices."
On the first graph [see the written statement], the white bar indicates the nimiber of days per year that California air quality standard
for oxidant, 0.10 ppm for 1 hour, were exceeded. I might add that the
Federal standard of 0.08 ppm oxidant for 1 hour is approximately
the same.
The vertical bars are the numbers of days per year in which the
hourly average for oxidant exceeded 0.20 ppm. Under a new system
proposed by the California Air Resources Board, those are days in
which a health warning alert would be called.
Finally, the solid black region, represents the number of days when
the hourly average or equaled exceeded 0.27 ppm. The significance of
0.27 ppm oxidant is that this is the level where in Riverside County,
we issue a school alert. When that oxidant level is reached, physical
education classes are canceled and students must come indoors. Actually, a school alert in Riverside is called for an instantaneous reading
of 0.27 ppm, so the data are not directly comparable, merely illustrative.
If you look at the first graph with yearly data, it looks as though smog
is in fact getting better. However, this may be somewhat misleading
because smog levels are strongly affected by the meteorology, of a
given day, season or year.
Thus, while we had a miserable, smoggy summer last year, we had
a marvelous fall and winter. About September 15, the weather fronts
started to come through southern California; it was beautiful. It
rained. There was virtually no serious sustained smog problem in the
basin from the first of October on. This is reflected in the 1972
averages.
However, if in 1973, we have a more typical dry fall and winter;
then I think the "bars" will go up.
Let us turn to the next chart and examine the data for July, a peak
smog month. On the top graph we have number of days for each
July since 1957 that the Azusa station exceeded the specified oxidant
levels. Note that since 1957, with the exception of 2 years, 1968 and
1969, the health-related air quality standards were exceeded every
day of July.
Then in the medically significant values of dosage—^that is, the total
number of hours of exposure at or above given levels, per month—
you will see there was no significant change in photochemical smog
over the last 15 years. The data speak for themselves.
I would caution that the data will vary from station to station and
that in downtown Los Angeles, the photochemical oxidant levels have
dropped.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you very kindly, sir.
Mr. PRFHTER. Mr. Hastings?
Mr. HASTINGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Pitts, I appreciate your testimony. I am going to try to clarify
my understanding of what you have presented to this committee here.
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One point I would like to question you on. On page 3, you refer to
nuclear reactors. Your recommendation is that we make a definitive
study that could lead to drafting of legislation that would produce
in the near future a coordinated national effort dedicate to the development of, et cetera, et cetera.
Are you saying in fact then that we should not proceed with the
construction of nuclear plants for the production of electricity at this
point in time without further study ?
Mr. Prrxs. I am very glad you asked that question. It is very important. I should clarify that portion of my written statement. My
answer to your question is a qualified "No." Thus, I think we should
proceed with nuclear powerplant construction at an accelerated pace,
but only if it is consistent with adequate safeguards for public health
and safety. I also believe we should proceed with a greatly expanded
program of research to make them safer, and hopefully, to go to fusion
systems perhaps 20 years hence.
The current dilemma in southern California is that many of us
living in that area, in effect, want something for nothing. We say we
don't want more fossil fuel powerplants in southern California because they produce nitrogen and sulfur oxides, and particulates.
On the other hand we don't want nuclear powerplants for various
health, safety, and ecological reasons—some of them very sound.
However, we want more air-conditioners and other items that consume more energy. What do we do ?
One possible solution is exemplified by the Four Comers fossil fuel
powerplant complex. However, I don't advocate that strategy as a
solution to southern California's energy problem. It is a totally wrong
and indeed immoral act to pollute the clean air and water of a beautiful coimtry hundreds of miles away just to produce more electric
Eower for us southern Californians. If we want more power, we must
B prepared to pay the environmental price for it, and here, not
there.
Mr. HASTINGS. Are you saying we should proceed with the construction of these plants but we should be aware of the risk and we
should carry on studies ?
Mr. Prrrs. Yes, sir. One approach that should be investigated
seriously is the possibility of burying the nuclear powerplants undergroimd. I have heard of this being a possible safety approach.
Mr. HASTINGS. Let me make a point. When we talk here in the Congress about allowing the construction of nuclear plants we are talking about maybe next week. We are not talking about an investigation
that you say probably should be carried on. We are reduced to the
situation where we have to say yes or no. That, maybe, is what I am
looking for, yes or no.
Mr. PITTS. I can't give an unqualified yes or no because we have to
be very sure of the safeguards that are built into a given nuclear
plant. Given what I think is the existing technology for safeguards, as
updated now because of environmental concerns, given the further
approach that the plan might be buried underground for additional
safety, then my answer for critical air quality regions such as California is that, if we demand substantially more energy and air free
from NOx, SO, and particulates, we will have to go to nuclear powerplants. I see no other alternative for tlie short-term future. In the
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longer term, geothermal and solar energy are attractive and should
be explored and developed at a high priority, but they may not have
the capacity to meet projected needs. One would hope that the energy
demand could be slowed down; this would ease some of the pressure to
construct new generating plants; fossil fuel or nuclear.
Mr. HASTINGS. If I understand the basis of your testimony, it is that
we should stick with the standard we currently have in the Clean
Air Act, is that correct ?
Mr. PITTS. Yes, sir, with one possible exception and that is a debatable point, the N0« emission control standard of 0.4 gram per mile
in 1976. The present 0.4 gram per mile proposed for 1977 might be
too stringent and may well present technical problems which just
aren't easily overcome without excessive costs to all concerned. However, I strongly believe tliat NO, emissions from motor vehicles should
not be allowed to go to 2, 3, or 4 grams per mile in 1976, as has been
proposed in some quarters, but should be kept at 1 gram per mile or
preferably less.
Thus, I support 1 gram per mile for NO,—or preferably less—and
holding hydrocarbons and CO as specified; that is, 3.3 grams per
mile for CO and 0.40 gram per mile for hydrocarbons.
Mr. HASTINGS. At the same time you are suggesting some of these
standards cannot be met by tlie time frame in the act.
Mr. PITTS. In that case I was referring to a different matter; that is
air quality standards rather than emission standards. In my statement, I proposed retaining the present air quality standards at their
existing levels but instituting a variance system for specific urgent
needs.
This relates particularly to the energy crisis. In my statement, I
was specifically concerned with the additional oxides of sulfur that
are going to be introduced into the atmosphere if high sulfur fuel is
substituted for natural gas or low sulfur—0.5 percent or less—liquid
fuel.
My point was that we should not compromise health-related air
quality standards, even because of a pressing national need and even
though drastic measures may have to be taken.
My "variance" approach is basically to retain the air quality standard but admit that we are going to compromise air quality for a certain number of days per year during the "crisis."
Mr. HASTINGS. I understand what you are saying. I am not so sure
you can write that in legislation. You keep the standard but allow
them to violate it; I think this is what you are saying. I don't know
how we can get that written in statutory Innguace.
I think you pose a very difficult problem for this committee with
that type of suggestion. Yet, I suppose it is a rather practical one.
I think that is really the problem this committee is faced with.
You think that we should have in the act the terminology "economic
and technological feasibility"?
Mr. PITTS. Should it be in the act ?
Mr. HASTINGS. Yes.
Mr. PITTS. That is a very general question.
Mr. HASTINGS. It is a specific one. It was in the act at one time before
the gentleman on the other side of the Capitol decided to take it out.
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Mr. PITTS. It depends on where that is put. If you put economic and
technical feasibility
Mr. HASTINGS. In meeting the variance from the standards should
the terms be included.
Mr. PITTS. It depends. Air quality standards are based on the health
effects of a given pollutant on man, and they are not subject to economic or technological considerations.
However, when you come to specific control measures to achieve
those health-related air quality standards, then one has to look at
economic and technical considerations.
Mr. HASTINGS. I would assume since you highly recommend that
we commit a great deal of money to research, training, demonstration,
and development programs, in fact, you are saying we need to do a
great deal of research and development before we know completely
what we are talking about.
Mr. PITTS. That is correct.
Mr. HASTINGS. Here we are again, we have the problem of writing
in a statute, guidelines to do something, yet an expert like yourself
says we don't know enough about it to be able to know statutorily
what we are saying.
That again poses a very very difficult problem. Overall we are simply going to have to balance the needs and demands of energy as opposed to the great interest in achieving clean air.
Mr. PITTS. Yes, sir.
Mr. HASTINGS. Thank you very much, Dr. Pitts.
I have no more questions, Mr. Chainnan.
Mr. PREYER. Mr. Heinz ?
Mr. HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. ChaiiTnan.
Dr. Pitts, I would like to tliank you for some very learned and very
useful testimony to the subcommittee. I would like to ask you to expand on one or two comments you made just so that I have a totally
clear picture.
You made reference to the fact that EPA either was in the process
of or had modified and relaxed the NO, standards. Did I understand
you correctlj' ?
Mr. PITTS. I^et me find that section in my statement. I quote on
page 10 of my written testimony:
One dlstingui.shed air pollution re.iearcher has pointed out. In effect, "The
Environmental Protection Agency has recommended to the states that nitric
oxide is not a problem."

The researcher then went on to state, "This position is summarized
for the Power Industry" in an excerpt from Power Engineering, August 1973:
On February 28, 1973, William D. Ruckelshau.s, then EPA head, told a Congre.ssional committee that nitrogen oxides are not the problem they were thought
to be earlier. On April 17, he told a Senate committee the EPA would reclassify
all the air control regions, except Lo.s Angeles and Chicago, which were originally
Judged to exceed the NO. health-related standard. This, he said, would remove
the need for the adoption of XOi control strategy, and states which have adopted
such a strategy have the option of modifying it.

Mr. HEINZ. Excuse me. I^et me ask you then in response to that
quotation, to your knowledge has EPA reclassified any or all of the
air control regions ?
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Mr. PITTS. I really can't speak to that point. I do know they are
concerned with the reclassification. I do know that letters are going
out from the EPA to various State control agencies discussing this
entire question.
Mr. HEINZ. What is the nature of the discussion in such letters ?
Mr. PITTS. I can quote one. Basically, there is an implication the
NO, emission standards can, and perhaps should, be relaxed, in certain regions.
Mr. HEINZ. Perhaps it would be helpful, Mr. Chairman, if such a
letter could be made a part of the record.
Mr. PREYER. Yes; without objection.
[The letter referred to follows:]
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
REGION IV,
Atlanta, Oa., July 31,1973.
PETER P. BALJET,
Executive Director, Florida Department of Pollution Control, Z562 Executive
Center Circle E., Tallahassee, Fla.
DEAR MR. BALJET : On June 5 and 8, 1973, EPA published In the Federal Register proposed regulation changes related to nitrogen dioxide and State Implementation Plan requirements. Copies of these proposed changes are attached.
These ppoix>sed actions are the result of a special study that was conducted
during 1972 to clarify profclems associated with nitrogen dioxide.
In summary the proposed regulatory changes Include the following:
(a) Part 50—Proposes to rescind the current nitrogen dioxide reference
method and to identify three new potential reference methods.
(b) Part 51—Proposes to modify the requirements of an approvable control
strategy for nitrogen dioxide. If this change is finally promulgated States with
AQCK's classified as Priority I for nitrogen dioxide would l)e required to demonstrate the attainment of the national standard and adopt all measures
necessary to attain the national standard.
(c) Part 52—Proposes to reclassify 43 AQCR's from Priority I to Priority
III for nitrogen dioxide. This proposal also rescinds the EPA disajjprovals of
various nitrogen dioxide control strategies and the proposed EPA control regulations for certain AQGR's. In addition, the table which indicates the date for
attainment of the national standards would be changed, where appropriate, for
numerous AQCR's.
While the preambles to the proposed regulations provide a detailed discussion of this complex problem, there are some points that need to be clarified.
First, if Parts 51 and 52 are finally promulgated as proposed, a nitrogen dioxide
control strategy would not be required from your State. However, all SfHtes will
need to consider the maintenance of the national standard for nitrogen dioxide,
along with the other pollutants, in all AQCR's in accordance with the recently
promulgated EPA regulations for maintenance of the national standards and complex sources (40 CFR 51.12, June 18.1973).
Second, the proposed regulations do not .specifically cover what action is
necessary in relation to the submission of compliance schedules for sources that
control regulations for nitrogen dioxide have been adopted and submitted as part
of the State Implementation Plan. Since there Is no apparent need to control
stationary sources in most AQCR's to attain the national standard for nitrogen
dioxide. States will be able to rescind their nitrogen dioxide control regulations
that were sutimitted with the implementation plan. It is our position that States
should be encouraged to withdraw their control regulations for nitrogen dioxide
where it has been or can be demonirtrated that such regulations are not needed.
However, States should examine the need for controls on nitric acid plants since
these sources may be a nul.sance and may, in some cases, cause violations of the
national standards In the vicinity of the facilities. In addition. States may want
to retain their regulations pertMining to new combustion sources in the interest
of maintaining air quality standards. Controls for these new sources are economically reasonable because the control of nitrogen dioxide is an integral part of tlie
design. In those cases where n State intends to withdraw nitrogen dioxide control
regulations from its implementation plan, the State must hold a public hearing
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on the proposed implementation plan revision and submit It to the EPA Regional
OflBce for review and approval.
Third, in those cases where the State desires to maintain the nitrogen dioxide
control regulations that have been adopted and submitted with their implementation plan, they are presently required to submit compliance schedules for
individual sources to EJPA by August 15, 1973 as specified by the December 9,
1972 Federal Register. It Is recognized that this deadline date is unrealistic under
the current circumstances so we expect that this date will be changed when
the proposed EPA nitrogen dioxide regulations are promulgated. At the present
time, we anticipate the deadline date for nitrogen dioxide compliance schedules
will be changed to require their submittal within four months following the
nitrogen dioxide promulgations in the Federal Register.
It should be realized that the nitrogen dioxide proposals published in the
Federal Register are only proposed and there may be some changes in the regulations that are finally promulgated. We hope that these actions will be finalized
in the near future so that we can clarify the options that are ooen to the States
and the actions required with these options.
We recently received notices regarding your August 7 and 9, 1973 public
hearing which Includes compliance schedules for existing sources of nitrogen
dioxide. In view of the proposed actions published in the Federal Register and
the uncertainty as to future EPA requirements for existing nitrogen dioxide
sources you may wish to delay the adoption of these compliance schedules by
the Board until after the EPA regulations are promulgated. At the present
time we do not plan to require the submittal of nitrogen dioxide compliance
schedules by the August 15, 1973 deadline date. It is requested that a copy
of this letter and the attachments be made a part of the public hearing record
for nitrogen dioxide compliance schedules.
Copies of the June 5 and 8 Federal Register proposals were forwarded to your
office about a month ago and we hope that you have already submitted your
written comments on these proposed actions.
We will try to keep you advised as to future development on this issue and
if you should have any questions please feel free to contact this office.
Sincerely yours,
GENE B. WELSH, Director,
Air and Water Programs DiiHsion.

Mr. HEINZ. Dr. Pitts, perhaps you could enlijrhten me, further, if I
understand the quotation correctly, why does the reclassification of an
air control region have the effect of removing the need for the adoption of NOx control strategy ?
IVfr. Prrrs. The present NO, control strategy situation is complex
and confused. I have a position paper to clarify this question, recently
presented by EPA, and which I would like to submit to this committee.
It is very well done by Drs. Shy and Hauser [see p. 278]. They go into
the questions of reclassification of air quality regions and the ramifications of the distressing problem that the analytical instrument for
NOj that the EPA used in earlier field studies was seriously in error.
The method gave values for ambient levels of NO2 that were higher
than actually existed. The EPA was very forthright about this problem, and I commend them highly for their candor. They said in effect
"we blew it; our NO2 data were wrong because the method was wrong.
Such an error is somewhat understandable, because at that time the
EPA was under pressure to get data on ambient NO2 levels and there
was no reliable NO? air monitoring instrumentation available. Today,
as I understand it, they are saying in effect, "On the basis of the new
values we have calculated for ambient NO; levels, it is not the health
problem in some areas that we originally thought it was. However,
on the basis of other considerations we are sticking to our original
value for the air quality standard for NO2."
[Testimony resumes on p. 283.]
[The position paper referred to follows:]
ai-451 <P1. 0 O
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Thomas R. Hauser and
Carl M. Shy
Encironmental Protecriom Agtncy
Research Trifutglt Park, N.C. 27711

Position paper:
On Juty 27. 1972. WUUam D.
RuckcfshJus, Admini%trator of 1h*
Environmtntal Protection Agtncy,
dtftrrtd impltmtntttion of rsgulitJons
ragarding tha control of nitrogtn

OIMM

(NO,) from cartJin st«tfonjry sources
from July 31. 1972 to Juty I. 1973.
The dacition to postpone tha applicabta
ragulation tor on* yaar WJS dictatad by
a nc«d to raa%sas% and, where
necessary, revise th» Administrator's
classification of Priority I Air Quality
Control f?*gfOns (AQCR) set fortf) on
May 31. 1972 (Federal Register
37:J0842>. The noad to reassess was
in turn predicated on the results of
recant EPA studies which indicated that
the reference method for measuring
nitrogen dioxide (NO ) in ambient air
(Federal Register 36:8200, Apr. 30.
1971) seems to possess infierent
deficiencies which may have cauted an
overestimation of the extent of the NO,
problem In various AQCR throughout
the United States.
As a result of the above. EPA has
received numerous inquiries into the
current status of NO measurement
methodology. This article presents an
up-to-date status report on the above
subject and explains the actions within
EPA which are under way to resolve the
various questions whicb have been
raised.

5W CiKirwuiraniitl Sricnc* & T»chnoloix

JLhe 1967 amendments to the Oean
Air Act required th« Secretary or
Health, Education and Weirare to develop and publish air quality criteria
which, in his judgment, were required for
the protection of the public health and
welfare Additionally, the Act called for
the establishment of Air Quality Control
Regions (AQC'R) based on jurisdictional
boundaries, urban-mduslnal concentrations, and other factors including atmospheric areas, necessary to provide adequate impiemcniaiion of air quality
standards. Two hundred forty-seven
AQCR were designated between June 1968
and January 1972, "Air Quality Criteria
for Nitrogen Oxides" was published in
January 1971.
The Clean Air Act was further
amended in 1970 (PL 91-604) and required the administrator of EPA to
establish, among other things. National
Ambient Air Quality Standards, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants, and Standards of E^rformance for New Stationary Sources
of air pollution. The administrator
promulgated National Ambient Air
Quality Standards for six pollutants, including NO:, on Apr. 30. 1971. Concurrently the analytical methodology or
measurement principle to be used to
measure the six pollutants was promulgaicd. and these methods were called the
"reference methods." "Requirements for
the Preparation, Adoption, and Submitlal of Implementation Plans" was
published on Aug. 14. 1971, which outlined for the Slates what was to be meluded in plans to implement or achii-\e
the National Ambient Air Qujility
Standards. These regulations included
spcciticaiions that pollutants be mea-

sured by the published reference method
or a method demonstrated to be equivalent to the reference method.
Rafcrenc* method

The reference method for the 8tw!ysts
of NO; in ambient air to determine compliance with the rutional air quality
st8i\dards is the Jacobs-Hochheiser pn>cedure as modified by chemists within
the National Air Surveillance Networks
(NASN). This method involves the collection of NO. by bubbling ambient air
for a 24-hr period through an aqueous
O.IN sodium hydroxide solution to form
a stable solution of sodium nitrite. The
nitrite ion formed in the absorbing
reagent is then reacted with sulfanilamideand A^-1-naphthylethylenediamine
in acid media to form an azo dye which
is measured colorimetrically at 540 nm.
Calibration of the method is achieved in
accordance with directions published
along with the reference method uamg
standard nitrite solutions. The collection
efficiency of the reference tncthod for
NO: was previously determined to be
33% and a correction for this efticieiKy
has been applied to all data gathered to
date utilizing the reference method It is
precisely this average collection efficiency correction factor that is rww in
question, and this subject will be
addressed later in this discussion.
In the summer of 1971, EPA conducted
a special study in urban areas with
polentialairpollulion problems to gather
ambient NO. data to be used by the
sutes to develop implementation plans
for the conirol of NO,. The mothod
Used in iht! 1971 Summer Study wjs the
reference method as published in the
Federnl Rrgisier. As a result of that
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feature
Doubts about the accuracy of measured concentrations
of NOj in ambient air have led EPA to reassess both the
analytical technique and the extent to which
NOi, control will be needed to satisfy federal law

[ IMOj^ measurement
Sununer Study and other available data,
43 AQCR in 29 states were classitied as
Priority I for NOi~tbat is, these states
may be required to control NO^ emissions from stationary sources to have
acceptable implementation plans. Concurrent with the Summer Study, intensive investigations were being conducted
by scientists at the National Environmental Research Center in the Research
Triangle Park, N.C. (NERC-RTP) to rcinvestigate the analytical parameters of
the reference method. These investigations resulted tn EPA arriving at its
present position as slated earlier—i.e.,
that the results of recent investigations
indicate that the reference method for
NO^ seems to possess inherent deficien'
cies which may have caused an overestimation of the extent of the NOj problem in the various AQCR. It should be
noted that EPA has already established
the regulatory framework necessary for
the control of NOt based on the original
data and. hence, control can proceed
quickly if warranted by the new data.
On the other hand, the one-year delay
in the application of control regulations
has been instituted by EPA to ensure that
firiiil control regulations are consistent
with the findings of the new data.
R«c*nt InvMkigatlwis

The main investigations leading to
the conclusion (hat the reference method
may have some inherent problems were
conducted by the Office of Measurement
Standardization (osts) and the Laboratory Measurements RL-icarch Section
(LMBs) of the Division of Chemisiry and
Ph>sits and in the Air Quality Analytical
Lalx>ratory (AQAL) of the Division
of Aimosphenc Surveillance. Nitrogen

dioxide generation-dilution systems
based on an NO: permeation tube were
used during all investigations. Nitrogen
dioxide-air mixtures of vnrying concentrations were generated by the CMS
and the mixtures were sampled and
analyzed by the reference method for
NOj. The collection efficiency of the
reference method was then determined
by comparing the amount of NO: found
after analyses vi. the known amount of
NOi generated and introduced into the
sampling train. Before insertion of the
permeation device in the NO; generationdilution apparatus, dynamic blanks
were run, and it was found that blank
corrections were negligible.

For each test atmosphere generated,
at least five simultaneous samples were
collected and analyzed. Hence, the data
points in Figure I are averages > five
determinations.
Additionally, four
different permeation devices were used
during the study. The results shown in
Figure I demonstrate that the collection
efficiency of the reference mi:thod varies
nonlinearly with NO: concentrations
from 15% at 740 Mg m' to 50-70% at
the 20-50 pg/m'. These data agree
reasonably well with the limited permeation tube data published in tfie nrfcrcncc method and by Purdue ct al.
[ESfct, 6. 152. (1972)]. This method of
calibration differs from that published
ValunM «, NunitMr 10, Octotwr 1972
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for the reference method in that NOj
gas rather than nitrite ion is dynamically
carried ihrou^ the reference procedure.
This, in turn, refl<xts the advancement
in the state of the art and use of the NOj
permeation device as a calibration standard which afforded the opportunity to
study the NOi analytical problem in
much more depth.
The second problem recently found
in the reference method is a positive
interference caused by the presence of
nitric oxide (NO) in the ambient atmosphere. Dilute mixtures of known concentrations of NO) in air were prepared
by pa.uing purified air over an NO}
permeation tube. Known amounts of
NO were then metered into the dilute
NO; gas stream, and the entire mixture
was analyzed by the reference method
for NO). The response obtained from
the reference method, with and without
NO in the dilute NO; gas stream, was
noted and results appear in Table I.
The reference method as publisTwd
contains directions on how lo calculate
the concentration of NOi Oig/m* and
ppm) in the air sampled. In these calculations a correction is included for the
overall ethcicncy of the nvthod which
historically had been determined to be
35%. Inspection of Figure 1 shows that
at low concentrations of Nd in the
atmosphere (30-60 ^«g/m'). where collection efficiencies are much higher than
35%. the reported concentrations of
NO, will be much higher than the actual
ambient level. The positive interference
from NO. the extent of which still needs
further evaluation, could also be important in these areas of tow concentration.
In areas where the ambient level of NOj
is above I2O-130 ii3>'m\ a 35% collection efficiency factor is approximately
valid; at higher atmospheric concentrations, the application of the 35 % correction factor will underestimate the actual
NOt concentration in the air sampled.
Validity of past data

RPA fully rjrcognizes that the validity
of a tremendous amount of data cotlcct>:d in previous years may now be in
jcopAfdy. This is especially true for the
lowt'i' ambient air concentrations of NO)
whr;h may be erroneously high because
of the collection efficiency factors or NO
interference discu'ssed earlier. Where
data have been u&ed not simply for
trt^nd monitoring but in decision-making
proC'--«es for control of stationary
soiitcc^, the validity of the data becomes
«U «:iiportant.
One way to validate the put data is to
S9]
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apply a true correction factor lo the
data, if possible, to make them valid. To
ascertain if a true correction factor can
be generated, it will be necessary to
demonstrate a consistent relationship
between the current reference method
and another analytical technique. If a
consistent relationship can be shown,
then a correction factor can be applied;
if it cannot, then a new reference method
should be adopted.
To this end, the Division of Atmospheric Surveillance (DAS) and the Divi'
sion of Health Effects Research (OHER)
of NERC-RTP have added projects lo
ongoing activities to determine the interrelatability of existing NO, melhodology.
In conjunction with NASN aaivilies,
DAS is investigating two other new 24^r
integrated methods at all 200 sampling
stations on the NASN network in addition to the current reference method
now in use. A third new method will be
added shortly. In addition, DAS is installing chemiluminescent equipment at
the Continuous Air Monitoring Program
(CAMP) sites. This means that at each
CAMP site, NO) will be concurrently
measured by an instrument based on the
continuous Saltzman method, by a
chemiluminescence instrument, and
three or four 24-hr integrated methods
employed by NASN.
Similar studies are being conducted
by DHER in corijunction with its health
effects studies in Los Angeles, Calif.,
Chattanooga, Tenn., and St. Louis, Mo.
In these cities, six 24-hr integrated
methods, a continuous Saltzman instrument, and a chemiluminescence instru-

ment are concurrently measuring NOi
in the ambient air.
When all the studies are completed
and the data are evaluated, the results
will be published. At that time, the de>
cisions will be made conocming the
validity of past NO) daU collected by
the current reference method. The new
decisions, if needed. corKeming the reclassification of AQCR will be made early
in 1973
Another facet of this method evaluation and comparison study is that the
data generated will additionally assist
EPA in ntaking decisions in the area of
equivalent methods mentioned earlier.
Guidelines for the demonstration of
equivalency of analytical methodoU^y
are being developed by EPA with tenlatiw publication scheduled for latex this
year.
Effact en ttatlMMry aaurca d«ci>iona

The classification of AQCR with respect
to NO) was accomplished in November
1971. The determination of whether an
AQCH had an NOt problem of such magnitude to require stationary source NO,
reduction was based in part on air quality daU collected by the reference
method. At the present time, some 45
AQCK in 39 stales are classified as Priority I for NO) and may require that controls be placed on stationary sources.
The sources to be controlled include
oil- and gas-fired steam generating plants
of more than 250 million Btu/hr of heat
input and nitric acid plants. If the deficiencies in the reference method are
further substantiated, it must be con-
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TABLE II

Calibration of the Reference Method
as Used in Chattanooga

TABLE I

Effect of NO on the Reference
Method for NO.
N6.

100
1«
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M
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3U
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-i/w

NOi

"vsr nsr
NO

0
63
127
627
0
1205
1279
1242
0

m

332

ion

NO^

0.0
0.6
1.2
5.1
0.0
4.9
5.2
5.8
0.0
0.4

t.I
' J.0"-

dudcd that some of thi: AQCR with reported NOj problems may not truly
have an NO, problem but only one resulting Tfom the inadequacies of the
reference method. Hence, the EPA decided lo defer application of the promulgated regulations lo July 1, 1973.
To generate dau to assist in making the
future deci%ions, the OAS is placing three
or four 24-hr integrated methods in addition to the reference method in all 200
NASN sites as previously staled. One 24hr integrated method has been running
concurrently with the reference method
at all NASN sites since January 1972 and
• chemiluminescent instrument lo monitor NO| is being placed in every AQCR
classified as Priority I. These monitoring activities coupled with the activities
given earlier in the paper will enable the
Stationary Source Pollution Control
Program to reevaluate their classification of AQCR for NOi based on ihe bestaccepted slate of the monitoring art.
Efftct an moblla »ourc*« of NOi
In Section 202, Title U "Emission
Standards for Moving Sources," of the
Oean Air Act as amended in December
1970. it is spcciScally slated: "The
regulations under subsection (a) applicable to emissions of oxides of nitrogen
from lighi-duty vehicles and engines
manufactured during or after model
year 1976 shall contain standards which
rtquire a reduclion of at least 90 per
centum /runt the average of eniiaions of
oxities nf nitrogen actiiiilly measured from
light-duty vehicles manufactured during

%

%

39
38
39
,..38
38
52
36
57
29
29
24
45
23
55
26
50
20-17
20-30
2D
-33

-. *

i.u

20
31
26
44

:

-^K:S.»

0.135
0.090
0.039
0.020

0.50
0.10
0.056

U.5
18.3
39.0
35.0

TABLE ril

Computed NOi Concentrations, ppm
N«. al
•am*
pl«s

;

*

SM« N*.

65
School 1
65 ».>.Schoo)2
65 -School 3

^^

model year 1971 which are not subject
to any Federal or Sute enmsion standard for oxides of rutro^n" (emphasis
added). Two points need emphasis. The
reference method for NO] as published
is applicable to ambient air and not
emission sources. Second, the law calls
for a 90% reduction in the average emissions acluaHy measured in 1971. The
methodology used in 1976 should be
equivalent to that used in 1971 to measure the NO, emission initially. Since
the analytical method used for NO,
from mobile sources in 1971 was not
the reference method for ambient air,
then Ihe newly recognized deficiencies in
the reference method should have no
effect on the measurement of NO, emissions from mobile sources.
Effact on national primary
NO. standard
As mentioned earlier, NOi measurements by the reference method cannot be
assumed to have a constant 35% overall
efficiency. Since this assumption was
made for NO^ measurements obtained
using the reference ntethod as modified
for the Chattanooga School Children
Study [Shy. C. M., et al., APCA J., 20.
539 (1970)]. a rcexamination of the data
is required. For this purpose, NOi concenlrations obtained in Chattanooga
during the 1968-69 health study were
compared with NOj measurements obtained by the U.S. Army, which operated continuous monitors based on the
Saltzman technique. These monitors
ran simultaneously within 0.4 mile of

>•*)> Arttti. m«a«
nt
variable
cAMvctton
ion
c«ll«cti«n
•fftcivftcy
•cr
•fftctoiMy

0.109
0.078
0.062

-

Uppmr A
l«w«r M%
IhMlta l»r
c*lMniM 4

0.167
0.141,0.193
0.097 ^-0.085. 0.109
0.069 V/tOSl, 0.078

one of the air nrtonitoring stations established in the high NO< exposure area for
the health study (School I of the Chattanooga School Children Study). The
results of these measurements obtained
from November 1968 throu^ April
1969 (the period of ihe EPA health study)
were as follows:

U.S. Army lii«(rum«fit«
(SaKi man wthod). ppm
>luinb«r 1
NHfnb«f 2

0 099

EFA
iMalth mlwdy

0 087

0 093 (av of
1 and 2)
These data show relatively close agreement between the two methods, EPA
results are 17% above U.S. Army value*.
The two methods provide independent
estiinotes of the population exposure on
which our primary national standard
was based. The close agreement supports
the existing national primary standard
for NOiIn addition, the daily NO^ concentra*
tions obtained during the EPA health
study were reevaluated to account for
the variable collection efficiency of the
method used during the Chattarux>ga
study. Tltc analytical procedure was
dynamically calibrated using an NO|
permeation device, and the results are
gi%en in Table U. From the dau
given in Table II, it is possible to construct a calibration curve by plotting
NOI introduced on the Y axis vs. the
overall amount of NOj found on the X
axis. Using a regression analysis, a 95%
VdwM 6, Nwnbtr 10, Octotor 1971
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conndenoe band was then placed around
this calibration curve. Then, to corrca
the Chattanooga data for the variable
collection efhciency, the results of the
individual daily analyses were rectified
from NO, conoentraiions found to true
NOi concentrations by use of the introduced/found ratios ^ven in the calibration curve. At the same time, the corresponding upper and lower 95% confidence limits were also obtained for each
individual value. This procedure was
followed for each of the three "high
NOj" stations in the Chattanooga study
and the results are given in Table III.
Cdumn 3 in Table lU is the arithmetic
mean of the various individual NOi
concentrations incorporating a constant 3S% overall efficiency; column 4
was developed using the procedure described above to correct for the variable
collection efficiency.
These revised estimates must be qualified for values found at School 3 in the
high NO| area. Most of the individual
values in this area were below 0.013 p.im
which was the lower limit for calibration
data. Corrected NOt concentrations for
these values were computed by extrapolating the calibration curve data beyond the tower limits of observed introduced/found ratios. However, the results given in the above tabulation
represent reasonable best-judgment estimates based on these extrapolations.
Our revisions, based on corrections
for variable collection effideocy, increase

Inspection of the data demonstrates
that the ratio of NO to NOi in the air ot
the high NOj exposure area is about 0.38.
When this ratio is compared with the
data available in Table 1, it is seen thac
at low NOj concentrations (approiu>
mately 100 >ig/mO the NO/NOi ratios
observed in Outtanooga would have
little effect on the apparent coUectioa
efiiciency of Nd. At higbo- NO, coocentrations, the NO/NOi ratios would
increase the apparent collection efficiency from approximately 20 to 30%.
In conclusion, the several indepeodem
methods available to estimate NOi exposure during the Chattanooga health
study do not support a revision of the
National Air Quality SUndard for HO%.

Tbomas Hauser is the deputy director of
EPA^s Atmospheric Surveillance Didsion. He has been with federal air pollution control agencies for the past 17
years and has published widely in the
field of methodology for analysis of air
pollutants. Address inquiries to Dr.
Hauser.

Carl Shy is the director of SPA'S Heabk
^ects Research Division. Dr. Shy hat
served nith the US. Public Health
Service and NAPCA and holds teaching
positions at (he VnicersUy (4 North
Carolina and Duke University. He is am
editorial consultant for the Journal of
Chronic Diseases.

by 11.3% the estimate of NOi exposure
at School 3. the neighborhood at which
a significant excess of acute respiratory
illnesses was observed at the lo*«t of
the three high NO-, area exposures.
The U.S. Army also collected NO and
NOt data by the continuous Saltzman
method at six sampling sites in Chattanooga during 1967 and 1968. Two of
these sites were located in the high NO|
exposure area of the Chattanooga bealth
study. A comparison of means of hourly
NO and NOi data is given below:
ArHiM—Uc »w—. f^fim'
NO/WO.

Site A
SiteB

I3S

394
263

0 38
0 37

lO

(•)>

iSx
yo
toz
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(i«
l^iS
•f U-
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Mr. HEIXZ. I understand that and I have heard EPA say that. I
am asking what is a reclassification? I don't understand fully what
reclassifieation means. Does it mean a lowering or raising of ambient air quality standards with respect to a specific pollutant? Docs
it mean shifting the boundaries around so that you average higher or
lower as a result of more or different measurements ?
Exactly what does it mean ?
Mr. Pnrs. I'm not totally sure. As I indicated, I believe they are
not recommending, at least in their official position paper, any change
in the air quality standard for nitrogen dioxide.
With regard to the reclassification of regions, it seems to me they
are saying, "We originally felt that on the basis of the original data,
3 to 5 years from now you will, or may, have an NO2 problem."
Now, with the reanalysis of the data, we feel you won't have an NO2
problem because our data were wrong. Thus, we are going to reclassify
you from a "critical" region, where you were going to have to put
on additional controls on emissions, to a region where you don't have
to put on N0« contrnlo
Therefore, as I understand from the letter on revised N0« controls for stationary sources in certain regions, essentially the new
EPA strategy seems to lead to degradation of air quality in some
areas presently with clean air, at least with respect to N0«.
ISIr. HEINZ. Let me ask you one related question.
EPA claims that the measurement techniques overstated the
amount, the present existing measurement techniques or the old measurement techniques overstated the amount of N0«.
Is it possible that the same devices were used in establishing either
the toxicological, epidemiological or clinical effect of a concentration
of NO. on health?
Mr. PITTS. That is a very good question, Mr. Heinz, but I do not
know the answer.
Mr. HEINZ. If you don't know the answer to that I am sure we will
get into it eventually. And if you don't know the answer, you are not
expected to because you didn't come here as an expert on that particular item of EPA legislation.
That was my last question. If there are no further remarks you
would like to make on this I certainly thank you. Dr. Pitts, for appearing before the committee and, Mr. Chairman, I thank you.
Mr. PREYER. Thank you, Mr. Heinz.
Dr. Pitts, I have a list of questions which rise out of your testimony mainly along the lines of asking for a little fuller elaboration
of some suggestions you make.
Since we are running short of time I would like to submit this list
of questions to you and ask if you could provide us with written
answers for the record.
Mr. PITTS. I wull be glad to, sir.
Mr. PREYER. We have two important votes this afternoon involving
the Health Subcommittee. One is on the HMO bill and the other is
on the question of overriding the President's veto of the Emergency
Medical Services Act.
So I am afraid we will not be able to hold hearings this afternoon.
I will submit this list of questions to you. Thank you very much for
your very interesting and stimulating presentation.
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Mr. PITTS. Thank you, sir.
[The following questions and answers were received for the record:]
QUESTIONS

SUBMITTED BY CONOEESSMAN RICHARDSON PKEYEB AND ANSWEBS
SUPPLIED BY DB. JAUES N. PITTS, JB.

The following statements are made in answer to written questions submitted to
me at the conclusion of my testimony before the Subcommittee on Public Health
and Environment on September 12, 1973. I should particularly like to acitnowledgelhe assistance of Drs. Edgar R. Stephens and George J. Doyle, of the Statewide Air Pollution Research Center, who assisted me in formulating the responses
to questions 2(b), (c) and 5.
Question 1. At page i of your fitatement, you recommend additional studies
on "sulfates, nitrates and certain toxic metals." Could you please indicate which
potentially toxic metals in specific are deserving of more study f
Answer. There are a wide variety of toxic metals under Investigation by the
EPA and by the Committee on Biological Effects of Atmospheric Pollutants
(BEAP) of the National Academy of Sciences. Such toxic metals include
chromium, vanadium, lead, mercury, cadmium, etc. Their documents should be
consulted for scientific, technical, and medical information bearing on the signiflcance of such metals as air pollutants.
Metals that particularly concern me at this time are (a) manganese, because
of its actual and proposed use as a fuel additive for reducing visible smoke and
for increasing the octane rating of fuels, and (b) metals such as platinum and
palladium, which are being used in some systems as catalysts for control of exhaust emissions. The amounts emitted and the chemical and physical forms in.
which these metals are dispersed in the atmosphere—e.g., as dust from catalyst
reactors, comi)ounds, etc.—are of particular interest.
Question 2. At page 5, your statement indicates that two elements of smog—
oeone and oleflns—can greatly accelerate the transformation of sulfur dioxide
to partieulate sulfatc in the air.
(a) First, oould you explain iriefly what ia an olefln and whether it fails within
the general category of hydrocarbons or oxidantsf
Answer. Oleflns are unsaturated hydrocarbons. They are made up of only carbon and hydrogen atoms and are particularly reactive in jrtiotodiemical oxidations because they contain what is termed a carbon-carbon double bond. Molecules possessing carbon-carbon double bonds are very susceptible to chemical attack by such species as ozone or oxygen atoms, both important in the formation
of photochemical smog. Oleflns are a significant constituent of many types of
gasoline. Because of their great reactivity, some areas limit the amount of oleflns allowed in gasoline.
(6) Second, could you tell us a little about the studies which have shown thia
relationshipt
(0) A previous witness—Mr. Pierre Sprey—has indicated his opinion that
VOm may he even more important than ozone in the formulation of sulfatet.
EP.4's draft document on sulfatcs—dated December 1972—also recognized this
possibility. What is your reaction to this idea that NO, control may he important
to retard formation of sulfatest
Answer. Comments by Dr. Doyle: The eventual fate of sulfur compounds emitted to the atmosphere is conversion to sulfate aeros<yi followed by rain out to tJie
earth's surface. For urban pollution the pertinent question is "Does the presence
of NOi accelerate this conversion process enough to appreciably affect the higher
sulfate burdens in urban areas near strong sources of sulfur emission? Or
does the fact that sulfur compounds exist in higher concentrations in urban
areas alone account for the higher sulfate In these areas?
At the present time the answer can only be an opinion. There are no complete
definitive studies on this process in actual polluted atmospheres, at least for the
Los Angeles type of pollution. The ongoing California ARB sponsored study, of
photochemical aerosols at the Rockwell Science Center will furnish at least
some indications of the an.swers when completed.
I>aboratory studies have shown :
(1) The presence of a photochemieally reacting mixture of NO, and olefln (at
trace concentrations in air) accelerates the conversion of SOj to sulfate.
(2) The presence of a reaction mixture of ozone and olefln (at trace concentrations) causes conversion of sulfur dioxide to sulfate.
(3) The presence of water droplets (very small) containing certain metals In
solution promotes the conversion to sulfate.
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(4) The presence of water droplets with dissolved ammonia promotes conversion by atmospheric oxygen.
(5) If water droplets are highly acidic, the SO2 oxidation by Os is inhibited.
(6) Sulfur dioxide alone in air is photochemically oxidized at too slow a rate
to be significant for urban pollution.
At present, opinion in certain quarters is leaning toward the concept that
heterogeneous conversion is the dominant process. This is hypothesized to be the
ammonia-promoted process inaqueous droplets.
This concept raises a chicken and egg paradox. Aqueous droplets at humidities
less than 100% are not possible unless there is some hydrophilie strong electrolyte
present. Of the constituents found in photochemical aerosol, the most liltely
candidates for stabilizing electrolytes are .sulfuric acid and its salts. How does
the initial haze of aqueous sulfate droplets get formed? Is there enough primary
emission of sulfuric acid or its anliydride to provide the initial aqueous nuclei for
appreciable heterogeneous conversion?
Jfj/ opinion on this subject is: There are several alternative paths for sulfate
formation, all of which are suflBciently rapid to be significant in urban pollution
given the right conditions. Since the polluted atmosphere is not homogeneous, the
conditions vary from place to place and time to time, so that one of the paths may
be dominant at one point in space time and another at second point and so forth.
NO, promoted photo-oxidations will be important to an appreciable extent when
averaged over a large area like Los Angeles. It will be dominant in regions where
there are few primary hygroscopic nuclei of any great size and little ammonia.
In places having high ammonia and little primary sulfate emissions the photochemical route will provide the initial large nuclei of high pH necessary to
initiate the heterogeneous process.
I wish to point out that our knowledge of sulfur compound reactions with
intermediates of the NOx-promoted photochemical photo-oxidation is incomplete.
At present, only an unknown intermediate in the relatively slow ozone-olefin
reaction is definitely implicated. It may be found that some other intermediate
is more effective in this conversion. Some of the more reactive intermediates have
been ruled out as too slow, e.g., 0('P) and OH at least as far as homogeneous
processes are concerned.
The final opinion: NO, control will inhibit sulfate formation, but not proportionally or completely.
Answer. Comments by Dr. Stephens: The conversion of sulfur dioxide to sulfate by atmospheric reactions has been demonstrated in a variety of government,
university, foundation, and industrial laboratories. It is clearly an important
atmospheric process. The exact mechanism by which this conversion takes place
is still uncertain, because it occurs in a complex mixture undergoing complex
chemistry. It is not possible to say just which components cause the oxidation
of the sulfur dioxide. There are several different theories to account for it, none
of which have been conclusively demonstrated. One of these theories is the oxidation by NOj. a reactive species formed from the reaction ozone and NO2. Another
is oxidation by peroxy radicals which would be derived from the organic material. A third is the one mentioned in the testimony; the reaction of ozone with
oleflns. A fourth is catalytic oxidation in the water droplets Involving perhaps
heavy metals or even ammonia. One mechanism which does not work is direct
reaction of ozone with SOi or direct reaction of PAX with SOi.
•Studies at Franklin Institute, Stanford Research In.stitute, Battelle, and General Motors have shown that in photochemical mixtures containing SOi, hydrocarbons, and nitric oxide, the formation of sulfate aerosol is delayed until the NO is
completely converted to NOi. Aerosol then forms at the same time as ozone is
formed. This does not mean that ozone is directly responsible for the oxidation of
SO2; it only means that the SO2 oxidizer Is not formed until NO conversion is complete. Since increasing NO concentration delays the formation of ozone, I think
it is probable that it would also delay formation of aerosol, although this has not
been as widely studied as the formation of oxidant. Likewi.se, increasing hydrocarbon promotes formation of ozone, therefore, I believe would promote the formation of sulfate aerosol. Following this argument, I think that the formation
of sulfate would follow the .same pattern as the formation of ozone, and therefore, the beat means of control would be to control hydrocarbons rather than NO.
even though NO, may well be involved in the oxidation of SO2 to SO,. These ideas
are set forth in more detail in a National Academy of Sciences Report which
has just been issued as a part of the work of the Committee on Motor Vehicle
Bmissions.
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Question 3. At page 6, you recommend a "major expansion in the program for
monitoring particulatc sulfate in the ambient air." How many state, local, or
federal stations currently monitor sulfatesT
Answer. I have been unable to come up with a precise number of actual monitoring stations where sulfates are measured in ambient air. However, It has been
reported to me that there are approximately 17 stations throughout the U.S. In
any case, data are being taken from the U.S. National Surveillance Network
(NASN), and it was these data that Dr. Altshuller of the EPA used in his paper
"Atmospheric Sulfur Dioxide and Sulfate." This paper is referenced in my written statement.
Since my written testimony, two pertinent articles have appeared. One, entitled "Ambient Air Monitoring for Sulfur Compounds: A Critical Review," has
appeared in the Journal of the Air Pollution Control Association, Vol. 23, page
761, September 1973. This article by Joseph Forrest and Leonard Newman, along
with Dr. Altshuller's article provides what should be the most up-to-date lnfop>
mation on ambient SOi and partlculate sulfate levels. The second article, by
P. O. Warner and L. Stevens, is entitled "Revaluation of the 'Chattanooga School
Children Study' in the Light of Other Contemporary Governmental Studies"
[J. Air Poll. Control As-soc, 23, 769 (1973)]. The authors suggest that Interferences, such as sulfuric and nitric acid vaiwrs, "be considered detrimental to
the formulation of a valid air quality standard for nitrogen dioxide."
In a rebuttal to the article. Dr. Carl Shy of the EPA [JAPCA, 23. 771 (1973)]
defends the present air quality standard for NOj and points out that the National
Academy of Sciences will undertake a critical review of nitrogen oxide criteria
in the calendar year 1974. In Dr. Shy's rebuttal, there is a particularly interesting table that gives annual average NOj concentrations, and annual average suspended particulates in the form of nitrates, sulfates, and the sum of the two for
seven U.S. cities. I am including the table for your Information.
TABLE I.-<;OMPARISON OF AIR POLLUTANT LEVELS IN THE VICINITY OF THE CHATTANOOGA TNT PLANT WITH
THOSE OF SELECTED U.S. CITIES '

•
Location of monitoring station

Annual
average
NOi
(pg'/M')

Annual average suspended partiailates—ti(/M>
Nitratts

Sulfates

Nitrates plus
sulfates

Chattanooga"
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185
120

12.6
4.2

5.7

11.5

13.2
15.7

25.3
19.9

New York
Philadelphia

102
84

2.7
3.6

22.2
21.9

24.9
25.5

Los Angeles
Chicago
Detroit
SanDlago

80
64

4.5
5.4

14.5
7.7

17.3

19.0
13.1

> N0> data, except for Chattanooga, was obtained in 1972 by the arsenite bubbler method. Nitrate and sulfate levels
from all cities except Chattanooga were obtained in 1970 by the National Air Surveillance Network.
> Data tor Chattanooga collected in 1968-69; NOi data obtained in 1967-68 by the continuous Griess-Saltiman method.

It Is interesting that Los Angeles has a high nitrate level, but also appears to
have a relatively high partlculate sulfate level, even though the ambient levels
of gaseous SO» have been quite low.
Question Jf. At page 7, you recommend plans to develop progressive incrc'
ments of pollution control toward the health standard. Could you explain a little
more fullywhat you have in mindt
Answer. My point in Section V, Implementation Plans, is basically that In
areas suffering from serious air pollution, such as the Los Angeles Basin, the
public and its officials have been presented with "all-or-nothing"-type implementation plans, some of which appear to them to be either Utopian and/or
disastrous. Indeed, to effect drastic cutbacks in photochemical oxidant, completely impractical measures (such as over 80% gas rationing) were proposed.
Unfortunately, the public has not been presented with sound interim strategies
designed so that smog control would advance toward the desired long-term goals
in some reasonable fa.shion—(1) scientifleally and technically, (2) from a cost
effectiveness viewpoint, and (3) furthermore, as being practical in that it could
actually be carried out without .seriously disrupting the life-style of the people.
For example, a legitimate flrst-stage goal of an implementation plan In
southern California might l>e to reduce photochemical oxidant to levels in the
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South Coast Air Basin where they do not exceed the proposed California
Advisory health alert of 0.2 ppm for one hour for more than five days per
year. The questions could be asked of the EPA: "What measures would have to
be taken to achieve this specific goal? What steps would have to be taken
to reduce it to no more than one day a year? When could such an improvement
be realistically expected?"
Question 5. At page 8, you note that EPA now says that NOt levels in major
cities are fairly safe. Yesterday's tcitness—Mr. Sprey—disagreed. He argued
that in effect, EPA had doubled the standard by leaving the number at 100 micrograms but changing the method of measurement to one that would register only
half as much NOi in the air. What is your opinion about this dispute?
Answer. It is very unfortunate that the shortcomings in the method for measurement of nitrogen dioxide in jwlluted air have caused so much confusion. We will
never get out of the confusion if we continue to accept the incorrect measurements, which is apparently what the other witness, Mr. Sprey, recommended. The
EPA makes a good case for believing that their ambient air NOi measurements
were in error because of the use of a faulty correction factor. If we accept the
EPA's view, and I have no reason to doubt it. It is scientifically sound to correct
the NOj values according to the best judgment currently available to give proper
NO, concentrations and not fictitiously high ones. The fact that this error in the
ambient air measurement is on record in the Federal Register as an EPA Statement must, of course, be recognized in the standards-setting proces.s. Failure
to recognize it would provide an opening for challenge of whatever standard !s
established, and whatever control measures are based on that standard. This
would be an untenable position, both scientifically and legally.
Question 6. Could you elaborate on your statement at page IZ that one of the
exhaust emission control devices scheduled for use in 1915 or 1976 may produce
significant quantities of aldehydes?
(a) Which system?
Answer. I would prefer not to disclose the specific system at this time because
my source of information reque.sted that it be kept confidential. I would only
like to indicate that it is a system that Involves a thermal reactor.
(6) How serious are aldehydes from a health standpoint?
Answer. Certain aldehydes are major eye irritants. These include acrolein and
formaldehyde. They also may have other effects on our respiratory system,
but I am not sure whether these are important at ambient levels. This Is a good
question to address to a pulmonary physiologist.
(c) Won't control of all hydrocarbons equally control aldehydes?
Answer. Not necessarily. For example, most catalytic converters in good operating condition will indeed control aldehydes as well as hydrocarbons, perhaps
even better because aldehydes are partially oxidized hydrocarbons. The question
arises, however, when one considers aged catalyst systems which have lost
much of their activity; concern has been raised in some quarters that their loss
in eflBciency might be such that a significant fraction of the hydrocarbons entering the catalysts would not be completely oxidized to carbon dioxide and water,
bat would form aldehydes on the catalysts. Recent data suggest this is not a
problem with present catalyst systems currently feeing tested and used by a
major motor company. I trust this is the case, but it is a point worth .seriously
discussing with the automobile manufacturers who use catalyst systems. Furthermore, as indicated above, it appears that some control systems using thermal
reactors may indeed reduce hydrocarbons, but in part at the expense of producing stg^niflcant amounts of aldehydes.
Question 7. Dr. Pitts could you summarize for us what you believe would be
the best overall control strategy for netc cars, stationary sourocs, and transportation controls at this time to get the most health protection for a reasonable cost?
Answer. This is a highly pertinent, but very broad, question that would be difficult to answer in detail at this time. I would respectfully request that my staff
at the Statewide Air Pollution Research Center and I con."5ider this question
at some length and communicate directly with the Subcommittee when our ideas
have crystallized and can be formulated in some reasonably concise fashion.

Mr. PRKYER. We have two more witnesses, Dr. Stewart and Dr.
Ayres. Are they here ?
Dr. STEWART. I am Dr. Stewart.
Mr. PREYER. Dr. Stewart, you are the first on the list here.
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We will ask you to testify at this time. You have submitted your
written statement.
You may read your statement or we could put it in the record and
have you summarize it.
STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD D. STEWART, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE, MEDICAL COLLEGE OF WISCONSIN
Dr. STEWART. Mr. Chairman, I was asked to prepare a brief critique
of the air quality standards [see p. 296] even though my area of expertise is carbon monoxide (CO).
So I have asked Dr. Jack Peterson, chief of environmental engineering at our medical school, to help in the preparation of this brief
critique.
I was also asked to concentrate on carbon monoxide, and had requested that a slide projector be made available because, with a few
teaching slides, I could cover the subject more thoroughly in the brief
amount of time allotted.
But I haven't seen a slide projector arrive so I am assuming now
that we do not have it. Is that right ?
Mr. PREYER. We'll check.
Dr. STEWART. My apologies, Mr. Chairman, because I could have
brought a projector along.
We would save ah immense amount of precious time if we had one.
I would like to give a quick summary of the critique which Dr. Peterson and I prepared.
Section 109 of the Clean Air Act, as amended in 1970, called for the
setting of national primary and secondary ambient air quality standards by the Environmental Protection Agency. Standards for sulfur
oxides, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants,
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen dioxide were published in the Federal
Register in April and November 1971.
These standards were based on criteria documents published by EPA
in January 1969 (sulfur oxides and particulate matter), March 1970
(hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and photochemical oxidants), and
January 1971 (nitrogen oxides).
A thorough review of the criteria documents and of the resulting
ambient air quality standards reveals that:
(1) Each criteria document was based upon a thorough search of
the literature available prior to the document's publication.
(2) Very little quantitative, uncontroversial data on the health
effects of air pollutants was found.
(3) Although other effects of air pollution were considered in the
preparation of the criteria documents, information relating to health
effects was emphasized.
(4) In judging the worth of data for the purpose of setting air
quality standards, there was an obvious emphasis on data which would
support a conservative standard in each case.
(5) With the exception of sulfur oxides little thought was given to
the economic impact upon the United States of any of the air quality
standards—EPA had no legal obligation to consider economic aspects.
(6) Under a legal obligation to promulgate air quality standards
whether or not adecjuate data existed upon which to base these standards, EPA did a remarkably good and conscientious job.

The controversy which has arisen in the scientific community subsequent to the publication of criteria documents and the promulgation of ambient air quality standards has been based either upon the
examination of new data or upon a different interpretation of the
originally cited data. The EPA is in the unfortunate position of
ha\nng to defend its prior judgments in the face of mounting criticism.
"While advocacy may be the basis of good law. it is not necessarily the
basis of good science which, instead, should be based upon the best
available facts.
The task set by Congress for the EPA to accomplish was herculean
and almost literally impossible. Adequate data did not exist in the
1969-71 period for the establishment of unassailably good ambient air
quality standards.
In fact, adequate data for the setting of such standards does not
exist today.
Furthermore, if the present trend continues, with the EPA defiantly
defending its original standards, the acquisition of adeqtiate data for
the establishment of scientifically unassailable standards will be unduly delayed. Arbitration between the EPA and her critics in scientific
community is necessary.
Basic to the kind of arbitration necessary is a reassessment of the
ambient air quality standards in the light of new data, new thoughts,
and perhaps new view points. To that end each of the standards will
be examined.
That is why I have come today to tell you how I happen to feel
about it.
I would like to state that my personal philosophy is that we should
allow no contaminants in our ambient air, absolutely none. The rate
at which we achieve this goal though I think should be dictated by
our scientific data base.
If our data base is sufficient we can promptly go to completely uncontaminated air but we should not rush pellmell into that situation
based upon an inadequate data base which could produce grave economic repercussions.
When we review the six air quality standards I think there are three
comments which, in retrospect, one would like to make.
First, the ori^nal six standards adopted outmoded names with
which to describe the air pollutants. With the exception of carbon
monoxide the rest of the names are really outmoded.
A term like "suspended narticulates" I think is a very cumbersome
terms with which to deal. The term "narticulates" means no more than
dirt. The specific suspended particulates should be identified and for
those which have health impact, criteria documents and air quality
standards should be provided.
I think even more important than doing away with the outmoded,
traditional names and recognizing the real culprits in our air which
have their untoward effect on health is the absolute necessity to have
a periodic review of the air quality standards. In the industrial setting air quality standards are referred to as the threshold limit values.
Mr. PREYER. Excuse me, Dr. Stewart, we do have a slide projector
here at this time. Perhaps you could submit your statement for the
record and make your presentation with the slides.
Dr. STEWART. Before going to the slides, T wish to make two recommendations. First, some provision for periodic review of the air quality
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standards is necessary. In the industrial setting, as I mentioned, the
threshold limit values which are the counterpart in industry for the
air quality standards for the rest of the Nation, do have careful annual
review and are either lowered or raised based upon the best available
scientific data. I think our air quality standards require no less.
These data are being generated daily and the standards need to be
modified up or down Based upon what the new data dictate.
The second recommendation is that I think any time air quality
standards are set forth consideration of the economic and environmental impact of such standards needs to be clearly defined.
I was asked to concentrate on carbon monoxide and it is a good air
quality standard to look at because it is controversial and some of the
problems which gave birth to the controversies are inherent in the
other air quality standards.
Carbon monoxide is one of the major air pollutants which can adversely affect human health. The Clean Air Act's air quality standards for 1971 limit CO exposure. If one adheres to the 8-hour standard,
carboxyhemoglobin saturations above 1.5 percent will not occur in
active nonsmokers.
The first slide will illustrate this point rather well.
[Slide.]
5lr. Chairman, what I propose to do is use as a basis for the discussion on carbon monoxide a series of slides with which we teach the
sopliomore medical students in our medical school because there are
some very basic points about carbon monoxide that once imderstood
I think enable us to evaluate the scientific literature.
[Slide.]
Listed here are the names of the key participants who gathered the
data that I would like to present.
[Slide.]
All of us are aware that each manufactures within his body a certain quantity of carbon monoxide. Thus, man's oldest poison really
is something that he has produced within his being from the early
periods of time. The carbon monoxide which we make within our
body comes from the breakdown of the red blood cells. If we were
breathing completely clean air with no carbon monoxide contaminant,
if we were in good health and had nothing wrong with our red blood
cells, we would have about four-tenths of 1 percent of our blood
saturated with carbon monoxide. Four-tenths of 1 percent of our
oxygen carrying capacity would have been lost as a result of this
CO combining with the red blood cells.
[Slide.]
Here is shown the increase in carboxyhemoglobin saturation when
a person is exposed to different CO concentrations. The lowermost line
shows the effect of 8.7 parts per million exposure to CO. This is the
8-hour standard. One can see there that exposure to 8.7 parts per million will result in a maximum bloodstream concentration, of 1.3 to
1.5 percent saturation.
The original criteria document based that figure of 8.7 upon three
pillars of evidence available at that time which will get to in a
moment.
What I wanted to point out is that the current industrial standard
is 50 parts per million and strong consideration is being given to
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reducing it to 35 parts per million. You can see this will result in a
maximum saturation of less than 5 percent carboxyhemoglobin. To
put it in proper perspective, one should mention that an individual
who smokes a pack of cigarettes per day will be around the 5-percent
saturation level. Five percent of his oxygen-carrying capacity will
have been lost.
The average person will develop symptoms of carbon monoxide
poisoning at 20 percent carboxyhemoglobin saturation: Headaches,
nausea, and vomiting. At 35 to 40 percent carboxyhemoglobin, the
ability to turn a car key off and on will be impaired. At 67 percent
saturation for 10 minutes, man will die if he is not appropriately
treated with oxygen. You can see that for each of these various ambient
air CO concentrations, there is a maximum carboxyhemoglobin saturation which one can achieve.
[Slide.]
Now we have for carbon monoxide what we don't have for any of
the air quality standard situations, and that is we have equations,
mathematical expressions, which allow us to very accurately predict
for a given CO exposure exactly how much CO will be absorbed by
man. I show you this to illustrate that in an experimental situation
one can very accurately achieve the predicted carboxyhemoglobin
value. I show it also to illustrate that the analytical method on which
some of my conclusions are based are accurate over the range that
we are most concerned with, that range from our background carboxyhemoglobin of four-tenths of 1 percent on up to levels of five- to sixparts saturation.
[Slide.]
To quickly answer some of the questions that came up about carbon
monoxide's effect upon human health one has available a most valuable tool—a controlled-environment chamber in which the response
of human volunteers to various pollutants can be studied.
[Slide.]
Now in this environmental chamber you are looking through a large
picture window at the exposed volunteers. In this setting one very
accurately can control the concentration of carbon monoxide with
great accuracy while having absolute control over temperature and
humidity. Here one can study the precise effect of this gas upon man
and not therefore have to extrapolate from experimental animal data.
In the far comer there is a closed circuit TV to permanently record
the day's events.
[Slide.]
In the attached report I have listed the references to the scientific
articles which describe the technical aspects of this type of research.
We use two separate analytical methods [slide] to monitor the concentration of tne gas in the chamber: The gas chromatograph and
infrared. We use two independent analytical methods any time we
deliberately expose human subjects to a gas.
We use a minicomputer to collect all of the analytical data. This is a
readout on the screen during exposure to CO. You can see every
second the minicomputer presents exactly what has been in the chamber and what the cumulative exposure has been. With this computerized chamber one has finger tip control of the environment.
The subjects who have been used are healthy adults who are technically capable of understanding the risk involved. The philosophy at
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our school lias been not to subject human volunteers to more than a negligible risk.
[Slide.]
We place the volunteers in a very comprehensive medical surveillance program, with all of the usual clinical laboratory determinations
done to insure that the individuals are enjoying good health before,
during, and following the carbon monoxide exposure.
[Slide.]
Prior to every exposure a very thorough repeat medical examination
is done on the volunteers. Here a EKG is being taken. Because carbon
monoxide exerts its primary effect on the cardiovascular system we
utilize various techniques for monitoring the heart continuously. With
this apparatus, similar to that in the space program we look at the
electrical and chemical activity of the heart during a known exposure
to carbon monoxide.
[Slide.]
A physician in attendance always watches the cardiac monitor.
[Slide.]
In the chamber setting we can exercise people to see what eflfect
rapid increase in carboxyhemoglobin would produce.
[Slide.]
We study people in this chamber for days. This shows some medical students who volunteered to stay in for a protracted period of
time, having an early morning breakfast. They also sleep in this chamber which has its own toilet facility.
[Slide.]
Most important of all, at strategic points in the experiment one
can have the subject put this arm out through a bloodport, get a
blood sample, and then measure the carbon monoxide concentration
in the blood for correlation with test performance.
[Slide.]
This, again, is a repeat of the original slide which shows our experimental data points plotted on top of a series of curves that were
originally derived at the University of Pennsylvania by a very brilliant group of researchers showing that in the chamber setting one
can beautifully reproduce the theoretical CO absorption curves.
[Slide.]
This shows the relationship between the increase in carboxyhemoglobin and the increase in cardiac output. This I would like to emphasize. The primary effect of carbon monoxide on man is a result
of the decrease in oxygen carrying capacity that it produces. So, if
you saturate 5 percent of the blood with CO the heart must compensate and will do so by increasing its blood output by 5 to 6 percent.
[Slide.]
Then using the same type of minicomputer we can collect the
physiological response data.
[Slide.]
Now the original air quality standards were based upon cognitive
tasks decrements. In other words, man's brain was reported to have
been affected by carbon monoxide.
[Slide.]
It had been reported by a group at Stanford that man's ability to
estimate 30 seconds, or to distinguish between short intervals of time
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was severely impaired at levels as low as 2 percent carboxyhemoglobin, levels above which the cigarette smoker is to be foimd continuously, and levels around which a good 30 percent of our population is
today.

[Slide.]
This shows our attempts over the past 5 years to corroborate that
original finding. Our initial attempts were exactly that, to corroborate.
These studies were conducted in a double blind setting. This is critical to obtaining valid data. Neither the subject nor the investigator giving the test may know whether or not carbon monoxide is
in the chamber because such knowledge could influence the test result. If I were told that I was being exposed to an excessive amoimt
of carbon monoxide prior to coming to testify to this committee, I
am sure my performance would be impaired. So, the subject is not
allowed to know, nor the investigator, whether or not exposure is
actually occurring. This precaution is essential, yet it was ignored
bv Dr. Beard in his original study.
" rSlide.]
Then you review the data on closed circuit TV once the experiment
is finished.
rSlide.]
Dr. Beard at Stanford U. was the one who announced the time perception defect and it was a dramatic defect. An individual exposed to
low levels of carbon monoxide to produce 2-percent carboxyhemoglobin, when asked to discriminate between short intervals of time had
a dramatic impairment. Wlien asked to estimate .30 seconds he would
count in slow motion. This would mean that a symphony orchestra in
L.A. could never play together and that a Hank Aaron in such a setting would never surpass Babe Ruth's home run record, the time impairment being so dramatically great.

rSlide.]
So, using the same sort of small enclosure as Dr. Beard, but additionally exposing individuals isolated in large chamber, and in a group
setting in the chamber over a 4-year period we found there was no
impairment in time discrimination, and no impairment in the 30second time estimation test.
So this put us in a position of disagreeing with Dr. Beard. This
didnt end up in a big debate as to whom was right. The scientific
groups got together, compared notes as to how the experiments had
been done. Dr. Beard tried to reproduce his original study, using the
double blind technique which he had not used originally, and was
unable to repeat his findings.
It still didn't mean that we had resolved the issue until a second
independent group, the Air Force group, came along and did similar
studies and obtained essentially the same results as had we. We went
one step further. We took faculty, not volunteers, but facidty, up to a
35-percent carboxyhemoglobin saturation, a saturation at which all
were made quite ill by the carbon monoxide.
We checked time perception at that concentration and found that
while response was slower because faculty were poisoned, time perception was not affected. Then these faculty were promptly treated in
a hyperbaric chamber.
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Therefore, we feel that time perception is one of the most resistant
human effects, one of the most resistant of our human modalities to
carbon monoxide effect. This has been published in the open literature
I referred to. The unfortunate thing is that in spite of its being scientifically refuted, the acting administrator for the EPA on June 14 of
this year in an open letter to the public still cites this work as one of
the primary reasons foi the current CO air quality standards.
The second pillar was the inability of middle-age firemen to do
arithmetic, again in a single blind situation. Four years of work here
with a great variety of subjects have shown that man does arithm&tic
well.
As we went on over this 4-year period and monitored some 30,000
individuals in various blind banks around the Nation to see actuaJly
what was their carboxyhemoglobin, we found this sort of relationship.
It showed that as the carboxyhemoglobin went up, either as a result
of exposure to the gas from automobile sources or from exposure
to the CO that is found in cigarettes, man compensates for this loss in
oxygen carrying capacity by increasing the number of red cells.
This indicates man has a partial ability to compensate and this is
what one would anticipate to be the case. So, from the standpoint of
the cognitive tasks, we feel that man's mind is not the most sensitive
target to carbon monoxide and that the air quality standards should
legitimately be set based upon their effect on the cardiovascular system.
1 cited in our little review the two pertinent articles in the literature regarding two studies showing what does happen when man is
exposed to low levels of carbon monoxide, a man who is crippled by
having advanced heart disease.
Now, my only criticism of the way in which the EPA has used
these data is that they have looked at the data and assigned what
they call safety factors. They feel that the current standams provide
a safety factor of between 0 and 100 percent, depending on the group
which you are looking at.
Unfortunately, the research has not gone quite far enough. When
you review the original articles you will see that the individuals tested
were already in badly polluted areas and that we do not know from
these people with advanced coronary disease what would have been
their performance had their base line testing been done in an uncontaminated zone.
The majority of the subjects tested were already at carboxyhemoglobin levels in excess of that now permitted, that 1.5 percent. Hence,
we do not have true base lines. All we know is that when they were
exposed to this level and then reexposed to take them to a higher
carboxyhemoglobin level, that their disease was worsened, their response to exercise less tolerant.
So, it is my contention that for certain air pollutants, specifically
carbon monoxide, there will be no safety margin for people with acivanced heart disease. Wliat needs to be assigned by EPA is the risk
factor if you set a certain standard. I think when the standard is set,
it should be recognized that if you allow one molecule of carbon
monoxide into the atmosphere, that one molecule will have a potential
for shortening by a fraction of a second the life of a little old lady
with advanced congestive heart failure.
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So, there is no safe level of carbon monoxide so far as the entire
population with disease is concerned. One has to then look to a reasonable level. I have suggested in our little paper what I would consider
to be a reasonable level of carbon monoxide in the air. I would not
induce any more strain on a little old lady with advanced heart disease whom I feel must be protected, no more strain than if she were
to eat a hamburger.
I think if you set an air quality standard more stringent than at
this point in our economic history that the damage could be very
great indeed. Ultimately, it would be very nice to have that little
old lady to be able to eat her hamburger without worrying about
whether she was in Milwaukee or Los Angeles, but I think the standard needs to be reasonable.
The other point that I did not make in the little handout that we
prepared for you, on too short notice really to have done as scholarly
a job as we would have liked, is the fact that you gentlemen need to
know at this point in history what percent of the American population in the major metropolitan areas currently exceed the air quality
standards.
We found in a national survey conducted in 1969 through 1971
that 45 percent of the blood donors in the United States had carboxyhemoglobin, the nonsmoking segment, ignoring completely the smoking segment of the population, the nonsmoking segment, 45 percent in the major metropolitan areas investigated had carboxyhemoglobin in excess of 1.5 percent and these data have been published and
we have cited them in this document.
So we do have a major problem with the air quality standards for
carbon monoxide. I think we have to look very realistically at our
current air levels and see whether or not the present standard would be
acceptable to us. It is my personal feeling, after reviewing the data,
that I probably would do nothing about the other air quality standards. The only one that I would consider holding in abeyance or
gradually taken down to a zero background level and that is where
I think carbon monoxide should be, at a zero level, I would set a realistic goal that we could achieve in this Nation.
I would not set a standard where the current one is, at a level that
I do not believe that we can achieve in the immediate future. I would
probably set a 24-hour standard rather than an 8-hour because, one,
we foimd in rural areas in the United States, in rural Vermont and
Connecticut, New Hampshire, that in these areas, there were still
significant portions of blood donors that had elevated carboxyhemoglobin levels above the air quality standards.
I would probably go for a 15-parts-per-million, 24-hour standard.
T would attempt to keep carboxyhemoglobins below a 2-percent level.
This would place people with advanced coronary disease in about the
same jeopardy that they would be if they walked briskly around
this table, ate a hamburger, or went out on a cold winter day. Then,
as technology was available and we had a solid data base, T would go
then as rapidly as I could feasibly do it to a zero level. Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 300.]
[The critique referred to follows:]
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CEITIQUE

OF AIR QDALITT

STAmjABDs

(By Richard D. Stewart, M.D., M.P.H., Professor and Chairman Jack E. Peterson,
Ph. D., Chief, Environmental Health Engineering)
From the Department of Environmental Medicine, The Medical College of
Wisconsin, Allen Bradley Medical Science Laboratory, 8700 West Wisconsin
Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. 53226
CBTTIQUE OF AIB QUAUTT STANDARDS

Section 100 of the Clean Air Act as amended in 1970 called for the setting of
national primary and secondary ambient air quality standards by the Environmental Protection Agency. Standards for sulfur oxides, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants, hydrocarbons and nitrogen dioxide were
published in the Federal Register in April and November 1971. These standards
were based on criteria documents published by EPA in January 1969 (sulfur
oxides and particulate matter), March, 1970 (hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide,
and photochemical oxidants), and January 1971 (nitrogen oxides).
A thorough review of the criteria documents and of the resulting ambient air
quality standards reveals that:
(1) Each criteria document was based upon a thorough search of the
literature available prior to the document's publication.
(2) Very little quantitative, uncontroversial data on the health effects
of air pollutants was found.
(3) Although other effects of air pollution were considered in the preparation of the criteria documents, information relating to health effects was
emphasized.
(4) In judging the worth of data for the purpose of setting air quality
standards, there was an obvious emphasis on data which would support a
conservative standard In each case.
(5) With the exception of sulfur oxides little thought was given to the
economic impact upon the U.S. of any of the air quality standards (EPA
had not legal obligation to consider economic asjjects).
(6) Under a legal obligation to promulgate air quality standards whether
or not adequate data existed upon which to base these standards, EPA did
a remarkably good and conscientious job.
The controversy which has arisen in the .scientific community subsequent to
the publication of criteria documents and the promulgation of ambient air quality
standards has been based either upon the revelation of new data or upon a
different interpretation of the originally cited data. The EPA is in the unfortunate position of having to defend its prior judgments in the face of mounting
criticism. While advocacy may be the basis of good law, it Is not necessarily the
basis of good science which. Instead, should be based upon the best available
facts.
The task set by Congress for the EPA to accomplish was herculean and almost
literally Impossible. Adequate data did not exist in the 1969-1971 period for the
establishment of unassailably good ambient air quality standards. In fact, adequate data for the setting of such standards does not exist today. Furthermore,
if the present trend continues, with the EPA defiantly defending its original
standard.s. the acquisition of adequate data for the establi.shment of scientifically
unassailable standards will be unduly delayed. Arbitration between the EPA
and critics in the scientific community Is necessary.
Basic to the kind of arbitration necessary Is a reassessment of the ambient air
quality standards in the light of new data, new thoughts, and perhaps new viewpoints. To that end each of the standards will be examined.
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon monoxide (CO) is one of the major air pollutants which has the
potential for adversely affecting human health. To protect the public, the
Clean Air Act's air quality standards of 1971 limit CO exposure. Compliance
with the 8-hour standard would prevent excursion of blood carboxyhemoglobln
(COHb) above 1.5% saturation In active non-smokers.
At the time the air quality standards were promulgated, three pieces of scientific evidence were at band which indicated that exposure to low concentrations of CO could exert a detrimental effect upon man's ability to perform
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cognitive tasks. The human response In the published literature reported to be
most sensitive to CO was time perception.' Beard and Wertheim liad reported
that exposure to CO concentrations as low as 50 ppm for a period as short as 90
minutes would seriously impair man's ability to discriminate between short
intervals of time or to estimate 30 .seconds. This decrement in time perception was
reported to occur at COHb saturations as low as 2%, a satiiratlon we now know
is frequently encountered by non-smokers, a saturation consistently exceeded by
the majority of the smoking population. Ignored by tlie EPA was the work of two
other research groups wlio, working independently, liad failed to corroborate the
time perception decrement reported by Beard and Wertheim'"'. Of importance
is the fact that Dr. Beard was unable to reproduce his original findings when
following a better experimental design.
In the face of this refutation, it is troublesome to the scientific community that
the Acting Administrator of the EPA on June 14, 1973 cited the Beard-Wertheim
work as supporting evidence for the current CO air quality standards in his
"Statement to the Public on Clean Air and the Automobile."
The mast sensitive decrement in cognitive task performance had been reported
by Schulte, et al.° Exposure to CO, 100 ppm. for periods of time sufficient to
elevate the COHb saturation to 4%, decreased tlie accuracy with which middleaged firemen could perform simple arithmetic and inspection tests. Again, the
conflicting research of other laboratories was ignored by the EPA ''.
The third piece of evidence cited was the work of McFarland' in which he
indicated that slight changes in man's ability to detect minute changes in light
intensity were impaired when COHb is rapidly elevated to ,5% saturation. However, at the 5% COHb level, the cardiovascular response l)ecomes tlie dominant
toxic effect of exposure, and few scientists would wish to risk the hazard of exposing persons with advanced heart or lung disease to CO sufllcient to elevate
the COHb above 5% saturation.
Therefore, the best available scientific data, ob.servations confirmed by a second
Independent research group, indicates that COHb saturations less than 5%
exert little influence upon the performance of cognitive tasks.
Two recent studies indicate that i)ersons with advanced coronary artery disease are adversely aflfected by exposure to CO sufficient to increase their COHb to
the 3% level ". This cardiovascular stress is of the same order of magnitude as
would be caused by exposure to cold weather or to eating a heavy meal or to
walking briskly down the street. This segment of the population probably would
be adversely affected by any exposure to CO, no matter how minute. Research
is desperately needed to confirm this assumption. Therefore, we are of the opinion that it will be impossible to establish a no-effect CO standard so far as those
Individuals with significant heart and lung disease are concerned. The CO air
quality standard should be set at a reasonable level, not to exceed the cardiova.scular stress of eating for example, so that the most susceptible to CO exposure may be afforded reasonable protection. Additional research will be required
before the margin of risk of the current CO standards can be ascertained.
Particulate Matter
Air pollution "incidents" or "disasters" where many people died and many
more be<«me ill during a period of obviously polluted, stagnant air have occurred
at inter\'als around the world since 1880. Serious investigation of these incidents
began witli the one that occurred in the Meu.se Valley in Belgium in December,
1930. Investigators listed several hundred materials thought to be In the air
during the incident and concluded that the cause of the deaths was proiiably
sulfur compounds acting alone or in combination with liquids and .solids
' Beard. R. R., and G. A. Werthptm : Behavioral Impairment Associated with Small Dosea
of Carbon Monoxide. Amer. ,1. Puhlie Health. 57; 2012-2022. in«7.
> O'Donnell, R. n.. P. Chlkos, and J. Theodore : Effect of CO Exposure on Human Sleep
and Ps.Tchomotor Performance. J. Appl. Phi/siol. SI: 51.3-518. 1071.
'Stewart. R. D.. J. E. Peterson, and E. D. Baretta, et al: Experimental Human Exposure to Carbon Alonoxlde. Arch, Environ. Health. 21: 1i54-lB4. 1070.
« Stewart, R. D.. Newton, P. E.. Hosko. M. .T., and Peterson, ,T, E. : Effect of Carbon
Monoxide on Time Perception, Arch. Bnriron. Health. 91: 155-160. 1073.
•Schulte, J. H.: Effects of Mild Carbon Monoxide Intoxication. Arch. Environ. Health.
7;524-ii.10. ines.
•McFarland, R. A.. Rouehton. F. .1. W., Hnlperin, M. H.. et al: The Effects of Carbon
Monoxide and Altitude on Visual Thresholds. J. Aviation MeA. is: .SR1-SS4. 1944.
' Aronow, W. S.. Harris. C. N.. Ishell. M. W.. et al: Effect of Freeway Travel on Angina
Pectorls. Ann. Intern. Med. 77; OBO-RTr), 1072.
'Anderson, E. W., Andelman, R. .T., Strauch, ,T. M., et al: Effect of Low-l^vel Carbon
Monoxide Exposure on Onset and Duration of Angina Pectorls. Ann. Intern. Ued. 79:
46-50, 1973.
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suspended in the air which were then, and later, loosely grouped into a term
"particulate matter." Almost Identical conclusions were reached after the incident
in Doiiora, Pennsylvania in October, 1948 and after the incident in London in
December, 1952 which took several thousand lives. In all cases, the term "particulate matter" was used because no one knew exactly what killed the people
who died. The term was coined in Ignorance and perpetuated by sloth.
Recent research has begun to indicate that the cause of death in the "incidents" was probably one or more water soluble salts. In particular, salts of
sulfurlc acid (sulfates) have been incriminated. There is good evidence that
regardless of other considerations, the lethal material probably existed as
droplets in humid air and the.se droplets must have been small enough to have Ijeen
inhaled and to have reached the deep lung areas. Present evidence Indicates,
therefore, that the "particulate matter" in the air needs to be identified chemically
and by particle size at high (greater than 70% rh) humidity. There are no data
relating health effects to particulate air pollutants thus characterized in the
ambient air.
Most of the data on the health effects of particulate matter cited in the
criteria document are attempts to correlate untoward health effects with the
mass per unit volume of air of solids suspended in that air, the kind of information obtained with the ubiquitous "hi-vol" air sampler. A small amount of data
was available on the proportion of metals in these samples, but no attempt was
made to relate that information to any effects of oir iwllution. The other kind
of data cited in the particulate matter criteria document Is that obtained by
a "paper tape" air sampler where the concentration of pollutant is indicated
by the darkness of a spot on a filter paper tape. The units of this measurement
are "COH's per 1000 feet of air." Only a small amount of this kind of data
was available prior to 1969.
Neither mass per unit volume from the "hi-vol" sampler nor "COH's per 1000
feet" from the paper tape sampler can be logically relate<i to health effects
of air pollution. To use either measurement is to violate several of the basic
principles of toxicology and medicine. And yet, because these were the only kinds
of date available uiwn which to base ambient air quality standards, they were
used.
Ambient air sampling for particulates with more sophisticated tools has
begun. Attempts are being made to charaeterizye these materials suspended in
the ambient air by particle size and by chemical composition. However, until
relatively large quantities of such data are available and are correlated with
effects of one kind or another, rational, scientifically unassailable standards are
impossib'e to set. Any thing done in the meantime must be considered a stopgap, temporary measure to be sut)erceded as .soon as possible by standards based
on better infonnation. More research is an absolute necessity.
Sulfur Oxides
When a material containing sulfur is burned in air most of that sulfur is
converted to the gaseous form, sulfur dioxide. Sulfur dioxide, in turn, slowly
oxidizes in air to sulfur trioxide, which, in turn, combines with water to form
.sulfurlc acid. The sulfurlc acid droplets grow in size by attracting more water
vapor, occasionally to the point where a blue haze is formed in the air in
sufficient concentrations to interfere with vision.
Animal and human experimentation with sulfur dioxide has been quite extensive. This information combined with data on sulfur dioxide levels found during
air [wUution "disasters" indicates almost irrevocably that .sulfur dioxide per sc
cannot have l)een the lethal agent Recent evidence indicates that Instead, tlie
culprit Is one or more metallic sulfates, materials which exist as iwrticulates In
the air, not as gases. Nevertheless, a great deal of ambient air sampling Is done
to characterize sulfur dioxide levels and a standard exists for sulfur oxides in
the air, but not for sulfates.
High sulfur dioxide concentrations (on the order of a few tenths of a ppm)
can be tasted and smelled. In concentrations over a few ppm, sulfur dioxide
can be Irritating to breathe. These effects are good, and perhaps adequate reasons
to control concentrations of sulfur dioxide in the ambient air. If so, the ambient
air quality standard should probably be aimed more directly at reducing peak
concentrations than It is jiresently. and probably could l>e relaxed by a factor
of from 2 to ."i without endangering health from sulfur dioxide itself. This
should not be done, however, until research has better characterized potentially
lethal air pollutants and has shown the way to monitor and control them. The
secondary reaction products of sulfur dioxide appear to play a major role in
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disasters, but present knowledge Is not adequate to delineate that role. Much
more research is obviously needed.
THE AUTOMOBILE-BELATED POLLUTANTB

All of the remaining air quality criteria and standards are concerned with
materials in the air which have the automobile as their ultimate source. The
standards for nitrogen oxides, photochemical oxidants, and hydrocarbons are all
aimed at reducing the concentrations and effects of photochemical "smog". Tlie
standard for CO appears to have been set mainly because CO is the largest
easily-characterized air pollutant by weight, using untoward health effects as
tlie basis.
FJwtochemioal Oaiidants
Under most circumstances, the class of materials called "photochemical oxidants" appears to consist mainly of ozone (up to 95%) along with a great variety
of much-less-well characterized materials. Ozone enjoys the distinction of being
by far the most toxic of materials for which air quality criteria and standards
exist. As the reference method of sampling air for this class of materials is calibrated with ozone and is sensitive mainly to ozone, the generic name should be
changed and ozone should be designated as the material of interest in this case.
Toxidty to people as well as effects on vegetation and rubber products amply
justify a strict air quality standard for ozone. Unfortunately, ozone is not
directly associated with the most annoying effects of photochemical smog, namely
eye irritation and visibility reduction. There is absolutely no assurance that reducing ozone to concentrations below the ambient air quality standards will
have any effect at all on eye irritation or visibility reduction. Of course, all concerned hope that these other effects will be controlled if ozone concentrations
are controlled, but no one can say for certain that they will be.
Peroxyacetyl nitrate is another secondary air pollutant, formed by reactions
similar to those which cause the formation of ozone. Indications are that this
material is more toxic than ozone to vegetation as well as people and may be
more directly related to eye irritation than is ozone. However, there exists insufficient information as yet upon which to base an ambient air quality standard
for this material.
Nitrogen Oxides
Earlier this year EPA officially recognized the fact that much of the information in the air quality criteria document for nitrogen oxides was based upon a
faulty analytical method. There appears to be very little justification for continuing an ambient air quality standard for which the main basis has been removed. Until more data based upon good analytical methods are available relating nitrogen dioxide concentrations to effects, the standard should be officially
labeled "provisional" or "temporary" and it should be treated as such.
The main justification for controlling nitric oxide emi.ssion from automobiles is to control the secondary formation of ozone, peroxyacetyl nitrate, nitrogen dioxide, and the materials which cause eye irritation and visibility reduction in photochemical smogs. An ambient air quality standard is not necessary
for this purpose.
Hydrocarttong
Recognizing the fact that methane does not participate in the formation
of photochemical smog and that methane concentrations in most areas are
higher than the concentrations of any other hydrocarbon, the ambient air quality
standard Is restricted to "non-methane hydrocarbons."
None of the hydrocarbons to which the standard refers have any significant effect on human or animal health, or upon materials of construction even in concentrations .several multiples of those found in our urban environment. In general, the standard exists simply because some of these materials are capable of
reacting with other constituents of the atmosphere to form the components of
photochemical smog. One exception to this generalization is that ethylene acts
somewhat as a plant hormone and in concentrations that may be approached
in urban environments, can injure some kinds of vegetation.
To combine all non-methane hydrocarbons into one ambient air quality standard violates almost as many principles as does the combining of solids and liquids
in the air into a "particulate matter" standard. Many hydrocarbons which have
the automobile as their ultimate source (either from fuel evaporation or from
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the tail pipe) participate very slowly in photochemical smog formation. Enspies of these nearly unreactive materials are the saturated alkanes such 15
ethane, propane, and butane, and an aromatic, benzene. The reference analytical method for hydrocarbons cannot distinguish those materials which rw4ily participate in the formation of photochemical smog from those which do not
If control of hydrocarbons is necessary through the use of an ambient air quality
standard, that standard should be particularized at least to the extent of beiu?
specific for classes of hydrocarbons. It should not encompass all hydrocarboiK.
Tliere is evidence in the scientific literature for and against the concept that
hydrocarbon control Is necessary. Some authors have indicated that adequate
control of either nitric oxide or hydrocarbons (but not necessarily both) wonid
adequately reduce photochemical smog formation. On the other hand, evidence
also exists to show that control of both kinds of material Is necessary.
With the exception of ethylene for which an ambient air quality standard
is justified because of its potential to cause vegetation damage, there apjieare
to be little justification for an ambient air quality standard for "non-methane
hydrocarbons." Instead, emission standards related to the photoreactivity of
classes of hydrocarbons appear to be considerably more rational. Even for
that, however, much more research is necessary.
CONCLUSIONS

The most basic error committed by the Environmental Protection Agency
In its writing the air quality criteria documents, control documents, and its promulgation of air quality standards was the adoption of outmoded names for
the air pollutants of concern. Of the six criteria documents and standardiv
only one was written for an easily characterized chemical compound (carbon
monoxide). "Particulate matter" has been shown to be no more meaningful
than "dirt". "Hydrocarbons" is a term which embraces several million materials ranging from saturated aliphatics such as ethane to the carcinogen,
benzpyrene. "Photochemical oxldants" appears to relate mainly to ozone^ but
apparently attempts to catch other materials under a broad umbrella. "Nitrogen oxides" is accepted by nearly everyone concerned to really mean "nitrogen
dioxide." Although "sulfur oxides" is the title used, every effort is made in air
sampling to determine either sulfur dioxide alone or to differentiate between
sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxlde.
Rather than better characterizing air pollution by using broad categorical
terms for air pollutants. EPA has peri)etuated an outmoded terminology, creating unnecessary confusion. Particularly in the area of health effects or toxicology, categories of materials do not cause problems; individual materials da
Every effort should be made to put criteria and standards on a scientific
rational basis. These documents and standards should not be written except
for individual chemical compounds and on the basis of good chemical and
epidemiological evidence for their effects.
In retrospect, a most serious flaw in the law is that of not providing a mechanism for the mandatory iieriodlc review and updating of previously-written
criteria and standards. Information on air iwHutants and their effects Is accth
mulating rapidly in this country and abroad. New information should undergird
the actions of EPA in Its attempts to monitor and control air pollution. Currentl.v.
EPA is allowed to review and revise criteria at its discretion. Review and revision
should be mandatory at intervals of no greater than five years for at least the
first ten or twenty years of the existence of a criteria document. Unless the review
is made mandatory, review at reasonable intervals of time appears to be extremely unlikely.
Another mistake which has l)een made in the name of air pollution control is
to speak of regulations and controls without considering cost. This Is not to say
that cost should be a major determinant In the setting of standards, but to promulgate primary and, especially, .secondary air quality standards without having
some idea of the overall cost to the nation of tliose standards is Irrational and
irresponsible. Assessment of the economic impact of all actions of the EPA should
be mandatory.

Mr. PRE-S-ER. Thank vou vei'v much, Dr. Stewart, for some very interesting testimony. I have a series of questions here also arising from
from your testimony and again in the interest of time, I would like to
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' submit them to you and ask if you would give us some written answers.
11 think you have answered some of them in your testimony.
I
Dr. STEWART. I would be very happy to.
i
[The following questions and answere were received for the record:]
'
'

QVE8TI0N8 SUBMITTED BY CONOBBSSMAN RICHABDSON PBBYEB AND ANSWERS
SuppuED BY DE. RICHARD D. STEWART

i

Question No. 1. From your statement it appears that you 'believe that air
I quality ttandards slwutd be set to protect the most susceptible groups in the
society, not merely the average normal adult. Is that correct?
I
Answer. Your understanding of luy statement is correct. I firmly t)eHeve tliat
I the Air Quality Standards must be set to provide protection for tlie most sus' ceptib'.e persons in our society.
Question No. 2. Tour statement also suggests that there may not be any safe
threshold for CO exposures.
(a) Are you recommending that economics should he considered in setting air
quality standards f
(6) Would it make more sense to set the standards simply on the basis of
protection of health—even if that means a background level is set—and let the
time for attainm^^t reflect the economic considerations, as Dr. Pitts reootnmendsT
(c) Are there any other pollutants besides CO for which there may be no safe
levels T
Answer. Since carbon monoxide exerts its effect on man by reducing the oxygen
carrying capacity of the blood, any amount of the gas which is absorbed, no
matter how small a quantity, will represent a measurable body burden. There Is
a measurable response to any carbon monoxide exposure. In the majority, that
response is simply an increase in cardiac output (volume of blood from the heart
per unit time) to compensate for the reduction in oxygen available from the
blood. Individuals with advanced disease of heart and blood vessels may not
be able to completely compensate for carbon monoxide burdens which pose no
problem for healthy individuals. Carried to the extreme, one can postulate then
that a person dying with advanced heart disease could have his limited life span
further shortened by seconds to minutes following the absorption of a single
molecule of carbon monoxide. Therefore, I believe that there is no safe threshold for carbon monoxide which would be applicable to each j^erson in the total
population.
In my opinion, ozone is a compound like carbon monoxide for which no safe
threshold exists.
I do not wish to enter Into the debate regarding the economics Involved In
setting air quality standards. I believe our goal should be to have completely
uncontamlnated air. The rate at which we proceed to achieve this goal must be
dictated by the best available scientific Information.
Question No. S. Is it your understanding that control of NO and NO, emissions is
necessary for control of oxidantsf
Question No. i. If so, what degree of control of new car emissions is necessary
for this purpose?
Answer to Q 3 and Q 4. I am unaware of anyone who has the answers to these
two questions.
"Oxidants" as explained previou.sly Is an ambiguous term. However, formation of the secondary components of photochemical smog such as nitrogen dioxide, peroxyacetyl nitrate, ozone, formaldehyde, other aldehydes, ketones, acids,
etc. is dependent on an adequate concentration of both nitric oxide and photochemically reactive hydrocarbons as well as sunlight.
If, for any reason, the concentration of the reactants Is too low, or there Is
insuflacient sunlight, the resulting concentration of the components of photochemical smog will be so low as to produce no deleterious effects. The necessary
degree of nitric oxide emission control to adequately retard the development of
photoohemical smog Is dependent on several factors. Regardless of other considerations, if the concentration of photocheraically reactive hydrocarbons is too
low or if there Is insufficient sunlight (either in prevalence or Intensity), photochemical smog will not develop in excessive concentrations. Furthermore, the
amount of control of nitric oxide required per vehicle obviously depends on the
number of vehicles contributing nitric oxide to the volume of air under considera-
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tion. The smaller the number of vehicles or the larger the volnme of air, the
less control of nitric oxide necessary for each vehicle.
To the best of our knowledge, no one has yet determined how to balance these
various factors to result in a rationally determined "degree of control" for
either nitric oxide or photochemically reactive hydrocarbons. More research
coupled with mathematical modeling of the formation of secondary air pollutants
is necessary before scientifically sound standards can be developed. In the interim, control of photochemically reactive hydrocarbon emissions may prove to be
the most economical route to control of photochemical smog.
Quegtion No. 5. Are you recommending deletion of the ambient standard for
hydrocarhonst Please explain.
Answer. Yes, the ambient standard for hydrocarbons should be deleted.
As previously explained, in the context of an air quality standard, the word
"hydrocarlwns" is meaningless. An ambient air quality standard for ethylene.
however, appears to be warranted based upon injury and damage to vegetation.
Except for ethylene, none of the hydrocarbons associated with gasoline evaporation and tail pipe emissions has been shown to be a threat to health, vegetation, materials of construction, or visibility. On this basis, none of these materials
warrants the imposition of an ambient air quality standard. Instead, unless
nitric oxide emissions are controlled to the point where photochemical smog does
not take place, the emission of photochemically reactive hydrocarbons should be
controlled.
Several recent papers have indicated that a consensus of scientific opinion
about the photochemical reactivity classes of hydrocarbons could occur in the
near future. Once this has been achieved, emissions of hydrocarbons based on
photochemical reactivity class set on the basis of the mathematical model of
photochemical smog formation previously discussed appears to be a rational
approach to the problem.
Question No. 6. Are you recommending relaxing the 80, standards by two-tofive timesT
Question No. 7. // so, how can sulfates be adequately controlled f Should other
pollutants be controlled more stringently than presently in order to prevent sulfates from forming at hazardous levels?
Answer to Q 6 and Q 7. No, we do not recommend relaxing the SOi standard.
We recommend that the ambient air quality standard be retained, but that it
be renamed "sulfur dioxide". At such time in the future when the materials
which react with sulfur dioxide to form harmful air pollutants are known and
controlled, the primary air quality standards for sulfur dioxide could probably
be relaxed. That is, sulfur dioxide alone is probably not capable of serious health
effects in doses two to five times greater than those indicated by the present
primary air quality standards.
Neither we, nor anyone else so far as we know, are yet capable of specifying
which sulfates must be "adequately controlled". Research in this area is promising, but more work on this problem is desperately needed.

Mr. PREYER. Mr. Heinz ?
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I would like to take a minute to compliment the witness. Dr. Stewart, on an extremely well-prepared, very
learned and most useful testimony.
Dr. STEWART. Thank you very much.
Mr. PREYER. May I just ask one question that you can answer very
quickly. Is there any other pollutant besides carbon monoxide for
which there may be no safe level ?
Dr. STEWART. My own feelinpf is, and again this just has to be a
scientific guess, based upon what we have obser\'ed in experimental
animals, I have a feeling that in addition to carbon monoxide, when
we develop sensitive enough tools, we will find certain people with
pulmonary disease probably will not tolerate, we won't be able to find
a no-effect level for ozone. I think that is one chemical which has the
potential when it enters the lungs, to produce a permanent damage
and that when wc finally have techniques sensitive to detect this, ozone
will be another compound where we will not be able to define a noeffect level.
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Mr. PRETER. The work you are doing in your laboratory, as shown
by your slides, is very interesting and impressive. I am sure the committee and the country will be very interested in your further results.
I hope you will keep us informed.
Dr. STEWART. I will be very happy to, sir.
Mr. PRETER. Thank you very much, Dr. Stewart.
Because of the floor schedule this afternoon, we will not be able
to resume until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning. The testimony of Dr.
Stephen Ayres will be submitted for the record. We will have some
copies available for anyone in the audience who would like to have
them.
[Dr. Stephen M. Ayres' statement and attachments follows:]
STATEMENT OF DR STEPHEN M. AYRES, PHYBICIAN IN CHIEF, ST. VINCENT HOSPITAL, WoBCESTEK, MASS., AND PEOFESSOR OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

I am Dr. Stephen M. Ayres, Physician In Chief of St Vincent Hospital In
Worcester, Massachusetts, and Professor of Medicine at the University of Massachusetts School of Medicine. Until June 1st of this year, I was Director of the
Cardlopulmonary Laboratory at St. Vincent's Hospital In New York City. Much
of the material presented in this testimony is based on research performed during
my ten years in Is'ew York City.
This testimony is being presented by my associate, Mr. Robert Evans, who
has been closely involved with these environmental studies during the past three
years.
Automotive pollution produced by uncontrolled emissions from multiple mobile
sources has rapidly become the major air i)oilution problem In most urban areaa
Carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, ijartlculates, lead and oxldants
are generated in large volume by the internal combustion engine and are all
potentially hazardous to human health. Figure 1 shows hourly concentrations
for five automotive pollutants. They were obtained in a highly polluted site in
New York City—the toll plaza of the Queens Mldtown Tunnel. This data
demonstrates two Important points: (1) Pollutant concentrations in certain
urban areas greatly exceed recommended standards (dotted lines). (2) Carbon
monoxide concentrations rise and fall with the concentrations of other automotive pollutants and may be used as an estimate of the dose of automotive
pollution. A corollary to this is that blood carboxyhemoglobln concentrations
may be used as an index of exposure to automotive pollution and to cigarette
smoke.
Most of our estimates regarding the level of air pollution In a given region
are based on data obtained from monitoring stations remote from congested city
-streets. These data provide some idea of the average pollution experience by an
area but do not Indicate the actual pollution delivered to various memters of the
population within that area. Figure 2 shows the yearly trends for average pollution within the New York City area. These measurements were made by the
New York City Department of Air Resources at their monitoring station located
at 121st Street in Manhattan. Note that partlculate and sulfur pollution has
declined, largely due to the Imposition of stringent controls regulating Incineration and the combustion of fossil fuels. In contrast, carbon monoxide and oxldant pollution have been relatively untouched because of the difficulty in controlling emissions from most vehicles operated within the city.
Although the average measurements indicate that automotive pollution levels
have changed little In the period 1965-1972, they reveal little of the actual pollution delivered to the breathing zone of the mobile New Yorker. Figure 3 compares
the hourly carbon monoxide concentrations measured at the Queens Mldtown Toll
Plaza with concentrations measured at the Air Resources station at 121st Street.
Note that levels in congested traffic are from five to twelve times higher than
those recorded at the station. An hourly average of 125 ppm In traffic was recorded when the level was but 5 ppm in the remote sampling station at 12l8t
Street.
Ambient air carbon monoxide concentrations provide rough estimates of automotive pollution but frequently underestimate actual contamination because of
the multiple mobile sources producing pollutant substances. A high concentra-
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tion existing at street level may be so diluted that a low concentration is recorded at a remote monitoring site. This difference between actual breathing zone
and monitoring station pollution Is less marked with fossil fuel pollutants such
as sulfur oxides and particulates because they are emitted from high level
stacks and mix with the atmosphere before entering either breathing zone or
monitoring probe. For this reason, the extent of automotive pollution Is better
estimated by either breathing zone measurements or actual measurements of
blood carbon monoxide (carboxyhemoglobin). Since most city dwellers move
rapidly from high level street pollution to low level remote areas, blood levels
give the most accurate index of human exposure to carbon monoxide and other
automotive pollutants.
THE BODY BURDEN OF AUTOMOnVE POIXTJTIOH IN UBBAN AREAS

We have performed a relatively large series of blood carboxyhemoglobin measurements among different groups of New Yorkers. The most accurate technique
is direct blood sampling and analysis by gas chromatography. This technique
may be extended to larger groups of individuals by analyzing a breath-holding
sample of lung air. Carbon monoxide concentrations in breath-hold samples
are very similar to those in actual blood and may be used for large scale epidemlologlc studies. In this regard, the method is similar to the use of breath alcohol studies to indicate blood levels of alcohol to individuals suspected of operating a motor vehicle of alcohol in individuals suspected of operating a motor
vehicle while intoxicated. Our conclusions are based on both blood and breathhold data.
The following table gives the average blood carboxyhemoglobin levels for
smokers and non-smokers In various groups studied within the city. The higher
figure given in parentheses is one standard deviation greater than the mean value.
Statistically, about fifteen percent of individuals might be exi)ected to have
carboxyhemoglobin concentrations greater than this value.
NONSMOKERS

Broup
Hospitalized, resting patients.
VValKlng New Yorkers studied out of doors
Group of New Yorkers wlio liad traveled in car or bus prior to testing
Bridge workers
Tunnel workers
New York City policemen:
Congested precincts
Less congested precincts

Number of
subjects

Average
(percent)

Average plus
1 standard
deviation

200
313
100
38
38

1.56
1.93
2.28
2.12
2.93

1.91
2.53
3.08
3.30
4.29

53
83

3.14
2.28

3.85
2. 85

A more than 24 fold difference separate the lowest value in a non-smoking
hospitalized patient from the highest value in a non-smoking policeman emphasizing the Importance of regional differences within the city.
Carboxyhemoglobin concentrations In smokers are substantially higher than
those in non-smokers. While this double burden imposes an important health
hazard on this group, the data is more diflBcult to interpret because it reflects
contributions from both automotive and tobacco pollution. Carboxyhemoglobin
in the smoking tunnel worker averaged 5.01 percent for example; about fifteen
percent of the group had levels in exce.s.s of 7.26 percent. Carboxyhemoglobin in
the walking smoking New Yorker averaged 3.89 percent with about fifteen percent having values greater than 5.95 percent.
EFFECTS OF CARBON MONOXIDE ON THE HEART

Carbon monoxide in suflSciently high concentrations produces weakness of the
heart and ultimate death but these effects are not seen in healthy individuals
until the blood carboxyhemoglobin concentration exceeds 30-40 jiercent saturation. We presented data several years ago that much lower concentrations of
carbon monoxide might injure the heart in patients with coronary artery disease.
Over 500,000 Americans die from coronary artery disease each year—a disease
which injures the heart muscle by reducing its supply of oxygen. Since carbon
monoxide also reduces the supply of available oxygen, we reasoned that the
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combination of carbon monoxide and coronary artery disease might be particularly letbal.
The appended article entitled "Carboxyhemoglobinemia: An Example of Counterrevolution" reviews the development of this concept. Our early work suggested
that concentrations in excess of five i)ercent saturation could aggravate coronary
artery disease and this observation was used to develop air quality criteria designed to keep carboxyhemoglobin concentrations below that level. Although we
suspected that concentrations below 5 percent saturation might be dangerous to
certain individuals, data were not available which supported the adoption of
more restrictive air quality criteria. Three recent studies have confirmed our findings of the relationships between exposure to carbon monoxide and the aggravation of coronary artery disease. Aronow and associates exposed jmtients with
angina pectoris to 90 minutes of travel on Los Angeles freeways and observed
aggravation of symptomatology at carboxyhemoglobin levels close to 3 percent.
This was later confirmed by exix).sure studies conducted by both Anderson and
associates and Aronow and associates. These latter two studies were double blind
in design—neither the investigator nor the subjects knew when they were exposed to carbon monoxide—and abnormalities were seen at levels as low as 3
percent carboxyhemoglobin saturation. Our earlier findings had been confirmed
but even lower levels were found to be hazardous.
EFFECTS OP AUTOMOTIVE POLLUTION ON THE LUNG

Many of the other components of automotive exhaust—particulates, oxidants,
and the oxides of nitrogen—are capable of irritating the lung in experimental
situations. Epidemiologic studies have shown a relationship between chronic
bronchitis and air pollution in many populations and it is likely that automotive
pollution is the responsible agent. We have recently completed two years of a
three year study into the health of workers in and around the bridges and tunnels operated by the Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority in New York City.
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A complete report, "The Health Effects of Exposure to High Concentrations of
Automotive Emissions" is appended to this report. A high percentage of workers
had evidence of chronic bronchitis. One quarter of the subjects coughed up phlegm
during the daytime, one quarter experienced the symptom of wheezing, many
had reduction in expiratory flow rates, and three quarters of the workers had
increased closing volumes. These studies suggested that there was an extraordinarily high frequency of pulmonary disease in subjects exposed to automotive
pollution.
Cigarette smoking is generally accepted as a major cause of bronchitis and
emphysema. In our study, however, bronchitis was present in both smokers and
non-smokers. This observation does not minimize the importance of cigarette
smoking but indicates that, in certain situations, the burden of air pollution
may be greater than the effect of cigarette smoke on the lungs.
We found certain differences In lung function between men who worked In
bridges and men who worked in the more heavily polluted tunnels. Carboxyhemoglobin concentration averaged 2.1 percent in bridge workers and 2.9 percent in tunnel workers; expiratory flow rates were one-third lower in the
latter group. This data can ie used to develop some idea of dose-response relationships. Automotive pollution sufl3cient to raise carboxyhemoglobin from 2 to
3 percent apparently decrease lung function by one-third. The change in carboxyhemoglobin is an indicator of the intensity of exposure. It itself is not responsible since carbon monoxide is not irritating but is indicative of the body
burden of other automotive pollutants.
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EVALUATION OF AIB QUAUTT CBITEBIA

Air quality criteria for automotlTe pollutants must be based on the following
observations.
1. Automotive pollution associated witli carboxyhemoglobin levels above 3
percent appears to produce lung disease In a high percentage of individuals.
2. Carboxyhemoglobin concentrations in excess of 3 percent appear to aggravate heart disease in patients with coronary artery disease. Since at least half
of all Americans have unsuspected coronary disease, this means that these level
of carbon monoxide are potentially harmful to many Individuals.
3. Ambient air concentrations are at best a crude indicator of breathing zone
concentrations of automotive pollutants.
4. A signflcant number of New Yorkers, both smokers and non-smokers, have
carboxyhemoglobin concentrations in excess of 3 percent saturation.
We have recently studied the relationship between 24 hourly averages for
carbon monoxide and blood carboxyhemoglobin concentration in subjects resting
in a hospital bed. A highly significant regression relationship was established:
an ambient air concentration of 9 ppm was associated with 2.2 percent carboxyhemoglobin saturation and 5 ppm was associated with 1.7 percent carboxyhemoglobin. When the same approach was applied to walking New Yorkers exposed
to out of doors conditions, substantially higher carboxyhemoglobin concentrations were observed with the same ambient air concentrations.
It is Important to note that accumulating scientiflc evidence has resulted in
a progressive reduction of levels of carbon monoxide thought to be safe. Our
early studies suggested 5 percent carboxyhemoglobin as the desirable maximum
level. Aronow's and Anderson's studies suggested 3 percent as a potentially harmful level. Our most recent study suggested that somewhere between 2 and 3
percent increased the Incidence of chronic bronchitis. Our observations that
ambient air concentrations of 9 ppm may produce carboxyhemoglobin concentrations between 2 and 2.5 percent In non-smokers and the increasing recognition that the automotive pollution associated with these levels of carboxyhemoglobin may produce damage of heart and lung lead us to conclude that the
present air quality criteria are reasonable and necessary. If anything, they
should be strengthened by the development of additional street level and blood
carboxyhemoglobin criteria.
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Health Effects of
Exposure to High Concentrations
of Automotive Emissions
Studies in Bridge and Tunnel Workers in New York City
Stephen M Ayre». MD. Robert Evans: Davtd Licht; Jane Gnesback;
Felinty Reimold: Edward F Ferrand. PhD: Antoinette CrisctlieUo. RN. MA. Neu York
On-site and remote health evaluations
were performed on 550 employees of the
Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority in
New York City. Extremely high ambient air
pollution was otiserved. Cartwn monoxide
averaged 63 ppm over a 3Q-day period with
a maximum hourly concentration of 217
ppm in one facility. Eighty-five percent of
the smoking and 47% of the nonsmoking
tunnel workers had carboxyhemoglobin
saturations in excess of 3%. A high percentage of the group had symptoms
suggestive of chronic bronchitis; airway
resistance was elevated in one third and
almost all bridge and tunnel workers had
an increase in closing volume, suggesting
small airway disease.

Automotive pollution produced by
uncontrolled emissions from
multiple mobile iwurces has rapidly
become the major air pollution problem in most urban areas. Carbon
monoxide. nitroRen oxides, hydriKarbons, and oxidants are generated in
large volume by the internal combustion engine and are all potentially
hazardous to human health. The lack
Submttltxt Tor publicution Jutir 29. 1973. acocplM) July 2
From the dpparltncnU of medlaiu-, Si Vincvnl's Ho»pttAl and NPW York Unjvvntly School
of MMIICITI^, New York
Read before the Air Pollulion Medical Kvwarrh Confcrvntr r>f thf Amenron Medical ABsociatiofi. Chicagii. Ocl .'), 1972
Reprint requeuU to Dtrpartment of Mcdirine.
St Vincent's H<v>p4tiit nnd Medical Center. 25
WinlhmpSt.Worcesl«^r.MA(H610(Dr Aymii
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of ayfttematic epidemiological ob»ervalion.s and the ethical difficulty associated with large scale experimental
exposure have prevented identification of precise dose-response relationships- A group of recent studies has
suggested thai carboxyhemoglobin
i»ncentrations in excess of 5*^ may
induce myocardial ischemia in subjects with coronary artery disease' *
and long-term breathmg of nitrogen
dioxide concentrations averaging 2.9
ppm has been shown to produce significant pulmonapi' abnormalities m
laboratory animals.' The aggregate
elTecl of automotive pollution on
human health was clearly demonstrated by Aronow et aP who exposed
ten patients with angina pectons to
90 minutes of Ixis Angeles freeway
traffic. Carboxyhemoglobin saturation rose from 1.12''* to 5.08*?, four of
the subjects developed electrocardiographic abnormalities, and the
average time to develop angina with
treadmill exercise fell from 249.4 to
174.3 seconds. The amount of exercise
required to prtxluce angina was significantly lower than control two
hours later, when carboxyhemoglobin
concentration had fallen to 2.91'"'^
saturation.
Bridge and tunnel workers, policemen, taxi drivers, and others comprise an unwitting but useful test
population. Exposed daily to high

concentrations of automotive pollu
tanis, they might be considered an
exaggerated model of the environmental stresses experienced by roanv
other city dwellers. Differenci.-s between industrial and community air
pollution exposures blend as the
commuter travels each day through
amgested tunnels and highways
While an eight-hour tour of duty is
considered an occupational expot-iirt
to the tunnel workers, a two-hour daily traffic period for the New Yorkers
is generally considered a problem of'
community air pollution. Obviousl>.
rigid distinctions between occupational and community exposures are
arbitrary, and it is likely that environmental and occupational air
quality standards will ultimately be
similar.
The interest of the Bridge and
Tunnel Officers Union and the Tnborough Bridge and Tunnel Authonty in the problem of automotive pollution has provided a unique opportunity to study the effects ofautomotivr
pollutants on human health. A thrveyear study of all nonadministrativ<>
employees of the Authority was initiated in 1970; this article details information collected during the first two
years of observation. An extensix*
program of toll booth air purification
was completed during the earl>
months of the second year of study,
Autonwtive Emi&skMisyAyres et ^i
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and subeequenE studies should permit
examination of the effect of sudden
decreases in automotive pollution on
human health.
Methods
Devign of the Study.-Two types of
beoith effects were cviiluatcd acul« rccponAeii lo high cuncenlrationit of automotive pollutants and chronic changes in
pulmoTiary and cardiac function Acute
n?*>pons««i wpre L'valualed by on-site mcamrtinentsof pulmonary function, carbo«yhpfnogtobtn ooncentratioRi^, and (in itowe
inatance^) methcmoiElobin and erythrocyt^ cponvtration of 2..1-diphoKphoKlycerale dunng. or imnufdialely following, a
lour of duty in either bridge or tunnef
Chrome chanj^es w^re cvaiuat«l by means
fl^ complete physical examination and laboratory analysis, including scrum U-ad
and d«rtatled pulmonar>' function evaluations, chcrit roentgeno^tram, and exercise
electrocardiogram, all obtaim-d on n day
off from work in a laboratory !wtting remote from the bridge or tunnel.
Ail measurements reported in this article wipre made during the first year of
study, except for detailed pulmonary function evaluation and measurement of erythmcyte 23~dipho»phogtycerate and methemoglobin. These evaluations were
made during the -'*cctind yenr, a difference
which may he important because toll
booths wer<e equipped with individual air
filtration device* during the second year
De«cription of Population.-All nonadminifttrative employees of the TriborDugh Bridge and Tunnel Authonty. an
organization responmble fur the operation
of t«o tunnels and seven bridges within
New York City, were invited to participate
w the study. Five hundred and tifly employees i7(H( of the total number of vrtipioyee*) were studied f-ighty percent of
the Bndge and Tunnel Officen; Union
were «itudied, and this report is limited to
thesp 440 men Thit* group is responsible
for loll collection and trallic control, and is
believed to have a higher exposure lo automotive pollution than the other groups of
employees studied The tunnel employees
work both tn the tunnels and loll plaza
area The bridge employee?* spend their
working hours in the toll pta/a area.
Typical tunnel booths during the fir<tt
year of this study had little forced ventilation They are constructed somewhat below grade while large structures located
around them f»«vide little chance for adequate ventilation. Each booth i» 0.9 meters wide and 1.8mctere long, with sliding
door* »n both sides. Tolls arc collected
Umxigh a half door provided with a ploxi-
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elavs shield that ift seldom used The toll
buoCh-s at the bridges have better ventilation since the plazaii are usually elevated
and have no large structures adjacent to
them.
Each toll booth was equipped with air
filtration equipment early in the second
year of study Air was introduced into the
booth from a remote source at a rate of
3.'f6 cu m/min following passage through
high efficiency paniculate filters P'or thin
reason, studies obtained during the socond
year of study reflect exponure to significantly lower tcveUi of pollution than in the
initial year
Methods of Study. - The on-stte
studieH were conducted in an air conditioned van equipped with an interview
arvti and pulmonary function equipment.
Pulmonary function <ttudies were performed with a waterless spirometer and an
electronic XYY' recorder. All Ie;*ts were
performed by a single trained technician.
Standard ventilatory tests included a
forced vital capacity (FVCi, forced expiratory volume at one second iFEV,!, maximum expiratory flow rale iMEFRl, and
maximum
midexpiratory
flow
rate
(MMFR). A forced expiratory maneuver
wa^ performed at least five times, and frequently more tries were needed for maximal effort If nece*wary, the Kubjectjf were
permitted to rewt between trials. Half the
trials were recorded as flow-volume curves
and half as volume-time curves A maximal effort was required for each test pn»ci-dure and the best effort was [^elected
Lung volumeti were corrected to btxly temperature. pres>ture, saturated with water
(BTPSt- Maximum expiratory- flow rate
was read ufi, the pi-ak flow on the flow-volume curve Weight and ^itanding height
were measured The Medical Research
Council (MRC) short questionnaire was
usied to record respiratory symptoms A
Amoking and work history wax also taken During the course of the siudy. two
trained technicians administered the
que^itionnaire. Thin questlonnaire was
employi>d so that results could be compared with those of other surveys untng
similar procedures. For thus reason, the
technician» were trained to conform to the
British recommendations for proper administration of the questionnaire The
project administrator trained the technicians and periodically checked for accuracy and reliability of their technique.
At each of the nine facilities, the mobile
van was parked for a pri^wcnbed period of
time over a nine-month period. The workers reported to the van either before or after work or during a work break. The van
wari at each facility long enough to afford
all men the opportunity to be teKted. Parti>

cipation was on a voluntary basi«t, but full
support was given by both Local 1396 of
the AFL-CiO and the management of the
Tnborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority
The concentration of alveolar citrbon
monoxide was delermmed in each man by
analysis of the terminal 200 ml of expired
air after a IS-sei^ond period of breathholding The sample was umilyzed with a
gas chromatograph equipped with a 2.4meter molecular .'iieve column and a helium lonization detei-tor system Data
have been t-onverled to t>en,ent of carboxyhemoglobin saturation by means of u
standard regreiuiion equation.*
During the second year of the study,
blood was analyzed by standard methods'-*
for erythrocyle l^.il-diphosphoglyci-rate
ixincentration and methemoglobin
Chronic health effect* were evaluated
by routine techniques. A complete hisUtry
and physical examination was obtained
Evidence of absenct from work because of
respiriitor>- illness was determined from
examination of official company records
Complete blood cell count, fasting blood
glucos*', cholesterol, triglycvrides, and
platima protein levels were measured by
standard techniques Serum lead was
measured by ti fluorometnc tt«chnique In
addition, a chest radiograph, reif-tmn ECd
and Masters two-step ECG were obtained
for all subjert.s.
During the second year of the study, a
detailed pulmonary function evaluation
was obtained in 17it of the subjects. Flowvolume cur^'e* were measured with a waterless Kptrometer and an osciIlorw-opic XY
recorder Airway remstance was measured
in a body plelhyamograph after the
methods of DuBois et al ' Closing volumes
were measured by means of a mass spectrometer With arijon as a tracer gjs "
Acrometric Studies.-Air was continuously sampled for 38 days at two toll plaza.") m the Tnborough Bridge and Tunnel
Authonty System One sampling station
wa?" at the Tribomugh Bridge, the other at
the Queenji Midlown Tunnel During an
eight-day (lenod, air wa.«i also continuously sampled from an observation booth
within the Queens Midtown Tunnel.
The analyses performed included (1)
carbon monoxide inondisper^tive infrared
analyzerl, i2l total hydrocarbons (flame
lonization delecton. i3i total oxidants
'microcouiombicsensor), i4) total nitrogen
oxide.s and nitrogim dioxide 'sequential
sampler using Sultzmun methods*. (5> total aldehydes Isequential sampler using
MBTH method!. i6i acrolein isequential
sampler using 4-hexyiresorcinal method),
<7) lead Hapt- sampler and atomic absorption!, i8i rcspirable and nonrenpirable particulates and lead (two-stage Andersen
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Table 1,- Pollutant Concentrations in a Toll Booth at Quee ns Midtown Tun

PMuUlIt MuiurM
Average pef 30 day ppncjd
Mammuni hourly readmg
Average particulales per
30-dav period (collected
over 72hQur 'I1terval&)
Respirable
Nonrespirable
High volume

CO.
ppm
63
217

THC.
ppm
7.9
29.6

T0>.
ppm
0
0

NOi.
ppm
138
6.13

NOi.
ppm
0 07
032

M.D.
ppm
0 05
016

•CD.
ppm
0.003
O012

cm.
Umlk
17
3.S

106
4.4
35 6

•CO tepresenli carbon monoiide; THC. tola! hydrocarbons;
flcrolun, COH. coeflicieni ol ha/e, Pb. lead^ Nt. mckel

TOK.

(to

»
No.
Mkcbl/Hr
1900

to

lAM
}
(
1211
1211
f^tg 1 - Hourly changes m carbon rnonoiide concentration in loll booth ad|af.enl to Queens Midtown Tunnel. Hourly averages reported by New York City Dppartmenl ot Air Resources (t>ottom ot
graph) were obtained 7.6 meters abo*e ground ar 12l5t Street station m Manhattan Hourly manmum ot 35 ppm (dotted line) is suggested by Federal Environmental Control Agency as le«< to t>e
cacecded only once each year.

cir> im|ja(.-l(ir ;md atomit- iib!*or[>tinn spectromftiM. and i9> hiKh volume parlicuUil*^, lead and nifkcl thijih vnlumc sjimpler and atomic iib^orption Hpectromelry).
Results
Aerometric Data. - Thirty-day
averages and maximum hourly readings at the Queens Midtown Tunnel
for the measured pollutants are
shown in Table 1, Carbon monoxide
concentration averaged 63 ppm for
the 30-d«y period; a maximum hourly
concentration or217 ppm was recorded. 1.<ead concentrations averaged
30.9/ig/cu m with u maximum hourly
concentration of 98 Mtl/t'U m. Concxmirations of total oxides of nitrogen
averaged 1.38 ppm; only 0.07 ppm
were nitrogen dioxide, a finding that
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Ni.

ToUl
•leiM.
filial m

0
Q

64
69
200

total oiides. NOi, nitrogen ombe^; NO,, nitrogen dwiid*- ALD. aldehyde. ACR

li/iyTO

ppm

n.
ps;c»m
309
98 0

»!•

suggesiM the presencv of high ctmcentrations of nitnc oxide Concentrations of total suspended parliculntes.
measured by high volume sampling.
averaged 200^g/cu in: concentrations
of respirable particulites averaged
64//g/ru m,
The hourly changes in carbon monoxide concentration ate .shown in Fig
1- Changes in vehicular traffic are
closely ivlated to rises and falls in
pollutant concentrations The concentrations are lower during the morning ruhh hour than thi- evening rush
hour because the toll Inxith wascItiKed
during the morning hours. That carbon monoxide is a useful indicator of
automotive pollution is shown in Fig
2, which compares the concentrations
of carbon monoxide, oxides of nitro-

M«". l"':'l hvdi-ocai^>ns. U-ad. and
aldfli>dL-!.durin;;u 24-hour p»Tiixl.
On-Site MeHsurcments of Blood
Cnrboxyhemoglobin.-TnbU- 2 li^u
carboxyln'm'>;;lohiii
conccn I rations
for hridfif and lunrit'l workers Shown
for compunson are carboxyhemoglobin ainct'ntralions in a group of
619 subJLtIs liludii'd in I'nion Square
in lower MantuUtan Carboxyhemojjlobin
coriient rat ions
averaged
2,93- 1 aeOf,
2 12* I 08**.
and
l.94:t; 0.62''.f in nonsmoking tunnel
workcrB. bridge workei-s, and Union
Square subject-^, ix-spectively. Carboxy hemof-Iobin concentrations for
the smokt'rK in thf same groups were
5.01 ±2.25'*.
3 90 ±2.13*5.
and
3 84 r^ 2.06*$ The di.-*tribulion of car
boxyhemo^jlobin concentrations in
Nfw Yorkers is shown in Fiy 3; the
highest concentrationR are found in
the tunnel workers who smoke, the
lowest concentrations in the nonsmoking -iubjects examined in Union
Square.
On-Site Moasurementi of 2.3Diphosphoglycerate and Methemoglobin. —Red blood cell concen
trations of 2,3-diphosphoKlyceraIf
were measured during the set-ond
year .'f study after air filtration
equipment had been installed The
concentration of thi"^ glycolytic intermediate averaged 14 50± 1 46 ntnoV
100 gm in 39 tunnel workers and
14.08 ^ 2.06Mmol/100 gm in 25 bridge
workers Twelve percent of the group
had values greater than two standard
deviations from the mean of 13.2±
i.73/xmol/100 gm measured in nonexprjsed subjects iFig 4).
Methemoglobin averaged 0.43i
0 13 gm/lOO ml in the tunnel workers. This level was significantly higher than the level of 0 34^009
Automotive Emissions/Ayres et al
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-Relationships among aldehydes (ALD), lead (PB), total hydrocarbons (THC), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and carbon monoxide (CO) in monitoring station in Queens Midtown Tunnel toll txwth.
Dotted tines are 24-hour air quality limits suggested for each pollutant.
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Mr. PRBTER. The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p-m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, September 18,1078.]

CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT—1973
THITBSBAY, SEFTEHBEB 13, 1073
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMNTEE ON PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT,

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,

Washington, B.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2123,
Eaybum House Office Building, Hon. Paul G. Rogers, chairman,
presiding.
Mr. ItooERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please.
We are continuing our hearings on the oversight of the Clean Air
Act.
We are very pleased to have as the first witness this morning Mr.
Herbert L. Misch, vice president, environmental and safety engineering. Ford Motor Co.
We welcome you back to the committee again. Your testimony was
helpful in the writing of the law. Now I think your testimony will
be most helpful in giving us ideas how the law is working, what is
happening, and Ford's reaction to the law.
We welcome you to the committee, and we will be pleased to receive
your testimony.
STATEMENT OF HERBERT L. MISCH, VICE PRESIDENT, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SAFETY ENGINEERING, FORD MOTOR CO.
Mr. MISCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee.
My name is Herbert L. Misch. I am vice president, environmental
and safety engineering, Ford Motor Co. I appreciate this opportunity
to discuss the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 and to suggest some
important revisions for your consideration.
When we testified before Congress in the spring of 1970, the amendments then being considered did not include specific vehicle emission
requirements. When the provisions requiring 90-percent reductions in
vehicle emissions were incorporated in the amendments, we objected
but had no opportunity to state our case publicly before committees
of Congress.
As you know, the 1970 amendments passed both Houses of Congress
by nearly unanimous votes and were signed into law on December 31,
1970. There are many ways to demonstrate the scope and intensity of
Ford's effort since 1970 to meet the requirements of the law. Ford's
total emissions-related expenditures have grown to a le\el of $340
million this year and we have 6,500 Ford people working full time
at the task, in March of this year, EPA determined from data sub(331)
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mitted to them that Ford was spending more on vehicle emissions per
car sold than any other American manufacturer. EPA also found
that the percentage of our engineering budget dedicated to emissions
research and development was greater than that of any of our domestic
competitors. This is not the complete story, but it does provide some
measure of our efTort to meet the vehicle emission standards established b^ law for 1975 and 1976 models.
In spite of these efforts, we did not quite succeed in developing
technology that would enable us to meet the statutory 1975 standards.
We did make a lot of progress. For example, we will be able to build
1975 cars for California that will reduce hydrocarbon emissions by
94 percent from uncontrolled levels. But the law calls for 97 percent
control on all 1975 cars, and that we can't do.
It has been charged by some critics that the auto manufacturers
failed to meet the statutory requirements because they tried to clean
up the conventional internal combustion engine instead of adopting
newer and better approaches. The fact of the matter is that the only
conceivable way to meet the requirements on schedule was to use the
short time allowed us by the law to try to minimize emissions from
the existing internal combustion engine.
Although the 1975 requirements were enacted in 1970. we had less
than 3 years to get ready—from December 31,1970, until this month,
Avhen we will start certification tests for 1975 models. Even with an
engine that was familiar to us, that looked like an almost impossible
deadline. It would have been totally impossible to perfect a new
engine, package it in our cars, and convert our manufacturing facilities
in time for 1975 model production.
We were also forced to conclude that we had very little chance of
meeting the 1976 standards for oxides of nitrogen. The possibility of
developing a method of achieving the 1976 NO, standard on schedule
seemed, in itself, to be very remote. On top of this, we could see no
way to meet all three standards for 1976 because the known methods
of reducing HC and CO emissions lead to higher NO, emissions, and
vico versa.
Even though we knew we would have to rely on modifications of the
existing internal combustion engine for some years to come, we nevertheless intensified our efforts on other power sources that might have
some potential. These included our PROCO stratified-charge engine,
prechamber engines, the gas turbine, the diesel, the Rankine and the
Stirling engine. Some of these like diesel and prechamber, had the
ability or the potential ability to meet the 1975 requirements but offered little hope of also meeting the 1976 requirements. We could not,
of course, consider making the massive effort and investment necessary to convert to a different power source if the new approach would
have to be abandoned after a single year.
The only new approaches that offered some hope of meeting all three
standards—such as the Stirling—were at such an early stage of development that they could not possibly be considered as candidates
for mass production during the 1970's.
Late last year, after almost 2 years of intensive efforts to meet the
demands of the Clean Air Amendments, Ford's management faced a
very serious dilemma. We knew that we would be unable to meet
either the 1975 or the 1976 requirements. Even if EPA were eventually
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to exercise ita full authority to suspend each set of rec[uirem6nts for
1 year and to establish feasiole interim standards, we still saw no way
to meet the statutory requirements in 1977. But the time had come
when we had to commit massive funds to provide production capability for 1975 emission control systems.
At ita meeting in November 1972, the Ford board of directors reviewed program expenditures of approximately $400 million to prepare for production of the best emission control system we had developed for the 1975 model year—even though that system failed to
meet the requirements of the law.
Because of the enormous legal and financial risks involved in this
unavoidable decision, Ford's management also decided to tell Ford's
side of the story to the public.
Since that time we have conducted a grassroots effort to explain our
gosition to community leaders in many urban areas in the United
tates. Man^ of these presentations were made to your constituents.
We have tned to be constructive and factual in our statements. We
have not criticized the Clean Air Act—in fact, we have praised ita
major accomplishments. But we have tried to stimulate support for
a reconsideration of the specific vehicle emission standards in the law
in the light of the most recent medical and scientific research.
If you wish, I will be glad to supply for the record a copy of the
statement I made in St. Louis. It is typical of many others made by
different members of our management throughout the country.
Mr. BooERS. Without objection, that will be helpful.
It will be received for the record. [See p. 838.]
Mr. MiscH. Thank you.
Apparently we were not alone in our belief that a reevaluation
was needed. The House Appropriations Committee, in its 1973 report on the EPA budget, called for studies under contract with
the National Academy of Sciences which would include "the degree to
which environmental regulations have contributed or will contribute
to the current and the long-term energy crises; the effect of emission
control standards on the cost and performance of automobiles, including the cost/benefit implications of present standards."
As you know. Senate Resolution 135, adopted on August 2,1973, provides for a thorough review by the National Academy of Sciences of
both the health effects of the three automotive pollutants and costbenefit considerations. Under the arrangements worked out with NAS,
the final report on the levels of emission reduction reauired for health
reasons is to be completed by July 1974, and the final report on costbenefit considerations by August 1974.
Ford Motor Co. has been calling for this kind of objective study because without it no one is in a position to say what levels of control
are really needed. We trust that the NAS study not only will reassess
fully the ambient air quality required to protect public health, but
will also review thoroughly the question of how permissible atmospheric concentrations should translate into specific automotive pollution standards within a realistic time frame.
While NAS will present certain interim reports, it is important to
emphasize that Congress will have no definitive recommendations from
the NAS until completion of the full study next summer. The president
of the National Academy, Dr. Philip Handler, made clear the lim-
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itations of what could be developed in the early phases of the study in
his letter of July 18,1973, to Senator Jennings Kandolph, as follows:
There Is considerable doubt that useful conclusions concerning the social and
economic Impact of implementation of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970
could be reached in the 90-day study. It is probable that, at most, within that
time, such an effort could only identify and clarify relevant questions which require answers, establish a schedule of priorities for assessment, and assemble the
more readily available pertinent information.

Since the Academy's final report will not be issued until next August,
Congress may not be able to study the finding and adopt revised emission standards based on the latest information on need, benefits, and
costs until late 1974 or early 1975. By that time, emission certification
testing of 1976 models will have to "be well along. Consequently, any
revisions of the standards based on NAS findings presumably could
not become effective prior to the 1977 model year at the earliest.
Meanwhile, if Congress takes no further action, the standards presently scheduled for 1975 and 1976 will go into effect. For 1975, as you
know, EPA has established interim standards for HC and CO and
the present NO, standard will be carried over. For 1976, the statutory
HC and CO standards will be enforced, along with an interim NC>x
standard established by EPA.
In our judgment, these requirements will turn out to be, at least in
some respect, more stringent than necessary and not cost-effective. In
any event, the 1976 requirements will probably prove to be beyond
the technical capabilities of the manufacturers.
"We should like to suggest that it would be appropriate, in these circumstances, for Congress to consider freezing emission standards
through the 1976 model year either at the 1974 levels or at the interim
1975 levels.
Such a freeze could be instituted without significantly delaying
progress toward clean air.
In the first place, even with a freeze, the manufacturers would still
have the strongest of incentives to continue their efforts to develop
more effective emission control technology. At Ford, for example, we
could not know in advance what levels oi control NAS might recommend and Congress might adopt for 1977 and beyond. But we do know
that Congress is determined to require whatever levels are needed to
protect health.
"We also know that consumers will favor control systems that offer
the lowest cost, the best driveability, and the best fuel economy. "We
would, therefore, continue to have powerful business incentives to
develop control systems that meet all of these demands, hopefully
without the use of costly catalysts.
In the second place, even with a brief freeze of emission standards,
the air will contmue to get cleaner. California authorities have measured and reported generally cleaner air year by year since emission
controls were introduced. EPA has published data showing that emissions from automotive sources have decreased and will continue to
decrease as older, higher polluting vehicles are replaced by the much
cleaner vehicles now being j)roduced. Our own calculations show that
by mid-1974, total HC emissions will be down by 37.2 percent and CO
will be down by 30.4 percent compared to mid-1970, when the Clean
Air Act Amendments were being considered.
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Because of the steps taken to control HC and CO, only NOi has
increased somewhat during this period, but it is now also starting
down because of the introduction of NO, controls on 1973 models.
Therefore, a delay of a year or two in further tightening of the standards would not mean a year or two of no progress toward cleaner air.
When the 1970 Clean Air Amendments were adopted, there was
considerable discussion about whether or not thej represented re^latorv "overkill" with respect to the vehicle emission standards which
mandated, for example, 97 percent reduction of hydrocarbons from
uncontrolled levels. At that time, the question of whether or not
Congress had gone too far was not as important as it is today. Clearly,
Congress wanted to establish the toughest kinds of targets so as to
insure that automobile manufacturers would make maximum efforts
to clean up their new vehicles. If the targets turned out to be more
stringent than necessary, or impossible to reach, there was time to
reconsider.
Today, as that reconsideration is being launched, the national energy
crisis provides a new and extremely important reason for avoiding
emi&sion control overkill. A Ford scientist presented a technical paper
to the Society of Automotive Engineers earlier this week which
reported that 1973 emission controls, including the use of 91 octane
fuel and lowered compression ratios, have already resulted in a loss of
more than 13 percent in fuel economy.
It is clear that any further tightening of the standards could
increase that loss. If vehicle emission standards need to be more
stringent, then we must face that issue and resolve the energy crisis
in other ways. It is imperative, however, not to proceed with an
emission control "overkill" that would not be cost effective, would
further compound the Nation's energy problems, and would go beyond reasonsible public health requirements.
There is another important reason, in our judgment, why Congress
should act quickly to freeze emission standards while the NAS study
proceeds. We are now engaged in the final stages of trying td develop
1976 model emission control systems. Our present e^imate is that the
best we can do will not meet the presently scheduled requirements
for 1976.
If we do fail in this effort, Congress will have to face the choice,
in the near future, of modifying the presently scheduled 1976 requirements, or closing down a substantial portion of the American automobile industry. We think that choice should be faced now, to reduce
the waste of money and engineering resources inherent in the futile
pursuit of unreachable goals.
If the choice is delayed much longer, there is a substantial risk
that it will be impossible to complete certification testing of 1976
models in time for the beginning of 1976 model production. This, in
turn, could make it necessary to close some plants and idle their
employees until the tests are completed. These risks can be avoided
by freezing emission standards until Congress has had a chance to
review and act upon the findings of the NAS study.
Whether the freeze should begin with 1975 models, at 1974 levels, or
with 1976 models, at the interim 1975 levels, is a question that we think
Congress should consider very carefully.
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Keeping the 1974 BtandardB for 2 more years would have many advantages. It would avoid the commitment, for 1978, to the use of
expensive and unproven catalytic converters in a substantial fraction of
vehicles producea for all States but California. Catalysts could still be
required in California if that State pursues its right under the Clean
Air Act to establish technically feasible standards more stringent than
the national standards with EPA approval.
Avoiding the use of catalysts in the other 49 States could save many
customers at least $100 in new car cost. There would also be substantial
savinm in operating costs. These customers would not need to use
unleaded fuel, which means that they could save about 2 cents per
gallon, and more gasoline could be obtained from each barrel of crude
oil.
The potential durability problems of catalysts in customer use could
be avoided, at least temporarily, in the 49 States other than California,
pending reconsideration of the need for standards that would require
catalyst usage.
Finally, as we have explained on previous occasions, it will be impossible to take advantage of California experience with catalysts in
developing improved catalyst systems for the rest of the Nation, unless
catalysts are used for at least 2 years in California before they are
required elsewhere.
Clearly, we think that carryover of the 1974 standards through the
1976 model year would have many advantages. On the other hand, we
can meet the very stringent interim standards set by EPA for the 1976
model year if Congress considers the gains to be worth the costs and
risks.
Ford believes the choice should be made by Congress after carefully
balancing environmental, energy, and consumer interests. In our view,
because the air is already getting cleaner and will continue to get
cleaner remrdless of the specific standards implemented for 1976 and
1976, thelfation clearly does not face a short-term environmental
health crisis. A temporary suspension of any further automotive emission reduction may well be an appropriate redirection of national
priorities pending completion of the NAS study. We urge only that
the Congress carefully weigh the issue from the standpoint of overall
nationafinterest.
There is one further point that I should also discuss. On May 28,
1978, Mr. Lee lacocca, president of Ford Motor Co., testified before
the Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution regarding alternatives to the conventional piston engine. He emphasized Ford's concern over a law which forces us to demonstrate a "good faith eflfort"
to meet an NO, standard which EPA has said is not needed and which
is so low as to rule out potential alternate engine concepts. He asked
for congressional action before the end of this year to establish an NO,
standard of 2 grams per mile for the 1977 model year and beyond, as
opposed to the 0.4 gram per mile standard now in tlie law.
At that time, Mr. lacocca said:
We wilt make a commitment right now that If this standard li chanced hj
the end of the year and If we meet our development iroalR. we will put an alternate
enirlne Into production as soon aa possible—hopefully for the 1977 model year.
This will be a priority effort, and we will start with one engine line with capacity
of about 600,000 engines a year.
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In iupport of that commitment, we have entered a contract with
Honda that allows ua accegs to itB "CVCC" engine developmenta. Further^ we are continuing work on our own stratified oharee concept
(which we call Proco, or profframed combustion), and on other promising concepts. The problem is that most of these promising alternate
engine approaches cannot be pursued intelligently until we have a
firm, long-range target for NO, control.
For example. Ford cannot set a target of two grams per mile for
No, and concentrate major resources on developing an engine to meet
tiitit target when the law contains a standard oi 0.4 gram per mile and
requires all "good faith efforts" by an automobile manufacturer to meet
that level.
Thus, we would also suggest to this committee, that without waiting
for the results of NAS study, immediate action should be taken,
based upon the evidence already developed by EPA and others, to
correct the oxides of nitrogen vehicle emission standard. No, is without
question the most difficult vehicle pollutant to control because its control is essentially based on inefficient combustion. The more efficient a
car's combustion, the more oxides of nitrogen it creates.
Because of the energy crisis, it is especially important that Congress
establish a realistic, long-range NO, target. There seems to be nearly
universal agreement that the statutory requirement of 0.4 gram per
mile for NO, is not valid. I understand that EPA Deputy Administrator Quarles testified before this subcommittee earlier tnis week that
EPA did not believe that an NO, standard below 2 grams per mile
would be feasible at the present time.
Mr. Chairman, I have covered a great many subjects today and I
should like to conclude by summarizing Ford Motor Co.'s position on
the Clean Air Act.
There is no doubt that the act has already produced and will continue
to produce improved air quality for the public. We believe the Act
will be strengtnened by the decision to ask the National Academy of
Sciences to reevaluate three basic questions, First, are the present
ambient air quality goals the correct ones to protect the public health?
Second, what vehicle emission control levels are required to achieve
appropriate air quality within a realistic time frame ? Finally, how
much will these controls cost the Nation, in terms of both dollars and
fuel consumption?
Until the results of the NAS study can be evaluated and acted upon
by Congress, we believe the public interest would be served by congressional action this year to freeze emission standards at either the
1974 level or the 1978 interim level established by EPA.
Such a freeze would have no effect on Ford's commitment to devote
maximum effort to the development of improved emiBsion control
technolo^, and no perceptible effect on the Nation's progress toward
cleaner air.
We also urge that Connress take action before it adjourns this year
to review the long-term level of vehicle NO, control. We do not presume to know what maximum level of NO, m the atmosphere is necessary to protect health, But we do know that a vehicle emission standard for NO, of approximately 2 grams per mile or higher is necessary
to enable us and others to direct our development effort« toward realistio engineering goals.
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For us, these goals are to continue to improve our present eneines
and develop an alternate engine that will have good fuel economy and
will meet stringent emission standards without the use of catalytic
converters.
Thank you.
[Mr. Misch's St. Louis speech, referred to, follows:]
TEXT

or

REMABKS BT

HERBEatr L.

MISCH, VICE PRESIDENT, ENVIBONMENTAI, AND

SAFETY ENOINEEBINO, FOBD MOTOB C!O., BEFOBE A LUNCHEON MEETING OF CIVIC
AND BUSINESS LEAOEBB, ST. LOUIS, MO., APBIL 23, 1973

You may well wonder why we came to St Louis today In view of the recent
front-page news that EPA Administrator William Ruckelshaus has granted the
auto companies' request for a one-year suspension of the 1975 Clean Air standards.
Under the law, Mr. Ruckelshaus was empowered to grant a one-year suspension
of the standards. He also was authorized to set interim levels to take the place
of those fixed by law. He has now done both of these things.
Mr. Ruckelshaus obviously agreed with us that we simply had to have more
time, because the alternative could have been to shut down much if not all of the
U.S. auto industry. But in granting the one-year suspension we requested, he has
set some very tough interim standards for control of automotive emissions. And
frankly, we don't know whether we can meet those new 1975 standards or not
We probably won't know for several weeks. We need to see the fine print in the
test procedures before we can make a further judgment.
In any event, the auto industry has been granted 12 more months to meet the
1975 standards, which now become effective with 1976-model production. The
result, you may conclude, is that the heat is off. That we can relax. You might also
ask, "What more do you guys from Detroit want, anyway?"
Well, that's a fair question. And I'm going to take the next 25 minutes to try
to answer It.
It Is Important for you to understand right off that the basic problem with
the Federal emissions-control program has not been changed by the Ruckelshaus
decision. The real Issue is the Clean Air Act Itself. The standards which Mr.
Ruckelshaus has deferred for one year remain in the law. The serious question
as to the validity of those standards also remains. Only Congress can correct
what's wrong with the law. Beyond granting the one-year suspension and setting'
interim standards for that year, the Environmental Protection Agency has
absolutely no authority to change the standards or the timetable in the law.
Therefore, the reason we have come to St. Louis today is to discuss the urgent
need for Congress—in the public interest—to re-examine the emissions-control
program In the light of new technical and scientific developments and data.
Mr. Ruckelshaus himself recently called upon the Congress to re-examine the
law. The National Academy of Sciences In February also recommended that
Congress take a new look at the law.
So, it is not Just Detroit that questions the validity of the control levels and
timetable In the law.
At Ford, our engineers will use the 12 months' added time to go all-out to
develop and perfect the best possible emissions-control systems. But we think
there should be equal awareness of the need for Congress to use this 12 months
to re-appraise the flaws in the law and correct them.
On the surface, this may appear to be a squabble between the government
and the auto Industry. But there is someone else who also has a big stake in
this whole matter. And that's you.
We believe the automotive-emissions standards set in the law are unrealistic,
unnecessarily costly to car buyers and are not Justified by need.
We think compliance with the statutory standards, as now required, could
turn out to be a bad bargain for you—the American public.
Before we go any further, let me tell you what comes out of an automobile's
tail pipe. There are three engine emissions subject to control—hydrocarbons,
carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogen (which we call NO,). Hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide are produced by incomplete burning of the gasoline. NOx,
on the other hand, is produced by the high temperature combination of oxygen
and nitrogen. It is the product of complete, efficient combustion. Unfortunately,
what you do in an engine to reduce HC and CO emissions Increases N0< emissions and vice versa.

Ton may not realize it, but all three auto pollutants are now on the decline.
America's air is getting cleaner. And it will keep on getting cleaner—month by
month—as new cars with emissions controls replace older cars without them.
So there's no question that automotive emissions are rapidly being eliminated
as a significant factor in air pollution—a goal we all want to achieve. Yet,
here we are, challenging the law that has the very same objective.
Well, let me tell you why—but first let me sketch in some quick background.
Congress first wrote automotive-emissions controls into the Clean Air Act in
1965. We did not oppose that bill. It was an important piece of legislation.
Congress correctly realized that only through Federal action could an effective
nationwide campaign be waged against air pollution. The law has produced
impressive results.
The 1965 law gave the Environmental Protection Agency's predecessor (HEJW)
discretion to set the emissions levels it considered necessary and feasible.
And, virtually each year the auto companies have met progressively stricter
standards set by the EPA. The 1973 models—and most people seem surprised
to know this—produce, on the average, 85 per cent less hydrocarbons, 69 per
cent less carbon monoxide and 48 per cent less oxides of nitrogen than uncontrolled cars.
The problem we face today really started when Congress—without benefit of
meaningful public hearings, incidentally—amended the Clean Air Act in 1970.
We strongly opposed some of those amendments, because they took away from
EPA its discretionary authority to set controls, and instead required the administrator to establish emissions levels specified in the law itself, with rigid timetables for their achievement. In effect, the emissions levels that the administration had originally targeted for 1980 were written into the law for 1975.
As a result of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, hydrocarbons must be
reduced by 97 per cent, carbon monoxide by 96 per cent, and XO. by 93 per cent
compared to uncontrolled cars.
To give you an idea of just how stringent the law's requirements are, more
hydrocarbons will escape into the air through evaporation when you have your
gas tank filled once at a service station, than your car would emit while using
up the whole tankful on the road—under the statutory standards!
If that comparison surprises you, consider that for every gallon of oil-base
paint you put on your house with a brush, you add as many pounds of hydrocarbons to the atmosphere as you would by driving your car 8,000 miles—under
the statutory standards!
Do you have a fireplace? When you bum one seven-inch-thick log in the fireplace, you contribute as much CO to the atmosphere as you would by driving your
car all day—under the statutory standards !
It's true, of course, that heavy concentrations of cars In urban areas create a
unique problem, and that's why reducing automotive emissions is essential. But
our concern is that the standards in the law could well constitute overkill.
We started working on emissions back in the 1950's, when the problem first
came into focus in California. With the 26-20 vision that only hindsight affords, I
think it fair to say that we now wish we had done even more than we did—and
sooner. But the effort was sharply stepped up over the years, and we really have
been going all-out on the problem. We now have more than 5,000 technical people
working on emissions. In 1973 alone. Ford has budgeted $360 million on emissions-related expenditures.
We have considered every emission-control system that we thought might
work and could be available for the 1975 models. Frankly, timing limitations preclnded consideration of completely new engine concepts for 1975. It is our present
judgment—as well as EPA's—that the best approach Is the addition of a catalytic
converter system to a conventional engine. The catalytic converter looks something like a small stainless-steel muflJer. It has a ceramic core that is coated with
platinum. The platinum metal acts as a catalyst to stimulate a chemical reaction
that converts carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons into harmless carbon dioxide
and water vapor.
Development work has progressed well, but we still have a number of problems
with catalysts. Until solutions to these problems were found, we were reluctant
to schedule this system for nationwide application. Recognizing these problems,
Mr. Ruckelshaus adopted a phase-in policy on catalytic converters, requiring them
to be Installed first on 1975 models in California. However, his tough interim
standards may force us to use catalysts on cars outside of California as well.
This brings us to something everyone naturally asks—what about a whole new
kind of engine? I assure you we have been conducting an aggressive search for
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alternate power sources that might meet the emlsBlons standards and still have
satisfactory operating characteristics. Mnltl-mlUlon-doUar research and development programs are well along on the Wankel and the stratifled-charge and gas
turbine engines, as well as on both Ranklne cycle and Stirling cycle externalcombustion engines. Some of these—particularly the stratlfled-charge, the turbine
and the Stirling cycle engines—appear to offer real promise for the future. Bat
there simply Is no way these can be developed, tooled and put into large-scale
production before 1980.
There has been a lot of publicity lately about three foreign cars which, according to EPA, can meet the statutory standards. The obvious question la: Why
can't U.S. manufacturers do the same?
The three cars Involved are the Honda stratlfled-charge, the Masda rotary,
and the small Mercedes dlesel. Despite what you may have heard, none of these
vehicles actually has been certified for 1075. The EPA and the manufacturers
have stated that they expect the cars will be able to meet the 1875 standards.
But let me make Just a few comments about these engine designs.
Take the dlesel. We don't think it's an acceptable solution. It smokes, It
smells, It Is hard to start In cold weather, it has fuel-avallablUty problems and
it has poor acceleration characteristics. Mercedes sells about 6,000 dlesel-equipped
passenger cars per year In this country, and has said It doesn't believe Americans
will buy many more than that.
The Honda stratifled-charge engine may well represent a promising power
plant for the future. This engine Is very small, powering a car substantially
smaller than the Pinto. Ford has been working with the U.S. Army on a stratifled-charge engine for a number of years. We have prototypes running and they
look good on both emissions and fuel economy. However, our designs are not yet
ready for production. Honda, which doesn't share our problem of having to certify
all of its engines for a full line of cars and trucks, has concentrated its total
emissions effort on this one design.
Now, with regard to the Mazda rotary engine—this design presents some challenging problems. One of these problems is Its present cost to consumers—Masda
charges several hundred dollars more for the rotary-equipped model compared
to a plston-englne model. It also has a golng-ln handicap of a 30 per cent penalty
in fuel economy.
But, for the sake of argument, let's assume that a few specialised vehicles—
like the Honda, Mazda rotary or Mercedes dlesel—could meet the statutory
standards. As Mr. Ruckelshaus recognized, this was not a satisfactory solution
to the need for 12 million cars and trucks of all sizes to meet the market demand
for 1975. Also, the machine tool Industry has reported to the EPA that it would
take 12 years to retool all the U.S. engine manufacturing capacity for a newconcept engine. The Idea that this could be done in two years because foreign
manufacturers can produce a few thousand new-concept engines, is unrealistic.
Now to get back to the main point . . .
Mr. Ruckelshaus' decision dealt strictly with the question of technical capacity
to meet the standards. He wasn't empowered to decide whether the standards In
the law make sense—or to recognize new technical information and data that
have become available since 1970, even though this Information suggests that
Congress went overboard In the emissions levels established In the 1970 Clean
Air Amendments. Here are some examples;
On April 10, Mr. Ruckelshaus told a Congressional subcommittee that NO,
levels for 1976 should be eased because major cutbacks are not necessary In
most areas.
Other studies suggest that the threat of carbon monoxide to human health
may not be as serious as was thought back in 1970.
Erroneous assumptions as to vehicle jKjpuIatlon and mileage projections In
urtjan areas substantially overstated the prospective contribution at automobiles
to air pollution.
These are some of the Important reasons we think Congress should take another
look at the provisions of the Clean Air Act,
The Important thing to remember Is that as tough as the Interim standards are,
the original even-tighter standards the.v replace for one year are still on the
books, and It literally will take an act of Congress to modify them.
Let me depart from automotive emissions for a moment to mention another
aspect of the 1970 Clean Air Act. As a part of that law, the EPA established
ambient air quality standards that must be met In all major cities In the country by July, 1075. These stflndords estaWlsh maximum allowable atmospheric
concentrations of six spedflc pollutants from all stationary and mobile sources.
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The allowable ooncentratlons were set at levels believed at tbat time to be necei•ary to protect public health.
However, recently developed medical data suggest that these standards mar
be overly stringent. Admittedly, there was little Information available In IdTO
concerning the effect of air pollution on public health. Even today, few people
realise that man-made pollution—from all sources—contributes only a little over
10 percent of all the HC/00/NOi pollutants In the atmosphere. Nature produces
the rest.
To give you an Idea of how tough the ambient air standards are, the standard
for carbon monoxide would have shut down WlUlamsburg in George Washing*
ton's day because of all the wood they burned. And to meet the 1076 standards
for hydrocarbons in Oatllnburg, Tennessee, would require cutting down all the
pine trees in the Smoky Mountains.
The stringency of the alr-quallty standards Is further Illustrated by the fact
that at least 80 cities have Indicated they will have to limit traffic flow—perhaps by gasoline rationing—to even hope to meet the ambient air standards.
In Los Angeles, some guesses are that all cars would have to be eliminated, and
even the BPA has acknowledged that more than an 80 percent reduction In car
use—with gas rationing—would be required In the Los Angeles Basin. Can you
imagine Los Angeles—or St. Louis—getting by on 20 percent c^ Its normal gasoline allotment?
We seriously question whether the ambient air quality standards need to be
that stringent to protect the health of the nation, and this is another part of the
1970 Clean Air Amendments tbat needs re-examlnatlon.
Ford Motor Company certainly Is not suggesting a stand-pat policy. Major
Cities In particular have an air pollution problem, and the automobile is a major
jMTt of It. Continued progress is required, and we believe that with time automobile emissions can be eliminated as a major source of air pollution without
unreasoitable cost to the consumer.
Months ago, we proposed our own set of interim standards which were substantially tighter than present levels. These are now superseded by the interim
standards BPA has set. Ford also proposed use of oatalyst systems in California
flrat and nationwide later. If the systems proved out In California. This, of coursei
is akin to the plan EPA has adopted.
The one thing I haven't gone Into much Is what automotive emission controls
may coat the consumer In the next few years. Controls on our 1073 models cost
you, the buyer, about |80—end we think that's a good buy.
Let me remind you what your 980 buys. Hydrocarbon emissions, compared with
an uncontrolled ear, are down, on the average, by 85 percent, carbon monoxide
by 69 percent and oxides of nitrogen by 48 percent.
But further reductions are going to cost more money—whether controls go
to the unneceasarily tough levels prescribed by the Clean Air Act or to the
extremely stringent interim levels BPA has set for the suspension year. For
example, we think a control system in which we would use catalytic convertere
to try to meet the standards in the law on hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide
will cost an additional 9300. Now, I'm not proposing that the standards be
eased just because car prices could go up by 9300. We charge more than that
for an air conditioner!
The present law calls for a 08 per cent cut in NO, emissions in 1076—compared to a 48 per cent reduction now. No one really knows how to meet the 1070
NO< standard or. for that matter, what It will cost. But If It Includes a second
catalyst, as we think it will. It's not going to be cheap.
But the big thing to consider in trying to control NO, down to 0.4 grams per
mile Is the fuel penalty, It looks like this could couse another 10-20 per cent)
Increase in gasoline consumption. And that would be in addition to today's fuel
economy penalty—which is In the area of 10-10 per cent worse than an uncontrolled car.
With cost and gas mileage Implications like that, we think it just plain make*
good sense to be extra certain the standards in the law are right. The fact is,
no one is sure they are right, And, as we have said, there are pretty good indications they are wrong,
If it turns out that It actually Is necessary to raise car prices by 9800 or more
and to take additional severe fuel penalties to protect the nation's health . . ,
then, of course, that's what we ought to do. But let's first find out.
What I am saying Is that we as manufacturers—and you as buyers—should
urge the government to come to a well-reasoned, emotion-free decision as to
exactly what degree of automotive-emissions control really is necessary to protect
n-Mt <p<. n o -14 • ji
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the nation's health. Based on the new technical Information that has become
available since 1970, we think the levels Congress has set are now unrealistic.
We don't know what the optimum levels should be, but we're fairly certain that
they would be less than the present law calls for.
So we make just one recommendation—that Congress order a thorough study
of the emissions standards and timetable in the law by a component and objective organization. The single objective would be either to confirm the need for
the standards now in the law, or to change them. We hope that Congress will
move promptly.
As I've said, this is not just a request from Detroit. Both Mr. Ruckelsham
and the National Academy of Sciences have called for a Congressional review
of the standards, also.
It is going to take a real show of 8uptx>rt from all over the country to get
Congress to do it.
We at Ford are not trying to put a dollar sign on clean air. All we are asking—
and we hope you will ask it, too—is that a reasonable balance be struck between
further emissions reductions and the cost of achieving these reductions.
If you think we've made a good case today—or If I have done no more than
raise doubts in your mind—I hope you will ask just one thing of your U.S.
senators and representatives—that they support a prompt and objective reexamlnatlon of the law.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much for an excellent statement and
for your thinking on the best way to bring about continued progress.
Mr. Satterfield.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. I might say, if we can, on this first go-around keep to
your most important questions, if possible, because we will have to go
into a full committee meeting at 11, as I am sure the members will
recall.
Mr. SATTERTIELD. One of the things that bothers me a little bit is the
apparent decision which has been made in some quarters to proceed
with the employment of catalytic devices on automobiles in an effort
to meet the standards that have been set.
I was interested to note in two places in your statement on page 8
and page 10, you referred to these catalytic devices as being costly and
vmproven.
Mr. MiscH. Yes, sir.
Mr. SATTERTTELD. I wonder if you could expand on that just briefly.
Mr. MiscH. We chose the catalyst because of the time constraints of
the law and the need to pursue those systems that had shown the
greatest promise and had shown the greatest ability to meet the lowest
possible emission levels even though they didn't meet the statutory
requirements.
When we realized that we couldn't meet those requirements for
1975, we applied for suspension of the 1975 standards which, as you
probably know, was denied. We applied through the courts and on
remand new hearings were held and, as a result of the material given
there, a suspension was granted.
Now, the material basically was this: We in Ford Motor Co. suggested that there was no experience with catalytic systems in the hands
of the public and since it was obvious our best good faith effort was
the catalyst system we should have an opportunity to get experience in
the field on a partial basis.
For that reason, we proposed a two-tier system: One for California
and one for the other 49 States, thinking that the California problem
was the most acute and severe from the timing standpoint and, second,
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because it provided almost all the geographical and atmospheric implications of a trial of such a system.
So, we are in the same position today.
We have added it to a 450-car fleet in California and we are following it very carefully and trying to gain what experience we can, but
we have to say they are unproven although we are finding problems
and finding solutions to those problems.
Our greatest fears are the fears of the imknown, these things we have
not run into, because so many of the problems that develop cause
customers to do things to their vehicles.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Certainly the application of this act is confined
only to the manufacturers' level and once an automobile, with whatever device or whatever has been done to its engine to reduce its pollution, is delivered into the hands of the owner-operator, we have no
further means of control or check on it.
I think you said that we might get a pretty good reading with the
experience in California. Yet, I have a degree of doubt of how valid
that reading is going to be in terms of whether or not we have the
capability to determine the results of these devices in the hands of the
operator.
Do you think we have the technology and capability to get that
kind of reading?
Mr. MiscH. I think we certainly can get reasonable experience on
what failures might occur in the hands of the customers.
Frankly, in order to know how these devices are working in large
quantities in the hands of the consumers, it is goin^ to be necessary
tnat we have some sort of mandatory inspection. I think that the only
way we will really know is through a mandatory inspection and
maintenance program.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. IS there a technological capability today to set up
inspection stations for a rapid readout of the exhaust of an automobile
engine and technological capability to correct whatever needs to be
corrected ?
Mr. MiscH. Not specifically, no, there isn't the capability of noting
specifically what the problem might be.
We do think that it might be possible to make gross determinations.
In other words, if the catalyst disappeared or was completely ineffective, there would be a way of determining that, either by a temperature
sensor or other auick means.
But to be able to determine specifically the level of performance,
there is no technology known that would make it practical in the field.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Is it your feeling that perhaps we ought to create
more interest in this area and try to stimulate more effort in that
direction than we have in the past ?
Mr. MiscH. Yes; we do think that we need better inspection techniques and we need mandatory inspection.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I am not going to take a whole lot of time, but I
do have one other question.
You made the suggestion that we should adopt an interim standard
of 2 grams a mile for NO,. I take it you are suggesting this to permit
experimentation with new t;vpe8 of engines and that you are not saying that at some future date if it was found we must reduce it that the
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new engine wouldn't have the capacity? You are not writing off a
Btandara below this in the future would be possible?
Mr. MisoH. I am sayinB that unless the 2-gram NO, standard ii
established and that, in all good faith, Congress feels there is going
to be a continuation of this standard for a reasonable period of time,
we wouldn't look at some of these alternate approaches because we do
have a threshold capability of around 2 grams per mile, such as the
Honda approach, for instance.
Now, the reason that it seems to us to be impractical for such systenui to later achieve lower levels is that they are basically lean bum
devices precluding the addition of a reducing catalyst to the system
a;t some later date. You would have to have an enriching system to do
that
Mr. SATTIHITIBLD. From a practical standpoint, we will be eatablighing some sort of minimum for a pretty good period of time.
Mr. MisoH. That is correct
Mr. SATTEHTIBLD. Thank you, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. DO I understand, then, Mr. Misch, that the Honda
engine which Ford is now contemplating, if arrangements can be
made to convert to it as an alternate power system, will bring about a
meeting of the standards ?
Mr. MisoH. We hope that it will ultimately meet the hydrocarbonCO standards but it will not meet the oxides of nitrogen standards as
it stands probably.
Mr. RooERS. How far off on NO, ?
Mr. MisoH. I am saying our best estimate is that its capability is to
meet about a 2-gram standard. That does not mean that emission levels
in vehicles aren't goins to be lower than that. In order to certify and
be certain that they will be under 2 grams, we need that kind of standard.
Mr. ROGERS. This means you will have no problem meeting the other
two standards ?
Mr. MiBCH. I wouldn't say there is no problem. But there is a good
possibility we can meet the other two standards, HC and CO, with
minimum use of catalysts,
Mr. ROGERS. What about mileage?
Mr. MisoH, That is an open issue at the moment
I think Honda has said that they would not anticipate more than
about a 6-percent deterioration in reaching the hydrocarbon-CO
standard, with, I believe, the present 3.1 NO, standard.
Mr. ROGERS, Does that mean from the 1973 capability?
Mr, MisoH. From the 1973 capability.
Mr, ROGERS, SO there still would be a penalty?
Mr, MISCH, Yes, sir,
Mr, ROGERS. I had understood there would be no penalty,
Mr, MISCH, NO, sir,
Mr, ROGERS, There will be?
Mr, MISCH. There will be.
There are lots of efforts to try to improve that situation but, as we
see it at the moment, there would be a breakeven or slight penalty
for such prechamber approaches compared to 1973, as lar as fuel
economy is concerned,
Mr. ROGERS, Thank you.
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Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In our efforts to clean up the air, I realize that we have really put
a great load on the automotive industry. Perhaps we have tried to go
too far too fast. I think that is undoubtedly true. Of course, we all
want clean air. But, certainly we have to give you time enough to
develop the meohanisms necessary.
I notice that in the present car you have retarded the spark. Is that
true ? And you have lowered the combustion ratio and also you have a
leaner mixture; is that correct ?
Mr. MiscH. That is correct^ yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. That does injure the driveability of your car, does it
notf
Mr. MiscH. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. Or any car, for that matter, not particularly yours.
Mr. M:8CH. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. It also increases the gasoline consumption.
Mr. MiscH. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. About 13 percent, you say, on an average? _
Mr. MiscH. Thirteen percent for the Ford car. It varies a little bit
from carline to carline out there is a 18 percent average reduction
on our line of products.
Mr. CARTER. I noticed an improvement in the driveability of the
1978 car over the 1972.1 happen to have two cars made by your company, one at my home, a 1073, and one here, a 1971. The 1978 car is
Juil» driveable but it does use, I would say more than 18 percent of
uel over the 1971 car.
Mr. MiscH. I want to clear up one thing.
Thirteen percent is due to emission control. In many instances, we
have other ractors. The vehicles have gotten heavier. Any one line of
vehicles has gotten heavier. That will co:.tributp to fuel economy loss.
For instance, in tracking from 1965 to 1973 on a full-sized Ford car,
we say that we can account for about a 22 percent reduction in fuel
economy or increase in fuel use, 13 percent of which is for emission
controls and the remainder is for other tilings, possibly weight.
Mr. CARTER. A 22-percent increase in the use of gasoline?
Mr. MiscH. Yes.
So, you would be noticing something part way in between that because you are comparing a 1971 to a 1973. You are not going quite so
far back. Part of that weight increase is because of product elections
we have made. A significant part of it. maybe almost half of the weij?ht
increase, is due to those things that were required to make the vehicle
comply with Federal safety and damngeability regulations, as well,
heavier bumper systems and so on.
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
I would say that there has been an improvement in the strength of
the body and so on in the past few years.
Mr. MiscH. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. DO you see the use of the catalytic converter in the next
year or so ? Do you think that you will go that way ?
Mr. MiscH. For 1976, our present program is to meet the interim
standard. In California, the interim standard there will require a 100percent catalyst system in all of our cars and in the other 49 States
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we are estimating that somewhere between 15 and 50 percent—and I
can't give it to you any closer than that at the moment—will require
catalysts.
A minimum of 15 percent and as high as 50 percent will require the
catalysts in the 49 States.
Mr. CARTER. In case you go to catalytic converters, have you checked
the emissions from them, the changes in your NO, and in your hydrocarbons and your carbon monoxide ? Have you checked those emissions
to see if they are toxic or not ?
Mr. MiBCH. No; we have not noticed any difference in the hydrocarbons. Of course, basically, the hydrocarbons that the catalytic converter
does not change are the nonreactive ones, methane and so on. A high
percentage of the total would be methane coming out. Carbon monoxide, or course, changes to carbon dioxide-water.
We have noted as a result of some work first done by Dow Chemical
Co. and analyzed by Ford Motor Co. and we since that time have been
working witn EPA in determining the extent to which sulfur in the
fuel may be oxidized to SOa, and with water comes out as a sulfuric
acid mist or a particulate. It is early work at the moment. We don't
know how to quantify it. As soon as I knew about it, I wrote to the
Environmental Protection Agency and disclosed the work we had
done and the data we had and we have been working with them ever
since in evaluating it.
None of us knows what level of such particulate matter would be
of concern.
IVfr. CARTER. You wouldn't know the level of emissions of sulfuric
acid mist, H2SO4; is that correct ?
Mr. MiscH. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. It might even approach the weight of NO, per mile;
is that correct or not f
Mr. MiscH. I can't answer that. Doctor. I really don't know. It is
only small quantities that we have measured and all of our work has
been done at a steady state, 30 miles an hour steady speed, 60 miles
an hour steady speed.
We have been trying to determine whether or not there is any difference in the amount of mist that is formed through time. But it is
very early work and I am sure we couldn't quantify it to the point of
saying whether there should be or should not be concern.
Mr. CARTER. Would you want to estimate the relative bad effects of
NO, and sulfuric acid mist on human health ?
Mr. MiscH. Pardon ?
Mr. CARTER. Would you like to compare the effect of NO, and
sulfuric acid mist on human health ?
Mr. MiscH. Yes; I would think that if there is a concern that a
threshold should be established below which we would control; that
is correct.
Mr. CARTER. Since we don't know what the catalj-tic converter does
emit—there have been studies, some of which I have read, but they
have not been made in depth—we might really be trading a devil for
a witch is that correct ?
Mr. MiscH. There is always that possibility. I don't know how
probable it is.
Mr. CARTER. What is the meaning of NIH ?
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I don't mean the National Institutes of Health.
Mr. MiscH. I am sorry; I didn't hear.
Mr. CARTER. What is the meaning of NIH as used in the automotive
industry ?
Mr. MiscH. We use it around our shop as indicating "not invented
here."
Mr. CARTER. Are you adverse to using inventions which are not conceived at Ford ?
Mr. MiscH. No way. As a matter of fact, we have the latch spring
handy and the door standing wide open for any ideas. We look at
thousands of them continually. I think as evidence is the fact that we
didn't invent the Honda approach but we did hurry to get a business
and license arrangement with them so that we could take advantage of
whatever they know as quickly as possible.
We also, at the same time, announced that we have signed a license
agreement with Dresser Industries who have an approach to a fuel
handling system that we think might have some merit. We are anxious
to look at things that come from elsewhere.
Mr. CARTER. Have you considered the use of an afterburner? Have
you given much studv to that ?
Mr. MiscH. We have done a little work in the past on afterburners ; yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. I would like to ask you the test results from the certified
laboratory. If you have your pad there, you might want to write these
figures down.
The weighted mass emissions on the 1975 CBS test procedure:
Hydrocarbons, 0.62 grams per mile; carbon monoxide, 18.34 grams per
mile; oxides of nitrogen, 1.18 grams per mile.
Second, the cold stabilized emissions from the same test: Hydrocarbons, 0.04 grams per mile: carbon monoxide, 0.72 grams per mile;
oxides of nitrogen, 0.70 grams per mile.
My first questions is this: 1>> these results equal or better the standards recommended to this committee by Ford ?
Mr. MiscH. The 0.62 on hydrocarbons does.
The 18.34 would meet the 1974 carryover. It would not meet the
1975 interm.
The NOx level certainly would meet what we are recommending;
yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. Let me have your answer again, please, sir.
Mr. MiscH. The 0.62 hydrocarbons would meet what we are recommending, which would be either a 1974 carryover or 1975 interim,
whether it be 49 States or California.
The 18.34 would not meet either the 49 States or California for 1975.
The NOx would meet it.
Mr. CARTER. Would not ?
Mr. MiscH. The NOx would meet what we are proposing.
NOx would and hydrocarbons would and the CO would not—of the
numbers you just gave me.
Mr. CARTER. I>) you think you can match tliese results at your
company ?
Mr. iVfiscH. You are talking about matching them witli an
afterburner?
Mr. CARTER. NO ; in any way.
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Mr. MMCH. In any way f
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. MiscH. Well, on a single car, no question about it.
Mr. CARTER. YOU can do that ?
Mr. MiBCH. Yes; we have done that. We have presented data to
EPA that we have done it on many different approaches.
Mr. CARTER. What would be the cost of doing this, say, on a 1965
model engine which, I believe, is about the most efficient or next most
efficient engine you produced, 1966 or 1966. Is that correct?
Mr. MisoH. I donx think I can give you cost.
At this oxides of nitrogen level, we would have been using a reducing catalyst to get to that level. I don't have the cost of such a
system available.
Mr. CARTER. Could you do it for $40 f
Mr. MiBCH. No, sir.
Mr. CARTER. It would cost in the neighborhood of at least $300; is
that correct?
Mr. MisoH. That is right.
Mr. CARTER. Some people state that this can be done for that low a
cost with an afterburner.
Mr. MiscH. We have the latchstrinc out.
Mr. CARTER. All right, sir. I am glad to hear that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Misch, have you given any thought to the reduction of the weight of the automobiles? Is Ford considering reducing
the weight of the automobile ?
Mr. MTSCH. Yes: we are. Fuel economy is becoming more and more
important. So, we nave mounted programs to look at all of the factors
that influence fuel economy. We know that in the marketplace it is
becoming a very strong buying motive and we have to address ourselves to it It is not only weight reductions; we are looking at programs in axle selections, matching of engines to transmissions; the
whole thing.
Mr. ROGERS. We may want to go into that a little bit this afternoon.
The full committee is going to meet very shortly.
Mr. Kyros.
Mr. KYROS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have only two very short questions.
First, will you briefly describe for the record what this stratified
charge engine is?
Mr. MISCH. There are many forms of stratified charge engines but
primarily I think you can generalize by saying the concept is to provide a cloud of combustible mixture of fuel and air, a cloud within
the combustion chamber that can be ignited, although the surrounding
gas, which may be air, is not combustible.
The fact that you maintain a combustible cloud is where the term
stratification comes in.
Mr. KTROS. In other words, two levels of combustion. One is combustible and one is not ?
Mr. MISCH. That is correct.
Mr. KYROS. YOU talk about freezing the standards for 1976 at the
level of 1974 or interim 1976 standards. You suggested that Congress
might do this.
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Wouldn't this necessitate a further increase in the stringency of some
transportation controls where they are presently required and imposition of new transportation controls where they are not presently
required?
Mr. MiscH. I dont know that anyone can calculate that carefully
enough to be certain.
I say it for this reason: We are talking about a 2-year period in
which you would replace one given control for another. Now, the
degradation in control is very slight. That contribution of now cars
only in the total population of a given airshed area is going to be
very, very small. I, personally, really question whether you can calculate these things closely enough to indicate what the effect would be on
transportation controls.
Mr. KTROS. You are not asking for relaxation of health standards
in these areas ?
Mr. MiscH. No, sir.
Mr. KYROS. Wouldn't this disrupt tlie plan that EPA has already
set up in some areas ?
Mr. MiscH. For controls ?
Mr. KYROS. Yes.
Mr. MiscH. They would have to say but I rather doubt whether they
are sophisticated enough to tell the difference.
In the first place, regardless of what we put out in 1975 and 1976—
in the Los Angeles Basin, for instance—new cars replacing the old is
going to be a small part of the total. In total, that is not going to allow
them to get even close to the ambient air quality standards, anyhow.
So, it is a matter of time, I frankly feel.
Mr. KYROS. Thank you, Mr. Misch.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Misch, I am sorry we have to interrupt you and adc
you to be kind enough to come back at 2 p.m., but the full committee is
to meet now and I am sure you will understand our situation.
The committee stands adjourned until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
[Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene at
2 p.m. of the same day.]
AFTER RECESS

[The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Hon. Paul G. Rogers,
chairman, presiding.]
Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please, continuing
hearings on the Clean Air Act.
We were in the process of asking some questions of Mr. Misch. We
will continue.
Mr. Nelsen.
Mr. NELSEN. I have no questions.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Misch, I would like to get a few questions here just
to build the record. I know you have commented on this in your
statement.
Can the Ford Motor Co. comply with the nationwide 197B interim
standards by EPA after it granted a 1-year delay of the statutory
1975 standards?
Mr. MISCH. Yes; we can.
Mr. ROGERS. Can Ford comply with the 1975 interim standard for
California ?
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Mr. MiscH. Yes; we can.
Mr. RcxjERS. In order to comply with these standards, wliat percent
of Ford's 1975 vehicles will have to use catalysts in California and
what percent will have to use catalysts in the rest of the countrj'?
Mr. MiscH. One hundred percent of our passenger cars in California and somewhere between 15 and 50 percent of the passenger cars
in 49 States. There is still some question with regard to the requirements for trucks in California.
Mr. ROGERS. Now, in your testimony you mentioned some major
concerns about the use of catalysts, the cost, the need to purchase the
more costly unleadetl fuel, the need for more crude oil to produce
unleaded fuel and potential durability problems.
It is my understanding that General Motors, who will testify next,
feel their catalysts will last 50,000 miles and yet you have had problems
with yours; is that correct ?
Mr. MiscH. I am not at all sure that our design objectives aren't
similar. Our design objectives have been since the outset of the program a 50,000-mire catalyst. In the main, we are experiencing 50,000mile durability safely.
Our concern really is the frequency of failure that might prevail
in the hands of customers. This is the part that we have no great
amount of evidence on one way or the other. I am not sure whether
General Motors has or not.
Mr. ROGERS. We will get into that.
I had understood, they felt that their catalyst, would bring about a
20-percent improvement in economy. This has not been demonstrated in
any of your catalysts?
Mr. MiscH. We can't categorically say we can get anything like a
20-percent improvement in fuel economy by the addition of catalysts
to, we will say, the 1974 level of vehicle. We have some test data that
would indicate as a 15-percent fuel economj- improvement. On other
models, Ave have zero improvement and in some instances we have had
a loss in economy.
So, it is somewhat a mixed bag. We cannot predict a 20-percent
improvement.
T want to make it clear when we are talking about the effect on
fuel economy we arc talking only with regard to the emission control systems, themselves, not the other things we might be doing.
For example, we have been using steel-belted radial ply tires to a
high degree and inci-easing the installation rate of their use on our
vehicles. That does improve fuel economy.
We are making air dynamic changes in some instances.
These things add up to fuel economy improvement.
With regard to catalysts, we don't see a 20-percpnt improvement.
Mr. ROGERS. Do you foresee any other problems with the use of
catalysts ?
Mr. MiscH. We do see a problem in considering the tourist problems, going to border countries, whether or not, unleaded fuel will
be available and. if it is, whether or not the filter device that is needed
to cooperate with the filter neck on the catalyst-equipped vehicle will
also be available in Canada. Mexico, and so on. We see this as a problem, not insurmountable, but certainly a problem that has to be dealt
with.
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Mr. ROGERS. Has your company done any research on the extent to
which the catalytic converter in meeting these standards may cause
harmful imregulatedpollutants?
Mr. iSIiscH. We have done some work identifying the levels of sulfuric acid that might be created. Beyond that, we have done very
little.
In the earlier days of evaluating the vanadium pentoxide catalyst,
we recognized attrition and that distribution of vanadium in the atmosphere would be deleterious. We have not used that approach.
We have not evaluated in oui- own research the level of other pollutants such as platinum, palladium, and what-not. We have not evaluated it. However, we are using a monolithic substrate for the catalyst
as compared to pellets and we experience no attrition, no rubbing
together, so we would not expect to be contributing particulate matter.
Mr. ROGERS. I notice your statement says:
Our present estimate is that the best we can do, will not meet the presently
scheduled requirements for 1976.

Now, that is on the NO,, I think.
Mr. MiscH. No, sir. That is in 1976 because EPA has the authority
to delay the hydrocarbon-CO standards just 1 year; in 1976, with
the interim standard of NO, of 2 grams they now have combined
the statutoi-y requirement of 1.4 grams of hydrocarbons and 3.6 grams
of CO. It is this combination of the three that we are saying we can't
meet.
Mr. ROGERS. IS there any system that you know of which will reduce
all three pollutants ?
Mr. MiscH. We don't know of a way of getting there for 1976.
Mr. ROGERS. But you do have a system that reduces all three by
when?
Mr. MiscH. We are very hopeful, for instance, that if wc have a
2-gram NO, level established, we may have one engine family, one
engine line of an alternate engine that might meet these levels in 1977.
Mr. ROGERS. That would be the next year, then ?
Mr. MisCH. That would be the next year.
Afr. ROGERS. Would it be your intention if that is done that you
would then convert all of your automobiles to the alternative engine?
Mr. MiscH. I think in the main, yes, if it is successful that is the
intention.
Mr. ROGERS. It is your intention to completely shift over that in a
progressive way ?
Mr. MiscH. As we see it today, we would. We would have to weigh
the economics very carefully. That is on the assumption that what we
come up with is a more attractive product for the consumer than the
catalyst-equipped vehicle. If that continued to be the case, we certainly would shift over as rapidly as possible.
Mr. ROGERS. Here is what I am wondering: If you are only going to
do one line of this, what will happen? You said, I think, you used the
figure of 500,000, and you produce how many cars?
Mr. MiBCH. About 3 million.
Mr. ROGERS. What happens to the other 2,500,000 ?
Mr. MiscH. They would be continuing at whatever level we conid
reach with the catalyst-equipped sj'stem.
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Mr. ROGERS. HOW long would it take you to shift the rest of the cars
over to it; I think you called it the Honda engine approach, tHe
stratified charger ?
Mr. MisoH. it is a little hard to say. It depends entirely on what the
condition of the industry was as far as the machine tool industry,
what capacity there was there, what changes other companies were
making that would load that industry, plus our capability financially
to be able to afford to make the shift.
All these things would have to be taken into account in determining
the time to do it.
Now, I want to make it clear that we wouldn't expect our 1976 capability on catalyst-etjuipped cars to be the end-all, be all. We would
expect to be making improvements and probably would be meeting
the same level with the catalyst cars as we are hoping to do with an
alternate engine.
Mr. RooEBB. So, your current plans are simply to produce the
600,000?
Mr. MisCH. Certainly at first we would start with one engine line
which is a very, very major commitment.
Mr. BooERs. Yes; it is.
You think, though, you might want to shift over if that is shown
to meet standards and it is accepted ?
Mr. MiscH. Exactly.
I don't think we would go with one engine line unless we thought it
was going to continue on and would be adaptable to subsequent
engines, as well.
Mr. ROGERS. DT. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just would like to know about what would be the cost for you to
make a complete changeover to the stratified charge engines by 197.5
or 1976, Could you give us an estimate of the amount that it would
cost your company ? You are not thinking of doing that until 1977, I
think you said.
Mr. MiscH. The first engine line we would hope would be by 1977.1
am sorry; I can't even ^ve you an intelligent figure for one engine
line, let alone the conversion or all of them.
Mr. CARTER. Or for 600,000 ?
Mr. MiscH. That is one engine line of 600,000. I don't have that
figure.
Mr. ROGERS. YOU could furnish that for the record ?
Mr. MiscH. We can do that,
[The information requested was not available to the committee at
the time of printing—March 1974.]
Mr. CARTER. Would it be feasible to use this particular engine in
one of your charter cars ?
Mr. MiscH. As we see the concept, it is not necessarily limited to
any size. We are evaluating these alternate engine concepts in all
ranges of engine size that we currently produce.
Air. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. I was wondering if you are still planning to have a
major part of your production still on the catalyst. I wondered about
calling a complete nalt on increased standards. I think maybe you
suggested we hold them up until 1977 ?
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Mr. MiscH. We suggested that you should hold up any more stringent standards until you have an opportunity to study the results of
the XAS study and then, based upon the August date next year when
that study is to be completed, we are assuming that it would be impractical if not impossiole for Congress to establish new regulations
that could be effective before the 1977 model.
Mr. ROGERS. I think your paper also talked about a Ford scientist
indicated that 1973 emission controls have resulted in a 13-percent
loss of fuel economy.
Mr. MiscH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Is this due primarily to the use of exhaust gas recycling
to control NOx?
Mr. MiscH. It is partly that. It is made up of several things. It is
made up of the fact we have reduced complex ratios in order to tolerate 91 octane fuel, in order to control luiburned liydrocarbons with
retarded spark; the exhaust gas recirculation for the control of oxides
of nitrogen adds significantlyj also. So, it is made up of several actions.
Mr. ROGERS. Have you considered the use of XOx catalysts to restore
fuel economy?
Mr. MiscH. The only experience we have had with the NOx catalysts that do not depreciate fuel economy is called a three-way catalyst where hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and oxide of nitrogen are
controlled simultaneously.
The infirmity of that approach has been that one must obtain a very
narrow range of fuel ratios in order to cause the phenomenon to occur.
That has been beyond our capability in an air-fuel system until we can
develop a feed-back system that actually senses what is coming out
the exhaust, if you will, and corrects the air-fuel mixture to these
limitations. We don't have a feedback control system as yet that will
maintain itself over a reasonable mileage.
Every other oxide of nitrogen catalyst' approach that we have taken
has depreciated fuel economy because it basically operates on the rich
side.
Mr. ROGERS. NOW, if we were to freeze the standards, say at the 1974
levels—you said either that or the interim 1975 ?
Mr. MiscH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Wouldn't that in effect be freezing in the 13-percent fuel
loss?
Mr. MiscH. Yes; basicallv, it would, unless there was a reason to
believe that the freeze would be of such duration that we could go back
and revisit the 91 octane fuel nnd complex ratio. There would be the
one opportunity to look at the complex ratio to see if we could get some
of the fuel economy back. We could jsret fuel economy faster than we
would harm oxides of nitrogen by going back up to the complex ratio.
Mr. ROGERS. What is Honda's estimate of the stratified charged
engine, the CCBC stratified engine NO, control capability?
Mr. MiscH. I would prefer to stay with data that they put into the
public record.
Mr. ROGERS. I think we are having Honda later.
We will take that up with Honda.
I>r. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. No further questions; thank you. sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Heinz.
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Mr. HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you. Mr. Misch,
for appearing before this committee. I do have one or two questions.
On page 7 of your statement this morning, you indicated or you
said that the levels required by EPA and the Clean Air Act were not
cost effective. What do you mean ?
Mr. MISCH. What we mean is that as you incremcntly increase the
control of hydrocarbons, CO and NOi in an automobile, yoti disproportionately increase the cost of the equipment or system that is required to provide that increment, so that theoretically, at least, you
approach perfection at infinity, costwise.
Mr. HEINZ. I^et me examine that, if I may. a little further. You say
that disproportionate amount of cost. What would be a proportionate
amount of cost?
Mr. MISCH. More nearly a linear relationship. Let me remind you
that we have said there is about $80 of cost to the consumer for emission controls in our 1973-74 vehicles and that $80 has purchased 69percent reduction in carbon monoxide and 85-percent reduction from
an uncontrolled state of hydrocarbons and a 48-percent reduction in
oxides of nitrogen.
Now, in going from this level to the 1975 level of 96 percent—let
me take the interim standard—of 9 grams of CO, for instance, which
would be the California standard for CO, that is 90 percent control
instead of 69 percent, and 1 gram roughly of hydrocarbons is 93 percent as compared to 85. Controlling those two constituents to thoee
levels is going to cost not $80 but somewhere around $316.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. Misch let me break in, if I may, and just indicate
that, to me, cost effectiveness has always been relating benefits to cost
and you have to quantify the benefits. The percentage reduction in the
amount of pollution per se is not a measurable benefit as a dollar
figure; it is a percentage.
I think in order to reach meaningful cost-effectiveness numbers,
one lias to make an attempt to quantify, extremely difficult at times,
the dollar benefit to the public health, to the public welfare, or other
forms of social accounting.
I am not asking you to do that. I am asking you to indicate whether
you have some specific numbers in terms of dollar benefits paid and in
dollar benefits received and how you would estimate them.
Mr. MISCH. We don't have and we doubt seriously if such numbers
could be developed. Tliat is the reason I avoided saying cost benefit
but said cost effectiveness, because, with the exception of carbon monoxide, I think the automobile as a source must be compared to other
sources. Certainly, as far as hydrocarbon and oxides of nitrogen are
concerned. The cost of controlling the other sources versus the cost of
controlling automobiles should be taken into account.
It would be my supposition as an engineer that when we start getting
on the very steep portion of the cost-effectiveness curve for automobiles,
we probably have other ways of treating those particular pollutants
to do wliat we want in the abstract.
Mr. HEINZ. I think tliat comment is very aptly made.
Let me just continue.
On page 7, I believe you recommended that Congress consider
freezing emission standards through the 1976 model year, using the
1974 or 1975 interim levels. By that, did you mean that you are pro-
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posing to freeze them only through the 1976 model year, or were you
proposing that such freeze might extend beyond the 1976 model year?
Mr. MiscH. We were proposing that the freeze be identified as
through the 1976 model year on the assumption that the NAS report
and any other information would have been revisited by that time and
ongoing, more permanent standards would be established. They may
be a continuation of the freeze level of the facts support that or they
may be some other levels.
As I said in my statement, I didn't believe that Congress could review these data in time to make an eifective judgment prior to 1977.
That is the reason for freezing through 1976.
Mr. HEINZ. With respect to the NAS study, you indicate that would
be a new study, not one that is ongoing as yet ?
Mr. MiscH. It supposedly is ongoing. The one I am referring to is
one just commissioned by Congress and fvmded by Congress to be
completed and reported on as of August of next year.
Mr. HEINZ. Based on some testimony we took from EPA earlier this
week, the indications were that every piece of new research we do on
the health effects of pollutants has generally tended to indicate that
we were worse off than we thought we were.
Why would you be optimistic that the NAS study would reverse
what IS the apparent trend in the pollution research that relates to
health?
Mr. MiscH. For this reason we don't have the data to take issue
•with the ambient standards that have been established to protect
health.
I don't know that EPA has indicated that there is data that would
tell them that the ambient standard slioiild be more stringent. I think
they have said the data as developed would tend to support the standards as they are.
But I would hope, as a result of studies that we have made, when
NAS looks at the methods that must be employed to roll back to that
level and from these calculations detennine the control levels for
vehicles and other sources, they will come up with different numbers
than we liave today.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, we have a quorum call. Could I continue
after I return?
Mr. ROGERS. We will recess for about 5 minutes, if we may. We will
come right back and try not to delay you.
The committee will be in recess for 5 minutes.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please, for the
hearings on the Clean Air Act.
Mr. Heinz ?
Mr. HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MiscH. Mr. Heinz, perhaps I should correct one statement. I
referred to the NAS study as being a study ordered by Congress.
It is really the study as indicated in my statement that was approved by the Senate.
Mr. HEINZ. Maybe we will have the wisdom to consider that legislation ourselves.
I take it then one of the recommendations is that this committee
consider that legislation; is that correct?
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Mr. M18CH. We would certainly recommend it highly.
Mr, HEINZ. I believe the chairman touched on this point briefly
with respect to the fuel penalty the 1973 models now incur due to the
emission devices.
I have a 1973 model and it is one of the big ones. It is not a Ford
Motor product, I am sorry to say, although our next witness may be
more pleased with my car, but it does eat up a great deal of gas.
It is tough getting from one filling station to another. You have in
effect proposed that the technology now in effect for 1973, and I suppose for 1974, if I understand you correctly, since the 1974 model year
IS upon us, be frozen and along with the existing fuel penalties.
What do your studies show would be the improvement versus the
existing 1973 technology of the kind of technology you would have to
adopt if we did not cnange the act in order to give the automobile
companies more time to come into compliance and EPA did not
change their ambient air quality standards ?
Mr. MiscH. For 1975 I think I indicated before, considering the
1974 California vehicle to 1975 California vehicle as we are presently
planning it, with no change in the current interim standards, we anticipate that there will be the same jfuel economy.
We are going from a noncatalyst car to a catalyst car and we are
maintaining the same level of oxides of nitrogen control but we are
significantly lowering levels of hydrocarbon and CO with the use of
catalysts.
We anticipate that that would be a wash.
Mr. HEINZ. Are you saying that cars will consume just about as
much gas for their weight ?
Mr. M18CH. Yes.

Mr. HEINZ. For the number of accessories they have in 1975 as they
do in 1973?
Mr. MiscH. 1975 as in 1973.
Mr. HEINZ. NOW, you make a distinction between 1975 and 1976 ?
Mr. MisGH. Yes, because in 1976 the legal standard as a result of
suspending the No. standard is 2 grams nationwide in 1976 but the
statutory limits on hydrocarbon-CO come into effect and they are
significantly lower.
I would anticipate that we would sacrifice additional fuel economy
to reach those lower levels of hydrocarbons.
Mr. HEINZ. NOW EPA has said on several occasions where I have
been present that they felt the adoption of some of the future pollution
control technology, such as the catalytic converter, would reduce the
fuel penalty that the 1973 technology brings about.
Why would they say that or wliy would there be such a discrepancy
in their opinion and in your opinion?
Mr. MiscH. We are, of course, constrained to base our opinion on
the test data we have available and liave actually experienced.
I don't know what they are basing theirs on. I will say that there
i,"; an opportunity for improving the fuel economy with the use of
catalysts if you consider increasing the Federal gas levels to the
catalyst.
If your catalyst efficiency is high enough so that you allow the
Federal gas levels to go up, it is possible that on many of the combinations of engines and vehicles, through tlic enriching process, you
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are getting away from the limit farther and you can improve fuel
economy.
Up until now it has been our practice and our plan to avoid excessive Federal gas levels simply because we as yet do not know how
well these catalysts are going to work in the hands of the consumer.
If we increase the Federal gas level and the catalyst was nonoperative on a vehicle, we would have a deteriorating effect rather than an
improvement.
Mr. HEIXZ. I understand what you are saying.
Can I turn now to the question of certification tests?
I don't believe we have talked nnich about it today. I just wanted
to clarify one aspect of the way automobile production is judged to bo
either in compliance or not in compliance.
I am sure when you produce 100,000 care they are not all exactly
alike.
You in effect get some kind of distribution, possibly a skewed normal
curve.
The way the law reads or the way EPA has implemented the regulation of the law, what are you allowed, if anjthnig, in terms of the
meeting of an NO, of -1 grams per mile I
Does every single car have to be at or below that standard ? Is there
1 or 2 percent of the cars out of that 100,000 that could exceed it ?
"Wliat is the interpretation that your lawyers tell you you must
live with ?
Mr. JIiscH. It is not absolutely clear. However, the process that is
employed in the certification ascribed in EPA regulations describes
a process that would indicate that the average production vehicle
would meet the standards for 50,000 miles.
The certification process starts by saying that we must demonstrate
a capability of that engine family system running for .50,000 miles and
throughout the 50,000 miles that protot}'pe must operate below the
standards.
Sir. HEIXZ. On the average ?
Mr. MiscH. It must operate below. That test vehicle must stay below the standards in order to be considered a valid A'ehicle to determine the deterioration factor of the engine family and system.
Then the next part of the certification process is to have a fleet
picked of vehicles that represent the various combinations and permutations of our engine and vehicle weiglits and so on, axle ratios.
These are called certification data cars. They must be run to 4.000
miles and they must be sufficiently below the standards at the completion of 4.000 miles so that when multiplied by the deterioration factor they still remain below the standards.
That is a certification pnx-ess.
When EPA has determined that they have selected and we have
complied with a representative prototype fleet, then they certify us
and this I contend would then indicate that we have the constraint
of building the vehicles in production.
I can't quote the exact terms, but to all intents and purposes mechanically the same as the vehicles which we certify.
That is what we hold to.
Now, there is one difference and that is in California. California
has an end-of-the-line production line test in which we must run the
25-451—74—pt. 1
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full CVS test on a 2-perccnt sample of our production in California
and 90 percent of that sample must meet the standards.
Mr. HEINZ. I thank you for your explanation.
At the bottom of page 2 of your testimony, I take the thrust of your
comments to be that if the auto manufacturers had more time that
they might develop better technological approaches, either in engine
design or other auxiliary equipment to meet pollution standards.
Beyond the suggestion you have given us today of essentially extending the interim standards and awaiting the NAS study, are there
any more positive steps that this committee or the Congress should
be taking to encourage or challenge the auto industry to develop better
technology rather than just waiting?
Mr. Miacii. I can't think of aiiy other positive steps that should be
taken because if and when we have the definitive targets identified
and we know that they are going to stay put, we have all the motivation that is necessary to develop the best means, the best product to
meet thost>, standards.
It is a competitive business and we don't talk flippantly about $300
increases in product costs. Cei-tainly the motivation is there to get
lower cost, better operating systems and beat our competitors to the
marketplace.
Mr. HEINZ. I think that is the best and most appropriate attitude
for you to have.
I certainly commend you on it. It is the heart of our free enterprise
system.
I am very pleased about your appearing with us.
I certainly thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Symmgton ?
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to compliment Mr. Misch on the statement which I
have read, although I missed your presentation of it.
Mr. MISCH. Thank you.
Mr. SYMINGTON. We had testimony from the EPA witnesses that
overall there was a 7-percent fuel economy penalty through the use
of emission control devices.
You use a figure here of 13 percent. Now they claim that in the
case of small cars some of these devices actually benefited tJie fuel
economy.
Perliaps that is how they got their seven. Would you like to comment
on that or explain what you tliink might be the reason for the difference in these two?
Mr. MISCH. I haven't personally studied in any detail that report
except in a rather cursory examination it would appear to me that
EPA developed their data on vehicles on the basis of finding cars in
service back in 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, and so on, and testing them
for fuel economy.
Now I am not at all certain that they would contend that they knew
the service condition of each vehicle and whether they were comparing
apples and apples as they went from year to year.
As a matter of fact, looking at some of the scatter of the data I
would strongly suspect there may have been gross differences in the
conditions of these vehicles.
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I am talking about data that basically is new car data properly
bi-oken, develoi^ at the point in time the vehicles were built, whetlier
it was 1965,1966 or 1967 through 1973.
Now, in respect to the 13 percent I did say there was one specific
car line tracked through those yeara but generally it represented the
average as we see it.
One other thing is that the data we are talking about is developed
on our own method of testing for fuel economy which we have over the
time detemiined could relate reasonably well with what our customers
perceive.
It includes a city and suburban mixture of evaluation, measuring the
fuel economy in fact as you go through those cycles.
If I undei-stand correctly, ilPA is i-eporting fuel economy that was
developed during the CVS emissions test on dynamometer roles.
In the main there seems to be some concein about the correlation
between that fuel economy and what the customer might get.
I do not know of anyone who has yet proved that' the EPA, socalled carbon balance method of determining fuel economy does or
does not correlate with the customer experience.
Mr. SYMIXGTOK. You testify that you are concerned that a label
based on any test might be more confusing than informative but you
feel that the test that you liave adopted roughly gives the same experience as the consumer, himself.
Would it not l)e possible to develop a label along those lines?
Mr. Misrii. AVe say that it gives an hidication of what the consumer
will expect but we are talking about the average consumer.
I'nfortunately, you know, everyone out there is either below or above
avei-age. So. as an individual when he evaluates this compared to his
own experience, it may very well be misleading.
AVe use fuel economy data of this sort to give us a relative measure
and a trend from model to model or size to size and so on.
Mr. SYMIXOTOX. I think tluit would be generally underetood, if
you selected some aibitrary speed and some dui-ation with a particular
engine and then pointed out in a footnote that this is subject to A-ariiinces dei^ending on start, stop, and speed and suburban versus urban
driving, that would not be too difficult to do but it would give a reasonably accurate indicia of the overall variances one might expect between
•cars of different sizes and power, would you not think so?
Mr. MisciT. "We think so. AVe think it is necessary that we collectively devise some means that most accuiately portrays the fuel economy to the prospective consumer, yes.
We don't think we have it yet. I might say that the Environmental
Protection Agency has rec[uested of the Society of Automotive Engineers to develop a test piocedure that might be considered as a
common or standardized approach to this sort of data.
Mr. STMIXOTON. One other question.
Air-conditioning consumes a good deal of fuel, does it not?
Mr. MiscH. When it is operating and on; yes, sir.
Mr. SYMINGTON. AVhat is that figure ? Can you give us that figure ?
Mr. MrecH. I don't have it.
Mr. SY>riNGTON. Out in St. Louis there was a Ford meeting. I think
4hey tossed the figure out of 20 percent.
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• Mr. MiscH. It is between 10 and 20, perhaps, when it is operatinjor.
•Certainly, in hot weather when the head pressures of the compressora
are high.
Mr. SYMINGTON. IS there any work going on to reduce that ?
Mr. MiscH. Yes, there is quite a lot of work going on. We don't have
any revolutionary approaches yet, but we are loolring at what can be
done to reduce these energy demands from all the accessories, as
for example, power steering, air-conditioning, power brakes, or anything that might make an energy demand. We are looking at ways and
means of optimizing them so that we can reduce it.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Dr. Carter, I Iwlieve you had a question.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have just one question. Are you familiar with any apparatus which
would lower the emissions, say, of hydrocarbons, could transient at
2.80 grams per mile, 75.10 of carbon monoxide per mile. 1.67 of oxides
of nitrogen per mile and carbon dioxide 769.34, any device or afterburner if you would call it that, that would lower the care emissions
that much ?
Mr. Miscii. I am sorry, I would have to write those numbers down.
Are they different numbers than we talked about this morning ?
Mr. CARTER. Somewhat like them; yes, sir. These apply to the tests
of curs for 11)75 and 1976, meeting those standards. Cold transient for
hydrocarbons, 2.80. Carbon monoxide, 75.10; oxides of nitrogen, 1.67;
-carbon dioxide, 769.34.
Mr. MiscH. You say "cold transient" ?
]S£r. CARTER. And cold stabilized." I have those figures, too.
Mr. MiscH. I am told Dr. Carter that the cold transient is the first
bag collected in the CVS test. Frankly, I can't respond—that is a portion of the total test.
Mr. CARTER. Yes, I want to give you the rest of it.
Mr. MISCII. Perhaps I have it here.
Mr. CARTER. Cold stabilized, if you want to write that down. This is
for 1975, 1976. Cold stabilized, 0.04 for Iiydrocarbous. Carbon monoxide, 0.72; oxides of nitrogen, 0.70; carbon dioxide, 869.25. Then if
we go into the third class, the hot transients, 0.08 hydrocarbons grams.
Carbon monoxide, 9.19; oxides of nitrogen, 1.73; and carbon dioxide,
708.10. Are you aware that cars have been tested with a mechanism
that would produce such emissions ?
Mr. MiscH. If I understand this correctly, Dr. Carter, those are
three ways, three expressions of portions of the CVS test which when
combined then give the grams per mile information that we talked
about this morning. That is the total test and that is the one we normally talk about.
Mr. CARTER. Each one is a separate part of them ?
Mr. MISCII. But it is a total that addresses itself to the standards. In
other words, the 0.62, the 18.34, the 1.18. Those are the levels that
would represent what is called for in the standards. I think my answer
has to be the same as it was this morning, that we have tested systems
and have sj'stems that operate at least through a test at these levels.
Mr. CARTER. Of course, we have talked about oxides of nitrogen,
particularly the difficulty in reaching that. You say you can reacli 2
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grams per mile perhaps with ease, but the standard is 0.4 per mile, is
that not correct ?
Mr. MiscH. Yes, 0.4.
Mr. CARTER. This test states that they reached 1.67, the cold transient part of it. the cold stabilized 0.70 and not transient, 1.73, all of
wliich are below the 2 grams.
Mr. MiscH. Dr. Carter, I said this morning that we have presented
EPA with data that would indicate that we have tested individual
vehicles that performed at this level and below. Wlien I talk about
what we can support in the way of standard, I am talking about what
we can certify in terms of all of our vehicles committed to the certification process. The process itself in 1975 in Ford will involve more
than 400 vehicles, and they must all perform. As far as one vehicle
performing, yes, we have done it.
To be able to say that we as a companj' can assure you that those
standards can be met with all of our products is sometliing entirely
different.
Mr. CARTER. I am sure that it will be quite difficult, and I personally
want to compliment you on your testimony and your knowledge of
these things. I think you have made an excellent witness.
Mr. MiscH. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Nelsen.
Mr. NELSEX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On some of our farm tractors, we use a fuel injector in our diesel
engine, the economy is great and I have seen some cars with it on. I am
curious if this has been rejected as a fuel economy application that
might work ?
Mr. JSIISCH. It is a good fuel economy apjiroach. There is no question
about that. Diesel engines just fundamentally give good fuel economy.
The greatest problem witli increasing their popularity is really tM-ofold. It is a heavy engine, as you laiow. It is great for tractors, but for
passenger cars it tends to add a lot of weight. The other thing is that
lor any given size of engine, its outpxit is pretty low. If you just
substitute a diesel engine for a gasoline engine for the same size, it
does not get out of its own way.
Mr. NELSEX. (^an an injector be used either on a gasoline fuel ?
Mr. MiscH. We have been using solid injection in some of the
stratified charge approaches. Yes, sir, it can be.
Mr. NELSEX. I wonder about export sales. We had quite a little bit
of debate about exporting in our conference committee. What do you
do on export models to meet the standards of othei- countries? Are
they uniform with what we manufacture in the United States ?
Mr. Miscir. We met the standards of the receiving country. We receive a permit to export.
Mr. NELSEX. Thank you.
Mr. ROGERS. I may liave to ask some questions that you can reply
to on the record, if you will, because I am going to have to answer
the call.
What is Ford's feeling about present capability of CVCC engine to
control NO, ? "What system would be used with the CVCC engine to
control NOJ
"^Vhat about health effects tests of pollutants from the automobile?
Do you do any health research on that? Do you make that information available to EPA and if you don't, should you ?
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I introduced a bill, H.R. 10118, to assure that compliance with auto
emission standards woidd not resxdt in fuel penalty and to improve fuel
economy performance of veliicles which do not comply. Would you
comment on that please ?
Mr. KoGERS. Mr. Misch, what would you think simply of authoriziu»
an extension rather than changing the standai-ds for NOi? You might
give tliat for the record.
Mr. MISCH. I am not sure I understand that.
Mr. ROGERS. In otJier words, rather than just setting it at .2, leave
it where it is, but authorize EPA to give an extension of that.
Mr. MISCH. Fine.
[The information requested was not available to the committee at
the time of printing—jNIareli 1974.]
Mr. EoGKRS. I think you have a supplemental statement and if jou
would submit tliat for the record without objection it will be made part
of the record at this point.
[Mr. Misch's supiilementaiy statement follows:]
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF HERBEBT L. MISCH, VICE PRESIDENT, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SAFETY ENGINEERING, FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Last week Congressman Rogerg Introduced legislation that would give the
Knvironinental Protection Agency authority to deal with motor vehicle fuel
economy. We welcome the introduction of this legislation since it highliglits
tlie very important relationship between emission control and fuel consumption
at a time when U.S. energy prolilems are becoming more serious.
We supiK)rt the concept of Section 2(A) of the Bill that deals with fuel
economy labeling. Ford Motor Company favors the provision of information that
will assist the consumer in maliing an informed choice of product. However, no
representative fuel economy test exists. We are also concerned that a lalwl l)a.»>e<I
on any test that is developed might well be so complex as to be more confusing
than informative.
^^'e support Section 2(F) of the Bill that would limit tlie use of emission
control features that impede fuel economy. A.s I have pointed our earlier, emission controls coui<Ied with tlie use of J)l octane fuel and re<liietion in compression ratios have b«*n responsible for a IS percent fuel economy penalty to date
and further i)enalties would result from imposition of the existing NOx requirements. Tlie nation's current energy problems require a very careful analysis of
the tradeoffs between emis.sion control and fuel consumption.
Sections 2(B). (C), (D) and (E) of the proiwsetl Bill would permit the imp<v
sitiou of fuel efronomy standards, equipment and design limitations, weight limitations and equipment re<iuirements. In our judgment such standards and n^
quirements are unneces.sary since market forces, including rising gasoline and
car prices, are already moving the new car market and automobile manufacturers mpidly in the direction of smaller cars and improved fuel economy.
This trend has accelerated within the last several months. We exjiect the .small
car segments of the new car market to reach at least 45% during the 1974
model year. Moreover, this trend is certain to continue because gasoline and ear
prices will have to reflect continuing increa.ses in cost.s.
Ford Motor Company is moving as fast as possible to sta.v ahead of this rapid
change in consumer preferences. Our Board of Directoi-s is acting today on
programs to convert two a.ssembly plants from big car to small and mid-size
car production. We have recently approved programs to exi>and capacity at two
small car assembly plants, and we anticipate additional similar actions in tlie
near future. Our new four-cylinder engine line at Lima, Ohio, will relieve shortages of small engines formerly irajxirted from Euroi)e. 0>ir new Mustang II is
resiionsive to the shift in consumer demand and our planned production mix for
1074 calls for as many small cars as we can manufacture.
AATiile our primary engineering efforts have been devoted to .safety and auto
emissions for the past several years. Ford Motor Company has developed a number
of forward product Improvement programs designed to reduce fuel consumption
through car and truck component innovations, weight reductions and new amaU'
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vehicle programs. A large number of fuel economy-related engine, tire, axle,
transmission and oirburetor actions are planned or under Investigation for the
1975,1976 and 1977 model years.
These changes are occurring rapidly as a voluntary manufacturer response to
consumer concerns about ga.soIlne prices and shortages. We see no need, therefore, for legislation that would attemiJt either to force a shift from larger to
smaller cars or to increase the emphasis on fuel economy in all cars. Moreover,
if Congress should attempt to force this shift at a rate beyond the domestic automobile industry's ability to convert Its production facilities, the consequences
would be to idle plants and workers in plants producing lai-ger cars and to encourage imiKjrts of small cars at a time when the dollar and the trade balance
are already precarious.
If Congress should nevertheless decide that it should take action to improve
motor vehicle fuel economy, we feel that the Department of Transportation
would be the appropriate agency to deal with overall fuel economy measures in
order to assure tliat the tradeoffs with safety and damugeability are properly
considered. The Environmental Protection Agency should continue to be responsible for the emissions control aspects of fuel consumptiim. Tlip most important
consideration, however, is tliat the authority to determine whether any measures
are neede<l and. if so, to establish and administer such measures should be delegated, as provided in this bill, to an administrative agency. In our judgment, it
would be a mistake for Congress to enact rigid standards tliat could not be modified—even if they were later found to be Impractical, inai)proprlate, or unnecessary—except by amending the law.

Mr. RooKRs. Tliank you for beinp here. I am sorrj- for liaving detained yoii. I apologrize to those ooininisr up. We will be right back and
then receive the testimony of General Motors.
Thank you, Mr. Misoh, you and your associates.
The committee stands in recess for 5 minutes.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. K^Tios [presiding]. The committee will come to order.
At this time, our witness will be Mr. Eniest S. Starkman, vice president, environmental activities statT, General Motors Corp.
Welcome to the conunittee, Mr. Starkman.
STATEMENT OF EENEST S. STARKMAN, VICE PRESIDENT, ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVITIES STAFF, GENERAL MOTORS CORP.; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. FREDERICK W. BOWDITCH, EXECUTIVE
ASSISTANT FOR VEHICLE EMISSIONS; ROBERT C. STEMPEL.
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR ENGINEERING AND
PRODUCT; WILLIAM L. WEBER, GENERAL MOTORS LEGAL
STAFF; AND DR. CHARLES TUESDAY, HEAD, ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCES DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL MOTORS RESEARCH
Mr. STARKM.AX. Mr. Chainnan and members of the committee, my
name is Ernest Starkman. I am vice president, envii-onmental activities
staff, General Motors Corp. With me today are Dr. Frederick W. Bowditch, who is mv executive assistant for vehicle emissions; Robert C.
Stempel. special assistant to the president for engineering and product; and William L. Weber, General Motors legal staff.
Mr. KTR((S. We welcome all you gentlemen to the committee.
Mr. STAKKM.\X. We are pleased to respond to the invitation of your
committee, and offer testimony regarding automotive emissions at
these oversight hearings on the Clean Air Act. We are subnutting a
formal written statement, along with a numlxr of documents which we
think are pertinent to the subject matter before your conmiittee, and
respectfully request that they be included in the record.
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Mr. KYROS. Without objection, they will be placed in the committee's
files.
Mr. STARKMAX. The principal subjects we wish to discuss today
include:
Changes which should be made to the Clean Air Amendments of
1970;
The need for more stability in the vehicle emission standards, rules,
and regulations;
Tlie technical basis for modifying the control requirements for carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons as well as oxides of nitrogen;
The benefits to be derived from universal availability of unleaded
motor fuel; and
General Motors progress in developing low emission automobile
en^nes.
General Motois is faced with some critical leadtime and production
decisions in the immediate future.
Most importantly, we are not certain at this point what the future
standards will be when we have to select hardware for controls.
First, as to the time problems we face. As you laiow, the existing
emission standards were established b}' Government authority for
model rather than calendar years. Thus, the 1975 requirements must
be met in models which we begin assembling in August of 1974. Component manufacturere must begin even earlier. To meet these requirements, we will begin certification testing witliin 30 days. This timetable is essential in order to meet the specifications and durability
requirements of the Federal test procedure.
The same thing is true of models wliich go into production in August 1975. They must meet tlie 1976 interim standards. Testing to
certify these models must begin in the fall of 1974, only a year from
now.
However, before testing can begin, we must he committed to a system
which we feel confident can meet the interim standards for tliat 1976
model, including the 5-year, 50.000-mile dm-ability requirements.
We must plan for making our 1975 control systems compatible with
the most promising way to meet tlic 1976-77 requirements. Failure to
do this would impose an extreme cost burden on the consumer.
T"'nfortunately, we presently do not have a control system which
will meet all the requirements of the law now applicable to these
1976 mo<lels, particularly those of durability and 100 percent conformity. We are desperately trying to develop such capability.
I must emphasize that while we can build some experimental models
which will meet the numerical standards, production variances will
not permit us to declare that each and ev^iy car off the assembly line
will also meet them. This is because of the unavoidable consequence of
the mass production process, which we call manufacturing variances.
To offset these variances, we must be able to develop an emissions
control system which will meet manufacturing goals substantially
more stringent than the Government standard.
With these fsicts in mind, here is our problem: The EPA has stated
at Senate hearings earlier this year that it would recommend moderating the statutory 1976 NO, standard. Earlier this week, the EPA
submitted a recommendation to this subcommittee that the level lie
changed from 0.4 gpm to "near" 2 gpm. This recommendation is now
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to be reviewed by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in the
study it is making for Congress. We certainly agree that the NAS
study is most appropriate at this time. After the NAS files its report,
legislative action by Congress would be necessary before any proposed
changes could become effective.
At this point, we have no way of knowing:
(1) AATiether Congress will take any action, prior to receiving the
residts of the NAS studies, not due until it will be too late, or,
(2) If Congress does take action, whether it will amend only the
statutory provisions and leave untouched the interim EPA standards applicable to 1976 models, or,
(3) Whether Congress will amend the statutoi-y (90 percent)
levels and provide new interim levels to replace those now promulgated
for 1976 and sul>seqiient model yeare.
Thus, General Motors may well face the impossible situation of
not knowing what the actual standards for its 1976 models will be
until the time has arrived in 1974 for it to begin certification testing
of those models.
If we endeavor to prepare for the most stringent possibility—and
the standards subsequently are moderated by Congress—we will have
incurred substantial expense for a product which may not be cost/
beneficial to the public and may not be competitively priced. We
submit that this is an unreasonable situation.
Thiis, we urge your committees, as we did the Senate in May, to
move immediately and freeze the.national standards. We believe that
the public interest would be best served by freezing the standards at
a level no more stringent than the 1975 California interim level. We
urge that this be done for a 3-year period.
This action will not sacrifice progress in achieving clean air. It will,
however, give Congress an opportunity to receive and review the
reoonrunendations of the EPA and the NAS; to set the revised requirements, and to give the auto industry sufficient leadtime to meet those
standards.
Mr. KYROS. IS this the same kind of freeze proposed by the Ford
Motor Co.?
Mr. ST.^KKMAN. I don't believe so.
The 3 years, I believe, runs 1 year further than I heard Mr. Misch
refer to.
Mr. KTROS. Thank you.
AJfBIENT AIR QUALITr STANDARDS AXD AUTOMOTTVE STANDARDS

^Ir. STARKMAN. There is a significant disparity between the extremely low levels of automotive emission control requirements by
the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 and the less stringent levels that
subsequent data and experience have shown are adequate for protection or health and the environment.
We a re convinced tht the original automotive standards prescribed
in the Clean Air Act (a) are unnecessary to achieve reasonable air
quality standards by 1986; (h) are a dissipation of our natural resources; and (c) are an unnecessary financial burden to place upon
the American public, even for such highly affected areas as Los
Angeles.
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• In our full statement, we present the reasons why ultimately any
attempt to reduce automotive emissions beyond that of Igpm HC,
17 gpm CO, and 1.5 gpm NOx for Califoniia and 1.7 gpm HC, 17
gpm CO, and 3.1 ^pm NOx for the rest of the Nation, seem unwarranted
on any technological or health grounds.
ERUORS IN E8T.\BLI8HING ORIGINAL NO, STANDARD

Perhaps the best example of the need for the NAS study of the
automotive standards and quick followup action by Congre,ss in the
acknowledged twofold error ITI developing the automotive oxides of
nitrogen (NO^) standard prior to enactment of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970.
These errors are: The current atmospheric level of oxides of nitrogen in the most polluted areas of the countrj^; and the desired level
necessary to avoid unnecessary health hazards. In other words, we
nuist find out where we are, and where we are going in order to know
what to do to get there.
The EPA has shown that the original NAPCA determinations on
these points made in 1970 were both substantially overetated.
First, as EPA recently testified before a Senate subcommittee, the
current levels of oxides of nitrogen in tlie atmosphere arc actually
much lower than tliey were originally thought to be.
Second, as far as determining of where we are going is concerned,
the original XAPCA advice to Congi-ess in 1970 assumed the value for
this level. Later, when EPxV promulgated the NO; air quality standard, it was several times less stringent than the originally assumed
values. By that time, however, the 90-percent automotive reduction in
NOx emissions was frozen into the Clean Air Amendments of 1970.
The 0.4 gpm NOx standard is the result of these erroi*s.
lentil Congress acts on EPA's recommendation, the entire auto industry emission research and development program must be based on
the assumption that this level for NOx remains in effect.
The expenditure of resources and manpower in the direction of control of NOx is far from trivial. A significant portion of General Motors'
effort is unfortunately keyed to this problem. We should be turning
our attention to means for conserving energy rather than continuing
to pursue the unjustified NO, standard which takes us in the opi>osite
direction.
Because alternate powerplants which yield promising HC and CO
levels do not meet the 0.4 gpm NO, standard, their development is also
restricted. This further underscores the urgent need to resolve the
NOx question.
ERRORS IN INTERPRETING VALTDITT OF ORIGINAL AND CO 8TAND.\RD8

In recommending the General Motors 1 gpm HC and 17 gpm CO
standards as adeqtiate protection to clean air, it might appear that
General Motors is at variance with the conclusion of EPA on these
standards in its recent publication entitled "Clean Air and the Automobile." (June 22, 1973.)'
' The mnjor clnlm of this stntemont Is that pven with statutory 107B HC and CO aatomotlvr standards of 0.41 and 3.4 upm, respectively several air quality regions will not
im>et national clean air requirements.
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This is not really the case. Two factors explain the apparent difference.
The fii-st factor is that EPA, in its latest analysis of the necessary
levels for automotive emission standards, has assumed that no significant increased control over stationary sources in urban areas will be
affected during the period between now and 1985-86. It is not justifiable, either from the standpoint of cost/benefit, or from the standpoint
of realistic approach to cleaning up our air, that the contributoi-s of
controls on nonvehicular sources be ignored in such analysis. This is
particularly true since serious transpoit.ation controls, sucli as largescale gas rationing, are proposed as a consequence of applying such
an unreasonable effective date for the ambient air quality standards.
I would like to say at this point, Mr. Chairman, that, as one example
of the effort that General ilotors is making to clean up stationary
sources, we have taken the liberty of including with our formal presentation a pamphlet on stack gas sulfur dioxide control. I thiidj: you
will find this enclosed with the material we have submitted.
Now getting back to the second factor, the apparent disparity between EPA and ourselves, this has to do with the lack of correlation of
effective dates for compliance between different control programs under the act. In the 1970 amendments to the Clean Air Act, it was prodded that EPA must require urban areas to comply with air quality
standards by the year 1975, or 1977, if a delay is granted. The year 1975
is the same compliance date that applies to new automobiles indicating
when their most sophisticated control systems must be installed.
While this duplication of compliance dates may sound immaterial
to the casual observer, it is completely illogical to experts in the field.
In other words, what jvistification is there for requiring ambient air
to achieve its desired degree of purity before tlie sopliisticated emission
control systems required on automobiles will have any significant impact on ambient air quality ?
By 1985, most vehicles will be equipped with advanced control systems so that the atmosphere in even the most highly stressed urban
areas of our country would be in conformity with what the EPA
has chosen to define as acceptable air quality. However, this assumes
there is at least reasonable control of stationary source pollution.
NEED FOR UNLEADED GASOIilNE

General Motors believes that unleaded fuel is necessary for both the
ourrent emission levels and for the proposed 1975-76 standards, for a
number of reasons.
In the absence of a catalytic converter there is ample evidence that
unleaded fuel results in:
Reduced hydrocarbon emissions.
Reduced particulates emissions.
Ixjwer engine deterioration rates.
Improvedspark plug life.
Reduced owner maintenance.
Elimination of possible toxicity problems.
With catalytic aftertreatment of the exhaust, which in any circumstance will provide for better driveability and fuel economy, the avail-
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abilitjiT of unleaded gasoline is absolutely required. As will be shown |
later in this statement, the return to the consumer in terms of fuel economy will more than offset the added cost of the catalytic converter, and
usually in the firet year of operation.
OTUER PROBLEJrS REI^TED TO THE CIJIAN' AIR ACT

The issue of "averaging" of emissions of vehicles on the assembly
line and in the field has been discussed many times. It bears repeating
because of its extreme importance to the mass production concept. Despite continuing progress in quality control, we have no reason to believe that every one of our production vehicles can meet the extremely
low emission standards imposed by the 90 percent reductions of the
Clean Air Amendments of 1970.
Perhaps more importantly, there is no need for each car to meet the
standards. The atmosphere responds to the average emissions from all
the vehicles and most control theory and technology' applicable to ambient air, historically, has been based upon this very practical reality.
The averaging concept is not an antipollution control concept at all.
It merely says that because of unavoidable variance in mass production
of engines and components, pro<luction of a system designed to meet a
standard will result in enoiigh variances on the low emission side to
compensfite for all variances on the high emission side with the vast
preponderance of production being at or below the prescribed legal
level.
Tliere is good reason to believe that there is now a way to provide
a better check on production vehicle compliance than through use of
the preproduction test and certification process. This might well be
studied along with other pioblems and if true, as we believe, certification could be eliminated in favor of the superior method of testing of
emissions at the end of the assembly line, through statistically adequate
sampling.
DECLINE IN AUTOMOTIVE EMISSIONS

While we are making several recommendations with respe<;t to
Standards and compliance procedures under the Clean Air Act, air
quality would not suffer measurably by the adoption of these statutory
recommendations. Our cars produced during this time will continue to
contribute to the reduction in automotive emissions to the atmosphere.
In our statement submitted for the record are projections, prepared
by General Motoi-s Research Laboratories, of ambient air quality in
16 cities under the proposed interim standards as compared to the
orieinal 1976 Federal emission standards.
ACTION WHIU: THE NAS STUDY PROCEEDS

Furthermore, through the NAS study, Congress has an opportunity
to renew the problems we've discussed and at the same time permit,
(1) a test of what catalytic converter teclmology can accomplish in
mass field use and (2) time to proceed with further development of
other possible powerplant or control concepts.
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In response to such congressional action, General Motors pledges to
make every constinictive effort we can to look for any feasible solution
that will do the emissions control job better than the catalytic converter
system.
We are not wedded to any particular form of emissions control. We
have been working with the catalytic converter to solve a short term
problem. However, this does not mean that we will not try to find solutions in other technologies.
Now, I'd like to discuss our progress and plans for the future.
OM PROGRESS AND PI-^\N8 FOR MEETINO EMISSIONS STANDARDS: 1975-76

During 1972, General Motors spent $238 million on making emission controls more efficient and effective, on research to develop new
emission control systems and for related facilities and tooling. This
year, we expect to spend about $.150 million. These expenditures do not
include the cost of hardware installed in our manufactured vehicles.
By the end of this year, our cumulative expenditures in these ar-eas
for the period 19()7-7.3 will exceed $1 billion. We are now estimating
expenditures of approximately another $1 billion in this effort during
1974-76.
We now have the equivalent of more than 4,200 full-time scientists,
engineers, technicians, and supporting staff committed to the task of
removing the automobile from the air pollution problem. We submit
that this commitment in money and peisonnel amply support the EPA
Administrator's findings as to GM's good faith.
The 1975 General Motors cars will meet the two sets of standards
of emission control established by the EPA—one for California and
another for the rest of the Nation.
CALIFORNIA 107.'> CONTROL SYSTEMS

In California, the system is designed to i-educe emissions of hydrocarbons by 94 percent, carbon monoxide by 90 percent, and oxides of
nitrogen by 60 percent, compared with uncontrolled cars of 1960.
General Motors will use a catalytic converter either mounted under
the cars floor or on the engine for meeting the 1975 interim California
standards—incidentally, we have examples of these catalytic converters with us today—and, as \ve now see it, on probably most of our
vehicles for the national interim standards as well.
It is probable tliat our 1975 California system will also include all
the basic components currently on a 1973 vehicle—exhaust gas recirciilation, evaporative omission system, PCV valve, spark control system, and air pumps as i-equired.
It is also probable, based on our current planning, that the majority
of our 1975 cars will have new carburetion and ignition systems to
maintain or improve fuel economy and engine performance: and in
most cases—perhaps all—catalytic convortere may also be necessary or
desirable.
Based on our extensive research and engineering effort, we believe
a sy.stem which includes a catalytic converter is the ])est choice of avail-
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able alternatives at this time from the standpoint of emission control,
durability, low maintenance, drivability, cost to the consumer, and
especially fuel economy.
None of the potential alternate powerplants satisfied all of these
requirements and at the same time had realistic prospects to meet all
requirements of the 1975 and 1976 standards.
FORTY-NINE-STATE 197 5 CONTROL SYSTEMS

As to the interim 1975 standards in the 49 States other than California, our concern is that trying to meet these tough standards within
the time available without catalytic converters might mean, in many
cases, further losses in fuel economy and engine performance, and less
assurance that the required emission levels could be maintained in the
field.
We are doing everything we can to make sure that, if we install
catalytic converter systems nationwide, we can do so with a minimum
of uncertainty and disruption to our company, our dealers, our customers, and the public.
PROOKESS IN CATALYTIC C0N\-EUTER DEX^ELOPMENT

It lias been suggested that the fuel penalty will be excessive, that
catalytic converter control systems will be too expensive, and that the
TT.S. balance of payments will be affected unfavorably.
Without lengthening comments on each of these claims, there are
answere available, supplemented by the material in this section of our
statement:
First, for 1975 models there will be a saving in fuel consumption
til rough use of the converter.
Second, the fuel economies, which our data show are available for
1975 models througii use of the catalytic converters will repay newcar )>urchasers for the cost of the system in the first year of use.
Third, there should be no net, overall unfavorable effect on U.S.
balance of payments witli respect to GM cars when fuel ex^onomy is
taken into account.
Despite the need to imi>ort platinum and palladium, the fuel savings and therefore the reduced need to import foreign oil will offset
this disadvantage.
If you will refer to the chart on the following page, you will note
that since 1970, I suggest the chart is a little complicated and we can
go into explanation after I finish my presentation, if you would like-however emission levels, along with more stringent requirements for
certification vehicles have resulted in fuel economy penalties. This is
shown by the line marked "Cars without Catalytic Converters."
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Tho installation of catalytic converters, illustrated by the line at the
top, will increase the purchase price cost (approximately one-half of
the total additional 1975 system cost of $150). Costs are shown by the
bars at the bottom. However, the benefits are clear; a decided improvement in economy, higher than even the base year. Customer benefits
also include the advantages of engines optimized for efficiency; better
driveability and starting.
As we stated previously, the savings in fuel cost and maintenance
more than pay for the 1975 system in the first year—assuming normal
mileage accumulation.
We are still concerned over the adequacy of customer vehicle maintenance practices. We are also concerned over the availability of the
proper fuel and the measures which must be taken to assure its exclusive use.
We want to emphasize that, on a per-car basis, the cost of the platinum and palladium used in the catalyst will not be exorbitant—
about $6.
We are continuing to make what we believe is every constructive
effort to look for any feasible solution that will do the emission control
job better than the catalytic converter. We have been working with the
catalytic converter to solve a legislated short-term problem, but we
are not wedded to it. We will try to find solutions in other t«chnol(^es.
We have a competitive incentive to meet the standards in the mosi
effective and efficient way from the standpoint of our customers.
ALTERNATE POWERFLANTS

Other technologies than piston engines have been under development. They have been discussed by many witnesses at previous congressional hearings. The dilute combustion (or stratified charge), rotary, turbine, and diesel powerplants all have had their advocates.
Based on the data presented, various alternate techniques appear
to have some promise for small portions of the basic demand of the
total U.S. car market.
Indeed, we intend to market a rotary-powered passenger car during
the 1975 model year which will be equipped with emission control
systems to permit its full compliance with the Clean Air Act. We are
actively examining other powerplants to see if any have the best potential for use in GM cars, and we are continuing our research and
development on other technologies.
One of these is the dilute combustion engine. This includes the
stratified-charge powerplant, or which there are many variations.
While we do not know all of its details, Honda's CVCC is one of the
variations.
General Motors has not rejected the stratified-charge engine as a
possible alternate powerplant. in its future model vehicles. On the
contrary, in the past j'ear we have expanded our research and development effort in this area.
SXJMMART ANT> CONCLUSION

Summarizing then, we are doing all we can to meet applicable au-tomotive emission standards on our future products. For the immediate future, we will be able to comply. For the 1976 models, due to tlie
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opposing technologies involved and the lack of recognition of averaging of production variances, we are unable to make the same commitment. Rather, we must state today that we do not have the technology
to mass produce cars, every one of which will meet the 1976 internn
or 1977 standards.
Our most urgent need is for Congress to provide immediate relief
from the unnecessarily stringent NO, standard, which was established
on a twofold error and is admittedly unsupportablc now. This action
is essential to permit auto manufacturers their best possibility of
achieving alternate powerplant potential or the ultimate automotive
emission standards. Due to leadtime problems of our industry, each
day this change is delayed can bring unnecessary costs ana other
problems to the public.
While Congress is imdertaking a study of new data on the validity
of current legislated auto air quality standards. General Motors has
completed its in-depth review and has made recommendations based
upon this data. The automotive standards proposed—in grams per
mile^by GM to 1.0 HC, 17 CO and 1.5 NO, for California, and
1.7 HC, 17 CO and 3.1 NO, for all other States are adequate to protect the public health and welfare.
However, until the NAS study can be completed, GM has recommended in testimony before the U.S. Senate, and now l^fore your committee, that standards no more stringent than the EPA 1975 California
interim requirements be frozen into law for such time as Congi-ess feels
is necessary to permit its analysis and action based upon results of the
study.
We have also shown that automotive emissions are being reduced
on new cars to a significant degree. These and reductions from previous
models of a similar nature are resulting in a cleaner atmosphere—
even in California.
In conclusion, you may be assured that General Motors remains
committed to completing the job of removing the automobile as a contributor to the Nation s air pollution problem and at the earliest
possible time.
Mr. SYMINGTON [presiding]. Tiiank you, Mr. Starkman, for that
thorough statement. I am going to apologize to you for the ingress and
egress of members. We have had some votes during the statement. I
think most of us have had a chance to read it through.
I would like to ask you what problems are prCvSented by that law that
requires that each car be warranted as meeting the 1975-76 standards
if in fact you will achieve what you descril)e as an average standard
performance ?
Mr. ST.\RKMAN. These problems are substantial, Mr. Chairman. The
construction of automobiles has implicit within it, or any other manufactured product, a certain amount of variability. The automobile
industry has been able to improve its capability to reduce those variations over the years, in some cases to a i-eniarkable degree, and the interchangeability of parts has \xen improved as a consequence of reducing
those variations. Nevertheless, the complexity of tlie automobile includes many, many factors contributing to emisvsions and there are
almost a hundred of them. They varj' from the rear end or differential system to such things, as you might guess, as the carburetion,
timing, and compression ratio. There is a distribution cune of emission
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levels in manufacturing cars Avhich otherwise are essentially identical.
Some cars provide emission levels that are higher than the average of
their counterpart and some produce emissions which are lower.
In the instance where the automobile industry has its target, we will
say for purposes of engineering example, that not more than 1 percent
of the cars can exceetl a given al>solute level, we design for something
that is about 50 percent of that level in the emissions area. In effect
we are saying that the average of all those cars must have an emissions
level that is about one-half of what was intended by C^ongress in designing the law in order that not more than about 1 percent will
exceed that level. Even then we cannot guarantee that not more than
1 percent will exceed that level.
This imposes on the automobile industry^ a very unnecessary constraint. I think more to the point, if I may say so this effectively, if it
could be done, would reduce the emissions produced by automobiles
by a factor of two greater than was intended.
Mr. SYSHNGTON. If I miderstand you correctly, what yovi are saying
now is that less than 1 percent of the vehicles produced would exceed
the emission standard. Is that so ?
Mr. STARKMAN. If we made the average of our automobiles meet a
standard that is only half of that particular target. This is because of
the shape of the distribution curve.
Mr. SYJIINGTON. That would be your intention ?
Mr. STARKMAJT. If we were charged to have to meet any given level,
and as a matter of fact that is the way we proceed to meet a i)roduction
target, we set a target. After we set the target, we determine by how
much we must have to go below that given level in order to be assured
that we won't exceed the target by more than a very, very small fraction. How do we assure ourselves that we accomplish this? We do it.
in this case by measuring those vehicles for emissions on a statistical
basis after we produce them.
We now do this for California cars. Two percent of all cars sold
in California have a full emission test done on them. It takes 24 hours
to carry the test out. So we have some experience with what is happening in California with respect to our capability to build cars to
meet such targets.
Mr. SYJinNGTON. You are saying, are. you not, that while you can
be reasonably certain that less than 1 percent or 2 percent of produced
vehicles standards you don't know, other than those you have tested,
you don't know which ones they are that might ?
Mr. STARKMAN. We cannot point a finger to a specific one that might,
except by a sampling procedure or testing each one. Don't misiniderstand me. Some components we test 100 percent. Eight now we test
our carburetors 100 percent, every one of them, because the standards
we have to apply to the flow rate of gasoline to the carburetor are so
extremely exactin order to accommodate the pollution levels we arc
allowed.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Should we derive from your testimony that it is
not feasible to require a warranty on each automobile produced that
it meets the standard ?
Mr. STARKMAN. At the present moment, it is completely impossible
for us to test each and every car for this complete cycle, each and every
car that comes off tlie assembly line, even for California, nnicli less for
the whole Nation.
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As a consequence, we cannot stand flatfootedly and say each and
every car produced at the end of the assembly line falls within this
level. We desijrn so that a maximum of them can, and it is a very, very
small fraction that does not.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I understand. You say at the present moment you
expect to develop such a competency in the future at a cost you can
sustain, or do you not expect that ?
Mr. STARKJMAN. For the purpose of emission control, I don't see any
method in sight except by testing the car by a full procedure. Perhaps
Mr. Stemple can enlarge on this.
Mr. STEJIPLK. With today's 1973 vehicle which is built to a hydrocarbon standard of 3.4 grams per mile, the average vehicle itself, as
built, has more in the vicinity of 2 grams per mile, so that the distribution of those cars varying from that norm somewhat is not going
to exceed the 3.4. That is Mr. Starkman's point.
Substantially the bulk of our cars built today are significantly below the standard. If we look ahead to the interim 1975 Federal, at 1.5
gi'ams per mile hydrocarbon, the target we are shooting at federally
is in the order of point eight to point nine gram per mile. You can see
in an attempt to get all the cars within the standard as has generally
lieen the interpretation of the act, the actual design target is significantly less than the statutory limit.
Mr. SYMINGTON. DO you suggest then that the overall requirement should be modified to be one that is of general application to
the process itself rather than one which applies to each car produced?
Mr. STARKMAN. We strongly suggest this. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. S^-siiNGTON. What are some of the requirements subjected to a
test that can be made comparable to the type of test you would perform,
and if found wanting in this respect would that ])e a car you would like
to have back to work on?
Mr. STARKMAN. A very' good example, Mr. Chairman, is in this
2-percent sample for California, we do find cars that exceed and we
correct them. If a car does exceed, we can normally determine what
the case is and we correct it.
Mr. SYMINGTON. YOU made a comment about unleaded gasoline,
about greater efficiency. Is that true, therefore, energy conserving?
Mr. STARKMAN. What I think we tried to say is, firstly, unleaded
gasoline is absolutely necessary for cars with catalytic converters. I
tried to say in addition, that for cars which do not have catalytic converters, there are benefits to using unleaded gasoliiie. These benefits I
delineated. The benefits range from lower emissions from a particular
car, to longer spark-plug life and less oil deterioration. There are
about five factors I recall I delineated.
T tried to say it is not so that the tnileaded gasoline is a benefit only
in the case of catalytic-equipped cars, it is a benefit otherwise for
cars that don't have catalysts.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Isn't it true that to produce unleaded gasoline,
more crude is required ?
Mr. STARKMAN. This depends. If one assumes tJiat the octane number of the gasoline required by the cars is an octane number which is
available by not adding lead to the gasoline, then no more crude is
required. Now, in 1970, Greneral Motors stated that it thought imleaded gasoline was a requirement for the future, and as a consequence
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it would reduce the compression ratios and do other things to its automobiles in order that all of its automobiles subsequently would nui
on 91 octane gasolines.
You may ask, why 91 octene gasoline? For the reason that it was
General Motors conclusion that 91 octane was very close to what would
be the average octane number if you mixed all of the fuels together in
the country and didn't add any lead.
Now, the capability from refinery to refinery does varj' such that
some refineries may have to upgrade their capability. Other refineries
can do better than 91.
I have to make an additional point or two here if you will allow me.
One is that the unleaded gasoline situation has been a little confused.
I believe, in the presumption that perhaps we would have to replace
our 100 octane fuel, our 95 octane fuel, and our 91 octane fuel all
with unleaded gasoline. Now, if one did indeed have to replace the
present mix to take care of the cars that we have built in the past,
or what the public has got used to, then I would agree with your
statement. Yes, it would take more of a barrel to produce a gallon of
gasoline. However, we don't think that this factor is there in the
future, and we intend to commit ourselves to producing cars that do
not require greater than 91 octane number gas.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I will turn it over to you.
Mr. ROGERS. I presume that could even be less costly to the public,
the lower octane gas ?
Mr. STARKMAN. We believe it can be, because of the attendant advantages of less maintenance and less deterioration, not just on these
components I referred to but on such things as exhaiist systems, which
suffer from deterioration due to lead components.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Nelsen.
Mr. NELSEN. What was the reason for going to a leaded gasoline
in the first place, what prompted that change, the higher compression engine and what else ?
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct. The improvement of the antiknock quality of gasoline in any event is done more effectively at less
cost through the use of lead alkyls. such as tetraethyl lead. This is the
cheapest way to get antiknock quality.
Mr. NELSEN. Are you able to get the knock out of an engine successfully with different designs now, with nonlead gasoline?
Mr. STARKMAN. SO as not to monopolize this area of questioning,
and because of Mr. Stempel's background, let me allow him to answer
the question.
Mr. STEMPEL. We basicallv have designed the engine to efficiently
utilize 91 octane fuel. That has required adjustment of the compression ratio, the chamber design, and at the same time modification of
the chamber to avoid problems such as surface to volume ratio. Historically, increasing compression ratio did improve gasoline mileage.
At that time, however, gasoline octane was limited and the addition
of lead made possible high compression ratios without knocks or
detonation.
The thing that has come on us in recent years has been an addition
of another parameter, that of hydrocarbon emissions. Eventually, we
find as we go on from 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971. that the restrictions
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imposed by hydrocarbon control meant that we were no longer operating a high compression engine near the knock limit or near the limit
of fuel availabilitj', but rather at the hydrocarbon limit. We were severely detuning. It became apparent to us that the requirement for
hydrocarbon was the stricter of the two.
As a result of having to back down it became apparent that we
could more efficiently control hydrocarbon and maintain the economy
at a lower compression ratio using, as Mr. Starkman has outlined, the
91 octane fuel.
Mr. NELSEN. Referring again to the fuel injector, I remember seeing
a small automobile with a very small engine, and I am trying to recall
where it was, it was at an automobile show. It was not a large engine
and it was not a diesel engine. I was curious about the fuel injector
thing. You have the injection of the fuel under pressure which would
va]iorize it more, therefore would create better combustion.
I wondered if you have any comment relative to that ?
Mr. STEMPEL. We have been rather fascinated by fuel injection ourselves. Typically it has always appeared to us that fuel injection should
do a better job of metering the fuel to each cylinder. The one thing
that has happened, though, in time with the advent of emission controls, and the concentration on trying to keep our vehicles opei-ating
as efficiently as possible, has been the parallel program of improvement in carburetion. Fuel injection adapted to a modern V-8 engine
has shown to be almost as good as a good carburetor.
"UTiat has happened is tliat the V-8 manifold has been developed
for operation in a close space, and therefore it has good air flow characteristic to each cylinder. The carburetor acts as a single mixing chamber, so we have a vei-y homoconous air-fuel mixture with about the
same ratio to each cylinder. TNHien we attempt to do that with eight
separate injectors, you are correct. We do have a fog of fuel that
vaporizes quickly, but minute differences in the control of the time
of the injector means that each cylinder can see a different air-fuel
ratio. It is difficult to control that.
The case that you make of a smaller engine, for instance, if it was
a four cylinder inline engine, the manifolding of those engines is
very difficult. It is not quite as nice and compact or flow-tailorable,
if you will, as a V-8, but a long skinny manifold with the center
cylinders tending to be rich and the ends to be lean. On those engines
we do find some gains with fuel injection.
We do hope to have on the market very shortly this year, model
year 1974, a four cylinder engine that does utilize an electronic fuel
injector system. It is highly sophisticated. We believe we do have
precise metering control and it docs show us some gain in emission
control. We are continuing to work Avith that.
Experimentally we are looking at that system on V-8's. We may
be able to reach the level of sophistication where the carburetor will
be replaced. For the time being it appears that the carburetor is still
with us for a few years.
Mr. NELSEN. I have a complaint with my General Motors car, driving a V-6 Buick, it has 9,5,000 miles on it, it still doesn't use any
oil and I can't wear it out. I think I am entitled to a new car pretty
soon.
Mr. STARK jtAx. I will carry that complaint back to my superiors.
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Mr. NELSEX. Thank you.
Mr. HEINZ. I will trade cars with you. I have a 1978 Buick. I would
be most ple-ased to trade my 1973 Buick for yours.
Mr. NELSEN. That is a deal.
Mr. ROGERS. Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I notice one of you gentlemen is Dr. Bowditch, is that right? I believe I met you before.
Dr. BownrrcH. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. Are you of the Bowditch navigation family ?
Dr. BOWDITCH. That is the one relative we agree we are related to.
That is true.
Mr. CARTER. I used that book some years ago in getting my logarithms. Really I think every navigator uses it regularly. Not that I
ever navigated.
My son has a Monte Carlo. I have a Ford. Being a political family
we have to go around. T have found out that you have improved
the driveability of your car in the past few years.
Of course the committee did cause you a great deal of trouble, I
realize that, and perhaps we should have gone more slowly. I think
most of the people in our country feel that we compressed the time in
which you should reach certain goals too much and to your disadvantage. As a result of that we decreased the driveability of some
of our cars and increased the gasoline consumption, caused you to do
that, rather. Is that correct ?
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct, Dr. Carter. We are obviously unhappy about the consequences of reducing emissions at the expense
of some driveability and fuel consumption of our vehicles. We are
trying and what we presented here today with respect to what can be
accomplished with catalytic converters will indicate an attempt to get
back to the kind of driveability that we used to have, and to improve
the fuel economy to at least that which wo used to enjoy.
Mr. CARTER. I certainly think you are making a great deal of imjjrovement because I have driven my son's car and I have found it
much more driveable than one of your cars we previously owned. It is
thriftier.
In making a new car you have retarded the spark, is that correct?
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. Lowered the compression ratio.
Mr. STARKMAN. In some cars. We had a number of cars prior to
the 1971 models that had compression ratios such that 91 octane fuel
was satisfactory. Tliese cars were sufficiently low in oxides of nitrogen
emissions that we didn't have to modify them very much, if at all. The
other cars we had to modify the compression ratio.
Mr. CARTER. You are using a leaner mixture, is that correct?
Mr. STARKMAN. TO date we have gone in the direction of leaning
the mixture considerably.
Mr. CARTER. Yes; and that did hurt the drivability. According to
your figures, I think you have answered this question though, but a
catalytic convert^'r will cost you how much more f
Mr. STARKMAN. $150 for the complete system. By that we mean all
of those components in addition to the catalyst, container, and the
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I>ellets and its attachments. The catalytic converter unit as such we
think will cost the consumer about $75.
Mr. CARTER. Have you checked emissions coming from your cars
with a catalytic converter in place ?
Mr. STARKMAN. Yes; many, many of them. I perhai>s should let
Mr. Stempel answer this one. He has had a large part to play in the
development of catalyst equipped test vehicles and fleets of catalyst
equipped vehicles that we actually have in the field. Maylje he can tell
you in a few moments what we are doing by way of checking both
prototype and field vehicles with catalyst systems on them.
Mr. STEMPEL. Currently we have m our own development fleet
421 cars with something over 8 million test miles accumula/ted on
catalytic converters. These cars are tested quite often, quite frequently
both on a standard cold CBS sampling test for typical emissions of
hydrocarbons, CO and NOx as well as various studies on the converter,
itself, for both particle emissions and other noxious emissions. In addition to that we have several large fleets eitlier started or underway
where cars are actually in the liands of typical customers in the field
doing a variety of things with automobiles just as they would normally use their cars. We are gaining a lot of knowledge about how
these vehicles perform in the hands of customers in the field as well
as by prescribed tests on experimental vehicles operated on General
Motors proving grounds.
Mr. CARTER. Are many of these emissions toxic that come from the
cataU'tic converter?
Mr. STARKMAN. I think I may, for the answer to that question, call
on Dr. Charles Tuesday. He is head of the Environmental Sciences
Department of General Motors Research. Dr. Tuesday has been in
charge of or closely asosciated with the work we are doing to make
sure that by putting catalysts on we don't worsen a situation rather
than improve it.
Dr. TUESDAY. We have a very extensive program with essentially
two facets. One facet is to see if anything at all that we don't really
want is coming out of a car equipped with a catalytic converter that is
operating as it is supposed to. the second facet is to see if there is any
way anything can go wrong with the control system or the catalyst
(something that could possibly happen in the field) that might produce something that would l)e obnoxious.
T"p to this point in time we have found, as other people have foimd,
oxidation of SO2 to sulfuric acid. However, it should be remembered
that less than 5 percent of the SO^ in exhaust is oxidized to sulfuric
acid. It should also be noted that according to the EPA the exhaust
gas of gasoline powered motor vehicles on a national basis contributes
only six-tenths of 1 percent of the SO2 from all sources. Therefore,
99.4 percent of the SOj emitted is coming from someplace else.
It is generally agreed that the ultimate fate of all SO; is eventually
sulfuric acid or other sulfates. Tiius all the SO2 that goes in the air
eventually ends up as sulfate. Twenty percent of that happens within
the urban area, tl\e other 80 percent peihaps in rural areas.
Mr. CARTER. There will not l)e enough .sulfuric acid formed from the
S02 to cause difficulty.
Dr. T'tJESDAY. Not unless there is a significant increase in the sulfur
level of gasoline. It is obvious that the sulfur comes from the gasoline.
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The automobile manufacturers could do witliout it entirely. The removal of sulfur will add to the price of jrasoline, I am sure. If the
levels of sulfur in gas should increase over what they are right now
Mr. CARTER. They will not, you think, affect the air causing a dangerous level of sulfuric acid mist, is that correct ?
Dr. TtTESDAY. It is generally agreed that SO2 and sulfat«s are not
good. Approximately 99.4 percent of SO2 and sulfates now come from
sources other than automobiles. So, unless the 99.4 percent of these SOj
emissions are eliminated by some control mechanism, the very small
amount that comes from sulfur in gasoline is insignificant. If. howevtr,
these other sources are controlled so that most of these emissions
are eliminated, then the automobile contribution might become
significant.
Mr. CARTER. I believe your company manufactures about 3 million
cars a year, is that correct ?
Mr. STARKMAN. I think about twice that number.
Mr. CARTER. 6 million, excuse me. What is the total output of the
automotive industry ?
Mr. STARKMAN. Roughly for the past model year I think it will be
14 million automobiles, passenger automobiles, trucks, and buses.
Mr. CARTER. With that number of catalytic converters then in 1975
and thereafter do you still think there will not be enough SO2 and
from that sulfuric acid mist to affect the healtli of the people ?
Dr. TUESDAY. I would say we could go further. If all automobiles
would simultaneously change to these converters the rise in sulfuric
acid in the air would be insignificant compared to what is coming from
other sources in a typical urban area such as Wasliington, D.C., for
example.
Mr. STARKMAN. Let me take another try at this. What Dr. Tuesday
has said is that the contribution of oxides of sulfur from automobiles,
whatever the form, is a very, very minor amount of the oxides of sulfur
that get into the atmosphere. I think he also said that the oxides of
sulfur that get in the atmosphere as SO- are by natural processes converted to SO3 anyway and can become H2SO^, or sulfuric acid. As a
consequence, any modification that takes place in a catalytic converter
of a car even if it was significant, which it isn't, would be nothing
more than a hastening of the process of oxidation of SO2 to SO3, which
will take place in the atmosphere in any event.
Mr. CARTER. My interest is that it docs not reach dangerous levels.
I understand you are experimenting witli the rotary or Wankel engine,
is that correct?
Mr. STARKMAN. We are doing more tlian just experimenting. We are
in the initial phases of getting ready for production in the 1975 model
car. We hope to be able to be marketing a 1975 model with the rotary
combustion engine in it.
Mr. CARTER. It uses a considerable amount of oil, is that correct?
Mr. STARKMAN. The experience to date with rotary engines on the
road has indicated that in the process of lubrication their oil consimiption is higher than the counterpart piston engine. Our effort, of
course, is in the direction of reducing that lubricjiting oil consumption to a level tliat is no greater , if not less, if we can accomplish it.
than its counterpart reciprocating engine.
Mr. Stempel may want to add something to this.
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Mr. STEMPEL. Our rotary development should not be confused with
other rotary engines. We refer to it a§ a General Motors rotaiy engine. The difference is that our approach is somewhat different from
the othere. We believe very strongly that oil consumption is critical.
The more oil that is used requires more to be refined, and made available as a lubricant.
Looking at the oil demand supply curve it is necessary that we conserve it. We have done quite a bit with our piston engine to get into
the 2,000 mile quart consumption range. This is considered to be a good
oil consumption level. We are attempting to get our rotary engine up
in that same range. Currently we are in the 1,500 mile per quart, range.
We want to get it a little tetter before we introduce it to production.
We also made other changes in that engine to bring its economy
up to where it is equivalent to a piston type engine. We think today
if you come on the market with any new engine and alternate powerplant such as a rotary or stratified charge, that it must l)e at least as
good as its equivalent performing piston engine in terms of oil consimijption and fuel usage. It could not certainly be worse than that.
Mr. CARTER. What are the toxic products which come from the oil
used in tliis engine ?
Mr. STARKMAN. I would presume that the lubricating oil products,
whether they be combustion products or othei-wise should Iw no different in character or quantity than one would expect from a reciprocating engine counterpart. I am aware of no special problems as regards toxicity.
Mr. CARTER. I think there is a problem, and 1 believe it has been
stated here, that since this particular engine uses more lubricating oil
that there is a problem with the emissions, some toxic substance.
Mr. STAMPEL. If the engine did use more oil the hydrocarbon content would be up. Keep in mind the engine still has a closed crankcase
situation here. We arc endeavoring to get the oil level to that equivalent
to a piston engine. The product of combustion out of tiie tailpipe will
be very similar to that of the piston engine, or we hope in terms of
emissions lower than.
Mr. CARTER. HOW do you define NIH ?
Mr. STARKMAN. We heard the discussion this morning and this
afternoon with Mr. Misch of F'ord and the "not invented here" we
have heard before. I presume you are making reference to "not invented here" in quotes.
Mr. CARTER. That is right. I see you are not really adverse to that
because you have a rotary engine somewhat like the Wankel anyway.
I am happy to know that you are improving on it.
You have a General Motors proving ground at Mesa, Ariz., do you
not?
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. Some of yom- cai-s. I am sure many of them, have been
tested there with many different devices. Have you ever had an afterburner test out there that was quite effect i ve or not ?
Mr. STARKMAN. We have had many, many tests. We work with
thermal devices as well as catalytic. The afterburner is a form of thermal converter device.
Mr. CARTER. How did vou come out with this afterburner?
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Mr. STARKMAN. At this point in our development we do not believe
that the thermal reactor is the direction in which to go. If there is
any one very large reason we believe that the thermal reactor is not
as promising as a catalytic converter it is because we have as yet not
se«n a successful thermal reactor that does not require a very rich
mixture to the engine and, therefore, an increase in fuel consumption.
Mr. CARTER. I am referring now to a car which \ou actually tested
there. Some data which I have shows that in grams per mile you got
below the 2 grams per mile level with NO,, in fact on one occasion,
0.70 grams of NO, per mile. Is that correct i
Mr. ST.VRKMAN. Let me refer this again to Mr. Stempel. I think
that the particular tests you are talking about are ones in which he has
been engaged and has been closely associated with. He knows perhaps more about this particular aspect than either Mr. Misch or
myself.
Mr. STEMPEL. I believe the test you have reference to refers to a
company identified by the name of Vorte.x conducted at our desert
proving ground. We at General Motore did make our desert proving^
grouna available to that company to test its afterburner device. We
have made it available to them on many occasions. We have reviewed
their device and are interested in any device that shows promise of
reducing emissions. You will note from that test on that vehicle that
they used, I believe, a 196,") Chevrolet vehicle. It was modified so that
they could fit on the afterburner device. Also in some of the correspondence we have had with the company they indicate that the device
has a nominal cost.
It should be noted that the car had additional modification such
as the air injection reactor pump added to provide a source of air in
the afterburner, as well as modifications to the spark control system.
It did, however, retain the same 1965 carburetor because it was rich
enough to work in conjimction with an afterburner.
The numbers of the data from that vehicle in terms of all three constituents, hydrocarbons, CO and NOx. are not sufficiently promising
in terms of the 197;") interim Federal standards of 1..5,15, and 3.1. The
CO number exceeds the Federal standard. Also, the data are not
promising in terms of the California NO, standard in light of the
low levels for hydrocarbons and CO's required with it.
That system perhaps would have application at the 1973 level for
instance, but for the upcoming more stringent combination of hydrocarbon—CO and NO, does not appear to have the ability to meet it.
Further, I think if you have the right data sheet there, you will note
that the miles per gallon on that particular test were of concern to us
because the fuel economy was down.
We ha%-e been generally taking the approach with our new lower
emission contix^l systems that we should stiive to im])rove fuel economy
and that seemed to be at odds with our system.
Mr. CARTER. Tlie 1975 emissions for XO, is 0.41, is that correct?
Mr. STEMPEL. The 1975 interim would be 3.1, 1976 established 2,
and 1977 statutorily would be 0.41.
Mr. CARTER. I think all these show less than 2 grams per mile.
Mr. STEMPEL. They have generally been in the range of 2 grams per
mile, that is correct. However, that is with CO averages in the neighborhood of 16,15,18. I am recalling now but generally in that range.
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Tn conjunction with NO, limits of 2, the maximum CO allowed is 3.4.
Mr. CARTKR. 1 liave taken up a lot of time. I want to ask just one
other question. When you spoke of tlie fuel injection, that sort of interest<?d me. I believe you say it is efficient only in small engines, is that
correct ?
Mr. STEMPEL. Cun*ently our best efficiency is arrived at on an engine; for example, a four-cylinder in-line engine. Comparing a carburetor on a long manifold versus fuel injection, we appear to do a
better job with a fuel injection. On our experimental V-8 engine, the
new carburetors that are pait of our 1975 system are doing a better
job than fuel injection, but I did indicate we are continuing to work
on it. It is a promising development.
Mr. CARTER. You notice the Volkswagen uses that now.
Mr. STEMPEL. Yes. And that is a very good application on that
engine.
Mr. C^vRTER. They have had it for some time, is that correct?
Mr. STEMPEL. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. On both the six-cylinder and eight-cylinder cars.
Mr. STEMPEL. Let us look carefully at the two engines. The Volkswagen is a closed piston engine. The piston is out far. The manifold is
very, very long. "^AHien we introduce gasoline in that engine and then
bring it all the way around the bend to the intake ports, it is difficult
to get good mixtiu'e in that type of engine. In that case, fuel injection
applied to that engine does show improvement. It is a good application.
In the case of the Mercedes in-line-six engine, again with the long
manifold, as I said with our in-line four, it does show a very definite
improvement there. In terms of wide-open throttle perfonnance fuel
injectors are genuinely good. The thrust of our development primarily
is in the partial throttle traffic range where both fuel economy and
emissions are important.
Mr. CARTER. I understand the Mercedes six electronically or mechanically timed is quite economical in gasoline usage—for my part,
I am still going to buy American.
Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Heinz.
Mr. HEIXZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Starkman, on Tuesday
we heard some testimony that I thought was quite significant. This is
the testimony recommending that standards for auto emissions be
frozen at levels no more stringent than the 197.5 California interim
level. One of the witnesses in his testimony, Mr. Pierre Sprey, testified that admittedly crude and preliminary corrections indicated there
are doubts whether the existing ambient air standards for NO2 does
a sufficient job in protecting human health. He urged further study
to confirm or refute these preliminary statistical correlations.
Would you, or would you not. agree that EPA should be most
reluctant to weaken NO, standaids if it miglit proxe to be that in weakening those standards, we were injuring the public health; that in
fact the standards that we now have might not prove to be stringent
enough.
Mr. STARKMAN. Well. I think you will find that General Motors has
consistently said that wjiere there is a health requirement, we have no
question whatsoever with respect to the controls that must be effected
to accommodate that health requirement. There is a great difference of
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opinion in the medical field with respect to the impact of various
kmds of pollution on humans, animal health, or vegetation. The usual
way to settle such argument is for an appropriate body of scientists,
medical scientists, to study this question and come up with a recommendation.
Oftentimes the opinion of that one individual will prevail if it
turns out to be right. Other times it evolves that he is wrong. We
believe that appropriate studies by competent bodies to determine
what the levels should be is the best way to approach these things.
That is why we are encouraged by the Congress having asked the
National Academy of Sciences to take another look at the lev^els of
emissions which have been prescribed and to come back with their
best opinion of what should be done.
What we are saying is that the preponderance of evidence from all
quarters at this point is to the effect that oxides of nitrogen levels for
the rest of the country, except Los Angeles, of 3.1 grams per mile by
the 1975 procedure, should protect all health so far as we can see. For
California, a level of approximately 1.5 or 1.6 should be adequate to
protect health, even based upon the kind of air quality standards
which the Environmental Protection Agency says we should have.
We have no quarrel at all on going at these things on a rigorous
basis. I would like to call on Dr. Bowditch, who follows the details
of air quality standards and automotive emission control levels, for
any other comments he might have.
Dr. BOWDITCH. I just wanted to add that there is a discussion in
our statement, if you look near the back, a section entitled "GM comments—NOx," where we have a discussion of ambient air NOi requirements. T think perhaps when your staff has an opportunity they might
want to examine that in some detail. We encourage a study such as
the National Academy of Science in this matter. We certainly don't
pretend to be experts in the medical area having to do with the setting
of ambient air standards.
Mr. HEINZ. I thank you very much.
Mr. RooERS. Do you do testing on the health effects of the emissions ?
Wliat effect does it have on health ?
Mr. STARKMAN. T would like to call on Dr. Tuesday for an answer.
Dr. TUESDAY. Currently General Motors does not do anj'thing of
its own, but we do support the CRC program which is a combination
of the automotive and petroleum industries and EPA. As you are
probably aware, EPA has been criticized for joining this program.
However, the idea of this group is to try to obtain evidence about the
effects of air pollutants so that the standards we are discussing today
can be set rationally. We do support tliat.
Since the level of support is based on size. General Motors is the
biggest supporter of these studies with the exception of the Federal
Government.
Mr. ROGERS. Who set that up ?
Dr. TUESDAY. Those studies are monitored by an Air Pollution Research Advisory Committee. It has members on it from the automotive
industry, petroleum industrj', and EPA. They decide what research
is needed and solicit bids from various contract-research organizations.
The emphasis is on the kinds of air pollution research that will help
to define what air quality should be.
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Mr. ROGERS. Wliat have been their findings?
Dr. TuKSDAY. Some of the most significant findings were those Dr.
Stewart recently testified about here. Most of tlie work he was talking
about was funcied by this particular program. There is currently a
study going on now in Chattanooga which is a repeat of the previous
study in which the Federal Government is doing part of the study and
CRC-APRAC is supplying instruments to make sure the atmospheric
NO2 measurements are correct. This is another study that is going to
end up with some data. Presumably that is the only way we will be
able to tell what the health effects are.
Afr. ROGERS. In the drug industry we require tliat a drug be proven
.safe and effective before it can be sold in the market. Would it be fair
to require the automobile industrj- to as.sume that same burden? In
other words, they would have to come in with proof of what the particular catalytic converter may come out with, where you have researched that and show that there are no additional poisonous pollutants or if there are, exactly what the situation is.
Dr. TuEsn.w. There is a law, the Clean Air Act, that already says
devices put on vehicles to reduce pollutants shall not introduce any
other noxious substances. That is already part of the law.
Mr. ROGERS. We have standards too, but that does not mean they are
being met. As I understood your testimony, you yourself are not testing
this information to furnish it to P]PA. What I am saying is, should
there be that requirement as we have for the drug industry? Before
they can sell their product they must come in witli actual clinical tests,
proof, as to whether something is safe or whether it isn't.
You .see, what we are getting from EPA, and this is why I bring
this up, is tliat it is difficult for us to test everyone. Now should it be
on the man who is going to sell it and make the profit to come in and
assure the public before it is put on the market that the product is
meeting the standard, and it is not bringing in the pollutants. Conversely, if it does have the pollutants, should not the burden be on the
man who brings that out to test it and show it and present that evidence
to the regidating body?
Mr. STARKMAX. Mr. Chairman, we are doing just precisely that. We
are measuring by all the available means as precisely as we are able,
what kind of things are going to come out of the tailpipe if we install
those systems on our products. I think that there is a difference perhaps
l>etween the drug industry and the automobile industry in this particular instance.
Mr. ROGERS. Becnuse you have gasoline as well, I understand that.
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct. I believe that the area which makes
it difficult for the automobile industry' to say there will be no harmfid
effects has to do with the lack of knowledge as to the extent to which
the carlwn monoxide, hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and other materials that might come out of the tailpipe, do affect public health.
I rnake the distinction between public health and the pill that the
individual may take. We are trying very hard, the whole commimity
is trying hard—we are part of this activity today—to decide what
levels are harmful to human health of those materials that come from
the automobile. We are suffering, I think, in part because the assumptions made by the EPA in order to insure that we didn't harm human
health were too stringent. By their own admission they now believe
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that the NO, levels they recommended were too stringent. We covered
that in our statement.
Mr. ROGERS. I am not sure they think it is too stringent. I think they
felt that their measuring device may have been in error. I tliink they
still feel that the health effects are tlie same, but as I understand the
testimony it was that they felt that their testing device was not correct.
Mr. STARKMAN. Not completely so, Mr. Chairman, if you will allow
me. They did in their determinations assimic what they thought was a
safe level for the atmosphere. As I tried to point out, they have since
come to the conclusion that might have been too stringent.
Mr. ROGERS. NO. They have not had tests on health effi-cts. What I am
saying is, they said so many parts per million is the level for health
effects, isn't that correct ?
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. It must be adhered to.
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. TVHiat they are saying is when we tested in certain cities
we thought the level was at a different level.
Mr. STARKMAN. That is also correct.
Mr. ROGERS. But I don't think they informed us that tiiey would not
say that the health effects are not the same.
Mr. STARKMAN. Le me try again. First, a health level is established.
Then a measurement is made in the commimity to determine what is
the level in that community. Now if a level in the community is at a
point above the health effects level something must be done to reduce
that level.
Mr. ROGERS. HOW do you find what that level is ?
Mr. STARKMAN. YOU measure.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes. This is where they had the problem.
Mr. STARKMAN. When EPA measured their level in various communities they said. "Oh, my, we exceetl that level in over 40 cities.
Now what must we do? We must therefore insure that that level be
brought do^vn to the safe level designated by our air quality standard
by conti"o]ling the oxides of nitrogen from automobiles. We have in
a given commxmity 1 million automobiles, each of which now emits
4 grams fjer mile. We must reduce that level to not more than fourtenths grams per mile."
After going through this type of procedure, it evolved that those
cars producing 4 grams per mile at the time they made their measurement had not brought the level up to the danger ]X)int at all. Those
commimities were still safe.
For those cars in that cx)mmunity nothing was necessary to be done,
nor in the immediate future.
Mr. ROGERS. Except for this. What they did in their testing was
that they used a different technique.
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. There is now some controversy about that testing. So
that where, they say there are now two cities they really feel we have
a problem. When we go into this old testing we may find that the
testing has not been properly interpreted, and there still may be 40
cities. They are still saying the health effect of that pollutant on human
life is the same. They are not changing the health effect on human
life.
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Mr. STARKMAN. Their finally adopted level is the same as they now
have as far as the health effect is concerned. That is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. Bnt they are simply saying our measurement showetl.
I am not sure that is a legitimate measurement. In fact, there is some
controversy and we might ask you to give us a comment on these two
testings both of which I don't think are very good. I don't ask you
to do it now, but perhaps for the record. It looks like one simply
doubled. Perhaps this is a convenient way of easing a situation which
has become something that we need to face up to.
I am not saying that. I am not sure. I think the impression has been
given that the health effects are not as severe with that pollutant. But
because of a differing teclmique in measurement that brought that
change about, in the 2 cities instead of 40, I believe it is important
to consider.
Mr. STARKMAN. Can we have Dr. Bowditch comment briefly ?
Mr. ROGERS. Certainly.
Dr. BOWDITCH. When the 1970 amendments were under consideration no ambient air standard for NO, had been determined. "Wliat was
then part, of HEW had the authority to set that number but had not
done so. In order for there to be a calculation made, so that a determination could be made as to how much the oxides of nitrogen emissions from automobiles should be reduced, some assumption had to be
made back in 1969 and 1970. This was essential in order to fximish
Congress with some numbers that could be used in preparing the percentage reductions contained in the Clean Air Amendments of 1970.
However, the number that was assumed at that time, for purposes
of the calculation, as a likely air quality standard was a quarter to
one-seventh the level, which EPA ultimately established as the health
or air quality standard in effect today. In addition to this error, EPA
has recognized an error in measuring the amount of NO,. So, really
looking all the way back on the way the 1970 Clean Air Act reductions were computed two errors were made on IS'Ox although quite justifiably. One was in estimating where the iiealtli standards would be set,
and that was made the lower level on our chart on page 22 of our statement. The other was on the ambient, or current atmospheric level,
which is the higher point on our chart where EPA says the measurements have been made wrong. So there were errors made both on the
top end, where the air is now, and on the Iwttom end, where we want
to go, on the desired air quality.
Mr. ROGERS. Except for the fact we had no definite test on the health
effects.
Dr. BownrrcH. There are medical experiments that have been nm
and these are cited in great length in the various papers.
Mr. ROGERS. TO bring about a change of the level of the pollutant
for health effects, they have no studies justifying a change of that.
The only thing thev have justified is the change in the testing. It may
be that the testing is more legitimate with the arsenite test. But I am
not sure that is being interpreted correctly. We will go into it and this
is what we will furnish you material on and we will ask you to comment.
Now what I am saying is why shouldn't the company that is involved with this problem, with the pollutant coming out, present
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health data on what you are doing, at what level it is safe, and at w^hat
level it isn't ?
Mr. STARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think we have an entirely different
situation than that of the drug industry.
Mr. ROGERS. I understand that because you also have to deal with
gasoline that goes in your product.
Mr. STARKMAN. Of course.
Mr. ROGERS. I can luiderstand that. As I understand it you have a
cooperative arrangement where you are both supposedly supporting
this type of research but I haven't seen any definitive result come out,
nor have I seen EPA request it. So, I am not so sure that we shouldn't
consider placing in the law some i-equirement to this effect. You might,
I think, think about this and let us have some comment for the record.
Mr. STARKMAN. All right, we will try to comment on this for the
record.
[The information requested was not available to the committee at
the time of printing^—March 1974.]
Mr. ROGERS. I want to think about this some as to changes in the
law.
Now you have felt that the converter is the way to go.
Mr. STARKMAN. The catalytic converter, yes.
Mr. ROGERS. Ford tells us today they believe we should have a
change in the power system. Have you had an opportunity to look at
this stratified charger ?
Mr. STARKMAN. Yes. I would like to call on Mr. Stempel to answer
that.
Mr. STEMPEL. Yes, General Motors has looked at the stratified charge
concept for many, many years. It has been an ongoing program in our
research department. Of course, more recently we have undertaken a
more active development of that both in terms of the smaller engines and larger V-8's. It is a very active program as we have previously testified at EPA.
The basic problems with the stratified charge engine are those that
^•e have previously identified, that is the problem of getting tlie mixture to burn either in an open stratified charge engine or a jet ignition
type of engine. They are all dilute charges, and involve problems of
getting the right mixture to burn, start rich and burn out lean.
The problems generally occurred during the transient operation.
We agree there are many new techniques available to us. We discussed
fuel injection, better carburetion, better ignition, better control of
chamber shape. All of these are being put into that engine in an effort
to see what can be achieved.
One of the things we are noting so far is that it still takes some
form of cleanup to totally get the amoimt of hyd r-ocarbons down to
the final very low limit. However, we are continuing to work on that.
As such time as that engine shows good promise it certainly will be
a candidate as an acceptable alternate powerplant. The cataUi^ic converter, as we have noted in our statement, is simply a de\nce. at this
point in time, that appears to have the most promise in terms of controling emissions, improving economy and drivability for the near
term. At such time as an alternate engine, perhaps of a stratified
charge type, or other form would be feasible it could obviously supplant the catalytic converter.
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Mr. ROGERS. But at this stage you don't think it is feasible?
Mr. STARKMAN. We are not ready yet to put that into production. It
may be that we can get ready to put it into production in the next few
years. Right now our answer is the catalytic converter. We think it
has additional advantages as I tried to state over and above cleaning
up the pollution in the tailpipe.
Mr. ROGERS. Let me ask you, are you aware of a report which has
just been out recently about the Toyota electronic black box, they call
it I think? Are you aware that for traffic it cuts on and off and has a
saving supposedly, fuel saving, of more than 12 percent, and reduces
emissions by more than 21 percent ?
Mr. STEMPEL. This is a report we have seen in the news media where
they have described a system. "When a car comes to a stop for longer
than a few seconds the engine shuts off. It is automatically restarted
when the driver drives away. We have previously looked at the on and
off system. We don't know what their basis of comparison was or what
their base data were.
It has been our experience that such a system imposes a whole new
set of standards on the veliicle such as the amount of electrical energy
to restart the car each time, that is the starter motor and the ability to
generate it in turn. Also the start up emissions must be reexamined.
We typically find that the very first fires of a piston engine are higher
on emissions than successive fires. That has to be evaluated in light of
the overall picture. At this time we really don't have a full evaluation
of the system. We are aware of it, and we obviously are looking at it.
Mr. ROGERS. I think it would he helpful to the committee when you
make an evaluation if you could let us know.
Mr. STARKMAN. Yes. It will take some time to make such an evaluation, but we ciin. We will keep you or your staff informed.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.
Are you aware of the work that Dr. William D. Balgord. senior
research scientist at the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation has done? He claims that he has developed a way to
meet the original 197.5-76 emission standard at a cost far below automakers estimates for their systems. Now perhaps you could give us
some comment on the record on that.
Mr. STARKMAN. We will do that.
Mr. ROGERS. I think that would be helpful for us to have.
[The information renuested was not available to the committee at
the time of printing—March 1974.]
Mr. ROGERS. NOW when you say that your new catalytic converter
will bring a gas premium, what tests have been done? Do you have the
results of those in your report here ?
Mr. STARKMAN. These results have been incorporated in both the
spoken statement and the one for the record.
Mr. ROGERS. YOU feel without question this has been proved, that we
can expect a gas premium ?
Mr. STARKMAN. We have no reservations about this effect, none whatever.
Mr. ROGERS. It would range in what area ?
Mr. STE^rpEi.. Mr. Chairman, if we look at the data we submitted for
the record we show, and I use the word "trends," that this data represents the average trend of many of our experimental cars encompass-
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ing everjrthing from our smaller four cyclinder engines up to the large
V-8's. That data says up to an 18-percent gain is expected in 1975.
versus 1973. That is basically a converter system, converter and all its
supporting hardware versus a 1973 car without a catalytic converter.
That obviously is an estimate of an average on indicative of a range
of economy gains, some higher and some lower. At this point in our
testing we are confident enough that all of our cai-s have shown a gain
with a catalytic converter at the 1975 interim standards.
The purpose of including the curve in the report today was to perhaps bring home gi-aphically the difference between the 1975 interim
and the low standard that comes on in 1976 and 1977. Even with tlie
catalytic converter at the statutory limit for NO, of 0.41 for hydrocarbons, 3.4 for carbon monoxide, and two for NO,, and for 1977 0.4 for
NOx, that system suffers a loss in efficiency and economy.
We are saying the economy gain applies to the 1975 model year.
You can see on the chart that at the California levels, slightly less on
hydrocarbon and CO, but on an order of magnitude of 2 grams NO,,
that the economy is down somewhat. It is still l>etter than a 1973, 1974
system, but not as good as the Federal interim limit.
We have arrived at those numbers over the past year in a series of
developmental tests on the cars, we have put together for \Tirioiis demonstrations, for Members of Congress and tlie Senate aiid various
field te,st vehicles. As a matter of fact, today we drove to the hearings
in such a car. It is available through our Washimrton office if you
would like to drive it sometime. It does have a catalj'tic converter on
it. Perhaps the best way to get the gas mileage is to veiify it. We {relieve it is there. Our test data show this. 'Wliat we have been doing is
simply accumulating this data to satisfy ourselves that in fact we have
a real economy gain.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you. I introduced a bill regarding fuel economy.
I don't know if you have seen it yet.
Mr. STARKMAX. Yes. sir. we have seen your draft.
Mr. ROGERS. Could you comment on that for the record ? I won't go
and ask you to state it now.
Mr. STARKMAN. We will be happy to comment on it for the record.
We are not prepared right now, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes. If you could let us have your thinking on that, it
would be helpful.
[The information requested was not available to the committee at
the time of printing—March 1974.]
Mr. ROGERS. Some have proposed a tax on pollution from motors if
extension is granted to create incentive to meet standards. Wliat is
your reaction to that ?
Mr. STARKMAN. We don't like to see a penalty assessed for the purpose of bringing about pimitive effect in an area such as this. We believe rather that there should be other incentives, and particularly, if
there are incentives that they have to do with the marketplace. These
are better. I think, than taxation or other ways of going about this.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. Chairman ?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes, Mr. Heinz.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. Chairman. I would like to return quite briefly to an
item you touched on with Mr. Starkman a few minutes ago. which
is the fact of the questioned basis for Jacobs-Hochheiser method of
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measuring NOx-1 am wondering, Mr. Starkman, if you could tell the
committee if you know whether the measurement technique that was
used was also used as a means of measuring concentrations of NO, in
the experiments on the liealth effects; namely, the epidemiological,
toxicological, or clinical studies.
If, in fact, the same measuring technique was used there, of course
the errors would cancel out and EPA would not have a very good case
for changing the NOx standards. Would you comment on that?
Mr. ST.ARKMAN. Of course. Your point is very well stated.
Dr. TUESDAY. I think you will find this is covered in some detail in
the part of our statement about nitrogen oxides. They did use the
Jacobs-Hochheiser method in the Chattanooga study, but unfoitunately, it was another modification of it. A double-bubbler method
rather than a single-bubbler method was used. Thus, a straight forward
comparison is unfortunately not possible.
The current study that is going on in the same area uses as a method
of measurement the chemoluminescent method. It is considered quite
reliable. It is also more costly.
Mr. HEINZ. Has anybody ever made a test to correlate or calibrate
or otherwise compare the differences between the two, the JacobsHochheiser method ?
Dr. TUESDAY. We have, and we supplied this information to EPA
in our comments on the original proposal. As near as we can tell,
these comments were initially disregarded, but apparently have now
been recognized as valid. Direct comparisons have been made, but
variations between the two methods are so complicated that you can't
go from one to the other, after the fact.
Mr. STARKMAN. Mr. Congressman, I think I should inform you
that the research labs are not afraid of anything, including the JacobsHochheiser, except that they call it J-H.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for yielding.
Mr. ROGERS. I do want to ask one question because you said yon had
funded certain work in joint research. I believe Dr. Stewart does
some of the funded work. Now, the report we got, a study that he
has made, which I guess you have jointly funded, suggests that perhaps there may be no safe threshold for CO or for oxidents. If that
research is proved out, what would this mean ? "What action must we
take?
Mr. STARKMAN. I think each of us produces carbon monoxide in our
living process. It scarces me a little bit to think what might iiappen
if I am told that I can't exhale carbon monoxide. I think T had better
not comment beyond that point, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. In other words, we might have to tighten
Dr. TUESDAY. If you read his testimony, the study he referred to had
to do with levels of CO approximately 15 ppm. His recommendations
for current air quality was 15 ppm for CO for 24 hours, which is
even more lenient than the one proposed in our statement. He also
said that ultimately he would like to have not one molecule of CO in
the air. That is a very idealistic situation. He was not referring to the
results of his study. He was referring to the philosophy that one
molecule might make one old lady live 1 minute less.
In the ideal situation, there would be no CO in the air. To do that,
of course, would require all of us in this room to stop breathing, cer-
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tainly all of us to stop smoking. He held it up as an ultimate goal,
but in terms of the lifetime, probably, of most of us here, he was talking
about 15 ppm for 24 hours.
Mr. ROGERS. That is not the way I read the testimony.
Dr. TUESDAY. The testimony is a matter of record.
Mr. RooEHS. On his research.
Dr. TTJESDAY. The research he did had to do with cognitive skills,
basically human ability to figure, to think. He found no effect in
those studies that would confirm Beard and Wertheim's work. The
study he was talking about had to do with the effect of (X) on blood
and the cardiovascular system. This is not work he did himself.
Mr. ROGERS. I thought we had the memo here which maybe I completely misread, but I tliink not.
Dr. Tm^SDAY. I tliink he was asked what would be a defensible CO
standard today. I think he said 15 ppm, 24-hour average. That is in
his testimony.
Mr. ROGERS. I am not sure that he said today we had to do away with
it all. I am not saying that. I am saying tlie suggestion, his research
suggested that we might have to tighten i-ather than relax standai-ds on
oxidents and CO. Here is Stewart's testimony:
Therefore we are of the opinion that It will be Imjiossible to establish a no
effect CO standard so far as those individuals with significant heart disease
are concerned. The CO air quality standard should lie set at a reasonable level
not to exceed the cardio-vascular stress of en ting, for example, so that the most
susceptible to CO exposure may be afforded reasonable protection. Additional
research will be required before the margin of risk of this current CO standard
can be ascertained.

So I think he does make pretty definite statements on this.
Dr. TPESDAY. What he says is that it is not possible to have a zero
risk CO level in the air. There is a risk to someone of one even molecule.
Someone, presumably the Federal Government has to determine what
is an acceptable risk for the general population.
Mr. ROGERS. I understand, but he is saying that we may not be strict
enough in our standards.
Dr. TtTESDAY. If you read further, he also says that he recommends
15 ppm for 24 hours.
Mr. ROGERS. For the current
Dr. TUESDAY. AS a defensible CO air quality standard, based on
today's knowledge.
Mr. ROGERS. That is right.
Mr. STARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, again this is Dr. Stewart's thesis and
his opinion. I don't think we sliould quarrel with it. He is a respected
physician and research scientist.
Mr. Ro<5ER8. He said it needs further research. I don't think he said
this is all definitive, but he is raising a flag of concern here to which
I think we all should be alert.
Mr. STARKMAN. Well, we .should. "WHien we are making decisions
with respect to what level should be, his and the opinions of others
should 1» taken into account.
Mr. ROGERS. Now let me ask you what do you think this committee
should do, just one, two, three.
Mr. STARKMAN. T think this committee should consider three things.
The requirement for reduction in the emissions from automobiles.
We have stated
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Mr. ROGERS. 1974 or the interim 1975 ?
Mr. STARKMAN. We think they should not be frozen at a more
strenpent level than the 1975 California, no more stringent than that.
Mr. ROGERS. What else?
Mr. STARKMAX. I think it is probably not the province of the committee necessarily but perhaps the EPA, we need to assure that there
is unleaded fuel available such that we can accomplish two things.
One is to provide for low emissions from cars without catalytic converters, plus allowing us or anybody else to be able to apply systems
which cannot tolerate lead alkyjs which are in leaded fuel.
Mr. ROGERS. How long should these standards lx» frozen ?
Mr. STARKMAN. We have suggested 3 yeare, Mr. Chairman. T don't
want to leave the impression, however, that we are concerned only
for oxides of nitrogen. For the immediate future, we hope that the
Congress, your committee, will consider the matter of carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbon standards. That is why I said no more stringent
than California.
Mr. ROGERS. Should we simply authorize an extension by EPA,
leaving the standard as a goal, but simply authorize the extension if
it is necessary.
Mr. STARKMAN. I think we should leave that consideration up to
the wisdom of your committee and the Congress as to what should be
the vehicle for doing this. I had a couple of other points perhaps I
should add.
I believe that the EPA needs aid in recognizing the averaging situation. I think the Senate committee at least has expressed itself rather
clearly with respect to the matt(>r of averaging. I believe that the matter of certification of vehicles prior to their prwluction is an unnecessarv vehicle in the present context. Tt might have been a useful vehicle
early in the game, but I think now. where we have i)Ostaudit for
California at least, this postaudit can be accomplished as well for the
rest of the vehicles in this country on the same basis, that we can a.ssure
that vehicles are going to be built to those requirements that have been
established by other than present certification procedure. The present
certification procedure has us bound up very tight in the progress
we can make.
Mr. ROGERS. DO we need different penalties? For instance, the EPA
Administrator was concerned about a lack of good faith effort by
one of the companies. Xow the alternative seems to have been, as he
said, to close them down and put people out of work. Sho>ild we have
some different penalty for people who would not abide by the law ?
Mr. STARKMAN. Again. Mr. Chairman, I think this is the province
of others than the industry itself to comment upon. T would say that
were we the ones who might be found someday to ha\e made an
error
Mr. ROGERS. NOW may be the time to speak up then.
Mr. STARKMAN. If you asked me I would say. therefore, there should
be no new penalties whatsoever. The penalties that presently are available are pretty high level i>enalties. They are rather severe. The
capability that the regulatory agency has for imposing rather critical
penalties on industry or on individuals in the industry are very, very
large weapons. I am not sure that the size of those penalties is
justified.
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Mr. ROGERS. Thank you so much. We are most g^teful to you for
your patience and bearing with the committee this afternoon at such
a late hour. Thank you for your helpful testimonj'.
The committee stands adjourned until 10 a.m. tomorrow.
[Whereupon at 5:15 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned to reconvene
at 10 a.m., September 14,1973.]

CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT—1973
FBIDAY, SEPTEMBEB 14, 1973
HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
STTBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT,
COMMTTTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,

WashingtoTi, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2123,
Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Paul G. Rogere, chairman,
presiding.
Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will resume.
"We are continuing our hearings on clean air.
We are happy to have as our first witness Mr. Sydney L. Terry,
vice president for Environmental and Safety Regulations of the
Chrysler Corp.
We welcome you to the committee, and we will be pleased to receive
your statement.
STATEMENT OF SYDNEY L. TERRY, VICE PRESIDENT, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SAFETY RELATIONS, CHRYSLER CORP.; ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES HEINEN, DIRECTOR, VEHICLE EMISSIONS
PLANNING, AND VICTOR C. TOMLINSON, COUNSEL
Mr. TERRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Sydney L. Terry, vice president, environmental and safety
relations, Chrysler Corp.
With me toaay are Charles Hcinen, director, vehicle emissions planning; and Victor C. Tomlinson, of our legal staff.
Mr. ROGERS. We welcome you to the committee.
Mr. TERRY. We certainly appreciate this opportunity to present
Chrysler's position on the implementation of the emissions control
requirements of the 1970 Clean Air Act.
Let me begin by saying that we at Chrysler are in full support
of the need to control automotive emissions. We i-ecognize the need
for Federal legislation as a necessaiy step on the road to clean air.
And we are fully dedicated to removing the motor vehicle from the
entire air pollution problem.
Our record speaks for itself. Wo were among the first to recognize
the part, the automobile played in creating photochemical smog. We
deve^loped the instrumentation and information that were a necessary
prerequisite to controlling automotive emissions. And our engineers
developed the system of emission controls sul)sequentl_y used bj' nearly
all American and foreign automobile manufacturei's, so that today's
(395)
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cars, using control techniques based on Chrysler designs, emit 70
percent less pollution than a car without controls.
We are concerned that the people of this Nation are not aware of
the real progi-ess in emissions control already achieved by the automobile industry. Let there be no misunderstanding. As far as the automobile is concerned, we are going to have clean air—air that protects
the public health and that improves the quality of life. The only issue
remaining is one of cost—both social and economic. Will we have clean
air at a reasonable cost? Or will we have clean air at an exorbitant
cost?
The great preponderance of evidence from medical and scientific
research supports the position that the automotive standards are more
stringent than they need to be for the protection of health. There is
no question they are forcing us to the use of catalysts. The evidence
shows that health can be protected with standards which do not require costly catalytic systems, and which will not cause a further
serious dram on the Nation's energy supplies.
Unfortunately, we are now on a headlong course in the opposite
direction. The 1975 interim standards set by the EPA as a test run for
full implementation of catalytic systems in 1976, require expensive
and unproven catalytic converters on all cars sold in California in
1975, and on many models sold in the rest of the country. These cars
will require more expensive lead-free fuel—the kind of fuel which
will not be generally available in Mexico and Canada where thousands
of Americans normally drive. They will be more expensive to buy
and to maintain, and they will use noble metal catalysts made from
platinum and palladium, about which we all know far too little at
this point.
If we are to turn back from this course which so many independent
scientists have said is wrong, to a course which will give us clean air
at reasonable cost, the decision has to be made now. Next year, when
the health and cost benefit reports requested by Congress start to come
in, it will be too late for those car buyers who will already have catalytic systems on their cars.
We are already in the process of gearing up for mass production of
catalytic converters for our 1975 models which require them. And,
imless Congress acts now, and sets new standards for 1975 and 1976
that can be met without the use of catalysts, tlie Nation's consumers
will have invested hundreds of millions of dollars in a control technology that we believ'e will be discarded very shortly. From all appearances, we are going to end up in this country with a short term production run of what will soon turn out to be orphan cars—cars for
which supporting maintenance for catalysts and unleaded gasoline
will have to be kept available for the 10 to 12 years they stay on the
road. This has very serious implications for the oil industry which
we believe should be spending its efforts on higher priority issues.
Unless we take action noAV, the Nation's severe energy problems
are also going to be intensified even further by a set of standards which
will increase fuel consumption by as much as 25 percent. We don't
claim that the Clean Air Act caused the fuel shortage. But anyone
who looks at the facts has to agree that unless the act is changed now,
it will certainly intensify the energj' problem. For all those reasons,
we urge Congress to act quickly, before it is too late.
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Now I would like to review a few points to put our position in perspective. The 1970 Clean Air Act calls for a reduction of 90 percent
b«yond the reduced levels already achieved in 1970. That is an actual
reduction of up to 97 percent from uncontrolled levels. Unlike the law
which calls for cleaning up stationary sources, this law does not allow
the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency to revise
the mobile emission standards or delay their implementation when the
evidence clearly shows that the control costs far outrun the benefits.
Technological feasibility is the only criterion the Administrator can
use when deciding if the mobile standards are to be applied on schedule. In our judgment, and the judgment of many othei-s, it is the wrong
criterion.
Since the spring of 1972. the Nation has known, through a report, to
Congress by the PJPA. that the estimated cost of meeting the emissions
standards for mobile sources would be more than $8 billion per year,
and that the expected benefits in reduced damage to plants and vegetation would be less than $1 billion per year. Said another way, that's $8
of cost for $1 of return.
In the fall of 1972. the Office of Emergency Preparedness issued a
report stating that the Government's present policy on emission control is in direct conflict with the country's economic and national security goal of conserving scarce energy. The report pointed out, for
example, that a 25-percent loss of efficiency as a result of emission control systems required to meet the 1970 Clean Air Act, "will require an
increased purchase of gasoline Avhich over the next 30 years will
amount to over 1 trillion gallons—equivalent to some 48 billion barrels
of crude oil." The country would need all the production from nearly
five Alaskan oil fields just to meet that extra demand. We believe these
facts should also be considered when the automotive emissions standards are reexamined.
The question of alternate engines is often raised. However, it is
agreed by everyone familiar with this question, including the National
Academy of Sciences, the Office of Science and Technolog\', and the
Environmental Protection Agency, that in the time available under
the law, we had no choice but to develoj) add-on devices such as
catalysts for our present piston encrines.
At my own company, we were forced to curtail some of our work on
the gas turbine engine because of this timetable, and also because it
does not appear to be possible for the turbine to meet the 0.4 grams per
mile oxides of niti-ogen standard. Even though we continued research
both on our own and under contract with EPA, we had no choice at
the time but to concentrate most of our efforts and manpower on
developing a new catalytic technology.
Nothing would give us greater pleasure than to report that as a
result of those efforts we can meet the emissions standards which are
now effective on 1976 and 1977 models. But as you know, that is not the
case.
We have made great progress with our catalyst research. Our
catalyst technology and the technology of our suppliers is well developed, and we are prepared to match our systems against those of any
other manufacturer in the business. But the record established by the
recent EPA hearings makes it clear that no manufacturer, including
those who are prompting catalytic control systems, can meet the
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original standards set by the Clean Air Act and warrant their systems for 5 years or 50,000 miles in customer use.
Despite our intensive efforts in tlie field of catalyst research, and
our large investment in tooling and production facilities, we believe
that catalytic conveiler systems are the least desirable control system.
A good number of independent scientists agree witli us. Catalysts are
subjects to damage or over-heating in many common driving situations. They could add as much as $1,300 to the cost of ownmg and
operating a motor vehicle for 5 years. They must run on expensive
lead-free gasoline whicli will not be universally available to Americans driving in Canada or Mexico. Their efficiency will be impaired
by the use of gasoline containing le^d or phosphorus. Accoraing to
estimates by the Stanford Research Institute, the standards as now
written conld increase gasoline demand by as much as 25 percent over
uncontrolled levels.
We at Chrj'sler have examined all the possible alternatives to this
control strategy which might be used in the longer run. Wc have explored all the alternates for the internal combustion engine, even
though the leadtime for conversion to another engine was clearly
inadequate. We have done considerable work with the Wankel, or the
rotary engine, beginning as far back as 1962. And to be quite frank,
we are not optimistic about that engine because of its high cost, its
high fuel consumption, and its high emissions of carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons. The National Academy of Sciences report, says that
the Wankel suffers a 30-percent fuel penalty compared to an equivalent piston engine.
We have investigated the diesel as a possible alternative. However,
even the Daimler-Benz Co., a principal manufacturer of i^assengercar diesels, has testified tiiat the diesel is not the answer for the passenger-car need of this country. Wliile its fuel efficiency is good, the
diesel is hea\-y, very expensive, noisy, and smelly. ITnless it is carefully
maintained, the diesel emits high levels of smoke particulates. And
the consensus is that the diesel cannot meet the statutory standard for
oxides of nitrogen.
We have worked with various electric systems, the Rankine cycle
engine, and all the rest. And none of them satisfies all the requirements for emission controls, cost, driveability, and fuel economy that
are required for sale in the U.S. market.
The most promising alternative we have under study is a stratifiedcharge engine. We have a disclosure agreement with Honda which
has developed a version of this engine, and are currently negotiating
a licensing agreement with them. We are also conducting our own
intensive development program of converting our engines to CVCC
technology. This engine sliows performance which we all desire, and
above all for low levels of emissions without the use of catalysts or
lead-free gasoline. We are very optimistic about its jxtssibilities for
the future.
Assuming the engine works, and assuming it will meet all the standards, we believe wc could convert one engine line to production of a
CVCC engine in approximately 3 years.
However, it is important to understand that if we are required to
build catalyst-equipped engines in the meantime—with all our efforts
devoted toward perfecting new and untried catalytic systems, devel-
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oping improved controls on our engines on all the problems of certification, manufacturing, and quality control that the National Academy of Sciences warned of, the stratified-charge engine and any other
alternate engine will surely be delayed. Wc believe tliat would be a
serious setback to the cause of dean air and energy conservation.
The National Academy of Sciences, the RECAT Committee, the Federation of American Scientists, and respected scientific and technical
experts agree with us that nationwide conversion to catalytic control
systems is not in the country's best interest.
They have all pointed out that we can only meet these standards in
the available time at the expense of some other national objective.
Paul McCracken, fonner chairman of the Council of the Coimcil of
Economic Advisors, put the issue this way: "At what point does
further improvement in our environmental rules cost so much in terms
of what must be given up in other directions that it is not worthwhile?
That question must be faced explicitly." And he pointed out that
"on general economic principles" one would expect that a 90-percent
further reduction of auto emissions from a l)ase already down 70
percent would be overdoing it. requiring resources that could better
he used elsewhere.
Now if reductions of up to 97 percent from U7icontrolled levels were
necessary for full protection of the public health, then this question
would never be asked. But the great preponderance of new evidence
gathered since the Clean Air Act \vas passed supi)orts the position that
less stringent standards would more than adeouately safeguard the
health of even tliose who might be most susceptible to the adverse
effects of automotive emissions.
As you know, we at Cluysler have tried to bring this issue to the
att^'ntion of the public and government. We believe it is important that
all the facts be known before the Nation embarks on a control program
that will cost eight times more than it will produce in benefit. Many
of the facts arc already available. I would like to review some of them
today as they apply to the three primary automotive emissions.
In the ca.se of oxides of nitrogen, EPA has acknowledged errors in
the original measurements of atmospheric concentrations. They have
recognized that NO, in most areas of the country is not the health threat
once feared, and have reduced the number of cities exceeding the ambient standard from 47 to 2. And one of those is marginal. On the basis
of this data, EPA has said the automotive standard should be changed.
In fact, Mr. Quarles of the EPA has reiterated before this committee
on Monday of this week that a NO, standard of 2.0 grams per mile
would satisfy the needs of all areas except Ix)S Angeles into the 1990's.
In the case of the gaseous hydrocarbons from automobile exhaust,
there is complete agreement that there is no threat to health at levels
found in the atmosphere today. Hydiocarbons are controlled in order
to prevent formation of photochemical oxidants—smog. In California,
where the problem is most serious, officials recommended a standard of
.9 gi-ams i)cr mile. There is no information showing the Federal hydrocarbon standard of .41 gram is needed in California—or anywhere
else in the country.
In the case of carbon monoxide, there is of significant eifect on any
kind until the carboxyhemoglobin level—the level of cnrbon monoxide
in the blood—exceeds .3 percent. A nonsmoker exposed to air with a
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concentration of about 9 parts per million for 8 hours, which is the
very conservative Federal air quality standard, would have a 1.5
percent carboxyhemoglobin level, which is only half that level.
We hear that CO concentrations in our cities are often as high as 30
parts per million. But a survey of the carbon monoxide blood levels of
nearly 30,000 urban Americans shows that the majority of nonsmokers
have carboxyhemoglobin levels of 1.5 percent or less already. This
raises serious question about the adequacy of atmospheric carbon
monoxide measurements as far as health is concerned.
As you know, the carbon monoxide standard for cars set by the act
was based on atmospheric readings taken in the city of Chicago, where
on 1 day in 1965 the carbon monoxide concentrations averaged 44 parts
per million for an 8-hour period. That, incidentally, was considered
the worst area for carbon monoxide in the country. Based on that information, it was determined that automotive emissions had to Ix; reduced 90 percent in order to bring the 8-hour CO average down to
9 parts per million.
However, measurements at that same station in Cliicago since that
time show that carbon monoxide concentrations are decreasing steadily
as older vehicles are replaced by cars with present controls. The peak
levels of CO at that station are already down to 15 parts per million,
and the continuing downward trend is expected to meet the extremely
stringent national air quality standard of 9 parts per million at that
station in 1974. And this will come about before the standard requiring
a 96-percent reduction in carbon monoxide from automobiles becomes
effective in even one car.
As new information such as this has become available, a growing
number of people, including many Members of Congress, have called
for a further study of this whole question before a costly and counterproductive catalytic control system is forced on the driving public.
We are naturally very gratified that the Congress has authorized
the National Academy of Sciences to review all the new evidence, to
consider the level of control necessary to safeguard health, and to
evaluate the costs and Ix'nefits of various control levels.
Wliile the Academy is conducting this needed study, we urge the
Congress to guarantee a continuation of cleaner air at a reasonable cost
by carrying over the strict 1974 standards. The evidence shows that
with these standards there will be a continuing improvement in air
quality as far as the automobile is concerned.
We l>elieve the Nation has everything to gain and nothing to lose bv
taking such an action. Tf we are wrong, and the studies show the standards as now written are in fact necessary, then they can be reinstated.
Tf, on the other hand, we are right—and the srreat preponderance of
cAddence shows we are right—then the Nation will save billions
of dollars in natural resources, and the consumer will save himdredsof
dollars in the purchase price and operating costs of his automobile.
We are meeting the 1974 standards without catalysts and at reasonable cost. By continuing the 1974 emission levels during the study
period, we would not have to convert to more expensive lead-free fuel
with its inherent high fuel-cost penalties, and we would still be continuing the steady trend toward cleaner air.
Only Congress can prevent this needless and costlv commitment to
catalysts nationwide—and time is running out. Binding commitments
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have already been made for tooling and components for our 1975
models, many of which will require catalysts. AVe are already receiving
the parts required for our 50,000-mile durability emission test. Our
final decisions on technology for 1975 must be made this fall.
The Academy's interim report will not be ready until late October
or November. We believe enough serious questions have already been
raised to justify action now.
The EPA report shows the costs of motor vehicle controls outweigh
the benefits.
The Office of Science and Technology says we need answers to more
questions before we commit to a new control system.
The Office of Emergency Preparedness says catalysts will aggravate
our energy problems.
The National Academy of Sciences has already said that catalysts
are the least desirable of all control systems.
The Federation of American Scientists has said catalytic systems are
wasteful.
A number of respected individual scientists have said we are on a
wasteful course of action under the present law.
In addition, individual members of the automobile industi-y are developing new engine technology which, if we receive the necessary extra
time, could provide a most desirable combination of cleaner air, better
fuel economy, improved performance, and lower cost to the consumer.
We urge you not delay this matter, and to act now to carrj' over the
1974 standards while the National Academy of Sciences completes its
full study. By so doing, we can move the country closer to the goal we
all support—clean air which the Nation must have, at a cost the Nation can afford.
Thank you, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much for your statement.
Mr. Satterfield.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Terry, on page 1 you made the statement: "We developed the
instrumentation," and so on, with respect to controlling automotive
emissions. By this, do you mean measurement instnmientation ?
Mr. TERRY. Yes, sir.
I happen to have with me today Mr. Heinen who started working
with Professor Haagen-Smith in California back in 1953. when the
automobile companies, Chrysler in the lead, started working with Professor Haagen-Smith and other scientists to try to find out what the
automobile role was in this strange chemical reaction taking place in
the air.
Mr. SATTERFrELD. How accurate is that instrumentation today?
Mr. HEINEX. Tvct's define the instrumentation that we are talking
about. We are talking about the instrumentation at the exhaust pipe.
Chrysler's paper on this came in 1955 at the Air Pollution Control
Association. It dealt with the use of nondispersivo infrared technology
for CO and hydrocarbons. That was good for roughly plus or minus
5-percent accuracy.
We developed the "rolls technology", the procedure and methods for
using dynometer rolls at Chiysler. That introduces an error of the
order of plus or minus 7 percent.
We have several other instruments that are used in exhaust analysis.
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We had the first cart put together inchiding all of the instruments,
the concept and a number of other things dealing with exhaust
analyses. The order of magnitude of the accuracy, or reproducibility
of the total system for measuring exhaust, is plus or minus 10 percent
at present conditions.
I think the question you are asking deals with atmospheric systems.
That is why I differentiated what we did at Chrj'sler and generally
what the industry did in order to establish where we were at the time.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I was inquiring about the exhaust readings because
this leads to my next question.
One of the things that has disturbed me is that we have gone to
great lengths to try to control emissions of automobiles, but at best we
are only controlling the readings in the manufacturers' hands.
It seems to me at this point we really didn't know what happens.
I am wondering whether or not the instrumentation you helped develop lends itself to portability or perhaps viability at inspection
stations, and I would like to know in connection with that if this is
economically feasible. Would it require a great deal of expertise for
people at inspection stations to read such an instrument and to make
the necessary adjustments to bring an automobile back into
compliance?
Mr. HEINEN. There are a number of answers to that question. As
you can well imagine, it is a very complex question.
The fiill test procedure takes something of the order of 12 hours.
For a yearly inspection, that would be impractical. In addition, similar measurements would be required to adjust a vehicle back into approximate compliance.
Actually, one system which sounds extremely simple, but which has
a great deal of effectiveness is measurement of just the idle witli
fairly straightforward garage-type instrumentation. The State of
New Jersey has done quite a bit of work in that area.
We in the Coordinating Research Coimcil which you are apt to
hear more about as we go along in that activity because I happen to
be chairman, and we are enthusiastic about it. We have spent millions for developing systems in the field for existing devices and which
can be used with, I would say, a certainty of about 30 percent of
being dead nuts or that mxich off in either direction. This is pretty
good for maintaining a total population because it averages out.
When you are talking about an individual car's certification, the
more accurate equipment required for the full test, can be extremely
expensive.
Mr. SATTERFiEr^D. Wliat you are saying is that prospects of this kind
of inspection and maintaining automobiles operating in connection
with the minimums established, is a long ways off?
Mr. HEINEN. At the minimums established, it is almost hopeless—
the minimums in the law. That would be almost hopeless.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Then by control at the manufacturer with no
subsequent control, we are m effect fooling ourselves, are we not?
Mr. HEINEN. I suppose actually down at the levels that we are
talking about in the standards at the present time, we are fooling ourselves even at the level of the manufacturers.
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The accuracy of the equipment at that level is about 50 percent.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. One other question in connection with this, and
I think I understood the statement to say this.
Is it your feelinp; in the absence of owner-operated inspections that
the life duration of controls would be better if you achieved those
controls at the manufacturers' level by adjustments in the engine or
by the addition of devices such as the catalyst ?
Mr. HEINEN. Our feeling at Chrysler is adjustments in the engine
would be better because of the complete lack of Imowledge on anybody's part, and I mean "anyl)ody" all inclusive, as to what happens
to catalysts in the field. This is one of the reasons that we are so interested in having more field testing before we expose them to the
customers.
One of our men whom I call our professional sadist—ho is the chief
of our garage—has been 40 yeare in the business^has now developed
a page and a half of different ways that he can fail catalysts completely in the types of operations that consumers are apt to perform.
How frequently is this going to happen ?
Questions of that type we should know before we expose
Mr. TERRY. I would like to add something to this.
With our present engine modification system—we have to make sure
the car is kept in tune to meet emission levels. Keeping the car in tune
involves well-known operations that the garage mechanics know how
to do and have been doing for many years. When you add a catalyst
to the engine system, you have to keep the engine in tune just as you did
before. If it gets out of tune, it is almost a certainty that you will
destroy the catalyst if you let it stay out of tune, in which case you
have to get a new catalyst and you also have the extra emissions in the
meantime because j'ou are not getting any use of the catalyst.
It does not make your problem easier but in many ways it makes it
more difficult.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I think what you say is correct but if I have an
automobile with a catalyst in it and if I choose not to put out the
money to replace it, there is nothing to make me do so, so we don't have
any control, do we?
Mr. TERRY. That is right.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. YOU stated first on page 2 that the great preponderance of evidence from medical and scientific research supports the
position that automotive standards are more stringent than they need
to be for the preservation of health and you seem to repeat this on
page 9.
Do you have readily at hand a reference to the evidence to which
you refer, or can you obtain it?
I think any information you have would be helpful to us as a part of
our record.
Mr. TERRY. We collected that information for the counterpart committee in the Senate and we would be happy to submit this to you for
the record.
Mr. KooERs. Without objection, it will be made a part of the record.
[The following information was received for the record:]
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36. P. M. Mcllvaire, W. C. Nelson and D. Bartlett, Jr. "Temporal Variation
of Carboxyhemoglobin Concentrations" .Arrh. Em-iron. Health 19(1) : 83-91,
July 1969 Figure Point for 30 ppm CO.
37. U.S. Dept of Health, Education and Welfare. "Air Quality Criteria for
Carbon Monoxide," March 1970 pages 8-10, Points for 0 and 80 ppm CO calculation.
38. F. J. W. Roughton, "The Equilibrium of Carbon Monoxide with Human
Hemoglobin in Whole Blood" Jan. 1970 pultlished in Biological Effects of Carbon
Monoxide Vol. 174 of Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, Oct. 5, 1970
pp. 177-188, Point for 30 ppm CO.
39. Connolly. Charles H., Air Pollution and Puhlic Health. Dryden Press, 1972.
40. The Second Annual Report of the Council on Environmental Quality, August
1971. pages 213 and 214.
41. California Air Quality Data, Vol. IV, No. 3 pages 1-7.
42. California Air Resources Board Bulletin, Feb. 1973. page 4.
43. C. M. Heinen, "Some Health and Safety Aspects of the Automotive Exhaust Study Program" Second Highway Safety Research Correlation Conference on "Health. Medical and Drug Factors in Highway Safety" April .5. 1954.
44. John M. Pierrard, Ronald D. Snee and Joseph Zelson Paper No. 73-75,
entitled "A New Approach to Setting Vehicle Emission Standards", presented at
66th Annual Meeting of Air Pollution Control Association, June 24-28, 1973
Chicago, Illinois.

Mr. SATTERFIELD. Could we have the same tliinj; with ifspect to your
survey in Chicugo where you say tiie uieasurenients liave chajiged? Is
that available ?
Mr. HEINEN. That is in the same {rroup.
Mr. TERRY. There is a paper on that, and T have a <?raph which is
part of that paper which shows tliis trend. T tliink if somebody can
pass it up to you, you can fjlance at it and see how that trend is going,
and this is representative of how automobile emission trends have
been going.
[Testimony resumes on p. 43.5.]
[The following information was receiv'ed for the record:]
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ABSTRACT

fri.in »ml>l<-nl »Ir n\ialllv trend analysis was evaluated as an
nllcrrauvr t<- rolllui^ analvsis to estimate vehicle omission standards
iiecili-1 to JchiMO r.itiMiuI ambient air quality standards. Examination
of the lri-.li).'. <•( ii'...;ii.>ilv m.iximum b-hour average carbon monoxide
conccnir.itii>nK. rrntr:il liu.'^inc.'i.s di.strict traffic activity, and emission
rnlc: from vrhlili-s on the ro.id puKRCSts that the automotive exhaust
emission :itan<Ur<l (or ijrl)on mo;)o.>dde derived in response to the
rcquirfiiicntri of tl-; C'ltMn Air Act Amendments of 1970 may be ten
limes to<) hcvcrc.
The oxrcsslvo strinRency of the vehicle emission standard for
carlwn monoxlile wa.i confirmed by two different analyses of the correlation Ixtuicn annual mean carbon mono.idde concentration and frequency
of occurrence of c.irbon monoxide concentrations above the level of the
8-hour st.initird. (mo correlation analysis, using all available CAMP
data, Inviilvcil an empirical approach and tho other assumed that carbon
monoxide concentrations arc described by the lognormal distribution.
Uased on the annlvsls of CAMP air quality data, a vehicle carbon
monoxide emi.sslon slancLird of approximately 29 grams per mile appears
adequate to meet tho ambient air quality standard. The large difference
bet^veen the result-s of this analysis and the 1976 Federal vehicle carbon
monoxide emission sLindird Indicates the advisability of applying this
melhodnloi:^ to verification of the standards for hydrocarbons and oxides
of nitrogen.
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INTRODUCTION
A crucial step in air resource management is the determination of the reduction of pollutants from various emiFsion sources necessary to meet air quality goals.
This determination requires a knowledge of the relationship between pollutant emissions and ambient air quality. Conceptually, the level of allowable emissions consistent with achievement and maintenance of a desired level of air quality can be
derived from the information outlined in Figoie 1. As shown, the determination of
an emission standard consistent with achievement of a given air quality standard
involves consideration of existing air quality, baclsgroimd air quality, and source
growth trends. The interactions among these factors can be described by a model.
AIR QUALITY
STANDARDS

EXISTING AIR
QUALITY

Fi«.1- Flow Diagram for the Determination
of Emission Standards

SOURCE
TRENDS

MODEL
BACKGROUND
AIR QUALITY
EMISSION
STANDARDS

Air quality standards, to protect the public health and welfare from any Icnown
r anticipated adverse effects of air pollution, were promulgated by EPA in April,
971, as directed by the 1970 Amendments to the Clean Air Act. These air quality
tandards are shown in Table I for those pollutants associated with automotive use.
hese standards thus became available to be used with the other data, as outlined in
igure 1, to determine the vehicle exhaust emission standards needed to achieve the
lecified levels of air quality.
TABLE I
NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
FOR AUTOMOTIVE POLLUTANTS
Carbon Monoxide

9 ppm
35 ppm

8-Hour Average'
1-Hour Average*

Hydrocarbons

0.24 ppm C;
(6-9 a.m.)

3-Hour Average*

Nitrogen Oxides

0.05 ppm NO

Annual Arithmetic Mean

Oxldant

0.08 ppm

1-IIour Average*

* Not to be exceeded more than once a year
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Anothor part of the Fame 1070 Amemlnicnts to the Clean Air Act, however,
dircflc'il i;i'A lo set vclilcle livdrocaiboii and caibon monoxide emission standards
for 19TJ mwlels corresponilinj; lo 90 percent reductions from the standards for 1970
models, and to sol a vehicle nitrogen oxides emission standard for 107G models
correspomlin^ lo M iwrcent reduction from the level of 1971 models. In response to
the mandate by Congiess, EPA determined 1975 and 1976 emission standards as
shomi in Table II (1)'.
TADLE It
U.S. I.IGllT-nVTY VEHICLE EMISSION' STANDARDS
Emission Standards, Grams Per Mile
1975 Fedcrnl Test Procedure
CO

HC

NO^

1975

3.4

0.41

3.1

1976

3.4

0.41

0.4

Because the percentage emissions reduction was specified first and the air
quality standards were established some time later, it is not unlikely that the
emission standards resulting from the mandate by Congi-ess might not be consistent
with the ambient air quality standards. In the absence of any other considerations it
might be desirable to attain the lowest emission levels from automobiles which are
technologically achieveable. In general, however, the cost of the emission control
hardware and fuel consumption increases with the degree of emission control imposed (2). In view of the worsening energy supply situation in this country. It is
imperative that an appropriate balance be struck between required emission levels
and resulting fuel consumption penalties. It is, therefore, important to make certain
that the emission standards are in fact soundly related to the air quality standards,
and that we are not paying for more control than is needed to achieve the established
air quality standards.
To determine the reduction in vehicle emissions needed to achieve ambient
air quality standards a working model relating these variables is needed. Several
approaches can be identified
•

Diffusion modeling of the urban atmosphere

•

"Rollback" analysis

•

Air quality trend analysis

* Numbers in parentheses refer to references

,
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The use of matlieinatical models of the urban atmosphere for prediction of
ambient air qualitj' appears promising. To date, however, this modeling technique
has not been developed to the point where it can be used to establish emission standaitls. Thus, practical teclinical estimates of needed emissions reductions have
been made on the basis of the sij-called "rollback" approach (3). This approach
assumes that the pollutant concentration is proportional to the emission rale of that
pollutant in an air basin, with a small correction for the background level of the
pollutant. Using the rollback approach, automotive emission standards required for
achievement of ambient air quality .standards have been calculated first by the
California and later by Federal agencies, for various assumed combinations of
Implementation dates and air quality standards. Those calculations have been made
to estimate the emission reduction needed to meet the air quality standard in the
most polluted location, which is expected to guarantee achievement in less polluted
places.
In the time since the rollback method was first applied, there lias been an
appreciable reduction of vehicle hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emission rates.
By studying the effect of these reductions on resulting air quality, another way of
relating emission standards to air quality is made possible. This air quality trend
analysis inherently accounts for the influence of atmospheric processes on the
relationship between emissions and air quality.
An important factor in the analysis of emission reductions needed to meet
air quality standards is the manner in which the carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon,
and photochemical oxidant air quality standards were specified. For example, the
ambient air quality standard for carbon monoxide is specified in terms of one-hour
average and 8-hour average concentrations which may not be exceeded more than
once per year. Evaluation of present air quality and surveillance of progress toward
air quality objectives, therefore, requires accurate determination of the levels which
are exceeded no more than once per year. The rarity of such extreme values, however, necessarily implies a low degree of reliability of these estimates especially
as they must, in many cases, be based on incomplete sampling. If it could be
established that a definite relationship exists between the number of times (or the
extent) the air quality standard is exceeded and another property of pollutant concentrations (such as the mean over a long period), the requirement for continuous
sampling could be relaxed and the degree of reliability of data interpretation improved. Also, extensive data already available giving monthly and annual mean
concentrations could be interpreted in terms of frequency of exceedence of the air
quality standard concentration.
This paper Is a progress report on development of a methodology for estimating required emission standards by analysis of air quality trends. Two techniques
of relating long-term average concentrations to progress toward achievement of the
air quality standard have been developed. The methodology has been applied to
determination of the vehicle carbon monoxide emission rate consistent with maintenance of the air quality standard. The emission standards derived by the methodology developed here are compared with those derived from rollback calculations,
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and with those currently imposed as a result of the 90 percent reduction mandated
by the 1D70 Amendments to the Clean Air Act.

ROLLBACK MODEL ANALYSIS
The "simple" rollback equation is
R=

(GF) (EAQ) - (AQS)
(GF) (EAQ) - (B)

where

R = fractional emission rate reduction
required to achieve desired air quality
GF = emission growth factor
EAQ = existing air quality
AQS = air quality standard
B = background air quality

The rationale for this equation and some suggested modifications are discussed by Jensen (4).
To Illustrate with a specific example, the national ambient air quality
standard for carbon monoxide requires that the 8-hour average concentration not
exceed 9 parts per million (ppm) more than once per year. Although the stringency
of the standard has been questioned (5), the goal of meeting the standard will be
accepted for the purposes of this paper, and only the question of what automotive
emission rate is needed to meet this standard will be considered. Carbon monoxide
has been chosen as an example because in most large cities, nearly all of it can be
ascribed to vehicular activity. Then, the rollback approach would say that if the
8-hour average carbon monoxide concentration exceeded once per year is found to be
18 ppm, a reduction of automotive carbon monoxide emissions to half their current
rate would achieve the 9 ppm air quality standard, provided backgi-ound is negligible.
EPA Calculations
EPA has applied rollback analysis to emission standard selection based on a
worst-case philosophy (6). The needed reduction of emissions to meet the air quality
standard in the worst known (or expected) case was calculated, and then applied under
the assumption that this is the most effective strategy nationwide. In the case of
carbon monoxide, EPA used the worst carbon monoxide event ever observed, which
happened at the Chicago CAMP station in December 1965 where an 8-hour average
of 46 ppm was measured. A growth factor of 1.54, corresponding to 3 percent annual
Increase in vehicle population, and at that time considered appropriate to the Chicago
metropolitan area, was used. Under these assumptions, the necessary 1975 carbon
monoxide emission standard was calculated to be 9.3 g/mile. Similarly, EPA calculated the necessary hydrocarbon and nitrogen oxides emissions standards for the
worst locations in the country (Los Angeles for hydrocarbons, and New York for
nitrogen oxides). The three resulting emission standards are shown in Table HI.
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It iG clear that the vehicle emission standards calculated by the EPA (shown
in the first line of Table 111) are generally much higher than the 1975-7G standards
derived from the 1970 Amendments to the Clean Air Act (shown In the second line of
Table III). The carbon monoxide standard calculated by rollback is almost three
times greater and the nitrogen 6xides standard is three greater than the 197C standards which were based solely on the 90 percent reduction formula. Only in the case
of the hydrocarbon standard do the calculated standard and the legislated standard
agree. If the rollback model analysis is correct, the 1976 standards are more
stringent than needed to achieve the ambient air quality standards and, in fact, do
not appear to be related to tlie ambient air quality standards.
TABLE 111
VEHICLE EMISSION STANDAHOS CALCULATED BY
EPA USING nOLLDACK MODEL ANALYSIS
Emission Standards, Grams Per Mile
1975 Federal Tost Procedure
CO
HC
2i2x
EPA CalculaUon (5)

9. a

0.32

1.2

1976 U.S. Standards

3.4

0.41

0.4

Alternate Calculations
The rollback model analysis as applied by the EPA was based on two input
assumptions which on subsequent analysis do not appear to be correct. These
assumptions involve
(1) The appropriate vehicle or emission source growth factor, and
.(2) The appropriate value of existing air quality.
Tfie first problem in applying rollback methodoloK>- Is the validity of
assuming direct proportionality between emissions totaled over an air shed, and
peak concentrations encountered at specific points In the air shed. If tliis assumption
is true, then It would be justifiable to project future air quality at any point in the
region on the basis of the anticipated growth of the entire urban complex. This
would also imply that ambient pollutant concentrations at all points within an air
sbed are directly related.
A test of this assumption was made for Chicago, using data from the EPA
CAMP sUtion in the central business district, and from outlying .lir sampling stations
operated by the City of Chicago. The Chicago Department of Knvlronmcnlal Control
began carbon monoxide measurements at four sites in ix-cciiibor, 1970. IVo of these
sites are in residenUal areas, and the other two are near expressways, at distances
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from 2.r) t" 12 miles from the center city CAMP station. Daily average carbon monoxide concentrations at these sites, published in the quarterly Chicago Ambient Air
Quality Data summaries, were compared among themselves, and with the values for
the CAMl' station, computed from a magnetic tape record provided by EPA of hourly
average data for the period December 1970 through December 1971.
Correlations of daily average carbon monoxide concentrations for the various
pairs of stations, though generally statistically significant, were quite small, as
shown in Table IV. The lack of correlation from site to site is consistent with the
diffusion model assumed by Johnson, et al (7) and discussed by Chang and Weinstock
(8); both groups concluded that the contribution of local street sources to measured
carbon monoxide may be dominant in urban situations. Evidently this indicates that
ambient .Mmospheric carbon monoxide air quality data should be related to nearby,
not remote, traffic activity. Chicago central business district traffic, rather than
metropolitan area traffic, should be considered therefore in attempts to explain air
quality measured at the CAMP station. In their analysis of urban air pollution, Ott,
et al (0) assumed that traffic in large urban business districts is at its "saturation"
level, meaning that no increase of vehicle use can be foreseen.

TABLE IV
COnnELATION OF DAILY AVERAGE CARBON MONOXIDE
CONCENTRATIONS BETWEEN PAIRS OF CHICAGO
AEROMnTRlC STATIONS. DECEMBER 1970 - DECEMBER 1971
Correlation Coefficient
ExpressAvav
Sunnyside
Cermak
and Knox
CAMP
Station
Cermak
Sunnvsidc
and Knox
Fengcr

0.30

-0.04*'
0.24

Residential
Stevenson
Fengcr

Mean of Four
City Sites

0.18

0.25

•.24

0.30

0.31

0.74

0.15

0.20

0.66

0.34

Stevenson

0.61
0.64

a Except where noted, all correlation coefficients
are significant at the 0.01 probability level
b Not significantly different from zero
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Cordon traffic counts, provided by the Bureau of Street Traffic of the City of
Chicago, verify that traffic saturation exists in the Chicago central business district
surrounding the CAMP station. Average traffic for the area bounded by Wacker Drive
on the north and west, noosevelt Hoad on the south, and Michigan Avenue on the east
is shown in Figure 2. These data indicate that traffic has been essentially constant
over the decade ending in 1971.
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Fig. 2 — Weekday Daylime Traffic in Chicago
Central Business District
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The required automotive emission standards for 1975 have been recalculated
using a growth factor of unity as justified by the traffic data. The same background
values and existing ambient air quality levels used by the EPA were employed in these
calculations. These alternate standards, given in the second line of Table V, are
about 60 percent greater than the values calculated by EPA which are shown in the
first line.
TABLE V
ALTERNATE VEHICLE EMISSION STANDARDS
CALCULATED BY THE ROLLBACK MODEL ANALYSIS

'

EPA Calculation

Emission Standards, Grams Per Mile
1975 Federal Test Procedure
CO

HC

NOx

9.3

0.32

1.2

0.5

1.8

0.41

0.4

CalculaUon With Unity
Growth Factor

15

Calculation With Unity
Growth Factor and
Once-Per-Year Ambient
CO Concentration

23

1976 U.S. Standards

S.4
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The second questionable input value used in the EPA rollback model analysis
is the proper level of the existing air quality. For example, the ambient air quality
standard specifics air quality for carbon monoxide based on a value of 9 ppm 8-hour
average not to be exceeded more than once per year. Thus the rollback analysis
should use that value which is exceeded once per year rather than the worst value
ever seen over a sampling period of almost ten years as was done in the EPA calculations.
A copy of the magnetic tape data file for all CAMP sampling locations,
through 1971, was proWdcd by EPA. The distributions of the 8-hour average carbon
monoxide concentration were generated from these basic data. Analysis of the distribution of 8-hour average carbon monoxide concentrations disclosed that.the value
exceeded once per year in Chicago was 38 ppm. Hence, the emission standard for
carbon monoxide was calculated by the rollback model using the once-per-year 38 ppm
concentration consistent with the occurrence frequency specified by the air quality
standard rather than the once-in-ton-year 46 ppm concentration used by EPA. This
calculation yields a value of 23 g/mlle as the carbon monoxide standard needed for
achievement of the air quality standard, some two-and one-half times the 9.3 g/mile
value calculated originally by EPA.
Once again, it Is clear that the vehicle emission standards calculated by the
alternative rollback model analysis are much greater than the 1975-76 U.S. standards
set in accordance with the direction of the 1970 Amendments to the Clean Air Act. The
carbon monoxide standard based on actual vehicle growth rates and observed existing
ambient air quality levels is almost seven times the current 1976 standard. The
nitrogen oxides standard is bettor than four times as great as the legislated standard
while again the hydrocarbon standard and the legislated standard are in generally
good agreement.
It can be argued that the rollback calculation using the observed once-per-year
carbon monoxide value does not allow a safety margin, and that use of a growth factor
greater than the observed unity growth factor is needed to allow for increasing background carbon monoxide advecled to the measurement area as the surroundings develop.
The desirable safety margin is a matter of judgment which is inappropriate to discuss
here, although it can be pointed out that there appears to be a safety factor already
included in the choice of the 8-hour average air quality standard level of 9 ppm (5).
On the other hand, the use of a larger growth factor tlian that observed or anticipated
for the region near the aerometric station can be questioned.
To quantify the sensitivity of the required fractional emission reduction, as
calculated by the simple rollback model, to a change in background value, one can
view an urban complex as a central subregion lying entirely within the urban surrounds.
Using carbon monoxide for simplicity, the present air quality P In the central subregion is the sum of a background concentration advected into the central region B and
a concentration produced by emissions from local traffic P-B. Without emission
conti'ols, tlie future air quality in the central subregion would become F, with background contribution B and local traffic contribution F-B . But recognizing that
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traffic saturation exists in the central subrcgion, the local vehicular contribution to
air quality remains the same, so that
F-B,

B

(1)

Applying the simple rollbaclt model, the fractional reduction of emissions
in the traffic-saturated central subregion, required to meet the air quality standard,
Q, is
R=

F-Q

If, now, the future background value is expressed as a multiple of current
background, by
B =kB

(8)

and equation (1) is used, the rollback expression becomes
P-Q + (k-l)B
P + (k - 1) B

(4)

The calculated reduction of emission rate depends only weakly on future
background levels for the case of high present concentrations, and for reasonable
background increase factors, as shown in Figure 3. In this figuie, the sensitivity
of the computed needed reduction to a background increase is plotted assuming a
present background value of 1 ppm, and the air quality standard level of 9 ppm.
Even with a tenfold background increase, the error in calculated percent reduction,
for an assumed present air quality of 40 ppm, is less than 5 percent.
Air Ouolity Levil, ppm

50 JL-

Fif. 3 — Effect of Future Background Increase
on Emission Reduction Requirements
Computed by Rollback Method

S
10
15
20
BACKGROUND INCREASE FACTOR,k

In summary, the rollback model is sensitive to the assumed existing air
quality which must be defined as a value exceeded only once per year but only weakly

25-451 (Pt. n O - 74 - 28
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dependent on background growth. Further, a growth factor greater than one Is not
appropriate for traffic-saturated center city areas as determined by analysis of
traffic data. Finally, the fundamental assumption of proportionality between emissions
over an air shed and absolute peak concentrations does not appear to be justified based
on analysis of carbon monoxide daily averages for a 13-month period at five locations
in the same city. Uncertainties inherent in the selection of proper values of these
variables for use in the rollback calculation have resulted in divergent estimates of
needed vehicle emission standards for carbon monoxide ranging from 9.3 to 23 g/mile.
The evident shortcomings of the simple rollback equation indicate a need for Improved
approaches to definition of needed emission standards.

AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS
An alternative to the simple rollback approach is available which involves
analysis of air quality trends. The approach developed in our study and described in
this paper is based on an examination of the aerometric data record for cities with
long term measurement bases, to evaluate what discernible air quality changes have
accompanied changes in pollutant emissions over the years.
The case of carbon monoxide is mostly directly amenable to analysis because
two simplifying assumptions can be made:
• Carbon monoxide In urban areas originates exclusively with
motor vehicles.
• The half-life of carbon monoxide in the atmosphere is much
longer than the air mass exchange period.

Trend Analysis
There has been a general improvement in carbon monoxide air quality as
measured by the percent of the time that the ambient air quality standard was
exceeded over the years at the CAMP sampling sites near the centers of six major
cities. These exceedence values were computed from the basic magnetic tape data
file mentioned earlier and are shown in Table VI. To further examine this trend, a
detailed study was made for Chicago, the city cited by EPA as having the worst carbon
monoxide pollution problem, and the prototype case used in the EPA rollback calculations of required nationwide carbon monoxide emission rate reductions.
It was noted earlier (Figure 2) that traffic in the Chicago central business
district surrounding the CAMP station was approximately constant over the 1962 to
1971 decade. It is thus possible to utilize vehicle population mean carbon monoxide
emission rate as an index of total carbon monoxide Output In the vicinity of the CAMP
station. Figure 4, adapted from an EPA presentation to the RECAT committee (5)
depicts both the decrease of light-duty vehicle carbon monoxide emission rates by
model year, and the estimated national average carbon monoxide emission rate for
the vehicle population as a whole, including heavy-duty vehicles.
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TABLE VI
CAMP CITY AMBIENT CARnON MONOXIDE TRENDS

Year
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

Pei-ccnt of Time the 8-lloiir Federal CO Standard Was Exceeded
Chicago Denver Wa'shington
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Philadelphia

67
92
71
40
18
38
24
14

26
34
30
11
S
16
19

11
20
6
2
2
5
2
0
2
2

29
20
2
3
6
6

16
21
12
7
2
1
0
1

-

1
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Fig. 4 - Effect of Introduction of CO Emission
Controls on Vehicle Population Mean
CO Emission Rate
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As was already shown in Table VI, the frequency of exceedence of the 8-hour
carbon monoxide standard has been decreasing in Chicago since 1964. However,
determination at the required emission reduction to meet the air quality standard
must include consideration of the amount by which the level of the standard is exceeded.
One measure of this is shown in Figure 5, where the highest 8-hour average carbon
monoxide in each month of record is plotted. Evidently, the air quality standard will
be more than met when the monthly maximum 8-hour average carbon monoxide falls
to the air quality standard level of 9 ppm, because the standard permits one exceedence per year of the 9 ppm level, whereas when the monthly maximum reaches this
level, and stays below it, there are no exceedences. The curve describing vehicle
population mean carbon monoxide emission rate is also shown in Figure 5, along with
the apparent trend envelope of maximum monthly 8-hour average carbon monoxide
concentiations.
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There Is a striking parallelism behveen the do%vnwai-d slope of the trend
envelope of peak carbon monoxide values and the curve defining the mean carbon
monoxide emissions from the vehicle population. The linear extrapolation of the
trend line sho«Ti in Figure 5 suggests that the 9 ppm level of the ambient air quality
standard uill be achieved in mid-1974 in Chicago, the citj' with the worst ambient
carbon monoxide concentrations. The upper curve of Figure 5 shows that the vehicle
mean carbon monoxide emission rate at that time is projected to be 40 g/mile.
However, two aspects of the carbon monoxide data suggested the need for
further analysis:
(1) The considerable month-to-month variation in peak carbon
mono.xide concentrations, presumably due to meteorological
factors, and
(2) The dependence of the trend line in Figure 5 on a few extreme
values.
Effects of Meteorological Variables
An analysis of the association between meteorological factors and peak carbon
monnxidp values was carried out, to determine whether the departures of monthly
pc.nk laibun monoxide values from the trend line could be reduced. Identification of
sipnffii-ant meteorological variables would permit compensation for their effects and
eon.«c<iucntly improve confidence in the trend line.
'I'o explore for relationships of predictive value, hourly weather data (6 a.m.
lo 12 midnijjht) at the Chicago lake front airport (Meigs*Fleld), and the concurrent
hourl.\ i-;iri)on monoxide measurements at the CAMP station, approximately 1.5 miles
northwest of Mcigs Field and adjacent to the Elsenhower Expressway, and hourly
tr.nffic counts on the Eisenhower Expressway at the nearest automatic counter (5.5
miles west) for 19C8 and 19G9 were analyzed. The analysis employed multiple
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rcKTCsKlon techniques In which the levels of the different variables were represented
bv ili:!ii;iv vailnMcs (0,1). which eliminated the need to assume an analytic function
to I1I.SI.IIIM.' t.'-o relationship between the weather and tiaffic variables and carbon
mono.viilc. The levels of each variable are shown In Table VII. The resulting 83
term rcp-cs.slon equation (additive model) was of the form

where * Is the predicted hourly carbon monoxide concenti-ation, the X's are dummy
varlAljti's (0, II representing the levels of the weather and traffic variables, and the
b "s arc rf.Tri'.'i.'iion coefficients estimated from the data by least squares. For a
c'lvcn v,\ria!)li-. c.Tch coefficient represents-the difference in carbon monoxide
coni<':.:r»:i"n between the given level and the first level of the variable (i.e.-, the
liryl Ic-.cl ci! i-.-ich variable is not represented in the equation). Correlations among
the crr.lii-tMr variables (X's) were low, hence, it was possible to obtain precise
cutiir.jtf^ 111 ihc coefficients in the additive model. Use of the logarithmic transforir.j'.ioa i>( the carbon monoxide data did not improve the fit.
TABLE VIII
REGRESSION STATISTICS*

df
M.cth
t»a.
li vt
W.r ! .'j»Td
W.t! :.-.rcc Uon
*•. t,'.!,!.
.M»t >;.!•>

*'
T. »V.

K
:.«•

cr

vi: <: 1
•"••• ••'

DLV.

11
6
18
S
8
13
4
10
8

SS
1,282
2,284
3,494
627
6,111
1,917
71
490
1.954
0..43
3.,25
4,332

1968
Rank+

F

df.

6
3
2
7
1
5
9
8
4

12.59
38.84
19.34
13.32
74.53
15.25
5.86
6.36
26.39

8
6
18
5
8
13
4
10
8

SS

1969
Rank

20,634
1,626
3,744
479
7,903
1,062
230
570
1,580
0.,50
3.,44

1
4
3
7
2
6
9
8
5

F
217.70
22.87
17.58
8.08
83.44
6.93
4.84
4.80
16.73

4,204

• .M; » values are significant at the 0.01 probability level
lu-V <.f sum of squares (SS) from largest (1) to smallest (9)

. , j- I''"'/!'"''"" statistics summarized in Table VIII indicate that all variables
, _ , ^ ' " *••• '••''^"^'- The F tests of significance were constructed by determining
' •.^iiK accounted for when the dummy variables corresponding to each
U
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physical variable were added to the equation last (10). Using the sum of squares as a
measure of Importance, Table VIII indicates that only wind dircctioi. has a major
effect In both years studied. Figure G illustrates tliis dcpcmlcncc on wind direction.
The tendency toward increased carbon monoxide conccntr.itions with northerly and
easterly winds may be a reflection of the lake breeze effect documented by Lyons and
Olsson (11) In their study of Chicago mesometeorolog>-, or it may be a peculiarity due
to location of the sampling site on the south side of the Eljcnhowcr Kxpre«sway.

Fig. 6 - Dependence of Chicago Camp Station
Hourly CO Values on Wind Direction

WIND OIRECTION (CeCRECSI

While all the meteorological variables Included In the model arc statistically
Bignlflcant, there is still considerable variability wluch rcmaln.s uncN-plained by the
model, as shown by the adjusted R^ values in Table \1I1. I'l.u:;, the mudcl was not
Judged to be adequate at least in its present form, for prediction of the distribution of
ambient carbon monoxide concentrations. Although we are continuinu to seek Improvements in the meteorological model, another approach has also been t:ikcn, which does
not rely on the dependence of trend line location on e.xu-cme values.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEAN AND EXTREME VALUES
OF AMBIENT POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION
It was pointed out earlier that the air quality sland-inls for carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, and photochemical oxidants are specified as concentration levels, over
given averaging times, not to be exceeded more often than once a year. Therefore,
demonstration that the standards are being achieveil. or evaluation of prosross toward
achievement of the standards, requires a high dcpco of confidence that the olr quality
measurements used to estimate the frequency distribution of pnllutani concentrations
are representative. Unless continuous measurements arc made, the corJidcncc of an
estimate of the occurrence frequency of a rare event, such as la Implied by the air
quality standards, is degraded.
The work discussed below was undertaken to dctcrrilno uhcthrr a definite
relaUonshlp exists between exceedences of the standard and tl-o ir.-.ual n-.ian, uhlch

1?
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Is less sensitive to missing data. If such a relationship can be showTi to exist, then
the annual average can be used to determine appropriate emission reductions needed
to meet the air quality standards.
Two basic approaches can be considered to relate exceedences to long term
averages:
(1)

If the distribution of the pollutant can be adequately described by
an analytic function, then the frequency of extremes can be calculated from the parameters of the distribution, and

(2)

If there is a close-fitting empirical relationship between extremes
and mean, this relationship can be used to Interpret data on means
of pollutant concentration.

Doth of these approaches were examined for the case of carbon monoxide.
Lognormal Distribution Approach
Knowledge of the analytic form of the distribution of concentrations would
vnublo calculation of extreme values from incomplete data samples. An argument
for UM- of the lognormal law was presented by Larsen (12), who pooled six years of
daia lri>:ii cat-h of the CAMP cities, and showed that for the Individual cities, the
lopmnniil law adequately described the distribution of the highest 30 percent of
tarlxjn monoxide concentrations. However, if the lognormal law is generally
applu.iUlv, a relationship should be evident for the pooled data from all cities
mtr vf> cd.
I'l oportionality of the standard deviation (S) and the mean (X) is a property
III i:..- l.>;;:.iitnal distribution. The CAMP data were examined to determine whether
thi.i r<-l.i!i'-i>hip between S and X held for the pooled carbon monoxide values. From
the iij»-!w'ir tape data file, 8-hour average carbon monoxide concentrations and their
»tj:. '.A: I ikMations were computed by year for each city. The corresponding annual
ircx-. carl)'>n monoxide values were likewise computed, providing 51 data pairs (X, ^
!i.: . : .• (i-.>.li-il (lie. For the 51 data sets represented by the CAMP carbon monoxide
Ax'.y ,t — r-i.-.' ihiough 1071, the least squares line relating 8-hour average carbon
I. ,• I, u- i.:;u/|.-jrd deviation and annual mean carbon monoxide was computed to be
S = 0.3 + 0.444X
..* .L»:.:ard error of the estimated intercept (0.3) was 8.2; hence the Intercept was
t.i « <-.;:, j! •ly lUftercnt from zero. When the curve was forced to pass through the
• . . • •• .. a>( Mjuarcs line was S = 0.491 X. The sUndard error of the esUmated
• • •.'
wii was O.on. A good fit to the data is provided by both the regression
"_'
• ' '•'•'•• ^^ and the approximation S = 0.5 JJ, as illustrated in Figure 7.
,!,» -.ur.-t „.j, „,g yjj, ^f ^^ lognormal law may be Justified.
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Fig. 7 — Relationship Between Standard Deviation
of 8Hour Avera9c CO Values and Annual
Average CO for All Camp Cities
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The 51 pairs of values of percent exceedence of the 8-houi- carlion ninnnxidc
standard and annual mean carbon monoxide are plotted In Fipurc h. The curve In
Figure 8 was computed for the lognormal distribution with coelficicnt nf
variation (aly) equal to 0. 5, and gives a good fit to the whole data set. liiini; the
lognormal frequency distribution, with coefficient of variation = 0. J, llio ai.nual
average carbon monoxide concentration consistent with one annual mcurrcntc of the
9 ppm 8-houi' average carbon monoxide concentration was compuifil; thi> vaUio is
2.3 ppm. Moreover, the computed required annual average is not stronclv ilcjicndcnt
on the value of the coefficient of variation. Using values of O.-lj and 0. jj (or the
coefficient of variation, the corresponding computed annual average i-arbon monoxide
concentrations become 2.1 and 2.6 ppm, respectively. Thus, the ratio a/p need only
be known with moderate accuracy to obtain a useful result.
Empirical Correlation
Another approach is the empirical one of determining the rclaUon.'ihlp between
exceedences of the ambient air quality standard and annual avcra^cc inmcniration. This
approach, like the lognormal approach, reduces sensitivity to .•iar.-.j'lir.t; vi.i.i.i because
the estimate of exceedences is based on the annual mean. An aii.LtiprJl .•»dor.:aKC
of the empirical approach is that the confidence limits of the annual ini-an as<iooiatcd
with achievement of the air quality standard can be objectively dctcrn-.inc.l. l.lrcar
regression analysis of the 51 pairs of carbon monoxide data (annual mean ar.l r^rccnt
exceedence) Indicated that the annual mean carbon monoxide value a5^o<•l»;cJ uiih
achievement of the 8-hour ambient carbon monoxide standard is 3.; p^n. llo-*cvcr.
a more accurate estimate of the annual mean required for achicvimcnt o( l^« air
quality standard can be determined by considering only those data lor i.m»ll exceedence. I.e., where the air quality standard is being met. or rcarl;. f». I .S-r<-!..re,
from the 51 CAMP carbon monoxide data sets, only those 23 paira »iih leu il-in
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7 percent exceedence (PCT) were fitted by least squares to the corresponding annual
mean carbon monoxide values (X). The resulting regression equation was
PCT = 2. 7X-8.5
2
with R = 0. 76. Table IX lists the annual mean carbon monoxide values needed to
meet the air quality standard, calculated from this relation at various confidence
levels. The tabulated carbon monoxide values are the lower limit values of the
corresponding confidence bands. These values are in excellent agreement with the
2.3 ppm computed by the lognormal analysis discussed above.
TABLE IX
ANNUAL MEAN CO FOR ACHIEVEMENT
OF AIR QUALITY STANDARD
Confidence
Level. %
90
95
98
99

Annual Mean
CO Concentration, ppm
2.6
a. 5
2.4
2.S

CARBON MONOXIDE EMISSION STANDARDS DETERMINED
BY AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS
It has been demonstrated above that an annual mean carbon monoxide concentration of 2.3 ppm is consistent with achievement of the 8-hour average ambient air
quality standard of 9 ppm for carbon monoxide. Table X shows that Cincinnati and
Philadelphia already in 1971 had annual average carbon monoxide values close to the
2.3 ppm annual average which is associated with one occurrence per year of the 9 ppm
8-hour average carbon monoxide level specified by the air quality standard. Thus the
downtrend of vehicle carbon monoxide emissions, resulting from replacement of older
cars, has been sufficient to improve air quality in these cities essentially to the level
of the ambient air quality standard, as is evident from the exceedence experience
sho\• earlier in Table VI. If the worst-case philosophy adopted by EPA for their
rollback calculations were applied to the 1971 air quality measurements, Denver
would supplant Chicago as the national prototype for determination of the carbon
monoxide emission standard. However, the increase of ambient carbon monoxide
In Denver since 1969 (Table X) is apparently due to a vehicle population mean carbon
monoxide emission rate which is significantly higher than the national mean value.
The high vehicle carbon monoxide emission rate is ascribed to the antitampering
provision of the law, which has been interpreted to prohibit adjustment of carburetors
to compensate for altitude. Thus, a carburetor calibrated for the proper air/fuel
ratio at or near sea level runs significantly richer at Denver's 5,000 foot elevation,
with resultant excess carbon monoxide emissions (13).

20
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TABLE X
CAMP CITY AMBIENT CARBON MOXOXini' TliKNDS

Year
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

Chicago

Annual Avoiage CO Concentintion. ppm
Denver Washington
Cincinnati
St. Louis
•

12.1
17.1
12.5
8.8
6.2
8.2
6.9
5.4

7.3
7.9
7.6
5.4
4.6
6.5
6.7

5.3
6.9
5.7
3.7
3.3
4.9
3.4
3.0
3.8
3.5

-

7.1
6.1
4.0
4.9
5.6
5.7
-2.3

6.4
6.5
5.8
5.6
4.6
5.1
4.-1
4.4

I'hila.ii'lphia

7.2
5.1
C. S
C.4
S.7
3.0
-1.1
2.6

A recent survey of exhaust emissions from a total of 1,020 vehicles of the
1957-1971 model years in six cities clearly showed that both hydrocarbon.s .ir.J larb^n
monoxide emissions in Denver were significantly higher, and oxides of nitro.-.on
significantly lower, than in the other cities studied (14). In each city survr\.>cl in tho
study cited, the vehicles which were tested were selected to be rcprci-nrativr ot thr
vehicle population distribution as ot 1971, by make and model year. The autoniotnlc
population mean carbon monoxide emission rate for calendar year I'JTl i:i i u ;•. ••!
the cities is shown in the second column of Table XL The third column o( T.i!ilc .\l
lists the necessary reduction from the 1971 annual mean ambient carbon tr.i>:;oxjilo
level in each city to reach the annual mean value of 2.3 ppm which Is ion<i.«;or.t
with achievement of the air quaUty standard. The last column of Table .\l ;>.i»» t^.^
carbon monoxide emission standards consistent with achievement of the :in;!>icr.i air
quality standard. These emission standards were calculated by apphir.i; \^r •,<rr<Tr.|
reduction factors from Column 3 to the 1971 vehicle population mean c:irlv>n r^'^-'.iiiic
emission rates from Column 2, assuming that annual mean carbon monoxKic m liircvtiy
proportional to vehicle population mean carbon mono.xide emission ralo. !'!« U:!cr
assumption implicitly includes the concept of traffic saturation, which In i:rr*r*lU
accepted to exist in all these cities.
Table XI shows that a vehicle carbon monoxide emission standard r.o Ut>tr
than 35 g/mile is adequate for achievement of the air quality standard, cvir;!". irr
Chicago. There is very good agreement among the calculated ncccs.'ar) ri«!«>a
monoxide emission standards for all cities, again excepting Chica»;o. IJ-e r-.'.r«
stringent standard calculated to be necessary to meet the air quality f.jn<larl lo
Chicago may well be the result of the meteorological peculiarity of that iii>'» renounced lake breeze effect documented by Lyons and Olsson (11), ar.J djfrj««<^l
earlier. Therefore, using Chicago as the national worst-case proi"!:-;•»••. •••••'-.•.•• » '
impUes that carbon monoxide emissions should be reduced by 57 percent li.ra ««ii
II

•m.-j -M
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1071 values to attain the ambient air quality standard. From Table XI, this implies
an allowable vehicle carbon monoxide emission rate of 29 g/mile.
TABLE XI
VEHICLE CO EMISSION STANDARDS CALCULATED
BY AIR QUALITY TREND ANALYSIS, USING MEASURED
1971 VEHICLE POPULATION MEAN CO EMISSION RATES

City

1971 Population
CO Emission Rate,
e/Mile, CVS-75

Chicago
Denver
Los Angeles
St. Louis
Washington, D C.

66.37
112.11
74.44
74.81
61.87

Decrease of 1971
Annual Mean Ambient
CO Required to
Achieve Air Quality
Standard, Percent

Required CO
Emission Standard,
K/Mi!e, CVS-75

67
M

as

48
34

S6
39
41

a

t»

COMPARISON OF CARBON MONOXIDE EMISSION STANDARDS
AS DERIVED BY AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS AND BY ROLLBACK ANALYSIS,
AND AS REQUIRED BY THE CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1970
It is relevant to attempt to reconcile the difference between emissions
reductions calculated by the rollback procedure and by the method developed in this
paper, and further to compare the corresponding standards with the standards issued
by EPA in response to the mandate of Congress as expressed in the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1970. Table XII summarizes the several rollback calculations discussed earlier, all of which are aimed at deriving the carbon monoxide emission
standard consistent with achievement of the 8-hour average carbon monoxide standard,
and all of which assume implementation of the standard beginning with 1975 model
vehicles. The three rollback calculations are based on an assumed carbon monoxide
background value of 1 ppm. The linear extrapolation of the trend line of maximum
monthly 8-hour average carbon monoxide concentrations shown in Figure 5 indicates
achievement of the 9 ppm concentration level in 1974. At this time the vehicle population mean carbon monoxide emission rate would be approximately 40 g/mile, which
value is also shown in Table XII. The value found by the two methods of analysis of
the relationship between mean and exceedence is 29 g/mile; this is entered in
Table XII under the label "mean-exceedence."
The values in Table XII cover the range from 9.3 to 40 g/mile. As was discussed earlier, the rollback calculations which yield the carbon monoxide emission
rates of 9.3 and 15 g/mile are not justified. The rollback value based on the correct
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growth factor and existing air quality level in Chicago is 23 g/mile. This value
appears consistent with the value of 20 g/niilo for the national worst-case city,
Chicago, as derived from air quality analysis by the two methods developed for
relating means and exceedcnces.

TABLE XII
CO EMISSION STAXDAliDS FliOM ClIICACO CAMP DATA

CO Emission Rate, gAlile,
CVS-75
Rollback
46 ppm. GF = 1.54
46 ppm, GF = 1.00
38 ppm, GF = 1.00

9.3
IS
23

Mean-Exceodence

29

Trend of Monthly Maxima

40

Clean Air Act

3.4

On the other hand, the value of 40 g/mile derived from extrapolation of the
trend of monthly maximum carbon monoxide occurrences in Chicago appears high.
As was pointed out earlier, this value was determined by only a few extreme values,
and thus was sensitive to errors or anomalies in these extremes.
A number of possible further refinements might be incorporated in the process
of determining necessary emission standards by air quality analysis. One major
factor may be differences from city to city in actual carbon monoxide output per
vehicle mile due to differences in temperatuie, trip speed, and driving mode mix.
Another factor which could alter the resultant emission standard is a difference
between vehicle population mean carbon monoxide emission rate in a particular city,
and the national average value due to differences in vehicle mix (15). However, such
corrections are expected to be small in comparison with the correction which was
incorporated in the analysis to account for differences in engine emission rate from
one part of the country to another. Most important, such corrections would be
insignificant in comparison with the order of magnitude difference between the
carbon monoxide emission standard of 29 g/mile derived in tiiis paper, and the
3.4 g/mile standard established by EPA to provide the 90 percent reduction
mandated by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970.

aa
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APPLICATION OF AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS TO DETERMINATION
OF EMISSION STANDARDS FOR NITROGEN OXIDES AND HYDROCARBONS
The air quality data analysis technique described here is applicable to the
determination of the permissible vehicular emissions of oxides of nitrogen, although
this question is complicated by several factors which are not present in the case of
carbon monoxide.
•

The accuracy of ambient nitrogen dioxide measurements
is highly uncertain

•

Nonvehlcular sources contribute significantly to nitrogen
oxide emissions, and in some cities dominate

•

The range of spatial influence of nitrogen oxide emissions
from large, single, elevated sources is likely to be much
different from that for vehicular ground sources

Work is In progress to apply this methodology for determination of the
vehicular NO emission rate which is consistent with the NO air quality standard,
using ambient air monitoring data. However, the EPA has stated that the ambient
levels of NO were measured incorrectly because of faulty analytical techniques and
that they will suggest to Congress that the vehicle NO emission standard should be
revised upward (16). The rollback calculations presented by EPA (6) suggest an
NO emission standard of approximately 1 g/mile, based on the uncorrected ambient
NO measurements. Revision of this standard to, say, 2 or 3 g/mile would significantly alter the choice among options for future vehicle emission control. Relaxation
of the 1976 NO^ control requirement also would permit better system reliability and
greatly reduce operation and maintenance costs (6).
Efforts are also under wr.y to adapt the air quality analysis methodology to
determination of hydrocarbon emission standards consistent with achievement of the
air quality standard for photochemical oxidant. However, because the chemical
dynamics connecting hydrocarbons and photochemical oxidant also involve NOx as a
reactive species, determination of the hydrocarbon emission standard Implies prior
determination of the NO^ standard. Thus, no results are yet available on the hydrocarbon emission standard.
'

IMPLICATIONS OF REVISED EMISSION STANDARDS
The air quality data analysis presented in this paper indicates that relaxation
of the 1975 vehicle carbon monoxide emission standard is justified, not from arguments about technical feasibility, nor about economics, but on the fundamental basis
of what is necessary to meet the air quality standard. It is important to recognize
the implications of this finding in light of the basically conflicting requirements of the
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197&-76 standards for simultaneous extreme reductions of emissions of NO^ on the
one hand, and carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons on the other, along with the necessity
for hlgl> reliability and ease of maintenance of systems to acliieve emission control on
vehicles in consumer use (17).
It is not our purpose here to develop quantitative estimates of the effects of
a less stringent carbon monoxide standard. The interactive nature of the problem
parameters precludes this, in any event. However, one can confidently expect that
the less restrictive carbon monoxide standard would result in appreciably improved
system reliability and durability, would ease maintenance requirements, and probably
would reduce system cost. Still another - and perhaps the most significant - potential
advantage to be realized is a reduced fuel economy penalty, which obviously is highly
relevant to the national energy resource position (2).

CONCLUSIONS
A methodologj' has been developed for determination of emission standards
needed to meet air quality standards. This methodology is based on analysis of air
quality trends, and reflects the realization that the influence of meteorological and
chemical dynamics on pollutant behavior can best be evaluated from measurements in
the atmosphere. Since many such measurements are already available, in the form
of air quality monitoring records, they should be utilized as fully as possible to
determine adequate cdssion standards.
The air quality trend analysis methodology was applied to the case of carbon
monoxide, as part of a continuing study. This analysis of the change of air quality
during a period of decreasing vehicular carbon monoxide emissions indicated that an
appropriate vehicle carbon monoxide emission standard for the worst urban area
would be approximately 29 g/mile, as opposed to the 3. 4 g/mile Federal standard
applicable to 1976 model year automobiles on a nationwide basis.
The large discrepancy between the carbon monoxide standard established on
the basis of the 90 percent reductions mandated by the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1970, and tjie value derived in this paper by examination of air quality data, emphasizes
the need for continuing review of standards.
Based on this experience, vehicle emission standards for NO and hydrocarbons should also be reexamined, to determine whether similar discrepancies
appear.
Because the degree of vehicle emission control needed to meet air quality
standards varies widely from one location to another, a continuing commitment to
the current strategy of demanding all automobiles to meet the same very stringent
standards required for the worst areas in the country should be reconsidered in
detail. The advantages of a two-car strategy with respect to NO control have

is
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already been discussed by the RECAT committee. The critical national crude oil
supply condition demands prompt development of a strategy for clean air which
minimizes waste of our natural resources.
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Mr. SATTERFIELD. On page 12, you refer to the Office of Science and
Technology, sayuig we need more answers to questions before we
commit a new control system, and the Office of Emergency Preparedness says catalysts will aggravate our energy problem.
Do you have reference to those papers, ana if you do not have them,
could you give us a citation so we can demand them ?
Mr. TERRY. The first is froin the RECAT report. Those are definite
references we would be happy to submit for the record.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. DO you know if there have been a number out of
the Office of Science and Technology referring to exhaust and controls ?
Mr. TERRY. We referred to the RECAT rejwrt which is quite detailed in their treatment of the emission standards and the cost benefits, and there are a number of statements made in that report relative
to the wisdom of pureuing with the present stringency of control for
automobile emissions.
Mr. SATTKRFiEr-D. You don't have a copy of it ?
Mr. TERRY. We did not bring it, but we would be happy to send
you one.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I think it would be well to have that information
in our record.
[The following information was received for the record:]
REFERENCES INDICATING SBHIIOUS QUESTIONS AS TO NEED FOB THE STRINGENT MOTOR
VEHICLE EMISSION STANDABDS MANDATED BT THE CLEAN AIR ACT FOR YEARS 1975

AND 1976

The citations requested by Congressman Satterfield for the references in Mr.
Terry's statement may be found on page TX of final (RECAT) report of the OflBce
of Science and Technology dated Febniary 28, 1972, pages Cll and C12 of the
Staff Study of the Office of Emergency Preparedness entitled "The Potential for
Energy Con.servation" (October , 1972) and pages 124 and 127 of the Report
by the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions. These references indicate serious
questions exist as to the need for the stringent motor vehicle emission standards
mandated by the Clean Air Act for the years 1975 and 1976. Copies of the cited
pages follow:
[From Page XX of Cumulative Regulatory Effects on the Cost of Automotive
Transportation (RECAT)—Final Report of the Ad Hoc Committee, February
28,1972 (Prepared for Office of Science and Technology) ]
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• • * "severity factors," which are ratios of the hanufulness to health of the
previously mentioned iwllutants. Within the broad limits of this estimate, the
total 1969 annual national costs of iwllution due solely to gasoline motor vehicles
lies l>etween $2.2 and $5.7 billion (in 1970 dollars).
The costs of automotive emission control are likewise subject to considerable
uncertainty. The best estimate for acliievin.s control at tlie specifleil 1976 levels
was approximately .'?3.50 per car initial investment cost in excess of the cost of
precontrolled cars, with a corresponding additional operating and maintenance
cost of $(55 per year. These costs, applicable to the introductorj" year of 1976,
were estimated to decrease with time due to increased production efficiency according to the equations:
Investment Co8t=Ci=350—110 (1— e"*"")
and
Operating and Maintenance (3ost=0.=6&—20 (1—e"* "*)
where t is the time in years after 1976. These equations lead to a predicted ultimate investment cost of $240 per vehicle and an ultimate operating and maintenance cost of .$45 per car per year.
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The relationship of costs of control to the benefit (costs of pollution damages
saved) obtained are shown in Table 3 for the decade (1976-1»85) which will be
required to replace almost ail of the ppe-1976 cars with vehicles of the 1976
degree of control stringency, and for the post-conversion year. The expected
growth and composition of the automotive population have been taken into
account in both the costs of pollution damages and the costs of emission control.
From Table 3 it appears that the excess of control costs over benefits for the
"conversion decade" will average alwut $63 billion, or about $6.3 billion annualized over the decade. After "conversion," the annual excess of cost over benefits
will average about $3.8 billion.
The Committee's cost/benefit analysis, with all its limitations and uncertainties, raises significant questions concerning the present program of mobile source
emission control. In addition to the unfavorable cost/benefit ratio, the analysis
reveals major conceptual difficulties and data deficiencies concerning the relativt
health damages caused by different air iwllutants. It appears, therefore, that the
nation is embarlced on an air-pollution-contpol progrram of enormous scope, complexity, and cost with little measure of the relative iiarmfulness to health of the
several pollutants l)eing considered.
•
*•••••
[From pages C-11 and C-12 of The Potenutial for Energy Conservation—A Staff
Study, October 1972; Executive Office of the President, Office of Emergency
Preparedness]
An examination of intercity and urban transportation modal mixes and the
energy-efficiency of each of the transportation modes suggests that modest redirection of intercity transportation patterns would t)e feasible and helpful in
lowering overall energy demand. However, urban transportation is the prime
candidate for action. A comparison' of two futures for transportation, one based
on the extrapolation of current trends, the other based on a steady but non-revolutionary shift toward more energy-efficient transportation modes, reveals a possible energy savings of 6,110 trillion BTU's in the year 2000, a 20 percent
reduction.
CONBEBVATION MEASURES

Current government policy is functioning in at least two basic ways to aggrevate the energy problem. First, it favors development of air and highway transport. Should these preferential policies continue, automobiles, aircraft and truck.s
will maintain their high rate of growth. Second, present environmental/national
security goals—(1) reduce pollution through mission control and (2) conseri'e
fuel—are in conflict. Reliance, on a pollution control scheme, which requires a
fuel penalty estimated to be approximately 15 percent' can seriously aggravate
fuel reserve and national security problems. Moreover, increased fuel consumption has a proportionally detrimental effect on air pollution. Economic effects of
decreasing automobile efficiency are also sizable. For example, a decrease of 25
percent in efficiency will require an increased purchase of gasoline which over
the next 30 years will amount to over one trillion gallons (equivalent to some
48 billion barrels of crude oil.)
Another major factor contributing to the enormous growth in transportation
fuel con.sumption is attributable to tastes, habits, and aapdrations of the
American public. Foremost among those is an almost total disregard of any
problem po.sed by the rate of energy consumiption. A.s a consequence, Americans
tend to ignore the tradeoffs between fuel con.sumption and speed, convenience,
safety, and comfort of transportation. Therefore, the trend toward more powerful, larger cars and more cars per family has been persistent. Moreover, low
average car occupancy, use of cars for many short trips, and disregard for congestion problems have further aggravated both pollution and fuel consumption
problems.
Actions which can reduce transportation energy requirements are:
' Hirst, Energy Contumption tor Transportation in the U.S., ORNL-NSF Report BD-18,
March 1972.
• EPA. The Economlct of Clean Air, Fcbrunry 1972; Private comtnuDlcatlon with Jo!<epb
Somera, May 1972, Mobile Source Pollution Control Pro-am, Office of Air Programs. EPA.
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BJnact programs designed to increase public awareness of energy conservation
needs and measures.
Inject th« energy conservation issue into appropriate national programs (e.g.,
environmental, health, urban development, safety).
[From pages 124 and 127 of Report by the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions, National Academy of Sciences]
• * • 70 percent for carbon monoxide, and 50 percent for oxides of nitrogen, all
measare<l in relation to the uncontrolled emissions of pre-1968 vehicles. As seen
in the curves, were 1973 standards to remain in force, total emissions of hydrocarl>ons and carl)on monoxide would continue to decline for some years, as would
that of XOi. Preponderantly, tliese effects reflect the removal from service of
older, uncontrolled, or less-well-controlled automobiles.
7.6 Implementation of 1975 and 191G Standards and Related Matters
Of two promising candidates for certification and production In 1975 and
1976—the dual-catalyst system and the c-arbureted stratified-charge engine—
only the former is planned for manufacture on a scale commensurate with expected requirements in those years. E\-eii if durable catalysts became available,
the dual-catalyst system would still have several unde.sirable characteristics, the
more important of which are listed below.
1. The dual-catalyst system is expected to have poor fuel economy. Improvements in fuel economy could be obtained by the use of proper feedback control
mechanisms, but these are unlilsely to become available for production in 1975
or even 1976.
2. Dual-catalyst .systems will have a higher Initial cost, be more difficult to
maintain, and be less durable.
3. Manufacture of vehicles equipi)ed with single- or dual-catalyst systems in
large numbers before sufficient experience with these devices under actual diverse consumer use is precarious.

*

•

•

•

•

•

•

• * * health effects of individual pollutants, their relation to ambient concentrations, the relationship of total emissions to primary and secondary ambient
pollutant level.s, the contribution of automobile asage to total emissions, and the
possible relative reductions in emissions from stationary and mobile sources.
Some of the issues posed by these considerations are resolvable only by further
scientific research; all will require the attention (•f officials concerned with pollution control.
These matters are so complex and important that the Committee strongly
urge-s an early and thorough reexamination by Congress, EPA, and the Academy
of all aspects of motor vehicle pollution standards established in the Clean Air
Amendments of 1970—their premises, nnderlying assumptions, the goals that
were set, and the interplay among the tliree pollutants dealt with .s-peciflcaliy
in tlie Act. In the light of the material developed in its study. CMVE believes that
such a reexamination would l)e extremely valuable in relating motor vehicle
emission control to the many Issues relevant to a soimd national environmental
policy.

•
#
*
•
•
*
•
Mr. S.\TTT:RFIELD. Mr. Chairirian. I have some other questions, but
in the interest of time, I will relinquish the floor.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Preyer.
Mr. PREYER. Tliank you, Mr. Cliainnan. and thank you, Mr. Terrj'.
T think you have made a very interesting contribution here. Almost
all of our previous witnesses have testified that we ought to stick with
our health safety standards but that we should let the time of attainment of those standaixls reflect the economic and cost-l>enefit considerations. But you are saying we ought to adjust the standards, themselves; that it is not necessary that they be so .stringent?
Mr. TERRY. May I clarify that. Congressman ?
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We do not question the primary aid quality standards which are
the standards that relate to health, at least not in any active way.
We feel there is not enoufrh information; from the information we do
have, we feel they may be a little mom stringent than is required,
but we are not questioning that in any major way.
We are questioning the automotive emissions standards that have
been determined are necessary to meet these primary air quality
standards.
Exhibit A is that graph [see below] which we just handed to Congressman Satterficld which shows what actually is happening in Chicago to the air quality. In the exact station that was used by HEW
in the scientific paper that was used for a backgi-ound in determining
the standards in 1970, they said we have measured 44 parts per million
and we ought to get down to nine. This will require a 90-percent reduction in CO from new cars. Admittedly, that was a conservative
rollback technique. I would like to submit this graph of CO readings
in Chicago at this point for the record.
[The graph referred to follows:]
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Mr. TERRY. Since then, Ruckelshaus and a number of others in EPA
have said we don't know that the rollback technique is correct. We
feel it may need some working over.
Until we know how to do it, we have to stick with our present
standards. We are saying all you have to do is measure the air quality
in some of these areas, and yoii can see the rollback technique is unduly consei-vative.
Our point is we are not Questioning the health standards or the
primary air quality .standara.s to anywhere near the extent that we
are criticizing the auto emissions standards that are supposed to be
necessary to reach these ambient air health standards.
Mr. PREYKR. I am glad Mr. Sattei-field asked you for the basis of
your statements here alwut tiie preponderance of the evidence, and I
think that will be very helpful to the committee.
We have heard from a number of people so far who even urged
stricter standards. Perhaps we are only hearing one side of the issue.
For example. Dr. Stewart said, if I am not oversimplifying his testimony, that any carlx)n monoxide in the air was dangerous and that
we should work overtime to reduce it to zero.
Mr. TERRY. I think both of us want to say something about Dr. Stewart's remarks. I have read them very carefully and also the questioning afterward. Charlie and I have talked about it. I think it is very
important that we underetand what Dr. Stewart is really saying or
what he really means, I think.
Dr. Stewart said in his testimony that—and I am trying to paraphrase it as well as I can—-i percent carboxyhcmoglobin was the lowest, measurable effect anyone could dcteiniiiie. He said if you want to
take heart patients and people with serious diseases and determine
whether there is any possible effect oh those people who already have
debilitating diseases of some kind, then he said it is possible there
may not be any level at which carbon monoxide may not have any
effect.
However, he said the carboxyhemoglobin level is a kind of load on
the human system like a heavy meal would be. Now we being to see
what he really meant.
What he is saying is that nobody can ever say that there is a zero
possibility that somebody taking his next-to-last breath will not ha\i'e
one added last breath if there is not some carbon monoxide going to
his limgs, but that degree of effect would not seem to be a reasonable
health hazard.
I think that is what Dr. Stewart was trying to say but a point misunderstood as he said it.
Mr. HEIXEN. I would like to say essentially what you said.
^Vhat he was saying is no measurable effect—I could arbitrarily tell
you there has to be an effect all the way down to zero that is measurable. Therefore a significant health effect is the thing you have to
define and which Stewart defined at roughly 3 percent carboxyhemoglobin.
I might say I have worked with Dr. Stewart very, very closely
because through CRC he is handling two pet projects of mine, the
carboxyhemoglobin for nonsmokers, which was approximately 1.7 percent the way it is right now. The upper 98 percentile is below 5 percent. It is kind of interesting that the highest value ever recorded
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any place for carboxyhemoglobin was in that budding metropolis,
Sleetmute, Alaska. The highest was Sleetmute, Alaska. The next was
El Toro; another one in northern Vermont.
The point I am making is we sometimes forget there arc other
sources of carbon monoxide than the automobile.
You will remember that Dr. Stewart said orders of 3 percent are—
anything below 3 percent has not been demonstrated as significant
health effects. I think that is of considerable importance in studying Stewart's results.
Mr. SATTEEFIELD. DO you know what percentage of carbon monoxide
is in the blood when your fingernails turn blue ?
Mr. HEINEN. It is of the order of 50 percent.
Mr. SATPERFIELD. A few years ago, I flew fighter planes for the Navy
and the test then was if your fingernails turn blue, you go home.
Mr. HEINEN. YOU have the altitude effect and, incidentally, going
up 1,000 feet will give you a percent increase in carboxyhemoglobin.
Mr. TERRY. I think this is the simplest way for me to understand it—
that carbon monoxide in the air is equivalent to an extra load that a
person must bear. A person must bear an extra load when he gets up
m the morning, when he takes any kind of physical activity, when he
eats a meal, and so on. 'Wlien you start equating the percent carboxyhemoglobin increase with the other things you do in life, you see
what we are talking about when you say it sliould lie 2 or 3 percent.
The very normal things you do cost you the equivalent of 2 or 3 percent carooxyhemoglobin in the blood.
Mr. HEINEN. This is very interesting, but what Stewart and Greenfield have said publicly is a very conservative monoxide standard 1.5
of carboxyhemoglobin, we can achieve that without in any way requiring the standards fhat are written into the law that require catalysts. That is the point we are making.
We are accepting all of the present standards as conservative enough
to protect all of our health.
Mr. PREYER. Mr. Sattcrficld. we will not inquire too closely of our
scientific witnesses whether brain damage occurs when your fingernails
turn blue.
You mentionetl the CRC council. Senator Muskie has raised the
question of whether its proper for the EPA to serve on that council or
criticize its results when it is basically an oil and automobile industry
financed council. The EPA is a relatively small proportion of it.
Do you have any comments to make about that ?
Mr. HEINEN. Yes; I am sorry I did not have a chance to hear the
Senator or to comment to Senator Mnskio. His mother, unfortunately,
died at the time we were there. Otherwise, this is basically what I would
have told him: The coordinating research council is not set up to do
anything other than determine facts.
The way that we proceed in determining facts is to agree cooperatively—EPA, the petroleum industry, ourselves—what areas information is needed in. For examjile, we decided that information was
needed on the population, carboxyhemoglobin level.
Then we set out to find out what contractors in the countrj* had
the facilities to perform this kind of work. From those contractore,
we jointly took the best, proposition for getting the information. We
hired them, in essence. The contractors included everybody from Har-
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vard, Nebraska, Stanford Research, and so on, the best people we could
find in the country. We have guaranteed them that they would publish their results without pressure of any kind from anybody and that
we would support them up to the contract level. We have carried this
out scrupulously.
We have not, in the CRC, reached any conclusion relative to these
data.
Now, as to the thoroughness with which this procedure is carried
out, let me cite you the following:
In the years that I have been with this coordinating research council activity and I have been in the council since the beginning, there
has never been a project approved that the EPA did not approve of
100 percent. The chairman iirevious to me was Dr. Ludwig of EPA;
the vice chairman at the present time is T)r. Jones of EPA. The vice
chairman previously was Charlie Mosier from Texas.
The scientists that we put on this committee operate to develop data,
not give opinions on these data. At every phase of the pi'ocess there are
representatives of all three groups.
I speak at this length because I consider that this is one of the most
important experiments in industry-Government cooperation that is
going on in this country. If there is one thing that we are lacking, in
our competition with other countries at the present time, it is the benefit of cooperation between industry and Government.
I have had quite a bit of opportunity in recent months in conferences
in England and Mexico and in conferences on technological assessment
here in Washington to realize that to compete, we in this country need
a procedure by which we can agree on the data. Then we can fight
about the data afterward. This is a very important experiment along
this line. As you can see, I am highly enthusiastic. I consider this as
important as my main job.
Mr. PREI-ER. I understand EPA is reconsidering its role in the
Council, but I gather your opinion is that it is valuable, that it basically finds facts.
Mr. HEINEX. There is one set of facts, not yours or mine, but one
set of facts, and that is the way it ought to be.
Mr. TERRY. The facts have to be there and nonarguable. It is very
helpful to have the scientific repiesentatives from industry and government work together to determine those facts and argue with each
other about whether they have the best contractor or not and so on and
so forth, but there is really only one set of facts, and scientific people
cannot settle their arguments politically.
What we are trying to do is get a common set of ground rules, and
then after the regulations or whatever has to \ye done about it is
a separate thing entirely.
I think this is an extremely important principle to any engineer or
any scientific person. There has to be a common research base of information which is agreed upon as being valid information from which to
work, both for the guy trying to solve the problem in industry and for
the guy trying to decide what to do about it from the standpoint of
Government.
Mr. PREYER. I have taken more than my time.
I will say in summing up that it is very difficult in legislation to insist upon strict standards as we are doing in the Clean Air Act when
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you cannot justify by scientific evidence whether they are too strict for
whether they are not strict enough. That seems to have been my general impression of tlie evidence.
In that situation, when health is at stake, you would come down on
the side of being safe.
But I gather what you are saying to us is the evidence is a little
stronger, that we are on a safer side than we may have thought.
Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Symington.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Yesterday, Mr. Terry, we had the General Motors representatives
here, and I asked them what their view was of the provision of the
Clean Air Act that would require that each car manufactured in
lO?."!, I guess, be warranted as meeting the standard. They felt that
that was unrealistic, that they would attempt to achieve through stringent, overall efforts an average acceptability, and that probably less
than 1 percent of their manufactured vehicles would fall below that
average, and that, they felt, was the best anyone could do and they
would not know which cars those were, but they would also Ije willing
to bring one up to scratch if it were returned and found to be wanting.
Would that be roughly your testimony with respect to that same
provision in the act. or would you have some other approach to that?
Mr. TERRT. I think we agree with the General Motors position. T^et
me restate what our position is.
The Clean Air Act requires a 90-peTcent redu-^tion in emis.«dons from
1970 levels for two of the pollutants and from the 1071 levels for
one of the other pollutants. Whether averaging is ])ennitt<'d or not. is
a matt^er of interpretation. Wiat does a 90-percent reduction mean?
Tt seems to me what the 90 peirent means is you want to have a 90percent reduction of tot«l new car automotive emissions by 197.5 and
1976. So, if that is what you me«n, the way you would do that is you
would take the average emissions in 1970, taking the highest and
the lowest and figunng out what the average was, and then say the
average has to be only 10 percent of that in 1975. You would be talking averages in both cases.
On the other hand, you can't take the average emis.sions in 1970 and
then say, now then, we are goinc to take 10 percent of that, and every
car has to be better than that without making a greater than a 90-percent reduction. I think that is what General Motors was saying yesterday in a different way.
You could say let's take a 90-percent reduction in the worst car, and
if you say your woi-st car has to be no more than 10 pereent of what
your worst car was in 1970, that would be another way of saying it.
You could then say all cars have to be better than that level in 1975,
but that would be such a high emission level that it would not be a verjrealistic way to do it.
Tliat is why we think averaging is a very sound and a necessarj*
concept.
You could take the bell-shaped curve you had in 1970 and take
that level which 90 j>ercont of the cai-s met oi- Ix'tter in 1970.
You could then use that same method and say the law then requires
that by 1975, 90 jiercent of the cars l)e better than 10 percent of what
the emission level was in 1970. That is another way of doing it. It
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is just applying? the same ground rules for this 90 percent reduction
when you measure for 1975 as you did for 1970. If you did that, eveiybody would be happy, and this whole averaging thing would be settled.
Mr. SYMINGTON. It would still require a lifting of that statutory
provision which provides for the warranting of every automobile pi"0duced; is that right ?
Mr. TERRY. ^Vliat you are going to do about the warranty remains a
problem no matter how you measure it, because you still have a part
of the curve that is not within the limiting number and you cannot
abolish tolerances bylaws.
Mr. SYMINGTON. All I am trying to elicit from you is a simple yesor-no ans%ver. It does not shock me. I just want to hear it.
Mr. TERRY. I think the warranty thing should be settled, Congressman Symington, by setting a level in the field which represents something that you would call a gross departure from the standard, and
if it is above that the car has to be readjusted and brought within that
level of emissions.
That is not near as big a depaiture from the average or the standard
as you might think.
Mr. SYMINGTON. TO proceed to satisfy the national community that
the 1975 cars t-aken iis a whole meet collectively the standard, how
can you make that determination until the year has gone by and
you measure the air? How do you do it in anticipation?
Mr. TERRY. The way we are doing in California and the way General
Motors suggested is more tlian a satisfactory way of determining
whether it is below the level, and that is to iiisist 90 percent of the
cars coming down on the line measured on some quick test do meet
the standards and the 10 percent that don't meet it are adjusted to meet
the standards.
If in addition you take a 2-perccnt audit of the cars coming down
the line and give them the full emissions test, you can be sure that
on the average the population is well below the levels set for the
standards.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I think that is very much parallel to the testimony
we had yesterday. Yet, they propose to meet this overall standard
through the use '>f catalytic converters. Wiile they say they have not
rejected the stratified charge approach they, nevertheless, feel that
human happiness will ensue from the catalytic convei-ter. You disagree with that.
Mr. TERRY. When we get to catalytic convertei-s, we are taking some
irrevocable steps, in a sense, in that catalytic converters can only operate satisfactorily on lead-free gas, so we have that very expensive step
to go through. We have the problems that those ownere are always
going to have in finding the lead-free gas.
We have the current problems with catalysts which we still find
out more about eveiy day. We often got luiexplained failures, although our catalysts are improving as oui- technology improves, but
we still feel they are not ready to put in volinne production in cars.
Wo are trying to control the engine better so they are less apt to fail
catalysts. The whole thing has to be looked on as a system.
The reason we don't want to go to catalysts next yeai' is we just don't
feel they are ready for mass i>roduction and the customer is going
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to have more than his share of problems, judging from our past experience with automobile components.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Would it be your testimony that gasoline which
contains lead would be satisfactory in other than a catalytic-protected
car?
Mr. TiaiHY. Yes. In fact, we feel a relatively small amount of lead,
and by that I mean 2 or 3 grams at tlie most, per gallon is an excellent
way to conserve oil resources and gasoline. When we go to lead-free
gas, no matter how you slice it, you arc going to get at least 5 or 6
percent less mileage out of each barrel of oil that you use. There is no
way of getting around that.
There are all kinds of ways of saying it is due to the compression
ratio, or it is due to the refinery or what-lmve-you, and different
refineries have different octane requirements, but in the end there
is no way of refuting the statement that you are going to get 5 to 6
percent less mileage out of a barrel of oil if you take the lead out
of gasoline.
Mr. SYJIINOTON. The other Question that I had went to the labeling
of automobiles with respect to their fuel economy.
I think we have had testimony that this is a complicated process,
but I wondered yesterday if it would not be possible to select certain
arbitrary speeds and duration and give the buying public what they
might expect from their car.
Would that be feasible from your point of view ?
Mr. TERRY. Congressman Symington, we do not object at all to
labeling cars to show their fuel economy. We think information should
be given to the consumer, but it should be information that is going
to help the consumer.
Now the problem of fuel economy is complex, as you indicated, and
the label that we are going to be putting on the cars this year is not
going to tell the consumer much of anything because it simply gives
a range of fuel economy that all the cars tested by EPA got for each
weight and class of car and also it give^ an average for that weight of
car.
We object to the EPA cycle, in general, for determining fuel economy because it shows generally much poorer figures than people
actually get. It is very inefficient, a very inefficient cycle as far as fuel
economy is concerned. Certainly this labeling program is not going
to be a sales tool. It will show people that the gasoline economy they
can expect on the average for this weight car is pi-etty bad, and therefore it is going to discourage sales.
So, we don't think it is repi-esentative and we don't think it is a
particularly helpful thing from the consumer's point of view to give
them this label. However, we are going along with it because any kind
of labeling program has to have a common method of measuring the
fuel economy.
What we hope to do is work out with EPA and the Society of Automotive Engineers a fuel economy schedule that will be fair and wiU
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cover all the various kinds of driving in a more or less balanced way
that we can all agree on would be a proper, common way of determining fuel economy and then put that on the car.
Mr. STMINGTON. IS there a fuel penalty with the stratified charge
approach that you are interested in ?
Mr. TERRY. When you say fuel penalty, you must deal with comparisons.
If we are comparing with 1973 cars we hope to improve the fuel
economy with the stratified charge engine. We doubt that we could
ever get much better fuel economy—I wouldn't say no better—with the
prechamber combustion-type engine than we got with preemission
control cars. We doubt that we could improve very much on a standard
uncontrolled engine with uncontrolled emissions.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. What is the effort of Chrysler as far as its emissionrelated expenditures? What would you estimate those to be and how
many people do you have working on this problem specifically?
Mr. TERRY. We estimate our emissions experiences, I believe, for
1973, will be $29 million. We can give you information on that. We
have given it to EPA.
Mr. ROGERS. But about$29 million?
Mr. TERRY. Yes, sir. That is fiscal year 1973.
Mr. ROGERS. DO you have any idea about how many people are devoting their time to it ?
Mr. TERRY. It is over 1,000 equivalent people. It is in the information we have submitted.
Mr. ROGERS. What are your total sales ?
Mr. TERRY. Around $9 billion.
Are you talking about dollars or cars ?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes. sir.
Mr. TERRY. Yes. sir; $9.8 billion.
Mr. ROGERS. What was Mr. Ruckelshaus upset about? T saw in the
paper he was upset with Chrysler.
Mr. TERRY. You are refeiriiig to tlie good faith issue.
This came up because of a discussion as to whether or not a catalyst
manufacturer had been given the proper treatment, or the supply business, in preference to some other catalyst manufacturer, and I think it
was most unfortunate tliat this was taken as being a basis for any
good faith discussion.
Actually, the choice of a catalyst manufacturer or any other supplier is certainly, we think, the responsibility of tlie automobile manufacturer to make, and we certainly Imve the highest stakes of all,
which is our right to stay in business.
If we make the wrong decision, of course, we simply can't manufacture cars. I don't see how we could have any higher stake than that.
To come along after the fact and question whether or not we made
the right decision or not does not really seem to be connected to the
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good faith issue. So, we think the whole thing was most unfortunate,
and I think EPA really felt that way too, before they got done.
Mr. ROGERS. DO you think it would be well to have penalties in the
law other than the drastic penalty of just closing down a company?
Should there be some interim action that could be taken in areas
where there is some detennination that the law has not been followed
rather than a drastic action of closing down ?
Mr. TERRY. I don't see how it would help much to have interim
penalties. The penalties certainly, as you indicate, are as severe as
they can be. It is like saying if the death penalty is the ultimate, should
we fine the victim on the way to the ultimate penalty.
If you were to ask me if it would be helpftil to have interim penalties. T might agree with you, but not in addition to the ultimate penalty.
Mr. ROGERS. It seems to me there would be a hesitancy, I would
think, in completely closing down. You hate to throw people out of
jobs. This is a very difficult decision to make. There might be more of
an incentive knowing that penalties could be assessed without ha^nng
to go to the ultimate where there would be a reluctance to do it. That
is what T am saying.
Mr. TERRY. At this point, Mr. Chairman, that particular question
of good faith is moot because that was written in as a condition for
giving the year's extension one way or the other. Now we have to meet
the standards anyway 1 year later unless Congress changes the law.
Mr. ROGERS. I thought you were asking for changes in the law.
Mr. TERRY. The good faith question is moot at this point.
Mr. ROGERS. We may insert it. I am not sure it may be moot. If we
give a suspension, we may want a show of good faith that we are still
trying to accomplish a goal.
Mr. TERRY. The standard will always be at the end of the rainbow.
Mr. ROGERS. Good faith to get to that standard was the point and
whether we should have some interim penalties which are. in other
other interim penalty?
Mr. TERRV. Would it mean somebody is looking over our shoulder
and saying you have to got thoro or get the death penalty but you are
not going fast enough so we are going to fine you or impose some
other interim penalty?
Mr. ROGERS. I presume it would be like saying the penalty is here,
but you and T know it is probably not going to be used so somebody in
effect could not use good faith and feel that that penalty would never
be used.
T question whether it would, in closing down an entire company.
T question whether that would be used. I would think you in business
Avould lia\'o some fooling of that. T would think if some lesser penalty
that could be effectively administered might be used if there is a
violation of the law. That is all T am saying.
Mr. TERRY. The way the act actually works now. it does not necessarily completeh' shut down an automobile company. We have a
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jrreat many enjtrines and combinations of engines, and they have to be
certified separately. Some do better than others, and we have to change
our phxns from time to time in order to get a representative line of
cars certified. This is all very expensive and in a sense debilitating.
Certainly there is no job we extend more time and effort and management surveillance on than emissions control.
The danger of putting in these interim penalties, if you want to
describe them in such terms, is that somebody then is ti-ying to
second-guess what we are doing to try to meet these emission controls.
We liope our judgment is better than somebody that we are giving all
the information to. and we question whetlier he can then come back
to us and say we are not doing right.
It seems to me it is not really a case of closing us down anyway as
far as enforcement of the emission standards is concerned.
Mr. ROGERS. If they prevent the sale of your automobiles
'Sir. TERRY. Just some of them. It would not happen all of a sudden
because we have various ranges of success.
Mr. ROGERS. Have you met any of the 197.') standards yet ?
Mr. TERRY. We have met l!>7r) standards on some cars.
Mr. ROGERS. Not in any of your complete lines, though, I don't
believe, have you ?
^rr. TERRY. The 1975 standai-ds—we have two sets of standards
for 1975: The original statutory' standards which are now to be applied
in 1976, and we have 1975 interim standards. We liave met 1975 interim
standards with a lot of cars.
Mr. ROGERS. Witli the whole line? Do you feel that you can, in
other words ?
Mr. TERRY. We feel we can meet the 1975 interim standards with
a full line of cars, but we will have to use catalysts to do it on all
California cars and on some cars in the United States. We are not
sure how much or how many. We want to keep the mmiber of catalystequipped cars to a mininnim.
We think catalyst cars will end up as orphans.
We will come up witii a better solution than catalysts, and we want
to keep the population of catalyst cai-s down as low as we can.
Mr. ROGERS. On those standards tliat you are meeting, have you
already arranged to obtain the catalysts? Are you producing them
or is someone else ?
Mr. TERRY. Universal Oil Products is working with us. It is really
almost a joint effort. They are going to supply our catalysts. Wo may
manufacture some oui-selves. Complete arrangements have not been
finalized.
Mr. ROGERS. I think you said you were entering into the voluntary
fuel labeling arrangements.
Mr. TERRY. Yes, sir.
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Mr. RcxjERS. I would like for the record, and I dont care about
your taking time to go into it now, your reaction to a bill we introduced to relate fuel economy with the devices. This is H.R. 10118.
[Tlie information requested was not available to the committee at
the time of printing—March 1974.]
Mr. TERRY. I have been down and talked to Senator HoUings and
others about standards for fuel economy, as well as various other
proposals for decreasing fuel usage.
We feel that using fuel economy standards as a means for c<»trolling the fuel used by cars is not a good way to go because it. again,
cuts off on a line—that is, it is a nuclear deterrent type of thing which
will regulate off the road certain kinds of cars. We, of course, are
always working to try to make sure that all our cars are better. We feel
that some kind of a graduated financial incentive would be a much
bett«r way of forcing improved fuel economy levels of new cars.
When you talk about really saving fuel, maybe you realize that you
don't get much effect from controlling new cars for at least 4 or 5
years. It is the same delayed effect we are getting with our emission
control efforts. It takes at least 10 years to get the full effects of
regulations on new cars covering the entire population.
For that reason, we think that if the problem is immediate and
imminent—and we think it is—that new car fuel economy standards
are not going to be very effective and could be counterproductive.
Mr. ROGERS. What about your plans for reducing the weight of
your overall 1975 fleet cars? Has any activity t^ken place there?
Mr. TERRY. Weight control is a very important activity. Charlie
Heinen's job involves that.
We have always worked on weight control. Anj' automotive engineer
recognizes the cumulative effect of a pound of weight on many of the
components in a car. Weight control is a continuing effort with us,
and we have some ways that we think we can do a better job.
Mr. ROGERS. Could you relate for us wliat is a fuel saving, say,
500-pound weight of a car. If you could reduc* it, what would be the
fuel saving?
Mr. TERRY. I have an excellent paper on this I would like to enter
into the record.
Mr. ROGERS. Without objection, it will be made part of the record.
Mr. TERRY. It covers the fuel penalty for automatic transmissions,
power steering, and all that kind of thing.
Mr. ROGERS. That would be helpful.
[Testimony resumes on p. 4.55.]
[The following information was received for the record:]
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iCiKKine vt<mpu-N'>

*MK" it;l.i1i\cl>* ItHi-v. .MiJ OIK- icl.iiivi'ly hi:!it. I he n:t.iiiiv-l>
Umvi- v'li'iNciU'i •'• >) '>i*i.iM iinil tl^ll:1lly iiscJ I'ti Ni\-v>liit<lci
.iiHlMn.tll V-Scnp'ic-*. ITK' rcl.iii^cU liirliKdiucilcr K aLtit:t:i
liriil with ;i piiiiKiiv ii».i'^i> mi vv•hK•k•^ willi l.irtx' \"N ciijri'UN
'I ho chanpc fioiii lh»- K»t>sc li> Ihi' lichl i.'t>nt(:i tci SHOVM-.I
i.V("nt»iii\ ji.urix jrtJ ;U*V».'II,T;IIII><) liwici 'ih\: jr.'ut ni 'il mpd
iit:iil-KuJ I'licl k'CODtt.in icMiltin): (lotii ihiN ch.miic U tMilv
iliiimi. tliK- It) the Niti.iU slip Jlll(.-ll.-l><.-c^K.•luecu Ihv t.<u)\crK-:s
;il hiyh \pi.vd- T hcfi- i\. h»mv\ci. n vciv IvncluLiI |:;iin in
iiib.m-tyvlc fuel cciviiiimy. The iicoclcLilion lo-.s nviin*
pitni-irily Ml tliicci p:>>r iMVt;ili<)n.

ACCELERATION GAIN:

ACCELERATION EFFECT
4^; THROUGH GEARS

6% DIRECT GEAR

WITH EQUAL AXLE RATIOS
(2.71 AUTO. 4 MAN.)

EFFECT OF A
10% COMPnESSION RATIO CHAN 3c:

STANDARD (d.S:1 C.H.)

0.7 WPH CAIN

*CC£LEnATIOH LOSS

ErFECT OF A
10'.; ENGIH£ DISPLACEMENT CHA ICE:

10% INCREASE (0.5:1 C.n.)

EFFECT OF A
RPLATIVCLY LOOSE TO TiGHT C0?4VEKTEn
70 MPH ROAD LOAD FUEL ECONOMV 0.2 MI'G CAIrt

INTERMEDIATE CAR V^ITH
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

12% THHOUuH C.EARS

TOROUC COMVcaTER
INTCnr/itDIATE CAR WITH
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

(iKiiiytnt: li\>ni .1 ti!.inn.il It* .in ;iiiii<in.ilk li.ioxniis>j»tn_Mi'''
Ci|i'.il .ivie i.iliitv lc>'••l<^ '!• xei> Murtitiv'.iiil i\Mntmt\ ("Wiv
I'liT'TI.ti IX ni'iiit.ilU tiiiitiN>ii-tt uiih .1 2-^>4_.i\Ui i.iittt l<<i ihe
iii.inii.tl tu;iMni\M.'n .-lul llie ^71 lot ihc .tiilfin.iiu t<i,ipiiiii./c
l?iXfr.<l'iIil\ rtn.lp.ill ri:^ .il\^i\jriiiiH :t sl.ip | t.-nic ~ Ih UI.M*.
.ils^t in^lmljs Miy^r.yl >•! IIK l».j'!^'"I''A"!i; ij^'ii;;*. ^nl. H--uptHMiiiii .t\W i.ili't-. Ill lhi% v.i^e. Ilic evt.ni>iii\ |.I%-VN *"I
MK ..iiu.iiv.|i. ii.i'iii'.'**-l"H .Mc KJiivi'il •MII;K'-'-I' •' I'M ie*n -.'i
\ci> %ij;ni(K;ini..rlllf»nt-liit iim-l K* p<»nt.-.luntil.,.! IIH ii....in..i
li;in>.nii-vsiiin ICM'II* uerc i<lM..incil uilli ^ ^klNl•tl ilit^ii.
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uhcKMx thk- ..iiii'in:iiic \,-;in Iv l:^^o^f•*ll•nllv tlic viiitc «iih .i»i
iiiiskilk-tl «'iv(jU>r. Note Ihal the ;K\clcf:ili"i> i:.iinN fii il.-.lUUMii-aii.' inKilli.i\kTjlh»*,-s.implcs:irtf;il'AWi».iuM.cspi.v».ill>
in iKv- iliivvl ccjr i lnv*c^.

ROLLING RESISTANCE
INTERMEDIATE CAR WITH
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
EFFECT OF A
10% ROLLING RESISTANCE CHANGE:

AXLE RATIO
INTERMEDIATE CAR WITH
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

70 MPH ROAO LOAD FUEL ECONOMY

0.4 MPG

URBAW CYCLE FUEL ECONOMY

0.2 MPG

EFFECT OF A 10% AXLE RATIO CHANGE:
70 MPH ROAD LOAD FUEL ECONC MY 0.6 MPG
unoA^4

0.2

CYCLE FUEL ECONOMY

1% THROUGH GEARS

hifvrt ID

5% DIRECT GEAR

Figure f

In gcncfiiL .\n llKlc.l^'C in niiiiicrtc;il ;i'.lt: ratio plUiIllt.'C^
economy lo^^c\ .md Jt'CctiTiiljon t^ins, whik* :i IICCILM^C
rCMillN in ivnmtmy pin% luul ;tccckTitti(tn I«>S>CN. A Icn per
ccnl iwic nilio ch:inp: has a >ignit1v:inl cOcCI on 70 niph loailloail fiiclck'ummiv- '^ I'lliVl on inhan-cyclo economy is only
minor, howcvc. due priniaiily lo |hc;iv'Cct*."ralion ami dccclcralion nutilcs invoI\cJ in the cycle oporatiim.

icqiiiretl; ihc aetodj n.miic dr.ty is tlic prime eonirihcii.ii .,i
hijlh speeds. I IK- accclcralitm elV^-vl of a un fK.-i eeni H-NH:;
resistance chanp: is aK«il equal M that prcviiiusly qui^vJ
for ucntdynamic ilrajr.
l"hc 1970 I'ilvrirla'.-K'Iied lire ^*.as about one nipj; fXHiier th-m
ihc bias, non-belted polyester cuid lire pre\i*iusl\ usvJ.
Iinprovemenis in this tire rcdncetl tlic penalty |o O.i atp;
Steel-belted radial tires can pmvidc 0.,1 mp^ aJvantatV <»»cr
the polycslcr ton,!.

ACCESSORIES

AERODYNAMIC DRAG

EFFECT OF A
10% AERODYNAMIC DRAG :HANGE:
UR9AN CYCLE FUEL ECONOMY

V^

INTERMEDIATE CAR WITH
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

INTERMEDIATE CAR V/ITH
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

70 MPH ROAD LOAD FUEL ECONC 1Y

3% DIRECT GEAR

MPG

ACCELERATION EFFECT
3% THROUGH GEARS

ACCELERATION EFFECT

0.7 MPG

NEGLIGtDLE

EFFECT OF ACCESSORY POWER
URBAN
CYCLE

LOSSES:
70 UPH
ROAO LOAD

• Ain CONDiriOMNQ

1.5 MPG

1.0 HPO

• ALTERNArOR

0.9 MPG

0.S MPG

• FAN

0.1 MPG

0.S MPG

• POWER STEEHING

0.1 MPG

0.4 MPG

ACCELERATION EFFE^^T
1% THROUGH GEARS

3% Dl.lECT GEAR

The Bcncr.il cflcx'l of anjicnnlyo.tniic tlntg increase is lo\s
in bill hccmn'my.i:nlaccck'f."Mit. Convci 'cly. atJKi^ decrease
uill proUi'cc c(.t<nonty and actck-raiianjiains. A jrivcn
rtiTiHlyn-TnihTifi.ti: chaii^c sri;nil"ic.inilv .lilw-cis only hiyh-sivcJ
cpcrjlittH'. since aciiklj naniic hoi^^TO'^cl,t>^^gifcdvilric,^ with
I!MJ ciihiTtS'veTtViu "Mic cUcct ofa ten per cent aenKlynanttc
ilnisfcTunpc on 70 inph road'loiid Lvorutniy. is ihcrcfore. quite
si(:nilHninniiirTfi IliOpvVd inv*»hed.';\s c^pJclcvT. llie cfTcsl
tuiniKm cyc/c ecoiiom\ is iiei:Ii;»*ihk' lv^.•i.u^c iifthe !•»« ^p^cJ
in%'oUed. I he cM'cci of aenulvnanii..- dtai: on aecckTation
HOiitdlvniiKli|;rcaterthaiiC|iii>k'd. it III-:IK-I «{vetlopeialhin.il
ran^res uerektuiNidcreil — .leuitKnainrc dr.i;: has,i vci> sii:nillCanl e(t'cct *m lop speed.
Kt^llint: tf^isi.tiK^' is priniitriK depv'ndent iip*»n lire construe-itoii In v'eiKi.il. an iiicr^*-a*e in toMiiit: iesisi;itive pr*Hliri.e\
l»»*sv-% iiiK'tIt fii».-l*,\nn.tiiix .iihl .K\.ilei.iti,>M. whde ikvicases
iCMilt itt evMfi.Hiik .mti accck'raiiitti |:am\. At lt>v* s,x'cds. rolhni: lesist.iriv'e iMinis IIK' ni.ijor coniriloiiuin to loial Ittice

Fuel ccononi) los-ies fv>r four h:isie engine ;icecssorics .ue
summari/ed in Iii:urc I t.ThcefTcclorair conJitionmt:. wliich
U hryhly v;uLible with aniNcni tempcraluiic. i>.quiilcd al XVI .
Maxinnmi tHitjuii ol' about -im to 50 amp^-res i\ retlected m
the altenialix CL-ononi> U>s>cs. The Tan inetuvk'd in ihrs siniiniary is an L^ineh diameter. 7-bladc unit. The losses qu>>tcJ
for pi»\vvr steerinj; a\\umc "straight ahead" dm inguiih lu'tu—
Citrreclions,

VEHICLE V/EIGHT
INTERMEDIATE CAR WITH
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
EFFECT OF A 10% VEHICLE V/EIGHT CHANCE:
70 MPH ROAD LOAD FUEL ECONOMY
URBAN CYCLE FUEL ECONOMY

0.4 MPG

O.S MPG

ACCELERATION EFFECT
10% THROUGH. GEARS

1?^- DIRECT GEAR
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It i\ nil\-ic^tinj: lit nt>w lli.it. voiiil*iiV(l. tlii- t|iii>t<:tl .'KCi'xMiry

1^1* i\ lns\cs ill
.•ii;lil ilciric.i^*."

K'Milu in ivimttniy wnJ;itcclvTjtMMi y.t'nw. 'Ioit per cirin fi*pii,'NVHiN ;t vehicle uci^lii ch.tMi:\,' dr.iUitii tM>ll«> in .iii ;i\ci;i|:t.'
i.ir. <)ril> iiLijor vvi-i^tit ct);!!!);^"^ MK'II .f^ llii> uill Nr^-niriv-.itiiK
iil(ctirriK-U*i:»>ititriiy. \MU*. Inmcvci. itii,- \ci\ -iiriiilK-.iiiU'tUvI
iA tho wn per ctni UL-I^III iliiin^v t>ii ;ici.ck-r.iiinii

1968 TO 1973 PERFORMANCE TREND
INTERMEDIATE CAR WITH AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
FUEL
ECONOMY (MPG)

ACCELERATION
TIME (SECONDS)
D-60 THRU

50-70 Olft.

URBAN
CYCLE

1363

11.2

•J

12.4

17.0

1913

i2.e

9.S

10.1

16.1

1968 TO 1973 LOSSES

1114

14%

70 MPH R.L.

0.9 (5%)

2.3 (19%)

lUith .K'cclcr.ilioii .invl Iticl txuiininy c^liiuar > ftit Ihc lO?!!
I^K'UitK i«rc cnmp.titil In i*H,n Icxcis 111 li^iiii' l.V Tlic IIISSL-S
in jccck'ialkin iiiij riicl Lvommiy :iix- very \i iiilKMnl :is yotl
can Mrc

('mission conlnils ;ind vehicle wciiihl inerc:ises are Ihc prime
ennli ihiitopi lowatds ihc ittjiealcj niigiir cciimimy anj iisveter.ition losses.

EMISSION CONTROLS
INTEniV.EDIATE CAR WITH AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
LOSS TO EMISSION CONTROLS AND RELATED ENGINE SPECIFICATION CHANGES
URSAN
.CYCLE

TO MPH
ROAD LOAD

1968 TO 1973

U MPC (15%)

0.5 MPC (3%)

1S7I TO 1973

1.2 MPC (10%)

a4 UPG (2%)

'^

ACCELERATION LOSS

1966 TO tC7} -

1972 TO 1973

2% THROUGH GEARS
3% DIRECT GEAR
liiriirv M
'I he eftsvl of cniission sMnlrxils im Ihe fuel eeivnoniy of our
"averjj:e" eai is shinvii in I ii;iire 14 Ihe niaior losses
ivciiireil (11 1)K' I'*7^ sli.xijres uheii esliaiisl resiteiiliilion .iiul
ilsHavs in s|*.iiL .•.Iv.iitee liininj: weie inltikhiectl. -Veeeter.ilion
kisses leLiK^I lo emissions eoiihols hase lun tveit sitiiitie.iiu
«Jinin|; Ihis ivthsl.

VEHICLE WEIGHT—1968 TO 1973
INTERMEDIATE CAR V/ITH
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
LOSS TO VEHICLE V/EIGHT INCREASES ONLY:

Vehis-k' Heii:hl is Hie oilier prime eonlriNilor iwanis reiliis'ej
eeoiiotiil ami .Is eeki.iliiiii Note llt.il llie soiloins losses
iesitltiii--J'ioiii the rwss. l';71 weiizhi iiieie.ise. e less si}:tiirie.iiil
lliaii IIK*> svsie l.'i eiiiissittn eotitiols (hi a i .leettl.iire IMSIS.
hnneser. IIK' .Keeletalioii hisss's aie iliiieh ^ts'aU't Ih.iil the
eeonotio losses.

URSAN
CYCLE

70 MPII
ROAD LOAD

O.S MPC (4 i)

0.4 MPG (2',||
ACCELERATION LOSS:

9% THROUGH GEARS

11% DIRECT GEAR
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'Ihi't t\ iiii ;ippi*iprMk' liiiii.' !«• ili'>ciiv> llic "tltntl'lc cITcx't itf
Wi,it:hi". I »•( i"\;inipli'. Id ^ MipiHt^c wc ;iri; uiUmi; U» ;K\vpl
Ilii' l'»'.S 1.1 ty?* wfiirlii iiisHMsc wilh rK :ii.-ci'mp;inyjni:
LVtHlt'luy liivsov. I'lil «c ;irv nol wilting to ;icivjM the ik'vvi>
pji I.CIII ilruvi t-vMf ;Ktclci;ittiMi Kiss. In »)nlci' Ui recover
lhis;n,ccli.<.ilii'ii li»ss. \\c iiicrtiisf Jis|>l.ici.'iiK-nt iind ;i\lc i.ilio.
'I his utMilil rcsirh in ;i>MitK)ii:il ciotioiin lossCs i>rn.^ to (V.^
nipi: in Ihc uiKiri cjdc. .I'lil U,7 iiipi: ,it 711 iiiph, rhc fcoiioiny

VEHICLE V/EIGHT TRENDS
BASE: 4-DOOR SEDANS WITH
AUT0P-1ATIC TRANSMISSIONS

liisscs line to VCHKIC wcit;Iil woriltl rum K" tncic.iv\-tl Ui k-^cK
ttt'iilnnil II.K Mipt: (lo tlu- iiiKiii'v;>vlc 'iml lo 1.1 itipy M TO
inpii n>;Kt-to.ul.
Uliilc vvc iirc on the suhjc*.! I'f vehicle wctiihl. >i limfc al the
I'TiX l«> 197.1 [icmls of ihree .Klu.it vehicles iKiyurc IM pt»>ve^
very inieiesiiny.
ir the trenJ coriiimies. It won'i be lonj: unn'l the eoitip.wi
u-eiyhs -.is nnich as ihc iiUcrnteUi.ile prcviiuisly ti'ui. and ihe
iiiUmieJiiilc wciyh\ j\ niiich as llie hland:irij ftnmeii) t'«J.
TItcie iirc. himcver. \ome li>ny nin^* eeonomy impri'vcoK'nl
ureas ihal are dclrniicty worth tuline consnleiatkm vtn ;ill xehf
cics rcyarJIcssoI'lhcii ;K,'celcralion capahihty. Improxemenl^
of seven per ceni may be possible in Ihc area of cngme
cfliciency. Wc feel tluil a(l.5 mpy impiovemvnl ean be re.tsonahly expected. Acnnlynamic ilra^ icJuelion can be oNiiincJTransmission nuHlillcalKms require e.vtensive chanecv. but aie
worth consiJeriny. OvcrJri\c or lower numerical :i\?e nilros
have ;i very s((;nincani economy en'ccl uhcn CttntbincO wilh
a lix"k-iif ccnvcr'cr. espcciiilly al higher specUs.

Conclusions
Since VMA. vehicle weight increases and cniivstons controls
have rcilucci} fuel economy subsianltally. with ilic bull> i<r
the loss bein^ due to cmissii>ns conlruls.
An additional loss in ectmotny und aecelerntion is predicted
by I97A. Attempts to ix-yain the aceclcralion losses by coii^vntional means would probably remit in furilwr economy reduvtions.

X 32

The inipitcl of the predicted losses c;in be lessened by UMn|*
combinations of Ihc fulUmin^:

1988

1069

1970

1971

1972

1973 1974

•
•
•
•
•

Impiovcd cn^iinc cfTicicncy
Improved drixetrain cITicicncy
Reduced acrinJymimic dray
kcdueed tire rolling resistance
Ucduced vehicle si/c.
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Mr. ROGERS. Could you give me, say, just what it would be for 500
pounds?
Mr. TERRY. For a 10-percent vehicle weight change—10 percent—
that is 400 pounds for a 4,000-poimd vehicle—for 10-percent vehicle
weight change, 70 miles per hour fuel load economy would change by
four-tenths of a gallon. The urban cycle fuel economy would change
by five-tentlis of a mile per gallon. In other words, there would be
about a half a mile a gallon saving for a 10-pei-cent weight reduction.
Mr. ROGERS. If you changed it 600 or 700, it would be about 20percent change. Would it still keep that ratio and be about a mile per
gallon?
Mr. TERRY. For each 10-percent change, a half mile per gallon
change.
Mr. HEINEN. That is one of the targets we are shooting for.
Mr. ROGERS. I presume this would coimter any penalty that we
might have to take because of control features.
Mr. TERRY. Right now, we are looking at a 25- and 30-percent
total fuel economy penalty for the 1977 car, which is newly deferred
from 1976 standards. The 1977 standards assuming we figure out how
to make them, judging by all the indiAadual cars we have around that
have a chance of making the 1977 standards, have substantial overall
fuel economy penalties of the order of 25 to 30 percent.
Mr. SYMINGTON. What is the weight diflercnce between your
heaviest and your lightest car?
Mr. TERRY. We run from 3,000 to 5,500.
If you have two passengers and gas, then the lightest U.S.-built car
goes to 3,500.
Mr. ROGERS. What is the difference in fuel that you average, say,
on those two?
Mr. TERRY. From around 8.5 mpg to around 16 mpg, using the EPA
cycle.
Mr. ROGERS. I notice General Motors in their testimony .said that
they felt that they would have a savings with their catalytic converter,
as much as 18-percent gain.
Mr. TERRY. I heard that and I am at a complete loss to explain it.
We have no technical data to indicate any appreciable fuel saving
for oxidation catalysts. The year talking about the oxidation catalyst,
which is the first step, not about the 1977 standards or the NO,
standards.
We feel the oxidation catalyst will be luck\' to break even in fuel
economy when we go from a noncatalyst to a catalyst car. We have data
both ways.
Mr. ROGERS. I think it would be well to show that for us. I have
heard that challenged.
Mr. TERRY. We have cars with and without catalysts, and we can
furnish that.
[The following information was received for the record:]
FuEi, CONSUMPTION INFORMATION
The attached chart provides variou.s fuel consumption comparisons of Chrysler
Coriw)ration engines. The two columns nt the right of this cliart are our 1973
and 1974 fuel economy as derived from the EPA certification values. Although
the certification data include truck applications of the various engines, only
passenger car values were used bcwiuse the ba.seline used for comparison was
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the average fuel economy for tlie 1020 passenger cars involved in the E.P.A.
"six cities" study as calculated by Chrysler. The baseline value used wss 13.9
miles per gallon which was the average of the years 1968 to 1970.
Shown on the chart are the production weighted averages for all Clirysler
engines. As can l>e seen, in 1973 the certification values are 14.5% below the
baseline; for 1974, they were 12.2% below.
In computing the values that represent current device status all values from
development cars that met the 1975 interim Fe<leral standards were averaged
for each car; then tJie cars, themselves, were averaged by engine types. The
results show the following:
Percent heloio bateline
Air pump only
—8. 7
Catalyst plius air pump
—9. 5
Catalyst only
—8.0
Obviously, nothing that we have tried In our development programs indicates
the possibility of major fuel consumption saving with or without catalys^^s.
Actually, even the slight improvement indicated over 1974 is doubtful if 1975
interim standards are adopted, since s<jme jienalty will be incurred in order
to provide a safety factor for pnxluction. If the 1974 levels are maintained,
this penalty would not be required.
FUEL CONSUMPTION-MILES PER GALLON
CHRYSLER CORP. ENGINES
1975 development vehicles

Engine
I9«in.»
225 in.'
318 in.'
360 in.'
400 In."
440 in.'

Percent
production

Catalyst,
no air
pump

Catalyst,
with air
pump

Engine
modification

1973
certified

1974
certified

0.63
28.15
15.29
13.79
23.79
6.97

17.1
16.0
12.3
10.6
11.3
9.2

19.2
16.3
12.15
10.5
10.9
9.1

18.1
16.1
12.7
10.8
10.5
9.8

17.9
16.1
11.4
9.7
9.5
9.4

15.4
16.5
12.4
10.35
9.0
9.0

12.8

12.6

12.7

11.9

12.2

8.0

9.5

8.7

14.5

12. Z

Weightec1 average
(miles per gallon)
Below baseline 196R-70
valve 13.9 mi les per
gallon
Note: All tests run by EPA method.

Mr. ROGERS. AS I understand it, you plan to move into the Honda
engine type and you have some arrangement with Honda already.
Mr. TERRY. We have a disclosure agreement with them.
Mr. ROGERS. About how many cars do you think would be involved?
Mr. TERRT. We have to find out first if the Honda technology will
give us the emission levels required as well as the performance and the
economy and so on. If it docs, we will certainly want to convert just
as fast as we can. It depends on what we get out of it.
Mr. ROGERS. In your testimony, I notice that you say it costs $8 for
$1 of benefits. I think that benefit simply was dated to the effect on
crops. It did not go to property damage or man's health? Did it include paint on houses ?
I thought your testimony was keyed only to the effect on crops.
Mr. TERRY. Maybe paint on houses was not included but the table
attempted to include everything. What they said about the health
effects—they had an asterisk in there—this is an EPA report to Congress—was that no figure was given for health effects because there
was no data to use.
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Mr. RoGKRS. I have seen a $9 billion figure on health and illness.
Mr. TERRY. That is due to control of other emissions—sulfur oxides
and particulates. The $9 billion health savings are not attributed to
control of automotive emissions, but to control of stationary sources.
I would like to submit for the record tiible 1-4 taken out of the EPA
1972 annual report to the Congress to clarify further the cost-benefit
relationships we have been discussing.
[The table referred to follows:]
TABLE 1-4.—PROJECTED NATIONAL ANNUAL BENEFITS (DAMAGE COST REDUCTION) BY SOURCE CLASS IN FISCAL

1977
11970 dollars In millions)
Benefit class
Source class
Mobile
Solid waste
Stationary fuel combustion
Industrial processes studied
Industries not studied
Miscellaneous*

Tolalbenefit*

Health

Residential
property

(1)
172
>3,812
1,413
0
0

0)
145
3,267
1,302
0
0

5,397

4,615

Materials and
vegetation

Total
benefit

Control cost
(table 1-1)

{945

i»45

«$8, 385

119

436

224

2.36«

9,445
3,350

2,476
1,213

0
0

0
0

14.176

12,298

734
0
0
4,164

' Value of benefits from reducing CO, NOx, and HC emissions not available due to lack of data.
' Based on alternative 1 in table 3-3 lor meeting the 1975 and 1976 vehicle emission standards.
' Health damage cost due to NOx, from stationary fuel co.nbustion not included due to lack of data.
< Benefit computation based on proportional reduction ot damags costs in table 1-3 excluding "miscellaneous" source
damage costs since these are generally not controllable and, therefore, can not become benefib.

Mr. RooBRS. This is changing because now the testimony is that the
NOi has greater effects on sulf ates.
You have seen that testimony, on the oxidizing—in fact, we just
received that testimony that they did not realize before.
Mr. TERRY. This was the effect, as I understood it, before, of catalysts on the formation of sulfates. That is another thing entirely, and
that effect cannot be very big for automobiles because of the very small
amount of sulfur oxides emitted by automobiles.
Mr. ROGERS. Our testimony is that it has quite an effect, and furthermore, I guess yoii have seen the study showing that some of them
think that the automobile, because of the fallout on to the grounds of
all of the metal and so on, tlie pollution, that being taken into the
water, we have not cliecked this all out yet but they claim it is as bad
as the sewage. So, I think this all needs to be checked but this theory
is not being advanced.
Mr. HEINEX. It needs to be checked. They are talking about nitrates.
I calculated that and I assure you it needs to be checked in the worst
possible way.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you so much for your presence here today.
Mr. SATTERFIELR. I listened with great interest to j-oiir statement
about gas consumption and a saving by weight. Obviously there is a
limit. I took my own registration card out and I will not name the
model or make, but it weighs 3,713 i)ounds. It is a 1973 model. I am
burning 30 percent more gasoline. I have checked this very carefully.
I did a quick figure. If I were to get back where I was in gasoline
consumption with my previous vehicle, I would have to get ricl oi
3,000 which would probably leave me with no more than a Hotv^^*
motorcycle.
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Mr. TERRY. I don't tliink we can get back a 30-percent fuel economy
loss by weight savings.
Mr. HEINEN. I think Ford said 13, General Motors says as far as T
can read their graph tliey are in the area of 10 percent. That is recoverable, we think, and we are certainly going to try to recover tliat.
We also have weight gains as a result of safety measures, and we are
going to try to recover them as much as we can.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I think this may be apropos of the problem we
have testing pollution in the hands of the manufacturer as opposed to
pollution in the hands of the operator. Maybe most of us don't know
how to operate a vehicle. I have a .'50-percent penalty in a 1973 car
over a 19^1 model and I have talked to a lot of owners, and this seems
to be the rule rather than the exception.
Mr. TERRY. We are in a new program now to try to educate, our customers as to ways of improving their gas mileage by the way they drive.
I was amazed to find out that one of tliese stop-and-go drivers who
is riding at a constant speed of 50 or 60 miles per hour but who alternately speeds up and slows down, always trying to stay at a constant
speed, can waste as much as a mile and a half per gallon. That is a
lot to waste by a bad driving habit.
Mr. SATTERFTEr.D. Maybe by education you can do more than just
by weight reduction.
Mr. SYMINGTON. YOU say your fuel percent is roughly 12 percent,
13 for the Ford and 10 for General Motors, or at least that is what they
claim. The environmental testimony is the average is 7. It is hard to
get 7 out of 12, 13, and 10. Would you say they are using a diflferent
system from you ?
Mr. HETNEN. It is partly a different point in time. We are talking
from the time we started to make these changes. They are talking
from the point of 1972-73,1 think it was. and the big change that has
occurred during that time. The first big change that occurred was
the change in compression ratio that we all made and spark timing
to accommodate the possibility of 91-octane fuel which is the highest
you can get lead free. We made changes to accommodate that.
Then the second big step that occurred in fuel economy loss was the
accommodation of the oxides of nitrogen control. All other losses that
have occurred are comparatively insignificant.
If I remember correctly, the point in time measurement from EPA
accommodates one but not the other.
Mr. TERRY. We lost 3 oi- 4 percent in fuel economy back in 1971.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. On page 3 of your statement you say there is no
question tliey arc forcing us to use catalysts. IVbo is "they ?"
Mr. HFJNEN. The action taken in the interim standards, which incidentally, we are not criticizing, l)ecause the way the law reads was not
their best judgment but what was "technically feasible." There is no
question catalysts have to be put on as a result of these standards.
Mr. SATTERFIEI.D. There was a great deal of talk about catalytic
devices and other devices such as reactors and so on.
T asked the question the other day of Mr. Quarles if they were encouraging any work in any device other than a catalyst. Are you telling
me tliere is no such fncouragement?
Mr. TFJ?RY. No. For example, catalytic and thermal reactors are a
part of a great many emissions systems. They are part of our own.
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We do get some conversion in a standard exhaust manifold. Earlier
we were talking al)oiit the Honda and the Wankel rotary engine.
Botli of those engines depend very importantly on thermal reactors.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. We have not abandoned that approach ?
Mr. TERRV. We have not.
Mr. HEINEN. For example, if the 1974 extensions were to occur and
the interim standards were to bo set 2 years from now, there is no
question in my mind that tliere would be no catalysts used, but within
the time frame it in essence forces catalysts nationwide, as I think
the other people have testified. Tiiey have all come to the same conclusion that on some cars you are going to have to do it.
Mr. S.VTTEREiELD. I was interested in the line of questioning by Mr.
Symington a little while ago. I was surprised liecause I did not know it.
You made a statement that there is a mileage penalty when you use nolead or low-lead gasoline.
If we were not using catalytic devices, would there be any justification to remove lead from gasoline ?
Mr. TERRY. Not in our opinion. There has been a great deal of discussion as to the health effects of lead in the air and of other possible
harmful health defects. We have studied the literature. We don't claim
to be experts in this at all because all by itself, it is a controversy that is
almost as extreme as the one on the whole Clean Air Act. We don't feel
from what we have been able to find out that it would do any harm to
maintain a couple of gi-ams of lead iii gasoline indefinitely.
Mr. SATTERFIEI^D. In the medical evidence and scientific research
evidence that you referred to earlier, do you recall whether there
is anything that specifically deals with the health problem of exhaust
in automobiles so far as lead is concerned ?
Mr. TF2IRY. We will be happy to add that.
Mr. SATTERFIEU). If you have such studies, it would be helpful.
I tuiderstand the main reason to remove lead is to make the catalytic
device work.
Mr. TERRY. That is right.
Mr. SATTERFrELD. Is it possible if lead is used in an automobile
engine that it can be trapped ?
Ml". TERRY. Yes. and I think we woiild elect to do that on balance
in order to gain fuel economy and performance.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. But it can bo trapped after it is burned ?
Mr. TERRY. Yes, and the technology is improving all the time.
Mr. PIEINEN. The medical as]>ect of lead is the one vehicle emission
studied in tlie literature, and today no Government agency is saying
there is a health basis for lead removal. Even' time that question is
approached results have come out .showing there is not a health basis.
The conclusion is usually phrased "it cannot be doing any good, but,
there is no health basis at present level."
Mr. SATTERFIELD. If you have any such studies, it would be very
helpful to have them committed to the committee for the record.
[The following information was reviewed for tlie record:]
REFERENCES ON EFFECT OF LEAD IN GABOUNE'

1. Facts AboBt Lead and the Atmosphere, published by tlie Lead Industries
Association, Inc.
> The articles referred to may be found in the committee's flies.
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2. Dr. Edward B. David, Jr., Memorandum on EPA Proposed Regulations Affecting Lead in Gasoline, dated 1 November 1072.
3. Dr. Ronald E. Engel, position paper on "Health Hazards of Environmental
Lead" for Bureau of Air Pollution Science, Air Pollution Control OflSce, EPA,
April 29,1971.
4. D. Hagger, President, Federal Commission for Air Hygiene. Zurich (Switzerland), paper entitled "The Health Implications of I^eaded Gasoline" presented
at the International Symposium on Environmental Health Aspects of I>ead in
Amsterdam, October 2-6,1972.
.5. Advance copy of letter from tlie Secretary of U.S. Department of the Interior
to Mr. Weinberger of EPA.
6. Dr. Kla\is Schwarz, Acting As-sociate Professor, School of Medicine, University
of California, letter to EPA (March 9, 1973) on subject "Comment on Proposed
Regulations for Lead Reduction Schedule and the Health Rationale for this
Action (Federal Register Volume 38, No. 6, .January 10, 1973)".
7. National Academy of Sciences paper entitled "Lead, Airborne Lead in Perspective" (1972).

Mr. PRETER. Conc«rning the research studies which you have aprreed
to furnish us dealing generally with whether or not the auto emissions
standards are too stringent, were all or substantially all of those studies
funded by the CRC?
Mr. HEINEN. They are a broad cross-section of studies T have been
collecting over 20 years. This had been a hobby with me as well as a
business. They cover all kinds of investigators.
Mr. PREYER. Wliile T am not so cynical to believe a study funded by
the automobile and oil interests or funded by Ralph Nader's interest
on the other side are predetermined in their results, there is the old
principle of whose bread I eat whose song I sing.
I think it would be helpful if we had some independent information.
Mr. HEINEN. We have picked the most prestigious people in the
country, people I am darned sure you can't buy—people like Harvard
and Yale and Nebraska, and lielieve me, there is no pressure at all of
any kind put on these people.
Their reputation is the one you have to look at. not whatever you
think of ours or the petroleum industry or EPA. It is the reputation
of the contractors that you have to consider in the CRC studies.
Mr. PREY1':R. We will look forward to receiving these studies.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you so much for your presence here today.
Our next witness today is Dr. Edward David, executive vice president. Gould. Inc.
We welcome you to the committee. We would be pleased to receive
your statement.
T might say that Dr. David has been Science Advisor to the President and in a most distinguished position has rendered great ser\nce
to this Nation and we particularly welcome you again to our committee.
STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD E. DAVID, JR., EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, GOULD, INC.
Dr. DA\'in. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you have said, T am Edward E. David. Jr. T am executive vice
president for research, development, and planning of Gould, Inc. I am
responsible for the overall direction of our company's prograin to
develop a base-metal reduction catalyst for controlling oxides of nitrogen, or NOx, in auto exhaust.
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For those of you who may not be familiar with our company, Grould
is a diversified manufacturer of electrical and automotive products,
with annual sales of about $620 million. Our products include electric
motors and generators, industrial and medical instruments, a wide
range of batteries, and a variety of engine parts and related automotive products.
I am personally delighted that this committee has decided to take
stock of the automobile emission situation, after 3 years under the
1970 amendments to the Clean Air Act. It has been an eventful 3 years
on the technological frontier. At the time the amendments were passed,
many of us in the scientific community had serious doubts about the
wisdom of legislating technology-, for clearly technology did not exist
to satisfy the 1975-76 emission standards.
In the interim, we have seen this situation change dramatically. We
have seen engine concepts which liad lain fallow for many years take
on new significance. And now both the rotary and the stratified charge
engines are actively being marketed. New ignition and fuel systems
which give much greater control over combustion, and hence lower
emissions, are in the preproduction stage. Durable catalyst systems
have been developed and will be applied initially in 1975. These
catalysts, rather than l)eing merely add-ons to the internal combustion
engine, will be incorporated into the design of the engine itself. Catalysts are rapidly becoming an integral part of the automotive propulsion system. Furthermore, the pac« of technology development is
still accelerating.
In short, I m\ist admit that many of us in 1970 underestimated the
excellence and ingenuity of our community's response to the legislative emission standards, for there is no doubt in my mind that those
standards can he achieved, and within the time frame currently
contemplated.
Mr. ROGERS. That is 1976 and 1977?
Dr. DAVID. That is right.
On a more philosophical level, these events of the past 3 years
are an impressive addition to the remarkable achievements of the
Nation's Apollo program. In that program a seemingly improbable
task; namely, "man on the Moon within the decade," was achieved
against great odds. That goal was set through the political process.
Similarly. I believe we will see the goal of clean auto transportation
achieved in response to the political process.
Now. I am sure that not everyone will accept my optimism. It is
natural that those who must manufacture the cars and accept the
performance liability should take a "show me" attitude. They are
properly skeptical and wary. But I have confidence that future events
will confirm the validity of my viewpoint. I should add. however,
that I am concerned about the variability of manufacture and the
variability during usage. Averaging in Imth these dimensions seems
justified on basic scientific grounds if the legislated standards are to
be met. In my view, averaging is within the original intent of the
Clean Air Act amendments, tho\igh they have not been so interpreted
to date.
Despite my optimism, many people, including some in my former
White House office, question whether the effort is "worth the candle"—
do the benefits from emission controls offset the costs to the public?
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This ouestion, of course, raises the issue of fuel economj', made more
immecliat* by the eneijry crisis. Coniparisou of benefits and costs also
raises the issue of liealth effects from auto pollutants.
From a broad point of view, these issues can be addressed candidly.
On energy and fuel economy, it is clear that there are many factors
other than emission control involved. These include overall desifrn
of the car, its weight, accessories, and performance. There is. in addition, the driving style of the operator. The point is clear that increased
fuel economy need not imply reduction of emission standards.
On health effects, those wlio advocate relaxing the standards must
necessarily show that any change in the act whicli would allow a
greater level of pollutants would not have adverse health effects. The
law .shoidd not be amended on inconclusive evidence, if there is any
possibility that an error might cause harmful liealtli effects. In other
words, any reasonable inference of a harmful liealtli effect is reason
enough to set standards as though that effex-t exi.sted. I believe this
philosophy was the congressional intent when the Clean Air Act
amendments were passed. And that intent is the driving force behind
much current environmental health activity, statements, and proposals on health standards. It is that philosophy which makes today's strict emission standards appropriate.
So much for my personal views on the events of the past 3 years
concerning emission control. In the remainder of my testimony, I will
recount results achieved by my company to the clean air challenge
by developing effective NO, emission control for autos. This work
supports much of what I have said above. I will divide my comments
into four sections: 1. The availability of NO, control technology. 2.
The cost to the consumer of control installations using this technology.
3. Fuel economy with NO, control. 4. A comment on health effects
of NOx. I^et me give a quick summary of my views on these toiiics.
First, technology is available to achieve the legislated 90-percent
reduction in NOx emissions. The key to this result is a NOx catalyst
combined with an appropriately engineered system. This system aspect
is critical. The catalyst must be part and parcel of the engi?ie design.
Second, the cost of NOx control will add about $60 to the auto
sticker price.
Third, NO, control will not cause an unacceptable energv' drain.
Our studies show that cars equipped with catalyst systems re-snlt in
a modest improvement in fuel economy comparable to 1973 cars. As
technology advances, further gains may be possible.
Fourth, the health effects of NO, in the atmosphere cannot be addressed as easily. Recent stiidies have raised several health effect
issues that have not been adequately investigated. I have not seen
any results which say that NO, is less damaging to health than when
the standards were originally set. Thus, it seems to me to be prudent
to retain the 0.4 gram per mile standard until there is positive evidence
that it is too high. This approach is in line with the "prudent man"
philosophy to which I referred earlier.
New. let me examine e.acli of these areas a little more fully. First,
technology.
AVATLABILrrr OT NOx CONTROL TECHNOT^XJY
There are essentially two technical alternatives for NO, control:
exhaust gas recirculation—EGR—and catalysts. EGR has been the
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primary means of controlling NOx to the levels achieved to date, but
has also resulted in much concern over the loss of fuel economy and
vehicle performance. With the best available technology, EGR can
probably achieve a standard of about 1.0 gram per mile. On the other
hand, much greater NO, control is possible with catalysts, and without the fuel economy and drivability problems associated with EGR.
As a matter of fact, using an NO, catalyst to achieve the statutory
1977 NOx level of 0.4 gram per mile will cost the consumer no more
over 50,000 miles than the use of EGR to achieve the interim standard
set for 1976 of 2.0 gram per mile. The catalyst's slightly higher initial
cost is offset by savings in fuel costs.
As we told the Phivironmental Protection Agency early in July,
we expect the catalysts developed by (lould to be capable of meeting
or exceeding the 1977 model yeai- standard of 0.4 gram per mile, when
used in a properly engineered system. The typical perfonnance of the
catalysts is such that for the first few thousand miles, emission levels
between 0.1 and 0.2 gram per mile are routine on standard-size U.S.
cars. As mileage acciunulates, the catalyst becomes less active, until at
25.000 miles it achieves emission levels between 0.35 and 0.55 gram per
mile. The effect of very low emission levels during much of the 25,000mile cycle means that the intent of the Clean Air Act is being met.
That is, the average emissions of the vehicle during the typical 25,000mile test cycle are below 0.4 gram pei- mile even though at the final
testing point of 25,000 miles, some of the catalysts are alx)ve the 0.4
level.
Of coui-se, we are working very intensively at perfecting the catalysts so that all of them will meet the 0.4 staiidard after 25,000 miles.
As I indicated earlier, we are confident of being able to achieve that
!?°*^Our optimism on this score is shared by EPA. As the then Acting
Administrator, Robert Fri, said in his decision of July 30: "Reducing
catalyst technology has advanced dramatically in the past year and
the rate of progress seems to be accelerating. Gould, Inc., has begun to
obtain a .significant and encouraging body of test results indicating
the durability of their system."
TYPICAL, DKVEIX)PMENT PATTERN

To some extent, our confidence is based on the typical ]iattern of
development which one experiences with a new technology. We are, in
effect, past the preliminary research period, and are well into the development and engineering phase where progress is typically very
rapid, as we have been seeing in the past 6 to 12 months. In the months
ahead, we expect a similar period of fast-paced developments.
As a case in point, we can look at the development of oxidation
catalysts for controlling hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. Again,
as Acting EPA Administrator Fri pointed out in his July 30 decision,
at the time of the first EPA suspension hearings in the spring of 1972,
only a handful of cars had run more than 20,000 miles and still met the
1975 lie and CO standards. A year later in Ayn-il 1973 the data were
sufficient to predict that 66 percent of the market could meet the 1975
standards in 1975. Durability, fuel economy, and safety problems had
been largely solved. And siiice April of this year, still more progress
has been made, to the point where General Motors has said publicly
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that it expects its oxidation catalysts to meet the interim 1975 standards for 50,000 miles.
SYSTEM COMPATIBrLITT

It was brought out regularly during the EPA hearings that performance of catalysts is very much system dependent. Indeed, I cannot stress too strongly that the various techniques and devices we are
talking about are not merely add-ons, but must be designed as an integral part of the total internal combustion engine system. In other
words, the same catalyst operating in different syst^^ms with different
specifications may give vastly diffirent i-esults. Poor performance can
result from poor carburetor adjustments, improper aid bleed to the
catalysts, misdirected exhaust flow, and so forth.
Much of the apparent differences between our testimony and that
of the auto companies is due to system factors, and should be resolved
with time. Gould's promising results, for example, were obtained this
spring and only recently have we been able to communicate to the
auto firms and conditions necessary for good performance. In the
next few months, we expect much improved test results from the auto
companies.
In addition, we are pursuing a course whereby independent parties
will be able to demonstrate the feasibility of this technology. To dat«,
programs covering at least six cars with New York State and city
have been started. As you may have read in Automotive News recently, a 3,500-pound Matador has passed 12,000 miles with excellent
drivability and fuel economy and with emissions at the last test mileage, 9,000 miles, well below the 1977 levels for CO, HC and NOx- Tests
are also being performed at the Bureau of Mines and Southwest Research Institute imder various Government contracts. We believe
that this independent data, to be generated in the next 6 to 9 months,
will speak to the soundness of our approach.
Perhaps more importantly, our test programs with the Japanese
auto manufacturers are progressing well. We understand that this
effort, is because the Japanese NOr standard of 0.4 grams per mile is
scheduled to take effect in April of 1976, about 6 months ahead of the
start of the 1977 model year in this country. We have confidence that
in Japan we will succeed in meeting both the emission standards and
the short timetable.
1. MANTTACmSABrLITT

With any new technical device, the question of manufacturing
feasibility is foremost. It is naturally a concern of our customers, just
as it must be your concern as the representatives of the public. We
believe our manufacturing abilities in this particular field give us a
unique advantage. The technology required to produce the NO, catalyst is a familiar one to Gould. It is similar to the production of automotive bearings and bushings, in which we are a leading high-volume
producer and have been for decades. It is also similar to the production
of electrolytic metallic foil for electronic printed circuits. We are
today the world's leading supplier of this material.
Gearing up to meet the 1977 model year catalyst requirements will
not be an easy task, of course. We require a lead time of some 18 months
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before commencing delivery of catalysts to meet production requirements.
To sum up the technical picture, we believe the 1977 NO, standards
can be met. But we believe the likelihood would be enhanced if the auto
companies were permitted to average out the variations in manufacturing and during consimier usage. Objections to both sorts of averaging
usually center on liow to determine if a c&v, or population of cars,
meets the standards. Let me not go into detail on the answer, but
merely say that statistical sampling techniques are well adapted to
this task.
2. COST TO THE CONSUMER

The second area which might bear on a revision of the Clean Air
Act concerns cost. AVe stated at' the EPA hearings that we expect to
price our catal3'st to the auto companies in the neighborhood of $15
to $20 each. More recent innovations lead us to believe that a price at
the lower end of this range is probably^attainable. Two catalysts would
be required for a V-8 engine, together wfth their containers and an
air piping system.
Therefore, making the usual assumptions for distribution, tooling
costs, dealer markup and so forth, we estimate that the total net cost
to the consumer would be approximately $60 per car for a standard
V-8, over and above the emission equipment already installed in lli76
autos.
Such progress in reducing manufacturing costs illustrates the pover
of engineering to bring the benefits of technology to the consumer.
With the rate of progress in the technology and the engineering s'ill
to be done, it is entirely possible tliat stringent NO, control with
catalysts could be even less costly than this $60 level.
3. F0EL ECONOMY

The third area, fuel consumption, is critical in today's energyconscious society. As we told the EPA. Gould's fuel economy studies
show our catalyst in a dual catalyst system can'result in improved gas
mileage over 1973 cars. Information'presented at the EPA hearings
by other witnesses supported this finding.
This has obvious cost benefits to the consuiper. of course. But, equally
important in light of the piesent international oil picture, is that the
0.4 gram per mile standard in 1977 will require less fuel than 1973
cars.
4. HEALTH EFFECTS

The fourth area that might constitute grounds for easing the NO,
standards concerns healtli effects. This is, after all, at the root of the
extensive emission control efl'ort which the auto industry' has moimted
in recent years. The bulk of our testimony has concentrated on the
technical aspects of achieving low emissions. But I believe our remarks
would not be complete without commenting on the health situation.
Ivct me start by saying tiiat we certainly are not expert on the
health effects of NO. or other pollutants. However, it is apparent that
there are a large number of oi)en questions in this field. As you have
heard earlier in tliese liearings, there remains much controversy over
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the measurement of NO. in the atmosphere. The physiological mechanisms by which NOx might cause serious health eflFects are not fully
understood. We may never be able to isolate the effects of low dosage
over long periods of time. And there is the question of the interaction
of N0« with other pollutants.
Tlierefore, in the absence of definitive information in this field
from which to draw conclusions, we suggest prudence in recommending
less stringent N0« emission standards. A relaxation of the present
0.4 grams per mile standard for 1977 would, in our opinion, be premature at this time, pending more complete data gathering and more
exhaustive studies, particularly with respect to NO^ and its synergistic
effects with other pollutants.
FAST-MOVIXG TECHNOLOGY

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
would like to stress that this is an area of fast-moving technology'. The
progress we have seen in the past year has been extraordinary, and
the pace is continuing. For example, in the 2i/^ months since we
testified at the EPA hearings, we have developed a new version of
our catalysit which promises much improved results over the data we
reported to the EPA. The new catalyst has a lower operating t<»mperature, is less susceptible to variations in carburetion, and promises
improved durability. An example of this type of catalyst, is on the
table in front of me. It has accumulated 20,000 miles with excellent
results.
This rapid technical progress has resulted because the Clean Air
Act Amendments created a new market for emission control systems.
As I said in my introduction, there now appear to be several different
technical roads to achie^dng the original standards. Wliich one or ones
will win out should rightly be determined by competition. We are
seeing now the testing that initiates this competition. Any change in
the standards or timing will adversely affect that process.
We at Gould ai-e deeply committed to NOx control research and
development. We are presently spending at the rate of about $1 million per year, with approximately 15 full-time professional people
and 20 supporting pei-sonnel. We would not be so conunitted if we
saw the market possibilities disappearing or fading into the future.
Let me emphasize then in closing that we have considered the state
of technology, the uncertainties of health effects, fuel availability, and
cost to the consumer. All considered, we see no compelling reason at
the present time to modify the current statute.
Now, we would be happy to answer your questions.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank yovi very much. Dr. David, for verj' helpful
statement and the conclusion that you think we have no need to
modifv the statute at this time.
Mr.'Satterfield?
Mr. SATTERFTELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. David, can you tell us whether yours or any other catalytic
device has proven test worthy for .50,000 miles?
Dr. DA\aD. Our catalyst lias not proven test worthy for 50,000 miles.
We have demonstrated durability over 25,000 which is compatible
with EPA's assumption the catalyst could be replaced once during the
50,000-mile driving cycle.
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Mr. SATTERFIELD. Wliat about the test conditions?
Dr. D.wiD. Catalysts were tested under both the AilA intermittant
driving cycle and in steady freeway driving.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. IS there any bearing upon the effectiveness of a
catalyst in the tuning of the engine ?
Dr. DAvm. As I indicated in my testimony, the engine has to be
designed as part of the catalyst system which means one has to control the combustion rather pi-ccisely.
That is an important element in getting i-esults that we do.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I get back to one thing that has bothered me about
our whole effort.
AVe seem to be controlling the exhaust of an automobile at the
manufacturing level and concluding that we are doing a good job and
yet we have no way in the world of policing it after it gets in the
hands of the operator.
I am assummg your catalyst is predicated upon burning a special
type of gasoline ?
Dr. DAVID. We are not subject to lead poisoning.
I^t me add with respect to your fii-st comment, that we do not
foresee a major technical problem in jwlicing emission devices. We
liave lookexl into a number of measurement techniques which are being
incorporated into small, inexpensive, portable instriunents which can
determine levels of emissions from autos.
Ijocal service stations—or State inspection stations, depending on
the desires of the individual States—could be equipped with such devices to determine whether or not catalyst replacement is required, in
much the same manner as other equipment is replaced from time to
time.
Mr. SATTERFira.D. You can burn yours with regidar gasoline?
Dr. DAvro. That is right.
However, the system requires no lead—low-lead gasoline.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I notice you say the cost to the owner would be
$60.
I take it you are talking about the add-on price to the auto ?
Dr. DAVTO. That is right.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. If one drives a car 50,000 miles he will have to
replace the converter?
Dr. DAATD. He will have to replace it once. We have not calculated
the replacement costs but it would be less than the $60 because this
includes the air pump, i)lumbing, and canisters which would not have
to be replaced.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. With the energy' crisis staring us in the face, suppose it is impossible for the owner to buy low-lead gasoline and has
to burn leaded gasoline.
Will this destroy the system or require the replacement of the
converter?
Dr. DAVTD. It would poison the oxidation catalyst that would then
have to be replaced. However, it is my understanding that EPA has
asked for comments on a regulation that would require all filling
stations in the country larger than a certain size to carry nonleaded
gasoline by 1975.
I have heard Chairman Train this morning on television say the
nonleaded gasoline standards which would be issued within a few
weeks.
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Mr. SATTERFIELD. I hope we will have him here because I have some
questions I want to ask him.
I can understand how you can have two types of gasoline to serve
two types of automobiles on the road when you have an adequate supply of the fuel but when you are in a critical shortage period I don't
think you can guarantee nor can he that you will have all the gas you
need for all the different types of cars on the road.
Dr. DAVID. The need will grow slowly because of the lO-year halflife.
I think the oil companies could respond and make low-leaded gasoline available in the amounts needed.
Mr. SATTI^RFIELD. Most of tlie j^roblem is in distribution. When
you have a surplus your distribution problem is not very acute but
when you have no reserves, tiiat system has to work absolutely perfectly
to deliver the type or qantities of the gasoline you need when and
where you need it.
Dr. DA van. I appreciate the point. I tried to drive around Denver
this summer and T had my problems.
I might say. Mr. Satterfield, as you know, there are many different
brands and octane ratings of gasoline on the market at the present
time.
My 1973 car runs better on 91-octane gasoline than others. So, I
don't think the situation would be drastically different in the low-lead
case.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. TO go back to the economy and the energy crisis,
does it not take more crude to make low-lead gas than not ?
Dr. DAVID. I believe that is true. However, the fact is not really
relevant to the energy shortage because the remainder will be use<l
for other applications.
The implication or assumption may be that the rest of the barrel
would be wasted, but that is not true.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. With the overall use of the barrel it will not go
as far as it does today if you are not making leaded gasoline ?
Dr. DAVID. A single barrel would not go as far toward production of
gasoline, yes.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Another point, you indicate that you feel that the
standards for exhaust emission of NOx as now constituted, ought to be
not changed.
I am not sure that they should, either, but I would be interested in
your view in light of the fact that the EPA and everyone recognizes
that measurement of NOi in the ambient air is concerned their readings have been wrong.
Do you know whether or not the standards that have been set so
far in terms of NO, in the exhaust of an automobile are predicated on
those erroneous ambient air standards or requirements?
Dr. DAVID. I think we should say the following things:
There are several ways of measuring IS^O, in the atmosphere.
The current thought that there has been a two-to-one measurement
error is now open to serious doubt. Tlie new and old methods have lieen
compared and our information is that it is very difficult to say how
much the error has been.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Let's assume the first suspicion is correct and that
there is not as much NO, in the ambient air as originally thought.
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"Would this not be justification for changing the standard of NOx
from an automobile?
Dr. DAVID. I don't think so, Mr. Satterfield, for the following reason:
In addition to the testimony you have heard this week that NOx may
have, effects we are only beginning to understand, there is the point
with the restrictive transportation plans that have been put forward by
EPA, the lower the emissions, the more automobiles we can have on
the road.
Mr. SATTERFEELD. Was this not anticipated with respect to the given
number of cars at the! time ?
Dr. DAVID. I don't know how the standard was calculated but it
seems to me with the EPA proposing to restrict the number of cars
in the New Jersey area, for example, by 70 percent, that any additional
reduction in automobile emissions is going to decrease the impact of
that plan on transportation.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Has your company conducted any studies with
respect to the problem EPA is now looking into, the suspicion that
there may be additional pollutants given off by catalytic de-Aaces ?
Dr. DAVID. We have looked into it. We have not made the measurements that would satisfy me as a scientist. However, our information
indicates that any emissions from our catalyst would be much less than
from an uncontrolled car burning leaded fuel.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. When you were in the Office of Science and Technology, did you have occasion at any time to address the EPA or any
other agencies of this Government with respect to information in your
hands dealing with pollutants of automobile exhausts ?
Dr. DAVID. Yes, we had a dialog with AH of these people more or
less regularly.
Mr. SATTERFIEI.D. Would EPA have access to all of these ?
Dr. DAVID. Yes, I Ijelieve they had access to all of the reports which
have been referred to liere this morning if that is what your are interested in.
Mr. SATTFJJFIELD. Would this apply to memorandums also out of your
office with respect to studies and views when you were in that office?
Dr. DAVID. Except for personal memoranda between my staff and
me.
Mr. SATTERFIFJJ). So, we could get all of this by making the proper
demand upon EPA ?
Dr. DAVID. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. Would j'our catalyst work with the Honda engine?
Dr. DAVID. Yes, sir, it could work with the Honda en^ne.
Mr. ROGERS. If they are having problems with NO, your catalyst
could solve that problem in that field ?
Dr. DAVID. That is correct, Mr. Rogers.
[The following letter was subsequently received for the record:]
WINSTON & STRAWN,
Washinffton, D.C.. Septemher 17,1973.
Re Correction of Dr. David's Te.stimony on Friday, September 14, concerning
GEM'S compatibility with CVCC engines.
PACL G. ROGERS. Chairman,
Suhcommittec on Public Health and Environment,
U.f<. Hoiinr of Rcprenentafircs. Wanhinijton, D.V.
DEAR SIR : In the testimony before your Subcommittee, on Friday, September 14,
• 1973, Dr. Kflward stated that Gould's NO, catalyst should be compatible
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with the Honda type stratified charge engine. This statement was incorrect. The
Honda concept for maximum emission control must have a very lean air to
fuel ratio. The Gould NO. catalyst is not compatible with any .system that
operates on the lean side of stoichiometric. The Honda engine runs from 17-20:1
while Gould's NO, catalyst must be run on a richer air to fuel ratio of 15 :1 or
less. Tlius we are not compatible with the Honda type stratified concept: however,
we may be compatible with the Honda stratified charge concepts that run at or
near stoichiometric carburetion.
Sincerely,
JOHN R. RETLLT.

Mr. ROGERS, Wlmt do you tliink the savings in fuel will be with
thoNOx?
Do you have any range ?
Dr, DAVID. We have done testing with the dual catalyst system
and compared it with the 1973 automobiles, the same automobile
modified, and we have testexl botli a Clievrolet and a Ford.
We are finding fuel economies for tlie dual catalyst system which
are in the range of 3 or 4 percent.
Mr. ROGERS. How does your system differ from the two catalyst
systems which were strongly criticized, I believe, by NAS earlier tliis
year ?
Dr. DAVID. I don't think that there are differences in kind.
There are differences in degree. During the months since the NAS
report we arrived at a much better formulation of the dual catalyst
system.
In addition,with the help of the automobile companies, we have been
able to add, as I indicated to you earlie'-, better fuel distribution
systems and better spark systems so that the entire operation of the
engine is much improved.
Mr. ROGERS. I would like for you to comment and can you do it
for the record if you prefer on EPA's system of measurement, if it
is scientifically done where they took the two systems of measurement,
say, in Chattanooga ?
Dr. DAVID. I would be glad to do that for the record, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. I think it would be helpful.
Does it not end up in effect doubling the standard ?
Dr. DAVID. The information I have seen from EPA with respect to
the two-to-one error has that implication, but as T indicated earlier, it
seems to me the implied two-to-one error will not hold up under close
examination.
Mr. ROGERS. If you could give us your details on that, it would be
helpful.
[The following comments were received for the record:]
COMMENTS ON EPA'B TWO PRINCIPAL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
(.lACOBS-HOCnUEISER AND

SALTZMAN)

As you probably know, Mr. Chairman, two principal measurement techniques
are in question concerning the Chattanooga Study and NO, in the atmosphere.
One is the so-called .Tacobs-Hochheiser method (Federal Reference Method), the
other is the so-called Saltzman technique.
EPA's present methods for NOj analysis all employ systems whereby ambient
air is bubbled through a liquid .wlution with subsequent chemical reaction
(except chemiluminescence). These systems rely on ol)taining a reproducible
quantity of reaction under all conditions. Unfortunately, this reproducibility is
upset by such factors as ambient temperature, the size of the bubbles, and most
importantly, the amount of pollutant gas already pa.ssed through the solution.
The latter problem was in part responsible for the varying results obtained by
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using the Jaeobs-Hochheiser techniques in Chattanooga. It is believed that non"wet chemical" techniques should be used Instead of the highly variant wet
chemical methods (e.g. arsenite, Jacobs-Hochheiser and Saltznian).
As Indicated, the Jacobs-Hochheiser method was used in the original studies
around Chattanooga, whlcli became the basis on which the present XO,-health
standard was set. However, the Saltzman method is the more reliable of the two,
and an initial examination of the relationship between the two methods indicated
that the J-H technique over-stated the amount of NO, in the atmosphere around
Chattanooga by about a 2 to 1 margin.
More recent results, on the other hand, do not confirm that 2 to 1 relationship.
It seems that it is very difficult to relate the data obtained by the J-H method to
Saltzman data. Moreover, the large arsenal which had been emitting quantities
of NO, to the atmo.sphere in the Chattanooga area is no longer In operation, so
any new measurements taken now by more accurate methods could not be correlated to the NOx levels and health effects seen in the years when the arsenal
was In operation.
The result is that we are almost back at ground zero. We have little confidence
that the first measurements by the Jacobs-Hochheiser method were correct. And
we also are not sure what the Saltzman or newer techniques would have shown if
they had been used in Chattanooga.
Fortunately, however, new measurement techniques are now being developed
.siich as laser spectroscopy, which promise to provide the accuracy this problem
demands.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much.
Our last witness this morning is Mr. John Quirk, president, Vortex
of Rancho La Costa, Calif.
We welcome yoii to the committee and we would be pleased to hear
your testimony at this time.
STATEMENT OF JOHN QUIRK, PRESIDENT, VORTEX
Mr. QUIRK. Mr. Chairman, when Vortex first spoke out against the
catalytic converter 3 years ago, we were a voice in the wilderness. Now
the majority opinion is with us and the catalytic converter is championed primarily by the Environmental Protection Agency and Greneral Motors.
The EPA gets there by seeing it as their duty to take an unyielding
position for the statutory standards. With the present EPA test procedures, the only way to meet the standards is with the catalysts. I did
think they sounded uneasy defending it Tuesday, like an attorney who
is not sure his client is innocent.
As for General Motors, they are, of course, like the EPA dedicated
to clean air, and the catalyst is the best they have come up with. Also
I think it is well known that higli placed persons there have put their
personal engineering prestige on the line for a "successful" catalytic
converter. And commercially, General Motors could believe, with their
more advanced converter, that they have Chrysler and Ford between
a rock and a hard place. Whatever the motives, the EPA and General
Motors have got the juggernaut rolling.
In the 4 days I have attended the hearings. I have heard a constant
theme, a question asked over and over. Is there an alternative to the
catalytic conveter? There is indeed. It is the Vortex Reactor.
•\Yhat we claim here today is documented. Witli the chairman's
permission. T would like to include in the record certain test results
from General Motors and the Environmental Protection Agency
[see p. 476]. We ask that anyone who disagrees with our claims be
called upon, no matter what their size, to do so with documentation,
not conversation.
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My name is John Quirk. I am president of Vortex, an independent
laboratory, privately funded, trying to do in the emissions business
what cannot be done by the giant companies. That is to come up with
a smog device that gives low emissions on high performance engines
at low cost; to come up with a low cost device which reduces all three
pollutants, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and NO^. We have succeeded, against the odds.
If you wonder what kind of persons find themselves in such an
adventure, these are my brief personal credentials. I am a 1942 graduate of the Naval Academy. I was a carrier fighter pilot. For 20 years
I had my own company in Detioit selling to the auto industry. I
competed successfully. I have also written successfully about the
industry. My novel "Tlie Hard Winnei-s" has sold a million copies.
I know Detroit and the auto industry and what makes it go.
Our partner in Detroit is Howard McGregor, a well-to-do business
executive who likes the excitement of this battle and also believes
it is his duty to do this for the country.
Our original inventor. Von Brimer, was a madman. He was a genius.
He died in 1971 as much a madman, as much a genius as the day he
was born. We believe he will one day be known worldwide for some
extraordinary advances in more than one field.
His brother is now the engineer. He was chief of missile launch at
the Cape, so he could be called a scientist. But he would rather be
called an engineer, and he thinks that any lab that has more than 10
engineers won't turn out anything astounding.
Anybody who thinks this group could not come up with a better
smog device than General Motoi'S thinks that General Electric
invented the electric light, not Edison.
We have succeeded and then have been frustrated beyond description, that nobody seemed to want to do anything about it. Until we
got to the House of Representatives. Three Congressmen have looked
and listened, become interested and have showed us how to go forward.
Two staff members of this committee have helped a great deal. I tell
you this, we came to Washington this time with what we are convinced is the answer to the smog problem and yet were at the end of
our line.
This week there has been a dramatic turnaround for us, including
urgent new interest in us from an auto company and from a major
manufacturer, and for this we are indebted to the House of Eepresentatives. I want to add that not once has anyone here asked about our
politics nor we about theirs.
As for the performance credentials of the Vortex reactor, the testimony at these hearings says it best. Dr. Carter read to Mr. Misch, of
Ford Motor Co., the test results with our reactor on a 1965 V-8
Chevrolet.
Ho asked Mr. Misch, "For $40, on an engine with this high performance, can you duplicate these results ?"
Mr. Misch responded. "No, we cannot."
Nor can General Motors. Nor can Chrysler. Vortex, the small
laboratory, stands alone in emissions control on the kind of engines
the carowner wants and the energy crisis demands. Certified tests at
General Motors. Chrysler Olsen Laboratories, the California Air Resources Board, and the Environmental Protection Agency say so.
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Mainly we are going to rely, for substantiation of the importance
of our claims, on the testimony yesterday of the General Motors engineers, who seemed not convinced of the merits of Vortex. Mr. Ernest
Starknian said General Motors was looking for a smog device which
would reduce all three pollutants. Vortex reactor reduces all three.
Mr. Starkman said General Motors would continue looking for a
smog device which gave better performance and better gasoline
mileage than the catalytic converter. He stated that the converter
would improve gasoline mileage, but this was only in comparison with
1974 vehicles, not 1965 engines. The Vortex reactor on a 1965 engine
burning Ethyl gasoline will get better gas mileage than a 1975 engine
of the same horsepower equipped with a catalytic converter. The 1965
engine will also have better drivability and all around performance.
These facts should be shouted out loud. Everything which the auto
industry has done on emissions control displeases the driver of the
car. Everything that Vortex proposes will please the driver.
Mr. Starkman proposed that the emissions standards be set at HC of
1.0 for California; 1.7 for the rest of the country; CO of 17; and NOx
of 1.5 for California; and 3.1 for the rest of the country. In order to
accomplish this. General Motors would need a catalytic converter for
California and much of the rest of the country. The $40 Vortex reactor
on the full performance engine would meet these requirements nationwide. I trust this committee will see this as most significant.
It is obvious that none of the auto companies lias a device which
can do what the Vortex reactor can do, at the low price and with the
full engine performance. Otherwise they would surely have it on their
1974 automobiles. Surely, they would not hold it out of production, to
use another system which costs $250 more, has much worse engine
Eerformancc and fuel economy and much higher emissions. Any memer of this committee who wishes direct assurance need only ask the
direct question of Goieral Motors and Chrysler, "Can your company
match the Vortex emissions levels for $40 on 1965 engines?" General
Motors and Chrysler must answer that they cannot, just as Ford
Motor Co. answered.
Then comes the great question. If we have such a winner, why won't
anybody pay attention? The answer is NIH—the not invented
here philosophy. Anybody who does not believe that NIH has played
a major part in the emissions control decisions in Detroit believes the
sun does not rise in the east.
Detroit interest in the stratified charge engine and the rotary engine are cited as evidence that NIH does not exist. But the fact is
that Honda knew better than to take their engine to Detroit. They took
it to Washington and made Detroit come to them. General Motore could
have had the rotary engine for $3 million. They waited until public
pressure forced them to take it for $50 million, and you heard yesterday how carefully they insisted what they now had was the GM rotary
engine. Engineering pride is a great thing which has accounted for
much of the success of Detroit. Such pride is not all good. We will give
you an example of NIH which is so explicit as to be painful. But we
choose an example with a Japanese company, because the Detroit
enjrineers can see it more clearly in others than in themselves.
In a head-to-head contest, on an engine chosen at. random, in a
certified laboratory, a $30 Vortex reactor had half the emissions of
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the $250 Mazda reactor. I want to make it quite clear, that five
Mazda engineers agreed that Vortex would cut their emissions by
more tlian half and save them a very great deal of money. But both
here and in Japan they had no interest. Wliy not? Tliey gave one
reason: "Because we have spent 6 years developing our own reactor.'"
Does that sound like nonsense? If it is not true. Mazda can call our
bluff before this or any other panel. It happened exactly as related.
This committee now knows that Mazda could have half their present
emissions. I think perlxaps the American public would like to know
that. I would imagine the Mazda st<x'kholdei-s would like to know
they could have saved $200 a car. If such a thing could happen in that
auto company, could it happen in another, no matter how incredible a
distant observer would think such a thing to be ?
I said we are privatel}' fimdex^l. Our fluids aicn't enough. For
example, we need more sophisticated test equipment because our
latest reactors have such low emissions that our equipment can't
read them. We have looked for funding as properly we should, with
our success and promise. There were five places we could look.
1. First, was the Small Business Administi-ation. We were quickly
advised that those funds were for disadvantaged persons. We could
have advised them we were disadvantaged compared to OJeneral
Motors, but we didn't argue the point.
2. Second was the Environmental Protection Agency. Now that
the EPA knows we have something unique, we ai-e getting great
cooperation from their Ann Arbor laboratory', as we are from the
California Air Eesources Board I^ab. But, we didn't bother asking
for funds because before we could they volunteered thjvt they were
funding only those projects on which nobody else would spend any
money. I think "spend" in this ciise is a euphemism for "waste."
3. Third is the oil companies. They are the logical people to back
us. Since we use leaded fuel, we are exactly what thev want. We are
their best and only help. These companies are spending millions of
dollars on television and other media advertising telling the ])ublic
how concerned they arc about pollution and the energy crisis. We did
ask; several companies. The answer was unanimous. Every one of
them said, almost as though it were rcheai-sed, that they had now
decided to leave the hardware to the auto companies, who were best,
equipped to do that job.
I am anxious to report that Phillips Petroleum Co. has provided
us with our laboratory building, as an institutional contribution, and
for this we are profoundly grateful. It is a contribution without which
we could not have survived, and we think they should be commended
for helping us even before we had proved what we had.
4. Fourth is supplier companies to the auto industry. Several have
investigated and have believed that the product had great merit.
Each in turn has walked away after contacting the auto companies
and inquiring as to the possibilities.
5. Fifth is the auto companies themselves. One of these companies,
General Motors, has given us two test vehicles. They have given us
generous access to their test facility in Mesa, Ariz., and the staff there
has not only cooperated beyond the call of duty but has cheered our
successes. GfM has funded us with $5,000. Chrysler will now run tests
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to confirm the GM and EPA results. This is a total of perhaps $20,000
out of the $6 billion which will bo spent by 1977.
Yet we have accomplished what they could not accomplish. Are
we entitled to wonder? A major Japanese company, one of the f^ants
there, now approaches us and asks if we want them to back our
American effort. Is that the way it should be ?
To conclude, I hav^e some specific recommendations. They are based
as much on commonsense as on "scientific" data, and our first recommendation is that the Committee recogrnize that not all cngineei-s are
wise policymakers. The Congress should trust the commonsense of its
Members before trustinor tlie tunnel vision assertions of those of us
who are immersed in the battle.
1. First, we can only agree with the auto companies that emission
standards should be just stringent enough to meet the health and
esthetic requirements. The penalty for "overkill" is too heavy to be
disregarded.
Obviously. Vortex Avould be pleased with the standards recommended by Du Pont, or the .State of California, or by GM as cited
heretofore. The country would be pleased, too, because of the benefits
they would get from the Vortex Reactor or a competitor that performed as well.
2. The test procedures and weighting must be changed, on a commonsense basis. At present there is a premium on j^assing a test imder
artifical test conditions rather than building a device which performs
in real life. The only emissions figure which counts is the total amount
of emissions from a car during the entire life of that car.
The question has been raised this week about the need for constant
check on field performance of the catalytic converter. If it isn't functioning, a great deal of money has been spent for nothing. An afterburner functions uniformly all of its life. It usually gets better as
the car ages and the engine gets d irtiei-.
In any event, the whole concept of testing should be restudied to
reflect better the actual road conditions in the hands of drivers.
Temporary tricks during laboratory tests should not be permitted.
As for weighting, the present CVS test uses a round trip to a
shopping cojiter as the average urban driving trip and has weighted
the cold start portion accordingly. But in Xew York City, where
smog is a deadly problem, the average trip is a taxi which nms all
day. a police car which runs all day. a truck which runs all day, a
commuter whose engine is warm by the time he gets there. The cold
start is important only for the commuter when he starts up to go
home. Thus, the correct figures for New York to use are the cold
stabilized figures. With the Vortex Reactor, these are so low that
Xew York smog would be knocked out immediately and would stay
knocked out for all time. The same is true for I>os Angeles and some
other cities.
We recommend, Mr. Chairman, that the committee consider delegating to the various cities authority to handle the matter in accordance with their own particular problems. The averaging system of
the EPA will not work.
Mr. Chairman, we would not say that no one will come along with
a better device than Vortex. Right now we appear to be the best. The
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public would vote for us. We hope this committee will keep an eye
on us.
[The t«st results referred to follows:]
GENERAL MOTORS DESERT PROVING GROUND VEHICLE EMISSIONS LABORATORY, MESA, ARIZ.i
RESULTS: 1973 FEDERAL TEST"
Iln grams per mtle|

Carbon monoxide .
Oxides of nitrogen

,

.

.

.

Cold start
emissions

Expected
hot start
emissions

1.3fi
36.33
1.17
818.71

0.0*
4.77
1.20
789.6*

< Date, August 8, 1973; car No. CH-22327; relative humidity 52.4; odometer, 8,824; inertia weight, 5,000; hot idle, 0;
test No., W-3715; actual horsepower, 14.7; cold idle.
> Economy during schedule 10.16 miles per gallon.
RESULTS: 1975-76 FEDERAL TEST
|ln grams per mile|

Hydrocarbons
Oxides of nitrogen

Cold
transient

Cold
stabilized

Hot
transient

2.80
75.10
1.67
769.34

0.04
.72
.70
869.25

0.08
9.19
1.73
708.10

WEIGHTED MASS EMISSIONS
(In grams per mile)
Hydrocarbons .Carbon monoxide

-

.

0.62
. .. 18.34
....
1.18
..„ 804.70

Note: Temporary system data—measurement system being upgraded to meet 1975-76 Federal procedure.

Mr. KooERS. Thank you very much for your statement. Where have
you had tested this Vortex reactor ?
Mr. QtJTRK. We have tested it at General Motoi-s, Olson Laboratories,
Chrysler, the California AEB, and the Environmental Protection
Agency.
Mr. ROGERS. Has it been tested for 50,000 miles ?
Mr. QUIRK. NO, sir, it has not.
Mr. ROGERS. Wliat is the total number of miles ?
Mr. QUIRK. We have never run endurance t^sts because of lack of
funds, but I would point out that afterburners as such have been
tested in the Mazda and do endure. It is a matter of the temperature
versus time, and the metal does not know if it is in a Mazda reactor or
in ours. Du Pont has also run endurance tests with afterburners, and
thinks that since theirs endure, ours would last 50,000 miles.
Mr. ROGERS. HOW many miles have you tested them ?
Mr. QUIRK. About 8,000 miles.
Mr. ROGERS. These are the results you got after the 8,000 ?
Mr. QUIRK. The latest test I just read are after 8,000.
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Mr. KooERB. Does it correct the pollutants to the 1975 and 1976
standards ?
Mr. QuiKK. No, sir, we meet the 1975 interim standards.
Mr. ROGERS. SO you are meeting the 1975 interim standards.
Mr. QUIRK. We meet all the standards proposed by every witness
before this committee.
We feel, Mr. Chairman, that it is possible that we could meet the
1976 standards, but we have not wanted to spend our funds attempting
to do that because that would mean perhaps another $200 in cost on our
$40 device, and if it is not necessary, we don't think the public should
be required to do that.
WTien I was in Detroit, the auto industry used to fight over a 5-cent
advantage in a part and now they toss $50 or $60 around as if it meant
nothing. When you add up what the catalytic converter will cost the
customer in the life of the car, it represents billions of dollars overall
that would be required.
Mr. RoGEKs. On hydrocarbons, you are at 0.62.
Mr. QUIRK. That is on the weighted mass emissions. On the cold
stabilized emissions we are at 0.04. This figure is opposed to the 1.5
General Motors recommended yesterday.
Mr. ROGERS. Carbon monoxide.
Mr. QUIRK. 18.34 as opposed to the 17 that General Motors recommended yesterday; the 24 that California air resources board recommends and the 40 that Du Pont recommends.
Mr. ROGERS. The oxides of nitrogen.
Mr. QUIRK. We are 1.18, as opposed to the 1.5 recommended here
yesterday, and 2.0 which is now the interim standard.
Mr. ROGERS. The carbon dioxide.
Mr. QUIRK. That is not a factor. That is merely added in determining
what your fuel consumption is. That is not a pollutant.
Mr. ROGERS. Wliat is the eflFect on fuel ?
Mr. QUIRK. Substantially we have 1965 fuel economy. We suffer
some loss in running an air pump but that is a minimal loss. We are
effectively at 1965 levels or very close to that. Our fuel economy is
better than the
Mr. ROGERS. Wiat does EPA say about your device ?
Mr. QUIRK. To begin with, they did not think it was possible a
company of our size could come up Avith a better device than the auto
companies. They resisted looking at it. Once we showed them enough
test data from other laboratories, they tested in their own laboratories
and now have enthusiastically offered a full series of tests in their
Ann Arbor laboratory.
We have sometliing they are interested in checking and beyond that,
they might be able to make some modifications to it that would make it
better. They have experiences we don't have.
Mr. ROGERS. Your cost factor was $40 ?
Mr. QUIRK. Yes, in the original form we had it costed out at $28. In
its present form, we have made a generous allowance for changing to a
stainless steel manifold.
Mr. ROGERS. Would any other deAnce have to be placed on the automobile in connection with this?
Mr. QUIRK. NO, sir, none whatsoever.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Satterfield ?
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Mr. SATTERFIELD. Mr. Quirk, I wish to welcome you. I have been
concerned about a statement that was made by Mr. Quarles, I think, on
Monday. I recall 3 years aj^o when we were talking about this act, there
was a great deal of discussion about going down more than one road:
that the catalytic device was ope and thermal reactors and other proposed reactors were others.
I was very much concerned when I asked Mr. Quarles exactly vchat
was EPA doing with respect to some of the other alternative devices
and I was told they were not doing anything.
I am interested in knowing when EPA became interested in your
device ?
Mr. QtnRK. We told the EPA about it as long as a year ago. For
quite a long period of time, they said verbally and in writing they had
no interest in afterburners because of the automobile experience -with
them and their own experience with them was that no afterburner had
merit. Eventually we broke through that barrier by showing them
certified tests showing how much better our afterburner was than
Dupont's or Mazda's or anybody else's.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. DO you have copies of that correspondence?
Mr. QuiKK. Yes.
Mr. SATTEKFTEIJ). Would you have objection to making that correspondence available.
Mr. QUIRK. I do not want to fight with the EPA. but I want to
cooperate.
Mr. SATTERFTELD. I don't want to put you in an imfair position and I
think that would help us not in terms of criticizing EPA, but we carefully wrote a provision into the Clean Air Act that EPA must report
to Congress once each year. They are supposed to report about what
is being done in the whole experimental area, about systems which
would affect pollutants as well as the cost and technical feasibility of
each.
As I said before, T was disappointed there was no mention of any device, catalytic or otherwise in the report we received. I want to try
to impress upon EPA that we are looking for this information and
maybe the reasons they expressed to you will help us come to an agreement with EPA.
[Testimony resumes on p. 490.]
[The following correspondence was received for the record:]
COBBESPONDENCE BETWEEN VORTEX AND ENVRAONMENTAL PROTECTION AOENCT
VORTEX,

Ranoho La Costa, Calif., December 12,197t.
Mr. WILLIAM RUCKBLSHATIS,
Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. RUCKELSHAUS : Enclosed is a letter to the Air Resources Board concerning the Vortex Reactor. I've sent copies to President Nixon, Governor
Reagan, Mr. Cole. Mr. Ricardo. Mr. Ford and others.
If we have the answer to the anto smoc problem, as it appears from the test
results we do, it is time someone toolt tlie initiative.
Proving that we have tlie best and most sensible answer is simple and .straightforward. That's the easy part. Getting someone to do something about it is the
hard part. From your own experience in government and with indu.stry. you'll
appreciate what we're up against.
We must report to you (with sense of humor and without rancor) that the
emissions experts have made a billion dollar vocation out of searching for the
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answer to the smog problem. Having the answer handed to them needing only
implementation is something they're simply not geared for.
\\'ho does something about it?
Respectfully,
JOHN QUIRK,

President.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AOENCT,
OFFICE OP Am AND WATER PROGRAMS,

Washington, B.C., January 2,1973.
Mr. JOHN QITIBK,
President, Vortex
Ranoho LaCosta, Calif.
DEAR JIR. QUIRK : Tliis is in response to your request of December 13, 1972. as to
the Federal Government interest in supporting the development of emission
control devices suitable for automobiles.
The Environmental Protection Agency is interested in all possible approaches
to emission control. Our technical staff analyzes all such propo.sals to determine
whether they show promise for meeting present or future emission control requirements. In some cases, we arrange for testing of such approaches in our
laboratory. However, becau.se of the large number of such proposals, we must
limit our testing effort to confirming the results that have been obtained from
competent independent testing laboratories, at the expense of the developer of the
proposal.
At the present time, with the exception of a highly-targeted engine development program that is oriented toward gas turbines, Rankine and stratified charge
engines as low emission power systems, we are not in a position to financially
support the development of hardware suitable for automotive application. Our
role is basically limited to the technological assessment function described in
the foregoing paragraph.
If you are interested in having our technical staff evaluate your proposal you
should communicate directly with the Director of our Division of Emission Control Technology at our motor vehicle emissions laboratory at 2.56.5 Plymouth Road,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105. However, it is only fair to caution you that there
is so .significant likelihood that it will be possible for the EPA to financially support your work, and that our participation in your undertaking will necessarily
be limited to a technical evaluation of the results that can be achieved with your
approach to emission control.
Sincerely yours,
ERIC O. STORK,

Director, Mobile Source Pollution Control Program.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
OFFICE OF AIR AND WATER PROGRAMS,
DIVISION OP EMISSION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY,

Ann Arhor, Mich., January 8,1973.
Mr. JOHN QUIRK,
Rancho La Costa, Calif.
DEAR MR. QUIRK : This is in reply to your letter to President Nixon dated December 12, 1072, concerning the results of testing of your Vortex reactor system.
The data provided with your letter is a mix of 7-mode and CVS data. It is not
possible to compare the 7-mode results to our Federal standards which utilize
a cold-start CVS procedure. The General Motors test of the 1972 Impala eriulpped
with the 19G5 engine and your device gave results where carbon monoxide exceeded the 107.5 standard i)y a factor of three. As you are probably aware, one of
the reasons for going to the CVS proceflure was to get a true mass emission test
which includes all starting emissions and more realistically represents the problem of cold start. Your data and our experience with other reactor systems proves
that it is very diflicult if not imixissible to meet the 107.5 and 1076 CO standards
with a reactor applied to a conventional piston engine. The auto industry has had
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to concentrate on catalytic devices or engine redesign as in the Honda compound
vortex controlled combustion chamber in order to meet the required levels.
Thank you for bringing your system to our attention.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN P. DEKANY,
Director.
• • «
V<«TEX.

Fancho La Costa, Calif., AprU 2,1973.
To: Mr. William Buckelshaus, Environmental Protection Agency.
This is the reiK)rt on the Vortex Reactor, as requested by your staff. The
reixirt will be plain spoken, because this is no time for parlor talk. The rejKirt
address itself to two questions:
1. Is an afterburner the correct solution to the automobile emissions problem,
as opposed to catalytic converters?
2. Is the Vortex Reactor the best afterburner?
Tlie report will rely on facts as determined b.v certified private and government laboratories, \vith surmi.se kept to a minimum. We expect that any exception to the findings likewise be based on facts, not on wishful thinking of
competing emissions engineers, not on indastry ego, and not on any instinct on
the part of large corporations or government agencies to find it incomprehensible
that a small group of individuals might come up with a better answer than the
heavily funded industry and government laboratories.
We do not l)elleve even one statement" in this report can be challenged. We
think the following facts are incontrovertible:
Premise
Protecting the ecology means more than just reducing auto emissions. The future of the world is made at least as uncertain by the energy crisi.s as it is by auto
pollution.
If the emissions solution costs 2.5% of the world's oil reserves, it is not a
good solution.
If the emissions solution would quickly exhaust tlie world's known supply
of certain rare metals, it is not a good solution.
If the emissions solution would unnecessarily cost car buyers bilUons of
dollars, would drastically cut engine performance and would drastically increase
fuel consumption, it is not a good solution.
Statement:
There are six requirements for the smog device which is the correct solution
for the auto emissions problem.
(a) Low emissions.
(b) Low cost.
(c) High engine performance.
(d) Low fuel con.sumption.
(e) Simplicity.
(f) Dnrablllty.
Of all the devices and systems which have received publicity, only Vortex
even claims to meet all six requirements.
Brief History of Detroit's Efforts to Control Emissions
1. .\utomobile engines reached their jieak performance in 1905. Since then,
there has been a serious decrease in performance caused directly by the emissions controls chosen by Detroit. Driveability has decreased and fuel consumption has increased.'
Question. Is there not another problem—of having also to recapture the operating cfflciency ichich yon sacrificed in order to get the new standards?
Answer. That's exactly right. Also the things that we are doing have adversely affected the fuel consumption. We have to use more fuel for the same
result. We hope we can engineer our way out of it, but that still remains to be
seen.
2. In the early 1960's, Detroit knew about smog as a complaint from remote
Los Angeles, but no one took it as seriously then as in 1973.
In an atmosphere of novelty, relative unconcern and relative lack of knowledge,
the auto companies made a multiliillion dollar deci.sion on smog control. The
' TlilH is so well known that It should need no corroboratlon. but we quote Mr. James
Roche, director and former chairman of General Motors. In an Interview April 1, 1973.
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qneetion was whether to eliminate the emiseions before they were formed (by
making: engine changes) or after they were formed (by reactors and/or converters.) The industry cliose the former, with fateful consequences.'
3. The auto industry has spent somewhere l)etween one and tiiree billion
dollars (depending on accounting allocation) on emissions control engineering
and research. Much if not all of this money has been provided by the car buyers,
thus cerating an unusual and direct responsibility to the public to use this
vast sum of money wisely, in addition to the obvious, inherent responsibility
of the automobile industry to preserve the environment. Smog control is a public
matter. At no time do tlie auto companies or their employees have the right
to make smog decisions for coriwrate convenience or personal ego.'
4. To reduce emissions, Detroit reduced compression ratio, retarded the spark,
leaned the mixture and otlierwi.se decreased engine performance. Partially to
overcome this, they Increased engine size.
For this drastic loss in performance,' they got substantial reductions in
emissions on new cars as they left the line. The State of California surveys
show the quick upsurge in, emissions after the cars have been on the road
only a few thousand miles, so that it might be fairly said that for all tJie money
si)ent and all the headaches given the driver, the Detroit solution was a partial,
short lived fix.'
Furthermore, by 1973 this approach had brought emissions to an irreducible
minimum.*
80MMABY OF DETROIT'S EFFORTS FROM 1905-73

For expenditure of vast sums of the car buyer's money, Detroit has achieved
marginal emissions results at the cost of serious decrease in power and drastic
increase in fuel consumption.
Statement:
It is an incontrovertible fact that if 1973 automobiles were equipped wltJi
the Vortex Reactor, the car buyers would gave nwney in original purchase
price and maintenance, there would be much better engine performance and
driveability, there would be much better gas mileage, and there would be lower
emismons. It could have been. It can still be for 1975.
Where does Detroit go nowf
1. Though Detroit had, in the mid 1960'8, justifiably downrated catalytic
converters, now they have no choice but to talk catalytic converters, starting
with the 1973 engines.
2. Mr. John P. DeKany, director of the EPA laboratory at Ann Arbor, says,
"It is very difficult if not impossible to meet the 1075 and 1976 standards with
a reactor applied to a conventional piston engine. The auto industry has had
to concentrate on catalytic devices or engine redesign as in the Honda compound vortex controlled combustion chamber in order to meet the required
levels."
3. But the auto industry and Mr. DeKany overlook one fundamental fallacy
in their logic. What they should .say is, "Starting with 1913 engines, the only way
we can think of to come anywhere near meeting the 1975 standards is with
catalytic cfinverters. We know that this will cost the car buyers billions of
dollars. We know this will drastically deplete the fuel reserves of the world,
in the midst of the already serious energy crisis. We know that the converters
are short lived and inconsistent and that replacement costs alone are prohibitive. We know that there may not be enough rare metal in the world to
-' ThPrp Is no point in this roport In dispiisslnR at IcnRtli the motivation nnd rationale
for thlH decision. It was made, and Its conspqupnces exist as facts today.
2 Onlv a Ralph Nader or a headllnp huntine politician would cliarce that the nuto
Industry has acted with dellberntp irrpsponsibillty. Vortex holds the Industry in hleh
esteem and considers Its leaders to he In thp forpfront of triip world citiz-enshlp. On the
other hand. Vortex knows of no one close to the scene who does not believe that N.I.H.
(Not Invented Here) has played a major role In Detroit's decisions. It Is entirely clear
that the auto industry has been determined to solve the emissions problem In their own
laboratories, no matter how much It costs. They could do this with n clear conscience.
Blmply by ratlonalizlnc. because of their sublime faith In their own encineerlnB invincibility. They could be lofty minded while they made their decisions and at the same time be
deal! wrong.
' The buyer of new cars doesn't need Mr. Roche to tell him that his car doesn't perform
well. Stalling out three times every time he starts the car tells him that.
" James Roche: "First we hnve to engineer our wny In to try meet the standards.
(Referring to 1975 standards.) Wo haven't been able to do that yet. Once we do that, we'll
nave to try to recapture efficiency."
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supply the need. We know all that, but starting with the 1973 engines, the
only solution we can think of is catalytic converters."
That is where Detroit is now headed.
Question. But icfto< if Detroit "bit the hiillet" and abandoned the direction
taken in 1965 and started over again toith high performance, efficient 1965
enginesT
Statement:
To the degree that catalytic converters are demanded and required to retrieve
the engineering and policy decision made by Detroit in 1965, it is an indefensibly
Wirong requirement.
The reason the catalytic converter is the wrong answer
The reasons are well known:
1. Extreme high cost. Industry estimates have run as high as $875. A current
automotive company estimate is $275 O.B.M. with an additional $275 the first
.year.
2. Short life. Frequent replacement will be required at a prohibitively high
cost.
S. Unacceptably high fuel consumption, in the face of the energy crisis. The
best the industry even hopes for is 1973 fuel consumption, and that is not good
enough.
4. Depletion of rare metals. (Some researchers suggest that base metals will
do the job, but that is speculative at best.)
5. Poor engine performance, no better than 1973 at best, and that is not good
enough.
Of the six requirements, the catalytic converter fails outright on five of
them, low cost, simplicity, durability, engine performance and fuel consumption.
It fails on the 6th, emission control, in that it can not consistently meet the standards even under carefully controlled laboratory conditions and quickly fails
to meet them after only a few miles on the road.
Statement:
An emissions control system which will unnecessarily deplete oil reserves is
obviously the wrong system.
An emissions control system which will unnecessarily deplete rare metals is
obviously the wrong system.
An emissions control system which will unnecessarily cost the car buyers
billions of dollars and result in icars with jwor driveability and uncertain
emissions control is obviously the wrong system, particularly if it is required
solely to retrieve a wrong decision made in 1965.
Question. Is there a viable alternative to catalytic convertersT
Premise
If the afterburner will save billions of dollars, will give better engine performance, will give better fuel economy and will give acceptable emissions
levels which are consisterU- it is obviously a better solution than catalytic converters.
Performance of afterburners
All afterl)urners have the obvious ignition problem. In the first three minutes
of engine operation, the afterburner is not lighted off. Thereafter, afterburner
emissions are lower than with any other system. In assessing the overall performance, the question is how much weight should be given the cold start portion
of the standard tests, in comparison with the hot sequences. This and relate<l
matters will be discussed specifically in relation to the Vortex Reactor, though
the statements in this regard would apply to all afterburners.
Comparison Between the VorteiB Reactor and Other Afterburners
1. Several companies have built successful afterburners. The Mazda reactor
and the duPont afterburner are the best known. duPont, by virtue of its size,
reputation and influence, receives the lion's share of cooperation from Detroit.
2. Based on certified tests, the emissions levels with the Vortex Reactor are
at least as low as those obtained with any other afterburner.*
" Cprtlflcd test results, as will be (liscu.ssc(l below say tbat Vortex results are better, but
at this time we will accept the undocumented, verbal assertions by General Motors. Chrysler, du Pont and others tnat they can "duplicate" the Vortex results. None claim to better
the Vortex results with their own afterburners.
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3. There is more to judging comparative performance of smog devices than
just the bottom line of emissions levels. DuPont claims to match the Vortex
results. But Vortex achieves these results with a $30 device, without air controls,
on full performance lfl65 engines with complete driveability and excellent
fuel economy, and duPont does none of these things. Therefore duPont has
not and can not match the Vortex results.
4. This report assumes basic knowledge of emissions controls on the part of
the readers. The key qiiestion is how does the Vortex Reactor differ from other
afterbunjers and why does it perform better?
(a) It gets lower emissions for a given size and cost because of the vortex
path of the emissions, which permits burning at higher pressure and with
longer dwell path.
(b) It costs far les.s, because it is simpler. It consists of a standard General
Motors air pump, an Igniter and some stainless steel tubing. There are no fair
controls. The O.E.M. cost, complete and installed, has been estimated by U.S.
Steel and STP as under .?30. In tlie case of Mazda, the Vortex Reactor would
save as much as $100. DuPonfs publicly announced price was about $350 with
all controls and changes considered, though it is now said informally to be
much les.s. In no event is it anywhere near the Vortex Reactor In cost.
(c) Except for power to drive the pump, the Vortex Reactor performs on
ftill i>erformance 1965 engines with li)6o fuel economy.
(d) Because of the longer dwell path, there is excellent sound attenuation,
permitting reduction in size or elimination of the muffler. Considering other
costly engine changes made since 1965 which could now be removed, it is even
conceivable that the engine with Vortex Reactor installed would cost less than
the 1973 engine. Vortex believes so.
(e) The Vortex Reactor reduces NO>. No other reactor claims this. The
Vortex theory of gradual disassociation. as opposed to the present frozen
equilibrium, has been proven by tests by General Motors, U.S. Steel and others.
5. Du Pont and many automobile companies have worked on vortex reactors,
subsequent to issue of the Vortex patent. The small Vortex laboratory, working
with their own invention, have stayed ahead in the development race.
COKPABISON BETWEEN THE VOBTEX BEACTOB AND THE MAZDA BEACTOR

In impact, thin section may be the most important in this report, and toe
urge close attention to it.
6. Mazda claims to meet the 1975 standards, as announced also by the EPA.
But it appears that the correct statement should be that JIazda delivered two
carefully prepared cars which pa.ssed the tests. Vortex is not alone in cynicism
about the.se results.
.lames Roche said on April 1, 1973: "Mazda and Honda have built an engine.
Building one engine that will do the job is a lot different from building nine
million that will have to do the job."
The fact is that Mazda is selling cars today which do not meet the 1973 requirements, let alone the 1975 standards. Vortex believes that the following narrative
of relations between Vortex and Mazda is of extreme importance in judging
the attitudes of automobile manufacturers towards emission control, and therefore it will be presented in detail.
Vortex purchased a new 1972 Mazda. It did not meet 1972 or 1973 standards,
let alone 1975 standards. Vortex removed the complicated and costly Mazda
reactor, substituting the .simple, inexpensive Vortex Reactor. As tested at
General Motors and Olson Lal)oratories, the engine performance was up substantially and the emis.sions were cut by more than half.
Vortex then challenged Mazda to a competitive test, which was run February 7
and 9, 1973, at Olson Laboratories, the lab used by Mazda for their certified tests.
let alone 1975 standards. Vortex removed the complicated and costly Mazda
emissions. The Vortex NO, was higher but comparable. Five Toyo Kogj'o engineers observed the test. They agreed that tlie Vortex Reactor would cut the
emissions in half and save as much as $100 a car.
Nonetheless, Toyo Kogyo stated both in California and then in Japan, on
February 21, that they had no interest in the Vortex Reactor. To rejieat, they
recognized that they could cut the emissions in half and save perhaps $100 a car.
But they were not interested because, "We have spent .six years developing our
own system."
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If Toyo Kogyo now claims they can meet the 1975 standards and that this is
why they are not interested In the Vortex Reactor, it would be simple enough for
the EPA to take the supposed production device they tested, install it on a 1973
Mazda chosen at random by a United States congressman and determine if
Mazda can meet the 1975 standards. Then test a Vortex Reactor on the same car.
Statement:
Vortex states unequivocally that on all competitive tests to day, the Vortex
Reactor cats the Mazda emissions by half.
Statement:
Vortex states unequivocally that based on the six criteria listed above, no
other afterburner comes near the Vortex performance. Vortex stands ready to
have this contested iii neutral vehicles on neutral grounds.
THE INEVITABLE COKCLUSION

Based on the six criteria, low emissions, low cost, simplicity, durability, high
engine performance and low fuel consumption, afterburners are a better answer
to smog control than any other system, and the Vortex Reactor is a better
answer than any other afterburner.
Key guesHont
1. How close does the Vortex Reactor come to 1975 standards?
To California 1975 standards, quite clo.se. It is conceivable that with a current
igniter program between Vortex and Carborvmdum, the reactor will meet the
Federal HC and CO 1975 standards and come close to the NO. standard. C«rtainly the Vortex Reactor in the field is consistently closer to the 1975 standards
than a catalytic converter.
2. Should the 1975 standards be relaxed?
The standards now set are arbitrarily set and represent the opinion* of EPA
experts. There are at least as many experts who have the opinion they are net too
tough. The point is that there is nothing sacrosanct about these standards. If
there Is a good reason to change them, they should be changed. Vortex has listed
good reasons to change them :
(a) To conserve fuel in the energy crisis.
(b) To conserve rare metals.
(c) To save the car buyers billions of dollars.
(d) To give the car buyers engines that perform well.
The federal standards need only be relaxed in compromise with California,
or the cold start weighting be modified a little, and the Vortex Reactor, with all
its advantages to the consumer and the ecology, would be in business.
Statement:
The emissions from the Vortex Reactor are low enough to eliminate smog.
3. Could the auto industry Install Vortex Reactors in 1975?
To say this is Impractical from a production standpoint is nonsense, "fo return
to 1965 engines would be a much easier job than to destroy them and go backwards from 1965 to 1973.
When It comes to making production changes, the auto Industry can (within
reason, of course) do what it wants to do.
4. What does a company like Vortex need, if all the above claims are true? Why
Isn't Vortex off and running, instead of near expiration?
Vortex has looked to major automotive suppliers for backing. It is a fact that
all suppliers to the auto industry believe, rightly or wrongly, that there is zero
chance that the auto Indtistry will adopt and use an outside solution to the smog
problem, no matter what the merit.s. In that atmosphere, no company wishes to
risk one cent on the possibility that the better device will be chosen.
Similarl.v, tests at the Air Resources Board Laboratory' show that Vortex ha.s
an excellent retrofit device, low cost and effective, which would appeal to the car
owners becau.se It retains driveability and fuel economy. It will cost $150,000 for
the required certification program. No company believes that government will
require more than has already been done. Instead, it is unanimously believed,
wrongly or rightly, that the government is .satisfied with the partial retrofit
measures thus far taken for 1906-70 cars and satisfied that the older cars will
gradually disappear from the highways and that therefore "the heat is off." In
that atmosphere, no company wishes to risk one cent on the possibility that the
government will require that smog be eliminated.
>
' Vortex Is getting excellent cooperation from the California Air Resources Board
Laboratory.
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These are facts. That is, the belief is a fact. If the belief is wrong, the auto
industry and government must taite vigorous steps to dispel the belief. And by
actions, not words.
FINAL STATEMBaJT AND QUESTION BY VORTEX TO THE EPA

The preponderance of evidence is that the afterburner is a better answer for
emissions control than the path now pursued l)y the auto industry. The preponderance of evidence is that the Vortex Reactor is the best afterburner, best
for the car buyer, best for the world, best even for the car malcer.
But who will do something about it? The EPA? The car matters? The Congress?
The President? The Press? The Public?
Vortex says to anyone who is siceptical about this report that it is based on
certified tests which are available. The Vortex Reactor wins in liend to head
contests. Ask Mazda. As for surmise; If $1 billion had been spent on the Vortex
Reactor, how good would it now l>e?
JOHN QUIRK,

• • *

President.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PHOTEOTION AGENCY,

Washington, B.C., April 27,191S.
Mr. JOHN QUIKK,
President, Vortex,
Rancho LaCosta, Calif.
DEAR MR. QUIRK : This is in response to your letter to Administrator Ruckelshaus of April 2, 1973, in which you discuss the potential of the Vortex Reactor
for controlling automotive emissions.
As you know, our technical staff advise<l you on January 8. 1973, of their evaluation of the test data that you provided on the resiilts obtained witli tiie Vortex
Reactor. In that evaluation, they concluded that the emission control results
achieved with the Vortex Reactor are significantly lower than the results needed
to meet the statutory emission standards. Sixn-ifically, the one set of data that
was obtained by GM on an Imiuila e<iuipi)ed with the Vortex Reactor had carbon
monoxide emissions that were three times as high as the 1975 .standards; that
test was made with a hotstart only, and the CO would be expecte<l to be much
higher had the test been made with the cold .start required by the official test.
As you were also advised, these results are consistent with what might l)e expected from the use of a manifold reactor when applied to a conventional piston
engine.
In your letter of April 2, you also ask what the EPA is going to do about the
Vortex Reactor. As I advised you in my letter of .January 2, 1973, with the exception of a small, highly targeted program to develop alternative {K>wer systems,
we do not have funds to support the development f>f emission control systems. All
of our development funds are fully committed to the Rankine Cycle and gas turbine engines, which engines are not receiving sufficient attention by the industry;
in view of the enormous expenditures lieing made by the auto industry to control
emis.sions from conventional engines, we withdrew over two years ago from any
further support of emission control technology for such engines. Thu.s except for
the technical evaluation of your work, which has l>een made, there is nothing
further that the EPA can do al>out the Vortex Reactor. Had that evaluation
resulte<l in a conclu.sion that the Vortex Reactor is an effective emission control
device, we would have publicized that information : but under the circumstances,
we .see no real purpose to be .served by publicizing our conclusion that—on the
basis of the data that we have seen—the Vortex Reactor offers no particular
promise for widespread application to new ears.
As regards the potential for retrofitting the Vortex Reactor on existing vehicles, we expect at some jioint in tlie next year to lie in a position to formally
evaluate a broad varlet.v of retrofit alternatives that ma.v I)e considered by the
several States for mandatory Installation on cars that are already in use. We are
not yet in a position to conduct such evaluations because the evaluation criteria
and evaluation methodology remain to be develojied. AVhen we are ready to make
such evaluations, we will he plea-ised to consider the Vortex Reactor in that context. But even then, it is clear that our role will lie llmlte<l to testing and evaluation of retrofit alternatives proi)osed by industry, and to npaching conclusions
on the basis of this work. We will not be in a i)osition to financially .sujyport the
development of retrofit kits which, we l)elieve, will l)e adequately developed by
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those organizations that would stand to gain financially from the sale of their
devices if their use is made mandatory by individual States.
Sincerely yours,
ERIO O. STORK,

Deputy Assistant Administrator
for Mohile Source Air Pollution Control
•

•

•
VORTEX,

Rancho LaCosta, Calif., May 9,197S.
Mr. ERIC O. STORK,
Environmental Protection Agency,
Washinffton, B.C.
DEAR MR. STORK : Thank you for your letter of April 27. But you didn't answer
any of the questions we asked in our April 2 report to Mr. Ruckelshans, concerning the energy crisis and the catalytic converter. May we ask for direct answers
to the direct questions asked herein?
1. We charged that the catalytic converter Is a disaster which will cost the puhlic billions of dollars, will deplete the oil and platinum reserves of the world, and
won't do the emissions job in the first place.
This view is also held by Chrysler Corporation, by California Air Resources
Board experts, by major oil companies, by emissions scientists in the universities,
and by the National Academy of Sciences, which was funded by the BPA itself,
to survey and report. In fact, we don't know of anyone who thinks the catnlytlc
converter is the answer.
Yet the EPA and the auto industry plunge ahead on this course, ignoring the
energy crisis, each trying to place the blame on the other or on Congress—passing
the buck^all this rather than admit a wrong course was chosen a few years ago.
The cost of the catalytic converter can well be $2700 a car. There's $500 initial
cost, compared to 196.5 cars. There $150 for converter replacement at frequent
intervals in the life of the car, at least $450 in 100,000 miles, probably much more.
Since the converters won't work on worn engines, there's upwards of $1,000 for a
new engine at 50.000 or 75,000 miles. There's $7.50 in unnecessary gasoline consumption in 100,000 miles, compared to 1965 performance.
We defy anyone in the auto industry or the BPA to stand up and deny these
figures. Direct question (not just to you, but to all with policy authority at the
EPA) : Do you think the catalytic converter is economically sound? Ecologically
sound? Teclmically sound? Or are you just going along with Agency policy
against your better judgment?
2. Our report stated that the majority of experts in the California ARE. in
the universities. In the auto lndi>stry and oil Industry, and in independent laboratories disagreed with the personal opinions of the EPA experts as to what the
1975-6 standards should be and as to how the emissions tests should be condxicted.
It is a fact that If the California standards were accepted or if less weight is
given to cold start (as could reasonably be done,) alternative control systems
would meet the requirements and make the catalytic converter unnecessary.
Direct question: Are you confident enough that your personal opinion is correct
that .vou are willing to cost the car owners .$2700 a car (more than three billion
dollars a year) and deplete the oil and platinum re.ser\-es of the world to support
your opinion?
3. We report to you that the auto Industry resists outside devices until design!)
are frozen, and then says it's too late. (We had thought you would be interested
in the tactics of this resistance, especially .since it directly involves you, but apparently you are not.) There are engines in Detroit on which designs are not yet
frozen. Two years from now the Industry will say it's too late to consider outside
devices on those engines. You say this is none of your business.
We reported to you (and documented) that we could cut Mazda emissions by
more than half and. Incidentally, save more than $100 a car, but that Mazda has
no intere.st In out-slde devices. Yon say this is none of your bu.slnes.<«.
Direct question: If It is none of your bitsiness that the auto industry here and
abroad could reduce emissions and save money for the American car buyer, just
what Is the business of the Environmental Protection Agency ?
Sincerely youra,
JOHN QITIBK, President.
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PBOTBCTION AGENCY,
OFFICE OF AIR AND WATER PROGRAMS,
EMISSION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY DIVISION,

Ann Arbor, Mich., June 11,197S.
Mr. JOHN QUIRK,
President, Vortex,
Rancho La Costa, Cclif.
DEAR MR. QUIRK : This letter will confirm our verbal discussion during
your visit to our laboratory on June 6, 1973. Prior correspondence to you from
Mr. Brie Stork and myself did not Intend to discourage further development on
your or other thermal reactor systems, but, meant to point out that it is extremely difficult to completely control gaseous emissions to Federal statutory
emissions levels through the use of tliermal reactors alone. The difficulties
experienced by companies such as Esso as well documente<l in the literature.
This does not mean that break throughs are not i)Ossible as evidenced by the
successful application by Toyo Kogyo of the reactor to the Wanlrel engine.
On the ba.sis of your emissions test data acquired at the GM laboratory and
Olson laboratory and the low estimated cost of your design, we believe confirmatory testing of the Vortex thennal reactor in our EPA laboratory would
generate useful data for evaluating l)oth retrofit and OEM applications of the
A'ortex system. Consequently, please implement the test arrangements as we
discussed with Mr. Henry Gompf, phone 313-761-5230 X271.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN P. DEKANY,
Division Director.

* • *
U.S. EJNVIBONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
OFFICE OF AIR AND WATER PROGRAMS,
EMISSION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY DIVISION,

Ann Arbor, }fich., June 26,1973.
Mr. HERMAN P. ROTH,
Consultant, Manhattan Beach, Calif.
DEAR MR. ROTH : Thank you for your letter of June 14, 1973. I am also sorry
that my absence precluded my discussing thermal reactor technology status with
you during your visit to Michigan last month.
I appreciated receiving a copy of your reixjrt "Tliermal Reactors, tlie EPA,
and the Auto Industry", and your kind invitation to comment on same. AVhile
your quotes from the EPA report "Automobile Emission—Tlie-State-of-the-Art
as of December 1972" and the NAS rei>ort are of course accurate I would like
to comment upon your interpretative statements acconipjinying these quotes.
It is inaccurate tf) state that the two referenced documents provided the
primary evidence on which the Administrator based hi.s decision of April 11,
1973 to suspend statutory 1975 standards, nie primary evidence consisted
of information and data acquired during the j)ul>lic hearings held prior to the
decision, such as data contained in su.spension applications, oral testimony (including NAS) and written briefs. This material is a matter of public record and
EPA evaluations of the material are sunimarizcfl in the technical appendix to
the Administrator's deci.sion. The two reference<l documents, however, did
provide valuable background for the Administrator and his staff in preparation
for the hearings.
The Administrator's statements "The essence of the decision today involves
the oxidation catalyst . . ." and "... the catalyst is the technology that must
be used if statutory standards are to be met by 1975 or 1976" sliould not be
construed as preferential endorsement or backing of the catalyst concept as
you have implied in your report. These statements reflect acknowledgement of
.several facts as substantiattnl at the hearings:
(1) The oxidation catalyirt is the first choice .%y.stem of the vast majority
of the automobile manufacturers.
(2) The oxidation catalyst when utilized in conjunction with other engine
modifications will l)e able to meet 1975 statutory emission levels and will
permit automobile manufacturers to certify to 1975 statutory standards.
(3) The costs of catalyst systems are reasonable and fuel economy of a
1975 system will be equal to/better than the fuel economy of a 1975 typical
system.
(4) There Is no parallel production experience to predict the problems
that might be encountered if catalysts were Introduced nation-wide in 1975
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thus suggesting the usual risks associated wltli untested technology when
first introduced to the market place.
(5) Non-catalytic technology, namely diesel, stratified charge, and rotary/
thermal reactor, was also demonstrated to be able to meet statutory emissions levels—but lead-time considerations precluded significant utilization in
1&75 or 1976. Even possibilities for introduction in 1978-79 seemed highly
uncertain.
These facts along with other extensive information, provided the basis from
which the Administrator made his availability of technology and public Interest
conclusions that are well documented in his decision of April 11. His decision
did not make an "apparent commitment to catalytic systems" as suggested in
your paper. On the contrary, the Administrator went to great efforts during
the hearings to discuss advanced technology, and to determine what technology
improvements (mainly related to alternative systems) would and could be
made if he granted a susi)ension to the industry. Any commitment to catalyst
technology lias been an unilateral one by the industry, especially .since the
Clean Air Act does not permit EI'A to specify technology. As far as your comment
that the merits of catalytic systems are far from conclusive proved I must add
that same comment holds equally true for the other alternative systems. In the
end only large-scale field demonstration will settle the question of technological
superiority.
As a final comment, I must clarify the claim that the Vortex system achieved
considerably better emissions reductions than the Mazda reactor in repeated
testa on Mazda cars. While the data might indicate this conclusion, it would be
fair to point out that the comparisons were to 1972/1973 Mazda production
reactors which would not be exiiected to do .significantly better emissions-wise
than the 1972/1973 Federal standards levels dictate. Mazda's advanced version
reactor when tested in our laboratory did demonstrate an ability to meet 1975
statutory levels both at 4,000 and .^O.OOO miles. The vortex system must demonstrate the same low emission reduction capability before valid comparisons can
be made. These points were discussed with John Quirk during his recent visit.
We agree with the value of the NAS committee studies and my understanding
Is that EPA will probably extend the contract.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your report and I hope that
my comments will help to clarify our position on technology which is that in no
way does EPA Intend to discourage the continued development of advanced
concepts.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN P. DEKANY,
Division Director.

* * •

VORTEX,

Ranoho LaCosta, Calif., July S, 1913.
Mr. JOHN DEKANT,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Ann Arhor, Mich.
DEAR MR. DEKANY : As you know, we went to du Pont after meeting with you.
After extensive technical discussion, including test evaluation, the du Pont
engineers concluded that Vortex has a viable answer to the smog problem, provided Congress will adopt the reasonable clean air standards proposed by du
Pont. Since du Pont is generally known as the large corporation most deeply
involved with afterburners, we think that recommendation is significant. You are
welcome to check with Mr. Edward Cantwell, Division Head, Automotlbe Emissions, for verification.
We are delaying sending you the reactor for your 1962 Chevrolet while our
lab tries out some of the cold start techniques proposed by du Pont. We think an
unjustified penalty is paid to get cold .start, but of course we must give attention to it. We should have the test reactor in your hands within three weeks.
Vortex is most appreciative of your interest and of this opportunity.
I want to respond to your June 26 letter to Mr. Roth. Your letter is reasonable
and, of course, says many things with which we can only agree. But it also says
some things with which we di.sagree, and I think it's important to tell you exactly
where and how we disagree.
In tlie fourth paragraph, you say, "The Administrator's statements 'The essence of the decision today involves the oxidation catalyst . . .' and '. . . the
catalyst is the technology that must be used if statutory standards are to be met
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by 1975 or 1976' should not be construed as preferential endorsement or backing
of the catalyst concept."
It doesn't matter what the Administrator meant to convey. He did convey
to tills reader and many others that the EPA was backing the catalytic converter,
and subsequent statements in "clarification" have only served to strengthen that
reading. The EPA supports the standards, and when it says the only way to
meet the standards is the catalyst converter, the EPA is backing the catalytic
converter.
You state (1) The oxidation catalyst is the first choice system of the vast
majority of the automobile manufacturers.
That should read: The oxidation catalyst is the first choice at General Motors,
whose president is a competent engineer who has made the difficult problem of the
converter his personal project. Most other manufacturers have stated their
active resistance to the converter but reluctantly agree they will use it to meet
certification tests for 1975 and 1976, if that is what the government demands.
You state (2) The oxidation catalyst whon utilized in conjimction with otlier
engine modifications will be able to meet the 1975 statutory emission levels and
will i)ermit automobile manufacturers to certify to 1975 statutory standards.
That should read : With the present 1973 Poor Performance Engine, an afterburner won't work. An afterburner permits return to high performance 1965
engines. But starting with 1973 engines, an oxidation catalyst must be used to
achieve further emissions re<luctions. It will not be able to meet 1975 .statutory
emission levels, because it will deteriorate quickly in the field and result In higher
emissions levels than with an afterburner. It icill enable manufacturers to certify
to the standards, for that brief moment when the engine and catalyst are new.
You state (3) The costs of the catalyst systems are reasonable and fuel economy
of a 1975 system will be equal to or better than the fuel economy of a 1975 typical
system.
That should read: The costs of the catalyst systems are totally unreasonable.
In the life of the car, the co.st will be more than $3000. (Fortune says only $2100
but did not include cost of a new engine, as does Vortex.)
The fuel economy is a disaster. General Motors now says the fuel economy will
equal 1973 fuel economy, which is a disaster. Furthermore, this does not take
into account at least a 10% fuel loss because the converter requires unleaded fuel,
which means less gasoline from a barrel of oil. The fuel economy loss is upwards
of 25%. Du Pont sets It at 42%.
You state (4) There is no parallel production experience to predict the problems that might be encountered If catalysts were introduced nation-wide In 1975.
This should read: The National Academy of Sciences, in its report to the EPA,
stated what Is common knowledge, that the oxidant converter is fragile. Furthermore, the NAS states that the certification and endurance tests are misleading in
that they specifically fail to include those factors in real life driving which most
affect deterioration of the converter.
You state (5) Non-catalytic technology , . . was also demonstrated to meet
statutory emissions levels—but lead time consideration precluded significant
utilization in 1975.
This should read: The EPA and Congress now know that the Clean Air Act
standards are unneccessarily stringent. But until they are officially changed, the
EPA and Congress will demand adherence to them. This jjrecludes consideration
of the viable alternatives, such as the Vortex Reactor, which will give high
engine iierformance, outstanding fuel economy, very low cost and lower emissions
than the catalytic converter over the life of the car. Lead time is not a factor. The
Industry could more readily install the Vortex Reactor than the catalytic converter. It is self .serving nonsense, if the auto industry claims otherwise.
You state: His (the Administrator's) decision did not make an apparent commitment to catalytic systems . . . Any commitment to catalyst technology has
been an unilateral one by the industry.
This should read: No matter what the Administrator intended, his decisions
and .statements can only l)e interpreted as a coramitmant to catalytic systems,
since he blocked out any other systems from competing. Vortex is not being
facetious when it says this is like saying to the victim, "I didn't mean to shoot
you dead." Unless and until the EPA, the Congress and the auto Industry
recognize that they have specifically committed this nation and the world to
the disaster of the catalytic conventer, when viable alternatives were available,
the juggernaut will roll. It is time for the EPA to say, "Apparently we were
misunderstood by everybody and apparently some of our actions and state-
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ments have backfired. What can we do to rectify this?" Vortex could tell yon
how to do something great for the people of the world.
You state: (as for alternative systems) ... in the end only large-.scale field
demonstration will settle the question of technological superiority.
Tills should read : It is already well documented that the present auto industry
emissions control systems, including the catalytic converter, deteriorate rapidly
in field use. On the other hand, it Is documented that afterburners function as
designed so long as they remain physically intact. In the field, the oxidant
converters will cease to function as they did in the certification tests at 4,000,
10,000 or 15,000 miles. The afterburners will function as designed for .""AOOO
miles. By the time field results proved that the 196H-1973 controls deteriorated
rapidly (just as predicted by the afterbiirners proponents,) it was too late.
By the time the field results prove that oxidant converter will deteriorate, as
everyone knows it will, it will l)e too late.
Finally, you state: I must clarify the claim that the Vortex system achieved
considerably better emissions reductions than the Mazda reactor in repeated
tests on Mazda cars. While the data might indicate this conclusion, it would
be fair to point out that the comparisons were to 1972/197.3 Mazda production
reactors which would not be expected to do ... better ... than the 1972/1973
standards. Mazda's advanced version reactor when tested In our laboratory
did demonstrate an ability to meet 1975 statutory levels both at 4,000 and 50,000
miles.
This should read: In every competitive test to date, the Vortex Reactor ontperforms the Mazda reactor by a wide margin. Tests have proven that the vortex
burning chamber is more eflicient than the Mazda burning chaml>er. The Vortex
Reactor without air controls performs better than the Mazda reactor with or
without air controls. The Vortex reactor with air controls jierforms better than
the Mazda reactor with or without air controls. The Vortex Reactor costs as
much as $200 less than the Mazda reactor and results in better engine performance and fuel economy.
The EPA is aware that the auto manufacturers cull out their best performers
for the production certification tests and that cars being sold are significantly
worse as to emissions than are the test cars. As for the 1975-6 demonstration
tests, the special test vehicles can cost $100,000 and more. Mazda submitted two
.special test vehicles. The EPA ran tests under conditions which were .';pecifically
different from field conditions. The engine was idled at 3.000 RPM, and this
would never be done in the field. There was a special hand choke which even the
EPA expert driver had difl^culty managing, so that at lea-st one test was aborted.
Thus it can be said that Mazda built two costly, special test vehicles which
demonstrated that under unrealistic conditions the 1975 standards could be met.
Beyond this, the.se tests mean nothing at all. Performance in the test laboratories
has no significance, when It has already been demonstrated that performance in
the field is quite different.
The fact is that it has been demonstrated again and again that under equal
conditions the Vortex Reactor costing far less is much more effective than the
Mazda reactor. This .statement is totally undeniable. It allows no equivocation.
The fact exists.
We look forward to our tests with you and repeat our appreciation.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN QUIRK,

Pretideni.
P.S.—It is probable that for $100,000 Mazda could build a special vehicle
with a Vortex Reactor and get lower emi.s.sions in a 1975-6 test than with their
own reactor.

Mr. SATTERFIELD. What about funding from the EPA ?
Mr. QnRK. We are not the type of people vrho ask the Government
for funding.
Mr. SATTERFTELD. I congratulate yoivfor that.
Mr. QtriRK. We intend to make a lot of money on what we have done.
But I do think any of that funding that they" had spent on us would
have been a lot better spent than on Rankine cycle.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. Were there funds from EPA in connection with
some part of the emission control devices ?
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Mr. QtiTRK. They had funds available, but their policy was to devote
those to devices that nobody else would waste any money on.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. It looks like you are almost in that position.
Mr. QUIRK. That is right.
Mr. SATTIIRFIELD. AS I understand your testimony
Mr. QUIRK. We spent a considerable amount of money on our own
device, but that is all private money.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. A device similar to yours if I read your testimony
correctly, would not necessarily be subject to the fuel problems that a
catalytic device would be. Yours would burn on any kind of fuel
whatsoever.
Mr. QUIRK. Any type.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. There would be no ])roblems with the fuel.
Mr. QUIRK. None whatsoever. If you have a fouled up spark plug
that would destroy a catalytic converter, that would have no effect on
ours.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. I am very concerned about what I have seen since
I have been in Congress and it goes all the way to the cigarette and
tobacco hearings we had. It becomes awfully easy for the people in
the Federal Government to decide that one thing will solve a problem.
In tobacco, they said smoking caused cancer and that is something that
has never been established, but the net result of that statement by a
Federal official has meant there has been little or no research on experimentation to determine whether it does or not, and we need more
research.
About 3 years ago they had a neat little saying, "Gret the lead out,"
and everybody felt if we got the lead out of gasoline we will have
solved the problem. Here again it seems there has been a decision to go
with a catalytic device which is unproven and this leads to the impression that we have solved the problem when actually we have not.
I think we should have a broader range of experimentation in all
these areas.
Mr. QUIRK. I used the word "juggernauts" with respect to giants,
whenever the EPA oi- the auto industry make up their minds they are
going in certain directions, in this case, catalytic converters, it is
almost as if they defs' you to dissuade them from that path.
They promise you iJF they are successful, they will increase the fuel
consumption of this country, place us more at the mercy of the Arab
nations, that they will have an adverse effect on our dollars, they will
cost the American public as much as $3,000 a car and this is what they
promise.
Opposed to that, we say it will cost the American public $40 a car
and he will have a car with drivability. "When he gets in to start his
car, it will go like 196.5 and not have to restart it five times. At the very
least, somelx)dy should take a look at what we have now.
Mr. SArreKFiELn. T would ho))e we could get our basic idea over to
EPA and everybody else involved. We should examine ever\'thing
that comes down the pike.
Mr. QriRK. I would point out, pi-obably 13,000 people in the United
States ai-e ninning around claiming they have answei-s to the smog
problem, but what I think the EPA should consider, the thing that
sets us apart, is that certified tests results liave done all our talking for
US.
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In luio with what you say, I would suggest, as a matter of practicality, anybody who comes to the EPA with certified test i-esults should
get a hearing.
Mr. S.ATTERFiELD. I am inclined to agree with that. Thank you very
much.
Mr. ROGERS. T think this is impressive testimony although the testing has not been done for 50,000 miles, you say you are now in the
process of doing that ?
Mr. QuiHK. We are not in the process of doing it, but afterburners as
a class survive 50,000 miles without anv difficulty. We would like to do
it. We wish we had $150,000 to run 10 cars on a oO,000-mile test.
Mr. ROGERS. I would like for the committee staiF to take this testimony and send it to EPA and to the major automobile companies asking for their comments. I particulai'l}' want to know from EPA what
they are doing if this seems to proxe out to make sure the testing is
done quickly and adequately.
Mr. SATTERFIELD. DO I understand you are saying that you really
don't have the capability of doing the 50,000 mile test at this point?
Mr. QUIRK. We don't have the money.
Mr. ROGERS. We will ask that that bo looked into.
[The following letter from EPA was received for the record:]
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTBATOB,

WasMngton, D.O., October 19,197S.
Hon. PACI. G. ROGEKS,
Chairman, Suhcommittee on PuJ)lw BealtJi and Environment, Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington, D.O.
DEAR ME. CHAIRMAN : This Is in response to your letter In which yon ask for
a report to the Subcommittee on the Vortex Reactor, as well as for a summary
of contacts that the EPA has had with Vortex.
Our flies on communications with Vortex go back to last January, when Mr.
John Quirk first brought his device to our attention. Since that time we have
had extensive correspondence with Mr. Quirk, both direct and through various
Senators and Congressmen, as well as through the White House. In August of
this year, we made confirmatory emission tests of a vehicle equipped with the
Vortex Reactor. A copy of our test report is enclosed.
To summarize, the Vortex Reactor was Installed on a 1965 Chevrolet engine
by the Vortex Corporation, and the emissions from that vehicle were 0.81 grams
per mile hydrocarbon, 22.7 grams per mile carbon monoxide, and 1.43 grams per
mile oxides of nitrogen. These emission levels would not allow the vehicle to meet
1975 interim Federal emission standards and certainly not the statutory Federal
emission standards; for carbon monoxide, for example, the Interim Federal
emission standard is 1.5 grams per mile, and the statutory standard that will
apply in the 1975 model year is 3.4 grams per mile. As regards unburned hydrocarbon and oxides of nitrogen, the vehicle equipped with the reactor did a better
job, but would still not meet the statutory standards.
The measured emission levels are generally consistent with emission levels that
can be expected from thermal reactors, which devices have been extensively explored by a number of companies, including the Chrysler Corporation, the duPont
Corporation, and Ethyl Corporation. It is generally agreed that conventional
vehicles equipped wilth thermal reactors are not capable of meeting stringent
emission levels, especially carbon monoxide.
The EPA testing showed no fuel economy advantage for the Vortex Reactor
over other emission control systems planned for use by auto manufacturers. Fuel
economy of the Vortex Reactor-equipped vehicle was 10.8 miles per gallon. This
is comparable with the fuel economy of current model automobiles of similar
weight. Catalytic emission control systems planned to be used on many 1975
and nearly all 1976 models are expected to achieve somewhat better fuel economy than current values. In addition to emission levels well below those demonstrated with the Vortex Reactor.
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On your question as to our intentions for dealing with Vortex in the future,
we plan to evaluate an advanced version of the Vortex Reactor in November. In
view of the foregoing discussion of the work that has already been done on thermal reactors, however, we have no reason to believe that the Vortex Reactor can
be improved to a point where vehicles equipped with it could perform better than
vehicles equipped wilth catalysts, or than inherently low emission engines such
as the stratified charge.
As regards financial support for further development of the Vortex Reactor,
we cannot be encouraging. The limited resources available to us for research and
develoi)ment on low pollution engines are all devoted to an intensive effort to
evaluate the feasibility of Rankine and gas turbine systems. Over two years ago
we completely withdrew from the funding of any hardware developments designed to allow today's engines to meet emis.sion standards. This action was
taken because the automobile industry, spurred on by the stringent requirements of the Clean Air Act, was Investing each year enormous sums of money
in their efforts to clean up the conventional internal combustion engine. We
concluded that there was no significant likelihood of the .small amounts of money
that we might be able to devote to such work resulting in a unique development
that might be overlooked by the industry. All of our in-depth evaluations of the
Industry's work in the last two years has confirmed that that was a sound decision, and that putting Federal monies into trying to clean up Detroit's engines
would be inappropriate, especially in view of the many competing needs for
Federal funds in areas in which Federal expenditures can make n significant
impact.
I appreciate this opportunity to provide you this background information on
the Vortex Reactor.
Sincerely,
RDSSEIX E. TRAIN, Administrator.
Enclosure.
EIVALUATION OF A

CHE\'B0LET

FITTED WITH A V0BTB3t

REACTOB—AUGUST

1973

Emission Control Technology Division OflJce of Air and Water Programs
Environmental Protection Agency
BACKGROUND

The Emission Control Technology Division was contacted by A'ortex Inc. of
Tucson, Arizona, concerning the possible testing of their test vehicle fitted with
a thermal reactor. The vehicle had been recently tested at the General Motors
Proving Ground in Mesa, Arizona, and approached the I!)".") Federal Interim
emission levels, being slightly high only in carbon monoxide. The Test and Evaluation Branch agreed to te.st the vehicle, but because of the heavy work load
could only schedule one test. Additional and more complete te.sts on this system
and on a system designed for OEM application are planned in the near future.
8T8TEM DESCRIPTION

The thermal reactor was a large cylinder, approximately eight inches in diameter and seven feet long. It was fitted into the exhaust sy.steni, about three feet
down.stream of the exhaust manifold. A spark plug near the upstream end of the
reactor was fired by means of a separate coil connected to the regular coil. Air
from an air pump could be controlled by the driver to enter either the exhaust
manifold or the entrance (before the .spark plug) of the reactor.
TEST PROGRAM

The vehicle supplied by Vortex was a 1972 Chevrolet Impala. The original
engine was replaced with a 196.5 Chevrolet 327 CID engine. The test performed
was a 1975 FTP as outlined in the November l.">. 1972. Federal Register for light
duty vehicles. Because of the Vortex representative's concern for back pressure
from the standard CVS exhaust hook-up, the dilution box was not u.sed and the
exhaust piiie from the vehicle was simply stuck inside the larger inlet pipe to
the CVS.
For the first 300 seconds of the test air from the air pump was ported to the
exhaust manifold. For the rest of the test it was ported to the reactor.
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TEST BE8ULT8

The test results are presented below along with calculated fuel economy. Emission are in grams/mile.
Test No
l$-«74_..,

HC

CO

0.81
1.50

22.68
15.0 .„_

CO,

NO.

MPG

803.5

1.43
3.1

10.8

CONCLUSIONS

The Vortex system produced much lower emissions than are typical for a
1965 uncontrolled vehicle. However, the vehicle failed to meet 1975 interim levels,
HO and Nd emissions were about half the limits, but CO emissions were 50%
higher.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Mr. Quirk, for your being here and for
giving us this testimony.
This concludes our hearings for today, and the committee will stand
adjourned until 10 o'clock Monday morning.
[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene at 10 a.m., Monday, September 17,1973.]
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